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Jones 

The Author - - - And the Laboratory 

Equipment described in this Handbook is first conceived, then engineered, 
then designed, then constructed, if necessary then reconstructed again and 

again and, finally, when exhaustive tests under actual operating conditions 

both with local stations and with others in the far corners of the world have 

shown the worth of the conceptions they find their way into the pages of 
this Handbook. 
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Jonea Radio Handbook 

The Third Edition of Your Handbook 

T
WO previous editions of this Handbook were produced in collab-
oration with a radio magazine publisher. Much of the data in these 
earlier issues was more or less a reprint of previously published 

technical magazine material. Many photographs and circuit diagrams 
were literally lifted from the pages of the magazine and transferred 
to the Handbook. Thus these earlier editions lacked the refreshing 
newness which is so evident in this the third edition. The author is 
no longer associated with a magazine publisher; he has written noth-
ing for the pages of any magazine in recent months, for it was his 
desire to produce a book that would fill a long-felt want . . . a Hand-
book new and different. 

Only the theoretical Chapters in this Handbook remain 
unchanged, for an Ohm is still an Ohm, the dots and dashes of the 
Continental Code are still memorized in the same tried-and-proven 
manner, and electrical and radio tests are not subject to drastic and 
sudden change. Yet, as you page through this edition of the Handbook, 
you will find many new thoughts even in those Chapters which pre-
viously left little to be desired from the average technical point of 
view. The Chapters that deal with Receivers, Exciters, Vacuum Tubes, 
Transmitters for Phone and C. W., Diathermy, Television, Ultra-High-
Frequencies and Antennas are as new as tomorrow. Thousands of 
dollars were invested in new photographs and circuit diagrams alone. 

Your particular attention is directed to the new Jones Multi-Band 
Crystal Oscillators which function at several frequencies from a single 
quartz crystal, and without buffer or doubler stages. The new Jones 
Receivers are far in advance of the times, some so simple in design 
and construction that even the inexperienced layman should have no 
difficulty in duplicating the performance of the engineer's model. 
Your listeners will enjoy a new thrill if you communicate with them 
by means of the new Jones crystal-controlled 5-meter transmitters. 
The author's 5-meter Exciter has already won wide acclaim among 
radio club members who were given a "preview" of the new device. 
The greatly enlarged Chapter on Antennas will help solve many of 
your difficult problems, particularly if you reside in congested areas. 

The author has given all of his recent time to the engineering of 
equipment that will do a better job for you, at a lower cost. Only that 
which has withstood the rigid tests in the laboratory, followed by 
practical tests on the air under actual operating conditions, is found 
in the pages of this Handbook. 

In the preparation of the text the author wishes to acknowledge 
gratefully the assistance he has received from Prof. F. E. Terman, 
Ralph R. Batcher, Arthur H. Halloran, Clayton F. Bane and D. B. 
Mc Gown. 
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Chapter 1 
ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA AND 

RADIO THEORY 
• A study of electrical or radio phenomena 
requires a knowledge of the electron theo-
retical conception of matter and energy. 
This theory assumes a scheme whereby 
very small particles of matter carrying elec-
trical charges form the basic mechanism in 
electric conduction. These elemental units 
or electronic charges form the basis of the 
electron theory which has been universally 
accepted as the best means for coordinating 
present knowledge of electric phenomena. 

In general, the smallest particle of matter 
which can exist alone is the atom. It con-
sists of a heavy nucleus of one or more 
protons surrounded at planetary distances 
by an equal number of electrons. The outer-
most electrons revolve in elliptical paths 
around this inner nucleus. Every atom of 
matter has as many electrons as protons, 
and therefore the total number of positive 
and negative charges neutralize each other. 
This atomic system has been given the 
name of the nuclear atom. The charge re-
tained in the nucleus of an atom is what 
designates its weight, while the attendant 
electrons revolving around the nucleus is 
that which determines the atomic number. 
Atomic numbers run from one to ninety-
two, which are the ranges given to all the 
chemical elements. 
To the electrons, or more properly to the 

negative electronic charges with correspond-
ing positive charges on the protons, or posi-
tive nuclei, are ascribed properties of elec-
tric fields (the space surrounding magnets, 
electric charges and electric currents), con-
sidered as innate characteristics of each 
elemental unit. Electrons at rest produce 
electro-static phenomena, while electro-dy-
namic effects result from electrons in mo-
tion. 

In all substances which are non-con-
ductors of electricity, the electrons in the 
atoms are held permanently in place in fixed 
orbits about the nucleus, but in the atoms 
of all electrical conductors one or more of 
the electrons farthest out from the nucleus 
are attached rather loosely and may, by 
various means, be drawn away from the 
atom altogether. These are termed free 
electrons. 

Electromotive Force 

• Electricity consists of a movement of 
electrons through a conductor or conduct-
ing medium. To initiate the flow, a differ-
ence in electrical pressure (analogous to a 
hydrostatic head of water) or electromo-
tive force must exist between the two ends 

of the conductor. To clarify these state-
ments in an electronic exposition is with-
out the scope of this text, but briefly the 
explanation is: The looseness with which 
the outer electrons are held in any atom 
is related to the electrical conductivity of 
the substance composed of this particular 
atom. The more loosely the free electrons 
are attached to their nuclei, the better the 
electrical conductivity. Thus, the flow of 
current in a conductor consists of a stream 
of electrons moving along the conductor, 
from atom to atom, in a definite direction 
under the influence of an outside applied 
force or pressure. In electrical circuits this 
outside force consists of an equalizing 
tendency on the part of the electrons which, 
like water, seek their level. Hence, there 
will be a flow of current in any conductor 
which possesses an excess of electrons at 
one point and a deficiency at another. This 
flow will continue until the number of 
electrons at all points along the conductor 
is equal. This equalizing force is called 
the electromotive force, abbreviated EMF, 
and is usually expressed in volts. This 
force is due to the non-uniform distribu-
tion of electrons in a circuit. For illustra-
tion, if a battery is placed in a closed circuit, 
a current of electricity will flow around the 
conducting medium because the battery pulls 
electrons into one terminal and pushes elec-
trons out of the other. The source from 
which the electrons flow is called the nega-
tive terminal, and the point which the elec-
trons travel to is called the positive terminal. 
The words POSITIVE and NEGATIVE 
have no meaning, but serve only to dis-
tinguish or differentiate between the two 
electrical charges. The terms were chosen 
many years before the electron-movement 
theory was established, and for a long time 
it was assumed, for reasons of convention-
ality, that current flowed from a positive 
terminal to a negative terminal. It is now 
known that the co-ordinated motion of 
electrons actually move in the opposite di-
rection; that is, from the negative to posi-
tive terminals. 

Electric Potential 

• The value of an electromotive force ex-
isting between any two points is known as 
the potential difference, and is measured in 
units of volts. 

The Electric Circuit 

• The simplest electrical circuit consists of 
a source of electromotive force and a con-
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tinuous path from the negative to the posi-
tive terminals through a resistance. The 
source voltage may be either a unidirec-
tional ( DC), or alternating ( AC) force. 
If direct ,:urrent, the voltage source main-
tains a constant positive and negative 
polarity. On the other hand, if the current 
be of an alternating nature the polarity of 
the two terminals is periodically reversed. 
In an alternating current circuit the direc-
tion of the electron movement reverses 
once each cycle. In the ordinary 60 cycle 
AC power line, the polarity of the AC 
generator reverses 120 times per second, 
which is proportional to the line FRE-
QUENCY. Alternating and direct currents 
have quite different characteristics. Ac-
cordingly the study of electricity is divided 
into two parts; direct currents and alter-
nating currents. 

Electric Resistance 

• Electrons moving through a conductor 
continually collide with atoms of the con-
ducting material. This impedes or slows 
the electron flow to such an extent that the 
amount of current is limited which can flow 
through a circuit when a given voltage is 
applied. This limiting effect is termed the 
resistance of the conductor; it is expressed 
in ohms. Hence, a circuit has a resistance 
of 1 ohm when an EMF of 1 volt will force 
a current of 1 ampere through it. And, in 
an inverted sense, a source of EMF is said 
to have 1 volt electrical pressure when it 
will establish a current of 1 ampere in a 
resistance of 1 ohm. 
The collisions between the free electrons 

and the atoms move the atoms around 
slightly, which takes a certain amount of 
energy away from the electron stream. This 
energy heats up the conductor and explains 
why resistors carrying current increase their 
temperature. 

Electric Current 

• Electric current describes the quantity of 
flow of electricity through a circuit, and 
the unit of current flow is the ampere. 
Electric currents are measured either by 
their heating effects on a conductor (ther-
moammeters, etc.) or by their magnetic ef-
fects ( moving coil and moving iron instru-
ments). 

Sources of Electricity 

• An electromotive force ( and therefore a 
flow of current) can be produced either by 
chemical or mechanical means. All bat-
teries produce electricity by converting en-
ergy from one form to another by means 
of a chemical reaction. All the common 
types of electrical generators transform me-
chanical energy into electrical energy, either 
by magnetic or electrostatic action. 

Series and Parallel Circuits 

• A simple circuit can contain any number 
of resistances. For example, Figure 1 
shows a circuit having two resistances con-
nected in series, while that in Figure 2 has 
resistances connected in parallel. The cur-
rent in a parallel circuit will divide between 
the various resistance branches, and will 
not be equal in each branch unless the 
resistance in every branch is equal. In a 
series circuit the current flow is equal at 
every point in the circuit. 

RI c R2 R 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

Ohm's Law 

• The resistance of any conductor depends 
on the structure of the material of which 
it is made, together with its cross-section 
and length. The relationship between the 
electromotive force ( volts), the flow or cur-
rent ( amperes), and the resistance imped-
ing the flow of current (ohms) is expressed 
in Ohm's Law, which states: "For any cir-
cuit or part of any circuit the current in 
amperes is equal to the electromotive force 
in volts divided by the resistance in ohms." 
This relationship is usually expressed by the 
following three formulas: 

Where I is the current in amperes, 
E is the electromotive force in 

volts, 
R is the circuit resistance in ohms. 

E = IR 
E 

I = — 
R 

E 
R — 

I 

Thus, resistance equals voltage divided by 
current, 

current equals voltage divided by 
resistance, 

voltage equals current times re-
sistance. 

In many commonly used circuits it is 
found that there are resistances connected 
in series, in parallel or in series-parallel, 
as shown in Figure 3. In order to calcu-
late the total resistance of any network 
composed of two or more resistances con-
nected in any of the above three ways, the 
formula shown in Figure 3 is used. Note 
that the total resistance of resistors con-
nected in series is larger than that of the 
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highest resistance in the circuit. Also, the 
total resistance of resistors connected in 
parallel is less than that of the lowest re-
sistance in the circuit. 

SERIES 

1,13 

RTOTAL e  Rs, + R2+ R 3 

PARALLEL 

R R2 R 3 

RTOTAL 

R, 
+ 

SERIES PARALLEL 

/Ft, 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R 5 

R6 

RTOTAL 

R, R2 R3 + R4 Rs R, 

Fig. 3 

Electric Power and Heating Effects 

• The heat generated in a conductor by the 
flow of current varies directly with the re-
sistance of the conductor and as the square 
of the amperes of current flow. The unit 
of power is the watt, and equals the prod-
uct of the voltage across a resistor, times 
the current through it. This equals the 
amount of electrical power transformed into 
heat in the resistor. Using the symbols de-
scribed above, plus W = Watts of Power, 
it is found that the following relationships 
hold true: 

W = EI W = 
E' 

= — 
R 

Electrical power can do other forms of 
work besides generating heat, such as driv-
ing a motor, radiating waves from an an-
tenna or driving a loudspeaker. Electrical 
power takes many different forms and can 
be transduced from one form to another by 
means of a motor-generator, or vacuum tube. 

Electromagnetic Phenomena 

• A magnetic field envelops or surrounds a 
conductor when an electric current is flow-
ing. How this field is developed is ex-
plained as follows: Electrons of like charge 
will repel each other due to the electrostatic 
field of force which surrounds each elec-

R M A STANDARD 
RESISTOR COLOR CODE 

—A e 
A BODY COLOR—lst figure of resistance 

value. 
B COLORED END-2nd figure. 
C CENTER DOT—number of ciphers fol-
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figure color 
0 BLACK 
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3 ORANGE 
4 YELLOW 

figure color 
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6 BLUE 
7 VIOLET 
8 GRAY 
9 WHITE 

tron; this force is inversely proportional 
to the square of the distance. Thus, if the 
repulsion at any distance is a certain value, 
the repulsion at twice this distance is one-
half squared, or one-quarter as much. The 
electrostatic field around any electron which 
is at rest, or moving with a constant veloc-
ity, can be visualized by a group of concen-
tric equipotential circles surrounding the 
electron. See Figure below: 

At Rest or Moving at Direction of 
Movement a Constant Velocity 

A 

No Change In Accelerated 

Fig. 4 Velocity 
Decelerated 

When an electron moves, it must carry 
its field of force along with it. Hence, due 
to the relatively enormous volume of this 
field, each electron has considerable inertia. 
Thus, when a switch in a circuit is closed, 
the current does not jump instantly to the 
final value determined by the voltage 
divided by the resistance. 

This gradual build-up of current in any 
circuit depends upon the circuit character-
istics. It takes a greater length of time 
for current to build-up in a circuit con-
taining a coiled wire than in one which 
consists of one long, straight wire. This is 
because the moving electro-static fields over-
lap surrounding electrons in adjacent turns 
of the coil. The energy stored at any point 
in space is proportional to the square of the 
electro-static intensity (or force) at that 
point. Thus, by coiling the wire, the energy 
concentration stored in the space around 
the coil has been materially increased, due 
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to the increased overlap in the fields of the 
electrons. If the electro-static intensity at 
any point has been increased a hundred 
times over that of a point near a straight 
wire, the energy storage is 100 squared, or 
10,000 times that of the energy stored in 
the space surrounding the long, straight 
wire. This stored energy comes from the 
source of power supplying the circuit, and 
any given current in a coil represents much 
more stored energy than the sanie current 
in a straight wire. Hence, for a given im-
pressed voltage, it takes more time to start 
or stop the current flow in a coil than in a 
straight wire. Likewise, to start or stop 
the current flow in a coil in a given time 
requires the application of a larger voltage 
than would be necessary to start or stop 
the same current flow in a straight wire. 
The inertia offered by a circuit to either 

an increase or a decrease in current is 
termed the inductance of the circuit. This 
inertia can be visualized in the following 
manner. When an electron is accelerated, 
or speeded up, its electro-static field does 
not instantly respond to the motion of the 
electron because the electro-static disturb-
ances caused by the sudden acceleration of 
the electron travel outward from the elec-
tron with the speed of light. Hence, differ-
ent parts of these fields are moving at dif-
ferent speeds, as shown in Figure 4 ( B), 
and the concentration of energy ahead of 
the electron is greater than the concentra-
tion behind it. As soon as the electron at-
tains constant velocity, its field again be-
comes systematically arranged. When the 
electron is decelerated the concentration of 
energy behind it becomes greater than that 
ahead of it, as shown in Figure 4 (C). 
These non-uniform concentrations of energy 
tend to oppose any change in the velocity 
of the electron, and it should be evident that 
the overlapping of the electron fields which 
occurs in the coil increases the non-uniform 
energy concentration which accompanies 
any change in the velocity of an electron, 
thus increasing the opposition to change, 
or inertia of the electron. This inertia, 
therefore, exerts a force opposing any 
change in the current through an inductance, 
and this opposing force is called the back 
electro-motive force. 

Induction and Induced Voltages 

• When an alternating current is passed 
through a coil of wire, energy is alter-
nately stored in the field and returned to 
the wire. The greater the number of turns 
of wire on the coil, the greater is the mag-
neto-motive force. This force varies with 
the number of turns, the diameter of the 
coil and the current. MMF corresponds to 
magnetic pressure. 

Magnetic Flux 

• Magnetic flux consists of the lines of 
magnetic force which surround any con-
ductor. Magnetic flux might be termed 
magnetic current, just as magneto-motive 
force corresponds to magnetic voltage. The 
reluctance of a magnetic circuit could be 
described as the resistance of the magnetic 
path and the relationship between magnetic 
flux; magneto-motive force and reluctance 
is exactly similar to that between current, 
voltage and resistance, (Ohm's Law). 
Magnetic flux depends on the material, 

cross-section and length of the magnetic 
circuit and varies directly as the current 
flowing in the circuit. Reluctance depends 
upon the length, cross-section, permeability 
and air-gap, if any, in the magnetic circuit. 

Permeability 

• Permeability describes the difference of 
the magnetic properties of any magnetic 
substance compared with the magnetic 
properties of air. Iron, for example, has 
a permeability of approximately 2,000 times 
that of air, which means that a given 
amount of magnetizing effect produced in 
an iron core by current flowing through a 
coil of wire will produce 2,000 times the 
flux density that the same magnetizing ef-
fect would produce in air. The permeability 
'of different iron alloys varies quite widely 
and permeabilities up to 100,000 can be ob-
tained, if required. Permeability is similar. 
to electric conductivity. However, there is 
one important difference—the permeability 
of iron is not independent of the magnetic 
current ( flux) flowing through it, although 
electrical conductivity is usually indepen-
dent of electric current in a wire. After 
a certain point is reached in the flux density 
of a magnetic conductor, an increase in 
the magnetizing field will not produce any 
material increase in the flux density. This 
point is known as the point of saturation. 
The inductance of a choke coil whose core 
becomes saturated declines to a very low 
value. This characteristic is extremely 
valuable in the swinging choke and in the 
saturable reactor used in some controlled 
carrier modulation systems. 
The magnetizing effect of a coil is often 

described in ampere-turns. Two amperes 
of current flowing through one turn equals 
two ampere-turns, or one ampere of current 
flowing through two turns also equals two 
ampere-turns. 

Mutual Inductance 

• When two parallel wires are placed in 
proximity to each other and a varying cur-
rent flows through one of them, the non-
uniform energy concentrations around the 

r-
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accelerating and decelerating electrons in 
the conductor carrying the varying current 
cause an induced electro-motive force to be 
applied to the free electrons in the neigh-
boring conductor. The electro-motive force 
(voltage) produced in the adjacent wire is 
always in the same direction as the back-
electro-motive force set up in the wire 
which is carrying the exciting current. This 
point helps to explain why the inductance 
of a circuit containing many turns of wire 
is greater than that of a circuit composed 
only of a straight wire. In a coil, each 
turn has a back-electro-motive force in-
duced by the changing current within itself. 
In addition, it has an induced electro-mo-
tive force in the same direction, due to the 
changing current in the adjacent turns on 
each side of the portion of the coil under 
consideration. The self-inductance of a 
coil in henrys equals the induced voltage in 
volts across that coil when the current is 
varying at the rate of one ampere per sec-
ond. 

If a second coil is wound directly over the 
first coil, any change in current in the first 
coil will induce a voltage in the second coil, 
and the mutual inductance in henrys be-
tween the two coils equals the voltage in-
duced in either coil when the current in 
the other is varying at the rate of one am-
pere per second. The unit of inductance is 
the henry. 

Inductive Reactance 

• The principal action of an inductance is 
to resist any change in current through it, 
and therefore any inductance in a circuit 
will impede the flow of alternating current. 
The higher the frequency of the alternating 
voltage impressed across the inductance the 
lower will be the current through the coil. 
The current flowing through the inductance 
is related to the inductance in henrys and 
to the frequency in cycles per second. 

Formula: 

Where Xi is the inductive reactance in 
ohms, 

the frequency in cycles per 
second, 
the inductance in henrys, 
Xi = 2 T fL 

Thus, if the inductance of a coil and the 
frequency of the impressed alternating 
voltage is known, the current in any AC 
circuit in which there is an inductance can 
be determined by dividing the voltage by 
the inductive reactance. 

Inductances can be connected in series or 
in parallel. The electrical effect of making 
such connections is quite similar to those 
obtained when connecting resistors in series 
or parallel. Inductances in series: 

f, 

L, 

L total = Li + L2 + L3, etc., 

Inductances in parallel: 

1 1 1 1 
 = — — -I-, etc., 
L total Li I., L3 

Transformers 

• From the foregoing, it was seen that a 
variation of current flowing through an in-
ductive- winding will induce a similar volt-
age in an adjacent winding if both are 
coupled within the proximity of the com-
mon magnetic circuit. This explains the 
operation of a transformer. The winding of 
a transformer carrying the exciting current 
is known as the primary, and the coupled 
coil in which is induced a voltage is known 
as the secondary. If both primary and sec-
ondary windings have an equal number of 
turns which are closely coupled, and if 
neither of the windings are tuned by means 
of a capacity to resonance at the frequency 
of operation, the voltage across the sec-
ondary will be equal to the voltage across 
the primary. If the secondary has twice 
as many turns as the primary, the induced 
voltage in the secondary will be twice the 
exciting voltage across the primary. For 
any other turns ratio between the primary 
and secondary windings, the ratio of the 
secondary voltage to the primary voltage 
will be equal to the ratio between the num-
ber of secondary turns to the number of 
primary turns. These relationships hold as 
long as no current flows in the secondary 
winding, which is the case in all low-level 
audio-frequency circuits. When a load is 
connected across the secondary, as in a 
power transformer, or audio-output trans-
former, the DC resistance and the leakage 
reactance of the transformer windings 
slightly modify the voltage relationships. 

Useful transformer formula: 

z, 
—= z. CPY 

Where Z,, = primary impedance 
Z. = secondary impedance 
= number of primary turns 

N. = number of secondary turns 

Condensers and Capacitive 
Reactance 

• A condenser is a device for storing elec-
trical energy, and in its simplest form con-
sists of two parallel metallic plates sep-
arated by an insulator, such as air. If the 
two plates are connected to a DC source, 
one will be positively and the other nega-
tively charged. As soon as the potential 
difference between the two plates becomes 
equal to the voltage of the DC source, the 
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current in the circuit will cease. If the 
condenser is connected to an AC voltage, 
the current will surge back and forth every 
cycle, because first one plate takes on a 
positive charge, then the other. During 
that part of the cycle when one plate be-
comes negative, the excess of electrons 
driven on to this plate repels an equal num-
ber of electrons off the other plate. These 
electrons then travel back toward the posi-
tive terminal of the voltage source. On 
the next half cycle this process is reversed. 
No electrons actually pass through the con-
denser from one plate to the other, because 
the electrons arriving at one plate drive 
an equal number away from the other plate. 
The effect on the circuit is the same as if 
the electrons actually passed right through 
the condenser — except for the phase rela-
tion between the impressed voltage and the 
resulting current. 
The quantity of electricity stored in a 

condenser is proportional to the square of 
the impressed voltage. The quantity stored 
is measured in coulombs or ampere-seconds. 
One coulomb is the quantity of electricity 
carried by one ampere of current flowing 
for one second. Hence, if the voltage 
changes at the rate of one volt per second 
and the current produced (or absorbed) is 
one ampere, the capacity of the condenser 
has one farad; that is, the condenser has a 
capacity of one farad. The farad is too 
large a unit for practical use, so in radio 
work a very small fraction of this capacity 
is used, the more common unit being the 
micro-farad, which is one-millionth of a 
farad. 
The capacity of a condenser depends on 

the area of the plates, their spacing, and 
the dielectric properties of the insulator 
which separates the plates. For mechanical 
reasons, it is desirable to construct con-
densers with two or more plates; hence. 
most radio condensers consist of two paral-
leled sets of plates, each connected to-
gether conductively. The dielectric prop-
erty varies with the insulating material 
which affects the ability of a condenser to 
store electricity. The dielectric constant, 
therefore, describes the ability of a con-
denser to increase its capacity over that of 
an air condenser. 
The capacity of a condenser can be com-

puted from the following formula: 

kA 
C (microfarads) = 0.8842 — (n-1) 10' 

d 
Where k = the dielectric constant (air 1.00, 

mica 4.5 to 7.5) 
A= area in cm' (one side of one 

plate) 
d = separation in cm 
n = number of plates 

Condensers in Parallel and Series 

• Condensers can be connected in series or 
in parallel, but the effect is just the opposite 
to that of connecting inductances or resist-
ances in series or parallel. A simple rule 
covering parallel or series connections is: 
Capacities in parallel should be added to find 
the total capacity, and for capacities in series 
the reciprocal of the sum of reciprocals must 
be taken. Illustrating by formula: 

C (parallel) = C1 ± C2 -I- C3 etc., 

1 1 1 1 
C (series) : — = — — — etc., 

C C1 C2 C3 

Capacitive Reactance 

• Alternating current does not flow through 
a capacity without some impeding effect 
taking place, which is termed capacitive 
reactance. This retarding factor is inversely 
proportional to the frequency and the ca-
pacity of the condenser. To find the capaci-
tive reactance, the following formula is 
given: 

X, = 
1,000,000 

2.nf C 

Where X, = the capacitive reactance in 
ohms 

f = the frequency in cycles per 
second 

C = the capacity in microfarads 

Thus, if the capacity of a condenser and 
the frequency of the impressed alternating 
voltage is known, the current through any 
condenser can be determined by dividing 
the voltage by the capacitive reactance. 

Impedance 

• When an inductance, capacity and a re-
sistance are connected in series, the com-
bined effect is called the impedance of the 
circuit. 
The capacitive reactance and inductive 

reactance are of opposite sign, because the 
current through a conductor leads the im-
pressed voltage by 90 electrical degrees, 
while the current through an inductance 
lags the voltage by 90 degrees. Thus, the 
current is 180 degrees out of phase with 
that through the inductance. The reactance 
of the circuit becomes XL — X.. Since the 
current through an inductance or capacity 
lags or leads that through a resistance by 
90 degrees, it is necessary to take the square 
root of the sum of the squares to solve for 
the total impedance of the circuit to the 
flow of current. 

10 
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Z (impedance) = V12.2 + (XL — X.) 2 

With any two quantities known, the third 
can be solved from the following formulas: 

E = IZ 
E 

= — 
I 

E 
I = — 

Z 

From the equation of the impedance of 
a series circuit it can be seen that the im-
pedance is equal to the resistance when the 
inductive reactance is equal to the capad-
tive reactance. This is known as resonance. 

Alternating Current Considerations 

• Alternating current produces a heating 
effect in a resistor in spite of the fact that 
the current flow periodically reverses at a 
uniform rate of speed. To explain the 
theory, principle, and applications of alter-
nating current in its many ramifications, 
would be taking too much of the more valu-
able space in this book. The student, then, 
is referred to texts wherein this and other 
information on AC phenomena can be found. 
Briefly, a generator produces alternating 
current which starts at zero, reaches maxi-
mum, returns to zero, reverses direction, 
and repeats the performance. This varia-
tion follows a mathematical law called a 
sine wave. The actual heating effect of this 
alternating current depends on the effective 
value of each half-sine wave. This is called 
the RMS value and is equal to the peak 
value divided by 1.41, in case it is a pure 
sine wave. The RMS value of either volt-
age or current is the value read on most AC 
voltmeters or ammeters. 

In considering alternating current the ac-
tual power is not the product of I'Z, since 
the effect of either the inductance or ca-
pacity is to make the current lag or lead 
that through the resistance of the circuit. 
The lag or lead is known as the phase angle, 
and the power can be computed from the 
expression P=E X I cos B. The cos 
represents the power factor which has a 
zero (unity) value in a pure ( 100%) re-
sistive circuit. A perfect condenser having 
no resistance would have a zero power fac-
tor, which would provide a means for mak-
ing comparative tests with other con-
densers. 
One of the many interesting applications 

of "power factor" is in determining the ef-
fective shunt and series resistance of a 
condenser when the frequency of operation 
is known. Solutions for the determinants 
are: 

Series Resistance = 
power factor 

R. = Shunt Resistance = 

2 irfC 

1 

2TfCXpower 
factor 

Eliminating the power factor term gives 

Series Resistance _-_-
1 

R. (2 f C) z 

Fundamentals of Radio 

• In power, telephone and telegraph lines, 
electricity energy is carried from the send-
ing point to the receiving point through in-
dividual and isolated lines. All radio sig-
nals, however, utilize a common conducting 
medium, the ether. The mixing of thou-
sands of radio signals in one conducting 
medium necessitates some method of select-
ing the desired signal and rejecting all 
others. This is accomplished by means of 
resonant circuits involving inductances and 
capacitances in series or parallel. Vacuum 
tubes are used to amplify the signals, while 
tuned circuits are used fo? selecting the de-
sired signals. 

Inductance Considerations 

• Inductances are used in radio, audio-fre-
quency and power circuits. An inductance 
used for the latter purpose can be designed 
from a rather simple formula: 

L = 1.257 NI' X 10-' 

Where N = the number of turns of wire 
L= the inductance in henrys 
P = the permeance of the com-

plete magnetic circuit 

In most inductances, the magnetic circuit 
is confined by means of an iron magnetic 
core to the close proximity of the coil itself. 
For radio-frequencies some form of air-core 
coil is most often used. Lately, pulverized 
iron has been successfully employed for low 
and medium frequency coils, such as in in-
termediate-frequency transformer assem-
blies. 
The inductance of an air-core solenoid 

can be calculated from the formula: 

L = 1\12(1K 

Where Li = the inductance in microhenrys 
N = the number of turns 
d = the average diameter of the 

coil 
K = a constant depending on the 

ratio of the length to the coil 
diameter 

This formula shows that the inductance 
of radio-frequency coils varies as the square 
of the number of turns and directly as the 
diameter of the coil. 
An inductance has a certain amount of re-

sistance due to the metallic conductor used 
in winding the coil. At radio-frequencies 
this resistance is a great many times more 
than the resistance would be for direct 
current. At radio-freqencies the current 
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tends to concentrate at the surface of the 
conductor, which in effect gives an increase 
in the resistance. This crowding of the 
current density toward the surface of a con-
ductor is known as the "skin effect." 
The ratio between the inductive reactance 

of the coil and its effective resistance gives 
a measure of its efficiency, and is known as 
the "Q" of the coil. "Q," therefore, is the 
factor of merit of a reactance element; this 
factor can be determined by the following 
formula: 

Q 
2rfCR 

2 r f L 

Series Resonance 

• When an inductance, resistance and ca-
pacitance are connected in series, there will 
be a certain resonant frequency at which 
the inductive reactance is equal and oppo-
site in effect to the capacitive reactance, and 
the flow of current will only be limited by 
effective resistance of the circuit. At higher 
frequencies than resonance, the capacitive 
reactance is less than the inductive reac-
tance, with the result that the impedance is 
higher than at resonance. The same holds 
true at lower frequencies, except that the 
larger reactive term is capacitive. The re-
active voltage drop across either the coil or 
condenser is very high at resonance, because 
the current is only limited by the resistance 
of the circuit. This reactive voltage may 
be several hundred times the value of the 
impressed voltage, as given by the ex-
pression: 

EX2rf L 
Ex = = — EXQ 

R . 2rfCR 

For example, if the impressed voltage is 
10 volts, and if the "Q" of the coil is 100, 
the reactive voltage across the condenser 
or coil would be 1,000 volts. The sharp-
ness of a resonance curve depends upon the 
"Q" of the coil, for example: 

1 
— difference of frequency from reso-
2Q 

nance will only give 70% of the resonant 
current. 

1 
— difference of frequency from resonance 

will only give 45% of current at resonance. 
Series resonance is applied to antennas, 

antenna feeders, and occasionally in audio-
frequency and filter circuits. 

Parallel Resonance 

• Parallel resonant circuits are used in both 
transmitters and receivers for purposes of 
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selectivity or coupling between vacuum 
tubes. At frequencies below resonance, the 
inductive branch draws high current while 
the capacitive branch draws low current, 
resulting in a lagging current known as 
inductive reactance. The opposite holds 
true for frequencies higher than resonance. 
At resonance the inductive reactance is equal 
to the capacitive reactance, and the parallel 
impedance is an effectively high resistance. 
The parallel impedance at resonance is equal 
to: 

(2T f L) 2 
Z = = 2 irfLQ 

This shows that at resonance there is a 
resonant rise in impedance of "Q" times the 
reactance of either branch; meaning, for 
example, that a tuned radio-frequency 
amplifier would have more gain and also 
better selectivity with a high "Q" coil in 
the tuned coupling circuits. Since the plate 
impedance of an RF amplifier tube is often 
much greater than 100,000 ohms, it is im-
portant that inter-stage tuned circuits have 
a very high resonant impedance so that a 
good impedance match and maximum volt-
age step-up will be obtained. 
When parallel circuits are placed across 

the grid or plate circuits of a transmitting 
amplifier tube, the impedance of the tank is 
greatly reduced, because of the low shunt 
resistance across the parallel tuned circuit. 
The effect of a shunt resistance is to in-
crease the effective series resistance of the 
same circuit; the amount can be determined 
by the following formula: 

1 

r. (2 ir f C)2 

Where r. = the shunt resistance. 
For example, a shunt resistance of 2,000 

ohms would increase the effective series re-
sistance of a representative tank circuit from 
5 ohms to 100 ohms at a frequency of 7 
megacycles. Assuming the circuit had a 
"Q" of 100 without any shunt load, the "Q" 
would be reduced to 5, due to the loading 
effect. The parallel impedance ( from the 
above formulas) would be approximately 
2500 ohms under load conditions, and 50,000 
ohms with no load. The example brings 
out the effect of a resistance shunted across 
a parallel tuned circuit. 
The resonant frequency of a parallel 

tuned high-Q circuit is given by the ex-
pression: 

1 
f =  

2 1r NTLC 

This expression is slightly in error for 
low-Q circuits, because the resonant fre-
quency is affected by the effective series 
resistance. The sharpness of resonance is 
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similar to that of a series resonant circuit 
and the same "Q" formulas can be used for 
determining currents at frequencies off reso-
nance. 

In many applications of a parallel tuned 
circuit, it is desirable to obtain a step-down 
ratio of impedance. A typical example is 
in matching a 500 ohm single wire antenna 
feedline to the tuned output circuit of a 
transmitter, as shown in Figure 6. 

In this case, the load is only connected 
across part of the parallel tuned circuit 
impedance in order that optimum power 
transfer will be obtained. 

Another case of parallel resonance occurs 
in radio-frequency choke coils which are 

FIG. 6 

used to prevent radio-frequency currents 
from flowing into undesired circuits. The 
self-capacitance of the coil resonates it with 
its inductance to a frequency usually much 
lower than the operating frequency. The 
RF choke functions as a very small con-
denser of not more than two or three micro-
farads which presents a high impedance to 
RF currents. At frequencies below reso-
nance the choke performs like an inductance 
having an apparent value equal to: 

1 — me 

Where ni is the ratio of applied frequency 
to the natural resonant frequency of the 
coil; and L, the theoretical inductance. This 
apparent inductance can be very great near 
resonance. 

Coupled Circuits 

• As single reactive circuits are not always 
employed in radio transmitting and receiv-
ing circuits, it is therefore more common 
to use various combinations of coupled cir-
cuits; four simple electrical configurations 
are shown in Figure 7. In all of the dia-
grams the presence of a secondary circuit 
changes the impedance of the primary cir-
cuit by an amount equal to the expression: 

(2 Ir f 

z, 

FIG A 

The equivalent primary impedance be-
comes: 

(2 rf 
= z,. ±   

Z2 
Where Zi = the series impedance of the 

primary alone 
Z2 = the series impedance of the 

secondary alone 
M = the mutual inductance of the 

coils Li and L.2 

Note: When Z2 is low, such as at reso-
nance, and M is not small, the effect on the 
primary is large. The effect of the second-
ary upon the primary circuit may be deter-
mined from the above expression when 
applied to the schematic diagrams shown 
here. From these expressions it is possi-
ble to roughly analyze most any transmitter 
or receiving circuit. 

FIG. B 

FIG. C D 

FIG. 7 

Power transformers are a form of oc-
cupied circuits of the type shown in Figure 
7-a. The difference between a power trans-
former and a similar RF coupled circuit is 
that the leakage reactance may only be 
about two per cent in the former case, and 
as high as 90 per cent in the latter case. 
The leakage reactance is much higher at 
radio-frequencies, because most high-fre-
quency coupled circuits are resonant and re-
quire very loose coupling with a very small 
value of M to attain the desired result. 
In many cases the coupling between two 
or more circuits is obtained by other meth-
ods using some form of inductive or capac-
itive reactance, or even resistance coupling. 
Band-pass circuits are special forms of 

parallel resonant coupled circuits. The 
coupling is increased until the secondary 
causes an extreme broadening of the reso-
nance curve or it may even form a double 
resonant peak in the primary circuit. True 
band-pass circuits are seldom used in short-
wave radio receivers or transmitters because 
selectivity and gain are more important to 
the amateur than a level frequency response 
over a range of frequencies. 
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Chapter 2 

VACUUM TUBE THEORY 
• In radio transmission and reception, s ac-
uum tubes are employed for the generation, 
detection, and amplification of radio and 
radio-frequency currents; in addition, elec-
tron tubes serve as power rectifiers which 
convert alternating current into direct cur-
rent, and in special cases for controlling and 
inverting electric power. 
The functions performed by a thermionic 

tube depend on the emission of electrons 
from a metallic surface and the flow of 
these electrons to other surfaces; the tran-
sition constituting an electric current. 
An electron tube consists essentially of 

an evacuated glass or metal envelope in 
which are enclosed an electron emitting sur-
face, called a cathode, and one or more 
additional electrodes. The connections from 
the various elements are carried through the 
tube envelope to special connectors. 

Electron Emission—Cathodes 

• The rate of electronic motion in every 
atom increases if the molecular constitu-
ents of any material are subjected to thermal 
agitation. Hence, by heating certain metal-
lic conductors the motion of electrons be-
comes so rapid that some of them break 
away from their parent atoms and are set 
free in space. In the absence of any external 
attraction, the electrons escaping from the 
emissive surface repel each other because 
they are all negatively charged. Therefore. 
the number of electrons leaving the emitter 
are limited on account of the free negatively 
charged electrons counteracting the escape 
function of new electrons. The point of 
electronic saturation is called the "space 
charge effect." When this condition is 
reached no further electrons will leave the 
emitter regardless of how much higher the 
temperature of the emitting surface is in-
creased. The element from which electrons 
are detached in a radio vacuum tube is 
energized electrically by the passage of cur-
rent through either a directly-heated fila-
mentary cathode, or metallic sleeve indi-
rectly-heated by an internal resistive ele-
ment. In all modern vacuum tubes the sur-
face of the cathode material is chemically 
treated to increase electronic emission. The 
two principal types of surface treatment 
include "thoriated tungsten filaments," as 
used in medium and high-powered trans-
mitting tubes, and "oxide coated filaments," 
or cathode sleeves, such as used in most 
receiving tubes. Pure tungsten filaments are 
practically obsolete, and are only being 
manufactured for some types of high-power 
transmitting tubes where sufficient vacuum 

z 
o ca 
w 

cannot be maintained for properly operating 
a thoriated tungsten type of filament. 

Cathode Current 

• When a heated cathode and separate 
metallic plate are placed in an evacuated 
envelope, it is found that a few of the 
electrons thrown off by the cathode leave 
with sufficient velocity so that they reach 
the plate. If the plate is electrically con-
nected back to the cathode, the electrons 
will flow back to the cathode, due to the 
difference in electrical charges caused by 
the electrons leaving the cathode and 
reaching the plate. This small current that 
flows is the plate current. If a battery, or 
other source of DC voltage is placed in the 
external circuit between the plate and 
cathode, so that the battery voltage places 
a positive potential on the plate, the flow 
of current from the cathode to plate will be 
increased. This is due to the attraction 
offered by the positively charged plate for 
any negatively charged electrons. If the 
positive potential on the plate is increased, 
the flow of electrons between the cathode 
and plate will also increase up to the point 
of saturation. Saturation current flows 
when all of the electrons leaving the cathode 
are attracted over to the plate, and no 
increase in plate voltage can increase the 
number being attracted to the plate. Raising 
the temperature of the cathode will increase 
the plate current on account of the electronic 

Fig. 9 — Curve 
showing emis-

a. sion from a oc, 
cathode. or z 

taltiM 
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Saturation Point 

° PLATE VOLTAGE 

increment from the emitter. Operating a 
cathode at a temperature materially above 
its normal rating will shorten the life of 
the emitting surface. In the case of thoriated 
tungsten emitters, which are rather sensi-
tive to changes in filament temperature, it is 
advisable to provide a close control over 
the filament voltage. If there is any doubt 
about the filament voltage, it is better to 
operate the filament slightly higher than 
normal, rather than below normal, especially 
if the tube is operating with high plate 
current. 
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Diode Rectification 

• If a negative charge is applied to the 
plate, the electrons in the space charge are 
repelled back to the cathode and no current 
flows in the circuit between the cathode and 
plate. Thus, in a vacuum tube, current 
can flow from the cathode to plate, but 
not from plate to cathode. If an alter-
nating current is applied to the plate, cur-
rent will flow only when the plate is posi-
tive with respect to the cathode. This 
current will be pulsating, but uni-direc-
tional. If a suitable smoothing filter is 
placed in the circuit, the pulsations will be 
smoothed out and will simulate that of a 
direct current. This process is known as 
rectification, it is widely applied in all radio 
circuits. All amplifiers employing radio 
tubes usually require the application of 
rather high positive DC potential to the 
plate, which of course, necessitates the 
stepping-up of the AC current supplied by 
the power mains before it is rectified and 
filtered. Other applications of the principle 
of rectification occur in radio receivers and 
transmitters. 

Vacuum Tubes as Amplifiers 

• I he addition of a mesh-like structure, 
called a grid, interposed between the cath-
ode and plate in a vacuum tube allows a 
wide control over the electron flow from 
the cathode to plate. This control is made 
possible by applying small control voltages 
to the grid which either increase or de-
crease the plate current according to the 
direction of potential command. Vacuum 
tubes in which there are three electrodes 
are called triodes. Hence, when the grid 
is given a negative charge with respect 
to the cathode, it repels the electronic flow 
to the plate, resulting in a decreased plate 
current. On the other hand, if the voltage 
is made high enough, the plate current will 
be cut off. The point at which the flow 
ceases is called the "cut-off bias," and it 
depends on the grid-to-plate spacing, as well 
as the closeness of mesh of the grid struc-
ture. When the potential on the grid is 
made positive with respect to the cathode, 
electrons are attracted away from the space 
charge area surrounding the cathode and 
are speeded on through and past the grid 
structure on to the plate with increased 
velocity. This increases the plate current. 
Some of the electrons are intercepted by 

the grid and flow back to the cathode 
through the external grid circuit, but this 
grid current is usually quite small in com-
parison to the plate current. The ideal grid 
structure would be one that would give high 
acceleration to the electron flow when posi-
tive, yet would not intercept any grid cur-
rent. The interception of grid current 

requires that the source of controlling volt-
age applied to the grid will supply enough 
power to swing the grid voltage to the 
required positive point, in spite of the re-
sisting effect of the grid current. 

RECTIFIEC) OUTIFIe 

Fig. 10—Show-
ing how a rec-
tifier changes 
AC into DC. 
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A vacuum tube amplifies the voltage ex-
cursions of the grid by reason of the fact 
that the effected change in the plate cur-
rent causes a similar amplified voltage drop 
to take place across an impedance in series 
with the plate circuit. 

Tetrodes and Pentodes 

• The term "tetrode" and "pentode" indi-
cate the presence of four and five element 
tubes, respectively. 
A tetrode consists of a triode to which 

has been added a second grid between the 
control grid and the plate. The grid is 
usually maintained at a positive potential, 
with respect to the cathode. The purpose 
of this grid is two-fold: first, it accelerates 
the electron flow from cathode to plate, 
thereby improving the tube's ability to 
amplify voltage. Second, it provides a 
grounded electro-static screen between the 
plate and control grid, so that energy will 
not be fed back to the control grid through 
the plate-to-grid capacitance of the tube. If 
the amplification through the tube is high 
enough, this feedback, or regeneration, of 
energy, might set the tube into self-oscilla-
tion, which would destroy its usefulness 
as an amplifier. This regeneration is put 
to work in certain detectors and in all 
oscillators, but its presence is undesirable 
in most amplifier applications. The tetrode 
has several disadvantages, the principal one 
being that the instantaneous AC plate volt-
age caused by the changing plate current 
cannot be allowed to swing to a value below 
the fixed positive potential on the outer, or 
screen grid. When the potential on the 
plate becomes less than the potential on 
the screen grid, the secondary electrons con-
stantly being driven out of the plate by the 
impact of those arriving from the cathode 
fall into the more positive screen, instead of 
falling back into the plate, as they normally 
do. This increases the screen current, and 
under certain conditions, gives the tube 
negative resistance. This effect causes 
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tremendous distortion in a voltage amplifier 
and limits the output of a power amplifier. 
The pentode was developed to avoid this 

disadvantage of the tetrode. In this devel-
opment, a third grid is added between the 
grid and the plate for the purpose of shield-
ing the plate from the screen grid, so that 
the secondary electrons emitted from the 
plate will be forced to fall back into the 
plate and are prevented from going over 
to the screen. This outer grid in a pentode 
is called the suppressing grid because it sup-
presses the secondary electrons driven out 
of the plate. 
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Pentodes are highly useful for all class 
A voltage and power amplifiers, although 
they are not as desirable as triodes in high 
efficiency power amplifiers (above 40% 
overall efficiency). The main drawback to 
the use of tetrodes in high efficiency power 
amplifiers is the fact that the presence of 
the additional grids raises the plate resist-
ance somewhat more than the amplification 
factor. Thus, the control-grid to plate trans-
conductance cannot be as high in a similar 
triode. Transconductance, as will be ex-
plained in the next few paragraphs, is the 
best yardstick of a vacuum tube's ability to 
amplify power, particularly at high plate 
efficiencies required by economy considera-
tions in the construction of radio trans-
mitters. 

Gaseous Conduction 

• if a diode vacuum tube is evacuated and 
then filled with a gas, such as mercury 
vapor, its characteristics and performance 
will differ materially from an ordinary high 
vacuum type diode tube. 
The principle on which depends the oper-

ation of a gas-filled rectifier is known as the 
phenomenon of ionization. Investigations 
have shown that electrons emitted by the 
hot-cathode in a mercury vapor tube are 
accelerated toward the anode (plate) with 
great velocity. These accelerated electrons 
move in the (electrical) force-free space 
between the hot-cathode and anode, in which 
space they collide with mercury vapor mole-
cules. If the moving electrons attain a 
velocity equivalent to falling through a 
potential difference of 10.4 volts ( for mer-
cury), they are able to knock electrons out 

of the atoms with which they collide. \Vhen 
an electron is separated from its normal 
orbit it leaves not as an electron but as a 
positive ion. This freed positive ion will 
consequently be neutralized by the optional 
acquisition of a free electron. Finally the 
free electrons will be attracted to the anode 
or plate as will the positive ions that have 
been separated from the mercury atoms, 
which collectively constitute the flow of 
current in the tube. The passage of ions and 
electrons cause more of the atoms to be 
broken up by collision so that the vapor 
becomes heavily ionized and transmits a 
considerable amount of current. When the 
anode is positive, the ions are repelled and 
attracted to the cathode, tending to neutral-
ize the negative space charge as long as 
saturation current is not being drawn. The 
mechanics of this electronic effect neutralize 
the negative space charge to such a degree 
that the voltage drop across the tube is 
reduced to a very low value and, in addition, 
reduces the heating of the diode plate as well 
as improving the voltage regulation of the 
circuit in which the tube is used. This 
greatly increases the efficiency of rectifica-
tion because the voltage drop across any 
vacuum tube represents a waste of power. 

Grid Controlled Rectifier 

• A controlled rectifier is a gaseous type 
of diode employing either mercury, neon or 
argon gases, and a control grid. As the 
grid does not perform in the same manner 
as in the triode, it is necessary to give a 
description of the controlling action. 

If a grid is placed between the cathode 
and the plate in a gaseous tube, the start-
ing of the plate current can be controlled. 
A negative bias ( or an absence of the re-
quired positive bias, in positive controlled 
tubes) prevents the flow of electrons from 
starting. However, once the flow begins, 
and the gas has become ionized, the grid 
loses all control over the electron stream. 
After starting, the grid neither modulates, 
limits, nor extinguishes the discharge. 
Herein lies the fundamental difference be-
tween high vacuum tubes and grid con-
trolled rectifiers. The grid can regain con-
trol and prevent the passage of current if 
the potential on the plate is lowered to 
below the ionization voltage of the conduct-
ing vapor or gas. The time for de-ioniza-
tion is very short; hence, interrupting the 
plate current for a few micro-seconds allows 
the grid to regain control. 

If an AC voltage is applied to the plate, 
the grid is permitted to regain control after 
every positive half-cycle when the plate goes 
negative. In addition, the grid can delay the 
start of ionization for as long a period 
during the positive half cycle, as long as the 
grid bias voltage is sufficiently negative. In 
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this manner, the grid can control the aver-
age current flowing through the tube if both 
plate and grid are supplied with AC, and 
the phase relation between the grid and 
plate voltage are adjusted to either increase 
or decrease the frequency or time of ioniza-
tion. 
Grid controlled rectifiers are more com-

monly known by their trade names—"Thy-
raton" (General Electric Co.) and "Grid 
Glow Tubes" (Westinghouse Company). 
For the amateur, the tubes are quite useful 
in varying the output of DC power supplies. 
Grid controlled rectifiers are also used in 
keying CW transmitters, or in applying 
carrier control to the plate power supply of 
a modulated amplifier. 
The use of gaseous conduction tubes are 

limited to very low frequencies, such as 500 
cycles and lower. The tubes are unstable 
at high-frequencies due to the finite time 
required for the internal gas to deionize after 
each cycle of conduction. 

Vacuum Tube Characteristics 

• The characteristics of a vacuum tube are 
the electrical properties which describe its 
ability to perform various functions. These 
characteristics are obtained by operating a 
vacuum tube under certain known electrode 
voltages, and then measuring the electrode 
currents. By plotting the change in any 
electrode current as any one of the elec-
trodes voltages are likewise varied, a char-
acteristic curve is obtained. When a negli-
gible amount of impedance is inserted in 
the plate circuit of a tube and different DC 
potentials are applied to the tube electrodes, 
and should the variations in electrode current 
be graphically plotted on cross-section paper, 
the results are known as the tubes' static 
characteristic curve. On the other hand, if 
there is an impedance in the plate circuit, the 
plate voltage will vary with the plate cur-
rent; hence, if a pure resistive impedance is 
placed in the plate circuit, and an AC volt-
age is impressed on the control-grid under 
various conditions of DC potentials on the 
electrodes, and if the variations in current 
are plotted on graph paper, the result will 
be the dynamic characteristic curve. This 
characteristic indicates the performance of a 
vacuum tube under actual operating condi-
tions. 
From three sets of static curves, it is 

possible to calculate in advance the actual 
performance of practically any type of 
vacuum tube amplifier or detector. Inves-
tigators have done a great deal of work 
in developing means by which the optimum 
operating conditions for the operation of 
class B and C power amplifiers can be 
accurately determined in advance. This 
information, in the form of curves or tables, 
will probably be made available soon by 

the tube manufacturers, so that proper 
values of bias, plate voltage, grid current 
and plate current can be chosen in order 
to obtain optimum power output and plate 
efficiency from any power amplifier. 

Dynamic Characteristics 

Amplification Factor 

• The aniplitit_atioli iactur, cryptically 
written as either g, mu, gr k, is the ratio 
of the change in plate voltage, plate current 
constant, to a change in grid voltage in the 
opposite direction. For example, if the 
plate voltage is changed 20 volts, and if 
it requires a change of 2 volts (opposite 
polarity) in the control grid voltage to hold 
the plate current constant, the amplification 
factor is 20/2 or 10. Expressed as an 
equation, it is: 

clEP 
= 

dEc 

Where d = any small change increment 
Er = variable component of plate 

voltage 
Where E, = variable component of grid 

voltage 

Plate Resistance 

• The plate resistance of a vacuum tube is 
defined as the ratio of a small change in 
plate voltage to the resulting change in plate 
current, when the grid voltage is assumed 
to remain constant. For example, if a 
change in plate voltage of 20 volts causes 
a change in plate current of 10 milliamperes 
(ma.), the plate current resistance equals 20 
divided by .01 ampere ( 10 ma.), or 2000 
ohms. Expresvd as an equation: 

d Ep 
Ce- R s„. p 

d I„ 

It is desirable to make the plate resist-
ance of a tube as low as possible, especially 
in power amplifiers where the load circuit 
is coupled to the plate in order to make a 
more effective impedance match. This allows 
the use of a lower plate voltage than would 
otherwise be obtained. 

Transconductance 

• The control grid-plate transconductance 
(Sm). formerly called mutual conductance, 
combines in one term the g and the plate 
resistance of a vacuum tube, and is the 
ratio of the first to the second. By intro-
ducing the equations given above for g and 
R,, in the ratio defined for transconduct-
ance, it can be seen that the S. can also 
be expressed as the ratio of the change in 
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plate current to the small change in grid 
voltage producing it (plate voltage con-
stant, load resistance zero. Combining the 
above expressions, the formula for trans-
conductance can be written: 

dE„ 

dE, di, 
Sm 

Rp d Ep dEg 

di p 

m is expressed in MH0s, the unit 
of conductance. 

Note that it is ohm spelled backwards; 
this is logical, since conductance is the recip-
rocal of resistance. 
To illustrate an example of transconduct-

ance, take the case where ratio of the dl, 
to dE. equals S.; hence, if a grid voltage 
change of 5 volts causes a plate current 
change of 10 ma., the transconductance is 
.04 divided by 5, or 0.002 mho. 
A convenient means of determining trans-

conductance without any calculations is to 
read the plate current change caused by a 
change of exactly one volt on the control 
grid. By multiplying the resulting I, change 
in ma. by 1000, the S. obtained is directly 
in micromhos. 

Vacuum Tube Amplification 

• A tube amplifies by reason of the fact 
that a small change in grid voltage produces 
a larger change in plate current than would 
be produced by the same change in plate 
voltage. See Figure 11, page 17. This 
function can be applied in many ways, de-
pending upon the result desired. 
Vacuum tubes can be classified into two 

general categories, according to application 
and operating characteristics. 

In general, vacuum tubes may be classi-
fied into four groups, according to their 
principal application. These are: 

Voltage amplifiers 
Power amplifiers 
Current amplifiers 
General purpose amplifiers 

A voltage amplifier tube usually has a 
very high mu and finds its greatest use 
where tremendous voltage amplification is 
desired. This type of tube, like the type 
57, must feed into a high impedance device 
like the grid of another vacuum tube for 
maximum voltage amplification. High mu 
tubes are used mostly as radio and inter-
mediate-frequency amplifiers. 
A power amplifier tube has a relatively 

low amplification factor and is used where 
the primary consideration requires a maxi-
mum amount of undistorted output. For 
maximum power transfer the load im-

pedances must be properly matched to the 
plate resistance, which is generally of a 
low value. In power tubes, the output 
increases with great rapidity as the plate 
voltage is increased; hence, for maximum 
transfer, power tubes are operated with high 
plate voltages. 
A current amplifier tube is one that gives 

large changes in plate current for very 
small changes in grid voltage; in other 
words, a tube having a high S. will pass 
high plate currents; hence, the term "cur-
rent amplifier." The use of these tubes id 
mostly confined to electronic industrial ap-
plications and therefore will not be dis-
cussed here. 

General purpose amplifier tubes have 
characteristics between voltage and power 
amplifier tubes. The usefulness of this type 
of amplifier tube, in radio, is practically 
without end; for instance, in voltage ampli-
fication where a smaller power output is 
desired, and where the connecting link is a 
voltage step-up transformer, a general pur-
pose triode will supply the circuit require-
ments. These tubes are now used exten-
sively in class B or C power amplifiers. 
From the foregoing it can be seen that 

vacuum tubes may be employed in a wide 
variety of ways, depending on the result 
desired. In addition to the above classi-
fication there are three principal types of 
tube amplifiers and two secondary types. 
These types differ largely in the choice 
of bias axis, angle of plate current flow 
and whether the average DC plate input is 
constant or variable. 

Class A Amplifier 

• The class A amplifier is biased usually 
in the middle of the linear portion of the 
dynamic characteristic curve. This is the 
usual condition of operating vacuum tubes, 
since the input impedance is then very high 
and very little energy is required to con-
trol the tube. In this type of amplifier, 
plate current flows the whole AC cycle, or 
360 degrees. The average plate current 
waveform is independent of the signal or 
exciting voltage. 

Class A amplifiers are used in all RF, 
IF and low level audio amplifiers in re-
ceivers. It is characterized by low plate 
efficiency and power output, but almost in-
finite power gain, because the control grid 
never goes positive and thus requires no 
grid driving power. 

Class B Amplifier 

• The class B amplifier is always biased to 
the point known as the "theoretical cut-
off." The plate current is not zero at this 
point, but is quite low (no signal present 
on the grid). Theoretical cut-off bias 
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equals the plate voltage divided by the 1.4, 

or amplification factor ( not applicable to 
pentodes). It can also be determined by 
extending the linear portion of the dynamic 
characteristic down to the zero plate 
current line and reading the negative bias 
intercepted at that point. In class B ampli-
fiers, the useful plate-current flow should 
last for exactly 180 electrical degrees, or 
one-half cycle. 
The class B amplifier is used as an audio 

power amplifier where it is too expensive 
to provide the required audio power output 
from a class A amplifier. It will also give 
distortionless amplification of a radio-fre-
quency wave that has been modulated in 
some preceding stage of a transmitter. 
Class B is characterized by maximum plate 
efficiencies from 40 to 70 per cent, depend-
ing upon application. This type amplifier 
is practically a compromise between power 
gain and power output, when functioning 
as an amplifier of unmodulated radio-fre-
quency power. For audio-frequencies, it is 
necessary to use two tubes in push-pull 
in order to eliminate high distortion. As 
an audio-amplifier, the plate input varies 
widely with the signal, but the input re-
mains constant when amplifying a modu-
lated radio-frequency wave. At audio-fre-
quencies the power output is proportional 
to the square of the grid excitation voltage. 

Class C Amplifier 

• The class C amplifier is biased consider-
ably beyond the cut-off, and requires the ap-
plication of a high amplitude signal voltage 
to carry the grid positive. Plate current 
flows for less than 180 degrees and the pul-
sating power pulses are usually quite 
peaked, which renders this type of amplifier 
unfit for distortionless amplification. How-
ever, for radio-frequency amplifiers and 
vacuum tube oscillators it is customary to 
use some type of class C amplifier. The 
characteristics of the amplifier render it 
capable of very high plate efficiency and 
power output, although the power gain 
drops as the plate efficiency and power out-
put go up. In general, the output varies 
as the square of the plate voltage within 
limits. A common use for a class C ampli-
fier is that of functioning as a plate modu-
lated RF power amplifier, in which case 
the grid must be biased to at least twice 
the cut-off. 

Class AB Amplifier 

• The class AB amplifier is biased some-
where between the class A and the class B 
points. Plate current flows for more than 
180 degrees, but less than 360 degrees. The 
plate efficiency and power output are inter-
mediate between class A and B, and tubes 
with low g are often adaptable to this class 

of service. Amplifiers of this class are 
almost exclusively used for audio-frequen-
cies which are generally operated in push-
pull to avoid distortion. The class AB 
amplifier was formerly called the class A 
Prime Amplifier. 

Class BC Amplifier 

• The Class BC amplifier is biased some-
what beyond the cut-off, and thus plate 
current flows for less than 180 degrees. 
The only applications of the class BC am-
plifier at the present time are the RF linear 
amplifier and the grid bias modulated RF 
amplifier. In both these amplifiers, fixed low 
resistance bias equal to "theoretical cut-off" 
is supplemented by approximately an equal 
amount of cathode resistor bias. This ar-
rangement permits the angle of plate current 
flow to be constant and independent of the 
audio modulation signal, even though the 
actual plate current flow is less than 180 
degrees. The power output, plate efficiency 
and power gain are intermediate between 
class B and C. 

Detection 

• Detection is a process by which the audio 
modulation is separated from the radio-
frequency signal carrier at the receiver. 

El- PLATE DETECTIO . 

Showing how the average plate current 
increases. 
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"A - GRID DETECTION 

Showing how the average plate current 
decreases. 
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Detection always involves rectification or 
non-linear amplification of an AC current. 
All other types of detectors or demodu-
lators provide exactly the same rectification 
except the triode, tetrode and pentode de-
tectors which, in addition, combine the 
function of amplification to such an ad-
vantage that more over-all amplification can 
be obtained with fewer tubes. 
There are two types of detectors used in 

radio; these are the plate and grid detectors. 
How each of these function are briefly de-
scribed below. 
The plate detector (or bias detector), 

sometimes improperly called power detec-
tor, amplifies the radio-frequency wave and 
then rectifies it and passes the audio-signal 
component on to the succeeding audio am-
plifier. The detector works on the lower 
bend in the plate current characteristic, as 
it is biased out close to the cut-off point. 
It might be called a class B amplifier. Plate 
detectors can be either of the weak signal 
or power type. The plate current is quite 
low in the absence of a signal and the 
audio component is evidenced by an in-
crease in the average unmodulated plate 
current. The grid detector differs from the 
plate detector, as will be evidenced in the 
subsequent explanation. 
The grid detector rectifies in the grid cir-

cuit and then amplifies the resulting audio 
signal. The only source of grid bias is 
the grid leak, so that the plate current is 
maximum when no signal is present. This 
detector works on the upper, or saturated, 
bend of its curve at a high plate voltage, 
and the demodulated signal appears as an 
audio - frequency decrease in the average 
plate current. However, at low plate volt-
age most of the rectification usually takes 
place as a result of the curvature in the 
grid characteristic. As with plate detec-
tors, grid detectors can be either of the 
weak signal, or power type. By proper 
choice of grid leak and plate voltage, dis-
tortion can be held to a small value. The 
grid detector absorbs some power from the 
preceding stage, because of drawing grid 
current. The higher gain through the grid 
detector does not indicate that it is more 
sensitive. Detector sensitivity is a matter 
of rectification efficiency, not amplification 
alone. 
The grid detector has an advantage when 

used as a regenerative detector because the 
grid leak usually allows a somewhat 
smoother control of regeneration than is 
possible with any form of plate or bias 
detection. 

Oscillation 

• The ability of an amplifier tube to con-
trol power enables it to function as an 
oscillator in a suitable circuit. By coupling 
part of the amplified output back into the 

input circuit, sustained oscillations will be 
generated; that is, if the input voltage to 
the grid is of the proper magnitude and 
phase with respect to the plate. In gen-
eral, the voltage fed back and applied to 
the grid must be approximately 180 degrees 
out of phase with the voltage across the 
load impedance in the plate circuit and, in 
addition, have sufficient magnitude to de-
velop the necessary grid voltage. The volt-
age swings are limited by the circuit losses 
and are of a frequency depending upon cir-
cuit conditions. 
When a parallel resonant circuit consist-

ing of an inductance and a capacitance 
(LC) is inserted in series with the plate 
circuit of an amplifier tube and connected 
so that the potential drop across its ter-
minals is impressed on the grid in the same 
tube 180 degrees out of phase, amplification 
of the potential across the LC circuit will 
result. The potential would increase to 
an unrestricted value were it not for the 
limited range of linearity of the tube char-
acteristic and the limited voltage available 
on the plate. Therefore, a value will even-
tually be reached limiting the amplitude of 
oscillation. When this value is attained, 
the process of amplification reverses, re-
ducing the voltage across the LC circuit 
as quickly as it had been raised a moment 
before. When the voltage across the reso-
nant circuit reaches zero, it reverses, and 
is developed to another value having the 
same amplitude but of opposite polarity; 
at the point of the greatest voltage swing, 
amplification again reverses, and the process 
continues indefinitely. 
The frequency range of an oscillator can 

be made very great; thus, by varying the 
circuit constants, oscillations from a few 
cycles per second up to many millions can 
be generated. One of the unique properties 
of an oscillator is that it can oscillate at 
more than one frequency at the same time; 
these frequencies are called harmonics. 
One of the most common types of oscil-

lator circuits known is called the "Hartley 
Oscillator." a diagram of which is shown. 

SHUNT FED HARTLEY 

RFC 

In this circuit the plate and grid induct-
ances together with the tank condenser 
form an oscillatory circuit known as the 
tank circuit. If the condenser in this cir-
cuit be charged, then allowed to discharge 
through the plate and grid inductances as 
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A prerequisite to the use of this code is 
that capacity first be expressed in terms of 
micro-microfarads, as .00025 mfd. = 250 
mmf. 
The three color rings on the face carry-

ing the name are used as follows, reading 
from left to right: 

1. The first dot indicates the first digit. 
2. The second dot indicates the second 

digit. 
3. The third dot indicates the number of 

zeros which appear after the first two digits. 
The above covers practically all require-

shown, the current flow would be alternat-
ing and of decreasing magnitude. The fre-
quency is determined by the size of the 
condenser and inductances and is equal to: 

f 
1 

2 ir V LC 

Where f, the cycles per second; L, in 
henrys; and C, in farads. 

The decrease in amplitude is due to losses 
in the tank circuit and to the energy de-
livered to the output. If sufficient energy be 
supplied to this circuit, during each cycle, 
to supply the losses and power output per 
cycle, the amplitude of the current would 
remain unchanged. The function of the 
vacuum tube is to deliver the required en-
ergy to the tank circuit. 
As the energy stored in the tank circuit 

alternates, there will be a time when the 
grid will be charged positively with respect 
to the filament. A large direct-current plate 
current will flow under the influence of this 
positive grid potential, building up the field 
and storing energy in the plate choke ( in-
ductance). At a time of one-half cycle 
later the grid will be negative, thereby 
greatly decreasing the flow of plate current 
and causing the plate choke to discharge its 
energy into the tank circuit. This dis-
charge occurs once each cycle and thereby 
the necessary energy is delivered to the tank 
circuit to maintain oscillations of constant 
magnitude. 

When the grid is positive with respect 
to the filament, electrons leak back to the 
cathode via the grid leak and condenser. 
If the value of this RC path is high, a 
high effective grid bias results, making the 
tube function as a class C amplifier. This 
results in maximum output and high effi-
ciency. 
The best way to classify regenerative 

vacuum tube oscillators is by the feedback 
coupling method. All such oscillators use 
either capacitive or inductive coupling from 
the plate circuit back into the grid circuit. 
Usually very low-frequency oscillators ( be-
low 100 KC) use some form of inductive 
coupling, while high-frequency oscillators 
(100 to 100,000 KC) are capacitively or in-
ductively coupled; however, for frequencies 
higher than 100,000 KC, only capacitive 
feedback is required. 
At frequencies above 100,000 KC (3 

meters) the effectiveness of the regenerative 
oscillator drops off rapidly because the 
time of flight from the electrons between 
the grid and plate becomes a large fraction 
of one cycle of oscillation. The losses in 
regenerative oscillators also become so large 
at these frequencies that the plate circuit is 
incapable of supplying the grid losses let 
alone supplying power for driving an ampli-
fier or antenna. 
Thus, at frequencies above 100 MC ( 100,-

000 KC), the newer electron orbit oscillator 
is becoming more widely used. This type 
of oscillator can be of several forms, the 
more important being the Magnetron and 
the Barkhausen-Kurz oscillators. 

Color Code for Mica 

• The following color code is useful for 
the capacity marking of mica condensers for 
manufacturers' use. The colors are those 
adopted as standard in the R. M. A. Resist-
ance Code, as follows: 
Numeral Color Numeral Color 

Condenser Marking 

ments, but if three numbers exclusive of 
zero appear in the capacity, such as 1250 
mmf., then the marking is as follows: 
.00125 mfd. = 1250 mmi. = Brown Red o 

Greer Brown 
.000375 mfd. = 375 mmf. = Orange Violet o 

Greer Black 
0 Black 5 Green Examples: 

.000025 mfd. = 25 mmf. = Red Green Black 
1 Brown 6 Blue .00005 mfd. = 50 mmf. = Green Black Black 
2 Red 7 Violet .0001 mid. --= 100 mmf. = Brown Black Brown 

.00025 mid. = 250 mod. = Red Green Brown 
3 Orange 8 Gray .0005 mfd. = 500 mmf. := Green Black Brown 
4 Yellow 9 White .00075 mid. = 750 mmf. = Violet Green Brown 

.001 mid. = 1000 mml. = Brown Black Red 

.01 mfd. = 10000 mmf. = Brown Black Orange 

1. The first two digits are indicated in 
first and second lots, as usual. 

2. The third dot is left blank, which in-
dicates the remaining code is on the reverse 
side of condenser. 

3. Use is then made of the two code 
rings on the reverse side of the condenser 
from the trademark, the dot on the left indi-
cating the third digit, and the dot on the 
right indicating the number of zeros which 
appear after the first three digits, as 

(Courtesy Solar Mfg. Co.) 
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Chapter 3 
DECIBELS AND LOGARITHMS 

Decibels—Technique and Practical 
Application 

• The decibel unit used in radio engineer-
ing and virtually universal in all power and 
energy measurements is actually a unit 
of amplification expressed as a common 
logarithm of a power or energy ratio. One 
decibel is 1/10th of a bel. One bel or 10 
decibels indicates an amplification by 10, 
the common logarithm of 10 being 1. 
Similarly, 2 bels or 20DB means amplifica-
tion by 100; 30DB means amplification by 
1,000 and so on. The power ratio for one 
decibel is expressed as 

PI 
— = 10.1  (1) 
P2 

where P1 is the power input; P2, the power 
output. The number of decibels represents 
a power gain or loss depending upon 
whether the relation Pi/P2 is greater or less 
than 1. 

Expressions for various power ratios are 
now commonly employed in communication 
engineering at audio and at radio frequen-
cies. To express a ratio between any two 
amounts of power, it is convenient to use a 
logarithmic scale. A table of logarithms 
facilitates making conversions in positive 
or negative directions between the number 
of decibels and the corresponding power, 
voltage and current ratios. 

The Logarithmic Table 

• A table of logarithms is here presented. 
This table does not differ essentially from 
any other similar table except that here no 
proportional parts are given and the figures 
are stated to only three decimal places; this 
arrangement has been found to be satisfac-
tory for all practical purposes. A complete 
exposition on logarithms is without the 
scope of this HANDBOOK, however, the 
very essentials together with the practical 
use of the tables and their application to 
decibels is given herewith. Thus, a person 
need not be concerned with the study of 
logarithms other than their direct employ-
ment to decibels. 
The logarithm of a number usually con-

sists of two parts; a whole number called 
the characteristic, and a decimal called the 
mantissa. The characteristic is the integral 
portion to the left of the decimal point (see 

examples below), and the mantissa is the 
value placed to the right. The mantissa is 
all that appears in any table of logarithms. 
In the logarithm the mantissa is independent 
of the position of the decimal point, while 
on the contrary, the characteristic is de-
pendent only on the position of the number 
with the relation to the decimal point. Thus 
in the following examples: 

NUMBER LOGARITHM 

(a) 4021. = 3.604 
(b) 402.1 = 2.604 
(c) 40.21 = 1.604 
(d) 4.021 = 0.604 
(e) .4021 = —1.604 
(f) .04021 = —2.604 

It will be seen that the characteristic is 
equal, algebraically, to the number of places 
minus one, which is the first significant figure 
occupied to the left of the decimal point. In 
(a) the characteristic is 3; in (b) 2; in ( d) 
0; in (e) —1; and in (f) —2. The follow-
ing should be remembered: ( 1) that for a 
number greater than 1, the characteristic is 
one less than the number of significant fig-
ures in the number; and (2), that a number 
wholly a decimal, and the characteristic is 
negative and is numerically one greater than 
the number of ciphers immediately follow-
ing the decimal point. Notice (e) and ( f) 
in the above examples. 

Finding a Logarithm 

•To find a common logarithm of any num-
ber simply proceed as directed herewith: 
Suppose the number to be 5576. First, de-
termine the characteristic. An inspection 
will show that this number will be three. 
This figure is placed to the left of a decimal 
point. The mantissa is now found by re-
ferring to the logarithm table. Proceed se-
lecting the first two numbers which are 55, 
then glance down the N column until com-
ing to these figures, advance to the right un-
til coming in line with the column headed 7, 
the number will be 746. (Note that the 
column headed 7 corresponds to the third 
figure in the number 5576). Place the man-
tissa 746 to the right of the decimal point 
making the number now read 3.746. This 
is the logarithm of 5576. Important: do not 
consider the last figure, 6, in the number 
5576 when looking for the mantissa; in fact, 
disregard all figures beyond the first three 
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when determining the mantissa, however, be 
doubly sure to include all figures when as-
certaining the magnitude of the character-
istic. 

Practical applications applying the logar-
ithm to decibels will follow. Other meth-
ods using the logarithm will be discussed as 
the subject develops. See Logarithm Table. 

Power Levels 

II In the design of radio devices and ampli-
fying equipment the power level is taken at 
six rnilliwatts (.00Ovv). This corresponds 
to the arbitrary reference level of zero deci-
bels. All power levels above the reference 
level are designated as "eus" quantities, and 
below as "minus." The figure is always 
prefixed by a plus ( 1-) or minus (--) sign 
commanding the direction in which the 
quantity is to be read. 

Power to Decibels 

• The power output ( watts) of any ampli-
fier may be easily converted into decibels by 
the following formula, assuming that the in-
put and output impedances are equal: 

Pl 

1,7do = 10 IAIno — 
Ps 

(2) 

where /gab is the desired power level in 
decibels; PI, the output of the amplifier; 
and P2, the reference level of 6 roillimmtts. 
The subnumeral, 10, affixed to the logarithm 
indicates that the Log is to be extracted 
from a table to which 10 must be raised 
in order to produce a number. 
By substituting values for the letters 

shown in the above formula, take the fol-
lowing illustration: 
An amplifier using a 2/0 tube is said to 

deliver an undistorted output of three watts. 
How much is this in decibels? 

Solution by formula (2) : 

3 
= = 600 

P2 .006 
and Log 500= 169 

therefore 10 X 2.69 = 26.9 DECIBELS. 
By placing other values for those shown 

in the solution any output power may be 
converted into decibels provided that the 
decibel equivalent is above the zero refer-
ence level or the power is not less than 6 
milliwatts. 
To solve most all problems to which the 

solution will be given in minus DBs, a sim-
ple understanding of algebraic adding is 
required. To add algebraically, it is neces-
sary to observe the plus and minus signs The terms used in (c) are those that ap-
of expressions. ( Do not confuse these signs ply to decibel calculations. 

Three Place Logarithms 
N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
00 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 
10 000 004 008 012 017 021 025 029 033 037 
11 041 045 049 053 056 060 064 068 071 075 
12 079 082 086 089 093 096 100 103 107 110 
13 113 117 120 123 127 130 133 136 139 143 
14 146 149 152 155 158 161 164 167 170 173 
15 176 179 181 184 187 190 193 195 198 201 
16 204 206 209 212 214 217 220 222 225 227 
17 230 233 235 238 240 243 245 248 250 252 
18 255 257 260 262 264 267 269 271 274 276 
19 278 281 283 285 287 290 292 294 296 298 
20 301 303 305 307 309 311 313 316 318 320 
21 322 324 326 328 330 332 334 336 338 340 
22 342 344 346 348 350 352 354 356 358 359 
23 361 363 365 367 368 371 372 374 376 378 
24 380 382 383 385 387 389 390 392 394 396 
25 397 399 401 403 404 406 408 409 411 413 
26 415 416 418 420 421 423 424 426 428 429 
27 431 433 434 436 437 439 440 442 444 445 
28 447 448 450 451 453 454 456 457 459 460 
29 462 463 465 466 468 469 471 472 474 475 
30 477 478 480 481 482 484 485 487 488 490 
31 491 492 494 495 496 498 499 501 502 503 
32 505 506 507 509 510 511 513 514 515 517 
33 518 519 521 522 523 525 526 527 528 530 
34 531 532 534 535 536 537 539 540 541 542 
35 544 545 546 547 549 550 551 552 553 555 
36 556 557 558 559 561 562 563 564 565 567 
37 568 569 570 571 572 574 575 576 577 578 
38 579 580 582 583 584 585 586 587 588 599 
39 591 592 593 594 595 596 597 598 599 601 
40 602 603 604 605 606 607 608 609 610 611 
41 612 613 614 616 617 618 619 620 621 622 
42 623 624 625 626 627 628 629 630 631 632 
43 633 634 635 636 637 638 639 640 641 642 
44 643 644 645 646 647 648 649 650 651 652 

45 653 654 655 656 657 658 659 659 660 661 
46 662 663 664 665 666 667 668 669 670 671 
47 672 673 673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 
48 681 682 683 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 
49 690 691 692 692 693 694 695 696 697 698 
50 699 699 700 701 702 703 704 705 705 706 
51 707 708 709 710 711 712 713 713 715 715 
52 716 716 717 718 719 720 721 722 722 723 
53 724 725 725 726 727 728 729 730 730 731 
54 732 733 734 734 735 736 737 738 738 739 
N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

with decibels.) In the succeeding illustra-
tions notice that the result was caused some-
times by addition and at other times by sub-
traction. 

(a) 
+2 
—4 

_2 

—4 
—2 

—6 

(b) (c) (d) 
+4 
+2 

—4 
+2 

+6 
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Decibels and Logarithms 

Three Place Logarithms 
N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

55 740 741 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 747 

56 748 749 749 750 751 752 752 753 754 755 

57 755 756 757 758 758 759 760 761 761 762 

58 763 764 764 765 766 767 767 768 769 770 

59 770 771 772 773 773 774 775 776 776 777 

60 778 778 779 780 781 781 782 783 783 784 

61 785 786 786 787 788 788 789 790 791 791 

62 792 793 793 794 795 795 796 797 798 798 

63 799 800 800 801 802 802 803 804 804 805 

64 806 806 807 808 809 810 810 811 811 812 

65 813 813 814 814 815 816 816 817 818 818 

66 819 820 820 821 822 822 823 824 824 825 

67 826 826 827 828 828 829 829 830 831 831 

68 832 833 833 834 835 835 836 837 837 838 

69 838 839 840 840 841 842 842 843 843 844 

70 845 845 846 847 848 848 849 849 850 850 

71 851 851 852 853 853 854 854 855 856 856 

72 857 857 858 859 859 860 860 861 861 862 

73 863 863 864 865 865 866 866 867 868 868 

74 869 869 870 871 871 872 872 873 873 874 

75 875 875 876 876 877 877 878 879 879 880 

76 880 881 882 882 883 883 884 884 885 885 

77 886 887 887 888 888 889 889 890 891 891 

78 892 892 893 893 894 894 895 896 896 897 

79 897 898 898 899 899 900 900 901 902 902 

80 903 903 904 904 905 905 906 906 907 907 

81 908 909 909 910 910 911 911 912 912 913 

82 913 914 914 915 915 916 917 917 918 918 

83 919 919 920 920 921 921 922 922 923 923 

84 924 924 925 925 926 926 927 927 928 928 

85 929 929 930 930 931 932 932 933 933 934 

86 934 935 935 936 936 937 937 938 938 939 

87 939 940 940 941 941 942 942 943 943 944 

88 944 945 945 946 946 946 947 947 948 948 

89 949 949 950 950 951 951 952 952 953 953 

90 954 954 955 955 956 956 957 957 958 958 

91 959 959 960 960 960 961 961 962 962 963 

92 963 964 964 965 965 966 966 967 967 968 

93 968 968 969 969 970 970 971 971 972 972 

94 973 973 974 974 975 975 975 976 976 977 

95 977 978 978 979 979 980 980 980 981 981 

96 982 982 983 983 984 984 985 985 985 986 

97 986 978 987 988 988 989 989 989 990 990 

98 991 991 992 992 993 993 993 994 994 995 

99 995 996 996 996 997 997 998 998 999 999 

00 000 004 008 012 017 021 025 029 033 037 

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 

When a solution to a problem involving 
logarithms will be in minus DBs, note par-
ticularly that the characteristics of the 
logarithm will be prefixed by a minus sign 
(—). This sign only effects the character-
istic while mantissa remains positive. The 
mantissa always remains thus, no matter the 
direction the solution brings the decibel. A 
prefix —1 to a logarithm means that the 
first figure of the number will be the first 
place to the right of the decimal; —2, will 
occupy the second place to the right, while 

a cipher fills the first place; —3, the third 
place with two ciphers filling the first and 
second places, and so on. 
To multiply a minus characteristic and 

a positive mantissa by 10, each part must 
be considered separately, multiplied by 10, 
and then the products added algebraically; 
thus, in the following illustration: 
An amplifier using a 199 tube has an 

output of 5 milliwatts. • How much is this 
in decibels? 

Solution by formula (2): 

P1 .005 
= .83 

Ps .006 

Log .83 = —1.9 (actually — 1.920) 

Therefore 10 X = —1 DECIBEL 
(10 x — 1 = —10; and 10 X .9 = + 9, 
hence, adding the products algebraically 

= —1). 

By substituting other values for those in 
the above solution, any output power below 
6 milliwatts or the zero reference level may 
be converted into decibels. 

Determining DB Gain or Loss 

• In using amplifiers it is a prime requisite 
to know the decibel gain or loss when the 
input and output powers are known. To de-
termine the gain or loss in DB employ the 
following formula: 

Po 

(gain) Nab = 10 Log — ( 3) 

Pi 

PI 

(loss) N ab = 10 Log — ( 4) 
P. 

where Nab is the number of DB gained or 
lost; 1) 1, the input power; and P., the out-
put power. 

Applying, for example, formula ( 3) : Sup-
pose that an intermediate amplifier is being 
driven by an input power of .2 watts, and 
after amplification, the output is found to be 
6 watts. 

Po 6 
— = — = 31) 
Pa .2 
Log 30 = 1.48 

Therefore 10 X 1.48 = 14.8 DE POW= 
GAU T. 

Amplifier Ratings 

II The technical specifications or rating on 
power amplifiers must contain the following 
information: the overall gain in decibels; the 
power output in watts; the value of the in-
put and output impedances; the input signal 
level in 1)13; the input signal voltage; and 
the power output level in decibels. 

If the specifications on any one particular 
amplifier had included only the input and 
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output signal levels in DB, it then would 
be necessary to know how much these values 
represented in power. The methods em-
ployed to determine power levels are not 
similar to those used in previous calculations. 
Caution should therefore be taken in read-
ing the following explanations with particu-
lar care and attention being paid to the 
minor arithmetical operations. 

The Anti-logarithm 

• To determine a power level from some 
given decibel value, it is necessary to invest 
the logarithmic process formerly employed 
in converting power to decibels. Here, in-
stead of looking for the log of a number it 
is now necessary to find the anti-logarithm 
or number corresponding to a given 
logarithm. 

In deriving a number corresponding to a 
logarithm it is important that these simple 
rules be committed to memory: ( 1) that the 
figures that form the original number from 
a corresponding logarithm depend entirely 
upon the mantissa or decimal part of the log; 
(2), that the characteristic serves only to 
indicate where to place the decimal point of 
the original number; and ( 3), that if the 
original number was a whole number the 
decimal point would be placed to the extreme 
rig-ht. 
The procedure of finding the number cor-

responding to a logarithm is explained as 
follows: Suppose the logarithm to be 3.574. 
First, search in the table under any column 
from 0 to 9 for the numbers of the mantissa 
574. If the exact number cannot be found, 
look for the next lowest figure, which is near-
est to, but less than, the given mantissa. 
After the mantissa has been located simply 
glance immediately to the left to the N col-
umn and there will be read the number, 37. 
This number comprises the first two figures 
of the number corresponding to the antilog. 
The third figure of the number will appear 
at the head of the column in which the man-
tissa was found. In this instance the number 
heading the column will be 5. If the figures 
have been arranged as -they have been found, 
the number will now be 375. Now since the 
characteristic is 3, there must be four fig-
ures to the left of the decimal point; there-
fore, by annexing a cipher the number be-
comes 3750; this is the number that corre-
sponds to the logarithm 3.574. If the char-
acteristic was 2 instead of 3, the number 
would be 375. If the logarithm was —3.574 
or-1.274 the antilogs or corresponding num-
bers would be .00375 and .375 respectively. 
After a little experience a person can ob-
tain the number corresponding to a logarithm 
in a very few seconds. 

Converting Decibels to Power 

• It is always convenient to be able to con-
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vert a decibel value to a power equivalent in 
order to determine the ratio difference. The 
formula used for converting decibels into 
watts is similar in many respects to equation 
(2), the only difference being that the factor 
Pi corresponding to the power level is not 
known. Usually the formula for converting 
decibels into power is written as 

Pi 
Ndb = 10 Log (6) 

.006 

In practice it has been found that it is too 
difficult to explain the solution to the above 
equation on account of the expression being 
written in the reverse. However, by re-ar-
ranging the various factors, the expression 
can be simplified to permit easy visualization, 
thus 

Ndb 

P = .006 X antilog -  (6) 
10 

where P is the desired power level; .006, 
the reference level in milliwatts; Nib, the 
decibels to be converted; and 10, the divisor. 
To determine the power level, P, from a 

decibel equivalent simply divide the decibel 
value by 10, then take the number compris-
ing the antilog and multiply it by .006, the 
product gives the power level of the decibel 
value. 

NOTE: In all problems dealing with the 
conversion of mimes decibels to power it often 
happefis that the decibel value —Nab, is not 
always equally divisible by 10. When this 
is the case, the numerator in the factor 
—Nab/10 must be made evenly divisible by 
the denominator in order to derive the proper 
power ratio. Note that the value —Nab is 
negative, hence, when dividing by 10, the 
negative signs must be observed and the 
quotient labeled accordingly. 
To make the numerator in the value 

— Nab equally divisible by 10, proceed as 
follows: Assume —Nab to be the logarithm 
— 38 with a zero mantissa, hence, in order 
to make —38 divisible by 10 simply annex 
as many units as is necessary from the zero 
mantissa and add them to the —38 until the 
figure can be equally divided. An examina-
tion will show it was only necessary to add 
two units to bring —38 up to —40. CARE-
FULLY NOTE that every unit borrowed 
from the zero mantissa must be returned to it 
as a positive quantity multiplied by 10. Thus, 
the two units borrowed to bring —38 up to 
—40 is returned as 20, making what was a 
zero mantissa now have a value of 20. The 
numerator —Nab, now becomes —40.20; 
this figure can now be equally divided by 10. 
While the above discussion applied strictly 

to negative values the following examples 
will clearly show the technique to be followed 
for most all practical problems. 

(a) The output level of a popular velocity 



Decibels 

ribbon microphone is rated at —74DB. What 
is this equivalent in milliwatts? 

Solution by equation (6) 

—Nab —74 
— = — 
10 10 

Routine: 

(not equally divisible by 10) 

—74 mantissa 
+6 60 (6X10) 

—80 60 
—Nab —80.60 

= 8.6 
10 10 

Antilog —8.6 = . 00000004 
.006X.00000004 =.000000000240 or 

240 MICROMICRO-
WATTS 

(b) This example differs somewhat from 
that of the above in that the mantissas are 
added differently.—A low powered amplifier 
has an input signal level of —17.3DB. How 
many milliwatts does this value represent? 

Solution by equation (6) 

—17.3 
—Nd,, = 

10 
—17. 3 
+ 3 . 30 

—20 . 33 

= 2.33 

(The mantissas were added as 30 plus 3, 
and NOT .3 plus .30) 

Antilog —2.33 = . 0214 
.006 X .0214 :=... 000128 or 

.13 MILLIVTATTS. 

Voltage Amplifiers 

• When plans are being drafted contemplat-
ing the design of power amplifiers it is es-
sential that the following data be determined: 
First, the input and output signal levels to 
be used; second, the size of the power tubes 
that would adequately deliver an undistorted 
output; and third, the input signal voltage 
that must be applied to the amplifier to de-
liver the desired output. This last require-
ment is the most important in the design of 
voltage amplifiers as it is the ratio of the 
input signal voltage to the output signal volt-
age that governs the amount of amplification. 
The voltage step-up in a transformer 

coupled amplifier depends chiefly upon the 
mu of the tubes and the turns ratio of the 
inter-stage coupling transformers. The step-
up value in any amplifier is calculated by 
multiplying the step-up factor of each volt-
age amplifying or step-up device. Thus for 
example, if an amplifier were designed hav-
ing an output transformer with a ratio of 3 : 1 
coupled to a tube having a mu of 7, the 
voltage step-up would be approximately 3 
times 7, or 21. It is seldom that the total 
product will be exactly the figure derived 

because it is not quite possible to obtain the 
full mu of the tube. 
From the voltage gain in an amplifier it 

is possible to calculate the input and out-
put signal levels and at the same time be 
able to determine at what level the input 
signal must be in order to obtain the desired 
output. By converting voltage ratios into 
decibels, power levels can be determined. 
Hence, to find the gain in DB when the in-
put and output voltages are known, the fol-
lowing expression is used: 

(gain) Nd,, = 20 Log — (7) 

where E1, is the output voltage; and a, the 
input voltage. 
Employing the above equation to a prac-

tical problem, note that the logarithm is mul-
tiplied by 20 instead of by 10 as in previous 
examples. 
A certain one-stage amplifier consisted 

of the following parts: 1 input transformer, 
ratio 2 : 1; and 1 output tube having a mu 
of 95. Determine the gain in decibels with 
an input voltage of 1 volt. 

Solution by equation (7) 

2 X 95 = 190 voltage gain 
E, 190 

therefore, — = — = 190 
1 

Log 190 = 2.278 
20 x 2.278 = 45.56 DECIBEL GAIN 

To reverse the above and convert decibels 
to voltage ratios, use the following ex-
pression: 

Nd,, 
E ( gain) = antilog 

20 
(8) 

where E is the voltage gain (power ratio) ; 
Nab, the decibels; and 20, the divisor. 
To find the gain, simply divide the deci-

bels by 20, then extract the antilog from the 
quotient, the result gives the voltage ratio. 

Input Voltages 

• In designing power amplifiers, it is para-
mount to have exact knowledge of the mag-
nitude of the input signal voltage necessary 
to drive the output power tubes to maximum 
undistorted output. Without this information 
it would largely be a matter of guesswork 
in determining whether or not the power 
stages were being worked overloaded or 
underloaded. 
To determine the input voltage take the 

Peak voltage necessary to drive the grid of 
the output tube to maximum and divide this 
figure by the total overall gain preceding the 
last stage. 
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Microphone Levels 

• Practically all acoustic-electric apparatus 
energizing amplifiers have output levels rated 
in decibels. The output signal levels of these 
devices vary considerably from each other as 
may be noted from the table above: 

Decibels Average 
0 to --15 

—30 to —60 —45 
Phonograph pickup 
Carbon microphones 
Piezo-elec. micro-
phones 

Dynamic micro-
phones 

Condenser micro-
phones 

Velocity micro-
phones 

In general, the lower the output signal 
level, the higher will be the acoustic fidelity 
over the entire audio spectrum. On the 
other hand, the higher the input signal level, 
the lower will be the overall fidelity. 
The output levels of microphones and 

phonograph pickups have the same power 
values ascribed to them as those derived 
from calculating power output levels of am-
plifiers. Therefore, the same equations em-
ployed in connection with power ratios are 
similarly applied when converting output 
signal levels to power levels. 

—70 to —80 

—75 to 

—75 

—95 —85 

—95 to —100 —97 

'-10O to —110 —105 

Computing Specifications 

• From the preceding explanations the fol-
lowing data can be computed with a very 
high degree of accuracy: 

(1) Voltage amplification 
(2) Overall gain in DB 
(3) Output signal level in DB 
(4) Input signal level in DB 
(5) Input signal level in watts 
(6) Input signal voltage 

Push-Pull Amplifiers 

• To double the output of any cascade am-
plifier it is only necessary to push-pull the 
last amplifying stage and replace the inter-
stage and output transformers with push-pull 
types. 
To determine the voltage step ( voltage ra-

tio) of a push-pull amplifier take the ratio 
of one half of the secondary winding of the 
push-pull transformer and multiply it by the 
mu of one of the output tubes in the push-pull 
stage; the product, when doubled, will be the 
voltage amplification or step-up. 
NoTE: Doubling the output power of any 

amplifier will not double the output signal 

level. In general, doubling the power adds 
about only 3 DB. 

Acoustically, that is from the loudspeaker 
standpoint, it takes approximately one DB 
to note any appreciable change in the volume 
of sound. This is because the intensity of 
sound as heard by the ear varies logarithmic-
ally with the acoustic power. For practical 
purposes it is only necessary to remember 
that if two sounds differ in physical in-
tensity by less than one DB they usually 
sound alike. If they are much more than 
one decibel apart one sounds slightly louder 
than the other. This quantitative data is also 
applicable to amplifiers in that the output 
signal levels must differ by at least 1.5 DB 
in order to note any change in volume. 

Pre-amplifiers 

• Pre-amplifiers are employed to raise low 
input signal levels up to some required input 
level of another intermediate or succeeding 
amplifier. For example: If an amplifier was 
designed to operate at an input level of 
—30DB, and instead, a considerably lower 
input level was used, a pre-amplifier would 
then have to be designed to bring the low 
input signal up to the rated input signal level 
of —30DB to obtain the full undistorted out-
put from the power tubes in the main am-
plifier. The amount of gain necessary to 
raise a low input signal level up to another 
level may be determined by the following 
equation: 

Ndln — Ndby 

E(gain) = antilog  (9) 
20 

where E is the voltage step-up or gain; 
Ndbl, the input signal level of the pre-ampli-
fier or the new input signal level; Nab:, the 
input signal level to the intermediate am-
plifier; and 20, the divisor. 
To apply the equation, take the following 

example: If a 7-watt amplifier had an input 
signal level of —32.8DB and a microphone 
had an output signal level of —60DB which 
was exciting the amplifier, how much voltage 
amplification will be necessary to raise the 
gain up to —32.8DB so that the amplifier 
will work at full output? 

Nab1 — 60-32.8 
  — 1.365 

20 20 
Antilog 1.365 = 22.6 VOLTAGE GAIN 

The additional gain can be obtained by 
designing a pre-amplifier having an input 
transformer with a ratio of 2.5 :1 coupled to 
a tube having a mu of 9. 

-•_9 
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Impedance Matching Networks 

Design of Fixed 
Networks 
(T&H Pads) 

• The "T" section, which is an unsymmet-
rical network (unbalanced) is most fre-
quently used where small unbalances in the 
line or to ground are of little importance. 
Fixed type networks are chiefly employed in 
circuits where it is desired to limit the 

Rx 

.„ 
"H" Pad. 

R 

Rx 

FIG. 1— 'T" Pad. 

amount of input voltage available to excite 
amplifiers, thus precluding the possibilities 
of overloading certain components in the am-
plifying system. A resistive network which 
functions as an absorption device loses its 
identity as a "pad" and is most often referred 
to as an "insertion loss," because the section 
has been inserted to attenuate a known and 
definite quantity. 
To design a fixed "T" or "H" type sec-

tion for some predetermined loss in DB, the 
following equations are given. These equa-
tions only hold good when the line ini-

t.. pedances terminating each end of the network 
are equal; therefore from Figure 1 where R. 

Z (K — 1) 

pi 

R. = 

2 (K -F 1) 

Ry — 2Z 

(1(2-1) 

Ndb 
K = antilog — 

20 

equals the series resistor (this value must 
be multiplied by 2 for "T" sections) ; R,, the 
shunt resistor; Z, the line impedance; and K, 
a constant derived by taking the inserted 
attenuation in DB and dividing by 20, then 
extracting the antilog. 

Impedance Matching Networks 

• At audio frequencies an impedance match-
ing network comprised of resistive im-
pedances can be substituted for an impedance 
matching transformer or like device. Unfor-
tunately, this type of network introduces a 
small loss; however, this loss is of little 
consequence because it can be counteracted 
by simply working the input or output cir-
cuits at a higher level. 

R, R2 

FIG. 2—Impedance Matching Network. 

In Figure 2 it is very important that the 
resistors R-1 and R-2 be placed correctly 
in the configuration otherwise impedances 
will be mismatched and reflections will oc-

R, 

1., 
FIG. 3--"L"-Type Network. 

cur in the system. In Figure 3, resistor R1 
must face the highest terminal impedance. 
To design an impedance matching network 

of the "T" type requires the use of the fol-
lowing equations: 

R-1 — 

R 2 — 

R-3 = 

(Rs RL) (Re — RL) 

2 

(Rs -l-RL) (Rii—RL) 

(Ra -I- RL) 

2Ky 

2 

Where R. is the input impedance; RL, the 
output impedance: and K1 and K, are con-
stants taken from the table shown on page 30. 
These constants appear directly opposite the 
amount of attenuation in the Nab column: 
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Net. K1 K2 
1 .067 0.115 
2 .114 0.232 
3 .171 0.362 
4 .226 0.477 
5 .280 0.609 
6 .331 0.747 
7 .382 0.897 
8 .430 1.066 
9 .476 1.233 
10 .519 1.422 
11 .660 1.634 
12 .598 1.863 
13 .634 2.122 
14 .667 2.404 
16 .697 2.720 
16 .726 3.076 
17 .762 3.468 
18 .776 3.907 
19 .798 4.398 
20 .818 4.952 
21 .835 5.655 
22 .852 6.262 
23 .867 7.013 
24 .880 7.868 
25 .893 8.870 
26 .904 9.977 
27 .914 11.188 
28 .923 12.484 
29 .931 14.091 
30 .938 15.734 
31 .945 17.744 
32 .950 19.810 
33 .956 22.339 
34 .960 24.939 
35 .965 27.121 
36 .968 31.393 
37 .972 36.397 
38 .976 39.515 
39 .978 44.556 
40 .980 50.237 
41 .982 66.079 
42 .984 63.230 
43 .985 70.583 
44 .987 78.792 
45 .988 88.836 
46 .990 100.165 
47 .991 111.813 
48 .992 126.070 
49 .993 140.729 
60 .994 158.672 

To design an impedance matching net-
work of the "L" type requires this set of 
equations: 

= - ZY) 

ZzZy 

R2 =  

VZ2(Z2 - Zy) 

Since the insertion loss is a function of 
the impedances terminating the network it 
can be calculated as follows: 

K = 
Z2 

W here loss in DB = 20 Logi.K. 
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Radio Data Charts 
• Radio data charts provide designers of 
amateur radio equipment with a ready and 
convenient means of solving problems with-
out having recourse to complicated formula 
and mathematics. 
To properly use the chart and to prevent 

disfiguring the page, simply place a piece of 
tracing paper, celluloid, or waxed paper over 
the scales, then, the index line which inter-
cepts the scales may be drawn with a hard 
pencil and a straight edge. 
The first chart which is a logarithmic 

alignment nomogram will solve many prob-
lems encountered in ordinary practice. 

Voltage Drop Calculation in 

Resistors 

• To find the voltage drop for a certain 
bias for a self-biased tube, add three ciphers 
to the value desired, seek this value on scale 
A; next, search for the value which cor-
responds to the plate current (cathode cur-
rent) on the B scale, now, drawing a line 
between these two points will intersect a 
point on C, this corresponds to the ohmage. 
Hence, a resistance required to produce 9 
volts bias for a triode which operates at 3 
MA plate current is: on the A scale, 9 plus 
three ciphers equals 9000; on the B scale 
3MA; and the ohmage 3000, is found on C. 

Wattage or Heat Capacity in 

Resistors 

• To find the power liberated in watts by a 
certain resistor when ohmage and voltage 
is known, proceed as follows: On C find 
the voltage, on A, the resistance; draw a 
line connecting these two points over to 
the B scale, next, find the voltage (for the 
second time) on the A scale and draw a 
line from point B through A, the wattage 
will be given on C. See the auxiliary Fig-
ure for an example. 

If the current instead of the voltage is 
known in the above procedure, the technique 
is as follows: On C find the value of cur-
rent, on A, the resistance, a line drawn con-
necting these points will intercept the watt-
age rating on V. 

Series Capacity Calculations 

• To determine the value of any two series-
capacities, find one of the values on C and 
the other on B, draw a line to connect these 

s. 



Radio Data Charts 
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Auxiliary Chart. 

two points; next, add the values of the ca-
pacities on B, then from this new point, draw 
a line to intersect A, and the series value 
will be read on C. 

If three series capacities are to be em-
ployed, the value of any two of them is found 
as above, and then this is treated as a single 
capacity and its value combined with the 
third can be found by repeating the process 
which can be carried on indefinitely. 

An example illustrating the method is 
shown in auxiliary Figure (b). 

Nutt: Raise the A scale the distance 
from 1 to 10 when the reading is beyond 
the bottom, or by taking a piece of tracing 
paper and tracing the A scale so as to ex-
tend it another length of I to 10. 

Parallel Resistor Calculations 

• These are treated exactly as series ca-
pacities, and the above explanation will solve 
all values. 
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Coil Winding Considerations 

• It is often necessary to know, in coil 
winding procedure, the resistance of coils 
when re-wound to the same volume with a 
wire larger or smaller than the coil was 
originally wound with; hence, by knowing 
the size of the wires, the circular-mil areas, 
and the ohmage of the original winding, the 
ohmic value of the new winding can be 
found as follows: select the value corre-
sponding to the circular-mil area of the new 
winding on the C scale, select the value cor-
responding to the ohmage of the original 
winding on the V scale, draw a line to A 
intersecting these points; next, on C find 
the value corresponding to the circular-mil 
area of the old winding, a line drawn from 
A to C will intercept the ohmage of the new 
winding on V. 

These calculations are based on the prin-
ciple that resistances are inversely propor-
tional to the squares of the wire sizes. This 
is sensibly true for a change of a few sizes, 
but the error increases with the range of 
sizes which should not be over five. 

Sound and Light Calculations 

• The intensity of sound and light, on a 
surface varies inversely as the square of the 
distance from the source. Variations pro-
portional to the square is of importance in 
the sound, light, magnetic and gravitational 
fields. By employing the considerations 
given in the preceding paragraph all prob-
lems enunciated in this topic can be solved. 
By using the example shown in auxiliary 
Figure ( a) it will be found that if a sur-
face 12.7 feet distant from a light source 
receives an intensity of 100 foot-candles 
when moved 20.2 feet from the light, it will 
receive 39.5 foot-candles. ( After C.P. 
Nachod, N&US Sig. Co.) 
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Areas of Circles 

• The area of any circle can be found by 
placing the Pi constant ( 3.1416) on A and 
the radius on C, the area will be found on V 
when a line intersects V drawn through A 
and C. 
Another method for finding the area is to 

place the constant 0.785 on A, the diam-
eter on C and the area will be found on V 
when a line is drawn through A, C. 

Circumference of Circles 

• The circumference of any circle can be 
found by placing the Pi constant ( 3.1416) 
on B and the diameter on C, a line connect-
ing B. C will intercept the circumference 
on A. 

Multiplication 

• The multiplication table is represented on 
scales A, B, and C. A line drawn through 
values on scales B, C will intersect the 
product on A. 

Division 

• To divide the process of multiplication is 
reversed, the values for the divisor will ap-
pear on the C scale, and the dividend on A 
and a line drawn through these points will 
intersect the quotient on B. 

Square Root 

• To extract the square root of any num-
ber, seek the number on the A scale and the 
root will appear horizontally on either the 
B or C scales. 

Powers of Numbers 

• To raise the number to the fourth power 
(3 X 3 X 3 X 3 =. 81), select the number 
in both the B and C columns, a horizontal 
line drawn through these points intersects 
the fourth power on the V scale. 



Radio Code Instruction 
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A 
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N D 

DASH EQUAL TO THREE DOTS -SPACING 

• • • • • 

H E 

IM• •Mi • gM> gM, • 

A N 

BETWEEN CHARACTERS EQUAL TO ONE DOT 

SPACING BETWEEN LETTERS EQUAL TO ONE DASH 

SPACING BETWEEN WORDS EQUAL TO F IVE DOT S 

secret of success of good operating is in the 
spacing between letters and words, but there 
should be no spacing between dots and 
dashes which make up an individual letter. 
For example: take the letter A; it consists 
of a dot and a dash, but in code it should 
not be considered graphically except as a 
dot and a dash. Phonetically, pronounce it 
as "did-daw," "did" for the dot, "claw" for 
the dash. Thus, the letter A becomes "did-
claw," not dot-dash. By repeating the pho-
netic sounds, the letter soon becomes firmly 

Proper grip for manipulating the key. 

fixed in the mind. During mental repeti-
tion, no pauses should be made between 
the "did" and the "claw"; the two must roll 
smoothly into each other; thus, "diddaw." 
One of the greatest mistakes made by op-
erators is in permitting a pause to come 
between the "did" and the "daw." To fur-
ther illustrate code learning examples, 
take the letter B, which consists of a dash 
and three dots. Again, there must be no 
spacing between the dash and the three 
dots. B is "dawdiddiddid." Now, if a 
space is permitted to conic between the 
daw and the three dids, the code character 
will have the form of the letters T S, and 
not B. 
Send cautiously, slowly and surely! Haste 

makes waste. One often hears of the oper-
ator "who falls all over himself." He be-
comes confused, sends faster than he can 
receive. Nothing is more painful than to 
listen to a fast, erratic operator who can-
not read his own sending. How, then, can 
he expect others to copy his signals? 
The SOUND system of learning the code 

has been universally proven as the best 
method for beginners to use. This system 
teaches the operator to think in terms of 
SOUND, instead of the more common letter 
formations. By thinking in such terms a 
letter is recognized by its characteristic 
sound and cadence. When the sound "did-

Correct "grip" and position of wrist for 
operating automatic key ("bug"). 

daw" is heard, it is immediately recognized 
as the letter A, and not in any other form. 
With the code practice set connected, 

grasp the key gently with the thumb, fore 
and index fingers being placed on the knob 
of the key. The illustration shows how to 
properly manipulate the key. Avoid cramp-
ing the hand—relax—forget entirely that 
the thumb and forefingers are on the key. 
Be interested in correctly making the tele-
graph signals "dids" and "daws." Send 
slowly, until becoming adept to the knack 
of sending. Do not open the key too wide, 
else the sending will become "choppy." On 
the other hand, if the key does not have 
sufficient play, the sending will sound 
"sloppy." Do not make the key too "stiff" 
by exerting too great a pressure on the 
adjusting spring. If in doubt about the 
correct tension, ask a more experienced op-
erator to assist you in making the proper 
adjustment. 
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T 0•1 
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C me MO M. 

C MI MI OM 11.1 

• Me 
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• • • • 41111 

N On • 

G all • 

9 MI IM1 « II> • 

Easily Memorized Practice Letters. 

Begin learning the code without assist-
ance from others. First memorize a few 
letters of the alphabet, starting with the 
letter A. Proceed by the methods outlined 
in the above text until finally practicing 
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with the telegraph key. To augment the 
mind's retentive powers, use a short-wave 
receiving set and pick out as many diddawi.-
as can be recognized from a slow sending 
station. At each recognition the letter 
should be written down on a small pad. 
After becoming thoroughly acquainted with 
the letter A, proceed until the complete 
alphabet can be instantly recognized by 
sound code-formations. Later, connective 
words like AND, TO, OF and others should 
be learned. Words composed entirely of 
dots and dashes are excellent for practice. 
For example: (all dots) is, his, sis, and she . 
(all dashes) to, Tom, Otto and etc. In exer-
cising, it is important that the letters be 
properly spaced lest the word structure be 
ruined. 
The next step is to make short sentence, 

\17 

consisting of words, some of which are all 
comprised of dots, others all dashes, such 
as "she sees Otto." The student operator 
will find that by learning all code char-
acters comprised of dots or dashes before 
others, that his telegraphic technique will 
be developed at much faster rate than it 
otherwise would be. Every effort should be 
made to copy signals heard on short-wave 
sets until proficiency is attained. 
Throughout the day, it would be advis-

able to make silent repetitions of the did-
claw sounds, including words, short sen-
tences, figures, calls and other miscellany. 
Always think in terms of SOUND . . . in 
(lids and daws. Soon it will be amazing to 
learn how simple it is to gain speed and 
accuracy in a relatively short period of 
time. 

Radio Symbols Used in Schematic Circuit Diagrams 

GROUND AIR CORE SP TRANS. INDUCTANCE FORMER 

10.1-1 flP 
VARIABLE I P INOUC TA NC E T AAAAA °RIPER 

010.-

QUART. CRYSTAL 

111 Oft -L-

IMED VARIABLE CENTER TAP SINGLE SUTTON 
— RESISTOR M I 

RPC 

R P CNONE 

LOUO3 AAAAAAA 

CONNECTION AT CROSS • AT CROSS 

MILL, VOLTMETER AMMETER AAAAA ER 

jtig CONNECTION 

HEY 

DIODE TRIODE TRIODE CONTROL •LAT E GRID 

-031-FILAMENT NEON 
TEST LAMPS 

M ET ERS 

• • • 
er'• 

VARIABLE TAPS 

IRON CORE A P OR POWER INDUCTANCE AAAAAA ORIFER AUTO-( FILTER GNOME) TRANSFORMER 

7 r 

VARIABLE 

JI 

SPLIT- STATOR 

CONDENSERS 

—f.— 

DOUBLE SUTTON CONDENSER 
CRO 

(1:«) THERMO. COUPLE 

T " 1:11°— 
_L 

P HONE 

OR 
SINGLE POLE SINGLE TOROS,. (SPST) 

LOOP LOOP 

w[i 

TNC 
NEUTRA-LIVNG 

SWINGING CRONE 

71. 

TRIMMER 

CRYSTAL 

CLOSED OPEN 
CetT CRT 

JACKS 

— 1K— SINGLE POLE DOUBLE THROW (SPLIT I 
DOUBLE POLE SINGLE TMROW (D•ST) 

W I TC H E S 

LOOP LOOP LINN OR 

COUPLING 

SCREEN GRID 

LINKS 

G 
CATMODE 

COMMON TUBE TYPES AND THEIR 

FILAMENT OR HEATER 
ELEMENTS 

—61". 

HEADPHONES 

SHIELDING 

1: e7:: 

0011MILE POLE DOUBLE THROW 
(pror) 

OR 

A C GENERATOR OR AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

PENTODE NEATER TYPE TRIODE 
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Chapter 5 
A NTENNAS 

• Antenna Theory 

• An antenna is an electrical conductor, 
suspended in air and insulated from ground, 
which either radiates or receives radio-fre-
quency energy. Sometimes the ground is 
used in conjunction with the antenna con-
ductors, as will be defined later. The ef-
fectiveness of an antenna depends upon 
numerous electrical and mechanical factors 
of design, all of which are discussed under 
antenna types. 
An antenna can be compared to any tuned 

circuit, except that its capacity and induc-
• tance are distributed along the wire instead 
of being lumped, as in a coil and variable 
condenser. Every antenna system has a 
fundamental wavelength or resonant fre-
quency of its own. It should always be op-
erated at its resonant frequency, because 
the efficiency is many times greater in this 
condition. 
The physical dimensions of the antenna 

at resonance bear a certain relation to the 
wavelength. In order to simplify the ex-
planation of radiation in space, it can be 
compared with waves in water produced by 
throwing a stone into a still body of water; 
there will be waves which have peaks and 
troughs, similar to those produced in space 
by radio waves. The radio waves, in effect, 
require a physical amount of space between 
the peaks and troughs (condensations and 
rarefactions) and therefore the antenna is 
made of such a length that it is equal to one 
peak or one trough of a wave in physical 
length. 

IN,LATOR 

RECEIVER ANTENNA CO, 

FI I 

Conventional Antenna for Receiving. 

cE•O r iN 

A complete wave consists of one peak and 
one trough, defined as one wavelength. Any 
resonant circuit is the electrical equivalent 
of one-half wavelength; in the case of a 
tuned circuit the constants are lumped and 

the space required is very small. For an 
antenna, the wire may be stretched out into 
a straight line so that it is nearly a full half 
wavelength long. For an antenna consisting 
of a straight wire one-half wavelength long 
electrically, the physical length will be ap-
proximately 5% shorter than the electrical 
length, because it is impossible to secure a 
wire having zero diameter supported in 
space without end insulators. 

• 

iNEVCATOOI 

AI 

FEEDER 

, 333333 ITTER 

ANTENNA COR•LER 

INEuL•T OR 

FIG. 2 

Single Wire Antenna for Transmitting. 

Radio waves travel with approximately 
the speed of light, which is 300 million 
meters per second. This provides a con-
venient method for expressing the resonant 
frequency in terms of wavelength, or vice-
versa. 

F = 
300,000,000 

X 

where F is the frequency in cycles per sec-
ond X is the wavelength in meters. 

Radiation Field 

• A wire connected to any source of oscil-
lating electrical energy will radiate radio 
waves due to the varying intensity of the 
electrical field surrounding the wire. The 
field closest to the wire is called the induc-
tion field, which oscillates to-and-fro; that 
part of the field which escapes forms the 
energy in the radiated field which is urged 
outward and diffused in all directions 
through space. Any wire supported in space 
and within range of the radiated field will 
intercept the energy and will have induced 
in it a radio-frequency voltage, which is 
detectable as an incoming signal by receiv-
ing apparatus. 
Radio waves are transmitted from an an-

tenna through space in two general types 
of waves. One is called the ground wave, 
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which follows along the surface of the 
ground, and is rapidly attenuated for very 
short waves. The ground wave is useful in 
long-wave radio communication, also for 
very short distance work on ultra-short 
wavelengths. Best broadcast reception is 
always had when the receiver picks up only 
the ground wave, which means that normally 
it must be within a 100 mile radius of even 
a high power transmitter. Fading effects 
take place at greater distances, due to the 
interference between the ground wave and 
the sky waves. 
That portion radiated upward from the 

antenna is known as the sky wave, since it 
is reflected back to earth by ionized layers in 
the upper atmosphere known as The Ken-
nelly-Heaviside Layers, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 

Reflection of Radio Waves from the Heavi-
side Layer Around the Earth. 

At very low angles of radiation, the 
waves start out practically tangent to the 
earth's surface, penetrate into the ionized 
layers and are bent back to the earth at a 
very distant point. Higher angles of radia-
tion are bent back to earth at shorter dis-
tances until a certain high angle is reached 
for any particular frequency which will not 
be bent back to earth. This angle varies 
with the season of the year, frequency and 
time of day. At angles slightly less than 
this value at which the layers are pene-
trated, the radio waves can be carried around 
one of the upper layers to extremely great 
distances before being bent back to earth, 
no matter what the angle of propagation. 
The Kennelly-Heaviside Layer is a strata 

of ionized air molecules, of which the ion-
ization is due to the ultra-violet radiations 
from the sun. This stratospheric layer lies 
above the earth at distances of less than 
one hundred up to several hundred miles 
elevation. The relative density of the layers 
is not constant, but varies from year to year 
and seems to depend upon sun-spot activity. 
The time required for the sky waves to 

reach the receiver varies in accordance with 
the number of reflections to and from earth 
and the changes of ionization in the Ken-

nelly-Heaviside Layers. Obviously the time 
required for a ground wave to reach the 
receiver will be less than that of a high 
angle sky wave, resulting in variations of 
signal strength at the receiver. When two 
or more waves from these different paths 
arrive at the same instant (in phase) the 
signal strength will be greatest. If the time 
lag is great enough so that one wave tends 
to neutralize another (out of phase), the 
signal intensity will decrease, resulting in 
the phenomena known as fading. 
The rate of fading varies with frequency, 

and even small changes of frequency some-
times have entirely different rates of fading. 
A modulated wave from a radiophone sta-
tion consists of a band of frequencies being 
transmitted, and this variation of fading 
within this narrow band results in distor-
tion in the received signal. This effect is 
known as selective fading, because the side-
band frequencies may be stronger at a given 
instant than the carrier signal at the receiv-
ing point, resulting in bad distortion of 
audio quality in the output of the receiver. 

Electrical Properties 

• A wire stretched out into space has in-
ductance of the same type as that produced 
by wire wound into a coil. This antenna 
wire also has a distributed capacity to near-
by objects, such as the ground. As in any 
electrical circuit, inductive reactance and 
capacitive reactance impede the flow of cur-
rent in either a transmitting or receiving 
antenna. At resonance, the inductive re-
actance is equal and opposite to the capaci-
tive reactance, with the result that the elec-
trical current is only limited by the resist-
ance. The resistance consists of several 
components, such as wire resistance, dielec-
tric losses from nearby objects, ground re-
sistance, insulator losses and radiation re-
sistance. The latter is a fictitious term 
which is useful in expressing the power 
radiated by the antenna. It is that resist-
ance which would consume the same amount 
of power that is radiated into space by the 
antenna; the power lost in other forms of 
resistance is wasted. Short-wave antennas 
generally have a very high ratio of radia-
tion resistance to loss resistance and are 
therefore very efficient. 

In a resonant antenna, standing waves of 
current and voltage exist. In a typical half 
wave antenna the current is maximum at 
the center, and zero at the ends. The radio-
frequency voltage is maximum at the ends 
and minimum at the center. These standing 
waves exist because an impressed radio 
wave will travel out to the end of the an-
tenna and be reflected back toward the 
center, since the end is an open circuit cor-
responding to a large mismatch of im-
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pedance. The resonant antenna is of such 
length that the reflected wave will be in 
phase with each succeeding impressed wave, 
or oscillation, resulting in a standing wave 
along the antenna wire. Standing waves 
produce more actual radiated power into 
space from an antenna than when the values 
of voltage and current are uniform and of 
lower value all along the antenna wire. 
Radio-frequency feeders to an antenna are 
generally designed for uniform distribution 
of current and voltage along their entire 
length ( no standing wave). In other words, 
the feeders should not radiate because the 
antenna proper alone should be the radiating 
medium. 
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¡ VOLTAGE 
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FIG. 4 

The impedance along a half wave antenna 
varies from a minimum at the center to a 
maximum at the ends. The impedance is 
that property which determines the antenna 
current at any point along the wire for the 
value of radio-frequency voltage at that 
point. The main component of this im-
pedance is the radiation resistance; normally 
the latter is referred to the center of the 
half wave antenna where the current is a 
maximum. The square of the current mul-
tiplied by the radiation resistance is equal 
to the power radiated by the antenna, and 
for, convenience these values are usually re-
ferred to the center of a half wave section 
of antenna. 
The curve in Fig. 5 indicates the theo-

retical center point radiation resistance of a 
half wave horizontal antenna for various 
heights above ground. These values are of 
some importance in matching radio fre-
quency feeders to the antenna in order to 
obtain both a good impedance match and an 
absence of standing waves on the feeders. 
A transmitting antenna usually consists of 

a wire of definite length which may be 
grounded, ungrounded or connected to a 
counterpoise. A ground made by either a 
direct or capacitive connection acts as a re-
flector to the aerial wire, therefore com-
pleting the circuit. With a direct ground 
connection, the antenna may be either an 
electrical quarter wavelength or odd mul-
tiples of quarter wavelengths; the ground 

- 
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Fig. 5 

Radiation Resistance of Half Wave Hori-
zontal Antenna for Various Heights Above 

Ground. 

acts as a subterranean reflector, furnishing 
quarter waves to the antenna to give half 
waves or multiples of half waves for the 
desired resonant effect. A very short wire 
can be loaded to an electrical quarter wave 
by means of a loading coil to ground; a 
wire over a quarter wave long can be re-
duced to an electrical quarter wave by 
means of a series condenser to ground. 

AAAAA AV E   

CONDENSE« 

CO, 

COU ICE ONE OR MORO WIRES 

OF EQUAL LENGTH ASO MITANT 

Fig. 6 

POLL 

A counterpoise which consists of one or 
more wires in a network insulated from 
ground will often reduce loss resistances 
which might occur when the quarter wave 
antenna is connected to poorly conducting 
earth. The counterpoise in the case of a 
network of several wires acts as a condenser 
plate with high capacity to earth, with the 
result of lower loss in the antenna system; 
for this reason the counterpoise should be 
fairly close to the ground. 

Fig. 7 shows a vertical antenna with an 
elaborate ground wire system buried under 
the surface of the earth for the purpose of 
obtaining low loss resistance connection to 
ground. This system is more generally used 
than the counterpoise. 
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Directional Properties 

• The radiation field of an antenna is more 
intense in certain directions, depending upon 
its height above ground, as well as the 
length of the antenna and the tilt or angle 
of the antenna wire with respect to ground. 
A short antenna (up to a half wavelength 
long) radiates most of its energy in a circu-
lar pattern at right-angles to the wire, 
something in the shape of a doughnut. 
As the length of a horizontal antenna is 

increased in multiples of half waves, the 
radiation pattern changes into cone-shaped 
loops, one at each end of the antenna. 
Smaller intermediate loops occur as shown 
in Fig. 8. A short horizontal antenna, 
therefore, may be considered as a broadside 
radiator and a long antenna as an end-fire 
radiator. A vertical half wave or quarter 
wave antenna radiates equally well in all 
directions, horizontally. 

Angle Radiation 

• All but the ultra-short-waves are re-
flected back to earth from the Heaviside 
Layer. By directing the greater portion of 
the transmitted wave at certain angles above 
the horizon, the signal at the receiving sta-
tion will be increased; the angle above the 
horizon depends upon the distance and con-
dition of the Heaviside Layer. For ex-
tremely long distances a low angle radiation 
is preferable, or an extremely high critical 
angle above the earth horizon. Intermediate 
angles tend to shorten the skip distance, 
and in case of long distances the total num-
ber of reflections may be so great as to at-
tenuate the signal to such an extent that it 
cannot be received. Each time the signal is 
reflected from the earth's surface back 
to the Heaviside Layer the signal strength is 
reduced, due to losses which become evident 
because the earth is not a perfect reflector. Horizontal Half Wave Antenna Radiation 

Vertical antennas provide low angle radia- Patterns. 

tion as indicated in Fig. 9. The earth acts 
as a mirror and prevents the radiated wave The effect of the earth on the angle of 
from going out exactly in a plane to the radiation is more noticeable in the case of 
horizon, unless the vertical antenna is sev- horizontal antennas, as can be seen in Fig. 
eral wave lengths above the earth. 10, showing that the horizontal antenna 
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should be approximately a half wave above 
ground in order to avoid excessive radia-
tion straight up, which would penetrate the 
Heaviside Layer and not be reflected back 
to earth at distant points. 

Heights above ground of one quarter wave 
and three quarter waves provide excessive 
radiation straight upward, which represents 
a loss of power. The radiation pattern 

1 shown in C of Fig. 10 indicates that nearly 
all of the radiation is at right angles to the 
antenna wire. This is not actually true, 
because the doughnut-shaped radiated field 
actually produces high angle radiation out-
wardly over the ends of even a half wave 
horizontal antenna. 
Long antennas operated at a harmonic 

tend to give low angle radiation. An an-
alogy can be made to an ordinary garden 
hose and nozzle when considering the radia-
tion from one end of the antenna. As the 
nozzle is turned from the fine spray posi-
tion, the cone of water has a more narrow 
angle and is more concentrated. A second 
or third harmonic antenna (two or three 
half waves) is like the fine spray condition, 
whereas a long antenna of six or eight 
wavelengths projects most of the signals 
outward in the form of a very narrow cone, 
having a radiation much greater at its maxi-
mum as compared with a half wave an-
tenna. 

Careful antenna design will enable a low 
power transmitter to deliver a powerful 
signal at certain distant points. 

Antenna Tilt 

• The presence of ground near any hori-
zontal antenna has a very decided effect 
upon its directivity pattern. A half wave 
antenna normally produces high angle radia-
tion from its ends, and both high and low 
angle radiation from its sides, as can be 
seen by referring back to Fig. 8. 
The difference becomes more pronounced 

with a full wave antenna; in either case, 
tilting the antenna will lower the angle of 
radiation to some extent in line with the 
antenna wire. Since low angle radiation is 
generally desirable for long distance com-
munication, a slight tilt from the horizontal 
angle with respect to earth in the desired 
direction will often produce a very notice-
able increase in signal strength. An an-
tenna which has one end higher above the 
earth than the other does not transmit or 
receive well in the direction toward the 
higher end. 

Antennas for Transmitting 

• Antennas for transmitting differ from 
those used for receiving only in that the 
former require better insulation. A good 

Full Wave Antenna Gives Maximum Radi-
ation Upward at an Angle of 34 Degrees 

from the Horizon. 

-f-i 
',/,%., 

Half Wave Antenna, Same Height as Full 
Wave Antenna Above. Here the Radia-
tion Is Known as 16-Degree "Low Angle" 

Radiation. 

- b - 

Increasing Height of Antenna Above 
Ground Lowers Angle of Radiation to 7.5 

Degrees, as Shown. 

/ P 

90' 

-"-
Short Vertical Antenna, Grounded, Gives 

Very Low Angle Radiation. 

90' 

q97/7/P 

Quarter Wave Grounded Antenna Concen-
trates More of the Radiation at a Low 
Angle Than the 1/8 Wave Antenna Does. 

90' 

- - 

Grounded Half Wave Antenna. 

90' 

Full Wave Grounded Antenna. 

Fig. 9 
Angle of Radiation of Half Wave Vertical 

Antennas. 
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Horizontal Antenna Half Wave Above 
Ground. This is the best height for hori-

zontal antenna for general use. 
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Horizontal Antenna, Quarter Wave Above 
Ground. 

Horizontal Antenna. Antenna, 3/4  Wave High, Radi-
ates Mainly Upward. 

Fig. 10 

Showing How the Earth Affects the Angle 
of Radiation from a Horizontal Antenna. 

antenna for transmitting likewise makes a 
good antenna for receiving. All antennas 
for transmitting fall into two general classi-
fications: ( 1) A half wave, or multiple of 
half waves, known as a Hertz Antenna, (2) 
A quarter wave, or odd multiples of quarter 
waves, known as a Marconi Antenna, be-
cause it must be used in conjunction with 
either a ground or counterpoise connection. 
For frequencies above 3,000 KC (100 
meters), Hertz Antennas are more efficient 
because losses caused by ground connections 
are eliminated. The Hertz designation 
covers such types as Single Wire Fed, Zepp, 
Two Wire Fed, End Fed, Doublets, and 
Directional Arrays, because these systems 
use half wave sections of antennas for the 
radiating portion. 
Marconi Antennas are generally used for 

frequencies below 3000 KC because space re-
quirements are less than when Hertz An-
tennas are used. Marconi Antennas are 
generally a quarter wave long, measured 
between ground and the far end of the an-
tenna. The electrical length can be ad-
justed by a tuning condenser, either in shunt 
or in series with the coupling coil. A shunt 
condenser increases, and a series condenser 
decreases, the electrical length of the antenna 
system. The Marconi Antenna is cut so 
that the electrical length is exactly a quarter 
wave long; the coupling coil and tuning 
condensers can be eliminated and some form 
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of single wire feed line can be used to sup-
ply power from the transmitter to the an-
tenna. The effectiveness of a Marconi An-
tenna depends on its height above ground, 
also upon a very low resistance ground con-
nection. Where a sufficiently low resistance 
ground is not available, a counterpoise is 
used. If the physical length does not ex-
ceed a quarter wave by more than '/3rd, the 
use of a series tuning condenser will, reduce 
it to an electrical quarter wavelength. For 
wires less than a quarter wave long, an in-
ductance ( loading coil) will lengthen the 
antenna to a quarter wave electrically. The 
effective electrical length of the antenna can 
be increased slightly by the use of a large 
capacity at the end of the wire, such as in-
sulator caps, balls, or cages. 

Choice of Antenna 

• There are so many suitable types of an-
tennas for accomplishing a similar result 
that a brief explanation of some of the fea-
tures of each is here disclosed. For 180 
meter operation, some form of Marconi 
Antenna is desirable because most Amateurs 
have only a limited amount of space in 
which to erect an antenna. Most Marconi 
Antennas radiate a fairly strong ground 
wave, which is desirable for short and 
moderate distance communication. For 80 
meter operation, the choice lies in some 
form of half wave antenna, such as a Zepp, 
End Fed, or Single Wire Fed. The dif-
ference lies in the method of coupling the 
radiating portion of the antenna to the final 
amplifier of the transmitter. Any one of 
the three aforementioned antennas can be 
operated on several bands by utilizing har-
monics of the antenna. For example, a 130 
foot half wave antenna operating on 80 
meters becomes a full wave second harmonic 
antenna on 40 meters, and a two wave 
fourth harmonic antenna on 20 meters. 
Other forms of 80 meter half wave antennas 
are often desirable under certain conditions. 
The Johnson "Q," Collins All-Wave An-

tenna, Two Wire Matched Impedance An-
tenna, and the Twisted Pair Feeder Antenna 
are all suitable for 80 meter operation. The 
advantages and disadvantages of each are 
discussed elsewhere in these pages. 
Figure 11 shows the directivity patterns 

of a horizontal antenna operated at its 
fundamental and on its various harmonics. 
For 40 meter operation, any of the types 

listed for 80 meter operation are suitable, 
yet an antenna for 80 meter operation is 
twice as long as one required for 40 meter 
operation. Directional effects should be 
taken into consideration if space permits the 
choice of antenna placement. For 20 meter 
operation, the same types of antennas are 
suitable, but on this band the physical size 
of the antenna is so small that highly-direc-
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Fig. 11 
Radiation Patterns of Horizontal Antennas. 

Half Wave to 4 Waves Long. 

tional types can be used to greater advan-
tage. Directional antennas increase the 
power radiated in some certain desired di-
rections, but at the expense of lower radia-
tion in the other directions. 
For 10 meter operation any harmonic an-

tenna can be used, although a half wave 
vertical antenna is most popular because it 
transmits a very low angle of radiation and 
is non-directional. Directional arrays are 
easily constructed for operation on this band, 
and they are equivalent to greatly increasing 
the power in the transmitter proper. 

The ground wave alone is useful for 5 and 
21/2 meter operation, and thus the vertical 
types of antennas are more suitable. For 
short distance communication (a few miles), 
a single vertical half wave antenna, mounted 
as high as possible, gives satisfactory re-
sults. Directional arrays are recommended 
for point-to-point communication. Various 
forms of directional arrays should be used 
for micro-wave operation because these ar-
rays can be easily rotated, due to their small 
physical size. Half wave or quarter wave 
antennas are only occasionally used for 
micro-wave communication. 
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Single Wire Fed Antenna 

• When a single wire feeder is connected 
to the proper impedance matching point of a 
half wave (or multiple of half waves) in 
the radiating portion of an antenna, it is 
called a Single Wire Fed Hertz Antenna. 
The center impedance is somewhere between 
50 and 100 ohms in a half wave antenna, 
increasing outwardly toward the ends. A 
feeder wire can be attached at a point of 
about 500 to 600 ohms impedance either side 
of center for the purpose of supplying RF 
energy from the transmitter. In this case, 
the ground acts as a phantom return circuit 
and the characteristic impedance of the 
single wire to ground is in the neighbor-
hood of 600 ohms. The exact value of im-
pedance varies with the frequency of op-
eration and the diameter of the conductor. 

Antenna Impedance 

• 1 he impedance of any circuit is a func-
tion of the reactance and resistance which 
impedes the flow of current. In a resonant 
antenna the reactive terms cancel each other, 
as ill any resonant circuit, and the im-
pedance is equal to the resistance which in 
this case is largely radiation resistance. The 
radiation resistance at the center of a half 
wave antenna is about 73 ohms, and 2400 
ohms at the ends if it is very high above 
earth. It can thus be seen that at either 
side of center, values of from approxi-
mately 73 ohms to 2400 ohms can be ob-
tained for impedance matching to non-reso-
nant RF feeders. The single wire feeder is 
one type of non-resonant line. 
A non-resonant RF feeder system of in-

finite length has a characteristic surge im-
pedance which is a function of the diameter 
of the wires, the spacing and the dielectric 
between the wires. Short lines, such as 
used in radio practice, can be terminated by 
using the characteristic impedance as a load, 
which makes the line equivalent to one of 
infinite length without reflections and stand-
ing waves of RF voltage. If the line is not 
terminated by the proper impedance the 
impressed radio wave will be reflected and 
standing waves will exist to cause radiation 
from the feeder or feeders. To simplify the 
foregoing explanation, the single wire feeder 
gives best results when it is connected 
across approximate 600 ohms of antenna 
impedance. This value of impedance (600 
ohms) normally occurs at a point about 
one-seventh of the total length either side 
of center. The same applies to any half 
wave antenna which is not too close to 
nearby objects or ground. Under conditions 
of perfect impedance match there will be no 
standing waves on ,the RF feeder and maxi-
mum efficiency will result. Unfortunately, 

this point is not correct for harmonic opera-
tion and if the single wire fed antenna is to. 
be used on several bands a compromise 
should be made which will not materially 
lower the efficiency on any band. The feeder 
should be connected to the antenna at a 
point one-sixth, instead of one-seventh, of 
the total length of the antenna either side of 
center. Another simple way to find this 
point is to divide the antenna into three 
equal lengths and attach the feeder at a 
point one-third of the total length from 
either end. See Fig. 12. 

Typical example: A 134 foot 80 meter 
antenna ( for operation on 80, 40, 20 and le 
meters) should be tapped 45 feet from one 
end, or 22 feet from the center of the an-
tenna. See Fig. 12. This automatically places 
the tap 12 feet from center of one of the 
half wave sections when the antenna is op-
erated on 40 meters, and 5 feet from the 
center of a half wave section when the an-
tenna is operated on 20 meters. These val-
ues are such that good impedance match 
will be had, resulting in satisfactory all-band 
operation. For a 67 foot ( 40 meter) an-
tenna, the tap should be a little over 22 feet 
from one end, which places it at about 11 
feet from center. This automatically pro-
vides a point which is 6 feet off-center on 
20 meters and 2 2 feet off-center on le 
meters. The value of 9-feet-4-inches-off-
center for a 40 meter antenna, widely recom-
mended in the past, gives a distance of only 
0.8-foot off-center for 10 meter operation, 
which explains why such poor results are 
obtained when such a 40 meter antenna is 
used for 10 meter operation. The same 
holds true for 80 meter antennas operating 
on 20 meters. Connection of the feeder at a 
point of such low impedance for harmonic 
operation will not provide much actual radi-
ation from the flat top portion of the an-
tenna. 
There will be a small standing wave on 

the single wire feeder when it is terminated 
one-third the distance from the end of the 
antenna. The reactive effect can be prac-
tically eliminated by making the feeder 
some multiple of quarter waves long. At 
the station end, the impedance would then 
be purely resistive, and no detuning ef-
fect will be in evidence in the final amplifier 
tuning circuit when connecting or discon-
necting the feeder. The formula for calcu-
lating the feeder length in feet is: 

234,000 
1 -=   

fi 

Where fi is the lowest frequency of opera-
tion in Kilocycles, 1 is the feeder length in 
feet. 
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SINGLE WIRE FED ANTENNA FOR ALL BAND OPERATION 

ANTENNA FOR 60, 40, 20 d 10 METERS IS I 34 FEET LONG. WITH SINGLE WIRE FEEDER TAPPED 22 FT OFF 
CENTER. THE FECDER CAN BE EITHER 66 OR 132 FEET LONG. 

ANTENNA FOR 40, 201 la METERS IS 67 FT. LONG, WITH FEEDER TAPPED 11 FT. OFF CENTER. 
THE FEEDER CAN BE 33 66 OR 99 FEET LONG. 

ANT 

33.5 Fl 

VOLTAGE 

Fig. 12 

The antenna length should be cut so that 
it will resonate af the middle frequency band 
desired. The formula: 

L 
(K — .05) 492,000 

f 

where L is the antenna length in feet, 
fi is the frequency in kilocycles, 
k is the number of half wavelengths 

at that frequency. 
The slight error in length for the lower 

and higher frequencies must be tolerated be-
cause the actual length is a compromise. 
The end effects shorten a half wave antenna 
approximately 5%, which is equivalent to 
2% per end. In a long antenna, such as 
two full waves, the two end half wave sec-
tions are each shortened 2/2%. The middle 
sections are not shortened. This means that 
a wire cut for 3.600 KC operation as a half 
wave antenna will be a little short for oper-
ation as a full wave antenna on 7200 KC, 
which is the second harmonic. In spite of 
these minor defects, this antenna has become 
highly popular and is being widely used 
because of its simplicity and all-around use-
fulness. 
Non-resonant feeders of any type can be 

of any length and sometimes they are made 
as long as 4000 feet. No sharp bends should 
be tolerated, otherwise the RF wave will be 
reflected and standing wave effects will re-
sult. The feeder wire should run at a right-
angle to the flat top portion for at least a 
quarter wavelength from the point where 

CURVES 

0 METER 10 METER 

ANT 

it attaches to the antenna. A single wire 
feeder should always be used in conjunction 
with a good ground connection at any wave-
length because the single wire feeder uses 
the ground as part of its return system in 
feeding power to the antenna. 
One of the disadvantages of the single 

wire fed antenna is a tendency for the RF to 
feed back into electric wiring circuits near 
the transmitter. In radiophone operation 
this feedback can find its way into the 
microphone circuits, resulting in distortion 
and audio howls. 

Coupling the Single-Wire Feeder to 
the Final Amplifier 

• A single-wire antenna with off-center 
feeder should preferably be coupled to the 
final amplifier by means of system A, shown 
in Fig. 13. B and C are alternate methods 
for increasing or decreasing the electrical 
length of the feeder, yet these methods are 
seldom required. 
The method shown in A consists of link 

coupling the final amplifier plate coil to an 
antenna tuning system. Li is the final ampli-
fier plate coil. L2 is a coupling loop of 
from one to four turns of insulated wire 
around the center of Li. L3 is a similar 
coupling loop around the center of the an-
tenna coil L4. 
L4 should have approximately 10% fewer 

turns than Li, but both coils should be of 
the same diameter. The coupling loops L2 
and L3 are connected together with a 
twisted pair feed line so as to isolate the 
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Fig. 13 
"A" Is the Best Coupling System for a 
Single Wire Feeder; "B" and "C" Are 

Seldom Used in Amateur Practice. 

final amplifier plate coil from the antenna 
coil by several feet. L4 is tuned with a 
100 mmfd. variable condenser which has 
sufficient plate spacing to prevent flash-over. 
Taps are soldered to LA at points beginning 
approximately one-third the way up from 
the grounded end of the coil, and continu-
ing up the coil to a point near the center. 
One end of L4 schould be grounded to the 
transmitter chassis, or to an earth ground, 
or both. 

AMP 
•NT 

Fig. 14 
Alternate Method of Coupling Single Wire 
Antenna by Tapping the Link Line Directly 
to the Antenna Coil. The Lower End of 
the Antenna Coil Should be Grounded, 
Unless the Antenna Is of the End-Fed 

Type. 

A small flashlight globe, or a 0-to-1 RF 
antenna ammeter should be connected in 
series with the feeder and the tap on coil L4 
in order to provide a means of comparative 
indication of antenna power. See Fig. 15. 
The indicating device should be removed, or 
short-circuited, at the completion of the tests. 

/ 

SHUNT (ON 3W,CN) 

Fig. 15 
Lamp Indicator or R-F Meter for Denoting 

Comparative Output. 

Tuning Procedure 

(1) With the antenna feeder disconnected 
from coil L4, tune the final amplifier plate 
circuit to resonance, then tune the antenna 
coil to resonance. The final amplifier plate 
current should take the customary pro-
nounced resonance dip when either the plate 
or antenna circuit is tuned to resonance. If 
resonance in the final amplifier cannot be 
secured when the antenna coil is tuned, turns 
should be removed from, or added to, coil 
L4. When resonance is secured by tuning 
either circuit, the antenna feeder should be 
connected to L4. 

(2) Connect the feeder to a tap on L4 at 
a point about one-third the way up from 
the grounded end of the coil. Observe the 
indication of the RF antenna meter or flash-
light globe. Hold one hand on the final 
plate tuning condenser dial, the other hand 
on the antenna tuning condenser dial. Vary 
both condensers at the same time and tune 
for maximum indication of the RF meter or 
flashlight globe. Then connect the antenna 
feeder to a different tap on coil IA and re-
peat the tuning process. A tap position will 
soon be found which gives greatest indica-
tion of antenna power, at normal plate cur-
rent. Once the system is correctly tuned, 
the resonance dip indicated by the final ampli-
fier plate milliammeter will be very small 
when the final plate condenser is tuned 
through the resonance point. If the dip 
is pronounced, make slight readjustments 
of both circuits until maximum indication 
is shown by the RF meter or flashlight globe. 
The point to remember is that both con-
densers should be tuned and retuned simul-
taneously for maximum output. 

(3) If the final amplifier draws more 
than normal plate current after the system 
is tuned to resonance, remove a turn or more 
of wire from both L2 and L3; conversely, 
add a turn or more to both L2 and L3 if 
the plate current is too low. 

Relative Radiation Patterns 

• Fig. 16 shows other methods for coupling 
the single wire feeder here described, as well 
as a sketch showing the directivity of an 80 
meter antenna of this type. For all-around 
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FIG. 16. 
Left: 80-Meter Antenna, 132 to 134 Feet Long, Suitable for Operation on 80, 40, 20 and 
10 Meters. Center: Antenna Feeder Loading System for 160 Meter Operation. Right: 

Approximate Direction of Other Countries. 

operation in as many directions as possible, 
from any point in the United States, this 80 
meter antenna should preferably be run in a 
North and South direction, as shown. On 
the other hand, when this same antenna is 
operated on its harmonics, the antenna di-
rectivity changes to four main lobes in the 
approximate directions as shown. 

0 40 C CS 

the the figures. The radiation is in the form of 
a doughnut for a half wave antenna and 
consequently high angle radiation does take 
place in the end directions, assuming that 
the antenna points North and South. The 
main low angle radiation on 80 meters would 
be East and West. When this 80 meter an-
tenna operates on harmonics, the radiation 

FIG. 17. 
80- and 20-Meter Radiation Patterns for All-Band Single-Wire Fed Antenna. 

o CC s (a) 

All of the lobes in Figs. 17 and 18 apply 
to an 80 meter antenna, operating on har-
monics. Long-distance operation is more 
easily accomplished on the shorter wave-
lengths, such as 10, 20 and 40 meters, thus 
making it a very effective all-band radiator. 
The directivity patterns do not hold good 
for all locations, and neither is it necessary 
to point the antenna in the prescribed direc-
tion in order to communicate with other 
countries or localities. However, if an ap-
proximate North and South placement can 
be arranged, better results will be secured. 

OC! me amognm (") 

appears to be in four separate directions, or 
lobes, as shown in Fig. 18. The radiation 
goes out in two main cones and therefore 
it is not as directional as would appear at 
a casual glance. 

Impedance Matching Stubs 

• In a great many directive antenna arrays, 
and often in the more simple forms of an-
tennas, an impedance matching "stub" is 
desirable. This stub permits the use of a 
non-resonant feeder system, which results 

FIG 18. 
40- and 10-Meter Radiation Patterns for Same Antenna. 

Fig. 18 shows the radiation patterns of an 
80 meter antenna of this type when operated 
on 40 and 10 meters. These diagrams show 
the cross-section only, therefore the directiv-
ity, in effect, is not the same as indicated in 

•10000 

in better efficiency than could otherwise be 
obtained with long Zepp feeders. The stub 
consists of a quarter or half wave section 
of feeder, either open at the lower end, or 
with a sliding link for tuning the stub. Fig. 
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NONRESONANT FEEDERS 
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Fig. 19 
Half Wave Antenna with Quarter Wave 

Matching Stub. 

19 shows a quarter wave stub, which is 
similar to a quarter wave Zepp feeder. 

Fig. 20 
Center Fed Half Wave Antenna with Half 

Wave Matching Stub. 

Fig. 20 shows a half wave stub for feeding 
into the center of a half wave antenna. 
The impedance at the short-circuited end 

of this stub is only a few ohms, and this im-
pedance increases toward the antenna end. 
A non-resonant feeder can be tapped across 
this stub at a point corresponding to its char-
acteristic impedance, which usually lies be-
tween 400 and 600 ohms. 

NONNES OSANT FEEDERS e> o 

Fig. 21 
Center Fed Half Wave Antenna with Stub 
Line Cut to Exact Length Without Shorting 

Bar. 

The antenna length and stub length must 
be such that exact resonance is obtained. In 
the case where the stub has a shorting link 
near one end, the link may be moved up or 

NoNACSONANT FEEDERS 

down to tune the system to resonance with 
the transmitter frequency. In the case of 
a center fed antenna with a quarter wave 
stub without shorting link, Fig. 21, the wires 
must be cut to correct length by trial in order 
to obtain resonance. The non-resonant feed-
ers tap across the matching stub at a point 
which eliminates standing waves on this line. 
The antenna and stub lengths should be cor-
rect for the particular installation in order 
to eliminate standing waves on the non-
resonant feeders. The crystal detector-
milliammeter measuring device described in 
Fig. 95 is suitable for tuning up this type of 
antenna system. 

It-

r 5— ' TA" 

SNORTING SIAN 

Fig. 22 
Two Half Wave Sections in Phase, with 

Quarter Wave Stub. 

In Fig. 22 two half wave sections are used 
in phase in order to obtain greater radiation 
at right angles to the direction of the an-
tenna. 

• 1, tr. 
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Fig. 23 
Pictorial of Fig. 22, Showing Simplicity of 

20 Meter Antenna Installation. 

In one particular installation ( Fig. 23) it 
was found that the standing waves on the 
non-resonant feed line could not be elimi-
nated until one of the half wave antennas 
was shortened nearly 10%. The apparent 
reason was the proximity of a small metal 
chimney to one end of this antenna. 
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Impedance Matching Stubs 

10 Meter Vertical Antenna With 
Matching Stub 

• A very effective antenna system for non-
directional 10 meter operation is shown in 
Fig. 24. It consists of a 25 foot pole, sup-
ported on the roof or to one side of a build-
ing or other structure, a 16 foot vertical 
antenna wire run up along the pole and in-
sulated from it with small insulating strips 
or rods. At the bottom of the 165 foot 
section is another section of two wires, 
called the matching stub. These wires are 8 
feet long, one of them being a portion of the 
antenna proper. A shorting bar, connected 
across the bottom of the two wires, is 
moved upward or downward for antenna 
tuning; likewise, the feed line tapped across 
the two wires at a point about Ved the way 
down from where the two wire portion 
begins, is also later adjusted and readjusted 
in tuning up the system. 

INSULATORS I 

25 FT. 

,1--

A NS-
FOR MEFq I 

SHORTING I 
B.AR,ABOuT 
ONE FOOT 
FROM BOTTOM 

ANTENNA m AST 
TO ROOF OR S 

10- ME TER V 

WITH QUARTER 

NO.12 WIRE 

80T. 

50-100 
MmF 

5 TURNS 2.01A. 
SPACED I DIA. 

SECURED 
DE OF HOUSE 

E RT I CA L ANTENNA 

WAVE MATCHING TRANS. 

Fig. 24 

Tuning Procedure 

Place transmission line 3/3rd the way 
down from the point where the two 
wires begin, that is, 'Ard the way 
down from the top of the ''matching 
transformer." 
Adjust the shorting bar by placing 
it approximately 1 foot or 18 inches 
from the bottom of the "matching 
transformer." 
Turn "on" transmitter, and loosely 
couple the antenna coil to the final 
amplifier plate coil. 

(4) Place a "field strength meter" some-
where where it can be seen from the 
roof, or let someone else watch the read-
ing of the meter. 

(5) Never re-adjust the field strength 
meter once it is set, while the an-
tenna is being tuned. 

(6) Take readings on the field strength 
meter and adjust the antenna coupling 
to the instrument so that half scale 
readings are obtained. 
Return to the roof, put on a pair of 
gloves, and adjust the shorting-bar 
until the field strength meter denotes 
maximum reading. 

(8) Next, adjust the position of the feed-
line to a point, where maximum indica-
tion is again had on the field strength 
meter. 

(9) Lastly, re-adjust the shorting-bar so 
that a more accurate position can be 
found, as again denoted by still greater 
reading of the field strength milliam-
meter. 

(7) 

The Johnson "Q" Antenna 

• Another type of single band half wave 
antenna is the Johnson "Q," which uses a 
special quarter wave matching transformer 
to couple a more or less conventional 400 to 
600 ohm two-wire line to the 73 ohm im-
pedance which exists at the center of a half 
wave antenna. This matching transformer 
consists of two parallel aluminum tubes, each 
a quarter wave in length, suspended from 
the center of the antenna. See Figs. 25 
and 26. 

JOHNSON -Cr ANTENNA 

Fig. 25 

The surge impedance is made fairly low by 
using half-inch diameter tubing, spaced 1.6 
inches apart. This spacing results in an 
impedance of slightly over 200 ohms, which 
is the geometric mean between the antenna 
center impedance of 73 ohms and the im-
pedance of a two-wire line of 600 ohms. 
The matching section should be approxi-
mately a quarter wave in length for the par-
ticular frequency used. 
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Fig. 26 
Pictorial Sketch of Johnson "Q." 

The design formulas are as follows: 

L (in feet) = 
468,000 

246,000 
1 (in feet) =  

where L is the antenna length in feet. 
1 is the matching section length in 

feet. 
f is the frequency in kilocycles. 

This antenna is quite widely used on 20 
meters because of its relatively high effi-
ciency. The 600 ohm untuned or non-reso-
nant line can be of any length and should 
be connected across the equivalent of 600 
ohms of impedance at the transmitter. 

The Collins Multi-Band Antenna 

• This antenna system is a special form of 
Zepp antenna suitable for operation on sev-
eral bands. The losses are less in dry 
weather, and even in wet weather it should 
be a comparable system to the Zepp antenna. 
It consists of a half wave antenna at the low-
est frequency of operation, with parallel 
copper tubing quarter wave feeders con-
nected in the center of the antenna. See 
Figs 27 and 28. The system can be used 
on harmonics because of the special form 
of RF feeders which are used. 
The center impedance of a half wave 

antenna is approximately 75 ohms; the cen-
ter impedance of a full wave antenna is 
about 1200 ohms. Consequently the RF 
feeder is designed to have an impedance 
which is the geometric mean of these two 
values, or 300 ohms. This value of 300 ohms 
is obtained by using quarter-inch copper 
tubing with 1-inch spacing, held in posi-
tion with small ceramic separators. The 
impedance mismatch between 300 ohms and Close-Up of Center of Antenna. Showing 
75 or 1200 ohms is 4-to- 1, which is not Feeder Connections. 

great enough to cause excessive values of 
standing waves on the feeders. The line 
is made a multiple of quarter waves in 
length and thus the reactance at the station 
end is negligible; it will provide a resistive 
impedance of 75 or 1200 ohms. A simple 
untuned pickup coil ( variable turns) is suit-
able for coupling to the transmitter or re-
ceiver tuned circuits. The design formulas 
are as follows: 

Antenna length in ft. = L = 
(k—.05)492,000 • 

Feeder length in feet = 1 = 
234,000 m 

Where k = number of half wavelengths. 
f = frequency in kilocycles. 
m = number of quarter wavelengths. 

COLLINS MULTI- BAND ANTENNA 

Fig. 27 

COLLINS MULTI- BAND ANTENNA 

Fig. 28 

• 
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Collins Multi-Band Antenna 

CHART FOR COLLINS MULTI -BAND ANTENNA 

Antenna A B C D E F G 

Antenna 
Length 
in Feet 

136 136 275,q 250 67 67 103 

Feeder 
Length 
in Feet 

66 115 99 122 65 98 8”4 

Frequency 3.7— 4.0 1.7-- 2.0 7.0-- 7.3 7.0-- 7.3 3.7-- 4.0 
Range in 7.0-- 7.3 3.7-- 4.0 3.7-- 4.0 1.7--2.0 14.0--14.4 14.0--14.4 7.0-- 7.3 

Megacycles 
14.0--14.4 14.0--14.4 7.0-- 7.3 

14.0--14.4 
3.7--4.0 28.0--29.0 28.0--29.0 14.0--14.4 

1200 75 on 
Nominal 1200 75 160--80-- 1200 40M. 1200 1200 
Input all all 20111, all 1200 all all 

Impedance bands bands and 
75 on 

bands on 20 
and 

bands bands 

in Ohms 40M. 10M. 

The efficiency of the feeders may run as 
high as 97% in spite of the impedance mis-
match. The feeders weigh approximately 
10 pounds and they hang from the center of 
the antenna, therefore the antenna wire 
should be copper-clad steel under tension, 
unless a support in the form of a mast is 
placed at the center of the antenna. A study 
of the antenna chart will indicate several 
possibilities for amateur installation. 

Zepp Antenna 

• This antenna consists of a half wave sec-
tion with tuned feeders connected to the 
end, Fig. 29, or into the center, Fig. 30, of 
the half wave radiating section. 
The purpose of the feeders is to permit 

the erection of an antenna as high above 
ground and as clear from nearby objects as 
possible. The feeders transfer radio-fre-
quency power from the final amplifier of the 
transmitter to the radiating portion of the 
antenna. The portion of the antenna called 
the Zepp Feeder (which is a resonant coupl-
ing device, and thus forms part of the an-
tenna proper) simply consists of an addi-
tional length of antenna which is folded back 
upon itself in such a way that the standing 
waves on the two feeders neutralize each 
other, thus preventing the feeder portion of 
the antenna from radiating. The first funda-
mental of Zepp Antenna design is that the 
flat top portion must be cut to within 10% 
for the frequency used. Variations of less 
than 10% can be compensated for by tuning 
the feeders in the radio room. 
When one wire of a Zepp Feeder is con-

ANY Cv[K, 

5E.1[3. rNG MARI," VeeNG 

or ILCOCRS 

Fig 29 
Zepp Antenna System and Feeder Tuning 

Methods. 

Ule,“ TUNMG 

Fig. 30 
Zepp Feeders Connected in Center of Half 

Wave Antenna. 

neeted to the end of a half wave antenna 
the feeders should be some odd multiple of 
quarter wavelengths long, because the two 
wires folded back on each other form half 
wave resonant sections. The coupling coil 
and tuning condensers in the feeder circuit 
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CI 
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Fig. 30-A 
20 and 40 Meter Vertical Antenna with 
Zepp Freeders. CI-C2 Are .00025 mid. 

Condensers. 

are part of the tuned feeder system. If 
the physical length of the two feeders is 
either longer or shorter than an odd multiple 
(1, 3, 5, etc.) of quarter waves, this length 
can be made electrically correct by varying 
the number of turns on the coupling coil or 
the capacity of the feeder tuning condensers. 
Thus when Zepp Feeders are tuned, merely 
their electrical length is varied. The pres-
ence of the coupling coil, or coils, adds elec-
trical length which may be offset by using 
tuning condensers which reduce the elec-
trical length. Sometimes combinations of 
series and parallel tuning are necessary 
when operating a Zepp Antenna on more 
than one band. If the physical length of the 
feeders, plus the inductance of the coupling 
coil is less than a quarter wave, or slightly 
less than three quarters of a wave, it is 
necessary to use parallel tuning for the feed-
ers. If the physical length of the feeders 
is somewhat greater than a quarter wave, 
or three quarters of a wave, the feeders 
must be tuned with series condensers. 
Not all Zepp feeders have coupling coils 

and tuning condensers; instead, a short-
circuiting bar or copper wire can be shunted 
across the two feeders at the lower end to 
complete the circuit. In this type of con-
struction the feeders are tuned by sliding the 
bar up or down across the feeders until reso-
nance is established. Coupling to the trans-
mitter is accomplished by a non-resonant 
line connected to the resonant feeders at the 
proper impedance matching points. 

Zepp Feeder Spacing 

• The spacing between the two wires of the 
Zepp feeder should be about 6 inches. Glazed 
ceramic feeder separators which resist mois-
ture absorption should be used to maintain 
proper spacing between the two wires. If 
the spacing is too great, the standing waves 
on the feeders do not properly neutralize 
each other and excessive feeder radiation 
will result. If the spacing is too small, 
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there will be excessive loss at the feeder 
separators along that portion where high 
radio-frequency voltage exists. 

Directional Effects of Zepp Antenna 

• \Vhen the Zepp antenna is operated on 
its fundamental frequency, the main portion 
of the radiation is at right angles to the di-
rection of the wire. For operation at higher 
frequencies (harmonics), the curves of Fig. 
8 indicate the optimum directions for trans-
mitting or receiving. 

SUMMARY 

• The principal advantage of the Zepp 
Feeder system is that, no matter how in-
efficiently it may be built, power will always 
be drawn from the final amplifier. The 
power radiated may be only a small fraction 
of the energy conveyed in transit. Because 
a Zepp feeder system draws the greatest 
amount of power from the final amplifier, 
and gives the greatest meter indication of RF 
current, is no indication that the system is 
working efficiently. Other forms of coupl-
ing devices usually refuse to draw power 
from the final amplifier unless the radiating 
portion of the antenna is functioning prop-
erly. Sometimes it is assumed that the 
non-resonant transmission line is faulty and 
difficult to adjust because the final amplifier 
cannot be made to draw enough plate cur-
rent; however, the fault may be traced to 
the antenna not having the proper length 
for operation on the desired frequency. In 
other words, an effective non-resonant trans-
mission line will ordinarily draw no power 
from the transmitter unless it can deliver 
it to the antenna. 
The most outstanding feature of the Zepp 

coupling system is its simplicity and ease of 
adjustment. It is less efficient than most 
non-resonant transmission lines. Theoretic-
ally, Zepp feeders do not radiate, but, as a 
matter of fact, the perfect Zepp feeder ex-
ists only on paper. 
Another advantage of the Zepp feeder lies 

in the fact that it can be used for operation 
on several bands. 

Construction 

• Zepp feeders should be cut as closely as 
possible to an odd number of quarter wave-
lengths long for connection to the end of an 
antenna, or an even number of quarter 
wavelengths for connection into the center 
of a half wave antenna. The feeders should 
be supported in the clear, and no sharp 
bends should be tolerated. If the feeders 
are within one foot of such objects as a 
stucco wall or other structure in which there 
is predominance of metal, as much as 50% 
of the power from the transmitter can be 
wasted by absorption. 



Zepp Antenna System 

Center-Feed Zepp 

• This system differs from the more-
common voltage fed type in that it connects 
to a low impedance point on the antenna 
instead of at a high impedance point. For 
this reason it is sometimes known as the 
Current Fed Zepp, or Doublet, whereas the 
more-common type is known as the Voltage 
Fed Antenna. The Center-Fed system pro-
vides a better balance because both wires 
connect into the antenna, whereas the end 
connection leaves one feeder wire untermin-
ated, resulting in some unbalance of current 
in the two feeder wires. The directional 
effect of either system is the same for oper-
ation on the fundamental wavelength. When 
the center-fed system is operated on the 
second harmonic the flat top portion be-
comes two voltage fed half wave antennas 
in phase. This produces an increased di-
rectional effect at right angles to the direc-
tion of the antenna wire, instead of a four-
leaf clover effect which is otherwise ob-
tained when the end-connection is used. 

Voltage-Fed vs. Current-Fed 

• Voltage-fed: The Zepp feeders are con-
nected to the radiating portion at points of 
high RF voltage. These points exist at the 
ends of each half wave section, due to stand-
ing wave effects. 

Current-fed: Connection is into the half 
wave section at a point of low impedance 
and high current. Since the voltage and 
current are approximately 90 degrees out 
of phase, the point of maximum current oc-
curs at the point of minimum voltage. See 
Fig. 30. This point exists at the center of 
each half wave section for the particular 
frequency used. In this discussion half 
wave sections are referred to the particular 
band in use, such as 130 feet for the 80 
meter band, approximately 66 feet for the 
40 meter band, and 33 feet for the 20 meter 
band. 

Length of Any Half Wave Antenna 
• Antennas 1% hich are fed by any t) pe of 
non-resonant line must be cut to exact 
length, subject to modification due to the 
presence of nearby objects. For all prac-
tical purposes, the antenna can be cut to the 
calculated length and the wire should be of 
a kind that does not stretch. If the wave-
length of operation is known, the length can 
be calculated by multiplying the wavelength 
by 1.56, giving the result in feet. 

L = 1.56 X X 
where L = length in feet, 

X = wavelength of transmitter. 

If the frequency of operation is known, the 
antenna length in feet can be calculated by 
dividing the frequency in kilocycles into 
468,000. 

L = 
468,000 

where L = length in feet, 
f = transmitter frequency in kilo-

cycles. 

These formulas do not apply for long wire 
antennas. 
The values calculated for a Zepp antenna 

are not critical, and if the flat top portion 
is within 10% of these values the error can 
be compensated for by tuning the feeder 
system. The old popular conception that a 
Zepp antenna must be cut to exact length 
is erroneous. No matter how close an an-
tenna is cut to prescribed length the prox-
imity of nearby objects will often change the 
effective electrical length as much as 5% 
or 10%. Herein lies one of the advantages 
of the Zepp antenna, since the antenna can 
be tuned to exact resonance at the trans-
mitter. 

LENGTH OF FEEDERS 
Type of Feeder 
Tuning to Use 

Up to One Quarter Wave Parallel Tuning 

Between One and Two 
Quarter Waves Series Tuning 

Between Two and Three 
Quarter Waves Parallel Tuning 

Between Three and Four 
Quarter Waves Series Tuning 

Between Four and Five 
Quarter Waves Parallel Tuning 

Between Five and Six 
Quarter Waves Series Tuning 

Zepp Feeder Tuning Chart 

For 5 meters one quarter wave is 4 ft. 
For 10 meters one quarter wave is 8 ft. 
For 20 meters one quarter wave is 16 ft. 
For 40 meters one quarter wave is 33 ft. 
For 80 meters one quarter wave is 66 ft. 
For 160 meters one quarter wave is 132 ft. 

For Half Wave Zepp Flat-Tops 

Zepp Feeder Lengths 

Band 
160 meters  250 feet 
80 meters  130 feet 
40 meters   66 feet 
20 meters   33 feet 
10 meters   16.5 feet 
5 meters   8 feet 

Length of Flat-Top 
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Two Wire Matched Impedance 
Antenna 

• This antenna is useful only for one-band 
operation, but it is more efficient than a 
single wire fed antenna. It consists of a 
half wave section with the two feeders con-
nected to each side of center, as shown in 
Fig. 31. This method of feeder connection 
provides the incorrect phase relation for 
harmonic operation. It is often used for 5-
meter communication and is quite effective 
on 10 and 20 meters. 

T T 
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LE 

Fig. 31 
Two Wire Matched Impedance Antenna 

System. 

The surge impedance of a two wire line 
can be calculated from the formula: 

Z. = 276 log,0 — 
a 

where Z. is the surge impedance in ohms. 
a is the radius of the wire. 
b is the distance between the two 

wires. 

Since the impedance of an antenna de-
pends upon the points between which meas-
urement is made, and varies from a low 
value at the center to a very high value at 
the ends of the antenna, the line must be 
tapped to the antenna at points where the 
impedance is equal to the impedance of the 
line. With the ordinary type of two wire 
line it is necessary to fan-out the feeders 
at the far end to evenly increase or trans-
form the feeder impedance so that it 
matches the antenna. The details of this 
matching impedance between the 600 ohm 
line and a half wave antenna are figured 
as follows: 

492,000 
L ( in feet) =   X 0.95 

where L is the antenna length. 
f is the frequency in kilocycles. 

The portion of the antenna between the 
two taps, T and Ti where the feeders con-
nect is computed as follows: 

492,000 
T to Ti ( in feet) =   X 0.24 

The fanned-out "Y" portion is computed 
as follows : 

147,000 
Y ( in feet) =   

The feeder spacing "S" for a 600 ohm two 
wire line is computed approximately as fol-
lows: 

S = 150 X r 

where S is the center-to-center distance be-
tween the wires, r is the radius of 
the wires. 

These should be expressed in the same 
units, whether in inches or centimeters. The 
spacing of the feeders is rather critical and 
the line must be kept taut. Each side of 
the line must be of the same length and sym-
metrical with respect to ground. The trans-
mission line should be connected at right-
angles to the antenna for a distance at least 
equal to one-third of the antenna length. 
Bends in the feed line should be gradual be-
cause sharp bends cause reflection losses and 
undesired feeder radiation. 

Feeder Adjustment 

• The antenna length and taps T and Ti 
should be adjusted for actual operating con-
, ditions in order to minimize standing wave 
effects on the transmission line. If the 
feeders are of bare copper wires a small RF 
milliammeter can be bridged across approxi-
mately one foot of wire with a pair of wire 
hooks, as illustrated in Fig. 32. This de-

TWO WIRE NON,USONANT rt.:Ices 

pieces or 
•••• WOOD USCD AS ORACCS 

R F MILLIAMMETER 

Fig. 32 
Method for Locating Standing Waves on 

Two Wire Non-Resonant Feeder. 

vice can be moved along a quarter wave 
section of the RF feeder to check for stand-
ing waves. The current will be constant if 
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End Fed Antenna 

no standing waves are present. A more 
practical device h illustrated in Fig. 95. It 
can be carried along the feed line, close 
enough to it so that RF energy coupled into 
the pickup coil will give an indication on 
the meter scale. Sometimes the proximity 
of buildings, trees or antenna towers will 
affect the electrical length of the half wave 
antenna. One side of the antenna must 

• sometimes be slightly shorter than the other, 
in order to eliminate standing waves on the 
feed line. The positions of the taps Ti and 
T2 can be moved to obtain this effect after 
the antenna itself is pruned to exact length 
for the frequency of operation. 
The directive properties of this antenna 

are such that best results are secured in the 
direction at right angles to the flat top wire. 
For ultra-short-wave operation the antenna 
portion is usually made vertical, and reflec-
tor systems are often employed to increase 
the radiation in the desired direction. 

4 

The End Feed Antenna 

• When a half wave antenna, or one with 
multiplies of half waves, has one end 
brought directly to the radio transmitter it 
is called an End Fed Antenna, or Fuchs 
Antenna. These antennas can be operated 
on several bands with almost equal efficiency. 
Their main disadvantage lies in the fact that 
the antenna is brought directly into the 
radio room, therefore a material portion of 
the radiation may be lost by the nearness 
of loss-creating objects. It is an easy an-
tenna to tune because there are no RF feed-
ers which require adjustment, and the elec-
trical length can be varied at the trans-
mitter in order to obtain exact resonance 
on any band. 
The antenna should have an overall length 

of an even number of quarter waves in 
length. By making it a trifle too long, the 
far end can later be "pruned" until exact 
resonance is obtained. The tuning process 
consists of operating the final amplifier of 
the transmitter at reduced power, tuning it 
to resonance, and then tapping the antenna 
across part of the final amplifier plate coil. 
The antenna should be of such length that 
no change in the plate tuning condenser is 
necessary in order to obtain resonance in 
the amplifier either with or without the 
antenna connected to the amplifier. 
A series coil and condenser, when con-

nected in the antenna near the end, will tune 
the antenna to resonance for different fre-
quencies. See Fig. 33. Slight errors in 
length can be compensated for by adjust-
ing the parallel tuned coupling circuit. If 
the antenna is cut to the correct length this 

N.NNA 01.001, .0 LONG 

fOR •0   

Fig. 33 
End Fed Antenna with Series Tuning Cir-

cuit. 

FINAL Ald• 

Fig. 34 
End Fed, Voltage Fed Hertz Antenna. 

coupling circuit will be tuned to exactly the 
same frequency as that of the final amplifier 
plate circuit, shown in Fig 34. 
When an end fed antenna designed for 80 

meter operation is used on 160 meters it 
becomes a Marconi antenna, as shown in 
Figs. 35 and 36. A good ground connection 
is necessary. The antenna coupling coil 
should have approximately 20 turns of wire, 
wound on a form approximately the same 
diameter as the final amplifier plate coil. 
The coupling should be variable. 

Fig. 35 
80 Meter End Fed Antenna with Counter-

poise for 160 Meter Operation. 

160 METER OPERATrON 

.000. 

Fig. 36 
80 Meter End Fed Antenna with Loading 

Coil for 160 Meter Operation. 
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The directional effects of this antenna are 
similar to those shown in Fig. 8, except 
when operated on 160 meters. If the an-
tenna stretches out nearly horizontal from 
the transmitter, these directive patterns are 
approximately correct. This antenna is most 
practical for operation where the radio 
transmitter is located on the top floor of a 
building. The losses are apt to be exces-
sive if the antenna runs close to the side of 
a building and into a radio transmitter lo-
cated near the ground. 
The approximate length of the antenna is 

determined from the formula: 

492,000 
L =  

where L is the length in feet of the antenna, 
f is the frequency in kilocycles. 

Long Single Wire Antenna 

• Remarkable results for both transmitting 
and receiving can be secured with a long 
antenna operated on its harmonics. This 
antenna is more directional than a half 
wave antenna. It should be pointed more 
nearly in the direction in which general 
long-distance communication is desired. The 

HALF WAVE DOUBLET 

-1111Y-`411,  

FINAL AMP 

OF TRANSMITTER 

N 

ABOUT 3 
TURNS 

DPDT 

If the end of the antenna is brought into 
the operating room, the system can be tuned 
to exact resonance for any desired harmonic. 
Zepp. feeders are also very suitable for this 
type of antenna. A study of the "V" An-
tenna Design Table will show that an an-
tenna 552 feet long for 7100 KC does not 
resonate at twice that frequency for 20 meter 
operation, rather it is resonant at 14,250 
KC. Zepp. feeder tuning, or end feed tuning 
adjustments, will make possible the resonat-
ing of the antenna at 14,200 KC if opera-
tion from one crystal is wanted for both the 
20 and 40 meter bands. 

Several of these antennas can be strung 
in various directions because great height is 
not absolutely essential. 

Twisted Pair Fed Antenna 

• A very effective one-band antenna for 
transmitting and receiving consists of a half 
wave flat top with a twisted pair feeder. 
The impedance of a twisted pair ranges 
from 80 to 175 ohms, depending upon the 
spacing between the conductors and the di-
ameter of the wire. This impedance is low 
enough so that the feeders can be connected 
directly into the center of the antenna. In 
practice, the last few inches of the feeders 
are fanned-out into a small triangle, as 
shown in Fig. 37. 

'2"1 

NO 14 Rà13BER 
COVERED WIRE 

FARADAY 
SCREEN 

STURNS 

RCV 

/ II RECEIVER 

1 ‘ 

HOLE IN SHIELD TWICE 
DIAM. OF COIL 

Fig. 37 
One-Band Doublet Antenna for Transmitting and Receiving. 

horizontal directivity diagrams previously 
shown in Fig. 11 indicate the main direc-
tions of greatest radiation. An actual gain 
of from 2 to 4 times is obtained by making 
the wire from 4 to 8 waves in length. Even 
shorter lengths will provide very noticeable 
gain, such as can be obtained by a 275-foot 
wire on 40 meters. This same antenna will 
be even more effective on 20 meters, but 
somewhat more directional in the line of the 
wire. The dimensions for these long wire 
antennas can be obtained from the Table, 
"V" Antenna Design. 

J, 

The feeder can be any length, and it can 
be carried around corners of buildings, 
through walls and along picture mouldings. 
Nearby objects have very little effect on the 
efficiency of the feeders because of their 
close spacing and the large number of trans-
positions or twists along the feed line. 
The losses in the feed line are exceptionally 
low, largely because the small spacing be-
tween the wires causes the line to have a 
very low characteristic impedance. This 
means that for a given amount of power the 
voltage between the two wires is very low, 
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thus insulation and dielectric losses can be 
held to a minimum. Ordinary stranded 
lamp-cord should be avoided because of high 
losses, but single conductor No. 12 to No. 
18 twisted pair is satisfactory. The special 
twisted pair made for RCA double-doublet 
antennas is satisfactory for power inputs of 
several hundred watts. Type E01 twisted 
pair, available from most radio dealers, is 
designed for an 80 ohm impedance and will 
handle powers up to 1 KW. These com-
mercially made twisted pairs are covered 
with a special grade of rubber which has a 
low dielectric loss and is quite resistant to 
weather. 
Harmonic operation is not recommended 

because the line is no longer non-resonant 
for such operation, and standing waves will 
cause high RF voltage across some portions 
of the line. If much power input is used, 
the line insulation will break down and 
burn. Operation on the second harmonic is 
possible, but the efficiency of the line then 
drops approximately 50%. This antenna is 
excellent for receiving because of reduction 
in noise pickup. Two of these antennas 
placed at right angles to each other will 
provide transmission or reception in all di-
rections. 

Problems of Space Limitations 

• Countless experimenters are faced with 
the problem of erecting an antenna in a 
space too small for a half wave antenna 
of the desired frequency of operation. For 
example, only 90 feet of space may be avail-
able. yet operation on 75 meter phone would 
require an antenna approximately 125 feet 
long. Certain forms of Marconi Antennas 
can be used, since these are a quarter wave 
in length, or approximately 63 feet. A 
counterpoise or a good ground connection 
would be required, and by this means fairly 
satisfactory results can be obtained. A half 
wave antenna which is horizontal over its 
entire length is often preferable from a 
standpoint of its directivity and efficiency. 
Such a half wave antenna can be built into 
a 90 foot space by using an end loading coil 
to make it an electrical half wave in length, 
as illustrated in Fig. 38. The loading coil 
can be wound with approximately one-fourth 
to one-half as much wire as would normally 
be used for the antenna, in this case, 125 
feet long; approximately 10 to 15 feet of 
wire would therefore be wound on the load-
ing coil. The winding form can be from 
2 to 3 inches in diameter and the coil 
should be space wound with the same size 
and kind of wire as the antenna. The load-
ing coil should be covered with a weather-
proof housing and the antenna strain should 
be taken up with strain insulators, rather 
than depending upon the coil form to act as 

Chart Showing Theoretical Length of 
Half Wave Antennas, Such as 
Single Wire Fed, Collins, Johnson 
"Q," Matched Impedance, Twisted 
Pair and Zepp. 

BAND Frequency 

114 Meter 
224 mc 
232 mc 
240 mc 

Antenna 
Length 

25' 
24' 
23.5' 

2 2 Meter 
112 mc 
116 mc 
120 mc 

4' 2' 
4' 
3' 10' 

5 Meter 

10 Meter 

56 mc 
58 mc 
60 mc 

8' 4' 
8' 1' 
7' 10' 

28 mc 
29 mc 
30 mc 

16' 8' 
16' 1' 
15' 63e 

20 Meter 
14.05 mc 
14.15 mc 
14.25 mc 
14.35 mc 

33'4' 
33'1' 
32' 10' 
32'8' 

40 Meter 
7.02 mc 
7.10 mc 
7.20 mc 
7.28 mc 

66' 7' 
65' 9' 
64' 11' 
64' 

80 Meter 

3550 KC 
3600 KC 
3700 KC 
9800 KC 
3350 KC 

131'6' 
129'10' 
126'4' 
123' 
118'4' 

160 Meter 
1750 KC 
1850 KC 
2000 KC 

267' 
252' 
233' 

a strain support for the antenna. The newer 
forms of low-loss tank coils wound on cellu-
loid strips should be suitable in locations 

L 

SUL Ai ORS w(A114£1.1.1.1100,0 

LOAOMG CO, 

SINGLC W.( FF.. 

END LOADING FOR NALFWAVE ANTENNA 

Fig. 38 

where snow and ice are not encountered, 
thus they need not be protected from the 
weather. 
A single wire feeder or Zepp. feeder can 
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be used for this type of antenna, and in the 
case of a single wire feeder the distance L 
in Fig. 38 should be one-third the length 
which a regulation half wave antenna would 
ordinarily have without the use of a loading 
coil. Thus the 90 foot wire previously re-
ferred to would have the single wire feeder 
attached to it at a point approximately 42 
feet from the unloaded end, just as if it 
were a 125 foot length of wire. If this 
antenna is to be operated only on one 
band, the feeder tap can be moved along 
the flat-top until standing waves disappear 
from the feeder, as checked with the simple 
feeder tuning device described elsewhere in 
Fig 95. 
The approximate adjustment of the load-

ing coil can be made with the antenna 
suspended only a few feet above the 
ground, or roof, and coupled loosely to a 
regenerative receiver. The natural, period 
of the antenna can be found for each adjust-
ment of turns on the loading coil by noting 
the point at which the regenerative receiver 
tends to pull out of oscillation, if the re-
ceiver dial is calibrated approximately in 
wavelength or frequency. The receiving 
antenna for these tests can be a short wire 
a few inches from the antenna under test, 
with just enough coupling between the two 
antennas to tend to stop oscillation in the 
receiver at resonance. Another method of 
tuning the antenna system is to use an an-
tenna field strength meter connected to a 
small antenna, parallel to the antenna under 
test. In this case the transmitter should be 
coupled to the main antenna and constant 
power input maintained to the final ampli-
fier. The field strength meter reading will 
be a maximum when the antenna is cor-
rectly loaded to the frequency of operation. 
Another example of end loading would 

be for a half wave antenna for the 40 meter 
band, built into a space of only 50 or 60 
feet. Normally, such an antenna with its 
insulators and supports would require a 
space of at least 70 feet. The loading coil 
will permit successful operation of a 45 or 
50 foot flat-top without great sacrifice in 
efficiency. 

160 Meter Coupling Systems 

• A simplified PI coupling system is shown 
in Fig. 39. 
The 150 mmfd. and the 500 mmfd. vari-

able condensers are effectively in series, 
through the common chassis ground con-
nection. The advantages of this arrange-
ment are: ( 1) there is no DC on the tuning 
condensers and the condensers will not 
flash-over on modulation peaks; (2) there 
is freedom from filter and rectifier trouble; 
(3) closer spaced tuning condensers can be 

00.0 

SIOng,, 13+ 

Fig. 39 
A Simplified Antenna Coupling Sqstem. 
The 500 mmf. condenser is art ordinary 
receiving type variable condenser; the 150 
nunf. condenser is of the high-voltage type. 

used; ( 4) ample leeway for the tuning cir-
cuit because large variable condensers are 
used. The plate coil Li consists of 60 turns 
of No. 20DCC wire, close wound, on a 
2-inch diameter form, tapped at the 40th, 
50th and 60th turn. 
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160 METER ANTENNA 

Fig. 41 

L, 

•• 
TUNING SYSTEM 

Fig. 42 
The circuit shows the use of a tuning lamp 
in series with the antenna and a shorting 
switch for bridging the lamp after the an-
tenna is tuned. A better method is to 
merely wrap a turn or two of wire around 
the lead-in wire and connect the ends of 
the loop to the lamp. The lamp can then 

be left permanently in the circuit. 

Fig. 40 shows the common inverted-L 
Marconi antenna using parallel tuning of 
the pick-up coil. Fig. 41 shows the same 
antenna in a T-form, instead of an inverted-
L. Practically all 160-meter antennas are 
of the quarter wave type and are similar 
to those used in the broadcast band for 
either transmission or reception. 
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e. 

FIG. 43—How to Use a 40 Meter Zepp Fed Hertz on 160 Meters 
The illustration shows a 40 meter 
Zepp fed Hertz antenna for operation 
in the 160 meter band. A counter-
poise. about 10 feet above earth, 
completes the circuit to ground and 
makes a Marconi, or quarter wave 
grounded antenna out of the combi-
nation. The Zepp feeders are con-

- nected together and attached to the eo' 
• ,0 tuning condenser and to one end of 

the antenna coupling coil, as shown. 
• The other end of the coupling coil 

30' connects to the counterpoise. If the 
feeders are not of the same length 
as those shown in the diagram, the 5e 

io• number of turns on the coupling coil 
•OTN CASE WIRES must be changed in order to estab-

rn4^ LLLLLLLL EARTH lish resonance. The coupling coil 
should be loosely coupled to the 

tank circuit of the transmitter. For 40 meter operation, the Zepp feeders are adjusted 
in the usual manner with the coil and condensers, and the counterpoise is not used. 

40A ZEPP ANTENNA 

FEEDERS 
CONNECTED 

TO4CTNER 

00023 

Marconi Antennas 

• Marconi antennas are widely used on the 
160 meter band and for longer wave com-
mercial communication. For 160 meter 
operation the antenna can be from 90 to 
150 feet long, with series tuning coils and 
condensers, with the base of the antenna to 
a good connected ground or counterpoise. 
Figs. 39 to 46 shows various methods for 
160 meter operation. The choice depends 
largely upon the individual location. It is 
always important to keep the lead-in and 
coupling coil remote from all house wiring 
and metal objects in order to minimize 
losses. Grounds can be replaced with a 
counterpoise of one or more wires; usually 
a network of wires in the counterpoise is 
more effective because of greater capacity to 
ground. A Marconi antenna for 160 meters 
can be adjusted by using series tuning to 

▪ ground or counterpoise. This requires a 
tapped antenna loading coil and a series 
variable condenser of from .00025 to 
.0005mfd. Resonance is obtained by switch-
ing taps and by varying the condenser until 
the antenna loads the plate current of the 
final stage to its normal value. If this 
value is more or less than the rating of the 
tube, the coupling between the loading coil 
and the final tank coil should be increased 
or decreased. 
The radiation resistance of a quarter wave 

Marconi antenna at the point of ground 
connection is less than 35 ohms. The 
ground connection should have low resis-
tance in order to convert the power into 
useful radiation, rather flan into resistance 
heat losses. A Marconi antenna less than 

EAU   

, 
Ct 

_ 

c2 

COUNTERPOISE TOO - r-1 

Fig. 44 

40-Meter Single Wire Fed Hertz for 160 
Meter Operation. If "L" has sufficient 
turns, Cl is not required. "L" is coupled to 

the plate tank circuit. 
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Fig. 45 
Another System for Loading an Antenna 

for 160 Meter Operation. 

a quarter wave long has even lower values 
of radiation resistance; values of from 5 
to 30 ohms have been encountered with an-
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Fig. 46 
Loading System for Short Marconi Antenna 

for Boats, Aeroplanes, Etc. 

tennas from 1/16th to 1/5th of a wave 
in length. 
These low values of impedance make it 

impossible to use the Collins Pi Antenna 
Network. Such antennas must be loaded 
to a quarter wave, electrically, by means of 
loading coils, and in some cases the load-
ing coil must be shunted with a variable 
condenser in order to obtain resonance. 
These very short Marconi antennas ( such 
as installed on small sea-going craft, see 
Fig. 46), require a very low resistance 
connection to the ground or counterpoise 
in order to avoid excessive power losses. 

Directive Antennas 
• All antennas have directional properties 
and these can be increased by properly com-
bining the antenna elements. The various 
forms of half wave antennas already de-
scribed have maximum radiation out at 
right angles to the direction of the wire, 
but the directional effect is not very great. 
If this radiation can be confined to a narrow 
beam, the signal intensity can be increased a 
great many times in the desired direction of 
transmission. This is equivalent to increas-
ing the power output of the transmitter. It 
is more economical to use a directive an-
tenna than to increase transmitter power if 
general coverage is not desired. 

Directive antennas can be designed to give 
as high as 23 DB gain over that of a 
single half wave antenna. However, this 
high gain (nearly 200 times as much 
power) is confined to such a narrow beam 
that it can be used only for commercial 
applications in point-to-point communication. 
The increase in radiated power in the de-
sired direction is obtained with a corre-
sponding loss in all other directions. Gains 
of 3 to 10 DB seem to be of more practical 
value for amateur communication because 

the angle covered by the beam is wide 
enough to sweep a fairly large area. 3 to 
10 DB means the equivalent of increasing 
power from 2 to 10 times. For example, 
an amateur living in the center of the 
United States would want his beam to be 
wide enough to cover all of Europe in one 
direction, and New Zealand in the opposite 
direction. His beam should be centered 
about 45° north-of-east, and about 35° wide. 
Similarly, a 20° beam width, 50° south-of-
east, would cover South America and the 
Orient. Another 35 ° beam pointing east 
and west would cover Australia and South 
Africa. In San Francisco, two beam an-
tennas could be made to cover all DX sec-
tions fairly well; a 30° beam, 35° south-of-
east for South America and the Orient, and 
another 35° to 40° beam, 45° north-of-east 
for Europe, New Zealand and Australia. 

In this discussion all antenna arrays are 
assumed to have two main lobes of radia-
tion in opposite directions ( no reflector sys-
tem). Angles in which the antennas could 
be pointed can be figured as the Great Circle 
shortest distance direction with the aid of a 
globe of the world. Day and night direc-
tions in some cases are different, due to the 
skip distance effects of some of the high-
f requency bands, because the signals may go 
around the world in one direction in the 
morning, and in the other direction at night, 
to points near the opposite sides of the 
world. 
Four to six half wave antennas or their 

equivalent are apparently about all that can 
be used without securing too much directiv-
ity, unless the operator is aiming at one 
locality of relatively small area. With ultra-
short wavelengths below 10 meters, the 
problem of rotating the beam antenna is 
simplified and more directional effects with 
greater power are desirable. Reflector sys-
tems can be set up for increasing the beam 
in one direction and preventing radiation 
in the opposite direction. 
Tables of wire lengths for several arrays 

and directional types of antennas are given. 
Local conditions of surroundings will 
modify these values, but for most purposes 
the wires can be cut to the values listed, 
and satisfactory results obtained. 
The most simple method of feeding many 

types of directional antennas ( if near the 
transmitter) is by means of Zepp feeders 
which are generally some old multiple of 
quarter waves in length. In all cases where 
the system is much more than a wave-
length from the transmitter to the feed 
point, a non-resonant two-wire feeder and 
quarter wave matching stub should be em-
ployed. The problem is greatly simplified 
in most cases by the use of Zepp feeders, 
since the feeders can be tuned at the trans-
mitter just as with any Zepp half wave 
antenna. In some instances the feeders 
should be electrically an even multiple of 
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quarter waves in length. A simple field 
strength meter coupled to the antenna sys-
tem will readily indicate correct feeder 
tuning. 

All directional resonant antenna systems, 
other than a single long wire system, oper-
ate on the one frequency for which they 
are designed. The "V" beam can be oper-
ated on two bands with fair satisfaction, 
although the correct angle 8 between the 

• arms of the "V" can only be made for one 
frequency. A type is generally chosen from 
a consideration of available space. The "V" 
beams are less critical in mechanical design; 
if space is available for pointing the open or 
closed end of the "V" in the desired direc-
tion, this type is excellent. 

Horizontal and Vertical Directivity 

• The horizontal directivity of any antenna 
system is that shape of the radiated beam 
or beams shown looking down at the earth 
from a point above the antenna system. For 
example, a beam having a width of 30° hor-
izontally would spread out enough to cover 
a whole continent, such as Europe, from 
points in the United States. Vertical Di-
rectivity is the expression for defining the 
angle above the horizon at which the major 
portion of the radiation goes out from the 
antenna. Directional antenna systems are 
generally made to have a very low angle of 
radiation, so that the vertical directivity is 
outward toward the horizon, rather than 
upward. 

Polarization 

• Radio waves are Polarized in that they 
will induce a greater signal in the receiving 
antenna when the plane of that antenna is 
parallel to the plane of polarization. For 
example, a vertical transmitting antenna will 
produce a vertically-polarized wave which 
can best be received by a vertical receiving 
antenna over relatively short distances, such 

• as in the ultra - high-frequency region. 
Wave-lengths between 10 and 100 meters 
can be transmitted with either vertical or 
horizontal antennas, resulting in the wave 
starting out with a vertical or horizontal 
polarization, and by the time it reaches the 

• <listant receiving antenna it is apt to be 
mainly horizontally polarized. Reflection 
and refraction effects in the Heaviside Layer 
tend to twist the wave polarization so that 
•in most cases a horizontal receiving antenna 
will give best results. 
For ultra-short wavelengths, vertically 

polarized waves are not reflected upward 
by the surface of the earth as easily as those 
of horizontally polarized nature and only 
the ground wave is useful on wave-
lengths below 10 meters. Vertical trans-

mitting and receiving antennas have thus 
proven most satisfactory at these fre-
quencies. 

Wavelengths above 100 meters are not as 
easily twisted as those below 100 meters. 
With ultra-short wavelengths the plane of 
polarization may be twisted by such objects 
as hills or buildings, so that occasionally a 
horizontal antenna will very efficiently re-
ceive signals transmitted by a vertical an-
tenna. 

Directive Factors 

• Directional antenna systems operate on 
the principle that the radiation fields add or 
subtract in space. When several radiating 
elements, such as half wave antenna, are in 
close proximity to one another, the radiated 
fields may aid or oppose each other in dif-
ferent directions. In those directions in 
which opposition or cancellation occur, the 
signal is attenuated; similarly in those di-
rections in which the fields aid each other, 
or add, the signal is increased. All directive 
antennas depend upon this phenomena. The 
fields are said to be in phase when they are 
additive, and out of phase when they cancel 
each other. Antenna directivity results from 
phasing the radiation from adjacent antenna 
elements so as to neutralize the radiation in 
the undesired directions, and to reinforce the 
radiation in the desired direction. Directiv-
ity can be obtained in either horizontal or 
vertical planes. In transmission, directive 
antennas concentrate energy much like re-
flectors and lenses concentrate light rays. 
For receiving, the signal is proportional to 
the amount of antenna wire exposed to the 
radio waves when the half wave sections are 
properly phased. 

Reflectors 

• A simple reflector consists of a wire ap-
proximately a half wave long, either excited 
directly by the transmitter so as to be out 
of phase with the antenna, or it can be of 
the parasitic type, A Parasitic Reflector one 
quarter wave away from the antenna must 
be slightly longer than the antenna in order 
to have an inductive reactance. The radi-
ated field from the antenna is re-radiated 
by the reflector wire so that the radiation 
in line with the two is reinforced back to-
ward the antenna and cancellcd in the op-
posite direction. If the reflector wire is 
spaced a half wavelength distant from the 
antenna the radiated field will be increased 
in two directions, or tend to cancel in a 
direction at right angles. The increase is in 
a plane at right angles to the plane of the 
antenna and reflector, as shown in Fig. 47. 
Two reflector wires spaced a half wave 

each side of an antenna, and an additional 
reflector spaced a quarter wave behind the 
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Fig. 47 

antenna, will combine to increase the field 
intensity in a forward direction, and tend to 
cancel the field in all other directions. 

Reflector curtains, a combination of sev-
eral reflector wires in proper phase relation, 
are normally used in commercial applica-
tions in order to confine a beam to one di-
rection. Without such a reflector curtain, 
which is usually similar to the antenna ar-
ray, the beam would be transmitted with 
less intensity in both a forward and back-
ward direction. The reflector in such cases 
doubles the field in the forward direction. 

Parasitic reflectors have no direct con-
nection to the antenna or feeders. Their 
length can be calculated from the formulas: 

where L 
X 

L = 1.60 X X 

is the reflector length in feet. 
is the transmitter wavelength in 
meters. 

L = 
492,000 X 0.97 

where f is the transmitter frequency in kilo-
cycles. 

These formulas can be used for determin-
ing the length of single half wave reflector 
wires, such as those used in a parabolic re-
flector or in a Yagi antenna. 

Directors 

• If a wire is placed in front of an an-
tenna and if it has a capacitive reactance, it 
will aid the radiation in a forward direction. 
More than one wire may be placed in line of 
the desired direction, such as shown in the 
Yagi antenna in Fig. 48 in order to greatly 
increase the directivity and field intensity 
in that direction. These are called director 
wires and they are shorter than those used 
for reflectors. A capacitive reactance is ob-
tained by making the wire less than an 
electrical half wave in length. A straight 
wire loses b@th inductance and distributed 
capacitance as it is decreased in length. At 
a given frequency the inductive reactance 
will predominate if the wire (less its end ef-
fects) is over a half wave in length. Simi-
larly, if it is less than a half wave in 

length the capacitive reactance will be 
greater than the inductance reactance. The 
antenna should always be resonant, in which 
case the inductive reactance is equal to the 
capacitive reactance and the two will then 
cancel each other. 
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Fig. 48 
Yagi Antenna. 

Director wires should be spaced at inter-
vals of ,¡ths wavelength in the desired di-
rection from the transmitting antenna. 
These lengths can be calculated as follows: 

L = 1.425 X X 

where L is the director length in feet. 
X is the transmitter wavelength in 

meters 

L = 
492,000 X 0.87 

where f is the transmitter frequency in kilo-
cycles. 

Directional Antenna Types 

The Yagi Antenna 

• The Yagi Antenna is useful on the ultra-
short and micro-wave bands. It consists of 
several reflector and director wires grouped 
around a half wave antenna, such as that 
shown in Fig. 48, which is a top view of a 
vertical array. The rear reflector wire R 
is placed a quarter wave behind the antenna 
wire A, two other reflector wires are placed 
a half wave from the antenna, on each side. 
The director wires D are spaced a dis-
tance of 3¡ths of a wave apart. The dis-
tances A, B, and C are a quarter, half and 
Xths of a wave respectively in Fig. 48. In 
the table ( page 64), dimensions are listed for 
the design of this type of directive antenna 
for wavelengths of from 1% meters to 20 
meters (224 to 14.4 mc.). 
The reflector and director wires are all 

parasitically excited. The antenna can be 
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIVITY OF A SIMPLE VAGI ANTENNA 

Fig. 49 

fed with any type of RF feeder, such as a 
two-wire matched impedance feed, Zepp 
feeders or by a quarter wave matching stub 
and non-resonant line. 

ANGLE 

ANGLE e • 72 ° FOR 1 RADIATOR SECTION 

« • 42° 2 

4 0 

FRANKLIN ANTENNA 

Fig. 50 

The Franklin Antenna 

• A directive antenna array which is quite 
practical for amateur application is shown 
in Fig. 50. It consists of two or more half 
wave sections in phase, so that the radiation 
field is broadside to the antenna. More than 
four sections will provide too sharp a beam 
for most amateur purposes. The half wave 
sections may be phased with quarter wave 
sections, as shown in Fig. 51, or by means 
of phasing coils, as shown in Fig. 52. In 
either case the phasing coil, or quarter wave 
section, is equivalent to a half wave an-
tenna which does not radiate, but only serves 
the purpose of phasing the antenna current 
in the same direction in adjacent sections of 
the radiating antenna. The two end sec-
tions L, should be cut for end effects, thus 
making these sections slightly shorter 
physically than the intermediate section L2e 

The dimensions listed in the Table for An-
tenna Arrays are theoretical values which 
may have to be slightly modified in actual 
practice, due to the proximity of surround-
ing objects. Ordinarily, this antenna can 
be tuned to resonance by varying the lengths 
of the quarter wave stubs L.. 

L2 Le 

Lz Ls 

r— TRANSMIT OR 
RECEIVE 

BROADSIDE. 

oONIORSONI.o 
ILLOC•5 

BROADSIDE DIRECTOR ANTENNA 

Fig. 51 

Non-resonant feeders in the form of a 
600 ohm line should preferably be tapped 
across the middle quarter wave section in 
order to secure a balanced antenna system. 
If one of these quarter wave sections is near 
the transmitter, it can be used as a Zepp. 
feeder of either one-quarter or three-quar-
ters of a wave in length. It can be tuned 
with series condensers and coils, as discussed 
under Zepp. Antennas. 

1,COLOS 

TYPE OF FRANKLIN ANTENNA 

Fig. 52 

A 20 meter directional antenna of this 
type is easily constructed because the re-
quired space is only about 135 feet, and the 
height above ground about 40 feet. A 
single 6-inch strain insulator can be used to 
support the L. and L sections. The L 
sections can hang toward the ground, held 
in position with a small weight. The L. 
quarter wave sections can be spaced with 
6-inch ceramic Zepp. feeder separators. 
Standing waves along the non-resonant feed 
line can be located by means of the milliam-
meter, carborundum detector, and coil ar-
rangement described in Fig. 95. The stand-
ing waves are indicated by variations of the 
milliammeter reading as the feeder test set 
is moved along the feed line at a constant 
distance from the line. The standing waves 
can be eliminated or minimized by changing 
the position of the feeder taps on the quar-
ter wave section, also by a variation of the 
quarter wave section lengths. In some cases 
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the values of L and L2 may have to be 
shortened slightly, and the various sections 
may sometimes differ from the lengths 
shown in the Table because of the proximity 
of some object near one of the sections. In 
most cases the values shown in the Table 
can be used without variation, unless the 
utmost in efficiency is desired. The values 
of L, L, La and I-4 are correct for nearly 
all forms of antenna arrays. This Table 
greatly simplifies directional antenna array 
design for amateur operation. 

Antenna Array Dimensions 

For Franklin, Bruce, Chireix-Mesny, 
Barrage and Stacked Dipole Arrays. 

BAND 

Fumigant, 

%iamb hi L 1 L2 L3 Li 

40 
Meter 

20 
Meter 

10 

Meter 

5 
Meter 

7.02 
7.10 
7.20 
7.28 

68'2' 
67'6' 
66'7' 
65'10' 

70' 
69'2' 
68'4' 
67'6' 

35' 
34'7' 
34'2' 
33'9' 

17'1' 
16'11' 
16'8' 
16'5' 

14.05 
15.15 
14.25 
14.35 

34'1' 
33'10' 
33'7' 
33'5' 

35' 
34'8' 
34'6' 
34'3' 

17'6' 
17'4' 
17'3' 
17'1' 

8'6' 
8'5' 
8'5' 
8'4' 

28.0 
29.0 
30.0 

17'1' 
16'6' 
16' 

17'7' 
17' 
16'5' 

8'9' 
8'6' 
8'2' 

4'3' 
4'1¡.' 
4' 

2'2' 
2'1' 
2' 

13' 
12 w 
12' 

56 
58 
60 

8'7' 
8'3' 
8' 

8'9' 
8'6' 
8'2' 

4'5' 
4'3' 
4'1' 

26' 
25' 
2414' 

2.5 

Meter 

112 
116 
120 

4'3' 
4'11e 
4' 

4'5' 
4'3' 
4'1' 

1.25 
Meter 

224 
232 
240 

25%. 
25' 
24' 

26W 
25 Ye 
243/,' 

13' 
1214' 
12' 

6;4' 
61,4' 
6' 

The Bruce Antenna 

• One of the simplest antenna arrays is 
shown in Fig. 53. It is not critical as to 
the length of its elements, and it can be used 
over a wider frequency range than most 
other antenna arrays. The antenna is made 
up of Vie and V4 wave sections, resulting in 
good horizontal directivity if the overall 
length is at least five wavelengths long; 
however, it possesses very little vertical di-
rectivity because of its lack of height. The 
currents in each half of a horizontal section 
are out of phase and thus these sections 
tend to cancel their radiation field. The 
vertical sections are in phase, resulting in 
broadside radiation or reception, because 
this antenna is normally used for receiving. 
A similar bent wire, placed a quarter wave 
behind the antenna, will act as a reflector 
and make the system unidirectional. 
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Fig. 53 

This antenna is occasionally used for 5-
meter transmission and reception, due to its 
small size. The dimensions for different 
amateur bands are listed in the Table show-
ing Antenna Array Dimensions. 

Reflector and Director Dimensions 

Freq. A R D a b c 

224 25' 26' 23' 13' 261' 20' 
232 24' 25' 22' 12i' 251' 19' 
240 231' 24' 21' 12' 241' 181' 

112 4'2' 4'3' 451' 26' 4'5' 39' 
116 4' 4'11' 44' 25' 4'3' 38' 
120 3'10' 4' 43' 241' 4'1 37' 

56 8'4' 8'7' 7'4' 4'5' 8'9' 6'7' 
58 8'1' 8'3' 7'44' 4'3' 8'6' 6'4' 
60 7'10' 8' 7'11' 4'1' 8'2' 6'2' 

28 16'8' 17'2' 15'3' 8'9' 17'7' 132' 
29 16'1' 16'6' 14'9' 8'6' 17' 12'8' 
30 15'64' 16' 14'3' 8'2' 16'5' 12'4' 

14.05 33'4' 34'1' 30'5' 17'6' 35' 26'3' 
14.15 33'1' 33'11' 30'2' 17'4' 34'8' 26'1' 
14.25 32'10' 33'8' 30' 17'3' 34'6' 25'11' 
14.35 32'8' 33'5' 29'10' 17'1' 34'3' 25'8' 

Stacked Dipole Antennas 

• A dipole is simply another name for a 
half wave antenna. Several dipoles can be 
arranged in stacks to form a highly directive 
antenna system. When an entire "curtain" 
of these dipoles is used, together with a 
similar reflector curtain spaced one-quarter 
wave behind it, the beam becomes very 
sharp and of great intensity. Actual power 
gains of 100 to 200 are secured in commer-
cial practice. Both horizontal and vertical 
directivity can be very great because several 
elements, such as shown in Fig. 54, (four 
radiating dipoles), can be built into a cur-
tain with one row on top of the other. For 
amateur purposes the single unit will pro-
vide sufficient directivity in most cases. 
The radiating sections L may be either 

horizontal or vertical, depending on whether 
horizontal or vertical polarization is desired. 
The currents in the L2 and L sections pro-
duce fields which neutralize each other, with 
the result that radiation occurs only from 



Directive Arrays 

the L. sections which are a half wave in 
length, electrically. The actual physical 
length is approximately 0.975 of a half 
wavelength. The L. sections are made a 
half wave in length in order to provide the 
proper phase in the L. sections. In Fig. 55 
the radiation is broadside to the antenna, as 
shown, and end-wise if the two sections 
do not cross. 

TRANSMIT OR 

RECEIVE 
BROADSIDE 

NON•CSOMAler WITI. 371.•• ON SOO Om. INE 

Nym.(1.1 or + roo 1,01 In, • 01 URA, soowo 

Fig. 55 

Fig. 54 

Fig. 56 

L, 

TRANSMIT OR 

RECEIVE 
BROADSIDE 

In the four forms of this antenna shown 
in Figs. 54 to 57, quarter or half wave 
matching stubs provide a means of con-
nection to a two-wire non-resonant feeder. 
In some cases a 600 ohm line can be con-
nected directly into the array when the im-
pedance at the chosen point is 600 ohms. 
Zepp. feeders are satisfactory if they are 
not over 5 quarter wavelengths long. These 
arrays are fairly popular for the ultra-short 

MONNUOMAIrt 

Fig. 57 

TRANSMIT OR 
RECEIVE 

BROADSIDE 

wavelengths for amateur operation, although 
commercial application is widespread for 
wavelengths above 10 meters. These sys-
tems must be adjusted for the exact fre-
quency of transmission, and quite rigidly 
supported. 
The arrays shown in Figs. 55 and 56 are 

similar in performance, even though the L. 
sections do not cross or reverse in one case. 
The phase of the current in the La sections 
is maintained by connection of a resonant 
feeder or quarter wave matching stub at the 
ends of L in one case, and at the center in 
the other case. 

Figure 58 shows the construction of a 
framework for an ultra high frequency di-
rectional antenna with parasitic reflectors 
spaced a quarter wave behind the "H"-sec-
tion antenna. If desired, the reflector wires 
D can be cross-connected at their adjacent 
ends. The antenna sections A are listed in 
the Table for Antenna Array Dimensions as 
LI. The reflector wires D are listed in the 
Table for Reflector and Director Dimensions 
as D, which in this case is equivalent to Li. 
The Zepp. feeders should be an even num-
ber of quarter wavelengths, the same as in 
a center-fed Zepp. antenna. 

In practical applications of curtains, the 
reflector wires should be tuned for maxi-
mum current. Usually the lengths will be 
between 2% and 5% greater than a half 
wave in length. The antenna elements are 
sometimes as much as 10% shorter than a 
half wave in length. The reflector curtain 
has a reactive effect upon the antenna and 
thus it is generally tuned-up first, then the 
antenna wires are cut to length experi-
mentally in order to provide exact resonance 
under operating conditions. In these cur-
tains, which consist of horizontal rows of 
half wave elements and often two or three 
tiers one above the other, RF power is fed 
in the proper phase relation to several 
points. 
A reflector placed a quarter wave behind 

an antenna, and properly tuned, will provide 
a gain of 3 DB, which is a power gain of 
two. Two half wave antennas spaced a half 
wave apart and properly excited, will also 
provide a 3 DB gain over that obtained 
from a simple half wave antenna. Three 
and four half wave sections in a line a half 
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Fig. 58 

wave apart will provide gains of 5 DB and 
6 DB, respectively, over that of a single 
half wave antenna. The simple "H" type 
of stacked dipole, Fig. 55, which consists 
of four half wave sections, will give a gain 
of approximately 6V2 DB. The antenna 
shown in Fig. 57 which has six half wave 
radiating sections will give a gain of ap-
proximately 8V2 DB. The one shown in 
Fig. 54 which has eight sections will give 
a gain of 10 DB. Adding a reflector sec-
tion similar to the antenna array, and spaced 
one-quarter wave behind it, will provide 3 
DB additional gain to any of these arrays. 

The Barrage Antenna 

• Another of the many types of directive 
arrays is shown in Fig. 59, a broadside radi-
ator of vertically polarized waves. 
The horizontally polarized waves which 

would be radiated by the top and bottom 
horizontal wires are negligible because of 
the opposition of current flow in the two 
halves of each of these members. This is 
obtained by making the vertical sections at 
the top and bottom of La a quarter wave 
long. The middle sections L. are half wave 
in length. The dimensions for this antenna 
are listed in the Table of Antenna Array 
Dimensions for amateur bands. 

RCA Broadside Antenna 

• In this array, Fig. 60, all parts of the 
parallel transmission line connecting the L 
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Fig. 60 

sections are kept in phase by means of shunt 
inductances. 
The waves are vertically polarized and 

the beam is broadside to the antenna. A re-
flector system spaced a quarter wave behind 
the antenna can be used to make it unidirec-
tional. 

CH I R El X-MESNY ARRAY ELEMENT 

Fig. 61 

Chireix-Mesny Antenna 

• Numerous elements of the type shown in 
Fig. 61 are connected to form an antenna 
and reflector curtain for operation in many 
French commercial stations. In this case, 
the feeder system is different from that 
shown. 



"V" Antennas 

an. 

For amateur application a Zepp. type 
feeder is recommended. The dimensions for 
L1 and I.,2 are approximately a half wave in 
length, and for the amateur bands the 
lengths can be found in the Table of An-
tenna Array Dimensions. 

"V" Antennas 

• The horizontal "V" antenna shown in 
Fig. 62 is suitable for amateur as well as 
commercial work. The long wires L can 
be made several waves in length in order 
to obtain good directivity. 
By choosing the proper angle 8, the lobes 

of radiation from the two long wire antennas 
aid each other to form a hi-directional beam. 
The back end radiation can be re-directed 
forward by a reflecting antenna similar to 
the radiating antenna, located an odd num-
ber of quarter wavelengths behind, and 
faced so that the two antennas are supplied 
with current 90° out of phase. Each wire 
L by itself would have a radiation pattern 
similar to that shown for antennas operated 
at harmonics; refer back to Fig. 11. De-
sign data for the 10, 20 and 40 meter bands 
is listed in the Table, together with the 
proper angle 8. 

This type of antenna can be made into a 
Vertical "V" as shown in Fig. 63, which is 
particularly adaptable for receiving, because 
only one antenna mast is required. 
The angle 8 for different lengths of L is 

shown in the chart for Diamond Antennas. 
A good ground connection is necessary. 

Horizontal V antennas are easily con-
structed and have proven very effective. For 

amateur operation L can be two or four 
wavelengths long. Commercial antennas are 
usually made eight waves in length in order 
to secure a sharper beam with a corre-
spondingly greater power gain. 

Diamond Antennas 

• A very effective directional antenna hav-
ing a low angle of radiation of horizontally 
polarized waves is shown in Fig. 64A. This 
non-resonant Diamond antenna consists of 

Fig. 62 

RECEIVE IN LINE 
OF WIRE 

„..2.11e4e 
VERTICAL ' V' ANTENNA 

"V" Antenna Design Table 

Fig. 63 

Frequency in 
Kilocycles 

"Half 
Wave" 2 
Dipole 

"Full Wave" 
X 

L = — 

ó = 180° 

L = X 
3 = 104' 

L = 2X 
(5 = 75° 

L = 4 X 
3 = 52° 

L = 8 X 
ó = 39° 

28000 16'8" 17' 1" 34'8" 69'8" 140' 280' 
28500 16'4" 16'9" 34' 1" 68'6" 137'6" 275' 
29000 16' 1" 16'6" 33'6" 67'3" 135' 271' 
29500 15'8" 16'2" 33' 66'2" 133' 266' 
30000 15'61.e 15' 11" 32'5" 65' 131' 262' 

14050 33'4" 34' 69' 139' 279' 558' 
14150 33' 1" 33' 10" 68'6" 138' 277' 555' 
14250 32' 10" 33'7" 68'2" 137' 275' 552' 
14350 32'8" 33'5" 67'7" 136' 273' 548' 

7020 66'7" 68'2" 138'2" 278' 558' 1120' 
7100 65'9" 67'4" 136'8" 275' 552' 1106' 
7200 64' 11" 66'5" 134' 10" 271' 545' 1090' 
7280 64' 65'8" 133'4" 268' 538' 1078' 
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Fig. 64 
Diamond and -V- Antennas. 

two "V" antennas. The current distribu-
tion dies away uniformly from the input cor-
ner ,to the terminating resistance. As a result 
of this behavior, the Diamond antenna is 
not critical with respect to frequency. It 
can be used without any change or adjust-
ment over a frequency range of at least 
two-to-one. Furthermore, it is unidirec-
tional, since the terminating resistance elimi-
nates the radiation which would otherwise 
take place in the backward direction. These 
properties make the Diamond antenna desir-
able in many ways. It can, for example, 
be used for 20 meters in the daytime and 40 
meters at night, without any change. The 
terminating resistance should be about 800 
ohms, capable of dissipating half of the 
power supplied by the transmitter. The an-
tenna offers a resistance load of about 800 
ohms to the transmission line. Design data 
is shown in the Diamond Antenna Charts 

and the dimensions L are listed in the Table 
for "V" Antenna Design. 

-V- Antenna Design 

If the terminating resistance is not used, 
the Diamond antenna is bi-directional and 
becomes of the resonant type. Diamond 
antennas will radiate in an exactly hori-
zontal direction, provided the angle of radia-

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIVITY OF A *V" ANTENNA 
I A LONG ON EACH SIDE 

Fig. 65 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIVITY OF A "V" ANTENNA 

HA LONG ON EACH SIDE 

Fig. 66 

tion in degrees and the height of the an-
tenna in wavelengths is correctly calculated. 
These calculations have been simplified, and 
the Chart will enable the quick determina-
tion of the necessary dimensions. For ex-
ample, slanting the antenna 6° will cause 
the energy to be radiated in an exactly hori-
zontal plane. 
The Diamond antenna is much more eco-

nomical in construction than the various 
forms of antenna arrays employing vertical 
curtains of wires. It is just as effective in its 
directivity and power gain, and is not crit-
cal with respect to frequency of operation. 

Beverage Antenna 

• A very long wire terminated in a resist-
ance equal to its characteristic impedance is 
called a Beverage, or Wave Antenna, Fig. 
71. 
The antenna should be several wave-

lengths long and it can be of any convenient 
height, from 10 to 20 feet above earth. It is 
quite satisfactory for long-wave reception 
and is sufficiently directive to materially re-
duce static disturbances. It is non-resonant 
and can be considered as a one-wire trans-
mission line with ground return. It should 
be pointed toward the station whose signals 
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Fig. 67 
Diamond Antennas. 
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Fig. 69 

are to be received. This antenna operates 
most effectively when located over poorly 
conducting earth, since in this case the wave 
front of the received signal is tilted more 
than when the wave travels over water or 
moist earth. This form of Beverage An-
tenna is not suitable for short-wave re-
ception. 
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Diamond and "V" Antenna Design 
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HORiZONTAL DIRECTIVITY OF A 20 DIAMOND ANTENNA 

Fig. 70 

Antenna Coupling Methods 

• It is obvious that the power from a 
transmitter must be transferred or coupled 
to an antenna in some manner; likewise, the 
received energy must be coupled into a re-
ceiver. There are a great many ways in 
which this transfer of energy can be ac-
complished. In some forms, the coupling 
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BEVERAGE ANTENNA 

Fig. 71 

device serves the dual purpose of transfer-
ring power and tuning the antenna to res-
onance; in other cases it prevents illegal 
radiation of harmonics. The impedance 
match for a final amplifier is accomplished 
in the coupler circuits which connect to the 
antenna or feeders. Impedances are matched 
when the plate current of the final ampli-
fier is at its normal value when all circuits 
are tuned to exact resonance. When the 
plate current is below normal it is an indi-
cation that the antenna feeder impedance has 
been transformed into a too-high value, and 
vice-versa when excessive plate current is 
drawn by the final amplifier. 

Types of Coupling 

Devices 
• The simplest coupling method for a single 
wire fed or end fed antenna is by means of 
Direct Coupling, wherein the impedance 
matching is accomplished by tapping to the 
final amplifier plate coil, as in Fig. 72A. 
A blocking condenser (.002 mfd.) should 

be connected in series with the antenna or 
feeder to prevent DC plate voltage from 
reaching the antenna and thereby endanger-
ing human life. The final amplifier plate 
coil has a voltage node either at the center 
or at one end, depending upon the type of 
amplifier used. The voltage node occurs 
at the center of the coil in a push-pull 
amplifier, and also in a plate neutralized 
amplifier. This voltage node (zero RF volt-
age) occurs at the lower end of the coil, 
both in the case of single-ended screen-grid 
amplifiers and grid neutralized single-ended 
amplifiers. The antenna or feeder tap is 
usually connected near the voltage node. 
The proper impedance match (normal plate 
current load) is obtained when the tap is at 
the proper point on the coil. If the tap is 
too close to the voltage node, the antenna 
will not sufficiently load the amplifier; if 
the tap is too far toward the plate end of 
the coil, excessive loading will result, with 
consequent overheating of the amplifier tube 
and lower efficiency. 

Comparative RF Feeder Losses 

D. B. 
Fre- loss per 

quency 100 ft. Type of Line 

7 mc. 
14 mc. 
30 mc. 

0.9 
1.5 
3 {

150 ohm impedance, rub-
ber insulated twisted pair 
with outer covering of 
braid. 

W. E. 3/8" concentric pipe 
7 mc. 0.4 1 feeder with inner wire on 

30 mc. 0.9 bead spacers. Impedance 
= 70 ohms. 

„„ g Open 2-wire line No. 10 7 mc. """' wire. Impedance = 440 
30 mc. 0.12 gohms. 

7 mc. 3 Twist ed No. 14 solid 
14 mc. 4-1/2 weather proof wire, 
30 mc 8 weathered for six months .  

(telephone wire). 

Inductive Coupling 

• Energy can be supplied to the antenna or 
feeder from the final amplifier by means of 
induction between two coils. The antenna 

ANT 

I NAL AMP 

1.1.A/E SINGLE W.( 

.11.2 Ft LOC. 

2. BLOCAUMG 

Fig. 72-A 

FEEDERS 

II 

DIRECT 

COUPLING 

Fig. 72-B 

coil can be tuned or untuned, as shown for 
several circuits in Figs. 34, 36, 40, 46 a..d 73. 
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Collins PI Network 

Zepp. feeders sometimes use a split an-
tenna coil which couples to each end of the 
final tank coil. A somewhat better system 
is to link-couple the Zepp. feeder tuning 
coil to the final amplifier coil because there 
is less capacity coupling and the coil losses 
are lower. 160 meter Marconi antennas can 
be coupled inductively to the final amplifier 
plate coil by means of some of the arrange-
ments previously illustrated. The antenna 
should be tuned to resonance with series or 
parallel tuning and occasionally by adjust-
ment of the tapped antenna loading coil. A 
suitable value of series condenser would be 
from .00025 mfd. to .0005 mfd. maximum 
capacity. The spacing between plates will 

77 3" 
C OUNTERPOISE .00 

Fig. 73 

L2—Final Plate Coil. 

depend upon the power output of the trans-
mitter and the RF voltage gradient at the 
point where the condenser is located. In most 
cases, plate spacing of .03-to-.07-inch will 
suffice. Resonance is obtained by switching 
taps and varying the condenser until the an-
tenna loads the final stage plate current to 
its normal value. If this value is more or 
less than the rating for the tube, the coup-
ling between the loading coil and the final 
tank coil should be increased or decreased. 

Single wire fed, and end fed antennas can 
be tapped across part or whole of a tuned 
circuit which in turn is inductively or link 
coupled to the final amplifier tank circuit. 
The advantage of having an additional tuned 
circuit for the antenna coupler is in the re-
duction of harmonic radiation. A better 
balance can be obtained in the case of push-
pull amplifiers than with direct coupling. 
More detailed information on coupling 
single wire antennas is given in preceding 
pages. 

Twisted-pair feeders can be inductively 
coupled to the final tank circuit by using 
from one to four turns of well-insulated 
wire, wound over the voltage node of the 
final tank coil. The number of turns de-
pends upon the frequency of operation and 
the desired antenna load. 

Collins Pi Coupler 

• This system consists of one or two coils 
and two variable condensers connected in 
the form of a low-pass pi filter. See Figs. 
74 to 80. The filter permits the passage of 
only the fundamental frequency and greatly 
attenuates the undesirable harmonics, similar 
to the action of a 'filter used in AC power 
supplies. The coupler is tuned to the fre-
quency of the transmitter by varying con-
densers Cr and C2, also by adjusting the 
taps on the coil or coils. The impedance 
of the antenna feeders is matched to the 
final amplifier by means of the ratio of the 
capacity of Cr and Cz, and by adjustment of 
the coupler taps across the final amplifier 
tank coil. 
This system can be used with some Zepp 

feeders, single wire or two wire feeders, and 
end fed antennas. 
The plate tank of the final amplifier must 

be tuned to resonance with the pi network 
disconnected from it. It is best to do this 
with reduced plate voltage, and resonance 
is indicated by greatest dip in the plate cur-
rent milliammeter reading. The final ampli-
fier must not be retuned thereafter. Then 
connect the pi network to the final amplifier 
and antenna. Tune the two variable con-

Fig. 74 

Single-Wire Feed Line—Single Section 
Plate Tuning Condenser—Shunt Feed. Cl 
and C2 in All Circuits Are .00035 mfd. 

C 

+ 

C 

ANT 

Fig. 75 

Two-Wire Feed Line from Single-Ended 
Amplifier—Split-Stator Plate Tuning and 
Optional Split-Stator Used as C2. Shunt 

Feed. 
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Fig. 76 

Single-Wire Feed from End of Low Im-
pedance Output Tube Tank. Split-Stator 
Tuning and Series Feed. Cl and C2 

Should Be Variable. 

Fig. 77 

Two-Wire Line from Single-Ended Ampli-
fier. Split-Stator Tuning and Series Feed. 

Fig. 78 

Same as Fig. 77, But with Single-Section 
Tuning Condenser. 

densers in the pi network until maximum 
antenna current ( or feeder current) is ob-
tained at normal values of final amplifier 
plate current when normal plate voltage is 
applied. The pi network condenser which 
is closest to the final amplifier is used to 
obtain resonance in the network for any 
particular setting of the impedance match-
ing condenser ( the nearest one to the an-
tenna). The amount of inductance in the 
network coils must be determined by experi-
ment to obtain best results. 

Cs 

+B 

Fig. 79 

Coupling a Two-Wire Line to a Push-Pull 
Final Amplifier. Single-Wire Line Out of 
a Push-Pull Final Through a Pl Network 

is Not Recommended. 

P P FINAL SINGLE WIRE LiNE 

END FED ANTENNA 

3 

Fig. 80 

Coupling a Single Wire Antenna or Feed-
Line to a Push-Pull Final Amplifier. 

LI and L2 should be interwound in order 
to load both tubes equally in a push-pull 
amplier. L2-1A Tank Turns, interwound 
or otherwise very closely coupled. 

L3—Standard Collins coil. 

C2-C3—.00035 mid, each. 

Link Coupling 

• A tuned feeder circuit can be coupled to 
the final amplifier tank by means of a 
twisted or parallel pair of wires, with one 
or more loops of wire at each end, as shown 
in Fig. 81. These link coupled loops should 
be wound over the voltage nodes of the two 
tuned circuits. Variation of coupling can 
be accomplished by varying the number of 
loops, or the diameter of the loops with 
respect to the coil diameters. The number 
of coupling turns depends upon the ratio 
of impedances; in the case of a Zepp. an-
tenna more coupling turns are needed 
around the antenna coil than around the 
plate amplifier coil. In nearly all cases 
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one to two turns around the plate tank coil 
will suffice. The number of turns around' 
the antenna coil will vary from 1 to 4, or 
5, depending upon the cicuit used, i.e., para-

• lell-tuned or series-tuned. 

Fig. 81 

SIMILAR COILS AND CONDH.SCRS 

!MOLL MINI FIND 

NCR'S OR ',no. 
NNNNN N A 

Fig. 82 
Link Coupling for End-Fed or Single Wire 

Feeders. 

PLAT C 

CO, 

COu NNNNN of sC 100 L.7. 

Fig. 83 
Link Coupling to 160 Meter Antenna 

System. 

PLATE 

TANK 

LINK 

co 
MARCONI 
ANT 

OP,ONAL COU TTTTT 013t 

FOR 160 METER OPERATION 

Fig. 84 

Adjustment of the coupling link and loca-
tion of antenna taps on the antenna coil 
can readily be made with the aid of a field 
strength meter in order to find the adjust-
ment which will provide maximum antenna 
field strength for normal load on the final 

DOE 

DOE 

DOE 

END FED FUCH ANT OR 

SINGLE WIRE FED HERTZ 

MATCHED IMPEDANCE 
FEEDERS 

C. SOMM ,  - 6500V 

Fig. 84-A 
Link Coupling from Final Amplifier to 

Tuned Antenna Circuits. 

amplifier. When Zepp. feeders are used, 
RF meters can be connected in series with 
the feeders as an aid in tuning. 

No. 14 or No. 12 rubber-covered solid 
wire is suitable for the coupling line. The 
coupling loops should have sufficient insula-
tion to withstand the plate voltage. 
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Fig. 85 

quently they are resonant to the frequency 
of the transmitter. Antennas more than one 
quarter wave in vertical height provide a 
better low angle wave (ground wave) ; be-
cause of their greater effective height they 
are being used in the newer broadcast sta-
tion installations. 

Fig. 86 
Base of Vertical Radiator With Heavy 

Insulator Supports 

Two Band Tilt Antenna 

•A simple bi-directional antenna for 10 
meter operation, and a non-directional 20 
meter antenna, is shown in Fig. 87. 

This antenna consists of a 33 foot length 
of 3/4 -inch diameter Dural tube, supported 
on a large stand-off insulator in such a 
manner than the angle of tilt can be ad-
justed and the free end swung through an 
angle of approximately 180 degrees. The 
antenna is used in a vertical position for 20 
meter operation; for 10 meters it is tilted 
to an angle of 54 degrees with respect to 

the horizon, and pointed toward or away 
from the direction in which it is desired to 
transmit or receive. The angle of radiation 
is in a horizontal plane for both 10 and 20 
meter operation. A single wire feeder can 
be connected to the pipe at a point eleven 
feet up from the bottom end, or a Zepp. or 
end-fed connection can be employed. The 

RoAT 

TWO BAND ( 10- 20 METER) TILT ANTENNA 

VERTICAL FOR 20 METERS - TILT se FROM HORIZON 
FOR 10 METERS 

Fig. 87 

pipe should be guyed near the center by 
means of heavy cord or light rope in order 
to facilitate the rotation of the radiator. A 
33 foot pipe can be made from two sections, 
butted together over a smaller inner tube, 
or outer sleeve, for a forced-fit connection. 

Dummy Antennas 
• A non-radiating antenna is essential for 
experimental tests of any transmitter. The 
name "Dummy Antenna" has been applied 
to such arrangements. It consists of a re-
sistive load which simulates the regular 
antenna load. The resistors in the dummy 
antenna must be large enough to dissipate 
the RF power output delivered by the trans-
mitter. Non-inductive resistors made for 
this purpose can be connected in series 
with thermo-ammeters to determine RF 
power output. Mazda Lamps provide a 
visual indication of RF power output because 
this power is converted into light in the 
same manner as illumination is secured 
from the 110-volt line. The dummy an-
tenna circuits shown in Figs. 88, 89 and 
90 are suitable for all practical purposes. 
A 100 watt Mazda Lamp when lighted 

to normal brilliancy in a dummy circuit 
indicates that the transmitter is delivering 
100 watts of RF output. The resistance of 
electric lamp bulbs varies widely with fila-
ment temperature, therefore it is difficult to 
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accurately determine the power output of 
the transmitter by Ohm's I ' R Law, because 
R is a variable factor. 

Field Strength Measuring Set 

• Actual RF current readings in any portion 
of an antenna vary with the position of the 
current nodes, with the result that an an-
tenna may not be correctly tuned to the 
operating frequency of the transmitter. An 
actual indication of the power radiated by 
an antenna can be secured with the aid of 
a field strength measuring set, which con-
sists of a low-reading milliammeter, diode 
rectifier and tuned circuit or pick-up coil. 
A circuit diagram for an effective field 
strength measuring set and phone monitor 
is shown in Fig. 91. 

FINAL AMP 

1.4 ,• 

PAO • 

Fig. 88 
Mazda Lamp Coupled to Final Tank Coil. 

FINAL AMP 

COIL„, 

NOLIINDUC , IWC 

RES.STOR 

Fig. 89 
Dummy Antenna with Non-Inductive Re-

sistor and R-F Meter. 

FINAL AMP 

Tux. iLeattNNA 
cINCLtil (L C) 

WACO.% LAW. 

v(114112:1JC ,  

'3.711.U0'; 

Fig. 90 
Dummy Antenna Link Coupled to Plate 
Coil. L1-L2 Are Wound Over the Plate 

Coil and Antenna Coil, L. 

When the headphones are plugged into 
the phone jack, the presence of key clicks, 

excessive carrier hum or quality of voice 
modulation can be determined. By plugging 
a 10,000 ohm resistor into the phone jack, 
the milliammeter will indicate overmodula-
tion peaks as shown by a fluctuation of the 
steady carrier strength when voice modula-
tion is applied. Furthermore, this field 
strength meter can be used as a neutralizing 
indicator by merely connecting a short pick-
up antenna wire to the device and placing it 
near the circuit which is to be neutralized. 

STRENGTH FIELD MEASURING SET E PHONE MONITOR 

Fig. 91 
Simple Circuit of Field Strength Meter. 

,111e:* 

Fig. 92 
Exterior View of Field Strength Meter and 

40-80 Meter Coil. 

Plug-in coils are tuned to the frequency 
of the transmitter. The pick-up antenna 
wire which is connected to the field strength 
measuring set is placed somewhere in the 
immediate vicinity of the radiating portion 
of the antenna. The length of the wire 
and its distance from the transmitting an-
tenna depend upon the power output of the 
tra nsmitter. The pick-up antenna can be 
from five to six feet long, depending upon 
the frequency and the amount of pick-up 
required to secure a deflection of the meter. 
The antenna system is tuned for maximum 
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reading on the milliammeter scale, which de-
notes the greatest amount of field radiated 
by the antenna. 
A type 30 tube is connected as a diode, 

which will operate satisfactorily with only 
11/2  volts of filament battery. The diode is 
connected across a portion of the tuned cir-
cuit, which results in more selective tuning 
and good sensitivity. The 0-1ma. DC mili-
ammeter reads the rectified current produced 
by the RF energy in the tuned circuit. The 
diode serves as the rectifier, which can be 
either a vacuum tube or crystal detector. 
A carborundum crystal detector will quite 

satisfactorily replace the type 30 tube and 
battery. This type of crystal detector will 
handle accidental RF overloads without de-
stroying the sensitivity of the crystal, such 
as in the "Standing Wave Detector" shown 
in Figs. 94 and 95. 

Fig. 93 
Looking Into the Set. A Small 1-1 1/2 Volt 
Dry Cell Is Held in Position by a Metal 

Bracket. 

The coils are wound on plug-in forms, 11/2- 
inch diameter, three coils being required to 
cover the six amateur bands from 5 to 160 
meters. The 5 to 10 meter coil has two 
turns, spaced 1/2  in. apart, with a tap at the 
center. The 20 and 40 meter coil has 12 
turns, space-wound to cover a winding 
length of 3 in., with a tap taken on the 
fourth turn from the ground end. For SO 
and 160 meters, 60 turns are close wound 
on the form with a tap taken on the 20th 
turn from the bottom end of the winding. 
A midget 100 mmfd. variable condenser will 
tune the coils in such a manner that the 
lower values of capacity will cover one end 
of the band and the higher capacity will 
cover the other; a single coil thus covers 
two bands. 

The field strength meter should be housed 
in a completely enclosed metal can. 

Grounds 

• A good connection to earth is essential 
for operation of Marconi antennas for both 
receiving and transmitting. Several pipes 
driven into the earth, spaced a few feet 
apart and connected together, will provide 
a good ground system for amateur opera-
tion. Broadcast and commercial transmit-

Fig. 94 
"Standing Wave Detector" and Field 
Strength Meter. The Device Is Moved 
Along the Feeder or Antenna, held close 
to the wire. A variation of current denotes 

standing waves. 

0-1 D C 
LAILLIAIRLIETER 

SEVERAL FEET LONG a. 3 TORN COIL 
ST DIAN. 

CARBORLIODY CRYSTAL. 

SIMPLE R F FEEDER MEASURING SET 

Fig. 95 
Simple Circuit Diagram of Device Illus-

trated in Fig. 94. 
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ters often require a very elaborate ground 
system of several miles of copper wire or 
ribbon, buried under the surface of the 
earth. Such a system can be constructed 
so that it fans-out in all directions beneath 
the antenna. Ordinary water pipes are gen-
erally suitable for receiver ground con-
nections. 
When a satisfactory ground connection 

is not available, a Counterpoise must be used 
with Marconi antennas. The radiation re-
sistance of a quarter wave antenna is ap-
proximately 37 ohms, therefore the ground 
resistance must be considerably less than 
37 ohms in order that the greatest amount 
of transmitter power will be radiated into 
space. A high resistance ground connec-
tion can waste more power than is actually 
radiated by the antenna. This is one reason 
why half wave antennas are so widely used; 
they require no ground connection. 

Antennas for Ultra-
High-Frequency 

Operation 

• The fundamental principles of antennas for 
wavelengths below 10 meters are no different 
than those discussed elsewhere for short-
wave operation. The physical size of these 
antennas is such that they are economical to 
construct and they can easily be made port-
able. In the ultra-high-frequency field of 
communication the direct, or ground wave 
is used; for this reason the transmitting and 
receiving antennas are generally in visual 
range of each other. It is therefore neces-
sary that the antennas be located as high 
above ground as possible. Low angle radia-
tion is necessary and antennas which are 
particularly effective for this purpose should 
always be used. The earth reflects the 
ground wave upward, somewhat like the 
effect which is created by a body of salt 
water which pushes the somewhat longer 
wave in an upward direction. The ground 
acts like a mirror in reflecting light waves. 
Vertically polarized waves have less ten-
dency for an upward bending, and thus ver-
tical antennas are generally employed. 
The simple non-directional antenna for 

u.h.f. operation consists of a half wave 
vertical wire or rod, fed with a two-wire 
matched impedance feeder (Fig. 98), or by 
means of a quarter wave matching stub and 
two-wire non-resonant line, Figs. 96 and 99. 

Zepp. feeders are seldom employed, because 
the antenna in most cases is located several 
wavelengths away from the transmitter or 
receiver in order to secure ample height 
above the ground. 
A Concentric Feeder (Fig. 100) is very 

effective for feeding either a half wave an-

8' ANTENNA 

TS 

RECEIVES 

ANT LENGTH 
NON- RESONANT EEEEEE 

TO SET SNORTING •Alt 

4. SPACING 

EEEEE CVOS 

«NI  

SIMPLE 5 METER DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA WITH 

REFLECTOR WHICH DOUBLES OUTPUT & SENSITIVITY 

Fig. 96 

ANTENNA 

FIELD 

FIE., OF I ITV 

ON 111C000 

Fig. 97 

Directivity Pattern of Antenna Shown ix 
FIG. 96 

Fig. 98 

5-Meter Matched Impedance Antenna. 

tenna or a quarter wave Marconi antenna, 
such as those used for mobile 5-meter work. 

Directive antennas often prove of great 
value in the ultra-high-frequency region be-
cause the high power gain which is obtain-
able gives the same result as a great increase 
in transmitter power. The cost of increas-
ing power is far more than that of a simple 
antenna array. Any of the directional an-
tenna systems previously discussed can be 
used for u.h.f. communication, although those 
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which give vertical polarization, such as the 
Stacked Diploe, Yagi, Vertical Franklin, or 
Bruce are best. 

SPORTING ••.> 

SPACERS TO SET 

5 METER CONCENTRIC LINE AUTO A N— ENN A 

CAR SOOT 

VERTICAL RAIHATOR 

SPACERS 

MATCHING !TIM — •• SPACING 

ANTENNA 

NV LENGTH MON-RESORAMT WIRE FEEDER 
NTH, WIRE SPACED APP ROC EIP 

5 ME TER ANTENNA 

Fig. 99 

Fig. 100 

•NT LENGTH 

5 METER TWISTED PAIR AUTO ANTENNA 

Fig. 101 

Types of Mobile U. H. F. Antennas 

• A quarter wave vertical Marconi antenna 
(Fig. 102) is very convenient for automobile 
installations. A 4-foot rod with the bottom 
end grounded to the car body can be fed with 
a single wire feeder several feet long; this 
feeder connects to the 5-meter set in the car. 

Another 5-meter antenna consists of an 
insulated 4-foot rod, fed by either a twisted 
pair (solid conductors), or by a concentric 
transmission line, Figs. 100 and 101. In the 
case of twisted pair feeders, the impedance 
match is not very good, but this effect can 
be overcome to some extent by cutting the 
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twisted pair to some particular length. This 
can best be determined by experiment, be-
cause a few inches more or less of feeder 
will provide a tuning effect and allow more 
efficient operation. 
Quarter wave rods can be mounted on the 

roof of an automobile, if some means of 
flexible coupling is built into the base of the 
rod so that the antenna can be swung down 

C•R ROPT PR•Not 

SIMPLE 5 METER AUTO ANTENNA 

Fig. 102 

when it strikes an overhead obstacle, such 
as a garage entrance, etc. Sometimes the 
rod is mounted on the front or rear bumper 
of the car, on the radiator, running board 
or fender. In many cases the antenna rod is 
mounted directly on a transmitter housed in 
the rear trunk of the automobile. 

Mobile antenna installations for police 
radio work differ from the 5-meter types 
in that the antennas are somewhat longer 
because the frequency of operation is lower. 
The length can be calculated from the 
formula: 

492,000 X 0.485 
Li =  

where L, = The quarter wave antenna length 
in feet. 

f = The transmitter frequency in 
kilocycles. 

The length of a half wave antenna is twice 
that of a quarter wave antenna. 

Fixed Station 5-Meter Antennas 

• These antennas can be constructed from 
copper or aluminum rod, or wire. When a 
wire antenna is used, the wire can be sup-
ported on stand-off insulators attached to a 
vertical 2"x3" wood pole. The pole should 
be guyed, preferably with ropes, in order to 
keep metallic conductors away from the field 
of the antenna. The antenna should be as 
high as possible and well remote from sur-
rounding objects. 
These same types of antennas can be used 

for television reception by making the half 
wave antenna resonant to the frequency of 
the television transmitter. In this case a 
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twisted-pair feeder of solid wire, such as 
the EDI Cable, can be used in order to re-
duce automobile ignition interference. The 
loss in a twisted-pair feeder at these fre-
quencies is rather high and transposition 
blocks can be used at intervals along the 
two-wire feeder line. 

Fig. 103 

 ON OF CONCENTIOC 

PIPE-IEEOCII INTO ANTENNA 1011 
Val., OA 1111GROMAPIE SOTS 

Long wire antennas can be used on 5 
meters providing the directional effects are 
taken into consideration. For example, a 20 
or 40 meter single wire fed or Zepp. antenna 
can be operated on 5 meters with fairly satis-
factory results for both transmitting and 
receiving. 

21/2 -Meter Antennas 

• Any of the antennas previously described, 
and which provide vertical polarization, are 
suitable for 21/2  meter operation. Those 
shown in Fig. 104 are ideally suitable for 
use with a 21/2 meter transceiver. The fig-
ures are self-explanatory, in that all dimen-
sions are clearly shown. The Table showing 
Antenna Array Dimensions lists all of the 
data for the ultra high-frequency bands, down 
to 1% meters. The Table, Reflector and 
Director Dimensions, shows the data for any 
form of Yagi or Parabolic Reflector system 
for wavelengths down to 114 meters. 

Micro-Wave Antennas 

• Antennas for operation in the vicinity of 
one meter, or less, are classified as Micro-
Wave Antennas. Half wave vertical rods are 
suitable for portable operation and in most 
cases they can be capacitively coupled at 
one end to the micro-wave transmitter or 
receiver. Directive arrays, especially those 
of the Yagi type, are easily constructed; 
they greatly improve the performance of 
micro-wave sets. 
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Group of Typical 5-Meter Antennas. 
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Fig. 104 

Concentric Lines 

•A concentric transmission line is one of 
the most satisfactory means for carrying RF 
power from the transmitter to the radiating 
antenna. It has low losses, is weather-proof 
and the outer conductor is at ground poten-
tial. No radiation can occur, which is par-
ticularly important in a directional antenna 
system. The characteristic impedance ranges 
from 50 to 150 ohms, depending upon the 
ratio of inside diameter of the outer con-
ductor to the outside diameter of the inner 
conductor. Its impedance can be calculated 
from the formula: 

D 
Z = 138XLogio — 

a 
where D is the inside diameter of the outside 

conductor, 
d is the outside diameter of the inner 

conductor. 

The outer conductor can be grounded at 
any point. The inner conductor is insulated 
from the outer sheath by glass or isolantite 
beads which are placed at intervals along the 
line; the beads also furnish the necessary 
mechanical spacing. 

Concentric line feeders are used for 
coupling broadcast transmitters to the an-
tenna, as well as in short-wave and u.h.f. 
installations. See Figs. 105 to 108. The 
impedance can be made to exactly match the 

Fig. 105 

Heintz & Kaufman Concentric Transmission 
Line. 

7« . ONO 

Fig. 106 

CI 
tr6bo 

C T 

- — 

CONCENTRIC LINE 

Fig. 107 

Fig. 108 

Concentric Feeder Systems for Broadcast 
Antennas with Various Terminations. 

center impedance of a half wave antenna, 
and very closely matched to a quarter wave 
antenna. A vertical quarter wave antenna 
has an approximate radiation resistance of 
37 ohms at the current loop (ground con-
nection). 
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Reinartz Rotary Beam Antenna 

Concentric lines can be buried under-
ground and run for distances of several 
hundred yards without sacrificing appre-
ciable amounts of RF power. 

Reinartz Rotary Beam Antenna 

• The John L. Reinartz compact directive 
antenna, Figs. 109 and 111, has relatively 
high efficiency on the short and ultra-short 
wavelengths. It is suitable for 5-meter 
transmission and reception and its field pat-
tern is similar to that of a half wave vertical 
antenna with single reflector, Fig. 110. 

It consists of two 8-foot lengths of tubing, 
bent into a circle, with 2 in. to 3 in. spacing 
between the tubes. The circles are not 
closed; an opening of one inch remains, as 
shown in the diagram. 

LOOPS SPACED 2'01.1 

7k OHS SP/IST10 LIME 

4. SPACING 

AT OPEN EPOS 

Fig. 109 
Reinartz Rotary Beam with Twisted-Pair 

Feeder cnd Stub. 

RADIATION PATTERN 

Fig. 110 
Directivity of the Reinartz Rotary Beam. 

Fig. Ill 
Reinartz Rotary Beam Antenna with 

Spaced Feeder and Stub. 

The diameter of the circle is a little over 
30 inches. The most efficient method of 
feeder connection to a 5-meter set is by 
means of a quarter wave matching stub con-
nected to either a twisted pair feeder or two 
wire 500 ohm line. This type of antenna 

can be placed in either a horizontal or ver-
tical plane, depending upon whether horizon-
tal or vertical polarization is desired. The 
actual power gain over that of a vertical 
half wave antenna in the desired direction 
is approximately 15%. The power direc-
tivity is nearly 6-to-1 in a forward direction 
away from the open ends. 

16 ft. rods can be used for 10 meter 
operation, 33 ft. rods for 20 meters. The 
spacing between the rods, or circles, need 
not be increased when the antenna is built 
for operation on the longer wavelengths. 
The antenna should be arranged for 360' 

rotation. 

Antennas for 
Receiving 

• All of the transmitter antennas previously 
described are suitable for receiving; their 
directive properties are unchanged. All-
wave receivers present a difficult problem 
from the standpoint of a suitable antenna 
that will cover the wide frequency range 
of the receiver. Noise reduction is a de-
cided factor in the design of an antenna for 
receiving all waves. The most prolific noise-
creators are electrical devices, such as re-
frigerator units, violet-ray apparatus, 
thermostats, diathermy machines, battery 
chargers, electric signs, buzzers and door-
bells, ignition systems of oil-burners and 
automobiles, elevators, street cars, electric 
motors, power-line disturbances which are 
carried along the line, telephone ringers, etc. 
These disturbances are of a radio nature; 
however, their intensity dies away rapidly 
in open space. House wiring and metallic 
structures convey these electrical disturb-
ances, and noise reduction can therefore be 
accomplished by locating the antenna in a 
clear space, also by using a lead-in of such 
type that pick-up on the lead-in is practically 
eliminated. The noise interference is some-
times so loud that it will seriously interfere 
with local reception. It becomes a very 
troublesome factor in short-wave reception 
because the received signal strength is much 
lower than that from local broadcast stations. 
Two general types of lead-ins are widely 

used with noise-reducing antenna systems. 
The shielded lead-in is effective in the broad-
cast range, but due to the high capacity 
between the shield and the lead-in conductor 
inside the shield, it is not often used for 
short-wave reception. For short-wave re-
ception a balanced transposed line is more 
efficient, as shown in Fig. 112. Balanced 
lines consist of twisted-pair feeders or two-
wire lines with transposition blocks. The 
latter can be tuned by means of a coil and 
variable condensers at the receiver in order 
to increase the signal energy for a compara-
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TRANSPOINTON 
1111.00.1 

Fig. 112 
Noise-Reducing Short-Wave Doublet Feeder 

System with Transposition Blocks. 

A and B are 33 ft. each. C can be any 
length. The Transposition Blocks are 
spaced 2 feet apart. Cl. C2 and C3 are 
350 mmfd. Variable Condensers for tuning 
the system. L is the Receiver Coupling 

Coil. 

tively wide range of frequencies. Twisted-
pair feeders cannot be easily tuned because 
standing wave effects will cause excessive 
dielectric losses. In order to cover a wide 
range of frequencies with twisted-pair 
feeders, combination Doublet antennas are 
connected through impedance matching 
transformers to form an efficient all-wave an-
tenna system. A single doublet with a 
twisted-pair feeder and without special trans-
formers is suitable for operation over a very 
narrow band of only a few hundred kilo-
cycles on the fundamental and third har-
monic. The design of the feeder transform-
ers depends upon the impedance of the 
twisted-pair feeder, length of line and type 
of doublet antennas connected to the line. 
So many complications enter into the design 
of these feeder transformers that the home 
constructor cannot easily build them. Com-
plete short-wave antenna kits with all proper 
components are available from many sources. 
The choice of an all-wave antenna for the 
home constructor is the tuned transposed-
feeder system, shown in Fig. 112. In 
noise-free locations, any single wire an-
tenna will give good results. 

RCA World-Wide Antenna System 

• In this system a double-doublet is con-
nected through a complicated antenna trans-
former to a twisted-pair transmission line, 
then through another transformer connected 
to the all-wave receiver. See Fig. 113. 
The smaller doublet is about 33 feet long 

and it peaks at 14 megacycles. The larger 
doublet, 58 feet long, resonates near VA 
megacycles and the third harmonic is 22 
megacycles. The combination, together 
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with a critical length of feeder line, results 
in fairly uniform response from 6 to 24 
megacycles. See Fig. 114. The twisted-pair 
feeder has an impedance of 180 ohms and 
is constructed with submarine cable rubber 
and paper insulation in order to keep the 
losses low. Noise reduction depends upon 
the design of the transformer which couples 
the line to the radio receiver. This trans-
former eliminates in-phase signals while at 
the same time it passed the out-of-phase 
signals. The expression "in-phase" means 
that the voltages of the two sides of the 
feeder line are positive or negative at the 
same instant. Out-of-phase signals are those 
which cause one side of the line to be nega-
tive while the other side is positive, and it 
is this signal which comes from the antenna. 
In-phase signals are those which are picked-
up by the feeder line; they normally have a 
high ratio of noise signal to radio station 
signal. 

RCA DOUBLE DOUBLET 

Fig. 113 
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Fig. 114 

The radio set transformer has a static 
shield between primary and secondary wind-
ings in order to eliminate capacity coupling. 
As a result, the in-phase signals and noise 
picked up by the line are eliminated, while 
the out of phase signals picked up by the 
antenna are passed through to the receiver. 
See Fig. 115. 



RCA and Phi!co Antennas 

Several windings are needed in each 
transformer in order to cover the wide fre-
quency range. Automobile ignition noise is 
greatly reduced, as can be explained by 
referring to Fig. 115. "S" represents a 

RECEIVER COUPLING 
TRANSFORMER 

IRA NS - 

.FISSION 
L IyN 

Fig. 115 

110, 60 
AC SUPPL 

source of auto ignition noise; (A) the 
capacity coupling from "S" to transmission 
line; (B) the capacity coupling from "S" 
to the power supply line; (H) the capacity 
coupling from one side of the power supply 
line to the metal chassis; (F) the capacity 
coupling from "S" to actual earth ground. 
The noise voltage that would be induced 

by capacitive coupling (A) into the trans-
mission line would correspond to an in-phase 
signal and would be fed to the secondary of 
the coupling transformer by the capacity 
by the electrostatic shield (D). This pre-
vents noise voltage from being developed 
across the input terminals of the radio re-
ceiver. 
The noise voltage that would be induced 

by capacitive coupling (B) causes current 
to flow through the power transformer and 
develop a noise from ground to chassis 
through capacity (H). If no receiver 
coupling transformer is used, this voltage 
would occur across the input terminals of the 
receiver and cause noise interference. Most 
power transformers have an electrostatic 
shield between the primary and secondary 
windings in order to minimize the capacitive 
coupling (G). 110 volt a-c supply lines often 
carry noise interference. 

RCA Spiderweb Antenna 

• The action of this antenna is like that of 
a "T-type" over the range from 140 to 4000 
KC. Above 4000 KC the system automati-
cally operates as an efficient multiple doublet 
up to 70,000 KC with good noise reduction 
between 4,000 and 70,000 KC. Half wave 
doublets operated near resonance are ex-
tremely efficient. See Fig. 116. Several 
doublets of different lengths can be con-
nected to the same transmission line with-

out effecting the performance of any other, 
resulting in good signal pick-up in several 
bands of frequency. If the selected reso-
nant frequencies are not too far apart, the 
overlapping of their characteristics will tend 
to give fairly uniform response. Five 
doublets are utilized in the RCA Spiderweb 
Antenna System. 

In Fig. 116 the bottom wires E and F 
resonate to 6 MC (49 meters) by means 
of a small loading coil. A and B, at 12 MC 
(25 meters); C and D at 18 MC ( 16 
meters) ; G and H at 35 MC (9 meters) ; 
K and L at 60 MC (5 meters). Loading 
coils are used in the G and H doublet, as 
well as in the E and F doublet. 
The transmission line requires 75 feet of 

twisted-pair wire, although 45-ft. sections 
can be added if the 75-ft. length is not suffi-
cient. These lengths must not be changed, 
because the receiver coupling transformer is 
matched to the line for these lengths. The 
transformer has a balanced primary and an 
electrostatic shield which prevents capaci-

Fig. 116 

RCA Spiderweb Antenna. 

tive coupling. This is necessary for noise 
elimination. No noise reduction is secured 
for frequencies below 4,000 KC because the 
antenna acts as a T-type on the lower fre-
quencies. The space required for this an-
tenna is a span of 38 feet, and a 12 foot 
vertical clearance. 

Philco All-Wave Antenna 

• This doublet antenna is approximately 
60 feet long and has a special antenna 
transformer connected to a twisted-pair 
feeder for all-wave reception from 540 KC 
to 23,000 KC. See Fig. 117. 
A receiver impedance matching trans-

former is required for radio receivers which 
have a high impedance primary circuit. This 
transformer is not needed with radio re-
ceivers which have low impedance primary 
circuits designed for doublet antenna con-
nectibn. The transformer is provided with 
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PHILCO ALL- WAVE ANTENNA 

Fig. 117 

a switch. The switch permits reception 
of standard broadcast or short-wave signals 
at will. The twisted-pair feeder can be 
altered in length to suit any installation 
without change in results. Noise reduction 
is claimed for both standard and short-wave 
reception. 
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Fig. 118 

General Electric "V" Doublet 

• Another noise-reducing all-wave antenna 
is the G. E. "V" Doublet, consisting of a 
half wave doublet, matching section and 
twisted-pair feed line. It also incorporates 
an impedance matching transformer to the 
receiver, which is designed to cover a wide 
frequency range necessary for all-wave re-
ception. This system has a "V" matching 
section at the center of the antenna instead 
of the usual complicated antenna-to-lint 
transformer. Standing waves exist on the 
twisted-pair feeder, as is the case in almost 
every type of all-wave antenna. The ar-
rangement shown in Fig. 118 provides good 
efficiency on broadcast and short-wave 
bands, a condition which is not possible with 

BELDEN OFF- CENTER DOUBLET 

Fig. 119A 

a simple doublet where the twisted-pair 
feeder connects directly into the center of 
the antenna. 

Fig. 119 

RCA RK-40 Antenna 
• The RCA RK-40 Antenna is a simplified 
antenna system designed to act as an effi-
cient pick-up medium, giving high signal 
strength over an extremely wide frequency 
range. See Fig. 119. The flat top portion 
is 68 feet long, with an RCA transformer 19 
feet from one end, as shown in Fig. 119. 
The Transmission Line is a special two 

conductor cable 75 feet long, which termi-
nates in a sealed junction box in which the 
receiver coupling unit is housed. This 
coupling unit matches the transmission line 
to the input receiver circuits. Adequate 
coverage of all short-and-long-wave broad-
cast bands is secured with a minimum of in-
stallation work. 

Belden Off-Center Doublet 
• To obtain a broad response over a wide 
frequency range, the Belden Off-Center 
Doublet Antenna System is constructed 
along scientific lines. The flat top portion 
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Doublet and Auto Antennas 

consists of two lengths, 16 and 48 ieet re-
spectively, of seven strand twisted No. 24 
enameled aerial wire. See Fig. 119A. 
A fixed coupler in a weather-proof con-

tainer is used to connect the twisted feeders 
to the flat top of the antenna. The surge 
impedance is of a value which spreads the 
responsive characteristics of the system. At 
the receiving end, a centcr-tapped coupling 
transformer is employed to divert unwanted 
in-phase signals picked up by the lead-in to 
the ground. The secondary of this coupler 
is in series with a small variable capacitor 
which may be adjusted to match the input 
impedance of the receiver to the lead-in. 
This antenna system may be erected verti-
cally or horizontally. It has practically no 
directional effect and the length of the lead-
in is not critical, due to the variable features 
of the receiver coupler. This antenna does 
not have a sharp resonant point and achieves 
a very uniform response over the short-wave 
and broadcast frequency bands. 
The coupling transformers at the ends of 

the twisted lead-in also serve to minimize 
the effect of the capacity of the lead-in, pre-
venting loss in signal strength and at the 
same time preserving the noise reducing 
features. 
The Belden Receiver Coupler is equipped 

with a switch with which to convert the 
antenna system into a conventional Marconi 
modified "T" antenna for use on broadcast 
frequencies. 

McMurdo Silver "R9+" Antenna 

• This system consists of a doublet with 
two sections, each 25 feet long, feeding into 
a twisted-pair transmission line which, in 
turn, couples to a special all-wave trans-
former coupling system. See Fig. 120. 

The 4-pole, 5-position switch effectively 
matches the antenna system into the receiver 
for all-band operation. The doublet an-
tenna resonates at approximately 32 meters, 
but the feeder and the tuning unit effec-
tively increases the signal strength at other 
frequencies. 

Antennas for Automobiles 

• The amount of available space in an auto-
mobile for antenna installation is limited, 
therefore a compact system with relatively 
low efficiency is all that can be expected. 
Earlier types of antennas for automobiles 
consisted of wire screen or mesh supported 
in the roof of the car. Later types make 
use of plate or rods, suspended under the 
car or beneath the running boards. 
Experiments have proven that most of the 

ignition interference exists above 30 MC, 

mCmURDO-SILVER " R9-e." ALL- WAVE DOUBLET 

Fig. 120 

yet the noise is troublesome even in the 
range of the broadcast band. The principal 
source of noise comes from the ignition 
system, and thus a shielded lead-in or 
shielded transmission line to the antenna will 
greatly reduce this interference. In some 
cases, out-of-phase electrical noise is de-
liberately introduced into the receiver in 
order to cancel the noise which is picked-up 
by the antenna. Modern design has prac-
tically eliminated the need for spark-plug 
suppressors. 
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Fig. 121 

Steel top automobiles call for the use 
of an antenna under the car. Because the 
receiver is connected to both the antenna 
and the car body, the capacity between the 
two should be as low as possible. Road 
clearance dictates the limit of spacing. 
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Three types of antennas for automobile 
installation are shown in Figs. 121, 122 and 
123. The RCA "U" antenna is interesting 
because it resonates at about 7 meters, 
where the maximum ignition noise energy 
occurs. Noise voltages are picked up by 
the two sides of this "U" and arrive at the 

LEND - 

Fig. 122 

Triangular Antenna. 

7RACM1' 

lead-in point out-of-phase and thus tend to 
cancel each other. Broadcast signals, being 
of longer wavelength, act on the antenna as 
if the two rods were in parallel, and proceed 
through the lead-in to the receiver. 

LEAD- 1N 

MOULDED ANTENN A 

Fig. 123 

Solid Metal Plate Antenna. 

Front and rear bumpers can be insulated 
from the car chassis and used as an antenna. 
Many of these systems use impedance 
matching transformers for improved per-
formance. 

The Faraday Screen 

• An electrostatic shield between two coils 
is often used in receiver circuits in order 
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RADAY SCREEN 

Fig. 125 

to prevent capacitive coupling. One very 
effective arrangement is known as the Fara-
day Screen. It generally consists of a row 
of small wires, spaced from each other and 
connected together at one end in order to 
provide a connection to ground. Eddy cur-
rent losses are prevented by grounding only 
one end of the wire, the other end remain-
ing open; see Figs. 124 and 125. 
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Fig. 124 

A Faraday Screen can be constructed by 
winding a large number of turns of very 
small insulated wire on a cardboard drum, 
which has first been treated with insulating 
varnish. The wire is wound as on any 
ordinary coil, then a coating of insulating 
varnish is applied to the winding. After it 
has dried, the coil is cut in half, along its 
length, and flattened out. The insulation 
is then removed from one end and the 
wires soldered together, as shown in the 
diagram. 

Aircraft Antennas 

• Antennas designed for aircraft must have 
a good effective height and very low wind 
resistance. The most efficient antenna elec-
trically is a long trailing wire for both 
transmitting and receiving. It must be 
reeled-in when a landing is made, and it 
offers an excessive wind load at high speeds. 
For beacon reception, a hollow streamlined 
metal rod approximately six feet in height 
and mounted on top of the fuselage is quite 
widely used. The rod must be insulated 
from the supporting structure. It has an 
effective height of about one meter, thus 
making it satisfactory for use with a sensi-
tive receiver. Other forms of antennas, such 
as wires stretched across the wings, or from 
the tail to the ends of the wings, or from 
tail to cockpit, are satisfactory for both 
transmitting and receiving. 
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Aircraft and Loop Antennas 

A short trailing wire, approximately 25 
feet long, can be used on high speed trans-
port planes because it has less wind resist-
ance than a rod or pole antenna. 

Marine Antennas 

• Single wire antennas of the Inverted-L, 
T and Doublet types are used on shipboard. 
The wire is usually suspended between 
masts, or between mast and funnel. A 
separate antenna is widely used for short-
wave reception, while for longer wave oper-
ation a break-in keying relay connects the 
receiver to the main transmitting antenna. 
Marconi antennas for small marine craft 
can be made more effective when more than 
one wire is used, such as in a cage or flat 
top antenna. Refer back to Fig. 46. 

Loop Antennas 

• When highly-directive transmission or re-
ception is desired, loop antennas are used. 

DIRECTIVITY 

LOOP ANTENNA 

Fig. 126 

A conventional type is shown in Fig. 126. 
Some are circular in shape, others are in 
the form of a rectangle or square. 
The relative efficiency of loop antennas 

is very low and they are used only for such 
special applications as direction-finding. The 
directivity pattern has the same appearance 
as that of a half wave dipole antenna. The 
response in the maximum direction ( in line 
with the loop) is very broad, but the minima 
or zero signal setting is very sharp. 

Antenna Mast Construction 

• A practical and economical antenna mast 
is illustrated in Fig. 127. It is constructed 
of three pieces of 2x3, or 2x4, clear pine, 
each 20 feet long. The completed mast is 

Fig. 128 

Photograph of Completed Antenna Mast 
Described in Fig. 127. 

light enough in weight for mounting on 
house-tops, and it can be erected by two 
people. The mast is guyed at the top and 
center with three guys at each point. The 
guys should be broken about every ten feet 
with egg-type strain insulators. The illus-
trations give all of the necessary construc-
tional data. 
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Constructional Details for 37-Foot Antenna Mast. 
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Chapter 6 
RADIO RECEIVER THEORY AND 

CONSTRUCTION 

• Resonant circuits are the major electri-
cal tuning units in all amateur, communica-
tion, and broadcast receivers. The impor-
tance attached to the tuning circuit and other 
associated elements requires a detailed analy-
sis; however, the following considerations 
are all that are necessary. 
Electro-magnetic and Electro-static 

Coupling 
• When an electro-magnetic wave is inter-
cepted by an antenna, a small radio-fre-
quency voltage is induced in the conductor, 
which surges to-and-fro in an oscillatory 
manner. Tapping the antenna at a suitable 
point by a lead-in or feeder and causing the 
voltage to pass through an inductance will 
produce a current in the coil in proportion 
to its reactance. 
Assuming that the inductance in the 

antenna circuit is untuned; that is, an in-
ductance without any shunt capacity, the 
voltage induced across the coil will be equal 
to the current times the inductive resistance. 
Hence, anything done to increase the voltage 
developed across the coil will also increase 
its magnetic flux; and furthermore, when a 
secondary winding is coupled to the antenna 
coil a greater voltage will be induced on 
account of the increased flux density cutting 
the secondary inductors. Anything to cause 
the antenna voltage to increase, before being 
applied to the grid of the detector tube, will 
augment the over-all amplificati6n of the 
signal strength. 
Now, by changing the untuned antenna 

coil to a tuned parallel resonant circuit by 
the simple expedient of adding a variable 
capacity across the inductance, the voltage 
will no longer equal the current times the 
inductive reactance; but, instead, will equal 
the current times the ratio of the reactance 
and resistance. The impedance of such a 
circuit drops off rather rapidly at either side 
of resonance; the voltage, and consequently 
the signal diminishes proportionately. In 
other words, a circuit that is tuned exactly 
to the signal frequency will give considerably 
more gain than one that is untuned or that 
may differ in some respects from the reso-
nant frequency by an appreciable amount. 
The energy from the antenna can be con-

nected directly across a coil and induced 
into another coil without being physically 
connected to the former; this is known as 
inductive coupling. On the other hand, if 
the energy is connected across the plates 
of a condenser, then fed to the grid side 
of the coupling coil, the connection is known 
as electro-static coupling. From the fore-

going explanations it will be apparent that 
this type of coupling has no voltage gain in 
itself, and is therefore inferior, though possi-
bly more convenient to use than inductive 
coupling. 
Whenever an antenna circuit is coupled 

closely to the grid circuit, some electro-
static coupling is bound to exist, due to the 
capacity between the metals in the respec-
tive coils. A combination of coupling is 
undesirable in most cases, since electro-static 
coupling permits steep wave-front voltages, 
such as static and noise, to have greater 
paralyzing effect on the grid. Pure inductive 
coupling is only practicable if the separation 
between the two coils is made large or 
through the use of an electro-static shield, 
commonly known as a "Faraday screen." 

In inductively coupled circuits, the ampli-
tude of the induced voltage will depend upon 
the strength of the magnetic field set up, the 
proximity of the two "coils" and the im-
pedance of the grid circuit to the particular 
frequency. 
The impedance of the grid will follow the 

same rules set forth for the antenna circuit, 
since they are both parallel resonant circuits 
and are both maintained at resonance with 
the incoming frequency. At this point 
it is necessary to take into consideration an-
other property of resonant circuits known 
as the "Q." 

"Q" of Resonant Circuits 

e "Q" may be defined as the inductive re-
actance divided by the resistance. The Q of 
a coil is the factor of merit; the higher the 
Q, the better the- coil. Authorities differ 
quite widely on the ideal shape for a coil, 
but, in general, agree that very long, or very 
short coils are to be avoided. A coil whose 
length is approximately equal to its diameter 
is often considered best. 
The diameter of the wire used to form the 

coil also has a definite influence on the Q. 
Hence the wire size should be as large as 
possible to get into a given winding space. 
NOTE: Practically all the resistance in a 
parallel resonant circuit is contributed by 
the inductance; the condenser, if well de-
signed, has negligible resistance. But nearly 
all the resistance in the inductance is con-
tributed by the "skin effect." This effect 
increases almost directly with frequency and 
is introduced at high-frequencies because the 
current is not equally distributed throughout 
the conductor, but travels only on the outer-
most surface. Thus, in order to provide 
ample surface for the current to pass along, 
it is necessary to use a much larger size 
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conductor than would be the case if the 
current was equally distributed throughout 
the conductor. 
Round conductors are always better than 

flat strips because, even if the flat strip has 
more surface area, the fact remains that 
the current does not distribute evenly over 
the entire surface but has a maximum den-
sity at the edges, with low density on the 
sides. 

Distributed capacity, or the capacity ex-
isting between successive turns and also 
between these turns and the ends, is to be 
avoided in any receiver coil, since this 
capacity has the effect of lowering the Q. 
Space winding is one means of lessening 
this effect. Where the conductor is large 
in diameter, "space winding" reduces the 
skin-effect, due to currents set up in adja-
cent turns. Dielectric loss due to poor 
insulating material in coil forms also has 
the bad effect of lowering the Q. 
Summarizing: The ideal inductance would 

be one having the following properties: 
1—A shape such as to make the length 

approximate the diameter. 
2—Entirely air-supported. Since this con-

dition is practically impossible, a compromise 
must be adopted taking the form of a coil 
support of a low-loss dielectric, such as 
I solantite. 
3—A wire size of ample proportions. This 

must also be a compromise, since with ex-
cessive wire diameters the skin-effect and 
distributed capacity more than offset the 
gain due to increased surface. For all prac-
tical purposes a wire size larger than No. 16 
need not be used in receiver coil design. 
4—A space type of winding. The spacing 

will be more or less governed by the length-
to-diameter rule. In general, the spacing 
ought not to exceed twice the diameter of 
the wire. 

Considering the coil and condenser as a 
Unit (a parallel resonant circuit), it is re-
quired in good design to adhere to the fol-
lowing: 
1—In order for the circuit Q to be as 

high as possible, the inductance-to-capacity 
ratio should be very high. 
2—The tuning condenser should have ex-

cellent mechanical and electrical properties 
and be preferably insulated with Isolantite, 
or similar material. Some type of pig-tail 
connection or positive wiping contact must 
be included in the assembly for contacting 
the rotor; this reduces high-resistance dur-
ing rotation. 

Selecting a Receiver 

e The selection of the proper type of re-
ceiver best suited to one's needs is a prob-
lem that confronts every beginner. Inci-
dentally, there are practically as many 
types of receivers as there are kinds of ama-

teurs. No perfect receiver exists for all-
around operation under all operating con-
ditions; hence, it is largely the personal 
choice of the operator that governs the 
receiver type. All receivers represent a 
compromise between such factors as cost, 
size, accessibility, convenience, dependability, 
versatility, output desired and the purpose 
for which it is to be used. 

If a receiver is to be built, instead of 
being purchased, and if the constructor has 
had no experience in receiver construction, 
it is advisable to first build the more simple 
types of receivers, using from one to three 
tubes, instead of the more complicated multi-
tube superheterodyne receivers, which may 
have from six to twelve or more tubes. 
The constructor who chooses the regen-

erative autodyne receiver must weigh the 
compromises involved in its design. If the 
receiver is located in a metropolitan area, 
where power lines, street cars, oil furnaces 
and other sources of man-made static inter-
ference are prevalent, the receiver must be 
particularly well shielded. If the set is 
battery-operated, the noise pick-up will be 
minimized, as no interference will be intro-
duced through AC power lines feeding a 
mains-operated plate or filament supply. If 
the receiver is used in the country, remote 
from man-made static, shielding is a mat-
ter of lesser importance, and thus a some-
what simpler receiver will give entirely 
satisfactory results. 

If a receiver is located in the neighbor-
hood of a powerful radio transmitter, the 
strong radiations may block or paralyze the 
RF or detector circuits, making it necessary 
to provide a tuned stage of radio-frequency 
amplification or some other form of volume 
control to obtain satisfactory selectivity. At 
the same time it may also be necessary to 
choose a somewhat less sensitive detector 
circuit in order to make the detector less 
susceptible to overload. 
One of the salient points of receiver con-

struction is that of cost. The actual design 
of a receiver is a simple problem. Of course, 
the design may become complex if all late 
engineering refinements are incorporated into 
the construction. In general, the most elab-
orately designed receiver is actually more 
modest in cost than might otherwise be 
expected. Although every set builder will 
desire the most expensive coil forms, tuning 
condensers and vernier dials, it is essential 
to strive for a happy medium when selecting 
a receiver circuit which makes the best use 
of the parts available. 
A receiver which is to operate on one 

band is much easier to build than one which 
must operate satisfactorily in the entire 
range of from 160 meters to 10 meters. A 
band-spread arrangement of condenser com-
binations which give excellent results on 20 
meters will not be satisfactory when used 
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to cover the 160-meter band. Thus, if the 
constructor desires to operate on two such 
widely different frequencies, a sacrifice must 
be made of both convenience and efficiency 
on one or both of these bands. 

Methods of Band-Spreading 

e Band-spreading is an electrical means of 
obtaining tremendous gear reduction on the 
tuning condenser dial of a receiver. High-
frequency receivers must cover a very wide 
range of frequencies and therefore it is diffi-
cult to design a dial and drive mechanism 
which will cover the desired ranges, yet still 
provide sufficient "vernier" (geared down) 
drive so that weak signals will not be passed 
over without hearing them. In newer all-
wave broadcast receivers this problem is 
solved by the use of a two-speed dial 
arrangement, the low reduction being pro-
vided for rough tuning and the high reduc-
tion for fine tuning. This is usually accom-
plished mechanically by means of planetary 

METHODS OF BAND SPREADING 
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gear. The system is quite satisfactory, but 
rather difficult to manufacture by the aver-
age amateur or experimenter. Practically 
the same effect can be obtained by means of 
electrical band-spread. Almost all receiver 
circuits use a variation in the capacity of the 
tuned circuit for tuning purposes. In order 
to obtain a small variation in tuning it is 
essential that the capacity be increased or 
decreased by a small amount. However, 
difficulty is encountered in varying the 
capacity of a large condenser by small incre-
ments or decrements, but in an electrical 
band-spreading system utilizing two tuning 
condensers—one large condenser to give 
rough tuning, the other, a very small con-
denser (two or three plates) may be con-
nected in a wide variety of combinations 
to give the electrical effect of "fine" or 
"vernier" tuning. The first system is shown 
in Figure 1 (A). It is the most common sys-
tem and consists of a small condenser C2, 
connected directly in parallel with the large 
condenser G. In most high-frequency re-
ceivers the capacity of Ci will be chosen so 
that the coil and the condenser combination 
will cover a frequency range of between 
2-and-3-to- 1. The condenser C2 is much 
smaller than C1 and will often be chosen so 
as to cover a band of approximately 1000KC. 
Figure 1 (B) shows a band-spread con-

denser in series with the main tuning con-
denser. Because the capacity of two 
condensers in series is always smaller than 
the capacity of the smaller of the two con-
densers, it will be seen that both condensers 
in Figure 1 ( B) must be considerably larger 
in capacity than the corresponding condensers 
in Figure 1 ( A) in order to cover the same 
frequency ranges. Both of the systems 
shown in Figures 1 (A) and 1 ( B) have 
the disadvantage in that the degree of band-
spread varies with the tuning of CI, and thus 
if a given coil covered both 40 and 20 meters, 
the system may provide too much hand-
spread for 40 meters and not enough band-
spread for 20 meters. In Figure 1 ( C) 
the band-spread effect can be kept constant 
over a wide range of frequencies by tapping 
the band-spread condenser across part of a 
coil, instead of being tapped across the entire 
coil, as in Figure 1 (A). The position of the 
tap varies with frequency. On the larger 
low-frequency coils, the tap will be placed 
near the top of the coil. On small high-
frequency coils, the tap will be placed pro-
portionately farther down on the coil in 
order to maintain an approximately constant 
degree of band-spread. This system has the 
disadvantage in that some selectivity is lost 
in the tuned circuit. Figure 1 (D) shows 
another means of equalizing the degree of 
band-spread over a wide range of frequen-
cies. C2 is the conventional large tuning 
condenser of between 140 and 350 mmfd. 
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C2 and C. are both band-spread condensers. 
C2 has approximately 50 mmfds. for band-
spreading the 80 and 160 meter bands; C., 
from 15 to 20 mmfd., is best for use on the 
40 and 20 meter bands. The proper con-
denser is chosen by means of switches, as 
shown in Fig. 1 ( D). A disadvantage of 
switching is that rather long leads are re-
quired, as well as a possibility of losses in 
the switch contact. 

Plug-in Coils 
• Practically all regenerative receivers use 
plug-in coils. This is also true of some of 
the highest-priced amateur receivers and 
commercial superheterodynes. The advan-
tages of plug-in coils are only obtained when 
low-loss materials and low-loss design are 
featured as a complement. The very best 
low-loss coil form is "dry-air," or self-sup-
ported coil winding. Next best are the 
ceramic forms which use Isolantite, Mycalex, 
or their equivalents. Then follow the special 
mica compounds, such as the XP-53 and 
R-39 compounds. Whereas celluloid is a 
more inferior dielectric than the afore-men-
tioned materials, its advantage is that a very 
thin form will serve as an excellent coil sup-
port. In addition, because losses are a func-
tion of the volume of dielectric material in 
an electric field, the thin celluloid makes 
possible the construction of an extremely 
low-loss coil form 

Wire for Coil Winding 

• Bare wire, having as large a diameter as 
possible, is better than insulated wire in 
winding coils, because the larger the wire 
diameter, the lower will be the radio-fre-
quency resistance. In coil winding, the 
space-wound method is superior to others, 
while grooved coil forms are undesirable on 
account of increasing distributed capacity. It 
is essential that all coils be placed as far 
away as possible from metallic shields or 
other metal bodies, such as the chassis. 

Coil Winding Data for Simple 
Receivers 

• Coil winding tables vary with the size of 
the coil form used. The standard form is 11/2  
inches outside diameter. A table is given 
below for the number of turns required on 
a coil form to cover the four popular ama-
teur bands. If forms larger than 11/2  inches 
in diameter are on hand, obviously fewer 
turns will be required. Conversely, a smaller 
form will require a greater number of turns 
per coil. It is a simple matter to use the 
"cut and try" method when winding coils; 
however, the accompanying table will greatly 
simplify matters. It is assumed that the 
coils are to be wound on standard forms 
and tuned with a 100 mmfd. midget variable 
condenser. 

Wave-
length 

20 M 

40 M 

80 M 

160 M 

LL Secondary 
Winding 

7 turns, No. 18 
DCC. spaced 
two diameters. 

18 turns, No. 22 
DSC wire. 
spaced one 
diameter. 

36 turns, No. 22 
DSC wire, 
close wound. 

72 turns, No. 32 
DSC or SCC 
wire, close 
wound. 

U. Tickler 
Winding 

4 turns, No. 22 
DSC, close 
wound. 

Ditto. 

6 turns, No. 22 
DSC, close 
wound. 
11 turns, No. 22 
DSC or SCC, 
close wound. 

Spacing Between Secondary and 
Tickler Windings 1/8-inch. 

Tickler Winding 

• If the detector does not regenerate, re-
verse the tickler connections or add one or 
two turns of wire to the tickler coil, until 
smoothest regeneration is obtained. 

The Detector in a Regenerative 
Autodyne 

• The detector is the heart of the regener-
ative autodyne receiver, and a wide variety 
of tubes may be used for this purpose, each 
having certain advantages and disadvantages. 
The four most commonly used detector tubes 
are the 76 and 6C6, for operation from 
house lighting current, and the 30 and 32 
types for battery-operated sets. The 76 and 
30 are triodes, while the 6C6 and 32 are 
screen-grid types. Screen-grid detectors are 
somewhat more sensitive than triodes, al-
though are more susceptible to overload and 
more difficult to get going. In place of the 
6C6 or 32, it is often desirable to utilize 
a tube with a variable mu, such as the 6D6 
or 34. This type of tube is slightly less 
susceptible to overload than the sharp cut-
off detectors, such as 6C6 and 32. Vari-
able mu tubes afford a smoother control of 
regeneration but necessitate a sacrifice in 
sensitivity. 
The 24, 36 and 57 tubes are very similar 

to the 6C6. By the same token, the 39 and 
58 are similar to the 6D6. Likewise the 27, 
37 and 56 will act exactly like the 76 in 
most circuits. In the battery-operated field 
there is less choice, although the 99, 201A 
and 12A are quite similar in characteristics 
to the 30, and type 22 can be used in a cir-
cuit designed for a 32. 

Audio Coupling 

• The detector can be coupled to an audio 
amplifier in three different ways, which are 
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known as resistance coupling, impedance 
coupling, and transformer coupling. 

In general, resistance coupling is the least 
desirable of the three methods when work-
ing out of a regenerative detector, because 
the question of fidelity is relatively unimpor-
tant and fidelity is the principal advantage 
of a resistance coupled amplifier. Resist-
ance coupling can be ukd out of either triode 
or screen-grid detectors. 

Impedance coupling ( or choke coupling) 
is particularly recommended when working 
out of a screen-grid detector because it 
enables the full plate voltage to be applied 
to the detector and also has enough dis-
tributed capacity so that any radio-frequency 
present is easily by-passed to ground. The 
only disadvantage of impedance coupling is 
that it affords no voltage step-up, as does 
transformer coupling. An impedance to 
work out of a triode detector should be 
approximately 30 henrys at 15 to 20 mil-
liamperes. An impedance designed to give 
best results out of a screen-grid or pentode 
detector should be rated at more than 250 
henrys at 5 milliamperes. 
Transformer coupling is unsuited when 

using a screen-grid or pentode detector, 
although it is recommended when working 
out of a triode detector. A step-up ratio of 
approximately three-to-one gives the best 
all-around results. 
Impedance or transformer coupling some-

times gives trouble, due to fringe audio howl 
in a regenerative receiver. A 50,000 to 
250,000 ohm resistor shunted across the 
impedance coil or transformer secondary will 
usually cure this trouble. 

Audio Tubes 

• The choice of the audio output tube is 
largely dictated by the amount of audio 
power required. If loudspeaker operation 
is desired, two stages of audio amplification 
will ordinarily suffice; for example, a triode 
type 76, in the first stage, and a pentode, 
such as a 41, in the second stage. 

If headphone operation is desired, the 
second stage may be eliminated and the 
phones connected in the plate circuit of the 
first amplifier stage. For loudspeaker use, 
pentodes are recommended, such as types 
38, 41, 42, 47, 59, 89, 33, or 43. Triodes may 
also be used, but will require somewhat more 
amplification; they are the 12A, 71A, 45, 46, 
2A3, 31, 120, and others. 
Any of the following tubes are entirely 

satisfactory for headphone reception in the 
audio stage: 99, 30, 201A, 112A, 27, 37, 56, 
76 and either of the following pentodes when 
connected as triodes ( screen and suppressor 
grids tied to plate) : 57 and 6C6. 

Notes for Set Builders 

• Sockets: The socket material is as im-
portant as the material from which the coil 
forms are made because the socket is in the 
direct field of the coil. In receiver con-
struction it is essential that only the very 
best material is used in socket assemblies; 
thus, ceramic. Isolantite and other good 
insulators will suffice. 
Leads and Connections: Leads to the tube 

socket and tuning condenser must be short 
and direct, sharp bends being avoided when-
ever possible. All joints must be carefully 
soldered with rosin-core solder, and a clean, 
hot iron should be used for all soldering 
operations. Make all connecting wires 
mechanically secure to all connecting points 
and keep all wiring well remote from metal 
shielding and chassis. 

Calculating Filament Dropping Resistor 
Values: It is important that the filaments 
of all tubes, either in a transmitter or re-
ceiver, be operated at the rated filament 
voltage. If the voltage is too low or too 
high, tube life is materially reduced. When 
in doubt, it is advisable to operate the fila-
ment at a slightly higher than normal volt-
age, rather than at lower voltage. The 
value of a filament resistor can be calculated 
by means of Ohm's Law, a very simple 
formula which indicates the relationship be-
tween voltage, current and resistance. If 
any two are known, the third can be de-
termined. The three forms of this equa-
tion are: 

E.= IR E E R = — I = — 
I 

Where E= the voltage; I, current (am-
peres) ; R, resistance (ohms) : 

For example, assume the two type 30 
tubes are being operated with their fila-
ments in parallel and a 3 volt battery is to 
supply the filament power. But, since 3 
volts is too high, it must be dropped to 2 
volts through a series dropping resistor, 
which will give the normal operating volt-
age. To calculate the value of the series 
resistor, it is first necessary to determine 
the current drawn by the two tubes. The 
current in this case is 120 milliamperes, or 
.12 amperes. From the equation R = E/I, 
the resistance is computed by dividing the 
desired voltage drop by one volt (which 
is "I" in this case) by 12/100, which is the 
same as multiplying 100/12. The equation 
then is 1/1 X 100/12, which equals 8.3 
ohms. Therefore, 8 ohms is the proper value 
of resistor to use, because fractional value 
resistors are not obtainable. When con-
necting two tubes in series, it becomes neces-
sary to provide twice as much heating volt-
age as when only one tube is used; however, 
there is no increase in heating current. 
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When the filaments of two type 30 tubes 
are connected in series, it is necessary to 
provide 4 volts at 60 milliamperes (0.06 
amperes). Either a 41/2  volt "C" battery or 
three 11/2  volt dry cells connected in series 
provide a convenient means for operating 
the two tubes in series. The dropping re-
sistor should be 8 ohms, which is determined 
by dividing the voltage drop of 1/2  volt by 
the total filament current of .06 amperes. 
Care should be taken to see that tubes which 
draw different values of filament current 
are not connected in series unless special 
precautions are taken, as shown in Figure 
2. A shunt resistor must be connected 
across the filament of the tube drawing the 
least current, so that the sum of the current 
through the resistor, plus the current 
through the filament which it shunts, is equal 
to the current drawn by the other tube. 

'30 c. 32 De, 33 AUDIO 

— B 

Fig. 2. Series connection for dissimilar 
filament currents. 

Calculating Value of Self-Biasing Re-
sistors: In practically all receivers utilizing 
either radio or audio frequency amplifying 
stages, some method of self-biasing the grids 
is employed. This bias is obtained by in-
serting a resistor in the cathode lead return 
wire and taking the necessary voltage drop 
across the resistor. The value of self-biasing 
resistors can be calculated by the formula: 

grid bias X woo 
Ohms =   

• plate current 

Thus, for a 45 tube which has a plate 
current of 34 ma. for which a grid bias of 
50 volts is needed: 

50 Volts X 1000 

34 
= 1,470 Ohms 

The wattage or power consumed in the 
resistor equals E X I or .034 X 50 or 1.7 
watts. For push-pull amplifiers combine 
the plate currents of each tube. For screen-
grid and pentodes use the sum of the plate 
and screen currents. 

Receiver Measurements 

• Satisfactory results can only be obtained 
from a radio receiver when it is properly 
aligned and adjusted. The most practical 
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technique for making these adjustments is 
given Pn the following discussion. 
The simplest type of regenerative re-

ceiver requires little adjustment other than 
those necessary to insure correct tuning 
and smooth regeneration over some desirea 
range. Receivers of the tuned radio-fre-
quency type and superheterodynes require 
almost precision alignment to obtain the 
highest possible degree of selectivity and 
sensitivity. 

Testing Instruments 

• Only a very small number of instruments 
are necessary to check and align any multi-
tube receiver. The most important of these 
testing units being a modulated oscillator 
and a DC and AC voltmeter. The meters 
are essential in checking the voltage ap-
plied at each circuit point from the power 
supply. NOTE: If the AC voltmeter is of 
the oxide-rectifier type, it can be used, in 
addition, as an output meter when con-
nected across the receiver output when tun-
ing to a modulated signal. If the signal is 
a steady tone, such as from a test oscilla-
tor, the output meter will indicate the value 
of the detected signal. In this manner line-
up adjustments may be visually noted on 
the meter rather than by increases or de-
creases of sound intensity as detected by 
ear. 

Tuned RF and Regenerative Detector 

• In Figure 1 is shown a single stage of 
tuned RF and a regenerative detector. For 
proper performance, these two tuned circuits 
must resonate to the same frequency 
throughout the desired tuning range. It is 
required, therefore, that L2 and L. have equal 
values of inductance and equal values of 
effective shunt capacity at each point on the 
tuning dial. The inductances may be closely 
matched by using similar coil forms and 

F I G. 1 

R-F stage and regenerative detector. 

windings. If one coil is closer to some 
metal object, such as the chassis or shield, 
it will be difficult to obtain a good match 
unless coil turns are removed or shifted 
along the coil-form to change the effective 
coil length. A resonant antenna will un-
balance the RF stage unless I, is loosely 
coupled to L2. 



Super-heterodyne and T.R.F. Receiver Alignment 

Circuit Capacities 

• The shunt capacities are due to coil dis-
tributed capacity, wiring capacity, shunt 

▪ condensers and tube capacity. Usually trim-
mer condensers C2 and C5 are needed to 
equalize the fixed circuit capacities. These 
should be adjusted for maximum signal 
sensitivity toward the high-frequency end 
of the tuning dial, that is, minimum capacity 
position for C. and C.. After making this 
adjustment (usually with a screw driver) 
the alignment can be checked throughout the 
tuning range by bending "in" or "out" one 
of the outside rotor plates of tuning con-
denser G. Some receivers have condensers 
with slotted end-plates to facilitate bending 
to correct circuit alignment over the whole 
tuning range after C2 and C5 have been cor-
rectly set. The RF tube and primary L 
reflect a capacity across L. which can be 
exactly balanced by having a duplicate pri-
mary winding L. on the RF grid coil. A 
small trimmer condenser simulates the RF 
tube plate circuit—this refinement is seldom 
used in receivers, but is well merited. 

Multi-Stage Tuned RF Receivers 

• The alignment procedure in a multi-
stage RF receiver is exactly the same as 
aligning a single stage. If the detector is 
regenerative, each preceding stage is suc-
cessively aligned while keeping the detector 
circuit tuned to the test signal, the latter 
being a station signal or one locally gen-
erated by a test oscillator loosely coupled to 
the antenna lead. During these adjustments 
the RF amplifier gain control is adjusted for 
maximum sensitivity, assuming that the RF 
amplifier is stable and does not oscillate. 
Oscillation is indicative of improper by-
passing or shielding. Often a sensitive re-
ceiver can be roughly aligned by tuning for 
maximum noise-pick-up, such as parasitic 
oscillations originating from static or elec-
trical machinery. 

Superheterodynes 

• A superheterodyne presents an involved 
alignment procedure since it is necessary 
to align both the oscillator and first detector 
as well as the intermediate frequency ampli-
fier. In this case, the latter should be 
aligned first. METHOD: A calibrated 
modulated oscillator is set to the frequency 
of the IF amplifier; this is usually between 
175 KC and 500 KC. A lead from the 
oscillator is connected to the grid of the 
last IF stage, and C5 and C. of Figure 2, 
varied until maximum signal strength is ob-
tained in the output of the 2nd detector or 
audio amplifier. The adjustment can be 
simplified if the receiver has AVC, the 
tuning meter being used to indicate the 

maximum signal strength. Since the coup-
ling inductances L5 and L. are generally 
fixed, the only possible adjustment will be 
by varying the trimmer condensers. After 
C5 and C. are properly set, the oscillator 
power is decreased, then coupled to the grid 
of the first IF amplifier tube. C. and C. 
may then be adjusted for maximum signal 
strength. The RF input to the receiver must 
be kept at an optimum value to insure signal 
readability. The procedure is repeated to 
align C. and C., providing the receiver has 
two IF stages. Sometimes it is necessary 
to disconnect the first detector grid lead 
from the coil, it then being grounded in 
series with a 1000 or 5000 ohm grid leak, 
and the test oscillator coupled through a 
small capacity to the grid. The oscillator 
should have some form of attenuator; how-
ever, the coupling may be varied by moving 
the oscillator lead further away from the 
tube grid into which it is coupled. For test 
purposes, the 1000 ohm resistor prevents the 
RF coil from short-circuiting the IF of the 
test oscillator so the first detector acts as an 
amplifier. After the IF is aligned, the first 
detector grid lead is connected back to its 
RF coil. 

FI G. 2 

I. F. Amplifier. 

The technique of lining-up the first de-
tector and RF stages, if any, is precisely 
the same as that described in aligning a 
tuned RF receiver. However, the line-up 
with the RF oscillator is slightly modified. 
METHOD: The HF oscillator is used to 
provide a signal in the first detector which 
will beat with the desired signal to form a 
new signal at the frequency to which the 
IF amplifier is tuned. If this is 450 KC, 
the HF oscillator should tune to 450 KC 
higher frequency than that of the first de-
tector and RF stage. Figure 3 illustrates 
this circuit. In general, coil L. must have 
less inductance than L., and G must have 
less tuning range than C.. These require-
ments necessitate that L. have less turns 
than L, and less capacity in C. than in Ca. 
If C. and C. are of the same capacity and 
are coupled in tandem, a fixed or variable 
condenser C. is placed in series with G to 
reduce its maximum capacity. C. and C. 
may be either trimmer or band-setting con-
densers. C. is required at longer wave-
lengths where the ratio of the oscillator to 
detector frequency is not approaching unity 
of equality. For example: at 14,000 KC 
with the oscillator at 14,450 KC no series 
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15T DET 

FIG. 3 

Front-End of Superheterodyne. 

condenser is necessary, but one would be 
required at frequencies of 2,000 KC and 
2,450 KC if the tuning condensers G and 
C. were very large. 

Alignment Procedure 

• Actual alignment of the front end of a 
"superhet," such as shown in Figure 3, fol-
lows: The test oscillator is set at the high-
est frequency which can be tuned-in with 
a given set of coils. This may require a 
little manipulation, but if the tuning range is 
known or can be estimated, an approximate 
frequency setting of the test oscillator can 
be made. The test signal is increased in 
value until it is heard or can be measured 
at the output of the receiver. C2 is then 
adjusted to bring the dial reading to the 
desired point for a given frequency, that is, 
providing the dial is calibrated. C. and G, 
of course, being tuned simultaneously; after-
wards, Cz is adjusted for maximum sensi-
tivity. Next, the tuning dial is rotated 
through to nearly full capacity setting of C, 
and C., of Figure 3, and the oscillator set 
for this lower frequency. These circuits can 
be aligned by moving the tuning dial while 
adjusting G with a screwdriver or plate 
bending of C.. A middle dial setting can 
be checked by means of a third setting of 
the test oscillator and plate bending of C.. 
If alignment cannot be obtained by plate 
bending adjustments, a new value of trim-
mer condenser settings of C5 and C2 will 
have to be used and the whole procedure re-
peated. Sometimes Lz has to have con-
siderably less turns than L1, and a few turns 
added or subtracted to allow the HF oscil-
lator to tune through the whole range at 
precisely 450 KC higher in frequency than 
the detector and RF stages. 

Multi-band Receivers 

• Individual coils in multi-band receivers 
with coil switching arrangements must have 
small trimmer condensers shunted across the 
inductive circuits, as shown in Figure 5. 
This allows fairly accurate alignment in 

FIRST DEY 

OSC 

FIG. 4 

Another type of front-end. 

each band by following the procedure pre-
viously outlined. In assembling a super-
heterodyne, the labor of checking is rather 
long and tedious since each coil must have 

FIG. 5 

Tuned circuits for coil switching. 

exactly the correct number of turns because 
bending the main tuning condenser plates 
would unbalance or misalign all other coils. 
Unfortunately in receivers incorporating 
coil switching arrangements, it is impos-
sible to obtain accurate circuit alignment. 
Many commercially built receivers use two 
stages of RF ahead of the first detector, 
tuned rather broadly to overcome this de-
fect and obtain better signal-to-noise and 
image ratios. 

If either the circuits of the RF stage are 
regenerative, they must track exactly with 
the HF oscillator. This type of circuit is 
shown in Figure 4, where C. and Cs are 
approximately 20 to 30 mmfds. ganged 
tuning condensers on the main tuning dial, 
and G and C. are band setting condensers 
of 100 to 140 mmfds. In this instance, Cz 
can be used as a panel operated trimmer 
condenser to hold the circuits exactly in line 
at high degrees of regeneration. The series 
condensers Cs of Figure 3 are not required 
in this class of receiver due to the very nar-
row band tuning-range of C. and Cs. The 
coil turns on LI and Ls can be adjusted so 
that at random settings of Cz and G they 
will give practically perfect alignment. In 
practice, adjustment occurs at slightly 
greater capacity settings of Ci than for C., 
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together with a small increase in inductance 
Li. Varying the coil turns and spacing be-
tween turns will insure good tracking 
throughout all the amateur bands with the 

▪ possible exception of the 160 meter band. 
This form of receiver invariably uses plug-
in coils which must be adjusted properly, 
the turns being cemented in place with cel-
luloidal cement. 

• 

Beat-frequency Oscillator 

• A beat-frequency oscillator, LIFO, is lined 
up by tuning it so that its hiss is loudest 
in the receiver output; later, a signal is 
impressed to give a 1000 or 800 cycle beat-
note. For example: If the IF amplifier is 
lined up to 450 KC, the BFO must be tuned 
to either 499 or 451 KC. If a crystal filter 
forms part of the IF amplifier complement, 
a vernier adjustment for the BFO should 
be available on the front panel in order to 
exactly set the beat-note for best results. 
The BFO input to the second detector need 
only be sufficient to give a good beat-note 
on a fairly strong signal. Too much coupling 
to the second detector will mean excessive 
hiss level with loss of very weak signals in 
the noise background. The BFO must be 
well shielded to prevent harmonics of the 
circuit from radiating and setting up un-
wanted signals. The oscillating circuit must 
have a high C to L ratio in order to gen-
erate oscillatory currents of high stability. 

Crystal Filters 

• In lining up the IF amplifier for use with 
a crystal-filter, it is necessary to employ 
the crystal itself as an oscillator, providing 
a calibrated test oscillator is unavailable 
and the exact frequency of the crystal un-
known. When the crystal itself functions 
as the oscillating medium, the circuit shown 
in Figure 6 should be used. In the diagram, 
the crystal is connected as a conventional 
crystal-oscillator in a transmitter, with the 

TEST OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT 

FIG. 6 

Crystal Filter Aligning. 

exception that a small air-gap is used and 
the grid-leak and choke combination elim-
inated. A winding from an IF transformer 
for the plate inductance with the trimmer 
attached are all that are required for tuning. 

For lining-up purposes, a type 30 tube with 
2 volts AC on the filament will suffice; the 
AC modulates the signal and simplifies the 
adjusting procedure. Plate voltage (180 
volts) is secured from a tap on the voltage 
divider. A milliammeter inserted in the 
plate circuit will indicate oscillation, the 
plate current dipping as the trimmer con-
denser tunes the inductance to the resonant 
frequency of the crystal. A piece of insul-
ated wire is brought near the inductance 
and the far end of the wire hooked over the 
grid input to the first IF. Tuning the IF 
to exact resonance with the crystal then be-
comes a simple matter. Exact IF alignment 
should be made with the crystal in the cir-
cuit for best results after the preliminary 
adjustment is made, because the crystal fre-
quency is not exac y the same in a resonator 
as in an oscillator. 

In adjusting the crystal filter, the phas-
ing condenser and input tuning condenser 
should be adjusted simultaneously for 
maximum signal response, then a slight re-
adjustment of the phasing condenser will 
allow elimination of the other sideband. 

Notes 

• In lining up a receiver which has auto-
matic volume control (AVC), it is con-
sidered good practice to keep the test-oscil-
lator signal near the threshold sensitivity 
at all times to give the effect of a very 
weak signal relative to the audio amplifier 
output with the audio gain control on maxi-
mum setting. 

In checking over a receiver certain 
troubles are often difficult to locate. In 
general, by mak ig voltage or continuity 
tests, blown-out condensers, or burned-out 
resistors, coils or transformers may be easily 
located. Oscillators are usually checked by 
means of a DC voltmeter connected from 
ground to screen or plate-return circuits. 
Short-circuiting the tuning condenser plates 
should usually produce a change in volt-
meter reading. A vacuum-tube voltmeter is 
also very handy for the purpose of measur-
ing the correct amount of oscillator RF 
voltage supplied to the first detector circuit. 
The value of the RF voltage is approxi-
mately one volt less than the fixed grid bias 
on the first detector when the voltage is in-
troduced into either the grid or the cathode 
circuit. 

Incorrect voltages, poor resistors or leaky 
bypass or blocking condensers will ruin the 
audio tone of the receiver. Defective tubes 
can be checked in a tube tester. Loud-
speaker rattle is not always the defect in the 
voice coil or spider support, or metallic fil-
ings in its air-gap; more often the distortion 
is caused by overloading the audio amplifier. 
An IF amplifier can also impair splendid 
tone due to a defective tube or overloading 
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the final IF tube. In some AVC circuits, 
the last IF tube will easily overload if too 
much bias is fed back on strong carrier 
signals. Diode detectors give best fidelity 
when operated at fairly high input levels 
which means that there must be ample volt-
age swing delivered to the output of the last 
IF tube. 

Quartz Crystal Filters 

• The subject of quartz-crystals is confus-
ing to many users, which may be attributed 
to the complexities underlying the technical 
nature of the device. 

Briefly, a quartz-crystal cut on certain 
axes and with parallel faces, has the prop-
erty of mechanically oscillating in alternat-
ing-current electric fields of certain fre-
quency. In addition, it has the very unique 
property of functioning as a resonator. In 
CW reception, the self-resonant feature is 
utilized in a filter circuit to limit the re-
ceived signal to a band of approximately 
100 cycles wide, such an electrical combina-
tion improves the signal-to-noise ratio as 
well as assures the highest selectivity ob-
tainable for CW radio telegraphic reception. 

General Details 

• To generally illustrate the function of the 
crystal and filter circuit, assume that the 
latter is replaced with its electrical equiva-
lent in inductance and capacity. A crystal 
of 451.5 has an equivalent inductance of 3.5 
henrys and a capacity of less than 0.1 mi-
cromicrofarad. The effective "Q" of such 
a circuit ranges from 1000 to 10,000. Since 
"Q" is the property which governs the shape 
of the resonance curve, the circuit would 
have a very narrow shoulder with a sharply• 
peaked characteristic. Apparently no com-
bination of inductance and capacity could 
eclipse these effects. Similarly, to an elec-
trical equivalent circuit, the crystal has also 
properties of a series-resonant circuit. A 
circuit of this type offers very low im-
pedance to the resonant frequency ( that 
frequency where the inductive reactance and 
capacitive reactance are equal), while at the 
same time presents very high impedance to 
all other frequencies. A series-resonant cir-
cuit will pass the resonant frequency (in this 
case the frequency to which the receiver is 
tuned) and reject all other adjacent signals. 
In general, resonance curves do not have 
vertical sides, they slope. The "steepness" of 
the slope is dependent, among other things, 
upon the "Q" of the circuit. With a cir-
cuit having a resonance curve with gradual 
sloping sides, an interfering signal removing 
10 KC from the desired signal may only be 
ten points down in stength from the desired 
signal at the output of the receiver. In con-
trast, a quartz-filter circuit with extremely 
steep sides can cause interfering signals to 
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Equivalent circuit of a quartz crystal. 
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be cut down from the unwanted signal 10,-
000 times. These figures are merely illus-
trative of the effect of the extreme discrim-
ination of such circuits as compared with 
ordinary tuned-parallel resonant circuits 
used in an IF amplifier. 



Crystal Filters 

This means that the other sideband 1 KC 
away from zero-beat can be practically 
eliminated with a beat-frequency oscillator. 
The series-resonant effect is used to pass 
the desired signal through an IF amplifier 
for further amplification. 

Quartz-Filter Circuits 

• In reception, it is required that the noise-
to-signal ratio be kept at a very low value; 
to obtain the optimum noise ratio requires 
circuits having selective and highly-peaked 
response curves. Thus, it is desirable to 
have a band-width only about 100 cycles 
wide, down to a point at where the gain of 
the receiver will discriminate against unde-
sired signals audible in the output. A well-
designed crystal filter will provide an at-
tenuation of about 60 DB to signals more 
than 5 KC off resonance with, of course, 
that much more attenuation of the opposite 
sideband, 1 KC from zero-beat on the oppo-
site side from the peak response. 

Quartz-crystals have a greater "Q" at 
lower frequencies. For this reason most' 
filters are designed for operation at 500 to 
450KC, and used in an IF amplifier reso-
nating at the crystal frequency. From a 
selectivity standpoint, frequencies lower than 
450 KC would be desirable because the 
crystal "Q" would be greater; however, 
in the lower ranges image interference be-
comes a problem. 

In quartz-crystal filter circuits, the R 
value ranges between 2,500 and 10,000 ohms 
which requires that the circuit be designed 
to minimize its loading effect on any tuned 
circuits, otherwise the impedance irregu-
larity will cause an excessive loss at the 
desired signal frequency. This latter con-
dition occurs in the popular circuit shown 
in Figure 8. 

3 
PHASING CONC. 

Fig. 8 

Lamb's crystal filter circuit. 

Some of the undesirable effects of the 
circuit shown in Figure 8 are eliminated in 
the circuit of Figure 9. Here, the grid-
leak is replaced by a tapped resonant RF 
choke. The resonant effect, plus the mid-
point connection, gives a step-up in imped-
ance from the series element ( the quartz-
crystal) with only a slight loss in signal 
strength. To realize the full possibilities 
of this system requires that the resonant 
choke be properly designed; unfortunately, 
the design is difficult. 

Fig. 9 

McMurdo Silver's crystal filter. 

The difference between the circuits of 
Figures 8 and 9 is in the manner of ob-
taining an out-of-phase voltage across the 
crystal. The coil can be center-tapped to. 
ground, or the center point of the two con-
densers may be used. In either case, the 
crystal-input circuit, tuning condenser and 
phasing condenser are simultaneously ad-
justed for maximum signal response and 
greatest signal effect. 

Frank C. Jones' crystal filter. 

In the circuit of Figure 10 the crystal is 
used as a series element, connecting two 
parallel resonant circuits together in a 
band-pass circuit. The small condenser C 
of 20 to 30 mmfds. is necessary to prevent 
over-coupling between the tuned IF trans-
formers, because at series resonance, only a 
few thousand ohms is offered as impedance. 
The small condenser C does not appreciably 
decrease the signal strength, its function is 
that of coupling the two tuned circuits to-
gether. The extra tuned circuits, which 
cause only an effective loss, eliminate the 
usual spurious side-band responses of most 
quartz crystals. The side-band responses 
are a few kilocycles away from resonance, 
but by careful tuning of the IF transform-
ers, these effects can be attenuated to prac-
tically zero value. 

451' OE? PRI 
SEC 

ELIMINATION 
CONTROL 

Fig. II 

Comet -Pro- crystal filter. 

1ST I F 

Another method for matching impedances 
is shown in Figure 11. Here the low im-
pedance of the crystal at resonance does 
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AMPLIFIED A V C FOR 222 RECEIVER OR ANT OTHER SHORT WAVE SUPERHET 

Automatic volume control is 
a distinct advantage when 
the receiver is used for 
phone reception. It auto-
matically compensates for 
signal fading. Briefly, its 
action depends upon the 
carrier signal strength 
which causes a control 
voltage to vary in propor-
tion to the actual carrier 

intensity. 

Ott 

High quality audio amplifier 
with a maximum output of 15 
watts. Legend— 
C1- 0.1. C2-4 mfd. C3-4 mid. 
C4-10 mid. C5-8 mid. R1-500,-
000 ohm Potentiometer. 112-1250 
ohms, 1 watt. R3-100,000 ohms, 1 
watt. R4-250,000 ohms. I watt. 115 
—250.000 ohm Potentiometer. R8-
500,000 ohms, 1 watt. R7-750 ohms, 
10 watts. R8-20,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
119-25,000 ohms, 20 watts. TI— 
Output Transformer from 2A3s Push-
Pull to Dynamic Speaker. T2— 
Power Transformer, 300 volts each 
side of center-tap at 150 MA. 
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Band-Pass Crystal Filters 

not over-couple the two parallel tuned cir-
cuits. A 30-1 step-down ratio of impedance 
works into the crystal, and a similar step-
up ratio couples it into the tuned-grid cir-
cuit. In this circuit, as well as in the one 
above, a small series condenser prevents 
over-coupling. Laboratory and field tests 
show that very little, if anything, is gained 
by the step-down transformers as compared 
with the system shown in Figure 10. The 
circuits shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11 are 
better than that of Figure 8. 

Band Pass Crystal Filters 

• An ideal characteristic for an I.F. ampli-
fier in a c-w receiver would be a band width 
500 cycles broad at the top, and practically 
straight-sided. The total attenuation would 
be down at least 120 D.B. at approximately 
100 cycles either side of this band-pass. The 
attenuation should extend down to 120 D.B. 
in order to eliminate "slop-over" from very 
powerful local stations. 
A multiple quartz crystal filter, combined 

with a number of tuned I.F. circuits, would 
approach this ideal condition for phone re-
ception; on the other hand its use would not 
be desirable for c-w reception. Series 
crystal filter circuits as used in single signal 
superheterodynes give a very narrow width, 
but the shape of the curve resembles the 
outline of a volcano. It is too sharp for 
easy tuning on the peak, and altogether too 
wide at the base; therefore the strong local 
signals cannot be eliminated. The peak 
portion of the curve is too selective for 
phone reception, and for this reason the 
series crystal circuits will eventually be 
discarded. 

c. 

Fig. 12 

The equivalent circuit of a quartz crystal 
is shown in Fig. 12, wherein both series and 
parallel resonance occur. Series resonance 
is due to the equivalent inductance and 
series capacity. 

= 
1 

2 ir N/LC. 

The crystal holder introduces a shunt or 
parallel capacity C across the crystal, and 
parallel resonance occurs at: 

1 1/ C• + Cp 

Fp 

T LC.C. 

The parallel resonance effect can be 
varied by means of a "phasing" condenser 
in a single signal receiver in such a man-
ner that it will nearly eliminate the second 
beat note of a c-w signal which is tuned-in 
on the peak of resonance. The parallel 
resonance is too sharp to make possible the 
elimination of the entire undesired beat note, 
except over a certain range, such as from 
800 to 900 or 1,000 cycles. Thus a weak, 
undesired signal of higher or lower beat note 
can still be heard, especially if the lower 
beat note signal is of sufficient intensity. 

Fig. 13. 

Fig. 13 shows two crystals in a band-pass 
circuit. The crystals used in band-pass cir-
cuits are slightly different in frequency. 
In Fig. 13 the response curve is wider at ttle 
base, which is the point of least attenuation 
(the peak of response in a receiver) than 
for the single series crystal shown in 
Fig. 12C. 

A 0 

Fig. 14 

Fig. 14 shows a shunt single crystal filter 
circuit with series condensers. The circuit 
is similar to that of Fig. 13, except for the 
reversal in the point of greatest attenua-
tion. The curve of (c) depends upon the 
proper impedance terminations, as well as 
the correct values of shunt and series con-
densers. 

Fig. 15 shows a system with three crystals 
for better band-pass characteristic. The 
band-pass width is less than 0.4% of the 
series resonance frequency of the crystals; 
consequently for a 465 KC crystal the band 
width would not be greater than 1750 
cycles. 
These band-pass filters have a low impe-

dance, depending upon their band widths. 
The narrower the band, the lower is the 
value of impedance to match. This im-
pedance ranges from a few hundred ohms, 
downward. Impedance matching can be 
accomplished with tuned I.F. coils which 
have low inductance untuned secondary 
and primary windings. 
The attenuation of these band - pass 

crystal filters is from 30 to 40 D.B., except 
at the points of highest attenuation, which 
may run from 60 to 100 D.B. This sliding-
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off effect on the sides beyond the parallel 
resonant cut-off points means that addi-
tional attenuation in the I.F. amplifier is 
required, or more than one section of 
crystal filter must be used between stages. 

Simple Battery Receiver Circuit 

• This receiver does not in any sense rep-
resent a new development in the short-wave 
construction field. Instead, it is one in 
which the designer combined well-known 
and accepted principles to produce a set 
that is simple and inexpensive to build. 
From a casual examination of the sche-

matic diagram it will be seen that the re-
ceiver is of the single-circuit regenerative 
type, with tickler feed-back. The place-
ment of the parts is extremely important 
for effective results. As in all receiver de-
signs where the maximum efficiency is de-
sired, only the highest quality of parts 
should be used. Equipment of inferior de-
sign, carelessly assembled, will not bring 
the desired results. 
For economical operation, two type 30 

low drain two-volt tubes are used. The 
first serves as a regenerative detector; the 
second as an audio amplifier. The tuning 
range of the receiver is 15 to 200 meters, 
covered by a set of four plug-in coils. 
Regular broadcast reception is optional, by 
adding a set of two plug-in coils to cover 
200-500 meters. 
Only two dry-cells and two 45 volt "B" 

batteries are required for complete oper-
ation. 

Regeneration is controlled by a 50,000 
ohm variable resistor connected across the 
tickler leads. The output of the detector 
is transformer-coupled to the audio tube 
by a shielded transformer having a ratio 
of 1 to 5. A load resistor of 200,000 ohms 
is connected across the secondary of the 
audio-transformer to eliminate any possi-
bility of "fringe howl." 
The antenna is coupled to the tuning coil 

by a semi-variable "postage stamp" con-
denser having a maximum capacity of 80 
uufds. 
Tuning is accomplished by a 140 uufd 

midget variable condenser mounted on the 
front panel. A smooth vernier-type dial 
is used to insure proper tuning. 

Simple 2-Tube Regenerative Receiver. 

Operating Notes: Phone signals are loud-
est just below the oscillation point, and CW 
signals just above the oscillation point. 
When tuning the receiver, set the regenera-
tion control to the point where the detector 
just starts to oscillate; then the tuning dial 
should be carefully turned until a "whistle" 
is heard. Careful tuning at this point and 
further adjustment of the regeneration con-
trol will bring in the intelligible signal. 

Simple Receiver With One ' 19 Tube 

This receiver gives surprisingly good vol-
ume on DX signals; it is especially recom-
mended for the beginner who is contem-
plating the design of a simple and inex-
pensive set. 
The circuit diagram is self-explanatory; 

however, there are some details that need 
explanation. The grid and plate connections 
must be properly made, as shown in the cir-
cuit diagram. The grid bias is secured by 
means of the rheostat in the filament cir-
cuit. The constructor, therefore, is cau-
tioned to connect the movable arm of the 
rheostat to the negative A, and also to the 
negative F on the audio transformer. Best 
results are secured with a 5 megohm grid-
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Short-Wave Receiver With Type 19 Tube 

leak; smaller values may cause the detector 
to regenerate with an unpleasant roar. 
Smooth regeneration is sometimes secured 
by connecting a 250,000 ohm watt resistor 
across the secondary (GF) terminals of the 
audio transformer. 

NI' 

1:3 aume 

dIS—•OV 

Schematic circuit diagram of the one-tube 
receiver. Li is the secondary, or grid coil. 
L2 is the "tickler," or regeneration coil. 

The band-spread tuning condenser is a 
3-plate midget variable; the tank tuning 
condenser is a 50 mmfd. (or 100 mmfd.) mid-
get variable. A 140 mmfd. midget variable 
condenser is used for the regeneration con-
trol. The secondary and tickler coils are 
both wound on the same form, and both coils 
must be wound in the same direction; other-
wise the detector will not oscillate. 

Pictorial layout of parts for 1-tube receiver. 
This arrangement should be closely ad-

hered to. 

The front panel is made of a piece of No. 
12 or No. 14 gauge aluminum, 7 in. x 9 in. 
The wood baseboard is 9 in. x 11 in. The 
band-spread, tank condenser and regenera-
tion condenser are mounted directly on the 
panel and the rotors of these condensers 

are grounded to the panel. The rotors may 
be connected together, and the connecting 
wire bonded to the ground or panel. An 
inexpensive airplane dial enhances the sym-
metry of the front panel. This dial con-
trols the 3-plate band-spread tuning con-
denser. 

Rear View of the Completed Receiver. 

Front Panel Layout. 
Top, left—'`Tank" tuning condenser. 
Bottom, left—Regeneration condenser. 
Center—Airplane tuning dial. 
Extreme right—Rheostat control. 
The headphone jack is mounted between the 

airplane din! and the rheostat control. This jack 
MUST be insulated from the metal front panel 
and a hole at least i/8-inch larger in diameter 
than the outside diameter of the screw thread 
on the jack should be drilled in the panel. 

Ordinary Fahnestock battery connection-
clips car. be used for headphone connec-
tions in place of the phone jack; these con-
nectors can be secured to the baseboard in 
any convenient location, preferably near 
the audio frequency transformer. 
An on-off switch can be added, or the 

dry cells can be disconnected from the re-
ceiver when not in use. Two 11/2-volt dry 
cells are required. These will give excellent 
service for a long period of time. The 
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B-battery voltage may be as low as 22 
volts, but at a sacrifice in audio volume; 
45 to 90 volts is more suitable for normal 
operation, except when the receiver is used 
as a portable. With 22 volts the tickler 
coil must be placed very close to the sec-
ondary coil. 
The antenna is coupled to the "high po-

tential end" of the secondary coil by a few 
turns of lead-in wire twisted around the 
grid-lead of coil Li; a single turn loop 
wound around the top of Li will give the 
same results. The small midget condenser 
shown in rear view photograph of the re-
ceiver is connected in series with the antenna 
lead and the top lead of Ll. It can be used 
as a substitute for the twisted-wire coup-
ling arrangement. 

COIL DATA 

The upper coil is 
the grid (second-
ary) coil. Start 
the winding at 
point 1, make the 
connection to 
prong I. The bot-
tom of the grid 
coil (2) connects 
to prong 2. The 
top of the tickler 
coil (3) connects 
to prong 3; the 
bottom of the 
tickler (4) con-
nects to prong 4. 
Mark the coil 
prongs and the 
coil socket con-
tacts to corre-
spond with these 
numbers. See the 
pictorial layout to show how the connections 
are made to the coil socket. Make certain 
that Connection No. 1 goes to the stators of 
both tuning condensers, and also to one side 
of the . 0001 mfd, grid condenser. Likewise, 
take care to see that Connection No. 4 goes 
to the plate of the detector portion (P2) of the 
type 19 tube. If these connections are not 
properly made, the receiver will not function. 
The antenna lead-in wire can be looped 
around the No. 1 connecting lead. 

4 PRONG SOCKET 

•0 TN WOUND 

IN 

DIRCGTION 

TICKLER 
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Terminal No. 1 connects to one side of the 
.0001 mid, mica fixed condenser and to the 
stator of the 100 mmf. (or 50 mmf.) con-
denser, as well as to the stator of the 3-
plate midget variable tuning condenser. 
Likewise, the insulated antenna lead-in 
wire is twisted around the lead which 
connects to Terminal No. 1. 
Terminal No. 2 connects to the rotors of all 
three variable condensers, and at the point 
where the three are connected together 
another lead is run to the "ground" ter-
minal of the receiver. 
Terminal No. 3 connects to the stator of the 
140 mmf. variable condenser which is used 
for regeneration, and the same terminal 
also connects to one end of the 2.5 mh. RF 
choke. 
Terminal No. 4 connects to the P2 terminal 
on the type ' 19 tube. 

COIL WINDING DATA 

The secondary coil and the tickler coil 
are both wound in the same direction. 

20-Meter Coil: Secondary winding-7 turns 
of No. 22 DSC wire, space-wound to cover 
a winding space of 1-in. 
Tickler Winding-5 turns of No. 22 DSC 
wire, close-wound, and spaced about l/ 
in. from the secondary winding. 

40 Meter Coil: Secondary Winding- 14 
turns of No. 22 DSC wire, space-wound to 
cover a winding space of 1-in. 
Tickler Winding-11 turns of No. 22 DSC 
wire, close-wound, and spaced l/8-in. from 
secondary winding. 

80-Meter Coil: Secondary Winding— 27 
turns of No. 22 DSC wire, close wound. 
Tickler Winding-11 turns of No. 22 DSC 
wire, close wound, and spaced 1/8-in, from 
secondary winding. 

160-Meter Coil: Secondary Winding-60 
turns of No. 22 DSC wire, close-wound. 
Tickler Winding-17 turns of No. 32 
Enameled wire, close-wound, and spaced 
1/4 -inch from secondary winding. 



Receiver Construction 

Simple 1, 2 and 3 Metal Tube 
Regenerative Receivers 

• A modern receiver for the newcomer con-
sists of a single 6J7 metal tube in a conven-
tional circuit with cathode regeneration, i. e., 
a circuit in which a single tuned circuit cov-
ers the desired frequency band and also pro-
vides regeneration. 

Regeneration is secured by means of 
"cathode tap" connected to the tuned coil at 
its lower (ground) end, in addition to a 
variable source of "B" voltage for the screen 
of the 6J7. If the cathode tap is placed at 
the proper point on the coil, and if he cor-
rect screen voltage is applied to the tube, the 
circuit will go into oscillation very smoothly 
and both voice and code reception is had 
with ease. 

FIG. 1. 
Simple One-Tube Receiver with Renger-

alive Detector. 

The newcomer will find it advisable to 
first build a receiver with a single metal 
tube; an additional stage of audio amplifica-
tion, or a "front-end" stage of tuned-radio-
frequency amplification, can be added later. 
Even though more than one tube is to be 
eventually used, it is desirable to first wire 
the receiver for one-tube operation, then 
other tubes can be added at will. Circuits 
for the simple newcomers' receiver are shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5. The single-tube receiver 
will give good results, pick-up many DX 
stations, even though the signal strength is 
low. An audio amplifier stage can be added 
at any time, thus the original receiver does 
not become obsolete. For ordinary reception 
in rural locations the two-tube receiver leaves 
little to be desired. 

Technical Data 

The detector circuit for a single-tube re-
ceiver is the same as that for a two-tube re-

ceiver. The antenna lead is twisted around 
the grid wire (one or two twists), or 
around the wire which connects from the 

FIG. 2. 
Front Panel View of One- or Two-Tube Re-
ceiver. The Control dial in the Upper 
Right Corner Is Not Used in a One-Tube 

Receiver. 

top of the tuned coil to the grid condenser 
and grid-leak. This twisted lead acts as 
a small capacity (condenser) and by varying 
the number of turns, or twists, the capacity 
is varied. Dead spots in the antenna are 

FIG. 3. 
Two-Tube Regenerative Receiver with 
Same Detector Circuit as One-Tube 

Receiver. 

compensated for by varying the number of 
twists, or by sib ag the twisted portion along 
the grid wire, away from the coil and grid, 
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Receiver Construction 

PLUG 

CeLS 

COIL 

7--LN-ALL GROUNDS CORNAC ED 
..... . -•. E,E,) 

POWER 

_ 
SUPPLY 

, OPTIONAL PENTODE POWER STAGE 

; FOR LOUDSPEAKER RECEPTION. I 

L_ 

110V AC 

FIG. 5—Showing how additional stages are added to the one-tube receiver. The dotted-
line portion shows a pentode power output stage for loud-speaker operation. The coil 

winding data is unchanged. 

in order to reduce the capacity. For ordi-
nary reception, the twisted portion remains 
fixed over the entire band and the position 
of this "condenser" is varied only when coil 
changes are made. 
The detector is of the grid-leak variety. 

A .0001 mfd, mica fixed condenser, shunted 
with a 5 to 10 megohm grid-leak, is in series 
with the grid of the detector tube. The coil 
is shunted by two variable condensers, one 
for "band setting," or "band finding," the 
other for band-spread tuning. The "band 
setter" condenser roughly tunes the circuit 
to the desired band, whereas the band-
spread condenser permits of very close 
(vernier) tuning. The condenser with the 
fewer plates is the band-spread condenser. 
The cathode tap must be carefully located 

on the tuned coil. The coil-winding table 
gives correct data, which should be closely 
adhered to. If the receiver fails to regener-
ate, the cathode tap should be moved slightly 
farther away from the ground end of the 
coil. If regeneration is too harsh, the tap 
should be moved closer to the ground end 
of the coil. 

Construction 

• The detailed drawing shows the parts re-
quired and the method of connection. Coil 
construction data is also given. The "ground" 
connections, a number of which can be seen 

by referring to the schematic circuit diagram, 
are all connected to a common wire, and 
then to the rotors of the tuning condensers. 
This common ground connection is then at-
tached to the chassis, and the latter con-
nected to an earth ground. 

FIG. 6. 
Hum-Free Power Supply for any receiver 
with 8 tubes or less. The circuit details are 

in the Power Supply Chapter. 

The coils should be wound exactly as 
shown in the sketch. The top turn, No. 1, is 
connected to one side the grid leak and grid 
condenser. The cathode tap, No. 2, connects 
directly to the cathode ( K) of the 6J7 tube. 
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The bottom end of the coil, No. 3, connects 
to the common ground lead under the 
chassis, and also to the rotors of both vari-
able condensers. Carefully check these con-
nections to make certain that the leads are 
properly made to the coil socket and coil 
prongs. 

The plate voltage should be from 180 to 
250 volts. The heater voltage for metal 
tubes is 6.3 volts. Dry batteries or a con-
ventional power supply unit can be used for 
operating the receiver. The antenna can be 
a single wire, any length. The usual an-
tenna would be approximately 100 feet long. 

Coil Winding Table for 1, 2 or 3 Tube Regenerative Receiver 

160-225 Meters: Wind 70 turns of No. 24 
DSC wire on a 11/2" dia. form. Connect 
cathode tap 11/2 turns up from ground 
end. 

70-110 Meters: Wind 36 turns of No. 22 
DSC wire on a 11/2" dia. form. Connect 
cathode tap 11/2 turns up from ground 
end. 

32-60 Meters: Wind 21 turns of No. 22 
DSC wire on a 11/2 " dia, form and 
space-wind the wire over a winding 
space of 13/4 ". Connect cathode tap 1/2 
turn up from ground end. 

19-30 Meters: Wind 11 turns of No. 22 
DSC wire on a 11/2" dia, form and 
space-wind the wire over a winding 
space of 13/4". Connect cathode tap 1/2 
turn up from ground end. The location of 
the cathode tap is quite critical on the 
19-30 meter coil, and a slight amount of 

experimenting must sometimes be done 
in order to find the point where smooth 
oscillation control is obtained. 

10-25 Meters: Wind 5 turns of No. 16 
DSC wire on a 11/2" dia, form and 
space-wind the wire over a winding 
space of 11/2". Connect Cathode tap 
1/3rd turn up from ground end. Experi-
ment with cathode tap connecting point 
until best control of regeneration is se-
cured. 

Note: This receiver will not cover the 
broadcast band unless a 350 mmf. vari-
able condenser is connected in parallel 
with the 100 mmf. band-setting con-
denser. A coil which will cover the 
broadcast band can be made with a 
2-inch winding length of No. 28 or 30 
DSC or Enameled wire on a 11/2" dia. 
form. Connect cathode tap 21/2 turns up 
from ground end. 

T. R. F. Receiver with Metal Tubes 
• Extreme receiver selectivity is not always 
required and in such cases a tuned radio-
frequency receiver will give very satisfactory 
results. The sensitivity of a regenerative 
detector preceded by an RF amplifier is very 
good, and often the signal-to-receiver-noise-
ratio is better than in a superheterodyne. A 
T. R. F. receiver is more easily built and 
adjusted than a superheterodyne, and it does 
not cost as much. . 
The receiver here illustrated is suitable for 

all-wave reception, also for long-wave com-
mercial reception, if suitable coils are wound. 
With the coils described, continuous band-
spread tuning can be had from 8 to 200 
meters. One dial tunes a two-gang 140 
mmfd. condenser for broad range coverage, 
the other tunes a two-gang 25 mmfd. con-
denser for band-spread tuning over a nar-
row range. Obviously, the band-spread fea-
ture applies to any portion of the tuning 
range, not only for the amateur bands. 

Technical Notes 

• Metal or glass tubes can be used with 
equal satisfaction. A 6K7 RF stage in-

crea,e,, the strength of weak signals and also 
provides greater selectivity. The regenera-
tive 6J7 detector has high sensitivity and is 
impedance-coupled into a 6C5 audio amplifier 
stage. An audio volume control regulates the 
degree of signal strength in the telephone re-
ceiver headset. For loudspeaker reception 
an additional power stage should be added. 

Circuit tracking of the RF and detector 
tuned circuits is accomplished by winding 
the secondaries of all coils in a similar man-
ner. The secondary coil turns are pushed 
together slightly, or they are more widely 
spaced, before they are securely fastened to 
the coil form with a few drops of cellu-
loidal or Duco cement. The detector cir-
cuit has many miscellaneous capacities across 
part or all of the circuit and thus a 3-to-30 
mmfd. mica trimmer condenser is connected 
across the RF tuned circuit. This trimmer 
can be set to a compromise value for all 
coils, or it can be set separately for each 
coil. Different antennas will cause slight 
detuning, particularly if the antenna happens 
to resonate in any of the tuning ranges. Tight 
antenna coupling tends to broaden the tuning 
of the RF stage to some extent, and for all 
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T. R. F. Receiver 

practical purposes this stage will track satis-
lactorily with the sharply-tuned detector 
stage. 

FIG. 7. 
Front Panel View of T. R. F. Receiver. The 
large dials are for the tuning condensers, 
the one to the left is the "tank" tuning 
dial or "band locater." The other large 
dial is for band-spread tuning, and it alone 
is used to tune the receiver, once the band 
is located on the other dial. Thus this is 
a "single-dial- tuning receiver. The 
smaller controls along the bottom are, left 
to right—( 1) 50,000 ohm "Pot" RF Gain 
Control. ( 2) 50,000 ohm "Pot" Detector Re-
generation Control. (3) 250,000 ohm "Pot" 

Volume Control for 6C5 audio stage. 

A cathode RF volume control adjusts the 
receiver gain. Powerful 
signals from nearby sta 
tions are found in some 
amateur bands, in which 
case a reduction in RF gain 
will improve the apparent 
selectivity and permit re-
ception of fairly weak sig-
nals. The RF stage is 
somewhat regenerative at 
high gain settings and 
there may be a tendency 
for it to oscillate with 
some coils and some an-
tennas. The RF volume 
control will prevent regen-
eration in the RF stage, if 
it is properly manipulated. 
The detector screen volt-

age is varied in order to 
control regeneration. A 
series 100,000 ohm resistor 
and an addit:onal 0.1 mfd. 
by-pass condenser keeps 
the 50,000 ohm regenera-
tion control from introduc-
ing noise into the audio 
circuit. Impedance coupling, 
shunted by a 100,000 ohm 
resistor, permits the use of 
high plate voltage at the detector plate with-
out "fringe howl' effects. 

Resistance-condenser coupling into the 
headset isolates the latter from DC voltage 

and plate current. The plate supply should 
be very well filtered, otherwise the AC hum 
will be excessive. Generally about three 
filter chokes and three or four 8 mfd. con-
densers are needed to provide pure DC out-
put without any appreciable trace of hum 
from the power supply. A 6.3 volt winding 
for the metal tube heaters should have its 
midpoint grounded, or a 50 ohm center-
tapped resistor can be used for this same 
purpose. 

Constructional Notes 
• The front panel is of 14 gauge iron or, 
preferably, 12 gauge aluminum, 7 in. high 
and 12 in. long. The chassis is 7 in. wide, 
11 in. long and 2 in. deep, No. 18 gauge 
steel. Two aluminum baffle shields are 
placed between the coils to shield the RF 
and detector circuits. The larger shield 
is 8V2 in. long, in. high, with a 1/4  in. lip 
bent along the bottom for mounting to the 
chassis. Two irregular slots must be cut 
out of the shield to allow space for the two 
tuning condensers. The upper portion of 
each of these slots is only wide enough to 
clear the 1/4 -in. condenser shaft, whereas the 
wider slot must clear the base of the tuning 
condensers. A smaller aluminum baffle, 41/4  
in. x 21/4  in., mounts about 1/4  in. from the 
larger one, and fits between the tuning con-
densers without touching them. 
The isolantite coil sockets are mounted on 

FIG. 9—Looking into the T. R. F. Receiver. The two alumi-
num shields are clearly shown. 

small metal sleeves in order to keep the 
sockets above and away from the steel 
chassis. A large hole is punched under these 
sockets so as to facilitate wiring. Conven-
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T. R. F. Receiver 
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FIG. 10—Coil Construction for 8 to 161/2 Meter Band. 

tional metal tube wafer sockets mount under 
the chassis; the tubes pass through 11/4  in. 
holes in the chassis. 

Insulated condenser shaft couplings serve 
two purposes. The mechanical line-up to 
the tuning dials is simplified and noise which 
would otherwise be very troublesome on 10 
or 20 meters is eliminated. The latter effect 
would be caused by poor contact of the metal 
shaft to the front panel, thus changing the 
ground return paths of the RF coil circuits. 
Separate ground leads are connected to each 
coil from its tuning condensers, then to a 
common ground point for each stage on the 
chassis at the point where the by-pass con-
densers are grounded to the chassis. The 
tuning condensers are equipped with contacts 
for soldering the ground leads, and the RF 
stage ground leads can be secured to the 
chassis with machine screws and nuts. Even 
when separate ground leads are connected 
to each condenser, there is still a common 
ground coupling effect through the tuning 
condenser shafts, which causes a slight re-
action between stages. 
The front and rear rotor plates of each 

section of the original two-gang 35 mmfd. 
condenser are removed in order to reduce the 
capacity to about 25 mmfd., maximum. In 
the model shown, the antenna and ground 
posts are mounted near the rear of the 
chassis, a little too close to the detector 
stage. These posts should preferably be 
mounted at the rear side of the chassis in 
such a way that they will protrude through 
a cabinet, if one is used, thus shielding the 
leads from the detector. A piece of Belden 
shield braid is slipped over the antenna lead 
under the chassis in order to prevent RF 
stage coupling into thz. detector circuit leads. 

Resistors and by-pass condensers are con-
nected directly to the socket terminals, or to 
tie-strip lugs beneath the chassis. A 4-prong 
wafer socket on the rear edge of the chassis 
provides a means for connecting an external 
power supply of 6.3 volts at 0.9 amperes, 
and 200 to 250 volts B supply to the receiver. 

After the receiver is completely wired, it 
is a good plan to check the circuit diagram, 
one wire at a time, throughout the entire 
set. It is easy to forget a small part or 

a wiring lead, and a recheck of the wiring 
circuit should always be made. 

Operating Notes 

• The coil data should be closely followed 
and all coils should first be tested for 
"tracking" before the turns are cemented in 
place on the ribbed coil forms. When the 
detector and RF stage are correctly in line, 
the detector will not oscillate as easily as 
when it is detuned, providing the RF gain 
control is at full, or nearly full, gain setting 
(minimum resistance). 
Excessive hum when the detector is oscil-

lating can usually be traced to an inferior 
0.1 mid. RF plate by-pass condenser. The 
cathode tap must be advanced a fraction of 
a turn if regeneration is not secured because 
of a weak 6J7 tube or too-low plate voltage. 
Oscillation in the detector can be heard in 
the form of a slight click, or thump, as the 
regeneration control is varied. If the tube 
is oscillating, touching the detector tuning 
stator plates with a finger will produce a 
click in the headphones, and another click 
when the finger is removed. If there is 
no oscillation, the noise or click will be 
much weaker, but the "double" click will not 
be heard. For cw reception the detector 
must oscillate weakly, and for phone recep-
tion the regeneration should be advanced to 
the "edge" of oscillation. The RF stage 
should not oscillate. 

Winding the Coils 

• The method of inter-winding the plate and 
grid coils for the detector stage may con-
fuse the average experimenter unless he 
refers to the pictorial diagram which shows 
how these coils are wound. A specimen 
pictorial is also shown separately for the 
coils that cover the 8 to 16% meter band 
The RF coil construction is simple; there 
are two windings, Ll for the antenna-ground 
coil, and L2 for the secondary coil. L2 oc-
cupies the top portion of the coil form, Li is 
wound below L2 and spaced from L2. The 
spacing varies for different coils, as the 
coil-winding chart shows. The detector coil 
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form is the one on which the coils L3 and 
L4 are inter-wound. L4 (grid winding) is 
first wound; the turns are spaced to occupy 
the winding length shown in the chart. After 
L4 is wound, L3 is then inter-wound, i.e., 
another coil (L3) is wound between the 
turns of L4. This winding, L3, has fewer 
turns than L4, (except for the 8 to 161/2  
meter coil), consequently the winding of L3 
begins farther down on the coil form. The 
pictorials clearly show how this winding, L3, 
is inter-wound with L4. In order to acquaint 
himself with the method of coil winding, the 
experimenter is advised to first wind the 
coils which cover the 29-62 meter band. 

All coils are wound on standard Hammar-

lund 11/2  in. diameter ribbed plug-in-coil 
forms. The coil form for the RF stage has 
four prongs, the detector coil has five. 

Cathode Tap 

• The cathode tap on coil L4 in the large 
circuit diagram may confuse the reader be-
cause it appears that this tap is taken far 
up on the coil. This is not the case. The 
tap is actually made to either the bottom 
turn of LA, or on the second turn from the 
bottom, as the coil chart shows. The tap, 
as shown in the large circuit diagram was 
shown in this manner only in order to sim-
plify the drafting. 

Approx. 
Range in 
Meters 

8 to 16 

Ant. Coil 
Li 

T. R. F. Receiver Coil Table 

All Coils Wound on 11/2" Diameter Forms. 

Secondary 
Coil L2 

Primary 
Coil L3 

3 turns, spaced 
M-in, from 
ground end 
end of L2. 

33/i turns No. 20 
DSC. %-in. 
long. 

Secondary 
Coil L4 

Cathode 
Tap on L4 

23/2 turns No. 24 
DSC. interwound 
with IA. B at 
bottom. 

3% turns No. 20 
DSC. 3%-in. 
long. 

Tap at 3/2 
turn on 
bottom 
turn. 

15M to 32 

29 to 62 

59 to 107 

5 turns, 3/8-in. 
from L2. 

7 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1M-in. 
long. 

3 turns No. 24 
DSC. interwound 
with IA. 

7 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1M-in. 
long. . 

Tap at 3/2 
turn on bot-
tom turn. 

8 turns, 3/2-in. 
from L2. 

16 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1 M-in. 
long. 

6 turns No. 24 
DSC. interwound 
with IA. 

16 turns No. 24 
DSC. I M-in. 
long. 

Tap at 
turn on bot-
tom turn. 

10 turns, M-in. 
from L2. 

31 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1M-in. 
long. 

8 turns No. 34 
DSC. interwound 
with IA at 
ground end. 

31 turns No. 24 
DSC. IM-in. 
long. 

97 to 215 
12 turns, M-in. 
from L2. 

54 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1M-in. 
long. 

12 turns No. 34 
DSC. wound over 
bottom end of IA 
over celluloid 
layer of insula-
tion. 

54 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1M-in. 
long. 

Tap at 1 
turn up from 
bottom. 

Tap at 1% 
turns up 
from bot-
tom. 

Improved Two-Tube Jones Super-Gainer 
• For simplicity of construction, ease of 
operation and economy in cost the new im-
proved Super Gainer has no equal. It is 
highly recommended to the experimenter be-
cause of its remarkable selectivity and sensi-
tivity, because it is a super-heterodyne, with 
only two tubes, yet it performs like a 5 or 6 
tube super. This new 1937 Super Gainer 
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is an improvement over the one shown in 
previous printings of this Handbook. Those 
who have built the earlier model can make 
the improvements by adhering to the newer 
specifications. 
Although the new Super Gainer is in itself 

an adequate instrument for all ordinary ama-
teur reception, increased selectivity and sig-



Two-Tube "Super Gainer" 

nal strength can be secured by connecting 
the new Regenerative Pre-Selector ahead of 
the receiver. This Pre-Selector is described 
elsewhere in this Chapter. First build the 
receiver, then if additional selectivity and 
signal strength is needed, the Pre-Selector 
can be added at any future time. It is 
difficult for the experimenter to conceive 
that a two tube super-heterodyne can per-
form in such a surprising manner as this 
little Super Gainer. 

Like the earlier models of the Super 
Gainer, this receiver is an exclusive develop-
ment, and therefore no data is found in 
contemporary literature. 

FIG. II. 
Front View of Two-Tube Super-Gainer. 

The function of the receiver is as follows: 
A 6F7 combination triode and pentode tube 
serves as a high-frequency oscillator and re-
generative first detector for a superhetero-
dyne system. The pentode portion of this 
tube is tuned to the frequency of the desired 
signal and regeneration is obtained by con-
necting the cathode across a small portion 
of the tuned circuit. The cathode is com-
mon to both sections of the 6F7, therefore 
it also provides coupling between the detector 
and oscillator circuits. The triodç section of 
the tube has a circuit which is tuned to a 
frequency 465 KC above the frequency of 
the desired signal. Oscillation is obtained 
by a tickler coil coupled to the tuned circuit 
L2. Regeneration in the detector portion is 
controlled by variation of the screen-grid 
voltage. The plate of the detector section 
of the tube is connected to an Aladdin iron-
core I.F. transformer which is tuned to 
465 KC. The proper iron-core I.F. trans-
former for this receiver is the Aladdin Type 
A-roo. 
The high degree of selectivity is obtained 

by means of the two 465 KC tuned circuits 
in the iron-core I.F. transformer, then aided 
by means of regeneration in the following 
tmire. The 6A6 tube serves as a regenerative 

second detector and audio amplifier in its 
two triode sections. The regeneration not 
only enables beat-frequency c-w reception, 
but also greatly increases the sensitivity of 
the receiver for phone reception. Regenera-
tion is kept below the point of oscillation in 
the 6A6 for phone reception, but turned up 
slightly beyond the point of oscillation for 
c-w reception. The regeneration control is 
a variable resistance connected across the 
cathode coil Lc. A 10,000 ohm tapered po-
tentiometer is shunted with a fixed 1,000 
ohm resistor, the two combining to provide 
very smooth control of regeneration when 
connected across the cathode coil. 
The cathode coil consists of 100 turns of 

No. 30 DSC wire, jumble-wound on a 1/2-inch 
diameter dowel rod, over a winding length 
of approximately Y8-inch. This coil should be 
mounted under the chassis, close to the 
10,000 ohm potentiometer. 
The 6A6 tube has two high-mu triode 

sections in a single envelope. One of these 
sections is connected in a grid-leak detector 
circuit, the other is in a resistance coupled 
audio circuit. The 6A6 detector plate 
voltage is reduced to the proper value 
through two resistors connected in series; the 
junction point of the two resistors is then 
bypassed to ground through a 0.1 mfd. con-
denser in order to prevent "motor-boating" 
and hum pickup from the power supply. The 
audio section of the 6A6 tube is connected 
to positive B through a 50,000 ohm resistor 
in order to reduce the plate voltage to a 
value which will be suitable for operation 
at zero grid bias. This also enables the 
phone jack to be insulated by means of a 
0.1 mfd. condenser from the 250 volt plate 
supply. 

All resistors shown in the, circuit diagram 
should be of the one-watt size. All fixed 
condensers are Cornell-Dubilier 600-volt 
tubular paper condensers, except those 
marked "Mica." All ground connections 
should be bonded together and then con-
nected to the rotor shafts of all variable 
condensers. 

Single dial tuning over any amateur band 
is accomplished by means of two 20 mmfd. 
midget variable condensers, ganged together 
through an insulated flexible coupling, then 
connected with a shaft to the Crowe tuning 
dial, which is also insulated from the shaft 
by means of another flexible coupling. An 
aluminum shield separates the oscillator 
from the detector tuned circuit. This shield 
is a piece of No. 12 ga. aluminum, 5 in. 
wide x 8 in. long, with a IA in. right-angle 
bend to fasten the shield to the chassis. 
The detector coil is at the rear left of the 

chassis, the oscillator at the front right. ( See 
photograph). The 6F7 tube (with shield 
can) is at the left front of the chassis. The 
6A6 is at the right rear corner, covered with 
a large tube shield can. The I.F. transformer 
is directly alongside the 6A6 tube. The 
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Two-Tube "Super Gainer" 

band - setting 100 mmfd. 
midget variable condensers 
are mounted directly on 
the front panel. Small in-
dicator scales are fastened 
under the band-setting con-
denser knobs. The re-
maining front panel con-
trols are variable resistors 
for first and second detec-
tor regeneration. The re-
ceiver is mounted in a 
standard 7V in. wide, 10 
in. long, 7 in. high Bud 
Radio Co. metal cabinet 
with chassis, Catalog No. 
871. 
The Power Supply pre-

viously shown in this 
Chapter is suitable for this 
receiver. A 6-volt storage 
battery and 180 to 225 
volts of B battery can be 
substituted for the AC 
power supply. 
The simplest method for 

aligning this receiver is 
with the aid of an all-wave 
test or signal oscillator. If 
such a device is not avail-
able, the set can be lined-
up by listening to commercial or amateur 
signals. The I.F. transformer tuning should 
be adjusted to a point where the primary 
(plate winding) tends to pull the 6A6 
detector out of oscillation. If this pulling 
effect is too great, the coupling between the 
I.F. coils should be loosened, or a few more 
turns added to the cathode coil Lc. The first 
detector regeneration control should be kept 
below the point of oscillation at all times. 
The oscillator padder condenser ( 100 mmf. 
midget variable) should be varied across its 

FIG. 13— Interior View of Two-Tube Super-Gainer. 

dial range until a signal is received. The 
detector 100 mmf. padder condenser can be 
varied until the signal strength is maximum. 
After the amateur bands are located, the 
particular padder condenser settings for each 
band should be marked on the coils for future 
reference. The antenna coupling should be 
varied by changing the number of turns of 
insulated wire twisted around the grid lead 
of 6F7 tube until the detector can be set 
into oscillation within range of the 50,000 
ohm potentiometer. In making this adjust-

2 TUBE SUPER-GAINER COIL DATA 
All Coils Wound on 11/2" Diameter Forms. Detector Coils Wound on 4-Prong Forms. 

Oscillator Coils Wound on 5-Prong Forms. 

Wavelength L1 Detector L2 Oscillator L3 Tickler 

160 
Meter 

79 turns #28E. 
Tapped at 4 turns. 
Closewound. 

58 turns #28E. 
Closewound. 
Grid on top end. 

20 turns #28E. 
Closewound w from L2. 
Same direction as L2 with 
plate on far end. 

80 
Meter 

40t #20 DSC., 
Spaced to cover 134'. 
Tap at 2 turns. 

33t #20 DSC., 
Spaced to cover 13.,'. 

10t #28 DSC. 
Closewound 14 from L2. 

40 
Meter 

12t #20 DSC., 
Spaced to cover 1 ,a,'. 
Tap at 1 turn. 

lit #20 DSC., 
Spaced to cover 1 li'. 

7t #24 E. Closewound. 
Spaced Yi¡' from L2 

20 
Meter 

7t /20 DSC., 
Spaced to cover w3'. 
Tapped at one turn. 

7t #20 DSC., 
spaced to cover 1.4'. 

4t #20 DSC. Closewound. 
Spaced w from L2. 

10 

Meter 

3;4t /20 DSC., 
Spaced to cover 1'. 
Tap at ;¡ turn, 

3!2t #20 DSC., 
Spaced to cover 1'. 

3t #20 DSC., 
.,g' from L2 and 11.' 
between turns. 
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The "Ultra-Gainer" 

ment, the detector band-setting condenser 
must be set in the exact position for maxi-
mum signal strength. The circuit diagram 
shows how the antenna lead-in is wrapped 
around the grid lead of the 6F7 tube, but 
the photograph shows this connection 
brought through the cabinet by means of a 
small push-thru insulator, in order to 
simplify mechanical design. Note: Oscilla-
tion in the 61;1 triode circuit can be checked 
by connecting a 0-250 volt voltmeter between 
ground and the point marked 6 in the circuit 
diagram. A temporary short-circuit across 
the plates of the oscillator tuning condenser 
should produce a change in the voltmeter 
reading. This simple test is useful in ad-
justing the tickler turns and coupling for 
any coil range. 

DETECTOR COIL 
• RONG / 0111.11 

I rlfoom 

AKIT VIM 

OSCILLATOR COIL 

.101. /01.I 

COIL CONSTRUCTION TWO TUBE SUPERGAINER 

FIG. 14—Coil Construction. Both windings 
must be in the same direction. 

The Ultra- Gainer Receiver 
• This receiver is a de-luxe 
Two-Tube Super-Gainer. Its 
comparable with that of 

FIG. 15—Interior View of Ultra- Gainer. 

version of the variable antenna coupling. This design gives 
performance is unusual sensitivity for 10 and 20 meter opera-
other receiver tion. The sensitivity is much greater than that 

of the smaller Super-Gainer 
receivers, and it works as 
well on phone as for cw. 
The cost of the parts, ex-
cept for the power supply, 
is less than $35.00, includ-
ing 5 metal tubes, 15 plug-
in coils, cabinet and an ex-
cellent Crowe Vernier Tun-
ing Dial. 
The circuit and mechan-

ical construction permits 
for the addition of a crys-
tal filter at a future date. 
Either glass or metal tubes 
are suitable, with the ex-
ception of the 6L7 first de-
tector for which there is no 
glass tube equivalent. The 
6N7 metal tube is similar 
to the 6A6 and the 6K7s 
are similar to 6D6 tubes. 
An optional noise limiting 
circuit in the output holds 
the amplitude of ignition 
or static noise impulses to 
the level of a moderate 
signal. This simple noise 
limiter enables one to copy 
a weak signal thru a bar-
rage of auto ignition or 
other form of static. A 
switch cuts the noise lim-
iter in or out at will. 

Technical Notes 

having twice as many tubes. It is more • Five tubes comprise the line-up in a super-
sensitive than commercial receivers because heterodyne circuit. Metal tubes require less 
it has a regenerative RF amplifier stage and space than glass tubes and they are self 
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shielded. A regenerative RF stage adds 
"greatly to the sensitivity and practically 
eliminates image interference. Variable an-
tenna coupling, controlled by a rod thru the 
front panel, makes best use of regeneration 
for any kind of antenna in any location. 
Regeneration on 10 and 20, or even 40 
meters, greatly improves the sensitivity of 
very weak signals, because regeneration is 
properly controlled in this receiver. Varia-

FIG. 17. 
Front View of Ultra- Gainer. The controls 

for the RF stage are at the far right. 

tion of screen-grid voltage provides an ad-
ditional control of regeneration. 
The first detector employs a 6L7 mixer 

tube in a conventional circuit, except for 
the cathode volume control. The receiver 
volume control is placed in this part of the 
receiver rather than in the I.F. stage, be-
cause any variation in the latter would have 
a slight effect on the beat. An electron-
coupled high-frequency oscillator sup-
plies a mixing voltage 456 KC higher in 
frequency than the desired signal. Coupling 
to the detector is between the mixing grid 
of the 6L7 and the 6K7 oscillator cathode. 
This system eliminates harmonics from the 
oscillator and provides good tuning isolation 
between the detector and oscillator circuits. 
There is practically no inter-lock effect, 
even on 10 meters, and thus the detector 
band-setting condenser can be properly set 
without losing the signal due to oscillator 
de-tuning. 
A single I.F. stage provides more than 

ample gain and sufficient selectivity. Two 
Aladdin air-tuned iron-core 456 KC I.F. 
transformers provide very good selectivity. 
The I.F. stage has a slight tendency to 
oscillate, due to very high gain, but this 
difficulty occurs only at full gain setting 
when the I.F. coils are exactly peaked. The 
last coil must be tuned 1-KC off resonance 
in order to obtain a 1000 cycle beat note on 
cw. Fixed cathode and screen voltages in-
sure a constant plate impedance across the 
second I.F. transformer and good stability 

can be had in the second detector circuit, 
which must oscillate for cw reception. This 
characteristic is of more importance when 
a crystal filter is added between the 6L7 and 
6K7 tubes, since the selectivity • would be 
greater and exact setting of the B.F.O. would 
be necessary. 
The second detector and audio amplifier is 

a 6N7, which is similar to the 6A6. It 
serves as a regenerative detector which gives 
a high degree of selectivity and sensitivity 
to the I.F. system, as a B.F. Oscillator on 
cw reception, and also as an audio amplifier. 
The audio amplifier section is resistance-
coupled to the detector, and it also has 
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The above drawing will aid the constructor 
in properly cutting and forming the shield 

partitions. 

resistance coupling to the telephone receiver 
jack. This isolates the telephone receivers 
from high DC voltage and prevents DC 
current from flowing thru the windings. Re-
sistance-coupling provides a simple and 
inexpensive form of noise limiter in the audio 
amplifier. When the switch is closed, con-
necting the 500 ohm resistor from the mid-
point of the A.F. resistors to ground, the 
plate voltage on the audio section of the 
6N7 is reduced to less than 5 volts, which 
limits the audio output to a very comfortable 
level in the telephone receivers. A strong 
burst of static can only be amplified as much 
as the desired signal itself, since the tube 
operates on the upper saturated portion of its 
characteristic curve. With the switch ( lo-
cated at the rear of the set) open, normal 
plate voltage is applied and strong signals 
and bursts of static are amplified to such an 
extent as to rattle the diaphragms of the 
headset. 
A cathode coil is in the 6N7 detector sec-

tion in order to provide inductive reactance, 
just as in an electron-coupled oscillator. The 
detector plate circuit is by-passed to ground 
with a .005 mfd. condenser and therefore 
the I.F. frequency does not pass into the 
audio amplifier. The amount of regeneration 
or oscillation is controlled by a .1000 ohm 
variable resistor connected across the cathode 
coil. Grid-leak detection, with a very high 
value of grid-leak, provides a smooth con-
trol of oscillation. A lower value causes 
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The "Ultra-Gainer" 

Wave Trap. Aladdin No. R 4503. Crystal Input Transformer. Aladdin No. O.A. 100-C. IF. Transformers. 
Aladdin No. G.A. 101-A. 

Ultra-Gainer with Noise Limiter and Crystal Filter. FIG. 18—Jones 

the regeneration control setting to differ for 
the point at which oscillation starts, and at 
which it stops, when rotation is reversed. 
Such a high grid-leak resistance produces an 
audio howl when regeneration is excessive 
(far beyond the point of oscillation for 
normal cw reception). 
The plug-in coils are designed to give good 

results on the amateur bands. Wide band-
spread is made possible without complica-
tion, and coil losses can be made very small. 
Band-switching complicates a receiver for 
the home constructor and is not at all effi-
cient on 10 meters. 

Constructional Notes 

• A metal can 12 in. long, 10 in. wide, and 
8 in. high houses the receiver. The chassis 
is of heavy plated iron, about 18 gauge, 
113/4  in. x 93/4  in. x 2 in. A rigid chassis 
is needed in order to prevent change of beat 
note while receiving, when the receiver is 
moved slightly, such as when tuning or 
adjusting controls. 

All by-pass condensers connect from the 
tube sockets directly to the chassis. The 
chassis should be plated so that it will take 
solder. 
The main tuning condenser has a shield 

in the form of "Z" between the detector and 
oscillator sections. The condenser was 
originally a two-gang double-spaced midget, 
35 mmfd. per section. One stator plate is 
removed from each section by means of a 

pair of long-nosed pliers. Similarly, three 
rotor plates are removed from each rotor 
section, leaving a maximum capacity of ap-
proximately 20 mmfd. per section. This 
provides better band-spread, still covering the 
80 and 160 meter bands with correctly de-
signed coils. 
No. 12 gauge aluminum partitions shield 

the RF stage from the first detector, and 
the detector from the H.F. oscillator. The 
two 100 mmfd. band-setting condensers 
mount in their respective shielded compart-
ments, one on either side of the main tuning 
dial. The latter is a Crowe slow-speed ver-
nier dial, with very smooth action, which 
makes tuning easy. A flexible shaft coupling 
connects the dial to the tuning condenser. 
The RF stage tuning condenser mounts 

directly on the front panel and is controlled 
by a 23/4  inch dial. A separate control on 
this stage simplifies construction and cir-
cuit isolation and also allows exact tuning 
of this stage in order to secure maximum 
benefit from regeneration. 
The space at the right hand rear part 

of the chassis is reserved for a crystal filter 
which can be added at any time. The 
Aladdin air-tuned iron core I.F. transformers 
give excellent selectivity without need of 
two I.F. stages. They are tuned with air 
dielectric condensers and no drift is en-
countered. 

If glass tubes are substituted for metal, 
tube shields must be placed on all stages 
including the 6M tube. The cathode coil 
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may require an additional 25 to 50 turns 
for a 6A6 tube than for the 6N7. This 
cathode coil consists of 60 turns of No. 28 

FIG. 19— Crystal Filter Stage for the Ultra-
Gainer. An Aladdin Wave Trap is 
mounted to the side of the shield cabinet. 

See Fig. 18 for circuit details. 

DSC wire, a 1/2  inch diameter, jumble or 
universal wound to occupy not more than 
1/2  inch of winding space. A small aluminum 
can is placed around this coil in order to 

prevent radiation of harmonics into the RF 
portion of the receiver. A little care in 
locating second detector leads, plus some 
shielding, will prevent 95 per cent of the 
trouble usually encountered from the B.F.O. 
harmonics getting into the RF front end 
of the receiver. These parasitics are heard 
as steady cw signals, and are some multiple 
of the intermediate frequency which some-
times hits the amateur bands in the form of 
harmonics. No trouble was experienced 
from this source in the receiver here shown. 
The antenna coil has 10 turns of No. 24 

DSC wire, wound on the sawed-off portion 
of one of the RF coils. All of the RF stage 
coil forms are cut down one inch, which 
brings the coil winding to within about 
i's-inch from the top edge or rim. The 
antenna coil is fastened to a 3X-inch piece 
of 1/2 -inch diameter brass rod which slides 
in and out through the front panel. A tele-
phone jack provides a bearing and the jack 
spring holds the brass rod in any desired 
position. Coupling to the RF coil is varied 
by pulling the rod in or out by means of 
a knob, so that the antenna coil slides over 
tile RF coil. Pulling the rod far out clears 

Meters H. F. Osc. 
Coil 

Ultra-Gainer Coil Chart 

Detector 
Grid Coil 

R. F. Plate 
Winding on 
Det. Coil 

R. F. Grid 
Coil 

10 
3 turns No. 18 
DSC. 1-in. long 
(winding length). 
Tap at 1 turn. 

3M turns No. 18 
DSC. 1-in. long. 

3 turns No. 32 
DSC. interwound 
( at bottom). 
Ground of Detect-
or grid coil at bot-
tom also. 

5 turns No. 18 
DSC. 1-in, long 
tap at 14 turn. 

20 
6 turns No. 18 
DSC. 1-in, long, 
tap at 1M turns. 

6 turns No. 18 
DSC. 1-in. long. 

4t No. 32 DSC. 
interwound with 
Detector grid coil. 

10 turns No. 18 
DSC. 1-in, long, 
tap at 34 turn. 

40 
11 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1A-in. long. 
Tap at 3 turns. 

12 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1%-in. long. 

8 turns No. 32 
DSC. interwound 
with Detector grid 
coil. 

18 turns No. 18 
DSC. 1-in. long, 
Tap at 1/3 turn. 

80 
32 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1%-in. long. 
Tap at 10 turns. 

38 turns No. 24 
DSC. 1U-in. long. 

16 turns No. 32 
DSC. interwound 
with Detector grid 
coil. 

40 turns No. 24 
DSC. Closewound. 
Tap at ]A turn. 

160 
53 turns No. 24 
Enam. Closewound. 
Tap at 15 turns. 

80 turns No. 24 
Enameled. 
Closewound. 

25 turns No. 32 
DSC. Closewound 
over lower end of 
Detector grid coil 
over a layer of cel-
luloid for insula-
tion. 

70 turns No. 28 
Enam. Close-
wound. Tap at 34 
turn. 
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The Curnutt De-Luxe Superheterodyne 

the RF coil and allows the 
coil to be changed, as well 
as giving very loose coup-
ling. Flexible leads from 
the sliding coil are con-
nected to antenna and 
ground posts mounted on 
the side of the cabinet. 
A four-prong wafer 

socket is mounted on the 
rear of the cabinet for ca-
ble connection to an ex-
ternal power supply. 
The RF coils should have 

the grid end of the coil 
toward the coil socket in 
order to prevent capacity 
grid from the antenna coil. 

Fig. 19A—Complete Set of Coils, 10 to 150 Meters, for the 
Ultra-Gainer. 

coupling to the 

Operating and Line-Up Notes 

• An all wave test oscillator or signal gen-
erator is needed for proper alignment of 
the receiver. The I.F. transformers should 
be tuned to approximately 456 KC by 
coupling into the I.F. tube grid, then into 
the 6L7 grid with a 456 KC signal. The 
second detector should go into oscillation 
smoothly as the 1000 ohm variable resistor 
is rotated toward maximum resistance. The 
I.F. tuning can be adjusted so the detector 
breaks into oscillation easily by tuning it 
very slightly to one side of maximum sensi-
tivity. With the 6L7 gain control full on, 
i.e., no resistance, tube hiss should be audible 
due to high gain in the I.F. stage. The 
hiss level is very low unless the detector is 
oscillating, in which case it is about equal to 
that caused by any B.F.O. for cw recep-
tion. 
Too few cathode coil turns will not allow 

the 6N7 tube to oscillate. Too many turns 
will not allow smooth control of regenera-
tion, besides causing a noticeable detuning 
»effect as the regeneration control is varied 
when adjusting the I.F. transformers. 
The detector and H.F. oscillator coils can 

next be checked by means of the test oscil-
lator. This is not a difficult problem if the 
test oscillator is calibrated in frequency. The 
coil turns can be spaced or pushed together 
slightly in order to give good tracking over 
the narrow limits of each amateur band. 

The band setting condenser readings should 
be marked on each coil for its proper setting, 
once each amateur band is located. In some 
cases, two such readings are obtained on the 
oscillator dial, the lower capacity value being 
the correct one for tracking. The H.F. 
oscillator should always oscillate 456 KC 
higher in frequency than the frequency to 
which the RF and detector circuits are 
tuned. 
The RF stage should be operated with re-

generation below the oscillating point. 
Proper adjustment of the RF tuning, an-
tenna coupling, and regeneration control are 
easily determined because the static or noise 
level picked-up by the antenna will be at 
a relatively high value at resonance. The 
signals will also be amplified several fold 
at the proper adjustment. Generally, the 
antenna and RF regeneration controls need 
little adjustment once they are set for any 
one band. Only the large vernier dial is 
rotated when tuning over a narrow band. 
The 6L7 volume control should always be 

adjusted for each signal, because too strong 
a cw signal will tend to prevent beat note 
reception; the second detector is adjusted 
for weak signal reception at all times. Oscil-
lation or lack of it in the H.F. oscillator 
can be checked by touching the grid of the 
6K7 oscillator with a finger while reading 
the screen-grid voltage on a voltmeter RF 
stage oscillation can be checked in the same 
manner, although tests by ear on the out-
put of the receiver will give an indication 
of all these factors if one is familiar with 
short wave receiver adjustment. 

The Curnutt DeLuxe Superheterodyne 
• Only the experienced amateur or set-
builder is advised to attempt the construction 
of the elaborate superheterodyne here de-
scribed. The original model was built by 
Mr. T. Curnutt, W6BAY. Its performance 
is outstanding. The circuit is conventional 
and incorporates all of the best features of 
superheterodyne design. It has a regenera-

tive tuned RF stage, crystal filter, noise 
silencer and the tubes are of the latest metal 
types. 
The particular points of interest are its 

mechanical details. The high-frequency por-
tion is housed in an individual heavy alumin-
um container which can be removed from 
the chassis of the receiver by merely dis-
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connecting a wiring terminal strip and a few 
machine screws and nuts that hold the unit 
in place. Various photographs of this unit 
are shown, and from these the interested con-
structor can get a clear picture of the me-
chanical design. 
The individual high-frequency unit con-

tains the regenerative RF stage, the mixer, 
and the high-frequency oscillator. This type 
of conctruction completely isolates the 
"heart" of the receiver from the other com-
ponents by means of perfect shielding be-
tween stages. All negative returns are car-

FIG. 20. 
Front View of the Curnutt (W6BAY) DeLuxe 

Superheterodyne. 

ried to a common ground bus-bar which runs 
along one side under the chassis. Although 
the rotors of all condensers are separately 
grounded, they are insulated from each other 
in order to avoid possibility of common 
coupling. The oscillator is mounted closest 
to the front panel, the mixer in the center, 

and the RF stage in the rear of the separate 
compartment. This reason for this arrange-
ment is that back-lash could be introduced 
in the far-end condenser, which would be 
bothersome in tuning the oscillator, were it 
placed in the rear. Another reason is that 
this line-up permits the antenna to be con-
nected to the coil at a point only one inch 
from where it enters the receiver, which is 
most advantageous for high-frequency oper-
ation. 

It has not been considered good practice 
to place the oscillator adjacent to the front 
panel because of hand-capacity effects, but 

with the special type of construction here 
used the shielding is so good that there is 
no effect of hand-capacity no matter where 
the receiver is touched. 
Only three connections from this unit are 

carried through the panel or chassis; ( 1) 
The shaft that extends through the front 
panel to the main tuning dial; (2) The cable 
to the filament and plate supply; ( 3) The 

FIG. 21. 
Looking into the Curnutt Superheterodyne. 

connection to the RF trimmer condenser. 
The latter is mounted directly beneath the 
RF stage under the sub-panel and a push. 
through insulator equipped with a G.R. jack 
makes contact with a G.R. plug. 

FIG. 22. 
Under-chassis view showing neat arrange-

ments of parts and circuit wiring. 

All filament leads from the high-frequency 
unit are carried through flexible copper braid 
and grounded to the bus under the chassis. 

Conventional plug-in coils are used for all 
but the 10 meter band, for which ceramic 
forms are used instead. Each coil has a 
self-contained variable air-padder condenser. 
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The Curnutt DeLuxe Superheterodyne 

This arrangement per-
mits permanent align-
ment of each stage for 
each set of coils and also 
eliminates the problem of 
"hunting" for the band 
each time the coils are 
changed. The oscillator 
coil has four prongs, the 
mixer 5 prongs, the RF 
stage 6 prongs. This 
leaves one unused prong 
on each coil. On the 20 
meter coils, however, this 
extra prong is used to 
tap the tuning condenser 
across only a part of the 
coil. This arrangement 
provides greater band-
spread. The coils for all 
bands other than 20 
meters have a jumper-
wire inside the coil form 
so as to connect the con-
denser across the entire 
coil. 
The intermediate - fre-

,11 4111- 1- 4111 411 

FIG. 23—Pictorial Drafting showing location of components 
above chassis. 
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quency amplifier has Aladdin, iron-core 
transformers, a crystal filter, noise silencer 
circuit and a diode detector. The noise 
silencer circuit is ahead of the crystal filter, 
where it is most effective and where it also 
aids in reducing some types of man-made 
interference. 
The Jones crystal filter is incorporated in 

FIG. 25. 

this receiver, with input and output trans-
former of the iron-core type. Proper ad-
justment of the coupling and phasing con-
densers will give almost any desired degree 

of selectivity. For fone operation, it was 
found that good voice intelligibility could be 
secured with the crystal in series-connection, 

FIG. 26. 

FIG. 27. 

Coil Table for Cumuli's De-Luxe Superheterodyne 

Band R. F. Coil Mixer Coil 
(Detector) 

Oscillator Coil 

160 
Li — 20 turns No. 28 
Enam., close-wound. 
Li — 60 turns No. 28 
Enam., close-wound. Tap 
2M turns from bottom. 

L3 — 20 turns No. 28 
Enam., close-wound. 
IA — 60 turns No. 28 
Enam., close-wound. 

L5-54 turns No. 28 
Enam., close-wound. Tap 
10 turns from bottom. 

80 
Li — 10 turns No. 28 
Enam. 
L2 — 35 turns No. 20 
Enam. Tap 2M turns from Enam. 
bottom. 

L3 — 15 turns No. 28 
Enam. 
IA — 35 turns No. 20 

L5 — 35 turns No. 20 
Enam., spaced one diam-
eter. Tap 5 turns from 
bottom. 

40 
L1-6 turns No. 28 Enam. L3 — 8 turns No. 28 
L2 — 18 turns No. 20 Enam. 
Enam. Tap 2 turns from L4 — 18 turns No. 28 
bottom. Enam. 

20 

L5 — 18 turns No. 20 
Enam., spaced one diam-
eter. Tap 6 turns from 
bottom. 

L1-5 turns No. 28 DSC. L3 — 6 turns No. 28 
L2-8% turns No. 16 DSC. 
Enam. IA-8% turns No. 16 
Tap 1 turn from bottom. Enam. 

Le-8% turns No. 16 
Enam., spaced one diam-
eter. Band-spread Tap 
5 turns from bottom. 
Cathode tap 1 turn from 
bottom. 

10 
Li-3 turns No. 28 DSC.' L3 — 3 turns No. 28 
L2 — 3% turns No. 16 DSC. 
Enam. L4-3% turns No. 16 
Tap turn from bottom. Enam. 

L5 — 3 turns No. 16 
Enam. Spaced 2 diam-
eters. 
Cathode tap M turn from 
bottom. 
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if comparatively tight coupling is used be-
tween the input and output crystal filter trans-
formers. This gives the selectivity curve of 
the crystal stage a rather flat top instead of 
the usual sharp peak, and also eliminates the 
difficulty of keeping a modulated signal 
tuned to the peak of the crystal, which is a 
common source of trouble in many other re-
ceivers. When used in this manner, the 
crystal does not add as much selectivity to 
the circuit but the loss of selectivity in this 
stage is not a disadvantage because the four 
iron-core transformers give so much selec-
tivity in the intermediate stages that the 
side-bands are cut appreciably even with 

AAAAA 1101.1. 
PRONGS 

0 GRID 

the crystal in the off position. In the series 
position, the crystal makes an ideal combina-
tion with the noise silencer; the crystal dis-
criminates against one type of noise, the 
silencer circuit against another. The result 
is a very marked improvement in signal-to-
noise ratio. 

Construction 

• There is nothing complicated about the 
mechanical construction of the receiver. 
The draftings which accompany this treatise 
give many of the physical measurements. 
Heavy-gauge aluminum is used throughout, 
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Super-Selective Phone Receiver 

the chassis being of -inch material. Any 
sheet-metal shop can be called upon to do 
the chassis cutting and bending. 

Alignment 

• The vacuum tube voltmeter ("R"-Meter) 
on the front panel serves as a simple device 
for aligning the receiver. The crystal is 
first inserted in an oscillator circuit, such as 
an amateur crystal oscillator in which a 
BCL-size plate coil is included, and then 
loosely coupled to the grid of the 6L7 mixer 

tube. The "R"-Meter will show a deflection 
if the intermediate frequency is in the prox-
imity of the crystal frequency. Starting with 
the second detector, each stage is adjusted 
for maximum deflection of the meter. Repeat 
the process and make a double-check on the 
alignment. The RF stages are aligned by 
setting the oscillator to the desired band, 
plus the intermediate frequency. Then a 
signal is tuned-in, either from the air or 
from a local oscillator, and the mixer and 
RF stage is adjusted for maximum response 
on the "R"-Meter. 

Super- Selective Phone Receiver 
• A remarkable improvement in operating 
performance is accomplished in this receiver 
by the use of duplex I.F. circuits. In addi-
tion to super-selectivity as a result of the 
special band-pass I.F. circuits, it has high 
sensitivity on both 10- and 20-meter bands. 
The receiver is pri-
marily designed for 
phone reception and 
therefore doe s not 
have a separate beat-
f requency oscillator. 
The receiver must 

be lined up by means 
of an all-wave test 
oscillator. The I.F. 
m ay be aligned by 
connecting the test os-
cillator to the first de-
tector grid. The first 
detector must oscillate 
in actual operation 
and the RF st age 
should tune sharply 
when the regeneration 
control is well ad-
vanced. The second 
detector should go 
into oscillation 
smoothly. The same 
receiver can be used 
on 5-meters providing 
the transmitters are 
crystal-con troll e d. 
The set selectivity is 
very high due to the regeneration in the 
second detector. 

Technical Details 
• Besides the conventionality of the circuit, 
emphasis is placed on the following details: 
The I.F. transformers are connected so as 
to have four tuned circuits between each 
stage, intercoupling being accomplished by 
means of three 30 mmfd. trimmer con-
densers set to about 5 mmfds. Air dielectric 
tuning condensers would be desirable in the 
I.F. units. 

I.F. oscillation will take place with two 

stages of Aladdin iron-core transformers if 
the 6D6 tubes are operated at normal volt-
ages. Since full gain of the two stages is 
not needed, a large fixed cathode resistor 
holds the maximum obtainable I.F. gain to a 
value only a little higher than can be se-

FIG. 32—Super-Selective Phone Receiver. 

cured with a single stage. The two stages 
merely serve as a coupling convenience and 
to compensate for the "band pass" circuit 
losses. 
The second detector oscillator coil is made 

by winding 100 turns of No. 32 DSC wire 
on a 34-inch diameter dowel rod. Too many 
turns will cause strong oscillation, and turns 
should therefore be removed until the second 
detector goes smoothly into oscillation. In 
the circuit diagram, this coil is shunted by a 
10,000 ohm tapered potentiometer. Smoother 
control of regeneration can often be obtained 
by using a 1,000 ohm potentiometer, or by 
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shunting the 10,000 ohm potentiometer with 
a 1,000 ohm fixed resistor. 

If this receiver is to be used extensively 
for cw reception, the I.F. transformer pre-
ceding the 6A6 tube should have air-tuned 
padder condensers in order to minimize fre-
quency drift in the receiver. 

4000 

SOO 

1— loo 

— so 

FIG. 33. 

Receiver with shield compartment covers 1-

removed. 

The set is built on a 14 x 9 x 2-inch 
plated steel chassis with an 8 x 15-inch 
10-gauge aluminum front panel. The three 
RF shield cans are 5-inches high, 61/2-inches 

FIG. 34. 

Under-chassis parts placement and 

L2 

A A 

13 

e 4 2 

KC OFF RESONANCE 

6 

FIG. 35. 

Curves A and C show the selectivity of a 
standard factory-made amateur super-
heterodyne, with and without quartz crystal 
filter. Curve B was made with the receiver 

here described. 

long, and 4-inches wide in their outside di-
mensions, and are made of No. 12-gauge 
aluminum. A drum dial drives three mid-
get condensers for band tuning. Shunt 100 
mmfd. band-setting condensers are individ-
ually controlled from the front panel. The 
R.F. and detector tuning condensers are 
rated at 20 mmfd. maximum capacity and 
the oscillator at 15. By resorting to bend-
ing the condenser plates and by expanding 

wiring, or compressing the coil-turns, good track-

Iron Core Transformers, Aladdin No. A- 101A. 

FIG. 36—Jones Super-Selective 10-20 meter phone receiver. 
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Coil Data for Super-Selective Phone Receiver 

Wavelength LI 1.2 L3 L4 Lé 

160 
Meter 

12 turns 
No. 32 DSC. 

8 turns 
No. 32 DSC. 

6 turns 
No. 32 DSC. 

1%' of 
No. 24 e. 
tapped at 
1 x turn 

closewound 

25 turns 
No. 34 DSC. 
closewound 
over lower 
end of L4 

Same as LI 
no tap 

Same as L2 
no tap 

Same as L2 
no tap 

1 Yi' of No. 24 e. 
closewound 
Tap  at 2/5 
of turns. 

80 
Meter 

38 turns 
No. 22 DSC. 
1 W long. 
Tap at 3/4' 

turn. 

No. 34 DSC. 15 turns 

interwound 

32 turns 
No. 22 DSC. 
1 3/i. long. 
Tap at 10 
turns. 

40 
Meter 

12 turns 
No. 22 DSC. 
1 w long. 
Tap at h 

turn. 

turns 
No. 32 DSC. 8 tus 

interwound 

11 turns 
No. 22 DSC.  
Tap at 3 
turns. 

I W long. 

20 
Meter 

2 turns 
No. 22 DSC. 

2 turns 
No. 22 DSC. 

6 turns 
No. 20 DSC. 

l' long. 
Tap at Yi 

turn. 

turns 
No. 32 DSC. 4 tus 
interwound 

Same as Lt 
no tap 

6 turns 
No. 20 DSC.  

1' long. 
Tap at 1 Y¡ 

turns. 

10 
Meter 

3 % turns 
No. 20 DSC. 
V long. 
Tap at !¿. 

turn, 

3 turns 
No. 32 DSC. 
interwound 

Same as Lt 
no tap 

3 turns 
No. 20 DSC. 

1' long. 
Tap at 1 
turn. 

ing can be obtained over the narrow amateur 
bands. The antenna coupling has to be 
capable of slight variation in order to ob-
tain regeneration with different antennas. 
A separate midget condenser with knob 

control out of the rear of the chassis is 
shunted across the second detector input. 
This allows oscillation frequency control for 
single signal effect. Regeneration or oscilla-
tion is accomplished by means of a small 
coil shunted by a tapered variable resistor 
in series with the cathode circuit. This coil 
consists of about 100 turns of small wire 
wound on a 3/4th-inch diameter over a wind-
ing length of approximately one inch. Too 
many turns will cause strong oscillation, 
whereas the effect shémld function smoothly 
in a manner similar to an autodyne. 

Circuit Alignment 

• The I.F. system alignment is quite difficult 
as each circuit must be accurately peaked to 
about 465 KC. A test oscillator should be 
coupled into the individual transformers 
starting with the one feeding into the second 
detector. As each transformer is aligned, 
the oscillator can be capacitively coupled to 
the next preceding transformer until the 
whole system is completely lined up to the 
desired I.F. frequency. The R.F. circuits 
may be lined up with the same oscillator, 
providing it is of the all-wave type. When 
proper alignment is obtained phone signals 
that would ordinarily be unreadable on a 
conventional "sharp" super-heterodyne can 
be copied with ease, though the fidelity may 
be impaired very slightly due to attenuation 
of the higher frequency sidebands. 

I. F. Transf.rmerF. A addin No. A- 101A. 

F:G. 37—Continuation of Fig. 36 from preceding page. 
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Regenerative Pre- selector 
• A good RF pre-selector will greatly im-
prove the operation of any radio receiver. 
In nine cases out of ten, a weak dx signal 
can be "boosted" out of the receiver noise 
background and made readable, especially if 
the RF stage is regenerative. Unwanted 
image signal interference is also practically 
eliminated when a regenerative pre-selector is 
used. Thousands of receivers, commercial 
or homemade, of a year or two in age, can 
be brought up-to-date and amazing results 
obtained with simple pre-selector here 
shown. 

FIG. 38. 
Regenerative Pre-Selector in Shield Can. 

Even the most modern receivers can be 
improved for 10 and 20 meter reception by 
the use of a regenerative RF stage connected 
between the antenna and the receiver an-
tenna-ground binding posts. Circuit losses 
are very high at 10 meters, and the input 
grid impedance of present day screen-grid 
RF tubes becomes of such a low value that 
little gain or selectivity is secured without 
regeneration. The pre-selector here shown 
is simple to build, costs very little, and is 
not difficult to operate. 

Technical Notes 

• This circuit consists of a 6D6 or 58 tube 
with cathode regeneration and screen-grid 
voltage control of regeneration. The grid 
circuit is tuned to the desired signal and a 
slight amount of regeneration is introduced 
by tapping the cathode TÁ  to et of a turn 
from the grounded end of the coil in the tuned 
circuit. A potentiometer varies the screen 

voltage from zero to approximately 100 
volts, thus a smooth control of regeneration 
and volume is available. 
A very important feature of this pre-

selector is the variable antenna coupling sys-
tem, which can be adjusted to suit various 
conditions and receiving antennas. If a 
strong local signal is bothersome, the an-
tenna coupling can be loosened and regen-
eration brought up to a point where it will 
bring in the desired weak signal. Antenna 
resonance, which would otherwise prevent 
adequate use of regeneration can be taken 
advantage of rather than becoming a loss, 
by simply varying the antenna coupling. If 
a twisted-pair feeder is used to a noise re-
ducing doublet antenna, the antenna coupler 
in the pre-selector will minimize capacity 
coupling and enhance inductive coupling, with 
a resultant balancing-out effect of noise 
pickup from the antenna feeders. In lo-
calities where extremely heavy static is en-
countered, these charges can be grounded-out 
by center-tapping the antenna coil to ground 
when using a two-wire feeder to a doublet 
antenna. 
The plate voltage is fed through a pair 

of RF chokes for all-band operation. The 
choke nearest the plate of the tube is a 
special 10-meter choke, because most pie-
wound RF chokes cause a dead spot near, 
or in, the 10 meter band. The coupling to 
the receiver antenna binding post is through 
a small fixed mica condenser. The grounds 
of the pre-selector and receiver should be 
connected together, and by twisting this lead 
around the pre-selector plate to receiver an-
tenna post lead, very little external pick-up 
is possible, except through the pre-selector 
itself. The plate lead should be as short 
as possible, and it should be brought through 
the pre-selector can at the side nearest the 
receiver antenna input lead. 

Constructional Notes 

• The unit is built into a black crackle 
finished metal can with hinged lid. The can 
is 7 in. high, in. long, and VA in. wide 
and it has a, chassis 13/4  in. deep. These 
"Bud Radio" cans are readily available from 
radio dealers, or they can be built by any 
sheet metal shop. 
The 6D6 or 58 tube is shielded. The grid 

coils are wound on sawed-off plug-in coil 
forms. All the coils are sawed 1 inch from 
the top rim, and one of these "rings" is 
used for the variable coupling antenna coil 
by winding 10 turns of No. 18 or 20 DSC 
wire on the ring. Flexible leads to this 
coil form connect to two insulated antenna 
binding posts on the side of the metal can. 

This antenna coil can he varied through 
a 45° arc by means of the knob in the upper 
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left corner of the front panel. A small metal 
bracket 2 in. long has an ordinary short 
telephone jack mounted through it about 
1/3 in. from the base of the bracket. The 
latter mounts on the inside of the can near 
the antenna binding post assembly. A 6-in. 
piece of 4-in. diameter bakelite rod sup-
ports the antenna coil and turns through the 
stiff jack bearing and hole in the 
front panel. The jack spring pressure 
against the rod provides sufficient friction 
to hold the antenna coil in any position. 
Additional tension could be applied at the 
rear of the front panel by means of a spring 
washer between the panel and a brass collar, 
if needed. This collar fastens to the shaft by 

ratio built into the dial drive assembly is 
needed because the tuning is sharp on all 
bands when regeneration is used. The 10-
meter RF choke consists of 75 to 100 turns 
of No. 34 DSC wire, closewound, on a 3-in. 
diameter bakelite rod. 
For symmetry, the regeneration control po-

tentiometer is mounted in the lower right 
hand corner of the pre-selector front panel. 
A 4 or 5 prong wafer socket mounted in the 
rear of the chassis or can serves as a cable 
connection to the receiver power supply. 
The plate voltage can be any value from 180 
to 275 volts, with a current drain of less 
than 10 ma. 
The coils are wound on 4 prong plug-in 

00025 
WICIS 

••••• ALL GROUNDS TO BUSBAR 
— COMMON CONNECTOR — OR 

METAL CHASSIS ALSO TO 
EARTH GROUND 

ATLP 

VOL. ' AGE 

• B 

2f.,0 VOL ,S 

L3 10 METER R.F CHOKE 75 TURNS N? 34 DSC ON Ye: DOWEL ROD. 

FIG. 39. 
New Jones Regenerative Preselector with Variable Antenna Coupler 

means of a set screw; it prevents the shaft 
from pulling out through the front panel. 
The front panel knob prevents motion in the 
opposite. direction. 
The antenna coil is fastened to this shaft 

by a small aluminum strip, clamped around 
the shaft and held in position by a 6-32 ma-
chine screw through the shaft. The other 
end fastens by a similar screw to the top 
edge of the coil form. 
The RF chokes, resistors and condensers 

are mounted on small tie strips beneath the 
chassis. All ground leads are connected to 
one common point, or bonded to that point, 
including the lead from the rotor of the tun-
ing condenser. A 35 mmfd. midget variable 
condenser will completely cover any of the 
amateur bands with the specified coils. A 
smooth action vernier tuning dial, such as 
shown in the photograph, with a reduction 

OUI PUT 

coil forms. The grid end is at the bottom 
and the ground end at the top. This method 
of winding minimizes antenna capacity coup-
ling to the grid of the RF tube. The cathode 
tap on each coil is also near the sawed-off 
edge ( top). For 160 meters, the coil con-
sists of 80 turns of No. 30 enameled wire, 
closewound, with a tap 3,4 of a turn from 
the ground end. For 80 meters. the coil con-
sists of 40 turns of No. 24 DSC wire, close-
wound, with a tap at Ar turn. For 40 me-
ters, the winding has 23 turns of No. 18 DSC, 
closewound, with a tap at /3 to Ar turn. For 
20 meters, the coil has 12 turns of No. 18 
DSC, space-wound to cover of wind-
ing length, with a cathode tap at Xi turn. 
For 10 meters, the winding has 5 turns of 
No. 18 DSC wire, space-wound to cover 
1 inch, with the cathode tap at I%  turn. The 
grid end of each connects through the iso-
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on ROO 

NOT USEO 

TO ANTENNA 

TO GROW.. 

ALUNINUe4 'TRIP 

UPPER PORTION OP 

-4— STANDARD 4 PRONG 

CO, PORM SAWED 

AAAAA PROW LOWER 
PORTION 

CATHODE TAP 

Li - 40 TURNS N? 20 DSC CLOSE WOUND 

L2- SEE COILS DATA IN TE XT 

FIG. 40. 
Coil Construction for Regenerative Pre-
Selector and constructional details for An-
tenna Coupler. The grid end of coil L2 is 
at the bottom; the ground is at the TOP. 

lantite coil socket to the stator of the tuning 
condenser. 

Operating Notes 

• With loose antenna coupling, the RF pre-
selector should oscillate when the regenera-
tion control is turned toward the higher 
screen voltage. This can be detected in the 

receiver as a carrier signal or squeal as the 
pre-selector is tuned across the receiver fre-
quency. Closer antenna coupling, plus a 
lower setting of the regeneration control, 
will bring the pre-selector tube out of oscilla-
tion and into a state of regeneration. The 
tuning is quite sharp at the point of highest 
regeneration without oscillation, and the sig-
nal is greatly increased in strength. 
The location of the cathode tap on the 

coil depends to a certain extent upon the 
antenna coupling system used in the receiver 
itself. Slight modifications in the location 
of the cathode tap may sometimes be neces-
sary. All forms of antenna coupling in the 
various receivers tested with this pre-selector 
have proven satisfactory because a great deal 
of lee-way is possible when there is good 
control of regeneration. In general, tight 
antenna coupling in the receiver will allow 
more gain to be realized from the pre-
selector stage. Usually a few additional an-
tenna coil turns, or greater capacity in the 
antenna condenser can be added if the ut-
most in performance is desired from any par-
ticular receiver. Closer coupling to the re-
ceiver first tuned circuit provides greater 
plate impedance load for the pre-selector 
tube, resulting in more gain. 
When this pre-selector was connected 

ahead of the two-tube Super-Gainer described 
elsewhere in these pages, the signal strength 
increased from 2 to 4 "R" points when weak 
stations were tuned-in. This pre-selector can 
be connected ahead of any short-wave super-
heterodyne receiver or even a T. R. F. or 
autodyne regenerative detector receiver. The 
increase in signal strength is even more pro-
nounced when receiving phone signals, es-
pecially in the 10 and 20 meter bands. 

Watzel Noise-Reducing System 

• A new noise reducer or "silencer" has 
recently been developed by C. E. Watzel and 
described in "All-Wave Radio" magazine. It 
functions as effectively as Lamb's silencer, 
yet it is less complicated. The cirçuit re-
quires an additional diode tube if the receiver 
already uses a diode detector. The extra 
diode is connected across the detector. When 
the noise (or signal voltage) is above the 
bucking value on this diode, it acts as a 
short-circuiting resistance of about 2,000 
ohms across the detector input. The buck-
ing voltage can be adjusted so that the de-
sired signal does not cut out, then the noise 
components which are greater in amplitude 
will block or dampen-out the detector. If 
these impulses of noise are of extremely 
short duration, such as automobile ignition 
noise, the time interval over which the 
detector is inoperative is so short that the 
human ear does not detect the interruption 
in the desired signal. 
The negative voltage of 20 or 30 volts can 

F AMP 

A V C 

vO.TAGE 

5 

6116 

.5 tell 

AUDIO AM P 

5.0.000A 30,000‘. 

VOCI, 

THE NEW C. E.WATZEL NOISE- REDUCING CIRCUIT 
FOR RECEIVERS 

be obtained from a 22V2-volt C battery, or 
from the voltage drop across a 500 ohm 
resistor in the negative B lead of most 
receivers. The 50,000 ohm potentiometer 
should be adjusted for each signal in order 
to secure best results in extremely noisy 
locations. The circuit is very simple, and 
easy to get into operation. Two separate 
diode tubes or a 6H6 double-diode can be 
used in the circuit. 
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RECEIVER TUBES, CHARACTERISTICS, 
CIRCUITS AND CHARTS 
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RCA ALL-METAL RADIO TUBE CHARACTERISTICS CHART 

TYPE NAME BASE 
SOCKET 
E0NNEB. 

TIONS 

DIMENSIONS 

MAXIMUM 

OVERALL CATHODE 

RATING 

USE 

V.I.m. M re . Mm 

an r ho...Muter 
'elute rnmr ... 

PLATE 

SUP' 

VOLTS 

Gil° 
VOLTS a 

scREEN 
VOLTS 

121CREEN 
bow - 
AMP. 

PUTE 
MILLI- 
AMP. 

A., 

PLATE 
RESIS- 
TANCE 
OHMS 

MUTUAL 

CON- 
DUC- 
THE 
MICRO- 
MHOS 

VOLT-

AGE 
Abel]. 

FICATION 
FACTOR 

LOAD 

FOR 
STATED 
POWER 
OUTPUT 
OHMS 

POWER 
OUT- 
PUT 

WATTS 

TYPE 

FILAMENT 08 
AUTO PUTE TIMM 

LENGTH 
X 

° many' VOLTS AMMO 
NILE 
VOLTS 

MX. 
VOLTS 

RAB PENTAGRID 
CONVERTER • 

SMALL 
OCTAL bpr• FIO. IA 31' X IA' HEATER 6.3 0.3 250 100 CONVERTER 250 - .3.°} 100 3.2 3.3 

Anode God ( 0 2): Supply... 250 rm. volts; Cor. 

rent, CO ma. OmiRotor-Grid ( 0 I) Resistor. 50000 
olwns. Conversion conductance. 500 ' 

6A8 

6C5 
DETECTOR* 
AMPLIFIER 
TRIODE 

ocIALMeesiiss FIG 60 21 • 22 tA ' HEATER 6.3 0.3 250 - 

CLASS A AMPLIFIER 250 - 8.0 -- - -- 8.0 
. 

10000 I 2000 I 20 1 --

RCS SIAS DETECTUt 250 
-17.0 t 

I.PP.6-1 
PI•te current to be adjusted to 02 m•mpare 

welt m Wirral. 

65 HIGO-MO TRIODE ocer.14,,, no. xi 31' x 1 Ar • HEATER 6.3 0.3 250 - CUSS A AMPLIFIER 250 - 2.0 ---- 0.9 66000 1500 100 6F5 

6F6 P°FMN MR 0,ep,« FIG. 71 3I• 0 IA • HEATER 6.3 0.7 
315 

3, 

315 

350 

13.453 A AMPLIFIER 250 -26.5 250 6.5 54.0 80000 2500 200 7000 3.0 

8F6 RUMI-PULL6B i.jin. 375 -36.0 750 - Poive• output value i• for 2 tubes 
at mdwated plate.to-plitte load. 

10000 19.0 

617 
TRIPLE-GRID 
DETECTOR 
AMPLIFIER 

SMALL• 
OCTAL T.PIN FICL TR 3i • X I ris • HEATER 6.3 0.3 250 125 

ArampirRIO 
0, »emu, 250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.0 

exceeds 
1.5 mtg. 

exceeds   
1225 1500 

(47 
BIAS DETECTOR 250 - 4.3 100 

Cathode current 
0.43 . Plate coupling reairtor 500000 ohms. 

"(2nd coupling rewstor 250000 ohms. 

667 
TRIPLEAMID 

SUPER-CONTROL 
AMPLIFIER 

',Ctn. F10. 7R 31 • X 1 es • HEATER 6.3 0.3 250 225 

SCREENCRID 
minim* 

0F,. 
250 

- 3.0 t 
0,,,,. I 125 2.6 10.5 600000 1650 990   - 

667 MIXER IN 
SUPERHETERODYNE 

 250 -10.0 100 Owillator peak volt. w 7.0 

6L6 s„,„,3*.MAAArft,„3.* ,,,crAt, no. 7.• 4,.. • X 11' HEATER 6.3 0.9 

375 

100 

400 

250 

300 

300 

S A, AMPLIF I.4 1) ,,J( 300 -13.5 200 2.5 48.0 

1-1 

4500 6.5 

84.8 c3,33A0M-M,U L,kriu, 400 -25 300 
Penn, output valise to For tub. 

at indrcated plate-to-plate load. 6600 34.0 

c-1,35P2 H A1,, "yu"nur 400 -25 
300 - 

P7m tp mut vAlue is foe 2 tubn 
t indicated Platexo.plate Imd. 3800 6"  

6L7 
PENTAGRID 
MIXER A 
AMPUFIER 

MIMI. 
OCTAL 7-PIN 

no. ,.,. 3i • . , is. • 3,cA33.6 6.3 0.3 260 is0 
MIXER IN 

SUPERHETERODYNE 250 - 3.0 100 6.2 2.4 
Omillator God ( A 3) bras. - 10 volts. 
God 03 peak awing. 12 volts min. 

Conversion conductance 350 riiicrounhc• 6L7 
CLASS A AF4PLIFIER 4 250 - 3.0 {  5.5 5.3 800000 1100 880 -- -   

6N7 TWIN-TRIOOE 
AMPLIFIER 

SAUL/ 
OCTAL.1.11 

F10... 3r . ,,..• HEATER 6.3 0.8 300 - CLASS B AMPLIFIER 1" 
300 

0 Power output 
at «a 

value is for one tube 
ed load, plate.to.plate 

8000 
10000 

8.0 
10.0 667 

697 je, t Oceu,„ FIG M 31' X 11'..' MEAT" 6.5 0.5 250 - 
TRIOOE UNIT AS 

CUSS A AMPLIFIER 250M -2.2 -- - - 0.5 - Gain per stage « 43 6O7 
667 DUPLEX-DIODE 

TRIODE oc, rALL,,,,, „ i,, 110. TV 31 • x 0 3 ' EA HEATER 6.3 0.3 250 - TRIODE UNIT AS 
A Ampus- 250 -0 _ 

--ci_us -- 9.5 8500 1900 16 10000 0.28 6R7 
25A6 POWER AMPLIFIER 

PENTODE 
 FIG. , 3 1 • x , is. • HEATER 6.3 0.3 is. us CLA.3.0 A A3,puno, .95 

180 
-15 
-20 

95 
135 

4.0 
7.5 

20.0 
M.0 

45000 
40000 

2000 
2500 

90 
100 

4500 
5000 

0.9 
2.75 25A8 

•Grich 03 and a 5 are acre.. Grid 04 • aignal-input control grid. 4 Grid 03 connected to grid 0 I. "For grid of following tube. 
*For Grid-Ink Detection- plate volts 45-100. ...Applied through 20000-ohm voltage-dropping resiator. • Either KC. or D.C. may be used on hinter 
AGO& 02 and Ai 4 are ,creen. Grid N I ia Aigml•input control grid. • Applied through 200000-ohm plate.couplrng rehstor. 

5W4 FOU.-WAVE 
RECTIFIER oceree. FIG. IT 31 . X I As ' FILAMENT 5.0 1.5 - - 

FULLWAVE 
RECTIFIER 

Maximum A-C Voltage per Plate 
Maximum D.0 Output Current . 350 Volts. RMS . 110 Milliamperes 5W4 

5Z4 FULL WAVE 
RECTIFIER 

SMALL 
OCTAL 6-PIN FIG" IL 51« X 11.4. HEATER 

5•0 2•0 - - RECTIFIER 
Maximum A.0 Voltage per Plate .... 
Maximum D.0 Output Current . 400 Vol,.. RMS 125 Milliampern 524 

666 TWIN DIGUE ocru. 7-PI FIG. 79 51' x I*? H EATER 6.3 0.3 - 
TWIN-DIODE 
DETECTOR 
RECTIFIER 

Mmirnum A-C Voltage pm Plate .. 100 Volts, RIES 

Mmirnum D-C Output Current 4 Milliampere,' 8H6 

8X5 FULL-WAVE 
RECTIFIER 

SMALL 
OCTAL SPIN FIG. RS 31' • X t. HEATER 6.3 0.6 - 

FULLWAVE 
RECTIFIER 

Mmimum A.0 Voltam per Plate 
Maximum D.0 putout Current 350 Volts. RMS 

. . 75 Mill:Ampere, 6X5 

25Z6 RECTIFIER-
°MIMI 

0.35FAA.ALL„,, FIG. 713 31 • x Isig • HEATER 25.0 0.3 

VOLTAGE 
DOU8LFR 

Maximum A.0 Voltage per Plate.. . .... I25 Volts, RIES 

Maximum D.0 Output Current . . .. .... 100 Milliamperes 
2516 HALF.WAVE 

RECTIFIER 
Maximum A.0 Voltage per Plate . . 250 Volts, RMS 
Maximum D.0 Output Current per Mee 85 Milliamperes 

• Plate voltages greater than 225 volt. 16.14S remade 100-ohm series.plate resistor. 
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Metal Tube Socket Connections 

See Chart on Facing Page for Symbol Identifications 

Bottom 
Views of 

Metal Tube 
Socket 

Connections 

METAL TUBES WITH SIMILAR 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Metal 
Metal- 
Glass 

Octal Base 
Glass 

Glass, 
Standard 
Base 

5W4 ...   

5Z4 .... 

6A8 .... 

6C5 .. 
6F5 ... 
6F6 .... 
6H6 ... 

617 .... 

6K7 .... 
6L6 ....   
6L7 .... 

6N7 .... 
6P7 .... 
6Q7 .... 
6R7 .... 
6X5 .... 

25A6 .... 
25Z6 .... 

 GN6MG.  
6N7MG. 
6P7MG. 
6Q7MG. 
6R7MG 
6X5MG. 
'.5A6MG 
25Z6MG 

 1C7G ....  
 1D5G ....  
 1D7G ....  

1E5G .... 
 1E7G ....  
 1F5G ....  

1F7G ... 
1H4G . 
1H6G .... 
1I6G ... 
5V4G . .. 
5W4G 
5X4G . 
5Y3G . . 

 5Y4G . 80 
6A8G .... 
6B4G ... 

 6B6G ....  
6B8G . 
6C5G. 
6F5G . 
6F6G .. . 
6H6G ....   

 6I5G ....  
6J7G .... 

 6K5G .  
 6K6G ...  

6K7G .... 
6L6G ....   
6L7G ....   
6N6G .... 
6N7G .... 
6P7G .... 
6Q7G ..   
6R7G . ..   
6X5G . .. 

25A6G . .. 
25Z6G . .. 

5Z4MG. 

6A8MG 

6C5MG. 
6F5MG. 
6F6MG 
6H6MG 

6I7MG  

6K7MG  

6L7MG  
 GN6MG.  

6N7MG. 
6P7MG. 
6Q7MG. 
6R7MG 
6X5MG. 
'.5A6MG 
25Z6MG 

 1C7G ....  
 1D5G ....  
 1D7G ....  

1E5G .... 
 1E7G ....  
 1F5G ....  

1F7G ... 
1H4G . 
1H6G .... 
1I6G ... 
5V4G . .. 
5W4G 
5X4G . 
5Y3G . . 

 5Y4G . 80 
6A8G .... 
6B4G ... 

 6B6G ....  
6B8G . 
6C5G. 
6F5G . 
6F6G .. . 
6H6G ....   

 6I5G ....  
6J7G .... 

 6K5G .  
 6K6G ...  

6K7G .... 
6L6G ....   
6L7G ....   
6N6G .... 
6N7G .... 
6P7G .... 
6Q7G ..   
6R7G . ..   
6X5G . .. 

25A6G . .. 
25Z6G . .. 

1C7G .... 
 1D5G ....  
 1D7G ....  

1E5G .... 
 1E7G ....  
 1F5G ....  

1F7G ... 
1H4G . 
1H6G .... 
1I6G ... 
5V4G . .. 
5W4G 
5X4G . 
5Y3G . . 

 5Y4G . 80 
6A8G .... 
6B4G ... 

 6B6G ....  
6B8G . 
6C5G. 
6F5G . 
6F6G .. . 
6H6G ....   

 6I5G ....  
6J7G .... 

 6K5G .  
 6K6G ...  

6K7G .... 
6L6G ....   
6L7G ....   
6N6G .... 
6N7G .... 
6P7G .... 
6Q7G ..   
6R7G . ..   
6X5G . .. 

25A6G . .. 
25Z6G . .. 

.. 106 

.. 1A4 

.. 1A6 
1B4 

Twin 1F4 
.. 1F4 
.. 1F6 
. 30 
1B5/25S 
.. 19 
.. 83v 

.. 5Z3 
80 

.. 6A7 
6A3 
75 
6B7 

Tri. of 75 
42 

.. 76 

.. 77 
.. .   

.. 41 

.. 78 

.. 6B5 
. 6A6 

.. 6F7 

84 
43 

25Z5 

Electrical Equivalent Tube-Type 

Reference Chart 

In order to avoid repetition, Tube Types 
shown in LEFT Column are NOT described 
in the Tube Data Pages, because they are 
similar to Tube Types shown in RIGHT 
Column, and which are described. 

1C7G 
2v. Fil. 

1DSG 
2v. Fil. 

1D76 Refer To 1A6 
2v. Fil. 

1E5G 
2v. Fil. 

1E7G 
2v. Fil. 

1F5G Refer To 1F4 
2v. Fil.  

1F76 Refer To IFS 
2v. Fil.  

1 H4G Refer To 30 
2v. Fil.  

1 HFG Refer To 1B6 
2v. Fil.  

1.1G Refer To 19 
2v. Fil.  

2A5 Refer To 42 
2.5v, 
1.75a.  

2A6 Refer To 75 
2.5v, 
0.8a. 

2A7 Refer To 6A7 
2 5,. 

Refer To 106 

Refer To 1A4 

Refer To 1B4 

Refer To Twin 1F4 

2B7 Refer To 6B7 
2.5v. 
0.8a. 

2E5 Refer To 6E5 
2.5v, 
0.8a. 

2G5 Refer To 6G5 
2.5v, 
0.8a. 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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Equivalent Tube Types 

6B8 

Equivalent Tube Types—Continued 
53 Refer To 6A6 
2.5v, 2.0a. 

55 
2.5v, 1.0a. 

56 Refer To 76 
2.5v, I.0a.  

57 Refer To 6C6 
2.5v, 1.0a. 

58 Refer To 6D6 

Refer To 85 

2.5v, 1.0a. 

5V4G Refer To  83V 

5X4G Refer To  5Z3 
5Y3 Refer To  80 

5Y4G Refer To  80 

6A3 Refer To 2A3 
6.3v, 1.0a. 

6114G 
6.3v, 1.0a. 

6B6 Refer To  75 

6B7 

6A8 

Refer To 2A3 

Refer To 

Refer To 6D8G 

6J5G Refer to Low Capacity 
6C5 

6F5 Refer To 6Q7 
6K6G Refer To 41 

6L5G Refer To 76 
6.3v, 0.15a. 

6N6 Refer To 6B5 

6N7 Refer to 6A6 
6P7 Refer To 6F7 

6Q6G Refer To 75 

(Note: 6Q6G has single diode. 6.3v, 
0.15a. heater.) 

6S7G Refer To 6K7 
6.3v, 0.15a. 

6X5 Refer To 84 

77 Refer To 6J7 
78 Refer To 6K7 
25A6 Refer To 43 

25Z6 Refer To 25Z5 

OZ3 Refer To OZ4 

Type No. 

Replacement Tube Types 
Replaceable Replaceable 

Type No. Type No. by by  
2A31-1 2A3 
5Y3 5Z4 
5Z4G 5Z4 
5Z4-MG 5Z4 
6Z3 1-V 
6C5-G 6C5 
6C5-MG 6C5 
6D5-G 6D5 
6D5-MG 6D5 
6F5-G 6F5 
6F5-MG 6F5 
6F6-G 6F6 
6F6-MG 6F6 
6H6-G 6H6 
6H6-MG 6H6 
617-G 617 
617-MG 617 
6K7-G 6K7 
6K7-MG 6K7 
6L6-G 6L6 
6L7-G 6L7 
6L7-MG 6L7 
6A8-G 6A8 
6A8-MG 6A8 
14Z3 12Z3 
1 1-V 
RE-1 80 
RE-2 81 
SO-2 50 
KR-5 6A4/LA 
WD-I2 WX-12 
25S 1B5/25-S 
27-HM 56 

Replaceable 
by 

44 39/44 
64* 36 
64A 36 
65* 39/44 
65A 39/44 
67* 37 
67A 37 
68* 38 
68A 38 
83 83-V 
84 6Z4/84 
95 2A5 
KR-98 6Z4/84 
112 I2A 
112A 12A 
120 20 
171 71A 
17IA 71A 
171AC 71A 
171-B 71A 
I82-A 71A 
V-199 V-99 
X-199 X-99 
200 200A 
201 01A 
201A 01A 
210 10 
213 80 
216 81 
216-B 81 
220 20 
222 22 
224 24A 

224-A 24A 
226 26 
227 27 
230 30 
231 31 
232 32 
233 33 
234 34 
235 35/51 
236 36 
238 38 
239 39/44 
240 40 
245 45 
247 47 
250 50 
280 8-0 
280-M 83-V 
281 81 
288 83-V 
C-299 V-99 
X-299 X-99 
482-A 71A 
551 35/51 
585 50 
586 50 
P-861 6Z4/84 
986 83 
AD 1-V 
AF 82 
AG 83 
LA 6A4/LA 
PZ 47 
PZH 2A5 
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Tube Symbols and Bottom Views of Socket Connections 

FIG.? 

Tube Characteristics and Socket Connections courtesy RCA Cunningham Radiotron Co., Inc. 

FIG.22 

FIG.2 

FIG•6 

FIG. 14 

FIG.23 

FIG.3 

too cu. 
FIG.9 

:.*GlIte. 101, CAP 

FIG.4 

FIG.24 

FIG. 15A 

tO/UNI 

FIG.4A 

FIG .10 

FIG.I6 

FIG.25 

FIG.5 

/WSW. 

i.ceo-tart_ rc• cif 

FIG•II 

Cw0 
WI 

¿GM Ct4001 101. CAP 

FIG. 26 

FIG.6 

FIG.12 

TM« 1,-Alt 

111+. 1111).r 

4011C0t W0— WT.. W.., 

FIG.27 
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Socket 

Connections 



TYPE NAME 9999 

302.2y 

Demo. 

TIONS 

DIMENSIONS 

MAXIMUM 

OVERALL CATHODE 

TYPE • 

RATING 

s, USE 

vos000 so net abi 

.1...4 `.....” 
rod isurainnum at 

PLATE 

SUP. 

PLY 

VOLTS 

82ID 
VOLTS. 

SCREEN 
VOLTS 

SCREEN 

MILLI- 

IMP. 

PLATE 

MILLI- 

AMP. 

A-C 

PLATE 

RESIS. 

TANCE 

ONUS 

MUTUAL 

CON. 

DOC- 

TANCE 

MICRO- 

MIMS 

VOLT- 

ACE 
,,,,,,. 

runo, 

FACTOR 

LOAD 

FOR 

STATED 

POWER 

OUTPUT 

 elm 

POWER 

OUT. 

PUT 

WATTS 

Typ, 
MINOR II 

..H.H. 0,,,H. 8..0. 

lueorm 

Enotto'rrEA VOLTS MOD VOLIS won 

IA6 000Pr x000% °. SMALL 8401 no. 23 411' 3 I f‘' ',die., 2.0 0.06 180 67.5 (MUTER 180 { - .3..ei 67.5 2.4 1.3 500000 tIseilIMGornti(iil(11)3Reun'stOr'.Z100.9021in'ins. 
Conversion conductance. 300 rnirmrnhos 

IA6 

1 CO o.26 1.01260.0 
CONVINTLI1 • SMALL LP. n 411 . s 4'6' 761167 2.0 0.12 180 67.5 ((000606000.0.115500 180 { -.2,..e} 67.5 2.0 1.5 750000 

Anode Grid ( • 2) 13 max. vol s. 3 I ma 
OxillatoeGrid( • leesiem.50000 ohms 
Conversion conductance. 325 rnicrornhos 

106 

263 °°19 02rEume MEDIUM 4.P1N 110.1 Si' x lee mum« 2,5 2.5 

sso - ELAM A »Arum's 250 -45 - - 60.0 800 SOSO I 4.0 0000 0.5 
2A3 bm - FUSUPVLL 

onotunut 
300 
300 

-62 
-0, 

Self.bsas 

Fixed bias 

40.0 

40.0 

Power Ou put is for lobos AI 
stated load. pl..Irlo-pl,tr 

5000 

3.00 

10.0 

15.0 

2A5 1.011.,,,vece- 1110011.161 blilal FM. 010 41.i. it lir MATTA 2.5 1.75 250 250 E1A55 A AMPLIFIER 250 -16.5 250 6.5 34.0 100000 2200 220 7000 3.0 265 

2A6 ure:,,..umst,, WALL 4•111 /113.11 4I-1 . a leg . NEATEN 2.5 0.8 250 - ce ..e.niseeR 250» - 1.35 - - 0.4 - - Gain per ene i• 50.60 2A6 

2A7 Zen?. SMALL 7-1111 F10.29 .111 * . IM. IRMA 2.3 0.8 250 100 Commmut 250 ç ;L e  
J 

100 2.2 3.5 360000 
Anode Grid ( a 2) 200 max vol s. 40 ma. 

41Res.st;;650000 ohnm  tilscillato•Grid( d, 247  

207 ourtcurc 5.m.„ ,..., no. n 4H . . iho ..,,,,,, 2., 0., 25. 0,0 
PENT005 LNIT AS 
R.F AstPLITICR 

100 
293 

- 3.0 
- 3.0 

100 
125 

1.7 
2.3 

5.8 
9.0 

300000 
650000 

950 
1125 

285 
710 - - 287 

.-,0.9 5 1150 2,04. _ 4.5 SO - 0.65 - 

.,004.. L. P°101...Peri° MEDIUM 11-PIN 710.11 4.1r x Ili • n6676051. 6.3 0.3 ISO 180 CLAM A ANIFtIFIElt le ,,::: I. 1:: 21:: :ze: :,..:: ro: iz,,,,,, ::;,i, lat 
8A7 coerro. INALL 74.01 FM 28 ilir a IA' IMAM 6.3 0.3 250 100 OINVERTCA 250 I - 3.1 

I min. 
100 2.2 3.3 360000 

Anode Grid ( • 2)200 ina. vol . 4.0 ma. 
Oscillator Grid( • 1)12miem.50000 ohms 
Conversion conductance, 520 nurromlios 

6117 

607 plue,u2DE SMALL 7.PIN Da. rs 4H • 6 IA . mum 6.3 0.3 250 125 

PENTODE UNIT AS 100 
OSO 

- 3.0 

- 3.0 

100 

0" 

1.7 

2.3 

5.8 

9.0 

300000 

" eee 

950 

5001 

285 

735 - - 607 R,,_'....,.%,,,r.. 

'7,y7,-,76.6.V.br 2504. - 4.5 50 - 0.65 - - - - - 

6C6 TM -MA° 
AMPLIFIER 

SMALL SPIN FIG 11 41.i • . 4eo. INATEll 6.3 0.3 200 100 
legal% 
" 

250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.0 rs. 

- .- ' 

1125 "‘U d° - 

ele DeTECTeR 250 -1." 58 Cee; risa. ' -- G4rerd'cUuPljin7= ̀07:05:,:'17,'::•• 

606 
7606334888 

SuPEA-CONTROL 
400707000250 

SMALL 8-PIN Fall 41-r o IA . IMAM 6.3 0.3 250 100 
,rezuca 
" 

250 (-,,,,,: e¡ 
- - ' 

100 2.0 8.2 800000 1600 1280 - - 
606 5,i,avaran, -10.0 100 - - Oscillator peak volts- 7.0. 

• Grids o 3 and osare screen. Glad I ss sipt.M.us ut contro6shd. sliApplied through plate coupling resistor of 200000 ohm. Tor grid of following tube. 

»Applied through plate coupling resistew of 250000 olvna. 

817 PIT& SMALL 74914 Fa 27 41r g la . WATER 6.3 0.3 

um - Tare M ." 100 - 3.0 - - 3.5 17800 osn 8 - _ 

6,7 250 100 negefiird 85 250 ( ;l e 100 1.5 6.5 850000 1100 900 - - 

250 100 PEW. UNIT AS 
MIXER 250 -10.0 100 0.6 2.8 

Oseill 
CO,,,, 

tor peak volts w 7.0. 
,,,, ,...nd.,..,.,, e .. 3,0 .,,,,,,,,,,,... 

'004 Ter mcolum 0040 no. 1 sir • 1 ii• nag., 5.0 0.25 45 - C,,8210,Be 45 
Gild Rel.. so 
(-)Felam.t 03 30000 666 20 - - '00-A 

0141 Wee MEDIUM NMI F10.1 41.1- o iir ne,o,, 5.0 0.25 135 - 01A55 0 onninEo .11 : :1 - 1: e.::: ::,, IC - - 040 

10 xxxn-ter n 01 MEDIUM 4.118 no. I 51 o 7,1«. numts7 7.5 1.2$ 425 - CLAM A AMPLIFIER M :1k: - - lird ,50:5, ug ::: 1,e00: ?:: 00 

:2 

DETECTOR» 
ANIPtsMEN 
TRIODE liteue.:iiiN re...7 :11;• : iii,r• nutweva 1.1 0.00 135 - We A eemilu 11: =id - 23'1 :Ull .V.s: .1.1. - 

11 
12 

89 Teepee smut SPIN no. 21 41 • 6 15160 nee', 2.0 0.26 135 - ELAM 8 AMPLIFIT. 1,33 _ 10 - - Pe‘Z ten eL.1 .1:i.e,:ejo,e,,,L'eu.be r e !...1 19 

'20 "e'InteluncA 88"..i. 8448 "I  ' 44. .8 8 TV molten 3.3 0.030 035 -- CL855 A 8MPUF" ,r :r1 - - ,1.1 r3:: lg 1 MO: :Tit, .2° 

22 
11.9 0010716100 

....114111 150,4 
0300. x 1W Me/MR  3.3 0.28° 1°5 67.5 mum% :M e., ?f• 12..; 1.0.2 F.°, - - 22 

24-A x=g2c° mom 6.PIN no. 0 Hili.• 0 Ili' IMAM 7.5 1.73 775 30 

MATE» C.F.113 
Ai AMMITIEN 

180 
250 

- 3.0 
- 3.0 

90 
90 

1.7 . 
1.7 4 

4.0 
4.0 

400000 
600000 

1000 
1050 

400 
630 - - 

24-A 
n os Dawns 2500 [,.- 5.:} 284 0 - Plate cum. to be adbuted . 0.1 InilliamPere 

with no signal. 

20 »,...41. MEDIUM 441/4 F10.1 41.I' s 1 ii . FILAMENT 1.5 1.03 180 
-- (1855 8 0541.r0750 :J.:: - - :,1. ;To) in; ::1 - - 26 

27 
061015 
ANIPtireTA 
TRIODE 

MOWN 6P111 11100 4r o 4,,.. IMAM 24 1.73 273 
)0 8 814M-Int8 

135 
no 

- 9. 0 
-21.0 - - 

4.5 
5.2 

9000 
9250 

1000 9.0 

27 
11165 DETECTOR 250 

1 - 30.01 
,mairoa.f 

- Plate tureen to be adjusted to 0 2 milliampere 
 with 110 espial. 

30 erime7iiit MULL 4-P1N F10.1 41 . a . I?. ' 154 2.0 0.06 180 - CLAM A AMPLIFIER 
90 
135 
110 

- 4.5 
- 9.0 
-13.5 

- -- 
2.5 
3.0 
3.1 

11000 
10300 
10300 

850 
900 
900 

9.3 
9.3 
9.3 

- - 30 

Characteristics 
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31 

32 

POsetenTGEN 

SOCKET 
CONNEC-
TIONS 

SMALL 4-19/1 no. a 

II.F AMPLIFICA MEDIUM HON 
'MODE no. 4 

DIMENSIONS 
MAXIMUM 
OVERALL 
64.0028 

2116211,01 

.I1 * • 1s7g* 

5154 • 111 . 

CATHODE 
TYPE • 

RATING 

FIV.11011 411 
'matt. scuttle 

MG MIAMI POLM veri 
ex. ex. 

- 

eat« 1.0 0.13 180 - 

2.0 0.06 180 67.5 

USE 

Wares Ps ere Om 
emu., reassem 
es0 renewers Ier 
Mena ',Malmo 

PUTE 
SUP-

PLY 
VOLTS 

GRID 
VOLTS. 

CLASS A 451PLIf235 - 22.5 

5CREEN GRID 135 - 3.0 
R F 854.2110A 260 - 3.0 

ate DETECfet 180, 

SCREEN 
VOLTS 

SCREEN PLATE 
MILLI- 641111. 
AMP. AMP. 

PLATE 
RESIS-
ANCE 
OHMS 

MUTUAL 
CON-
DUC-
TANCE 
MICRO. 
NAOS 

67.5 
67.5 

67.5 

0.0* 
0.4* 

8.0 
11.3 

1.7 
IT 

VOLT- MD 
AGE " R 

STATED 
cA AMPLI. r0  

POWER 

FACTOR OUTPUT 
OHMS 

4100 925 
3600 1050 

950000 640 
1200000 650 

3.8 
3.8 

610 
780 

7000 
5700 

POWER 
OUT-
PUT 
WATTS 

TYPE 

0.185 3 , 
0.375 

Plate curren to be adjusted to 0 2 milliampere 
arch no +gnat. 

22.0 

32 

33 •«••• ne• anD1044 sdros FIG S 411 . a Ili . ee,,C•01 1.0 0.26 180 180 CLASS A AMPLIFIER 180 

34 

as 

SuPEACONTROL 
11-F AletiFIER 
POMODI  

SUPERGONTROL 

"=tregr 

MEDIUM 4PIN 

74101LIM S-PIN 

••3- 9 1'7 . • 26A2PAC2Pit 

FIG. S 5,1, • a 111 • Mum, 

2.0 0.06 

2.5 1.75 

ISO 67 .3 araTa 
5(631 5(610 ISO 

275 90 64 AMPLIFIER 250 

- 18.0 180 

67.5 
67.5 

90 
90 

55 
90 
90 

SS 
90 

5.0 

1.0 
1.0 

2.5 • 

2.8 
2.8 

6.3 
U.S 

1.8 550000 850 470 
3.1 500000 1050 525 - - 
3.2 550600 1080 595 

55000 

600000 
s000000 
300000 
400000 

1700 

600 
620 

1020 
10$0 

90 

360 
600 

305 
420 

6000 1.4 33 

34 

35 

38 RA AMPLIFIER 
TEDIODE 

SMALL SPIN FIG. 6.2 0.3 250 90 

SCREEN ERIC/ 
AMPLU 

BIM DETECTOR 

100 - 1.5 

'11 

1000 - 5.0 
25,11 - 8.0 

1.7* 

Plate current to be ad, sled to 0 I midumpere 
anth no signal. 

36 

37 °Were 
TRIODE 

SMALL SAIN FIG I 41 * a le,. MUM 

38 P°11.,:erent. SMALL SPIN FIG. NA • 1", • • I NEATER 

SUPTAGONTROL 
39-44 a-a AmPLIFILA SMALL SINN FIG. NA 41; * • 1,7, NEATER 

PENTODE 

CUSS A AMPLIFIEP IRO 
6.3 0.3 250 - 250 

6.3 0.3 

6.3 0.3 

230 

250 

250 

90 

-11.5 
-18.0 

- 10.0 
-28.0 

1.5 11500 800 9.2 
4.3 10200 900 9.2 - - 
7.5 8400 1100 9.0 

8,55 DETECTOR BU 

CL.455 A AMPLIFIER 

5. MIN CRiD 
F AmPLNIER 

100 - 9.0 
180 - 18.0 

90 , 1 - 3.0 
250 .'•• 

100 
180 
750 

S. 
90 
90 

I. 
2.0 
3.0 

1.0 
1.4 
I 4 

Plate current to be achusted 1002 milliampere 
+nth no slim,  

7.0 140000 
14.0 115000 
22.0 100000  

5.6 375000 
5.8 750000 
5.8 1000000 

875 120 
1050 120 
1200 120 

900 
1000 
1050 

360 
750 
1050 

15000 
11600 
10000 

0.27 
1.00 
2.50 

37 

38 

39-44 

*F, God Irak Detection -p;ste volts 5. 81,1 return to 4. hl•rnm I or 014)0 me 
• Eit her A. C. or D. C may brr used on filament r h  except as epee the al noted. For um 

el D. C. on A-C filament types der eau Mated and sotto by ' 2 . 31,P•o•• , 1.054015.1'e • 

• App,...1 110115G p me count ng resmor of 250000 ohms or 500 henry choke shunted Y 025 mcgohrn rem., 
'11Apol,ed throo.li cou+ing resistor of 100000 ohms. 

40 AVeNIZR 
ToriODE 

MEDIUM 4-11/1 FIG I 4 ' . Ij• 0-C 
FILAMENT 5.0 0.15 180 CI-A55 A AMPUFIER 

2368 
180• 

100 
IRA 
2$0 

250 

VS 
135 

180 
250 
275 

ISO 

300 
400 

250 

96 
115 

- IS 

41 "1,2,egYn" SMML SPIN FIG. ' SA NEATER 6.3 0.4 250 250 CLASS A AYAKJEIES - 13.5 
-18.0 

- 16.5 

- 15.0 
-20.0 

-31.5 
-50.0 

42 . 3.g,e,ri'.3 MEDIUM SMN .71G isa 

43 

MUTE'S 6.3 0.7 250 250 adss A A242211E6 

POWER AMPLIFICO MODISH SPIN FIG.. BEATER 25.0 0.3 135 135 CUSS A katt11211 

45 POWEI.NerctIFIER MEDIUM SPIN FIG I =::.' • 11: ' FILAMENT 2.5 1.5 275 CLASS A AMPLIFIER 

os 

47 

48 

D=1 POOLS FI 

POwER AMPLIFIER 

PO'NE:REE:GFJ°:IFiER 

MEDIUM SPIN FIG. 7 sl" 11't FIUMENT 2.5 1.75 

250 (LASSA An01.12122 0 

CLASS B 

-33.0 

400 

150 MEDIUM SPIN FIG 8 52. 3 2 

5] . •2.1.4 

NANO« 

0-C 
111.Af CA 

1.5 2.75 250 CUSS U AMPLB IFA - 16.5 

- 19.0 
- 10.0 

-20.0 

NIEDNAM +MN FIG. IS 30.0 0.1 125 

135 

100 CLASS A AMPLIFIER 

49 Poreeti.rirm• MEDIUM 5-PIN FIG. ? =fl' • ali' FILAMENT 2.0 0.12 

CLASSA AMPLIFICA 0 135 

180 CLASS [' AMPLIFIER+ .180 o 

so POWEtteoPLLIFIER 
MEDIUM 44.1/1 FIG. 1 61. • 211 . 7.5 1.25 450 GASS A AMPLIFIER 

300 
400 
4S0 

250 
300 

135 
ISO 
250 

250 

-54.0 
- 70.0 
-84.0 

53 
NYNN,1110DE 
ArAPLIFIER MEDIUM 7.815, FIG. 24 =II' • air NEATER 2.5 2.0 300 CLASS M4PLIGER 

o 

55 SUPLE 5.01081 
TRIODE 

WAG. ISPIN FIG. 13 Ail * a IA * NEATER 2.5 1.0 250 TRIODE UNIT AS 
GASS A AIMMIFIER 

- 10.5 
-1.1. 5 
-20.0 

- 13.5 

-20.01 

•Dfrm• 

"t4r4.72o" 
DE ILCO.M. 

SMALL S-PIN FIG. 8 .11. • I NEATER 2.5 1.0 250 - 
CLASS A WAGGER 

57 
TRIPLE-GRID 
DETECTOR SMALL SPIN no. Il =13' = ill NUM 1.5 LO 250 100 
»MEN eta BIAS DETECTO« 250 

BIAS DETECT:« 

109000 lO 
RS A5471./Crla 

250 

350 

- 1.95 

*Fee Grid-leak Detection-plate volts 45 grid return to + filament or 
or 500.1tenry choke situated by 0.25 megohm resistor. •iLarimum. 

.151 • mum. 

- - 1lL.: 
15000610 

la0 '-- - 4. 

100 1.6 9.0 103500 1450 ISO 11000 0.13 
180 3.0 18.5 81000 1850 ISO 9000 1.50 41 
250 5.5 32.0 68000 3100 150 7600 3.40 

250 6.5 14.0 100000 3200 210 7000 3.00 42 
90 4.0 20.0 45000 2000 90 4500 0.90 
13$ 7.0 34.0 35000 2300 80 4000 2.00 43 
180 31.0 1650 2125 3.5 2703 0.82 
250 
275 

- 34.0 
36.0 

1610 
1100 

2175 
2050 

3.5 
3.5 

3900 
4600 

1.60 
1.00 

45 

- - 22.0 2380 2350 5.6 6400 1.2$ 

- - Poorer output value are for 2 tube 5200 16.0 48 
II indicated plate-to-plat load. 5800 20.0 

250 6.0 31.0 60000 2500 150 7000 2.7 47 

116 
100 

9.0 
9.5 

51.0 
56.0 

- 
- 

3000 
3900 

- 
- 

1500 
1500 

2.0 
2.5 

4, 

- - 6.0 4175 1125 4.7 11000 0.17 

- - PI «. md̀7:17:2 "othre-troie z lob" nee 3.5 49 
35.0 2000 1900 3.8 4600 1.6 

- 

• 
- 55.0 

55.0 
2800 

1800 J 
I 2100 

1100 
3.8 
3.8 

3670 
4350 

3.4 
4.6 

se 

- - 
Power 

61 need 
output v ueia ker one tube 

leel,,plate•to• e. 
8000 
10000 

8.0 
10.0 

53 

3.7 11000 750 8.3 25000 0.075 
- - 6.0 

8.0 
8500 
7500 

lat 

975 8.3 
1100 8.3 

20000 
20000 

0.160 
0.350 

55 

- - 5.0 9500 1050 13.8 - - 

Plate current to be ael,tuted to O. vailhasopere 64 _______ 
+nth no signal. 

100 0.5 2.0 
eared 
2.5 n.,,,. 

eater& 
1325 isoo - 

57 Cathode mown< Plate coupling realm 250000 ohms. 
50 0.65 ma. - Gnd coupling verge 250000 done° 
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to cathode. iliApplied through plate coupling resistor of 250000 ohms 



TYPE NAVE NU 

%petal 

CONNEg. 

TIONS 

DIMENSIONS 

MAXIMUM 

OVERALL CATHODE 
TYPE • 

RATING 

USE 

...."....... 
.........". 
tee moaned* he 
i....4 rmicsi one 

PUTE 

SDP* 
PLY 

VOLTS 

CHID 
VOLTS• 

SCREEN 
VOLTS 

SCREEN 

mall-

AMP. 

PLATE 

MILLI- 

AMP. 

A-C 

PLATE 

arm- 

TANCE 

OHMS 

MUTUAL 

CON- 

DUC- 

TANCE 

MICRO- 
mmos 

VOLT- 

AGE 

Amp, 

FICATION 

FACTOR 

LOAD E 

•1311 

SpTATIO 

OWER 

OUTPUT 
0,4ms 

POWER 

OUT. 

PUT 

WATTS 

,,,,, 
Fluxion 411 

ersrts nog scat. 

LENOIR 
X 

mutant ram ARMES “33. emit 
.3.  

SR SteeriZOL SMALL 6.111. FIG. II 411 • a Ih • HEATER 2.5 1.0 250 100 
o'CR, ,S11.." ite“er I% 
-' - - "-- 

250 {- 31 
•nn. 

100 2.0 ' 8.2 800000 1600 1280 - - 
as 

s,,d11-11V1„.„, 250 -10.0 100 - - Oecillator peak volts u 7.0. 

aoTenep ulg, UM M DRao FIG. 18 si • a 2,2g • WATER 2.5 2.0 

«e' 

250 - cu,ses=i,=,,ze. 250 -28.0 --. - 26.0 2300 I2600 6.0 5000 1.25 

50 250 250 ceratis.4, 250 -18.0 250 9.0 35.0 10000 2500 100 6000 2.00 

4°° - 
l-1101 

Ca ne 300 
400 : - -- 

Power output 
at indidted 

va Loa 
pl. 

are for 
e.to-plate 

2 tube. 
S.d. 

4600 
6000 

15.0 
20.0 

71-A POWERottrenc. 

lo• 

-CORM 6.019 00.0 4 IV a 1W FILAMENT 5.0 0.25 003 - CLASS A AlAFDFIER 0::  _ _  714 

75 J .GUeaVAI,V4, WAD. HUI raA 13 4H • . IA ° NEATER 6.3 0.3 250 - ELIS A AUMPLTIFUR 250 a -1.35 - - 0.1 - Gain psr edge •• 50-60 75 

76 
SUPLATRIODE 
aram.IFIER 
DETEETOR• 

SMALL S-PIN FIG- 11 or . . 1% • WATER 6.3 0.3 250 - 
CUSS A Al419-IFIER 250 -13.5 - - 5.0 9500 1450 13.8 I - - 

76 
AS DETECTOR 250 -20.0 -u- - 

Pla e current to be adiusted 
with no 

to 0.2 malianmem 
Mine 

77 
TRIPLE-GAM 

SMALL 04414 120.11 4W a 1,-V MUTER 6.3 0.3 250 100 

SCREEN GRID 
R•F AMPLIFIER 

100 
250 

- 1.5 
- 3.0 

60 
100 

0.1 
0.5 

1.7 
2.3 

650000 
1500000 

1100 
1250 

715 
1500 - 

77 
111AS caters* 2so - 1.95 SO 

Cathode current 
0,63 in.. --- 

Platt coupling 
Grid 

mentor 
ing resistor 

250000 ohms- 
250000.rue. 

71 
TRIPLE-GRID 

SUPERCORTROL 
AMPLIFIER 

SMALL &PIN rm. 0 41-1' s 1s•s ' 1160700 6.3 0.3 250 I Rnuctia, 
90 

g: 
250 

{ - m) 
90 

,70,1 
125 

1.3 

u 
2.6 

5.1 

u 
10.6 

315000 

1.0.0.0 
600000 

1275 

gt. 
1650 

400 

1 ;04 
990 

- - 78 

79 TrePer mats •4011 rm. 0 41.1 • s IsTe &Amu 6.2 0.6 250 - CUSS a »etyma  : - - P•7.' :J2. T.1.3,141e4Z4.. be in ®  ::: 79 

85 
60,06 006E SMALL SPIN FIR 13 4H • a leg' H41611 6.3 0.3 250 - carE4 jet 

135 
200 
250 

-10.5 
-.13.5 
-20.0 

..-- - 
3.7 

8.0 

11000 

7500 

750 

1100 

8.3 

8.3 

25000 

20000 

0.075 

0.350 

80 per/WADI MALE 041N F10.14 411 ° • leg . 142611/1 64 0.4 aso 250 

,t 1..1. 160 ... 
250 

-20.0 _22.5 
-31.0 

- - 
t7.0 
20.0 
32.0 

3300 
3000 
2600 

143S 
ISSO 
1800 

•.7 
1.7 
4.7 

7000 
6.100 
5500 

0.300 
0.400 
0.900 

80 AS PENTODE.» 
a..,..,....,,,... r 80 

250 

- i" -18.0 
-25.0 

n° 180 
250 

1.6 3.0 
5.5 

20.0 
32.0 

80000 
70000 

"" 1550 
1800 

1" 125 
125 

I°7" 
8000 
6750 

'.33 
1.50 
3.10 

AS TRIODE• 
CUSS 3 AMPLIFIER 

..,.. 
••••• 0 - - 

Power output ve/uce 
et indicated plai 

are for 2 tube» 
.-to-plate lend. 

13600 
9100 

2.50 
3.50 

V-.99 
X.'99 

°M°3°°R 
s•ggis 

SMALL 4-M18 
s.,,,,, ..,.. re. le no, 1 ' s 1 is ' 

4 . 4 ie.. 00 ng,gawn. 3.3 0.063 90 - a...5s swum 90 - 4.6 - - 2.2 15500 425 6.6 - - 
11-'90 

112-2 
DETECTOR. 
FolZeIR MEDIUM 4-191 no. 5 4{4 1 111' ,RAI:ors 5.0 0.25 100 - CUM 1 1311VTIER 'go ..,3, - - - - 112-A 

*For Grid oak Detection- late volts 4 and return to + filament or 10401500e, • •Ond is I is control grid. Gnd 02 is screen. 
• Either A. C. or D. C. «ea be mad on filament or heater. except aa epectfically noted. For um I Gnd II I is control grid. Grids a 2 and 03 tied 

of D. C on A-C filament types. decrease elated grid volts by ...î ( oleos.) of filament tonne. • Grids 1 I ad 02 connected ogether. Grid 03 
o Requires different socket from small 7-pin. 

RECTIFIERS 

Crud • 3 tied to cathode. 
to plate xi Applied through plate coupling resistor of 25093 ohm. 
tied to plate. "For and of following tutu. 

523 
FULL.WAVE 
RECTIFIER • M EDIU M4416 F10.2 si' a lee FILAMENT 5.0 3.0 - - 

Maximum A.0 Voltage per Plat 500 Volta. RMS 
Maximum 13-C Output Current__-- 250 Malumperea WS 

1213 Veer, "'el "" re.. sr • Vs ' HEATER 12.6 0.3 - - 
Maximum A.0 Plate Voltage... 250 Volt, RMS 
Maximum D.0 Output Current -.-.---_.- 60 Millurnperd 1223 

2525 
RECTRIER. 
DOWNER SMALL HUN FIG. 1 41' a lea' WATER 25.0 0.3 - - 

fulammum Ite Voltage per Plate 125 Volta, RIES 
Maximum D.0 Output Current_ 100 Mdiumperes 2503 

1.1f• wire: SMALL 4-PIN F1G. 22 41 . a 1 A • mum 6.3 0.3 - Maximum A.0 Plate Voltage _____.....-350 Volts. R/43 
Maximum D.0 Output Current --........ ._ SO Mdfiemperes 1-v• 

80 reeirgee - ..... ==. = = 1, I. . 112' FILAMENT 5.0 2.0 - - 
A.0 Voltaic Per Plate (Volts WAS). 350 400 550 The 550 volt ruing applies to filter cud. having an 
D.0 Output Current (Maximum 111.A.) 125 110 135 input choke of at kart 20 henna. 

so 

'81 utetee mow'. •••.• rs, 3 0 i • • 2 i',. FILARIENT 7.5 , i.25 - - 
Maximum A.0 Plate Voltage __--. 700 Volts. RMS 
Maximum D.0 Output Current__ ... .. .. . 85 Milliamperes '81 

82 %tee> MEDIUM 4.PIN FIG. 2 4 r,1 • a 1:: • FILAMENT 2.5 3.0 - - is',::::,.,nr,,.. ts". 'm'Zitp".tig' iU.,..ina.ilo t-r20$ ‘2',/tunRMS rAsoiim'n Peak Pnonne kte C V°I t_ 1400:/400 ,,oe 
8, 

93 reitirliet » Ep'"*1.-PIR re- ' 5:. s 2.'-' hs•ssess 5.0 3.0 - - Urarm'urnrn t3.- 'Cal= vo.l n'tt.....-.7.1:: l'i.lir' I's rut :"" Pie IpUrcal,, LI i'f.u" . to 

2; • Wine 33"U 5..• TM 33 et' . I,•,' NEATER 6.3 0.5 - - 
Maximum A-C Voltage per Plet _.-350 Volts. R1413 
Maximum D-C Output - Current----- SO Mdliamperee 

84 
abo AU 

>Mercury Vapor Type • li,er,li,geable uith T r, I 

*For Grid-leak Detection-plate volte 45, grid return to filament or to cathode. D Grid next to plate tied to plate. ÓTvro grids tied 
together. fiRequires different socket from small 7-pin. *Applied through plate coupling resistor of 250000 ohms. **For grid of following tube. 
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RECEIVER TUBE CHARACTERISTICS 
AND CIRCUITS 

The more common types of receiver tubes are listed here in the order of 

their Filament or Heater Voltage, arranged in alphabetical sequence. 
Special tubes and rectifiers are at the end of the chapter. Circuit applica-

tions are given for many tubes. Socket connections are shown in the Tube 
Charts in previous pages. 

1.1 8c 1.5 Volt 
Series 

864 :\ it-microphonic triode audio ampli-
i cr. Recommended for low level mi-
eruphone pre-amplifiers. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (D.0  )  
Filament Current   
Plate Voltage   90 
Grid Voltage   -4.5 
Plate Current   2.9 
Plate Resistance  13,500 
Amplification Factor   8.2 
Mutual Conductance   610 
Load Resistance  15.000 

1.1 volts 
0.25 amps. 
135 volts 
-9 volts 
3.5 ma. 

12,700 ohms 
8.2 
615 micromhos 

15.000 ohms 

WD-11, WX-12 
Ti lode de,. t, r. and amplifiers for old style bat-
tery operated radio receivers. 

Note: Practically obsolete. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage   1.1 volts 
Filament Current   0.25 amps. 
Plate Voltage   90 135 volts 
Grid Voltage   -4.5 -10.5 volts 
Plate Current   2.5 3.0 ma. 
Plate Resistance  15.500 15.000 ohms 
Amplification Factor   6.6 6.6 
Mutual Conductance   425 440 mleromhos 
Power Output   7 40 milliwatts 
Grid to Plate Capacitance  3.3 [amid. 
Grid to Filament Capacitance  2.5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacitance  2.5 mmfd. 

•:* e:* 

26 Audio amplifier or detector. Used in 
older radio receivers as neutralized RF 
amplifiers. Now obsolete. 

Note: Filament often introduced excessive hum 
into radio receivers. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (A.C. or D.C.)• • • • 1.5 volts 
Filament Current   1.05 amps. 
Plate Voltage   90 185 180 max. volts 
Grid Voltage   -7 -10 -14.5 volts 
Plate Current   2.9 5.5 6.2 milliampe. 
Plate Resistance   8900 7600 7300 ohms 
Amplification Factor   8.3 8.3 8.3 
Mutual Conductance   935 1100 1150 micromhos 
Grid-Plate Capacitance   8.1 mmfd. 
Grid-Filament Capacitanee   3.5 mmfd. 
Plate-Filament Capacitance   2.2 mmfd. 

B 

T NT u e F OSCILLATOR 

(Per 

2-Volt Series 

Sylvania 15 RF Amplifier. Regenerative 
detector or 

electron-coupled oscillators for battery operated re-
ceivers. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage  2.0 volts 
Heater Current 0  .2 amps. 
Plate Voltage  135 volts 
Screen Voltage  67.5 volts 
Grid Voltage   -1.5 volts 
Plate Current 1  85 ma. 
Plate Resistance   .8 megohm 
Amplification Factor   500 
Mutual Conductance  750 micromhoe 

•:* 

19 Twin triode class B audio amplifier for 
portable radio receivers. Class B Mod-
ulator in portable U.H.F. transmitters and 

transceivers. U.H.F. oscillator in push-pull cir-
cuits. 

49 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage (D.0  )  2.0 volts 
Filament Current   0.26 MN. 

As Class 13 Power Amplifier: 
Plate Voltage   135 max. volts 
Dynamic Peak Plate Current 
plate)  ..  50 max. ma. 

Typical Operation: 
Filament Voltage   2.0 volta 
Plate Voltage   135 135 135 volts 
Grid Voltage   -6 -8 0 volte 
Static Plate Current   1 4 10 ma. 
Load Resistance (Plate-

to-plate)  10000 10000 10000 ohms 
Average Power Input  95 130 170 &D. MW. 
Nominal Power Output   1.6 1.9 2.1 watts 
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Grid Condenser 

30 

49 
GOFF. T.1.10 

F 

UNIT COUPLED U H F OSCILLATOR 

r 

Triode Detector. Audio Amplifier and 
Oscillator for battery-operated radio re-
ceivers. Also used in 5 meter trans-

ceivers. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage ( D.G  )  2.0 volts 
Filament Current  06 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 6  0 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance 3  0 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance 2  1 mmfd. 
Base  small 4 pin 

Class A Amplifier: 
Plate Voltage   90 135 180 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  —4.5 —9 —13.5 
Plate Current   2.5 3.0 3.1 ma. 
Plate Resistance  11000 10300 10300 ohms 
Amplification Factor 9.3 9.3 
Mutual Conductance   850 900 900 mIcromhos 
Output   ... 0.07 0.13 watts 

Class B Amplifier-2 Tubes: 
Plate Voltage  180 volts ( max.) 
Maximum Signal Plate Current  50 ma. ( per tube) 
Zero Signal Plate Current 1  5 ma. ( per tube) 

Typical Operation: 
Plate Voltage  157.5 volts 
Grid Voltage  —15 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current ( per tube) 0  5 ma. 
Zit Load Resistance ( plate to plate) 8000 ohms 
Power Output  2.1 watts 
Total Distortion  6 to 7% 
Grid Driving Power .60 milliwatts 
Driver Stage—Type 30 operating at 157.5 volts plate. 
—11.3 volts grid bias. 

primary 
Input transformer  = 1.165 ratio 

1/2  sec. 

Detector Biased Grid Leak 
Plate Voltage  90 135 180 45 
Grid Voltage  —9 —13.5 —18 return to + fila. 

Current Adjusted to 0.2 ma. with no signal 
Grid Leak  1 to 5 megohms 

0  00025 mfd. 

11350 

19 

lE 
CLASS 13 AUDIO AMP & DRIVER FOR PORTABLE OPERATION 

31 Triode Power Amplifier for battery op-
erated radio receivers. Not in general 
use. Occasionally used as a 5 meter 

oscillator in portable 5 meter transmitters because 
it has a heavier filament than a type 30 tube. It 
is not suitable for 5 meter transceivers. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 2  0 volts 
Filament Current 0  130 amps. 
Plate Voltage   135 180 volts 
Grid Voltage  —22.5 —30 volts 
Plate Current   8 12.3 ma. 
Plate Resistance   4100 3600 ohms 
Amplification Factor   3.8 3.8 
Mutual Conductance   925 1050 micromhos 
Poner Output   0.185 0.375 watts 
Load Resistance   7000 5700 ohms 

32 
•:* • 

Screen-grid detector and amplifier for 
battery operated receivers where low 
filament drain is necessary. 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

Battery- Operated Receiver with 2-volt 

tubes. Detector and 2-Stage Audio 

Amplifier: LI is a 4 to 6 turn coil 

wound near the top of the secondary 

coil L2. 
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2 Volt Tubes 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage ( D.0  ) 2  0 volts 
Filament Current 0  060 amp. 
Plate Voltage   135 180 max. volts 
Screen Voltage   67.5 67.5 max. volts 
Grid Voltage   —3 —3 volts 
Plate Current   1.7 1.7 ma. 
Screen Current   0.4 0.4 max. ma. 
Plate Resistance  950,000 1,200.000 ohms 
Amplification Factor   610 780 
Mutual Conductance   640 650 micromhos 
Grid-Plate Capacitance (with shield- can) — 0.015 max. mmfd. 
Input Capacitance 6  0 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance  11.7 mmfd. 

 In« 

32 

00025 

+ 45V 

0002 1: • 

01 

O 1350 

Fe+A 

Screen Grid Detector Circuit for Receivers 

•ASP •I35V 

molt 

GRID I.C•M 

-154 OR 32 

ADP 

if NO   0.10 I 4- >1 

DETECTOR t4 BATTERY OPERATED SHORT WAVE 

AuTODTNE RECEIVER 

• • • 

33 Pentode Power Amplifier for output 
stages of battery operated radio sets. 
Used in U.H.F. transceivers as modu-

lator and audio amplifier. 

33 

+135V -13.5V 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER ( OR MODULATOR ) FOR 

PORTABLE RADIO SET 5 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (D.C.) 20 volts 
Filament Current 0  260 ampere 
Plate Voltage  135 max. volts 
Screen Voltage  135 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  —13.5 volts 
Plate Current  14.5 milliamperes 
Screen Current  3 milliamperes 
Plate Resistance  50000 ohms 
Amplification Factor  70 
Mutual Conductance  1450 mlcromhos 
Load Resistance  7000 ohms 
Power Output  0.7 watt 

34 Screen-Grid R-F or I-F amplifier for 
poi table and battery operated radio re-
ceivers. Its super control feature allows 

.1.VC voltage application. As a mixer in super-
heterodyne receivers, approx. —5 volts bias is ree-
onunended. 

34 

AVE 
vcn. r•cr 

+67.5V + 135V 

Cluvacterlstlea: 

Filament Voltage (D.0  )  2.0 volts 
Filament Current   0.060 ampere 
Plate Voltage  67.5 135 180 max. volts 
Screen Voltage ( Max.)  67.5 67.5 67.5 volts 
Grid Voltage, Variable 
(Min.)  —3 —3 —3 volts 

Plate Current   2.7 2.8 2.8 milliamperes 
Screen Current   1.1 1.0 1.0 milliamperes 
Plate Resistance   0.4 0.6 1.0 megohm 
Amplification Factor   224 360 620 
Mutual Conductance   560 600 620 micrornhos 
Mutual Conductance (At 
—22.5 volta bias)   15 15 15 micromhos 

Grid-Plate Capacitance ( With 
shield-can)   0.015 max. mmfd. 

Input Capacitance   6.0 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance   12.6 mmfd. 

49 

• • • 

Double-grid tube for battery operated 
radio receivers. Occasionally used its 
U.H.F. portable transmitters. 

.Vote: Class B amplifier uses 2 tubes with grids 
of each tied together. 

Class A amplifier has adjacent grid tied to plate 
for low mu operation. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage ( D.0  I 2  0 volts 
Filament Current 0  12 ampere. 

As Class B Power Amplifier: 

Plate Voltage  180 max. volt. 
Dynamic Peak Plate Current IO max. milliamperes 
Typical Operation ( 2 tubes) 
Filament Voltage 2  0 volts 
Plate Voltage  180 volt. 
Grid Voltage ( both grids tied together) 0 volts 
Static Plate Current ( per tube)  2 milliamperes 
Load Resistance ( Plate-to-plate) 12000 ohms. 
Nominal l'osier Output (2 tubes) 3  5 watts 

As Driver—Class A Amplifier: 
Filament Voltage 2  0 volts 
Plate Voltage  135 max. volts 
Grid Voltage ( grid adjacent to plate tied 

to plate)  —20 volts 
Plate Current 5  7 milliampere. 
Plate Resistance  4000 ohms. 
Amplification Factor 4  5 
Mutual Conductance  1125 micromhart 
Load Resistance  11000 ohms. 
Nominal Power Output 0  170 watt 

• • • 

1A4- 1134 R.F.1 —or   Supera,rnceeorl 
for battery operated 

radio receivers. Similar to type 34, except small 
bulb. 

raf—R.F. amplifier with sharp cut-off, or as de-
tector for battery operated radio receivers. Sim-
ilar to 32, except for smaller bulb. 
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34 or, 1 A 4 

+ 87.5V . 135 - 160V AV C OR 

-3v BIAS 

TYPICAL RF AMPLIFIER FOR BATTERY- OPERATED 5E75 

Characteristics: Type 1M Type 184 
Filament Voltage   2.0 2.0 volts 
Filament Current  06 .06 amps. 
Plate Voltage ( Slav I  180 180 volts 
Screen Voltage (May 1  67.5 67.5 volts 
Grid Voltage (Min.) -3 -3 volts 
Plate Current   2.3 1.7 ma. 
Screen Current ( Approx.)   0.7 0.4 ma. 
Plate Resistance  96 1.2 megohms. 
Amplification Factor   720 780 
Mutual Conductance   750 650 micromhos. 
Mutual Conductance at -15 volts 

bias   15 
Grid to Plate Capacitance  007 .007 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance   4.6 4.6 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance   11 11 mmfd. 
Rase-small 4 Din. 

1 A.6- 1 C6 Mixer uoscillatoror 
battery operated super-

heterodyne receivers. Can also be used as a 
super-regenerative detector in 5-meter receivers. 
Note: The 106 has a more rugged filament than 

the 1A6, but places more drain on the filament 
battery, which might be of importance in portable 
radio receivers. The 106 can be operated up to 25 
megacycles as a converter, while the 1A6 has an 
upper limit of about 10 megacycles. Either tube 
can have AVC voltage applied to the control grid 
for variation of signal voltage gain. 

CC 144 •444 
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5.1/EYER SuPER• REGENERATIVE DETECTO« CIRCUIT. 
VIRTUAL CATHODE PROVI ES 5- METER REGENERATION 
AND OSCILLATION, MODAL TED B. THE 100 KC I.F. 
OSCILLATOR TO OBTAIN SUPER- REGENERATION. 

Characteristic's: 
Filament Voltage (DC) ... 
Filament Current   
Inter-electrode Capacities: 
R-F' Input   
Mixer Output   
Oscillator Input 
Oscillator Output 
Plate Voltage 
Screen Voltage 
Anode-Grid Voltage... 135 
Control-Grid Voltage... -3 
Total Cathode Current 

(Max.)   
Plate Current   1.2 
Screen Current   2.5 
Anode-Grid Current  2.3 
Oscillator Grid 

Current   0.2 
Plate Resistance   0.4 
Conversion Conductance  275 
Conversion Conductance • 
Base- small 6 pin. 

•4 at -22 1/2 v. t4 at 14v. 

  135 
 67.5 

500H 

IA8 CO 
2.0 2.0 volts 
.06 .12 amps. 

10.5 ... 10 mmtd. 
10 mmfd. 
6 mmfd. 
6 mmfd. 

180 135 180 volts 
67.5 67.5 67.5 volts 
135 135 135 volts 

-3 volts -3 -3 

9 
1.3 
2.4 
2.3 

0.2 
0.5 
30.0 

1:3 
2 

2.6 

0.2 
0.55 
300 

9 ma. 
1.5 ma. 
2 ma. 

3.3 ma. 
0.2 ma. 

0.75 megohms. 
325 micromhos. 

HALF WAVE DETECTOR WITH A V C AND FIXED 
RIAS A F RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIER 

R F OR IF INPUT 

100V 

1AO U 1C0 

.11 

A VC 

0.1 

-e e 

R F OR I F AMPLIFIER t HALF WAVE DETECTOR WITH ATO 

.130V 

PENT•CR10 C.,v[RTER 

1 B5 - 25S P)nefelcetxor. Diaondà «  TriodeAudio 
Amplifier, resistance 

or impedance coupled to a 88 or 1F4 pentode out-
put amplifier for battery operated radio receivers. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage (DC) 2  0 volts 
Filament Current  060 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 3  6 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacitance 2 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacitance  

1335m voltainf d. Plate Voltage   
Grid Voltage   -3 volts 
Plate Current 08 ma. 
Amplification Factor  20 
Plate Resistance  35000 ohms 
Mutual Conductance  575 micrœnhos 
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2 Volt Tubes 

1F4 
Pentode Power Amplifier for bat-
tery operated radio receivers and 5-
meter portable sets or transceivers. 

Note: The IF4 requires less C bias than the 
33 tube; the plate current and power output are 

. also lower. 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (DC) 2.0 volts 
Filament Current 0  120 amps. 
Plate Voltage  135 volts 
Screen Voltage  135 volts 
Grid Voltage  -4.5 volts 
Plate Current 8  0 ma. 

' Screen Current 2  6 ma. 
Amplification Factor 
Plate Resistance 
Mutual Conductance 
Power Output 
Plate Load 

 340 
0  2 megohms 

 1700 micromhos. 
0  34 watts 

 16000 ohms. 

1F6 
e 

Duo Diode-Pentode. Second de-
tector for battery operated radio 
receivers. Diodes can furnish AVC 

voltage and pentode section can be operated as an 
IF amplifier, or as an audio amplifier. Will fur-
nish sufficient output as an audio amplifier to drive 
a 33 or 1F4 output tube to rated values. 

1F0 02 

SECOND DETECTOR CsCJIT FOR BATTERY 

OPERATED SuPERNETERODYNE RECCIvERS 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (DC)  2.0 volts 
Filament Current   .060 amperes 

.007 mmfd. 
Grid-to-Filament Capacitance  4 mmfd. 
Plate-to-Filament Capacitance  9 mmfd. 
Plate Voltage  180 volts 
Screen Voltage  67% volts 
Grid Voltage  -1.5 volts 
Plate Current  2 ma. 

 650 
1 megohm. 

Grid-to-Plate Capacitance 

Amplification Factor 
Plate Resistance   
Mutual Conductance  650 micromhos. 
Cut-off Bias  -12 volts 

2.5 Volt Series 

24A 
Screen grid detector, audio ampli 
fier, RF amplifier in radio receivers 
Electron-coupled oscillator for re 

ceivers or frequency meters. 
Note: Nearly obsolete. (Replaced for general 

use by 57.) 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage ( AC ) or ( DC)   
Heater Current   
Plate Voltage   180 
Grid Voltage   -3 
Screen Voltage   90 
Plate Current   4 
Screen Current   1.7 
Plate Resistance  400000 
Amplification Factor  400 
Mutual Conductance ... 1000 
Grid-Plate Capacitance 

(With shield-can)   
Input Capacitance   
Output Capacitance   

2.5 volts 
1.75 amperes 
250 volts 
-3 volts 
90 max. volts 
4 milliamperes 

1.7 max. milliamperes 
600000 ohms 

630 
1050 micromhos. 

0.007 max. mmfd. 
5.3 mmfd. 

10.5 mmfd. 

27 
General purpose triode with heater-
cathode. Used as an AF and neutral-
ized RF amplifier and detector in radio 

receivers of early AC design. 
Note: Nearly obsolete. 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage (AC or DC)  2.5 volts 
Heater Current   1.75 amperes 
Plate Voltage ... 90 135 180 250 volts 
Grid Voltage .... -6 -9 -13.5 -21 volts 
Plate Current ... 2.7 4.5 5.0 5.2 milliamperes 
Plate Resistance   11000 9000 9000 9250 ohms 
Amplification 

Factor   9 9 9 9 
Mutual 

Conductance   820 1000 1000 
Grid-Plate Capacitance   
Grid-Cathode Capacitance   
I'late-Cathode Capacitance   

35 
bias. 
Note: Nearly obsolete. 

Character istics: 

Heater Voltage (AC or DC)  
I [eater Current   
Plate Voltage  180 250 volts 
Screen Voltage ( Max.)   90 90 max. volts 
Grid Voltage, Variable (Min.) -3 - 3 volts 
Plate Current   6.3 6.5 milliamperes 
Screen Current ( Max.)  2.5 2.5 milliamperes 
Plate Resistance   300009 400000 ohms. 
Amplification Factor   305 420 
Mutual Conductance   1020 1050 micromhos. 
Mutual Conductance 
(At -40 volts bias)   15 15 micromhos. 

Grid-Plate Capacitance 
(With shield-can)   0.007 max. mmfd. 

Input Capacitance   5.3 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance   10.5 mmfd. 

975 micromhos. 
3.3 mmfd. 
3.5 mmfd. 
3.0 mmfd. 

Super-control screen grid R-F amplifier 
tube. Can be used as a mixer in super-
heterodyne circuits with -7 volts grid 

45 

2.5 volts 
L75 amperes 

Equivalent to Metal Tube 6D5. Triode 
Power Tube for push-pull Class A or 
AB service. The output in Class AB 

is sufficient to drive Class B modulators of 100 to 
200 watts output. Also useful as a low power 
R-F buffer tube in transmitters. 

Characteristics for Class A Amplification: 

Filament Voltage  2.5 volts 
Filament Current 1  5 amps. 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Grid Voltage  -50 volta 
Plate Current  34 ma. 
Plate Resistance  1610 ohms. 
Amplification Factor 3  5 
Mutual Conductance  2175 micromhos. 
Load Resistance  3900 ohms. 
Power (Output 1  6 watts 
Grid-plate Capacitance  " mmfd. 
Input Capacitance  4 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance  3 wad. 

Class AB Push- Pull Amplifier: 
Fixed Blas Self Bias 

Plate Voltage   275 275 volts 
Grid Voltage  -68 ... 
Zero Signal Plate Current ( per tube)   35 36 ma. 
Max. Signal Plate Current ( per tube)   69 45 ma. 
Load Resistance ( plate to Plate) 3200 5060 ohms 
Self Bias Resistor   775 ohms 
Total Harmonic Distortion  5 5% 
Power Output   18 12 watts 

Class C R- F Amplifier: 
Plate Voltage  400 volts 
Plate Current  50 ma. 
Peak Plate Current (AC) 90 ma. 
Grid Bias Voltage -200 volts 
Grid Bias Current 4 ma. 
Plate Power Input 20 watts 
Grid Power Input 1  0 watts 
Grid- Bias Power Loss 0  8 watt 
Power Output  15 watts 
Efficiency  75% 
Plate load impedance 3700 ohms 
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45 

4 

46 

+ 2/5V 500v 

CLASS 5 MODULATOR FOR PRONE TRANSMITTER 
AVERAGE POWER OUTPUT 20 WATTS — PEAR OUT PUT 40 WATTS 

46 

TO CL•ST 

MODULATED 

El AGe 

3,00.11 

.250v .250 - 300v 

Low Distortion Audio Amplifier for Radio 
Receivers 

j 

Push- Pull Class AB Amplifier for Class B Driver 
or P.A. Service 

45 

f 250V 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER,- OR MODULATOR FOR 

GRID MODULATED TUBES 

000 1 

F 

3.4.0004k 

006 

1-14.41 

OUTPUT 

300 400V 

Neutralized Class C Buffer for RF Stage 

46 Class B Amplifier for radio receivers 
and public address systems. More often 
used in modulator systems for small 

radiophone transmitters. Frequently serves as a 
doubler in RF circuits of radio transmitter. 
Note: Audio peak outputs of 40 watts for speech 

can be secured if a 500 volt plate supply is avail-
able, although this exceeds the manufacturers rat-
ings of 400 volts plate supply. 

11. 400V at 41 .44 

INPUT Itteto •40 

1.6 WATTS — AS AmPLIF.ER — 10 WATTS 
2.3 " — •S A 00...BLER — 

UV M 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 2  5 volts 
Filament Current 1  75 amps. 

As Class A Amplifier ( arid adjacent to plate tied to it): 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Grid Voltage —33 volts 
Plate Current  .2 ma. 
Plate Resistance  2380 ohms 
Amplification Factor 5  6 
Mutual Conductance  2350 micromhos 
Load Resistance  6400 ohms 
Power Output 1  25 watts 

As Class 13 Amplifier (grids tied tegether): 
Plate Voltage   300 400 Tolls 
Grid Voltage   0 0 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current (per 
tube>   4 6 ma. 

Load Resistance ( plate to-
plate)  5200 5800 ohms 

Power Output   16 20 watts 
Grid Driving Power  950 650 mililwatts 

47 Audio power amplifier for radio re-
ceivers or modulator service in small 
AC operated 5-meter transmitters. Crys-

tal oscillator in radio transmitters. 
Note: This tube has been replaced for most 

services by tubes with a separate cathode and 
heater. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 2  5 volts 
Filament Current 1  75 amps. 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Screen Voltage  250 volts 
Grid Voltage  —16.5 volts 
Plate Current  31 ma. 
Screen Current  6 ma. 
Amplification Factor  150 
Plate Resistance  60.000 ohms 
Mutual Conductance  2500 micromhos 
Power Output 2  7 watts 
Load Resistance  um ohms 
Plate to Grid Capaeltance 1  2 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance 8  6 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance  13 mmfd. 
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2.5 Volt Tubes 

59 
oscillator 
miners. 

47 47 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS OR MODULATORS 

Triple Grid Pentode Amplifier. Class A 
Audio amplifier. Triode Class A driver 
for Class B stage of 69 tubes. Crystal 
and frequency-doubler in radio trans-

TR YET CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR - 00uBLER 

0001 

Rs 

59 

50 

.125v .350V 

RECENERATtvE FREOU NCT DOUBLER 

TRIODE 

C ASS 51 

59 

250v • 400v 

1 Z. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage  2.5 volts 
Heater Current  2.0 amps. 

Class A Amplifier 
Plate Voltage  •  

Triode Pentode 
250 250 volts 

Screen Voltage   250 volts 
Grid Voltage ( No. 1) —28 —18 volts 
Plate Current   26 35 ma. 
Screen Current   9 ma. 
Amplification Factor   6 100 
Plate Resistance  9300 40.000 ohms 
Mutual Conductance  2600 2500 micromhos 
Load Resistance  5000 6000 ohms 
Self- Bias Resistor  1080 410 ohms 
Power Output 1  25 3 watts 
Grid No. 2 tied to plate Screen 
Grid No. 3 tied to plate Tied to cathode 

Class 13 Amplifier: 
Plate Voltage   300 
Avg. Plate Dissipation  10 
Grids No. 1 and 2 tied together, 

Grid No. 3 tied to plate. 
Zero Signal Plate Current ( per 
tube)   10 

Max. Signal Plate Current  
Load Resistance ( plate to plate) . 4600 
Power Output (2 tubes)  15 

2A3 

+350v 

400 volts 
10 watts max. 

13 ma. 
200 ma. 
6000 ohms 
20 watts 

Triode Power Amplifier. Normally 
used in push-pull in radio receivers 
and as a P.P. driver stage for Class 

B modulators which have outputs of from 100 to 
300 watts. The low plate resistance load with 
fixed grid bias makes these tubes desirable as Class 
B stage drivers. Sometimes operated as a Class 
C RF amplifier in radio transmitters, in which case 
the maximum plate voltage is 400 volts. 

Note: As a Class C RF amplifier, approx. 15% 
more output can be obtained than from a 45 tube. 
Not recommended for Class C service above 7 mc. 

Charaeteristies: 

Filament Voltage  2.5 volts 
Filament Current 2  5 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 13 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance  9 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance  4 mmfd 
Plate Voltage  250 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  —45 volts 
Plate Current  60 ma. 
Plate Resistance  800 ohms 
Amplification Factor 4  2 
Mutual Conductance  5250 micromhoe 
Load Resistance  2500 ohms 
Self Bias Resistor 750 ohms 
Power Output 3  5 watt. 

Push- Pull Class AB Amplifier (2 tubes): 

Fined 
Blas Self Bias 

Plate Voltage   300 300 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  —62 ... volts 
Self Blas Resistor  750 ohms 
Plate Current ( per tube)   40 40 
Load Resistance ( Plate to 

Plate)   3000 5000 ohms 
Harmonic Distortion  2.5 5% 
Power output   15 10 watts 

2B6 
transmitters. 

Unusual Characteristics: Two triodes in one en-
velope. The power amplifier grid is direct-coupled 
to the driver cathode, and the driver plate connects 
directly to plus B. 

e 

Power Amplifier for rad,o receivers. 
More often used as a crystal oscil-
lator-amplifier or doubler in radio 
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296 " LES-TET . CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR- DOUBLER 
,MNEN SECOND TRIODE eS USED AS AN R ANPL,IER 

IT moST NENTRRLIZED 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Plate Supply 
Grid Bias 
Plate Current   
Plate Resistance 

2  5 volts 
2  25 amps. 

 250 volts 
 -24 volts 

40 ma. 
5150 ohms 

Mutual Conductance  3500 micromhos 
Amplification Factor  18 
Load Resistance  5000 ohms 
Power Output  4 watts 
Base med. 7 pin 

3 Volt Series 

22 
Screen Grid RF Amplifier for battery 
operated radio receiver. 
.Vote: Practically obsolete. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (D.0  I 3  3 volte 
Filament Current 0  132 amns. 
Plate Voltage  135 volts ( max.) 
Screen Volt age  67.5 volts ( max.) 
Grid Voltage  -1.5 volts 
Plate Current 3  7 ma. 
Screen Current 1  3 ma. 
Plate Resistance 0  325 megohm 
Amplification Factor  160 
Mutual Cond.  500 micromhos 
Grid to Plate Capacitance ( shielded) 0  02 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance 3  5 mmfd. 
Output Capp-U.1m,  10 mmfd. 

.C. •:• •:,O 

Triode audio amplifier for battery 
operated radio receivers. 
Note: Practically obsolete. 120 

• Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (D.0  )  
Filament Current   
Plate Voltage   90 
Grid Voltage  -16.5 
Plate Current   3.0 
Plate Resistance   8000 
Amplification Factor   3.3 
Mutual Conductance  415 
Load Resistance  9600 
Undistorted Power Output  0.045 
Grid-Plate Capacitance   
Grid-Filament Capacitance  
Plate- Filament Capacitance  

199 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage ( D.0  ) 3  0-3.3 volts 
Filament Current 0  060-0.063 ampere 
Plate Voltage  90 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  -4.5 volts 
Plate Current 2  5 milliamps. 
Plate Resistance  15.500 ohms 
Amplification Factor 6  6 
Mutual Conductance  425 mieromhos 
Grid-Plate Capacitance 3  3 mmfd. 
Grid-Filament Capacitance 2  5 mmfd. 
Plate-Filament Capacitance 2  5 mmfd. 
Base Type 99--small 4- nub: X-Type 99-Small 4-pin 

3.0-3.3 volts 
0.125-0.132 amp. 

135 max. volts 
-22.5 volts 

6.5 milliamps. 
6300 ohms 
3.3 
525 micromhoo 

6500 ohms 
0.11 watt 
4.1 mmfd. 
2.0 mmfd. 
2.3 mmfd. 

aTp 

General purpose triode for dry cell 
operation. 
Note: Practically obsolete. 
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5 Volt Series 

01-.A Triode storage battery tube for 
use as a detector and amplifier in 
radio receivers. 

Xote: l'ractically obsolete. 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (D.0  )  5.0 volts 
Filament Current   0.25 amps. 
Plate Voltage   90 135 max. volte 
Grid Voltage   -4.5 -9 volts 
Plate Current   2.5 3.0 milliamps. 
Plate itesistance  11.000 10.000 ohms 
Amplification Factor   8 8 
Mutual Conductance   725 800 mIcromhos 
Grid- Plate Capacitance  8.1 med. 
Grid-Filament Capacitance  3.1 nunfd. 
Plate Filament Capacitance  2.2 mmfd. 

Triode power amplifier of low 
output impedance. 
Note: Practically obsolete. 

71-A 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage (A.C. ) or (D.C.) .... 
Filament Current   
I'late Voltage   
Grid Voltage   
Plate Current   
Plate Resistance   
Amplification Factor 
Mutual Conductance 

5.0 volts 
0.25 amps. 

90 135 180 max. volts 
-16.5 -27 -40.5 volts 

10 17.3 20 milliamps. 
2170 1820 1750 ohms 

3 3 3 
1400 1650 1700 micromhos 

Load Resistance  3000 3000 4800 ohms 
Undistorted Power Output  0.125 0.4 0.79 watt 

112-A 
tube. 

Note: Practically obsolete. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage ( D.0  )  5.0 volts 
Filament Current   0.25 amp. 
Plate Voltage   90 135 180 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  -4.5 -9 -13.5 volts 
Plate Current   5.0 6.2 7.7 milliamps. 
Plate Resistance  5400 5100 4700 ohms 
Amplification Factor  8.5 8.5 8.5 
Mutual Conductance  1575 1650 1600 micromhos 
Load Resistance  5000 9000 10.650 ohms 
Undistorted Power Output 0.035 0.13 0.285 watts 
Grid Plate Capacitance  8.5 mmfd. 
Grid- Filament Capacitance  4.0 mmfd. 
Plate- Filament Capacitance  2.0 mmrd. 

Triode detector or amplifier 
for storage battery operated 
receivers. Filament type 

240 Triode bias detector, resistance. 
coupled audio amplifier for storage 
battery operated radio receivers. 

Note: Practically obsolete. 

Characteristics: 
Fflament Voltage 5  0 volts 
Filament Current 0  25 amp. 

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances: 
Grid to Plate 8  8 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament 3  4 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament 1  5 mmfd. 

Amplifier-Operating Conditions and Characteristics: 
Filament   5.0 5.0 volts 
Plate Supply   135 180 volts 
Grid   -1.5 -3 volts 
Load Res.  250.000 250,000 ohms 
Amplification Factor   30 30 
Plate Resistance  150.000 150.000 ohms 
Mut. Cond.   200 ,.. 200 micromhos 
Plate Current   0.2 - 0.2 ma. 

Detector-Operating Conditions as Biased Detector: 
Filament   5.0 5.0 volts 
Plate Supply   135 180 volts 
Grid   -3 -4.5 volts 
Load Res.  250.000 250.000 ohms 

Operating Conditions as Grid- Leak Detector: 
Filament   5.0 5.0 volts 
Plate Supply   135 180 volts 
Gild condenser of 0.00025 uf. capacity: grid leak of from 
2 to 5 megohrns. 

Load Resistance  250.000 250.000 ohms 
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6.3 Volt Series 

36 gSrciriel-GsrcitcuRrts.and IF amplifier for automobile radio receivers. Detector w ith grid-leak or 

Note: Nearly obsolete. 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage (A.C. or D.0  )  6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.3 amp. 
Plate Voltage   100 135 180 250 max. volts 
Screen Voltage   55 67.5 90 90 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  -1.5 -1.5 -3 -3 volts 
Plate Current   1.8 2.8 3.1 3.2 milliamps. 
Screen Current   1.7 max. milliamp. 
Plate Resistance   0.55 0.475 0.5 0.55 megohm 
Amplification Factor   470 475 525 595 
Mutual Conductance   850 1000 1050 1080 micromhos 
Grid-Plate Capacitance ( with shleld-can)   0.007 max. mmfd. 
Input Capacitance   3.7 me d. 
Output Capacitance   9.2 mmfd. 

*Maximum. 

37 
Triode detector and audio amplifier for automobile radio receivers. Occasionally used as a 
super regenerative detector in U.H.F. receivers. 

Note: Replaced for general use by the 76 and 6C5 tubes. 

37 • 79 

•••••S 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.3 amps. 
Plate Voltage   90 135 180 250 volts ( max.) 
Grld Voltage   -6 -9 -13.5 -18 volts 
Plate Current   2.5 4.1 4.3 7.5 ma. 
Plate Resistance  11,500 10,000 10,200 8400 ohms 
Amplification Factor   9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 
Mutual Conductance   800 925 900 1100 micrornhos 
Grid to Plate Capacitance  2.0 mmfd. 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance  3.5 mmfd. 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance  2.9 mmfd. 

38 Pentode power amplifier for automobile radio receivers, and series-heater receivers. 
Note: Not in general use. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage ( A.C. or D.0  1  6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.3 amp. 
Plate Voltage   100 135 180 250 maximum volts 
Screen Voltage   100 135 180 250 maximum volts 
Grid Voltage   -9 -13.5 -18 -25 volts 
Plate Current   7 9 14 22 milliamperes 
Screen Current   1.2 1.5 2.4 3.8 milliamperes 
Plate Resistance   0.14 0.13 0.11 0.10 megohm 
Amplification Factor   120 120 120 120 
Mutual Conductance   875 925 1050 1200 micromhos 
Load Resitance  15000 13500 11600 10000 ohms 
Power Output   0.27 0.55 1.0 2.5 watts 

39/44 
Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage (A.C. or D.0  )  6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.3 amp. 
Plate Voltage   90 180 250 max. volts 
Screen Voltage   90 90 90 max. volts 
Grid Voltage   -3 -3 -3 min. volts 
Plate Current   5.6 5.8 5.8 milliamps. 
Screen Current   1.6 1.4 1.4 milliamps. 
Plate Resistance 0  375 0.750 1.0 megohm 
Amplification Factor   360 760 1050 
Mutual Conductance   960 1000 1050 micromhce 
Mutual Conductance (at -42.5 volts bias)   0 2 2 mIcromhos 
Grid-Plate Capacitance (with shield-can)  0.007 max mmfd. 
Input Capacitance   3.5 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance   10 mmfd. 

Super-control RF or IF amplifier for automobile super-heterodyne receivers employ-
ing automatic volume control. Can be used as a mixer with -7 volts grid bias. 

Note: Not in general use. 
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41 
Power Amplifier for radio receivers. Crystal oscillator. U.H.F. oscillator. 

Note: More output than a 38, same as 89 pentode, but greater power sensitivity than an 
89. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage ( A.C. or D.0  
Heater Current   
Plate Voltage   
Screen Voltage   
Grid Voltage   
Plate Current   
Screen Current   
Plate Resistance   
Amplification Factor 
Mutual Conductance 
Load Resistance   
Power Output  

100 135 180 
100 135 180 
7 --I0 --I3.5 

9.0 12.5 18.5 
1.6 2.2 3.0 

103500 94000 81000 
150 150 150 

1450 1600 1850 
12000 10400 9000 
0.33 0.75 1.5 

6.3 volts 
0.4 ampere 
250 max. volts 
250 max. volts 
-18 volts 
32 milliamperes 
5.5 milliamperes 

68000 approx. clams 
150 approx. 

2200 micromhos 
7600 ohms 
3.4 matte 

42 
Pentode Power Amplifier for radio re-
ceivers. 
Equivalent Metal Tube-6F6. 

Use:: 
(1) Single or push-pull audio amplifier for radio 

receivers ( pentode). 
(2) Crystal oscillators in transmitters. 
(3) Frequency doublers in transmitters. 
(4) Triode driver stage or Class AB push-pull 

power amplifier. 
(See 6L6 applications.) 
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630A 

.-"='-" . 1.67 
ser, 

CLASS AB TRIODE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

42 

42 IA wATTS 
OUTI,T 

. 350V 
250V C BIAS 

-38V 

LS 

PENTODE AUDIO AMPLIFIER FOR RADIO RECEIVERS 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  7 amp. 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Screen Voltage  2.50 volts 
Grid Voltage  -16.5 volts 
Plate Current  34 ma. 
Screen Current 6  5 ma. 
Plate Resistance  100,000 ohms 
Amplification Factor  220 
Mutual Conductance  ^200 micromhos 
Load Resistance  7000 ohms 
Power Output 17% distortion) 3  0 watts 

e e • • 
Com-

loile xdPtieet. "eetUni audio 
amplifier in super-heterodyne receivers. 

The triode section is often used in speech amplifier 
circuits for radiophone transmitters. 

Note: AVC circuits are similar to those shown 
for 6B7 tube. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance 
Plate Voltage  250 max. volts 
Grid Voltage   -2 volts 
Amplification Factor   100 
Plate Resistance  91000 ohms 
Mutual Conductance  1100 micromhos 
Plate Current 0  8 ma. 

Typical Operation: 
Plate Supply   180 250 volts 
Grid Bias   -1.3 -1.35 volts 
Cathode Resistor   5000 3500 ohms 
Plate Resistor   0.25 0.25 megohms 
Following Grid Realstor  0.5 0.5 
Plate Current   0.26 0.39 
Voltage Amplification   56 59 
Peak Voltage Output 32 to 40 36 to 46 

76 

0  3 amps 
1  7 mmfd. 
1  7 mmfd. 
3  8 mmfd. 

General purpose triode for detector and 
audio amplifier operation in radio re-
ceivers and amplifiers. U.H.F. oscil-

lator and super- regenerative detector. 
Note: Somewhat similar to 6C5 metal tube. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage ( A.C. or D.0  ) 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  3 amps. 
Plate Voltage  250 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  -13.5 volts 
Plate Current  5 milliamperes 
Plate Resistance  9500 ohms 
Amplification Factor   13.8 
Mutual Conductance  1450 micromhos 
Grid- Plate Capacitance 2  8 mmfd. 
Grid-Cathode Capacitance 3  5 mmfd. 
Plate-Cathode Capacitance  2.5 mmfd. 

79 

s:• 0 

Class B Twin Triode. Class B audio 
amplifier in automobile radio receivers. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage (A.C. or D.0  I 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  6 amps. 
Plate Voltage  250 max. volts 
Dynamic Peak Plate Current ( per plate) 90 max. milliampit 
Average Plate Dissipation  11.5 max. watts 

Typical Operation: 
Heater Voltage   
Plate Voltage   
Grid Voltage   
Static Plate Current   
Load Resistance ( plate-to-plate) 
Nominal Power Output  

85 

iió 
o 

7.5 
7000 
5.5 

0 0 

6.3 volts 
250 volts 
0 volts 

10.5 milliamps. 
14000 ohms 

8.0 watts 

Metal Tube Equivalent-6R7. Duplex-
Diode Triode. Combined detector, AVC 
tube and audio amplifier for super-

heterodyne receivers. 
Note: The power output shown in the table only 

holds true with transformer or impedance coupling 
where full values of plate voltage and current are 
applied to the tube. Under optimum conditions, 
the output is sufficient to drive a Class AB am-
plifier. 
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•11, 

- Es+ 

HALF WAVE DETECTOR FIXED BIAS AMPLIFIER 

HALF WAVE DETECTOR DIODE BIASED AmPLIFIEP 

v0 AAAAA COO 1110131/0D7f 
CO .01. 

HALF WAVE DETECTOR, SEPARATE A. V. C., 

FIXED BIAS AMPLIFIER 

FULL WAVE DETECTOR DIODE BIASED AMPLIFIER 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance 
Plate Voltage   135 180 
Grid Voltage  —1R.5 —13.5 
Amplification Factor   11.3 8.9 
Plate Resistance   11000 8500 
Mutual Conductance   750 975 
Plato Current   ...7 6.0 
Load Resistance   251100 20000 
Power Output   75 160 

6  3 volts 
0  3 amps. 
1  5 mmfd. 
1  5 mmfd. 
4  3 mmfd. 

250 max. volts 
—20 volts 
8.3 

7500 ohms 
1100 micromhot 
8 ma. 

20000 ohms 
350 milliwatts 

89 Triple Grid Power Amplifier. Designed 
for storage battery operation, such as in 
automobile radio receivers. Can be 

ti•cd with AC supply. Occasionally used as an 
electron-coupled or crystal oscillator in short-wave 
transmitters. 

Note: The triple-grid construction makes opera-
tion possible as a Class A triode or pentode ampli-
fier and as a Class B triode. 

Not in general use. Not very desirable for 
operation at RF frequencies above 10 mc. 

<1.055 B 

es 'ODE 

ea 

• 100V • 100v 

1E-1, 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage (A.C. or D.C.) 63 volts 
Heater Current 0  4 amps. 
Base Small 6- pin 

Class 13 Power Amplifier—Triode Connection: 
(Grids No 1 and No. 2 tied together: grid No. 3 tied to 

plate) 
Plate Voltage  250 max. volte 
Dynamic Peak Plate Current  90 max. milliamperes 
Average Grid Dissipation ( Grids No. 1 and No. 2 

together) 0  35 max. watt 

Typical Operation (2 Tubes): 

Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Plate Voltage  180 volts 
Grid Voltage ( Grids No. 1 and No. 2 together) 0 volts 
Static Plate Current ( per tube)  3 milliamperes 
Load Resistance (plate- to- plate) 9400 ohms 
Nominal Power Output (2 tubes) 3  5 watts 

Class A Power Amplifier—Triode Connection: 
(Grids No. 2 and No. 3 tied to plate). 

Heater Voltage   6.3 volts 
Plate Voltage   160 180 250 max. volts 
Grid Voltage (Grid 

No. 1)   —20 —22.5 —31 volts 
Amplification Factor 4.7 4.7 4.7 
Plate Resistance   3300 3000 2600 ohms 
Mutual Conductance   1425 1550 1800 micromhos 
Plate Current   17 20 92 milliamperes 
Load Resistance   7000 6500 5500 ohms 
Undistorted Power 
Output   0.3 0.4 0.9 watt 

Class A Power Amplifier—Pentodo Connection: 
(Grid No. 3 tied to cathode). 

Heater Voltage   
Plate Voltage   100 135 
Screen Voltage (Grid No. 2)   100 135 
Grid Voltage ( Grid No. 1)   —10 —13.5 
Amplification Factor   125 125 
Plate Resistance  104000 92500 
Mutual Conductance   1200 1350 
Plate Current   9.5 14 
Screen Current   1.6 2.2 
Power Output.   0.33 0.75 
Load Resistance   10700 9200 

.9% total harmonic distortion. 

180 
180 
—18 
125 

80000 
1550 

20 
3.0 
1.5 

9000 

6.3 volts 
250 max. volts 
250 max. volts 
—25 volts 
125 

70000 ohms 
1900 micromhos 

32 milliamperes 
5.5 milliamperes 

6750 ohms 
3.4 watts 
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6A4 
Pentode filament type power pentode for last stage of automobile receivers. Not in 
general use. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage ( A.C. or D.C.)   
Filament Current 
Plate Voltage   
Screen Voltage   
Grid Voltage   
Plate Current   
Screen Current   
Plate Resistance   
Amplification Factor   
Mutual Conductance   
Load Resistance   
Power Output   

6A6 
er 

Equivalent Metal Tube-6N7. Twin 
Triode Power Tube designed for 
Class B audio amplifiers in radio 

receivers. Also very useful as crystal oscillator 
and frequency doubler in transmitters, for fre-
quencies up to 80 mc. Often used in 5 meter 
transmitters and receivers as oscillators and de-
tectors. 

Precautionary Measures: 300 volt plate supply 
is maximum as a Class D audio amplifier. As an 
RF oscillator or doubler, the plate potential must 
not exceed 400 volts if cathode bias is used, and 
not over 300 for grid-leak bias. For RF pur-
poses the DC plate current per plate should not 
exceed 35 ma. and excessive grid excitation should 
be avoided. 

FUNDANENTAL SAS 

6A6 Push- Push RF Frequency Doubler 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  g amp. 
Plate Dissipation  10 watts 

As Class A Amplifiers (Triodes In Parallel): 
Plate Voltage   250 300 volts 
Plate Current   6 7 ma. 
Grid Voltage   —5 —8 volts 
Amplification Factor   35 35 
Plate Resistance   11300 11000 ohms 
Mutual Conductance   8100 3200 micromhot. 

As class 8 Amplifier (Triodes in Push- Pull): 
Plate Voltage   250 300 volts 
Grid Voltage   0 0 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current (per plate) 14 17.5 ma. 
Maximum Plate Current  125 125 volts 
Load Resistance ( plate-to-plate)   8000 10000 ohms 
Power output ( with 350 millwatt input 

to gilds)   8 10 watts 

6A7 

• • • 

Metal Tube Equivalent-6A8. Pent. 
agrid Converter same as 6A8— 
mixer ( first detector) and oscillator 

for super-heterodyne receivers. 
Frequency Range: Not recommended above 25 

mc. Conversion gain drops and apparent tube 
noise increases above 10 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  S amps. 
Control Grid No. 4 to Plate Capacitance  0.3 mmfd. 
St-F Input 8  5 mmfd. 
Mixer Output 9  0 mmfd. 
Oscillator Grid No. 1 to Anode Grid No. 2 1  0 mmfd. 
Oscillator Grid No. 1 Input 7  0 mmfd. 
Oscillator Anode-Grid No. 2 Output 5  5 mmfd. 

Other characteristics are similar to 6A8 metal tube. 

6.3 volts 
0.3 amps. 

100 135 165 180 max. volts 
100 135 165 180 max. volts 

—6.5 —9 —11 —12 volts 
9 14 20 22 milliamperes 

1.6 2.5 3.5 3.9 milliamperes 
83250 52600 48000 45500 approx. ohms 

100 100 100 100 awe'. 
1200 1900 2100 2200 micromhos 

11000 9500 8000 8000 ohms 
0.31 0.7 1.2 1.4 watts 

PENFAGRID CONVERTER 

6A8 
•:› 

Glass Tube Equivalent — 6A7. 
Metal Tube Pentagrid Converter. 
Combined mixer (first detector) and 

II.F. oscillator in super-heterodyne receivers. Re-
mote cut-off of control grid allows connection in 
AVC circuits. 
Note: Due to inter-action effects, the 6A8 con-

version gain drops rapidly below 10 megacycles, 
resulting in high tube noise and poor signal sensi-
tivity in most receivers using this tube at 15 or 
20 me. 

• ESE'S. 

4AO FREQUENCY CONVERTER CIRCUIT roe 

SUPERHETERODYNE 14 ECE,v ER S. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

6  3 volts 
0  3 amps. 

R-F Input Capacitance  12.5 mmfd. 
Oscillator Input Capacitance 
Oscillator Output Capacitance  5 mmfd. 
Mixer Output Capacitance  12.5 mmfd. 
Ploie Voltage  250 volts 
Screen Voltage  100 volts 
Anode-Grid Voltage  175 volts 
Control Grid Voltage  —3 volts 
Plate Current 3  8 ma. 
Screen Current 3  2 ma. 
Anode-Grid Current 4  0 ma. 
Oscillator Grid Current 0  5 ma. 
Conversion Conductance  500 micromhos. 
Maximum Cathode Current  14 ma. 
Control Grid Voltage for Conductance of 2 
Micromhos   — 45 volts 

Octal Base. 

6  5 mmfd. 
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6B5 Equivalent Tubes — 6N6G, 6N6. 
Glass Tube Special Power Ampli-
fier. Designed for power amplifier 

use in the output stage of a radio receiver. Can 
be used in push-pull for outputs as high as 20 
watts in small power amplifiers or modulators. Due 
to the gain within the double triode tube, the in-
put grid does not need to be driven beyond Class 
A, and a 76 tube will drive a pair of 6B5 tubes to 
20 watts output. 

Unusual Characteristics: An internal grid of 
the power output triode is direct-coupled to an in-
ternal cathode. No external connections are neces-
sary, and the small triode drives the large triode 
in Class AB. 

6135 

.400v 

•eu• 

655 MODULATOR OR DRIVER STAGE 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Plate Supply 

6  3 volts 
0  8 amps. 
 300 volts 

Input Plate Current  6 ma. 
Output Plate Current  45 ma. 
Plate Resistance  24100 ohms 
Load Resistance  7000 ohms 
Power Output  4 watts 
Amplification Factor   58 
Mutual Conductance  2400 micromhos. 
Grid Bias Voltage   0 
Base  medium, 7 pin 

e e 
6B 7 Duplex-Diode Pentode, combined 

detector, amplifier and automatic 
volume control tube for super-

heterodyne receivers. Pentode portion is used as 
RF or AF amplifier. 

ALI. Re.  .5 
7 

HALF wAVE DEY. / A V.C., FIXED BIAS AMPLIFIER 

A.AC 

6B7 

00015 

0, 01 

A i 

I000l 

HALF WAVE DEY., FIXED- BIAS Hi AMPLIFIER 

Note: Due to its low grid to plate capacitance 
the 6B7 tube is a good RF amplifier, differing 
from the 6Q7 metal tube in this respect. 

It has a double diode and single RF pentode. 

FULL WAVE DETECTOR. FINED BIAS AMPLIFIER 

HALFV4AVE PET., SEPARATE AVG., FIXED BIAS AMPLIFIER 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

01 

6  8 volta 
0  3 amps. 

Grid to Plate Capacitance  007 med. 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 3  5 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance 9  5 mmtd. 
Plate Voltage   100 180 250 max. volts 
Screen Voltage   100 75 100 volts 
Grid Voltage   —3 —3 —3 
Plate Current   5.8 3.4 6.0 ma. 
Screen Current   1.7 0.9 1.5 ma. 
Plate Resistance   0.3 1.0 0.8 megohms 
Amplification Factor   285 840 800 
Mutual Conductance   950 840 100 micromhos. 
Cut-off Bias (Approx.) -17 —13 —17 volts 

6C5 Triode for RF or audio purposes. 
Well suited for resistance or trans-
former coupled audio amplifiers. 

Glass tube equivalent is 76. 

U-H.F 
SUPER - REGENERATI VE 

DE TE C TOR 

6C5 

Because of its high mutual conductance the 6C5 
is an effective RF oscillator in super-heterodyne 
receivers for wave lengths as low as 5-meters. It 
may be used as a super-regenerative detector in 
U.II.F. receivers down to VA meters (see U.H.F. 
Chapter). 
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4. 400 V + 100V 

R F , r. F. OR B. F. OSCILLATORS 

++  2 50 V 

PUSH-PULL AUDIO AMPLIFIER - 

DRIVER FOR CLASS A OR AB STAGE 

6C5 1011. g• 

•• e 

0005 •: 

«e e 
e 

'''' ''' 01.1110(• Olt 
RISIST•111" C./.1.11.4 

BIAS DETECTOR FOR SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER 

4. 250V 

MU..0, 4/du 

RESISTANCE COUPLED AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

Characteristies: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Plate Voltage  250 max. volts 
Grid Voltage  -8 volts 
Plate Current  8 ma. 
Plate Resistance  10000 ohms 
Amplification Factor, mu 20 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 1  8 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance  4 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance  13 mmfd. 

AF 

6C6 

6  3 volts 
0  3 amp. 

e e e 
Metal Tube Equivalent-6J7. 
Grid detector and audio amplifier in 
radio receivers and speech ampli-

fiers. Can be used as RF amplifier for relatively 
low RF input signals, or as a triode audio amplifier. 

Note: Refer to 6J7 for further data. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.3 amps. 

Plate Voltage   100 250 max. volts 
Screen Voltage   100 100 max. volts 
Grid Voltage   -3 -3 volts 
Suppressor Connected to Cathode at socket. 
Plate Current   2 2 ma. 
Screen Current   .5 .5 ma. 
Plate Resistance   1.0 more than 1.5 

megohm 
Mutual Conductance   1185 1225 micromhos. 
Cut-off Bias 
Grid to Plate Capacitance ( shielded). . 010 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance   5.0 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance   6.5 mmfd. 

Triode ( Screen and Suppressor Conneeted 10 Plate): 
250 volts Plate Voltage   

Plate Current  7 ma. 
Grid Blas  - 8 volts 
Can be used with resistance coupling and lower bias 

and less plate current. 

-7 - 7 

6D5 
e e e 

Glass Tube Equivalent-45. Metal 
Tube Triode Power Amplifier for 
radio receivers in single or push-pull 

connections. Can be used as an oscillator in 5-
meter circuits. 
Note: See application circuits of type 45 tube. 

Characteristics: 
heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
healer Current 0  7 amp. 
Plate Voltage  275 voile 
Grid Voltage  -40 volta 
Plate Current  31 ma. 
Plate Resistance  2250 ohms 
Amplification Factor 4  7 
Mutual Conductance  2100 micromhos 
l'ower Output 1  4 watts 
Octal base. 

Clam s A B Amplifier: 
Maximum Plate Voltage  300 volts 
Grid Voltage  -50 volts 
Plate Current Per Tube  23 ma. 
Plate Load 
Power Output 

6D6 

 5300 ohms. 
 5 watts 

e e e 
Metal Tube Equivalent-6R7, see 
6K7 data for further information. 
Triple-Grid Super Control RF am-

plifier in radio receivers. Adaptable to RF and 
IF stages in receivers with AVC. Can be used as 
a mixer in super-heterodyne receivers with approx. 
-10 volt grid bias  

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   
Heater Current   
Plate Voltage   
Screen Voltage   
Grid Voltage   
Suppressor tied to Cathode 
Plate Current   
Screen Current   
Plate Resistance   
Amplification Factor   
Mutual Conductance   
Mutual Conductance (at -40v. 
Bias)   

Grid to Plate Capacitance   
Input Capacitance   
Output Capacitance   

6D8G 

100 
100 
3 

at socket. 
8 

2 . 2 
.25 
375 
1500 

6.3 volts 
0.3 volts 
250 volts ( max.) 
100 volts (max.) 
- 3 volts 

8.2 ma. 
2.0 ma. 
.8 megohm 

1280 
1600 micromhoe. 

10 10 micromhos. 
.010 mmfd. 
4.7 mmfd. 
6.5 mmfd. 

e e e 

Pentagrid Converter. Detector. 
oscillator tube in super-hetero-
dyne receivers where heater 

current requirements are low. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.15 amps. 
Plate Voltage   135 250 volts 
Screen Voltage   67.5 100 volts 
Anode-Grid Voltage   135 250 volts ( thru 

20.000 ohms) 
Control Grid Voltage   -3 -3 volts 
Conversion Conductance   325 500 mIcromhos. 
Plate Resistance   .4 .32 megohms 
Grid Bias for Conductance of 10  --25 -38.5 volts 
Triode Mutual Conductance  1150 1000 micromhos. 
It-F Input Capacitance   8.0 mmfd. 
Mixer Output Capacitance   11.0 mmfd. 
Oscillator Input Capacitance   6.0 mmfd. 
Oscillator Output Capacitance   5.5 mmfd. 
Oscillator Grid to Anode- Grid Capaci-

tance   1.0 mmfd. 
Control Grid to Plate Capacitance  0.3 mmfd. 
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• 

6E5-6G5 
Electron - Ray Reson-
ance Tuning Indicator 
for radio receivers. 

Visual indicator for audio volume expander cir-
cuits. 

Unusual Characteristics: The target glows with 
a greenish light in a sector of a disk. An increase 
of negative DC voltage on the grid narrows the 
width of this segment so that the tube can be used 
as a visual indicator. 
Note: The 6G5 Electron Ray tube is similar to 

the 6E5, except for "variable mu" characteristics. 
Its cut-off grid voltage is —22 volts. 

6E5 - 005 
NEGA InwA•T 

AVG 

c 

+250V 

CATHODE RAY TUNING INDICATOR CKT 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  3 amps. 
l'iate Supply Voltage  250 volts 
Plate Current 0  25 ma. 
Plate Resistor  1 megohm 
Target Current 4  5 ma. 
Grid Voltage  0 volts 
"Cut-off" Voltage  —8 volts 

6E6 
Duplex Triode Class A Power Am-
plifier for low power output auto-
mobile radio receivers. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage  6.3 volts 
Heater Current 0  6 amps. 
Maximum Plate Voltage    250 volts 
Maximum Plate Current 36 ma. ( both sections) 
Grid Bias  —27.5 volts 
Amplification Factor  6 
Plate Resistance  1750 ohms 
Mutual Conductance  3400 micromhœ. 
Maximum Power Output 0  75 watts 
Recommended Load Resistance  14000 ohms 

6F5 
Glass Tube Equivalent — Triode 
Section of 75. Metal Tube, High 
Mu Triode for resistance-coupled 

audio amplifiers. Can be used in 5-meter receiver 
circuits as a super- regenerative detector. 
Note: See 6H6 Circuit application. 

Characteristics: .. 

Heater Voltage 6  3 volta 
Heater Current 0  3 amps. 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Grid Voltage  —2 volts 
Plate Current 0  9 ma. 
Plate Resistance  66000 ohms 
Amplification Factor  100 
Mutual Conductance  1500 micromhos. 
Grid to Plate Capacitance  2 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance  6 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance  12 mmfd. 
Octal base. 

Application: 

Plate Supply  250 volts 
Grid Bias  —1.3 volts 
Plate Load Resistor 0  25 to 1 0 megohms 
Plate Current 0  2 to 0.4 ma. 
Approximate Ampl Bleat ion  50 to 60 
Approximate Voltage Output  15 to 25 volts (Stms) 

6F6 

e. e, 

Glass Tube Equivalent-42. Metal 
Tube Amplifier for radio receivers 
and small public address systems. 

(See applications of 6L6 and 42.) GRID LEAK TRIODE DETECTOR PENTODE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

wATT Pup. AmpLIrnn 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Octal Base. 

6  3 volta 
0  7 amps. 

Single Tube Class A Amplifier: 
Pentode 

Connection Triode Connection 
l'iate Voltage   250 315 250 volts 
Screen Voltage   250 315 
Grid Voltage  —16.5 —22 .--:.111 volts 
Plate Current   34 42 31 ma. 
Screen Current   6.8 8 
Bias Resistor   410 440 856 ohms 
I late Resistance   80000 75000 2600 ohms 
Amplification Factor   200 200 7 
Mutual Conductance   2500 2650 2700 micromhos. 
Load Resistance   7000 7000 4000 
Harmonic Distortion   7 7 5 
Power Output   3 5 0.85 

Push- Pull Class AB Amplifier ( Pentode) 
Fused 
Bias Self Wu 

I'late Voltage   315 875 volts 
Screen Voltage   250 250 volts 
Grid Voltage   — 26 volts 
Self Bias Resistor   ... 250 ohms 
Zero Signal Plate Current 

(per tube)   17 27 ma. 
Zero Signal Screen Current 

(per tube)   2.5 4 ma. 
Eft Load Resistance   2500 2500 ohms 
Plate to Plate Load Resistance 10000 10000 ohms 
Harmonic Distortion   5 5 percent 
Power Output   19 19 watts 

6F7 Metal Tube Equivalent — 6P7. 
Triode-Pentode. Mixer-oscillator in 
super-heterodyne receivers. Second 

detector and BFO or audio amplifier. U.H.F. re-
ceiver circuits. 

FREQUENLY CONVERTER 

• 
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BIASED TRIODE DETECTOR AND PENTODE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances: 
Triode Unit— 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 2  0 mmfd. 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 2  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance 3  0 mmfd. 
Pentode Unit— 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 008 mmfd. max. 
Input Capacitance 3  2 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance  12.5 mmfd. 

Amplifier Service: 
Plate Voltage   100 max. 100 250 max. volts 
Screen Voltage   .. 100 100 max. volts 
Grid Voltage   —3 —3 —3 min. volts 
Plate Current   9.5 6.3 6.5 ma. 
Screen Current   1.6 1.5 ma. 
Amplification Factor   300 900 
Mutual Conductance   5011 1050 1100 micromhos 

10 
16000 2900011 850000 ohms 

6  3 volts 
0  3 amps. 

PENTODE 

I. 
.250V 

I F AMPLIFIER AND elASED TRIODE AND DETECTOR 

Converter Service: Oscii• 
later 

Triode 
Unit Pentode Unit 

Plate Voltage   100 250 volts 
Screen Voltage   100 
Grid Bias  grid leak —10 
Plate Resistance   ... 2 megohms 
Conversion Conductance   ... 300 micromhos. 
D.C. Plate Current   2.4 2.8 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  0.15 0 ma. 
Screen Current   ... 0.6 ma. 
Oscillator Peak R-F Voltage 

Input   7 volts 

Triode Unit Pentode Unit 

Mutual Conductance at —35 Volt Blas   
Plate Resistance   

6H6 Twin Diode Metal Tube for radio 
receiver detector and Automatic 
Volume Control systems. 

Unusual Characteristics: Separate cathode for 
each diode plate. 

fULL•WAVE RECTIFIER — DETECTOR / OIGO GAIN AUDIO STAGE 

001 

A F AMP 

STAGE/ ) 

A VC 

TO I.P3T I le STAG( 

DELAYED A SI C G SECON D DETECTOR CIRCUIT 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  3 amps. 
Plate to Plate Capacitance  02 mmfd. 
Maximum RMS Plate Voltage 100 volts 
Maximum D.C. Output Current  4 ma. 
Octal Base. 

40. le 

6 j7 Glass Tube Equivalent-6C6. 
Purpose: Triple-Grid Detector-Am-
plifier or biased detector in radio 

receivers. Other applications are high-gain audio 
amplifier and RF amplifier for low values of input 
signals where a variable mu characteristic is not 
necessary. Can be utilized as a regenerative RF 
amplifier in U.H.F. receivers up to 60 megacycles. 

P 

V01.1.1. 

• y 

•r .ora eot 

DI•5 DETECTOR FOR 5uPERmE TER ADORE RECEIVERS 

CievSTAL 

(.71.) 

6J7 

0250V •••110et G•me e I/0 

RESISTANCE COUPLED A F AMPLIFIER 
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6.3 Volt Tubes 

250v 

5 0« 40 + CT, RE4EvEnAT.vE OFAMPLIF.rn 
r‘p F RECL ,vER5 

1.250V 

A 

5.ORT wAvE RFC ****** IVY 5510 LE•K DETC CT TA 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage   6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.3 amps. 
Plate Voltage   100 250 volts 
Screen Voltage ( No. 2)  100 100 volts 
Suppressor Volt age (No. 3)   connect to cathode 
Control Grid Voltage ( No. 1)   -3 -3 volts 
Plato Current   2 - ma. 
Screen Current   0.5 0.5 ma. 
Plate Resistance   1.0 1.5 megohms 
Amplification Factor   1185 1500 or more 
Mutual Conductance   1185 1225 micromhos. 
Grid Voltage for Cut-Off  -7 -7 volts 
Grid to Plate Capacitance  .005 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance   7 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance   12 tuned. 

6K7 
e• 

Glass Equivalent-78. 
Triple-Grid R-F or I-F amplifier in 
radio receivers. Oscillator for super 

heterodyne receivers. Mixer-detector in super-
heterodyne receivers. 

TYPICAL RF OR IF AMPLIFIER 

H F 05C 

â 
' 

.000 ds .3 

AvC 

61t 7 

100v 

T 

5000 ds,.5 

•250V 

mIXER OR 451 DETECTOR IN A SUPERHETERODYNE 

RECEIVER. APPROX. GAIN FROM 30- 60. 

50,000n,V2 

+250V 

ELECTRON COUPLED H F OSCILLATOR 

Characteristics: 
IIeater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Plate Voltage 180 
Screen ( No. 2) Voltage  75 
Grid ( No. 1) Voltage   -3 
Suppressor ( No. 3)   
I'late Current   4.0 
Screen Current   1.0 
Plate Resistance   LO 
Amplification Factor   1100 
Mutual Conductance   1100 
Grid Voltage at G2 -32.5 
Grid-Plate Capacitance   
Input Capacitance   
Output Capacitance   
Octal liase. 

6L5G 
e: 

OR O F OSCILLATOR 

6.3 volts 
.3 amps. 

250 volts 
125 volts 
-3 volts 

connect to cathode 
10.5 ma. 
2.6 ma. 
.6 megohms 

990 
1650 micromhos. 
52.5 
.005 mad. 

mmfd. 
12 mmfd. 

General purpose triode similar 
to 6C5G. but with low heater 
current drain. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.15 amps. 
Plate Voltage   135 250 volts 
Grid Voltage   -5 -9 volts 
Plate Current   3.5 8.0 ma. 
Plate Resistance   11300 9000 ohms 
Amplification Factor   17 17 
Mutual Conductance   1500 1900 micromhos. 
Grid to Plate Capacitance   2.7 mmfcl. 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance  3.0 mmfd. 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance  5.0 mmfd. 

6L6 
Glass Equivalent-8L6G. 
Purpose: Designed primarily for 
push-pull amplifier in radio re-

ceivers but also widely used in crystal oscillator 
and RF amplifiers for radio transmitters. 

Unusual Characteristic: lias two beam-forming 
plates internally oonnected to the cathode. Has no 
physica.1 suppressor grid. The beam action sup-
presses secondary emission and results in a more 
ideal pentode operation. 

Precautionary Measures: Good air ventilation 
is desirable because the tube shell becomes very hot 
under normal operation. In push-pull circuits, bal-
anced tubes are necessary, as well as balanced 
transformers if second harmonic elimination is 
desired. 
Audio Amplifier Application: If not over 34 

watts of audio output is required, a single 6C5 
audio amplifier or power detector will drive a pair 
of 6L6 tubes in push-pull. A 1-to-2, or 1-to-3 
step-up interstage transformer is suitable. For out-
puts of over 34 watts, push-pull 6C5 tubes are 
suitable for drivers, with a 1-to- l4 primary-to-lA-
secondary ratio interstage transformer. The out-
put transformer should be of large size in order 
to handle up to 60 watts of audio power without 
core saturation. May be used as a modulator for 
phone transmitters. 

cc 5 

•250, 
• 300v • 00• 

FE[00Ace Ay010 ...or.. !OR ou LIT ALCC.v[A5 
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6C5 6L6 

PUSH - PULL AUDIO Am, if' PER FOR RECEIVERS , 
PUBLIC ADDRESS OR MODULATOR SERVICE. 

Feed-back Amplifier Application: Reverse feed-
back operation in a receiver amplifier will damp-
out low-frequency loudspeaker resonance. The re-
sult is similar in action to a triode, but the DC 
efficiency of a pentode is retained without much 
sacrifice in power sensitivity. Part of the output 
is fed back to the grid circuits in reverse phase in 
order to produce the effect of lower plate im-
pedance. 

6L6 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR WITH CATHODE REGENERATION 

This Circuit Can Also Be Used with 41, 42, 
2A5, 89 and 6F6 Tubes 

Crystal Oscillator Application: The crystal RF 
current is very low due to the high power sensitiv-
ity of this tube. Outputs of from 5 to 15 watts 
can be obtained as a crystal oscillator without ex-
ceeding tube ratings. 

Ho •HH•o•Hc 

* 400* 

61.6 T RI T ET OR DOW CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

The Same Circuit Is Also Suitable for 41, 42, 
2A5, 89 and 6F6 Tubes 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

RF Applications: The 61.6 is suitable for a low 
power frequency doubler in transmitters. Due to 
high sensitivity and harmonic output, only a small 
amount of power is required to drive the grid as a 
doubler for outputs of 20 watts and more for f re-
quencies as high as 15 mc. 

000i 

• 350.500V 

6L6 REGENERATIVE R F DOUBLER 

Suitable Circuit for Other Tubes, Such as 41, 
42, 2A5, 89 and 6F6 

R F 

2 3;0.00 el 

10ésoods 

VI 
s•hoc colcull FOR 
• 43.00. SAS - 11F• 

3 tau,' 0 

- 20 

E0,171.0t 

DOW./ TO 
13 •OC. 

.400V 

6L6 NEUTRALIZED R F BUFFER OR DOUBLER 

41, 42, 2A5, 89 or 6F6 Tubes Can Be Used in 
Same Circuit 

6L6 

A F 
• 

SOOOn 

25,000e. 
i0 

.00:0.00 .0 

bet4 

25. 

300I'L 
2•0 

U• TO « MI 
OVT•VT 

300V 0400v 

6L6 Audio Amplifier with 6F5 Driver. Low 
Values of " R" Tend to Generate Out-of-Phase 
2nd Harmonic Which Cancels Distortion of 6L6 

as Single-Tube Audio Amplifier 

6.3 volts 
0.9 amps. 

Amplification Factor   135 
l'iate Resistance   22500 ohms 
Mutual Conductance   6000 micromhoe. 

Operation Characteristics: Single Tube Push Pull Tubes 
Plate Voltage   250 375 250 400 400 
Screen Voltage   250 250 250 300 300 
Contrul Grid Voltage   -14 -17.5 -16 -25 -25 
Zero Signal Plate Current   72 57 60 50 50 
Full Signal Plate Current   79 67 70 76 114 
Zero Signal Screen Current   5 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 per tube 
Full Signal Screen Current   7.9 6 8 8.5 9.5 
Signal- Peak Volts   14 17.5 18 25 42.5 
Load in Ohms   2500 4000 5000 6600 3800 plate to plate 
Power Output-Watts   6.5 11.5 14.5 34 60 
Total Distortion   10. 14.5 2. 2. 2. 
2nd Harmonic   9.7 11.5 
3rd Harmonic   2.5 4.2 2 2. .6• 
Peak Grid Driving Power  . . ... • • • 0 469 
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6.3 Volt Tubes 

6L7 Glass Tube Equivalent-6L7G. Pent-
agrid Mixer Amplifier Metal Tube, 
designed primarily for mixer use in 

all-wave super-heterodyne receivers. Gives more 
gain at high-frequencies than other types of mixer 
tubes or circuit combinations. Suitable for RF or 
IF amplifier service and in audio volume ex-
pander circuits. 

+230V 

MIXER CIRCUIT FOR 111, TURC 

Amplifier Notes: AVC characteristic similar to 
sharp cut-off RF amplifiers, but without cross-
modulation effects. Easy tuning in AVC receiver 
circuits can be obtained by substituting 8L7 for 
6K7 tubes with proper circuit changes. eliminating 
the need of amplified AVC systems. 

A F 

INPUT 

6N5 Cathode Ray tuning indicator for 
automobile receivers or other re-
ceivers requiring low current drain. 

C haracterist i es : 

Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
H  Current 0  15 amps. 
Plate SunOS  135 volts ( max.) 
Target Voltage  135 volt (mu.) 
Triode-Plate Series Resistor 0  25 megohms 
Triode-Grid Voltage at 90 Shadow 0 volts 
Triode-Grid Voltage at Zero Shadow  12 volts 

606G 
Note: Low heater current requirements. 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage   8.3 volts 
Heater Current 
Plate Voltage   135 250 volts 
Grid Voltage  --1.5 —3.0 volta 
Plate Current   0.9 1.2 ma. 
Amplification Factor   65 65 
Mutual Conductance   1000 1050 microttilme 
Octal bue. 

Duplex tube with diode for 
detector-AVC applications and 
a high mu triode for audio. 

0.15 amps. 

NOTE: ALL TERMINAL POINT S ON pow( R up, sYouLO at 
A DEOu AAAAA ST   

Volume Expander Circuit for Radio 

Unusual Characteristics: The additional grid 
(No. 3) allows a mixing action with higher plate 
resistance and less loading effect on the first IF 
tuned circuit. This results in better selectivity 
and gain. At signal frequencies of from 10 to 60 
megacycles, the conversion gain is several times as 
great as can be obtained from a 6A8 mixer-oscil-
lator tube. The 6L7 requires an external oscillator, 
such as 6C5, 6K7, or 955 tube. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

Interelectrode Capacities: 
No. 1 Grld to No. 3 0  12 mmtd. 
No. 1 Grid to Plate  0005 mmfd. 
No. 3 Grid to Plate 0  25 mmfd. 
No. 1 Grid to all other Electrodes 8  6 mmfd. 
No. 3 Grid to all Other Electrodes 11.5 mmfd. 
Plate to all other Electrodes  12.5 mmfd. 
Octal Base. 

Application u Miser or First Detector: 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Screen Voltage ( No. 2 and No. 4) 150 volts 
Signal Grid ( No. 1)  —6 volts 
Oscillator Chide ( No. 3)  —15 volts 
1'eak Oscillator Voltage on No. 3 Grhl 18 volts 
Plate Current 3  3 ma. 
Screen Current 83 ma 
I late Resistance  over 1 megohm 
Conversion Conductance  350 micromhos. 
No. 1 Grid Voltage for 5 Micromho Conductance.-45 volts 

Application as an Amplifier: 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Screen Voltage  100 volts 
Control Grid ( No. 1)  —3 volts 
Control Grid ( No. 3)  —3 volts 
Plate Current 5  3 ma. 
Screen Current  5.5 ma. 
Plate Resistance 08 megohm 
Mutual Conductance  1100 necromhos. 
Mutual Conductance —15 volts on Grids No 1 
and No. 3  5 micromhos. 

6  3 volts 
0  3 amps. 

or Phonograph Amplifier 

607 Glass High Mu Meta Tube.D uplex-
DiodeCombined detector, audio amplifier 

and automatic volume control tube in radio re-
ceivers. Normally used with resistance coupling 
to an audio power output tube. 

A VC 

VOLTAGE 

4. u GA VOL. CONT. 

02 
6Q7 

000almo21•11,^ 

03 
A FPWR 
STAGE 

.30.000 na w 

30.000 A..1 Po 

TYPICAL. 2ND DET- AVC CIRCUIT FOR 607 TUBE 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  3 amp. 
Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Grid Voltage  —3 volts 
Amplification Factor  70 
Plate Resistance  58000 ohms 
Mutual Conductance  1200 micromhos 
Plate Current 1  1 ma. 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 1  5 mmfd. 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 5  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance 5 mmfd. 
Two diode plates and triode have a common cathode. 
Octal base. 
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6R7 gld Equivalent-85. Duplex-
it sse Metal Tube T. i__e. Appli-

cations same as 6Q7. Can be 
transformer-coupled to Class A or low power Class 
AB power stage. 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Rater Current 0  3 amp. 

LAST F 
AV C 

6S7G 

Amplification Factor   
Mutual Conductance   
Power Output   
Grid to Plate Capacitance 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 
Plate to Cathode Capacity 
Octal base. 

t 250V 

6R7 Automatic Volume Control Circuit 

Plate Voltage  250 volts 
Grid Voltage  —9 volts 
Plate Current 9  5 ma. 
Plate Resistance  8500 ohms 

16 
1900 micromhoe 
280 milliwatta 

2  5 mmfd. 
5  5 mmfd. 
4  0 mmfd. 

+400V 

T2 

R-F or A-F amplifier for cir-
cuits where low heater current 
drain is important. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   6.3 volts 
Heater Current   0.15 amps. 
Plate Voltage   135 250 volts 
Screen Voltage  67.5 100 volts 
Grid Voltage   —3 —3 volte 
Suppressor tied to cathode at socket. 
Plate Current   3.7 8.5 ma. 
Screen Current   0.9 2.0 ma. 
Amplification Factor   850 1100 
Mutual Conductance  1250 1750 micromhoe 
Grid-Blas for Cond. of 10 —25 —38.5 volts 
Grid to Plate Capacitance   .007 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance   4.6 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance   7.8 mmfd. 

12A5 

•:* 

Pentode power amplifier for 
radio receivers. The heater 
connections allow series opera-

tion for "transformerless" receivers. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   6.3 or 12.6 volts 
Heater Current   0.6 or 0.3 amps. 
Plate Voltage   100 180 volts 
Screen Voltage   100 180 volta 
Grid Voltage  —15 —27 volts 
Plate Current   17 38 ma. 
Screen Current   it ma. 
Plate Resistance   390.000 ohms 
Amplification Factor   90 
Mutual Conductance  1700 2300 mieronaboe 
Load Resistance  4500 3800 ohms 
Power (Output 0 65 2.6 matte 

t:t •:• t:t 

RK-100 
Raytheon Gaseous Dis-
charge Amplifier Tube 
with cathanode element 

and very 1.,w plate resistance. Operates similar to 
a high vacuum triode tube of very low plate re-
sistance and high mutual conductance. 

Uses: As an audio amplifier for 110 volt DC 
operation. Crystal oscillator. Class C amplifier. 
UHF oscillator. 

Note: Designed primarily for operation on 110 
volt DC supply lines. 

FIK 100 

f 110V C 

CRY ST AL OSCILLATOR WITH GASEOUS.D.SCHARGE TUBE 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

6  3 volts 
0  9 amp. 

Amplification Constant  44 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 19 mmfd. 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 23 mmfd. 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance 3 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 15 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 150 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 250 ma. 
Maximum DC. Grid Current 100 ma. 
Maximum Discharge Current 250 ma. 

Push- Pull Audio Amplifier (2 tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage 110 volts 
D.C. Plate Current ( per tube) 60 ma. 
D.C. Grid Bias  —2.5 volts 
Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate> 4000 ohms 
Output Power 6  0 watts 

Oscillator: 
D.C. Plate Voltage 110 volts 
Ionizing Dicharge Current 150 ma. 
D.C. Plate Current 80 ma. 
Grid Resistor  500 ohms 
Output  3.5 watts 

Class C Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage 110 volts 
D.C. Plate Current 250 ma. 
Ionizing Discharge Current 250 ma. 
Grid Resistor  500 ohms 
Output  12 watts 
R-F Input  3 watts 
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Acorn Tubes 

954 Acor Acorn Pentode n Companion tube 
to the 955 acorn 

triode for U.H.F. receivers as R-F amplifier down 
to less than 1 meter. A-F amplifier. Biased de-
tector. 

Note: By-pass condensers should be right at the 
socket in the form of ribbon leads insulated from 
a metal plate by mica spacers. The metal plate 
through which the grid end of the tube extends can 
have a metal collar around the hole for greater 
shielding effect in R-F amplifiers. 

Gain: Gains of 3 at 1 meter, 10 or more at 5 
meters. The input resistance at H.F. and U.H.F. 
is several times as great as with ordinary 6D8 R-F 
tubes. This allows much higher gain and better 
selectivity at U.H.F. This effect is noticeable 
even on 10 or 15 mc. 

954 Acorn RF Amplifier 

5- Meter Regenerative Amplifier 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

DE 

6  3 volts 
0  16 amps. 

Grid to Plate Capacitance ( with shield) 007 mmfd. 
Input Capacitance  3 mmtd. 
Output Capacitance  3 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Voltage 250 volts 
Maximum Screen Voltage 100 volts 
Maximum Suppressor Voltage 100 volts 

Plate Voltage   
Screen Voltage   
Suppressor Tied to Cathode 
Grid Bias   
Amplification Factor   
Plate Resistance   
Plate Current   
Screen Current   
Plate Load   
Mutual Conductance   

955 Aco 
Acorn Triode. 

r'bibn The physical size 
of the tube ele-

ments is so small that efficient operation can be 
obtained down to wave lengths below one meter. 
Uses special socket. 

Uses: Audio amplifier in microphone pre-am-
plifiers. Oscillator for frequencies between 60 mc. 
and 600 mc. Super-regenerative detector in 
U.H.F. receivers. Vacuum-tube voltmeter. 

Note (1): In U.H.F. circuits the by-passing con-
densers should be placed as close to the tube 
terminals as possible, such as by flat ribbon leads 
insulated from the mounting metal ground plate 
by mica spacers to form small by-pass condensers. 

Note (2): Variation of capacity of the grid con-
denser in U.H.F. oscillating circuits will often 
allow greater R-F output and longer tube life. 

955 

SNORT LEADS 

wECESSAAv 

II 
005 

5 T NI.18 3/4 " ssa 

RIAS. 

, uwPD 

A F AMP 

114 METER SUPER - REGENERATIv E DETECTOR 

6.3V 111 

955 

H F OSCILLATOR FOR 955 ACORN TUBE 

955 

IDos 

1-EumrD 

A F AMP 

B 

SUPER- REGENERATIVE DETECTOR FOR WAVELENGTHS 
FROM 1 TO 5 METERS 

R-F 
Amplifier 

90 250 
90 100 

—3 --3 
1100 over 2000 
1 over L5 

1.2 2.0 
.5 .7 

Resistance Coupled 
Biased Detector A-F Amplifier 

250 250 volts 
30 to 100 50 volts 

—6 —2.1 volts 
• • • 

e.e ma. • • • ma. 
250.060 250,066 ohms 

micromhos 
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955 

6.3V 

PUSH-PULL OSCILLATOR 

Characteristics: 
heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

FOR 955 ACORN TUBES 

6  3 volts 
0  16 amp. 

Amplification Factor  25 
Grid to Plate Capacitance 
Grid to Cathode Capacitance 
Plate to Cathode Capacitance 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 

14 
10 
06 

Clam A Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  90 
D.C. Grid Voltage.... —2.5 
D.C. Plate Current  2.5 
Plate Resistance 14.700 
Mutual Conductance  1700 
Load Resistance  
Power Output  

135 
--3.75 

3.5 
13.200 
1900 

mmfd. 
mmfd. 
mmfd. 
 8 ma. 

180 volts ( max.) 
—5 volts 
4.5 ma. 

12.500 ohms 
2000 micrornhos 

20.000 ohms 
135 mIlliwatts 

Clas C R- F Amplifier or Oscillator: 
D.C. Plate Voltage 180 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —35 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  7 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 1  5 ma. 
Power Output 0  5 watts at 60 mc. 

956 Acor 
1.catur-callunic type, for 1Z-1' or I-F amplifier and 
mixer circuits in receivers operating at wave 
lengths as low as 0.7 meter. The super control 
feature of the 956 makes the tube very effective in 
reducing cross-modulation and modulation distor-
tion over the entire range of received signals. At 
wave lengths of one meter, the 956 is capable of 
giving a gain of four or more when it is used as a 
R-F amplifier in circuits of conventional design. 

Characteristics: 
heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Ileater Current  0.15 amp. 
Plate Voltage 250 max. volts 
Screen Voltage  100 max. volts 
Gild Voltage ( nln.) — 3 volts 
Suppressor connected to cathode at socket. 
Plate Current 
Screen Current 1  8 ma. 
Plate Resistance 0  8 megohm 
Amplification Factor  1440 
Mutual Conductance  1800 mho. 
Mutual Conductance (-45 v. bias) 2 mho. 
Grid to Plate Capacitance (with shield)..0.007 max mmfd 
Input Capacitance 2  7 mmfd. 
Output Capacitance l  5 mmfil. 

RCA Acorn R F 
nAmplifier - Pentode, 

remote cut-off 

5  5 ma. 

Special Tubes 

12A7 
Pentode and Rectifier Combin 
ation tube for "pocket-size' 
AC operated radio receivers. 

Character)stics—Amplitler Section: 
limiter Voltage  12.6 volts 

0  3 amp. Heater Current 
Plate voltage  135 volts 
Screen Voltage  135 volts 
Grid Voltage  —13.5 volts 
Plate Current  9 ma. 
I'late Resistance  100.000 ohms 
Amplification Factor  100 
Mutual Conductance  975 mieromhos 
Power Output  0.55 watts 
Load Resistance  13.500 ohms 
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Rectifier Section: 
Half- Wave Rectifier 
125 volts RMS 
30 ma. D.C. load ( max f 

25A6 
et( •7,0 •:* 

Glass Tube Equivalent — 43. 
Power amplifier-pentode for out-
put stages of radio receivers, 

particularly the "AC-DC line supply" type. 
Two tubes can be used in push-pull Class A 

connection in order to obtain approximately twice 
as much output. 
Due to its low maximum plate voltage rating, it 

it not recommended for other uses except in "Uni-
versal AC-DC" ri_Leisers. 

Characteristics: 
Stealer Voltage   25 volts 
Heater Current   0.3 amps. 
Plate Voltage   95 135 180 max. volts 

Grid Voltag •   —15 —20 —20 volts 
95 135 135 max. volts Screen Voltage   

Plate Current   20 37 38 ma. 
Scuien Vurient   4 is 7.5 ma. 
Plate Resistance ( op.)  45,000 35.000 40.000 ohms 
Amplification Factor   90 85 100 
Mutual Conductance  2000 2450 2500 mIcromhos 
Load Resistance   4500 4000 5000 ohms 
Self-Blas Resistor  625 440 440 ohms 
Power Output   0.9 2 2.75 watts 
Harmonic Distortion  11 9 10% 
Octal base 

Ce el• 

eil•PlOpfie%tfi:rri rfamdmio ire1c5eivveoits 48 Power 

Due to its construction, its action is similar to a 
pentode. 
Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage ( D.0  I  30.0 volts 
Heater Current   0.4 amp. 
Plate Voltage   95 125 max. v. 
Screen Voltage   95 100 max. v. 
Grid Voltage   —20 —22.5 volts 
Plate Current   47 50 nia. 
Screen Current   9 9 ma. 
Plate Resistance  10.000 10.000 ap. ohms 
Amplifleation Factor   28 28 approx. 
Mutual Conductance   2800 2800 mirromhos 
Load Resistance   2000 2000 ohms 
Power Output   1.6 2.5 watts 

C. 

RCA- 1603 
This tube is a 
pentode vol tage 
amplifier designed 

to have low noise and rnicrophonic characteristics 
for use in very low level preamplifiers. Its elec-
trical characteristics are practically identical with 
the 601 which it can directly replace in suitable 
circuits. 

Rectifiers 

1V 
Half wave, high vacuum, heater cath 
ode type rectifier designed for auto 
mobile radio receivers. 

C harac ter 1st ice : 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
A.C. Plate Voltage (RMS)  350 volts (max.) 
Peak Inverse Voltage 1000 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Current 50 ma. max.) 

.0:e ;lc 

High vacuum type full-wave rectifier 
for radio receivers. Either choke or 
condenser input to filter is satisfactory. 

Characteristiss: 
Filament Voltage  5 volts 
Filament Current  2 amp. 

A.C. Voltage Per 
Plate ( RMS).... 1.350 volts ( max.) or f 400 volts (max.) 

D.C. Output Cur- 4 
rent   1123 ma. (. 110 ma. 

80 

6  3 volts 
0  3 amp. 



Rectifier Tubes 

81 
tamed. 

Uses: DC power supplies operating from AC 
supply lines. 
A.ote: Either choke or condenser input to filter 

is satisfactory. 

Half-wave Rectifier. In a full-wave 
rectifier circuit with 2 tubes, twice as 
much DC output current can be ob-

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current  1.25 amps. 
A.C. Plate Voltage ( HMS) 700 volts ( max.I 

• D.C. Output Current  85 ma. ( max.) 

4:4 

Full-wave, mercury vapor type rectifier 
tube for radio receivers or C bias sup-
plies requiring excellent voltage regula-82 

lion. 
Note: Use choke input to filter. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  2.5 volts 
Filament Current  3 amps. 
A.C. Voltage Per Plate ( 1111S) 500 volts. ( max.) 
Peak Inverse Voltage 1400 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Current 125 ma. max.) 
Peak Plate Current 400 ma. ( max.) 
Approx. Tube Drop 15 volts 

83 
• e. 

Heavy duty, mercury vapor, full-wave 
rectifier tube for radio receivers or 
Class B audio amplifiers requiring ex-

cellent voltage supply regulation. 
Note: Use choke input to filter. 

Charuteristics: 

Filament Voltage  5 volts 
Filament Current  3 amps 
A.C. Voltage l'er Plate ( R3IS) 500 volts ( max.) 
Peak Inverse Voltage  1400 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Current 250 ma. mus.) 
Peak Plate Current 800 ma. ( max) 
Tube Voltage Drop ( Approt )  15 volts 

83V 
regulation. 
A ate.' Condenser input to filter can be used for 

hi • her output voltage, but with inferior voltage 
regulation. 

• •:• 

High vacuum type heavy duty f ull-
wave rectifier for radio receivers 
requiring excellent voltage supply 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage  5 volts 
heater Current  2.0 amps. 
A.C. Voltage Per Plate (HMS) 500 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Current  250 ma. ( max.) 

SW4 
<5 <5 <5 

All-metal tube of filament type for 
use as a rectifier in radio receivers 
with low plate current require-
ments. 

Character (st ins : 

Filament Voltage  5 volts 
Filament Current I  5 amps. 
A.C. Plate Voltage Per Plate ( MIS) 350 volts ( max.) 
Peak Inverse Voltage 1000 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Current 110 ma. ( max.) 
Octal base 

5Z3 
e. <5 <5 

Heavy duty high vacuum type full-
wave rectifier for radio receivers. 
Either condenser or choke input to 

filter is satisfactory. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  5 volts 
Filament Current  3 amps. 
A.C. Voltage Per Plate (HMS) 500 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Current 250 ma. ( max.) 

SZ4 
Glass Tube Equivalent-80. High 
vacuum full wave rectifier to ob-
tain DC plate supply from AC line 

supply toi radio receivers. Either condenser or 
choke input type of filter may be used. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 5  0 volts 
Heater Current 2  0 amps. 
A.C. Voltage Per Plate ( R513) 400 max. volts 
Peak Inverse Voltage 1100 max. volts 
D.C. Output Current 125 max. ma. 
Octal base 

6XS 
Glass Tube Equivalent-6Z4 and 
84. Full wave high vacuum metal 
rectifier for automobile or AC 

operated radio receivers. Maximum voltage be-
tween heater and cathode 400 volts. 

Characterist lei: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  6 amp. 
A.C. Voltage Per Plate (MIS) 350 max. volts 
Peak Inverse Voltage 1250 max. volts 
D.C. Output Current 75 max. ma. 
Octal base 

<5 <5 <5 

6Z4 or 84 
High vacuum, 
heater cathode 
t y pe , full-wave 

rectiner for supplying rectified power to automobile 
radio receivers. 

Character ' sties : 
Heater Voltage  6.3 volts 
Heater Current 0  5 amp. 
A.C. Voltage Per Plate ( R518) 150 volts ( max.) 
Peak Inverse Voltage 1000 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Curent 50 ma. (max.) 

12Z3 
Half-wave, high vacuum heat-
er-cathode type rectifier for 
radio receivers of the "trans-

formerless" type. Suitable for series heater con-
nection in such receivers. 

Characterist lea : 
Heater Voltage  12.6 volts 
Heater Current 0  3 amp. 
A.C. Plate Voltage ( It31S) 250 volts ( max.) 
Peak Inverse Voltage 700 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Output Current 60 ma. ( max.) 

25Z6 
Glass Tube Equivalent-25Z5. 
Rectifier- Doubler designed to 
supply DC power from an AC 

power line in "transformerless" radio receivers. In 
'universal" receivers it may be operated as a half-
wave rectifier, and in AC receivers as a voltage 
doubler to obtain about twice as high DC plate 
supply as in a half wave rectifier. 

Charaeterist les : 
Heater Voltage  25 volts 
Heater Current 0  3 amp. 
Full wave, high vacuum type rectifier. 

Voltage Doubler: 
A.C. Voltage l'er Plate ( R3IB) 125 max volts 
Peak Plate Current 500 max. ma. 
DC. Output Current 85 max. ma. 

Half Wave Rectifier: 
AC. Voltage l'er Plate ( RIM) 125 max. volts 
Peak Current Per Plate 500 max. ma. 
D.C. Output Current Per Plate 05 max. ma. 
Octal base 

OZ4 
Metal tube. Full-wave gas filled 
rectifier, primarily for vibrator 
type "B" Supply Units for auto-

mobile radio receivers. 
Unusual Characteristics: Gas-filled rectifier with 

no heater. Has an ionic heated cathode. 
Notc: Generated R-F noise can be eliminated by 

proper filtering and grounding of the metal shell. 

Characteristics: 
No heater 
D.C. Voltage Output 300 max. volts 
D.C. Output Current 30 min. ma.: 75 max. ma. 
l'eak Plate Current  200 max. ma. 
Starting Voltage  300 min. volts 
Voltage Drop  24 avg. volta 
Octal Base. 
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Chapter 8 

C.W . TRANSMITTER THEORY 
• The analysis of the circuit and compo-
nent parts of so complex a device as a radio 
transmitter is not an easy task, but the 
development of the subject material can be 
made plain so that the beginner as well as 
the advanced amateur can develop as well 
as widen their scope of the subject. 

Definition 

• A radio transmitter consists of some form 
of a high-frequency oscillator, and buffer am-
plifier stages which serve the dual purpose 
of amplifying the relatively weak output of 
the oscillator, and isolating the oscillator 
from the keying or modulation surges usually 
applied to the final amplifier. 

In addition to the above, certain types of 
frequency stabilizing equipment (such as 
piezo-crystal stabilization) are employed to 
maintain the frequency at one value. The 
use of buffer amplifiers may be necessary 
when doubling the frequency generated by 
a crystal oscillator; doublers are required 
because mechanical limitations prevent the 
stable operation of piezo-crystals at fre-
quencies higher than about 8 megacycles, 
whereas the final amplifier may be required 
to operate on much higher frequencies. The 
various buffers and doublers drive the grid 
or grids of the tubes used in the final ampli-
fier stage. The final stage functions as a 
converter of direct-current plate current 
into radio-frequency alternating current, 
which is supplied to the radiating portion 
of the antenna system through some form of 
coupling device. 

The Oscillator 

• The function of each portion of the parts in 
a transmitter, and the effect of varying the 

Là 

J3 
8.400 8.400 

FIG. I 

Pentode crystal oscillator, link coupled to 
buffer stage. 

characteristics follow in a step-by-step analy-
sis. Figure 1 shows the fundamental cir-

cuit of a typical transmitter using a 47 
crystal oscillator and a 46 buffer-doubler. 
The first component, from left to right, is 

the piezo-crystal. It usually consists of a 
thin, flat quartz plate whose physical dimen-
sions permit it to resonate mechanically at 
the frequency of the oscillator. The crystal 
is mounted between two flat metal plates 
which rest very lightly on the crystal in 
order to avoid the dampening effect of any 
pressure which would tend to retard and 
make difficult mechanical oscillation. Some 
of the better type of crystal holders have 
an air gap between the top plate and crystal 
to minimize any dampening effects. The 
two metal plates are lapped perfectly flat, 
and the flat piece of quartz functions as the 
dielectric. When the crystal is set into a 
state of mechanical vibration an alternating-
current voltage is developed across the con-
denser which is impressed across the grid 
circuit. The crystal will continue to vibrate 
so long as there is some kind of electrical 
vibrating stimulus applied to it. Hence, this 
stimuli can come from a separate source, 
such as an oscillator and tube circuit in which 
a small portion of energy is taken from the 
tuned plate circuit and fed back to the crystal 
circuit to sustain its oscillation. 
When the crystal is maintained in oscilla-

tion, it acts as a very sharply tuned series 
resonant circuit, consisting of high induct-
ance, low capacity and low resistance. The 
actual frequency is slightly higher or lower 
than exact resonance so as to give an in-
ductive or capacitive reactance depending on 
the character of the oscillating circuit. A 
crystal-oscillator circuit has a very high 
"Q," which is an index of its resistance to 
changes in resonant frequency with varia-
tion in external constants. In this manner, 
the crystal acts as a tuned grid circuit whose 
resonant frequency is quite free from changes 
caused by load or voltage variations. How-
ever, the frequency may vary slightly with 
changes in the temperature of the plate, but 
in amateur practice the temperature effect 
need not be seriously considered ( at least 
for the present). 
The low-frequency crystals which operate 

upwards to 4000 KC usually start easier and 
develop more output energy than the higher 
frequency types, which are more fragile and 
rather difficult to handle. 

The Radio-Frequency Choke 

• The next components in the oscillator cir-
cuit are the radio-frequency choke, RFC1, 
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and the resistor, R1, which are connected in 
series and shunted across the crystal. The 
purpose of the resistor is to provide a DC 
return for the grid of the ocillator tube. 
In addition to the DC bias on the grid of 
the tube, there is also present an AC voltage 
which is caused by the plate-to-grid feed-
back in the tube. This AC voltage exceeds 
the DC bias and causes the grid to periodi-
cally go slightly positive with respect to the 
filament. When the grid is positive it at-
tracts some of the electrons emitted by the 
filament which are rectified into a uni-direc-
tional current (half-wave rectifier). This 
small rectified DC current flows back through 
resistor R1 to the filament; during this flow 
a voltage drop occurs across R1 which is 
impressed on the grid and therefore becomes 
the source of DC bias voltage. The purpose 
of choke RFC1 is to impede the flow of AC 
current while at the same time offering little 
or no resistance to the passage of DC to 
ground through Ri. 

In general, lowering the ohmic value of 
R1 down to about 10,000 ohms will increase 
the RF output from the oscillator, although 
the use of high resistive values up to about 
50,000 ohms will permit the crystal to start 
easier. It has been found that the better 
made crystals start with a 10,000 ohm re-
sistor, while poorer or inferior makes require 
higher ohmages. 

In crystal oscillator circuits where har-
monic generation is utilized in the crystal 
stage itself, such as in the "Tri-tet," "Dow 
Crystal Doubler," and in the "Jones All-
Band Exciter," a high value of grid leak is 
used for an altogether different purpose. The 
distortion in the output of a vacuum-tube 
amplifier increases as the bias is increase I, 
and it is the harmonic distortion which pro-
duces the second or fourth harmonic selected 
by the output tank circuit. 

Center-tapped Resistor 

II These are used to divide the DL and RF 
currents equally across both halves of the 
filament. If these returns were connected 
to only one-half or to one side of the fila-
ment the 60 cycle AC hum would increase 
in the output, because one-half of the filament 
heating voltage is periodically added to and 
subtracted from the grid voltage, which 
effectively modulates it with the hum fre-
quency. 

Oscillator Tube 

•The oscillator tube requires little mention. 
Vacuum tube theory and operation are com-
pletely covered elsewhere (see Index). The 
ideal crystal oscillator tube should have a 
high amplification factor, medium-to-low 
plate resistance, as well as low inter-elec-
trode capacities. The screening need not 
be perfect as some feed-back is necessary 

for self-oscillation, but it must be kept at a 
very low value to keep the RF current at 
a minimum. In some transmitting pentodes, 
such as the RK20 and 802, the screening is 
so perfect that a small external capacity 
must be used to provide the necessary feed-
back. This is advantageous in that it al-
lows some adjustment of the feedback so 
that the best possible compromise between 
power output and RF current through the 
crystal can be obtained. 

By-pass Condensers 

• At all points where radio-frequency en-
ergy is by-passed in an amateur transmitter, 
non-inductive condensers of the mica dielec-
tric type should be used. 

Resistor R2 

• This resistance drops the plate voltage for 
the screen circuit to approximately 100 
volts. The value of R2 can be between 
25,000 and 50,000 ohms because the screen 
current varies enough to offset variation in 
this resistor, thus varying the drop through 
the resistor so that the screen voltage is 
normal. 

The Buffer Doubler 

• The grid circuit is ALWAYS tuned to 
the same frequency to which the plate tank 
circuit which feeds it energy is tuned, even 
if the stage operates as a frequency multi-
plier, because frequency multiplication mani-
fests itself in a plate circuit. The resistor 
R3 acts as the grid leak for the 46 stage 
and places a DC bias on the grid, due to 
the rectified current which flows through it 
causing the usual voltage drop. Whether 
the stage is to operate as a straight buffer 
amplifier, as a frequency multiplier, or 
doubler, are also factors which determine 
the value of R3. If the available excitation 
is low ( less than 10 milliamperes of DC grid 
current, measured at J2) the grid leak can 
be eliminated and the lower end of L2 con-
nected directly to ground. In this case, 
condenser C5 would also be eliminated. How-
ever, more excitation than 10 milliamperes 
is generally available and thus the grid leak 
is desirable. Its value is not critical up to 
2,000 ohms, and values as high as 5,000 ohms 
are sometimes desirable for best doubling 
efficiency. 
The grid by-pass condenser Cs provides 

a path for the RF return so that the grid 
circuit is completed back to the filament. In 
other words, the DC grid path goes to 
ground through R3, while the RF grid path 
to ground flows through C5 and not through 
R3. 

In the first buffer stage maximum power 
amplification is desired, not maximum plate 
efficiency. 
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Eliminating Key Clicks 

Neutralizing 

• As was previously shown in the oscillator 
stage, the plate and grid of an ordinary 
vacuum tube act as two plates of a small 
condenser, so that a measurable amount of 
RF voltage present in the plate circuit is 
by-passed back to the grid circuit, where 
it adds to the voltages already present in 
that circuit in again increasing the amplitude 
of the RF voltage in the plate circuit. Thus 
there is a cumulative rise in the AC plate 
and grid voltages which continues and rises 
even after the excitation voltage from the 
oscillator is removed. This condition is 
called Self-oscillation; it is the frequency 
at which oscillation is not controlled by the 
quartz crystal. This state of oscillation is 
avoided by the process of neutralization. 
The fundamentals of resonant circuits 

shows that the voltages at the opposite ends 
of a parallel resonant tank circuit are equal, 
though opposite in polarity at any given 
instant, when the center of the coil is the 
reference point. In the case of the plate 
tank coil L3 and the condenser C7, the ref-
erence point is established at the center of 
the coil and in the condenser by grounding 
the split-stator rotor. So if the capacity of 
C6 is equal to the plate-to-grid capacity of 
the 46 tube, the voltage drop across this 
condenser will be equal to the voltage drop 
across the small condenser consisting of the 
tube, thereby balancing out the AC voltage. 
If this voltage was not neutralized, the tube 
would go into a state of self-oscillation. 

Neutralization to prevent self-oscillation is 
necessary only when the stage is operated as 
a straight buffer-amplifier. When the stage 
is employed to function as a doubler, there 
is little tendency for self-oscillation, be-
cause of the plate tank circuit being tuned 
to a different frequency than that of the 
grid tank. However, the neutralizing cir-
cuit becomes a regeneration circuit and 
actually aids in doubling by increasing the 
grid drive at the output frequency due to 
capacity C6. In a doubling circuit this 
capacity should be greater than the capacity 
necessary to properly neutralize a stage which 
operates as a straight amplifier. 
The RF power in L3 can be employed to 

excite an antenna by means of any of the 
diverse antenna coupling methods, or to ex-
cite another RF amplifier stage by means of 
a coupling link, similar to link l between 
the oscillator and the 46 stage. 

Shunt-Feed and Series-Feed Tank 

Circuits 

• Two methods are employed to supply plate 
power to the transmitting tube; one of these 
is known as "Shunt-Feed," which delivers 
the DC from the power supply directly to the 
plate of the tube. This method prohibits the 

passage of any radio-frequency voltage pres-
ent on the plate of the tube from being by-
passed back to ground through the power 
supply. The RF currents are retarded from. 
seeking this path by the inclusion of a RF 
choke shunted directly across the plate tank 
coil. Thus a good test for a radio-frequency 
choke is to connect it across the tank con-
denser and depress the key. If the presence 
of the RF choke across the tank condenser 
materially detunes the circuit from resonance, 
the choke was functioning inefficiently. Few 
RF chokes can withstand this test. One of 
the disadvantages of shunt-feed is that no 
choke has infinite impedance, and therefore 
a finite amount of RF power is lost to ground. 
It is difficult to design and build a RF choke 
that is effective when used on more than 
one of the amateur bands. These bands are 
even harmonics of the lowest frequency 
band, whereas RF chokes operate best on 
the odd harmonics of the lowest frequency 
for which they are designed; hence, a multi-
band choke is only a compromise on all bands 
and is theoretically perfect on none. 
The only advantage of shunt-feeding plate 

voltage through an RF choke is that it al-
lows the plate tank coil and condenser to 
operate at ground potential with respect to 
the DC plate voltage. This condition is 
sometimes desirable in the design of trans-
mitters in which the connecting leads must 
he kept at a minimum to permit quick band 
changing. 

Series-feed applies the DC voltage at the 
bottom, or low potential end (middle of the 
coil in a split-tank circuit) of the plate 
tank coil; no radio-frequency difference 
voltages exist between this point and ground, 
and practically no RF finds its way back 
into the power supply. In some cases where 
the grounding of the transmitter is somewhat 
uncertain it is advisable to use an RF choke 
at the ground end of the coil to prevent the 
nassage of any small RF potential differences 
from one part of the transmitter to another. 
The choke has very little work to do and 
can be small in size. 

Eliminating Key Clicks 

• The transmission of intelligence by means 
of radio-telegraphy involves the variation of 
the RF carrier output between the full "on" 
and the full "off" position. "Mark" and 
"Space" are defined by the presence and 
absence of radiated output, respectively. The 
carrier wave is usually cut "on" and "off" 
during the keying process by opening and 
closing the supply circuit which delivers 
plate power to one or more stages in the 
transmitter. If the change from the "no 
output" condition to the "full output" con-
dition occurs too quickly, an undesired key 
click will he produced. This click will be 
radiated over a very wide range of frequen-
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cies on each side of the carrier frequency, 
causing a particularly annoying form of in-
terference to other radio services. Key clicks 
are often audible within a 100 mile radius, 
but usually cause aggravating interference to 
radio reception nearby. 
There are two distinct types of key clicks; 

the most common occur at the start of an 
impulse, or when the key is closed. If the 
voltage builds up too rapidly, a discontinuous 
wave will be produced, and its amplitude 
may be several hundred times the amplitude 
of the signal wave. This type of click is 
usually damped-out by providing some form 
of time-lag in the circuit which forces the 
DC current to build up relatively slowly. 
By "slowly" is meant that the time required 
for the current from the power supply to 
go from zero to maximum be about one-one-
hundredth second. If the time is less than 
approximately one-five-hundredth second, an-
noying clicks will be produced. 
The most common form of lag circuit is 

one that uses a variable series inductance in 
series with the key, or keying relay. Often 
no variable inductance is available, but the 
inductance of any choke coil can be readily 
varied by connecting a variable resistor 
across it, as shown in Figure 4. The re-
quired value of the inductance depends on 
several factors, such as the amount of cur-
rent flowing, the plate voltage, the voltage 
regulation of the source of supply, the char-
acteristics of the filter on the supply, etc. 
Thus, no definite value can be specified in 
advance. Eliminating keying interference re-
solves itself into trying every known remedial 
measure until a satisfactory one is found. 
The second type of key click is that which 

occurs at the end of each impulse when the 
key is opened. This click is a combination 
of the spark produced at the key contacts 
and the sudden change in voltage applied to 
the RF amplifier. The use of a series in-
ductance increases this type of key click due 
to the large inductive back EMF when the 
circuit is opened, and the spark across the 
key contacts. Ordinarily, the click produced 
when the key is opened is considerably less 
bothersome than that produced when the 
keying contact is closed. However, a series 
inductance can often eliminate the "make" 
click at the expense of doubling or tripling 
the amplitude of the "break" click. The 
latter type of click is best eliminated by 
connecting a condenser in series with a 
variable resistor across the keying contacts. 
The condenser-resistor circuit represents a 
compromise between a minimum of clicks 
and good keying characteristics. The value 
of the condenser is not critical, it may be 
between IA and 2 microfarads. However, 
the resistor must be carefully adjusted for 
best results. If the value of the resistor is 
too large, it will put "tails" on the dots, 
making the signal difficult to read. If the 
ohmic value is too low, the plate voltage will 
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How the three types of c-w signals appear 
on the screen of an oscilloscope. 

diminish too rapidly and clicks will be pro-
duced. A time-constant of approximately 
one-one-hundredth second will, in most 
cases, allow satisfactory keying without 
bothersome clicks, although a fast operator 
who manipulates an automatic key may find 
that the dots are accentuated to a higher 
degree if the time constant is reduced to 
70-to-80-thousandths second. 

Vacuum tube keying unit. 

To minimize the effects of the above com-
promise, it is desirable to key in some circuit 
that draws negligible power. The grid-block 
method of keying is useful because the key 
is required to open a circuit that carries no 
current at that instant. When keying the 
oscillator stage to obtain perfect break-in 
operation, the screen can be employed; on 
the other hand, the center-tap method of 
keying the stage is also satisfactory. Most 
of the high-powered commercial transmitters 
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Vacuum-Tube Keying 

CONN. , 
•T Tu. 

HEYED TUBE 

PAIR OF 2453 
un 

FIG. 2 

Vacuum Tube Keying. This circuit shows 
one of the more simple vacuum tube key-
ing circuits. Some current flows through 
the key and this system sometimes pro-
duces clicks when the key is opened. 
Both filament transformers must be insul-
ated from each other and also from ground. 
This circuit will not completely cut off the 
plate current to the keyed stage, but will 

reduce it to a very small value. 

that key many kilowatts of power at speeds 
up to 500 words per minute use some varia-
tion of the vacuum-tube keying system of 
which representative examples are given in 
Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
A click at the "make" means that some 

form of series inductance must be added in 
the plate or grid circuit of one or more of 
the amplifiers. A click at the "break" in-
dicates that a condenser is required across 
the keyed circuit to enable the voltage to 
diminish slowly and evenly. The adjustment 
of the series resistor is by far the most im-
portant in eliminating clicks. 

Key Thumps and their Prevention 

• The deep keying thump which causes con-
siderable interference is largely due to the 
plate voltage power supply building up when 
the key is open, thereby causing a sudden 
surge of output at the instant the key is 
closed. The transient may rise to several 
times the average amplitude of the steady 
carrier. The thump may be eliminated by 
improving the voltage regulation so that it 
is not over 15 per cent higher when the key 
is open than when it is closed, during which 
times a power demand is being made. The 
best way to improve the voltage regulation 
is to connect a bleeder resistor across the out-
put of the filter; the bleeder should draw 
enough power to sustain the voltage when 
the key is up. The exact value of the 
bleeder can hest be determined by experi-

ORDINARY CENTER TAP KEYING 

ft[Ytr, rust 

Ordinary center-tap keying. The center-
tap of the filament transformer must not 
be grounded. As a general rule, the fila-
ment transformer which supplies the keyed 
stage will not be used to supply any of 
the other stages. The B minus lead from 

the power supply should be grounded. 

Conventional center-tap 
keying with an adjust-
able key-click filter. This 
system gives very good 
results. The actual 
amount of inductance 
and capacity in the cir-
cuit depends on the 
amount of current being 
keyed, and also on the 
voltage regulation of the 
plate power supply. LI 
should be of a value be-
tween 1 and 5 henrys; 
RI, 20,000 ohms; C. be-
tween 1/4 and 2 mfds.; 
R. 2,000 ohms. gl 

FIG. 4. 

re OR 

RELAY 

ment because the regulation of most power 
supplies varies quite widely. 
To design a scheme for the prevention of 

key thumps and clicks, it is only necessary 
to place a sufficient amount of inductance in 
series with the key to prevent too-sudden 
building-up of oscillations. By selecting the 
proper value of inductance the desired degree 
of "lag" can be introduced. The effect of 
the inductance in the circuit is satisfactory 
when the key is closed, but when the contact 
is broken, an arc occurs, which has the 
tendency to burn the contacts. To offset this 
effect, it is only necessary to connect a con-
denser across the contacts of the key to 
absorb the "inductive kick-back." Now, when 
the key is again closed, the condenser gives 
up its charge, causing a spot-welding effect 
on the key contacts, which gives rise td 
parasitic interference from impact excitation 
of associated circuits. To remedy this con-
dition, a resistor is placed in series with the 
condenser to prevent sudden discharge. Un-
fortunately. the resistor impairs the ability 
of the condenser to take on a sudden charge, 
absorbing the self-induced voltage of the 
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KEYED STAGE 
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FIG. 5 

High speed commercial vacuum-tube key-
ing system. 

inductance at the opening of the key and to 
some extent defeats the original purpose of 
the condenser. To compromise between the 
small arc occurring at the opening of the 
key and the small welding effect on the con-
tacts at the closing of the key necessitates 
some sort of ingenious remedial measure; 
Figure 6 shows a scheme of great practic-
ability. There, Li and L2 are in series with 
the key and provide the necessary "lag." 
The "kick" from Li is cushioned by C2. In 
turn, L2 prevents C2 from spot-welding the 
contacts on discharge. Similarly, the self-
induced voltage in L2 at the opening of the 
circuit is taken care of by C1 and Li and 
prevents a sudden discharge of Ci. The 
correct values of L and C can be determined 
experimentally. The combined capacity of 
Cl plus C2 should be i microfarad or less. 
The value of the chokes are similar to those 
used in power packs. 

Primary Keying 

• This is a type of keying which permits a 
grid-leak bias to be used on the keyed stages. 

Cl 

C2 

FIG. 6 
Bey thump filter. 

This method prevents clicks and safeguards 
the filter condensers in the keyed stages, and 

in addition, does away with the necessity of 
using a high-voltage bleeder and eliminates 
back wave 100%, if more than one stage is 
keyed. 
The disadvantages of primary keying are: 

(a) requires a heavy current relay that 
can break an inductive AC circuit. 

(b) Tends to blink the lights when used 
on high power. 

(c) Sometimes creates band thumps in 
BCL sets on the same line, caused 
by 60 cycle surges. 

(d) makes perfect keying at high speeds 
difficult due to the tendency of the 
filter condensers to add "tails" to the 
dots in some cases. 

Center-Tap Keying 

• This is another widely used method of 
keying which allows the use of grid-leak bias 
on the keyed stage, but separate bias must 
be used on all succeeding stages. 
The advantages of center-tap keying are: 

(a) will follow an automatic key ("bug") 
perfectly. 

(b) improves the readability of received 
signals. 

(c) permits the use of high voltage DC 
relays which are relatively modest in 
price. 

The disadvantages of this system of key-
ing are: causes bad clicks unless a well-
designed click filter is used. Thumping is 
increased if a heavy bleeder is not placed 
across the high voltage; in addition, the 
bleeder is a necessary accessory to protect 
the filter condensers from failure when the 
key is open. 

Keying the Oscillator 

• This is not a type of keying but a place 
to key. It justifies special mention because 
it seems to give best results at the present 
time. 
The outstanding features of this keying 

arrangement permit complete break-in and 
completely eliminate back-wave; also, prac-
tically eliminate clicks and thumps, and will 
key at high speed. Unfortunately, the plan 
requires that a fixed bias be supplied to all 
the amplifier stages; also, the keying may 
give rise to a "chirping effect" unless the 
screen voltage for the crystal oscillator tube 
is taken from a voltage divider, rather than 
from a series resistor. 

Blocked-Grid Keying 

•This method can be satisfactorily used to 
eliminate kcy clicks in low or medium power 
transmitters. In Fig. 7, RI is the usual grid 
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leak; fixed bias is applied through the 100,-
000 ohm resistor R2 in order to block the 
grid current. As a general rule, 200 to 400 
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7 

BLOCKED GRID KEYING 

FIG. 7. 

+KV 

BLOCKED GRID KEYING 

FIG. 8. 

volts of bias from a small C bias supply will 
reduce the output to zero. In Fig. 8, the 
value of R1 is from two to three times as 
high in value as R2, the combination being 
connected across the high voltage supply. 
The keying relay shorts out the additional 
bias obtained in this manner when transmit-
ting. 

TO ANTENNA 
POSTOR 
DECEIVED 

FIG. 9. Wave trap. 

Interference Elimination by Wave 

Trap 

• Interference caused by amateur transmit-
ters in the neighborhood of broadcast re-
ceivers is usually due to the fact that the 
first RF stage in the set does not possess 
sufficient selectivity. Thus the high-fre-
quency signal from the amateur transmitter 
rides through into the grid of the first tube 
in the receiver. Usually no amount of 
selectivity beyond this point will eliminate 
the interference. The amateur signal causes 
detection and cross modulation in the first 
tube. One method of reducing this type of 
interference is to place a tuned wave-trap 
in series with the antenna lead to the broad-
cast receiver. The trap is tuned for the 
weakest response to the interfering signal; 
the device should be placed as close as pas-
sible to the antenna post on the set. It is 
also essential that the receiver be provided 
with a short low-resistance connection to 
ground to prevent the AC power line from 
bringing in the interfering signal, in spite 
of the wave-trap. 

Eliminating the Chirps when Keying 

the Crystals 

• In the conventional pentode crystal oscil-
lator circuit, the screen voltage is obtained 
from the plate power supply by means of a 
series dropping resistor. When an attempt 
is made to key in the center-tap of such a 
circuit, a bothersome and spurious-like chirp 
is manifested in the signal tone. When the 
key is up, the screen voltage rises to the 
same value as the plate voltage, which is 
from 350 to 450 volts. With the key open, 
no space current flows through the tube 
because there is no current through the 
screen dropping resistor; hence, there is no 
voltage drop, and the high voltage is thus 
applied to the screen. When the key is 
closed, and space current starts to flow in 
the tube, the screen current causes a voltage 
drop across the usual series dropping resistor 
and the screen voltage then drops back to 
its normal 100 volts. However, it does not 
drop back instantaneously; during the time 
the screen voltage is dropping there is often 
a very noticeable change in the frequency, 
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FIG. 10. Key chirp eliminator. 

which causes the chirp. This effect can be 
eliminated by keeping the screen voltage ap-
proximately constant, whether the key is 
open or closed. The remedial measure re-
quires the use uf a voltage divider, instead 
of a series dropping resistor as a source of 
screen voltage, as shown in the circuit above. 
The value of the resistance R should be 
chosen so that the voltage on the screen, 
when the key is closed, is 100 volts when 
measured by a high resistance voltmeter. 

Miscellaneous Notes on Transmitter 

Adjustments 

• A transmitter for either phone or c-w re-
quires a proper adjustment of all the circuit 
components for the attainment of satisfactory 
operation. The following are a few prac-
tical notes which are of inestimable value 
in making transmitter adjustments. 
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Crystal Oscillators 

• In oscillatory circuits employing pentode 
tubes such as the 47, 2A5, 42, or 59, the 
plate circuit should have a low ratio of 
tuning capacity to inductance since the plate 
circuit is tuned for maximum output con-
sistent with stability. Condenser C1, of 
Figure 11, is tuned for a dip in plate cur-
rent and then re-adjusted for slightly greater 
capacity for maintaining stability. A 6.3 volt 
pilot lamp connected in series with a turn 
of wire and coupled in the proximity of the 
oscillator coil makes a good oscillation indi-
cator. Another type of indicator consists 
of taking a small neon tube and touching the 
tip connection to the stator plates of Ci, a 
pink glow indicates oscillation. The plate 
current of the crystal oscillator will be be-
tween 10 and 30 MA, depending upon the 
applied plate voltage. Potentials below 350 
volts will exert less strain on the crystal 
and will tend to prevent it from fracturing, 
in addition, will tend to minimize the heating 
effect, which is one of the causes of fre-
quency drift. The screen voltage should 
seldom be over 125 volts. The value of the 
grid resistor R1, in Figure 11, will vary with 
different crystals; generally, 10,000 to 50,000 
ohms sufficing—the stability increases and 
the output decreases for higher resistive 
values. 

-a •5 

FIG. 11. Pentode oscillator. 

With ordinary low-mu tubes in the oscil-
latory circuit, such as a 27, 56 or 10 type 
tubes, the procedure is the same. Plate 
voltage must never exceed 250 volts maxi-
mum for this type of oscillator tube. 

In the Tritet or Dow oscillators, oscilla-
tion occurs by cathode regeneration at the 
frequency control, hence, harmonics of this 
frequency may be selected from the plate 
circuit by means of a tuned circuit C2L2 in 
Figure 12. The cathode coil and condenser 
are not tuned to resonance with the crystal, 
but to a frequency approximately twice as 
high. This circuit scheme exerts less strain 
on the crystal with high C than for low C 
in the cathode circuit, so at least 100 mmfd. of 
operating capacity is needed. The coils must 
be of such dimensions to allow operation with 
at least 100 mmfds. Oscillation will take place 
over a rather wide range of cathode tuning; 
certain settings, however, will give greatest 
power output. The plate circuit must have 
low C and high inductan,e at the harmonic 
chosen. When tuning to the second har-

monic, the resonance condition is indicated 
by a decrease in plate current; the decrease 
will be less pronounced as the load is in-
creased by the succeeding stage. A lamp 
indicator used here is adaptable to making 

FIG. 12. Tritet oscillator. 

the best output adjustments comparable with 
oscillator stability. If a thermo-galvan-
ometer is placed in series with the crystal, it 
will be found in many cases that the Tritet 
oscillator has more crystal current than the 
pentode oscillator; high current means in-
creased heating of the crystal and frequency 
creepage. 

In a few cases, the above oscillator is 
used with vacuum-tubes having large screen-
grids such as the RK20 or 803 pentodes. 
Here the cathode coil consists of a double 
winding wound in series with the filament. 
The tuning procedure is exactly as described 
for the smaller Tritet oscillator. 
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FIG. 13. Jones 53-6A6 oscillator- doubler 
with cathode bias resistor. 

Oscillator Doublers 

•The 53 or 6A6 oscillator-doubler circuit 
shown in Figures 13 is adjusted as follows: 
C1 is tuned to the crystal frequency and its 
capacity increased until the circuit ap-
proaches the point where oscillation is about 
to cease; this point is indicated by maxi-
mum output; the total plate current or cath-
ode current will be between 50 and 75 MA, 
depending upon the plate voltage. The sec-
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ond triode acts as a doubler, and C2L2 are 
tuned to the harmonic as in a Tritet oscil-
lator. The plate current will dip at reso-
nance and a lamp indicator will glow to 
indicate maximum RF output. The adjust-
ment of Ci for greatest output gives about 
20 per cent less cathode current than the 
maximum obtainable while tuning C1 through 
oscillation. With cathode bias, the plate 
current will drop off to 20'or 30 MA. when 
the tube is not oscillating. 
A crystal oscillator normally drives a 

buffer or doubler stage for greater output 
or frequency multiplication. In Figure 14 
is shown a very simple form of frequency 
doubler to operate in the 40-meter band with 
an 80-meter crystal. The grid bias, due to 
the grid current flowing through the grid 
leak, should be higher than for a buffer 
stage, since the doubler is functioning as a 
distorting device. 
A well-designed oscillator-doubler circuit 

is shown in Figure 15, operating as either 
a neutralized buffer or regenerative doubler 
stage. As a buffer it is neutralized in the 
conventional way, but as a doubler, a small 
coil is used together with a larger capacity 
value in C2. If the preceding tuning circuit 
is of very low C. its impedance to the second 
harmonic will be high, so C2 acts as a re-

FIG. 14. 

Simple 46 doubler circuit. 

generation condenser feeding back second 
harmonic power to the grid circuit. If C2 
is too large the tube will oscillate at the 
plate circuit resonant frequency, but if 
properly adjusted, the output is from 50 to 
100 per cent higher than in a non-regenera-
tive doubler. A RF indicator, such as a 
test lamp, will glow when adjusting C1 and 
C2 for maximum output without actual oscil-
lation. No oscillations should be detectable 
without the crystal oscillator functioning. 

In any low powered doubler stage, a 
fixed C bias from C batteries or C bias sup-
ply is more desirable than that of grid-leak 
bias. The bias voltage should nearly be 31/2 
times the cut-off bias (plate voltage divided 
by the mu of the tube) as a minimum value, 
and practically no DC grid current need 
flow. If greater RF excitation if available, 
higher C bias can be applied with greater 
output and efficiency. The reason for low 
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FIG. 15. 

Regenerative doubler or neutralized buffer. 

grid current is that the doubler tube only 
gives a surge of power to the tuned plate 
circuit every other cycle, since the frequency 
of the latter is twice as high as that of the 
grid circuit driving power. When grid cur-
rent is flowing, the plate circuit receives 
a surge of power with an actual loss in ef-
ficiency; with grid leak bias, some grid cur-
rent must flow in order to create the polar-
izing voltage on the grid, in this case the 
loss must be tolerated. 

Figure 16 shows a popular doubler cir-
cuit which gives a surge of power or "push" 
every cycle to the second harmonic tuned 
plate circuit. The efficiency of this circuit 
is as high as some amplifier circuits and is 
easily adjusted. The grid circuit is tuned 
to the fundamental frequency with link 
coupling to the preceding stage and the plate 
circuit to twice that frequency. The C bias 
is made at least 3V2 times cut-off and the 
RF excitation sufficient to allow some grid 
current to flow. A 53 or 6A6 tube makes 
an excellent "push-push" doubler, or a pair 
of tubes such as the high-mu type 46s, 59s, 
or 42s can be used. A split-stator grid con-
denser is needed to provide capacitive react-
ance to the second harmonic which prevents 
spurious oscillation in the doubler circuit, 
that is, similar to a TNT oscillator. A sin-
gle tuning condenser with a bypass condenser 
from the center of the grid coil to the ground, 
allows half of the grid coil to act as an 

-c 
FIG. 16. 

Push-push doubler. 

untuned grid coil of a TNT oscillator. This 
same circuit is also applicable for high-pow-
ered output doubler on 10 or 20 meters; 
with efficiencies from 60 to 70 per cent. 
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Figure 17 shows another form of regen-
erative doubler which works effectively at 
high frequencies such as 14 or 28MC. Here, 
the cathode circuit is by-passed with only 
a small condenser which causes it to have an 
impedance common to both grid and plate 
circuits. If this impedance is made very 
high, such as by placing an RF choke in 
the cathode circuit, the tube will oscillate. 
With the values shown, the circuit will re-
generate on 14 or 28MC when the grid is 
excited with 7 or 14MC of power. In all 
these doubler circuits, the DC grid bias 
must always be as high as can be used for 
the available amount of RF excitation. The 
plate circuit can be loaded fairly heavily by 
the following stage and the highest allow-
able potential applied to the plate for a given 
plate-heating effect. 

Opo• 
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FIG. 17. 

Regenerative doubler. 

The circuit of Figure 15 is a popular form 
of buffer or amplifier stage. It can be ca-
pacitively or link coupled to the preceding 
stage and either fixed bias, grid-leak bias or 
combination of both can be applied. The C 
bias is made at least twice cut-off value for 
class C operation, but often this can not be 
used in practice. Quite frequently a buffer 
stage is employed for maximum power gain 
rather than for maximum efficiency. Class 
B operation with cut-off bias will give the 
greatest power gain; but, unless a large tube 
is used, the low plate efficiency will cause 
excessive plate heating. Generally, a com-
promise between class B and class C oper-
ation will give the greatest output for driv-
ing the following stage. In a high powered 
transmitter this means balancing the cost of 
several low power tube class C intermediate 
stages against fewer large tube class B to C 
stages. For example, a single 211 tube buf-
fer stage might be more economical than two 
stages of 800s or 801s in push-pull. 

Figure 18 shows a grid neutralized buffer 
or final amplifier stage; plate or grid neu-
tralization being optional, though the former, 
as shown in Figure 19, has certain advan-
tages. This form with a split-stator plate 
tuning condenser will remain in neutralization 
for multi-band operation provided the coils 
are designed to permit operation of the split-
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stator condenser at a medium high scale set-
ting. This is much more important for 
phone operation than for C.W. 

FIG. 18. 

Grid neutralized stage. 

Neutralizing in either case may be ac-
complished as follows: The plate voltage 
is disconnected and the grid circuit tuned 
for maximum grid current as indicated by a 
DC grid milliammeter, or neon lamp. Then 
the plate circuit is tuned for maximum RF 
excitation as indicated by means of a neon 
or flash-light lamp, or by a thermo-galvan-
ometer with a turn of wire. The neutralizing 
condenser Nc is adjusted to the point of 
minimum RF current in the amplifier plate 
circuit, keeping the grid and plate circuit 
tuned to resonance. At neutralization, the 
effect of tuning the plate circuit through 
resonance will be negligible on the grid cir-
cuit DC milliameter. If the circuit is im-
properly neutralized, there will be a sharp de-
flection of the meter pointer. 

Neutralizing High-Power Stages 

• In high power stages where the grid driv-
ing power is 50 watts or more, the plate 
RF current cannot always be brought to 

FIG. 19. 

Plate neutralized stage. 

zero on account of the presence of RF in 
the plate circuit caused by inter-circuit flow 
of high-frequency currents through the Nc 
condenser and through the tube element 
capacities. Radio- frequency current will 
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always be detected by the RF indicator un-
less it is coupled to the exact nodal point or 
center of the plate coil. The DC grid 
meter is the most reliable RF indicator for 
neutralization; the measurements are always 
made with the plate voltage disconnected. 
After neutralizing, the voltage is applied and 
the plate circuit tuned for minimum plate 
current, preferably at reduced power. This 
stage is then loaded for the desired output 
and plate current at full plate voltage. 

Push-pull amplifiers of the type shown 
in Figure 20 are neutralized by adjusting 
both Nc condensers as nearly simultane-
ously as possible. In this circuit the tube 
leads must be very short to prevent par-
asitic oscillation at ultra-high frequencies. 
Sometimes grid suppressors are needed 
for either push-pull or parallel operation of 
tubes; they are made by winding about 10 
turns of No. 14 wire on a form one-half 
inch in diameter, the coil form is then ex-
tracted from the core and the coil shunted 
with a 200 ohm carbon resistor having a 1 
or 2 watt dissipation rating. When suppres-
sors are required, they are connected in 
series with the grid lead as near as pos-
sible to the grid terminal of the tube. 
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FIG. 20. 

Push-pull stage. 

Tuning the final amplifier stage of a C.W. 
transmitter is similar to that of a buffer 
stage except that sufficient RF excitation 
must be available to allow the stage to 
operate class C; that is, with at least twice 
cut-off grid bias. The plate load is then in-
creased so that normal plate current is 
drawn. The antenna adjustments are cov-
ered in the section on "Antennas." These 
adjustments must always be made for maxi-
mum power into the actual antenna (not 
the dummy antenna) for a given value of 
plate current or tube heating effect. 
For phone operation, the modulated stage 

must be exactly neutralized and the plate 
circuit shielded from the grid or any pre-
ceding stages. The latter also applies to 
screen-grid tube stages in either phone or 
C.W. transmitters. The grid excitation for 
a modulated phone stage is about twice 

that actually needed for C.W. operation 
unless the latter happen to have an excess 
of excitation. This can be checked by means 
of a V.T. voltmeter, linear rectifier or an 
oscilloscope for studying both positive and 
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FIG. 22. Single 865 buffer or doubl« 
circuit. 

negative values of modulated waves. An-
other check is to draw a curve of the out-
put RF current versus the plate voltage, 
since there must be a constant increase for 
similar increases of plate voltage; too little 
excitation will cause a droop in this curve. 
The plate load on a modulated stage must 
be constant and of the proper value to allow 
good modulation. An oscilloscope and sine 
wave audio oscillator are necessary instru-
ments for adjusting all classes of phone 
transmitters. The section on "Electrical 
and Radio Measurements" cover this sub-
ject. The grid bias, grid excitation, plate 
load on the modulator, plate RF load, over-
modulation, tube ageing and other variables 
are made visual for quantitative analysis by 
means of the cathode-ray oscilloscope. 

Test for High-RF Efficiency 

• To test the high efficiency of an RF 
stage apply some excitation to the grid cir-
cuit and apply the plate voltage to the plate 
(after neutralizing). A grid leak bias is 
used temporarily. Now, with no load 
coupled to the plate tank, the plate current 
should drop below 15% of normal. The 
plate current in an efficient stage reads 
about one-tenth of the normal operating 
plate current, when no load is connected. If 
the current does not fall, it is an indication 
that the tube is not functioning correctly 
or that there is an undesired loss some-
where in the stage. A high plate current 
reading with the stage unloaded may be 
indicative of a high-resistance connection in 
either the grid or plate tank circuits. It 
may also be due to the use of inferior ma-
terials for the grid and plate coil forms. 
As soon as the plate tank is detuned from 
resonance ( unloaded) the plate current sud-
denly rises to a point high above the nor-
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mal operating plate current. In other words, 
the most efficient stage will show the great-
est dip in plate current as the plate tank is 
tuned through resonance with no load 
coupled to the plate circuit. 

Grid Circuit Excitation 

• Sufficient grid excitation can be secured 
when the proper circuits are chosen. If the 
RF amplifier can be equally well driven 
with less grid current, it is obvious that 
there will be a decided saving in buffer 
power, or the possible elimination of a buffer 
stage. Two circuits are here shown, Fig. 
lA and Fig. 1B, both plate-neutralized. One 
is easier to drive than the other. 
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The circuit in Fig. lA is easier to drive 
than the one in Fig. 113. Fig. lA will pro-
duce far greater output when used as a fre-
quency doubler than the circuit in Fig. 1B, 
but the latter can be made into a very effec-
tive doubler by connecting a bypass con-
denser from ground to the center of the 
plate coil. 
Tubes that have a very high mutual con-

ductance, such as the 300T, cannot be used 
with the circuit in Fig. lA because diffi-
culty will be encountered from oscillation, 
even though neutralization would appear to 
be perfect. Regeneration is produced in 
the circuit in Fig. 1A, making it unsatisfac-
tory for phone operation on any band with 
any tube, except for operation on 160 meters 
or higher wavelengths. This same circuit 
will also introduce excessive regeneration on 
10 meters with nearly any type of tube, yet 
it performs with entire satisfaction for c.w. 
operation on wavelengths above 20 meters. 
The advantages of the circuit in Fig. lA are 
numerous; it is almost twice as easy to 
drive as the circuit in Fig. 1B, and the grid 
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current is from one-and-one-half to two 
times greater. This means that the output 
is increased, with a consequent saving in 
buffer stages. Coil changes can be made 
for different bands without re-neutralizing 
the circuit, by simple inserting a small con-
denser of a few micro-microfarads between 
the plate coil side of the neutralizing con-
denser ( CNc) and ground. A small alumi-
num plate, bent-up near the rotor end-
plate, will increase the capacity to ground. 
The circuit in Fig. lA, therefore, is ideal 
for c.w. operation on wavelengths above 20 
meters, or as a doubler for either phone or 
c.w. on any band, or as a final amplifier for 
phone operation on 160 meters or higher 
wavelengths. 

Use of the 45 and 46 Tube in Low-

Powered R. F. Amplifiers 

• The 45 tube provides better "buffing" 
action than a 46 when functioning as a 
buffer to isolate the final amplifier from the 
oscillator. Even slight changes in plate 
voltage or plate load cause a noticeable 
change in the grid impedance of a 46. With 
a 45, changes in the output circuit react but 
little upon the grid impedance. As an RF 
amplifier, the 45 eclipses the 46 in perform-
ance. The two tubes can be compared 
further; thus, while the 45 has a somewhat 
lower wattage filament, it also has a higher 
mutual conductance (measured at zero 
bias) than the 46 (grids tied together and 
considered as a single grid). The lower 
mutual conductance of the 46 is largely due 
to the greater "shadow" effect of the grids, 
which becomes quite appreciable in multiple-
grid tubes. Because of its higher mutual 
conductance, the 45 actually requires fewer 
watts excitation than a 46 to drive it to a 
given output with a given efficiency. Though 
it takes more voltage swing, it can be said 
that the 45 is the easier to excite, because 
driving power, not voltage, is the criterion 
of ease of excitation. 
The plate impedance of the 46 is several 

times that of the 45. Thus, for a given 
efficiency in the output circuit (ratio of load 
impedance to plate impedance), much looser 
coupling must be used to the plate tank of 
the 46 (raise the load impedance). Then, to 
regain the output, the plate voltage must 
be increased beyond a safe operating limit. 
Although the inter-electrode spacing and the 
spacing of the plate lead coming through 
the stem is much greater in the 46, it will 
not stand any more plate voltage than a 
45. The gas content, not the spacing, lim-
its the plate voltage that can be safely ap-
plied to a 46. Paradoxically, the residual 
gas in many 46s will ionize at a given 
plate voltage and input quicker than a 45 
of the same make operated under the same 
conditions! The 45 permits greater err 
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ciency than is possible with a 46, both ad-
justed to a given output at a given plate 
voltage. 

Because of its high grid impedance the 
45 can be more advantageously capacitively 
coupled to the preceding stage than a 46 
(presuming it is desired to connect from 
the high-potential end of the plate tank of 
the preceding stage to avoid parasitics). 
The 46, with its very low grid impedance, 
requires an extremely small coupling ca-
pacity to give the preceding stage a suffi-
ciently high load impedance, and most of 
the excitation is being wasted. The grid 
impedance of a 45 offers a very respectable 
load for most tubes, and the grid of a 45 
can be capacitively coupled on the lower 
frequency bands with almost as much effi-
ciency and as great a transfer of energy as 
can be obtained with link coupling. 
The optimum ohmic value for the grid 

resistor is very high (between 50,000 and 
75,000 ohms for a single tube) ; hence, it 
is permissible to dispense with the grid 
choke in capacity-coupled circuit using a 
45. The only precaution necessary is that 
the grid resistor be either of the carbon or 
metallized types, these being non-inductive. 

Frequency Multiplication 

• Quartz-crystal oscillators have, unfortu-
nately, a vibratory limit of about 8 mega-
cycles; hence, to operate on a frequency 
higher than this value, one or more stages 
of frequency multiplying amplification must 
be added between the crystal oscillator and 
final amplifier. In almost every vacuum-
tube amplifier there is a certain amount of 
distortion which represents the generation 
of new frequencies that are integral multi-
ples of the exciting grid frequency. By tun-
ing the plate circuit to the frequency•of the 
designed harmonic, the fundamental and all 
undesired frequencies are by-passed to 
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Two-band operation from a single crystal 
is secured by tapping the plate coil and 
tuning each section of the coil with a 
separate condenser. Moderate power out-

put is obtained. 

ground, while the selected harmonic (usually 
the second, third, or fourth) is transferred 
to the succeeding grid circuit. 

For efficient doubling, it is essential that 
the doubler amplifier be carefully adjusted. 
For every tube there is one particular value 
of grid excitation and grid bias that will give 
maximum output; thus, a means must be 
provided to smoothly adjust these factors. 
It will be found that more bias is necessary 
for plate doubling than for straight class-C 
operation. Pentodes and high-mu triodes 
such as the 53, 46, 59, 841, 203A, RK21 and 
838 function well as doublers, although there 
is some question as to whether or not high-
mu tubes are better than those having me-
dium-mu, such as the 210, 211, 852, 50T, 
354, and 150T, all with regeneration. The 
latter can be applied to any single-ended 
doubler stage by using any of the conven-
tional neutralizing circuits. When the plate 
is tuned to a harmonic of the grid circuit, 
the neutralizing circuit becomes a feedback 
circuit. 

Push-Pull Doubling 

• The push-pull circuit in Figure 2 differs 
from most doubler circuits in that doubling 
is not dependent on distortion, but on the 
fact that each RF impulse applied to the 
grid circuit results in two plate current im-
pulses being applied to the plate tank cir-
cuit. This is because the grids are excited 
in push-pull and the plates excite the plate 
tank in parallel; thus, there are twice as 
many current impulses in the plate circuit as 
there are cycles in the grid circuit—in other 
words, the frequency of the plate tank is 
twice that of the grid tank. 

EXCITATION 
SOURCE 

B-

F I G. 1 

Wrong way. 

PLATE TAP, 

PLATE TANK 

Right way. 
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The simpler forms of the push-pull dou-
bler sometimes show a marked tendency to 
oscillate. The circuit in Figure 1 is par-
ticularly noted for this: the better circuits 
appear in Figure 2, particularly if a shield-
ing baffle is provided between the grid and 
plate tanks. When using the higher-C tubes 
as push-pull doublers, it is often desirable to 
utilize the KH type of doubler shown in 
Figure 3. Here, oscillation is effectively 
prevented by separately neutralizing each 
tube. High grid bias is necessary for effi-
cient operation. 
The circuits shown in Figures 2 and 3 

should be neutralized while connected as 
regular push-pull amplifiers, after which no 
further changes are necessary. To increase 
the frequency by a factor of two, requires 
changing the tank coil of the final amplifier 
to one that will tune to twice the frequency 
of the grid circuit. The circuit is then 
tested with reduced voltage while no load 
is coupled to the final during which times 
the tank condenser is varied until a pro-
nounced dip in the plate current is found. 
The final is now ready for operation with a 
load. 

Neutralizing the R. F. Amplifier 

• Neutralization of a radio-frequency po\‘( r 
amplifier is necessary to prevent self-oscil-
lation. The latter occurs in a power am-
plifier because of the electrostatic energy 
fed back through the plate-to-grid capacity 
of the tube. The energy in the plate circuit 
is many times that in the grid circuit and 
self-oscillation results when only a small 
fraction of the plate circuit energy is applied 
to the grid circuit. The capacity feedback 
through the tube is neutralized by dividing 
the plate or grid tank circuit so that the 
voltages at each end of whichever coil is di-
vided are equal, but opposite in polarity with 
respect to the center of the split tank, which 
is at ground potential. Both ends of the split 
tank circuit are then connected to the high-
potential end of the other tank circuit. In 
other words, when using plate neutralization 
both ends of the plate tank are connected to 
the grid of the tube (one through the tube 
capacity and the other through an external 

PLATE TANK neutralizing capacity 
which is equal to the 
internal tube capacity). 
See Figure 1. Thus, 
two feedback voltages 
are applied to the grid, 
but because they are 
equal and opposing, 
the net voltage is al-
ways zero, so the ef-
fective grid voltage 
(AC) is independent • 
of the RF voltages in 
the plate circuit. 

In the grid neutralized amplifier (Figures 
2 and 3) the grid coil is split, the plate coil 
being continuous. Thus the RF plate volt-

INPUT 
LINK 

OUTPUT 
LINK 

FIG. 1 

Plate, or Hazeltine neutralization. 

NCUrNALI.ING CONO 

GNIO 

COIL CO, 

v B4FIV 

Grid neutralizing with series feed. 
FIG. 2. 

NEUT$1,121,14 COMO 

Grid neutralizing with parallel feed 
FIG. 3. 

age (AC) is applied simultaneously to both 
ends of the grid tank. For this reason there 
can be no potential difference between the 
two ends of the grid tank, caused by feed-
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back from the plate tank, and the effective 
net grid voltage is again independent of 
that in the plate circuit. It will be seen 
that the two capacities which feedback the 
RF plate voltage to the grid must be ex-
actly equal, if the two voltages are to ex-
actly neutralize each other. For proper 
neutralization, the capacity of the neutral-
izing condenser must almost exactly equal 
the plate-to-grid capacity of the tube. 

Grid neutralization may be preferable be-
twen stages that are joined by link coup-
ling so that inexpensive plate tank and 
neutralizing condensers can he tiged: on the 
other hand, plate neutralization is more de-
sirable with stages capacitively coupled. 

How to Neutralize 

• In a perfectly neutralized RF amplifier 
there is no coupling from the plate circuit 
to the grid circuit. By the same toKen, 
there is no coupling from the grid circuit to 
the plate circuit. This characteristic is used 
in adjusting the neutralizing condenser dur-
ing the neutralizing process. 

Technique 

•lVith the plate voltage removed from the 
stage being neutralized, RF excitation is ap-
plied to the grid circuit. Some form of RF 
indicator, such as a thermo-galvanometer, 
neon bulb or flashlight globe with a single 
loop of wire, should then be coupled to the 
plate circuit. If the amplifier is not neutral-
ized, there will be an indication of RF in 
the plate tank circuit, when it is tuned to 
resonance. The neutralizing condenser 
should be slowly varied until all indications 
of RF in the plate tank circuit disappear. 
After each variation of the neutralizing 
condenser, it will be necessary to return the 
grid and plate tank circuits in order to re-
store resonance in both these circuits. 
The successfulness of the above proce-

dure will depend upon the sensitivity of the 
RF indicator in the plate tank; incidentally, 
a neon bulb or flashlight globe is not par-
ticularly sensitive. 
A better and very sensitive neutralizing 

indicator can be made by taking an 0-25 DC 
milliammeter and inserting it in the DC 
grid return of the stage being neutralized. 

gio Next, sufficient RF grid excitation must be 
applied to give a good current reading after 
tuning the grid circuit for maximum grid 
current. 

If the amplifier stage is not perfectly 
neutralizing condenser should be varied 
rent will be noted when the plate tank con-
denser is swung through resonance. The 
neutralizing condenser should be varied 
slowly until no variation in DC grid current 
is shown by the milliammeter ( in the grid 
circuit) as the plate tank condenser is tuned 
through resonance. 

H F 300 

002 

ANt 

lz 

300 

Grid-neutralized circuit. 
Shunt feed, as used in this amplifier, calls 

for an efficient RF choke which has no 
resonant dip near any of the bands on 
which the amplifier is operated. Many 
types of RF chokes fail in service when 
used on 80 meters, but stand up satisfac-
torily when used on 40 and 20 meters. If 
the RF choke becomes quite warm after 
a few minutes of operation, it is proof that 
power is being lost in the choke and re-
placement should be made with a more 
suitable type. The plate-blocking conden-
ser should be mounted at least one-inch 
from the metal panel in order to minimize 

the capacity to ground. 

If the amplifier which is being neutralized 
is NOT the final amplifier, another proce-
dure can be followed: A DC grid current 
meter is placed in the grid circuit of the 
stage following the buffer stage which is 
being neutralized. Now, with no plate volt-
age on either stage, tune the stage being 
neutralized through resonance, then tune the 
next stage to resonance. A small grid cur-
rent reading will be obtained as long a!, 
the buffer stage is not neutralized, but when 
it is in a neutralized state, the grid current 
on the following stage will entirely disap-
pear. Note: The grid current of the stage 
which follows the one being neutralized 
acts as a diode vacuum-tube voltmeter and 
is a very sensitive indicator of RF which is 
present in the plate tank of the stage being 
neutralized. 

Neutralization of a Push-Pull Stage 

• Push-pull RF amplifiers are neutralized 
by employing the same procedure as was 
used in neutralizing the single-ended ampli-
fier. The neutralizing condensers are varied 
in small steps until all indication of RF 
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disappears from the plate tank, or else there 
is no variation in DC grid current when the 
plate tank is tuned through resonance. Both 
neutralizing condensers should be varied 
simultaneously in the same direction; gang-
ing the condensers will simplify the adjust-
ment. 
Most neutralizing troubles are caused by 

the RF return from the grid and pate tanks 
to ground. It is necessary that the low 
potential end of each tank coil ( center of a 
split coil) have a short and direct RF path 
to the filament center-tap of the tube, or 
tubes. If a split-stator tank condenser is 
used, the rotor must be tied to the center-
tap of the filament. If a single-section con-
denser is used with a split coil, the center 
of the coil must be by-passed back to the 
filament through a mica condenser of from 
.001 to .006 mfds., the value depending upon 
the frequency — low frequencies require 
higher capacities, in addition, high inter-
electrode capacities require high capacities 
in the plate and grid returns. 

It is an established fact that the lower-C 
tubes ( such as the 808, WE304A, 50T, 852, 
150T, 354 and 300T) are materially easier to 
neutralize, particularly at the higher fre-
quencies, than those tubes which have 
higher inter-electrode capacities. 

Neutralizing with Field Strength 
Meter 

OA field strength meter is a sensitive RF 
indicator for neutralizing transmitter stages. 
The sensitivity to small RF powers is much 
greater than that of most RF galvanometers 
on the market. A small antenna with one 
end connected to the field strength meter, 
and the free end wrapped around the plate 
coil, will give sufficient pick-up for neutra-
lizing low-power buffer stages. A certain 
amount of cut-and-try will indicate the de-
gree of coupling needed to provide a degree 
of deflection in the milliammeter while neu-
tralizing. Neutralization is obtained at 
minimum RF indication, just as in any other 
method. 

Collins Inductive Neutralizing 
System 

• Neutralization can be secured by a varia-
tion of mutual induction, as shown in Figs. 
1 and 2. 

This simple Collins system calls for a 
small degree of coupling between coils Li 
and L2 in Fig. 1. The voltage induced back 
into the grid circuit is out of phase ( neu-
tralized) with the RF voltage fed back 
through the plate-to-grid tube capacity. 
. Two separate coils are used in Fig. 2 in 
order to allow an impedance match between 
a pentode plate circuit and a triode grid 
circuit, as well as providing a means of 
neutralizing. Coil Li is coupled to the 

L 
Tc  

F I G. 1 

L, 

FIG. 2 

Collins inductive neutralizing system. 

triode plate coil for neutralizing the plate-to-
grid capacity feedback. The coils must be 
wotind in the correct direction for reversed 
feedback. Numerous difficulties encountered 
in the operation of this neutralizing system 
limit its application to frequencies below 20 
or 30 megacycles. 

New Neutralizing System 

• A new system of neutralization is shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2. It operates on the principle 
of a perfect Wheatstone Bridge of capacities, 
as shown in Fig. 2, and once neutralized it 
remains permanently adjusted for all-band 
operation. 

e 

Fig. 1. 

It does not call for a split-stator plate 
tuning condenser, yet the circuit is as thor-
oughly neutralized as when such a condenser 
is used. Single-ended amplifiers can be 
successfully operated on 5 or 10 meters with 
this circuit because they can be perfectly 
balanced. Fig. 1 shows a circuit for a 
single-ended amplifier operating on 5 or 10 
meters. The plate-to-filament, and stray 
plate-to-ground capacities must be balanced 
with an additional variable condenser, C..x, 
in order to obtain neutralization with CN. 

It can be seen from the Wheatstone Bridge 
circuit in Fig. 2 that it is a more perfectly 
balanced amplifier than one in which a split-
stator tuning condenser is used. The capac-
ity of condenser CN is equal to the grid-to-
plate capacity of the tube, and the capacity 
of Cx is equal to the total plate-to-filament 
capacity of the circuit. The plate load is 
across two arms of the Bridge, the grid 
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PLATE 

LOAD 

NEUTRALIZING CIRCUIT 

FIG. 2 

tuning circuit across the other two arms, 
consequently there is no reaction or un-
balance when coils are changed. The plate 
coil center-tap must not be bypassed, other-
wise the Bridge would become unbalanced. 
Antenna coupling, or coupling into a high 
power final amplifier, must be made with a 
balanced circuit, such as link-coupling 
around the center of the plate coil. 
The grid current drops when plate voltage 

is applied to this system; the drop is from 
two-thirds to one-half in value when full 
load and plate voltage is applied, just as 
with a split-stator tuning condenser circuit. 

Operating Tubes in Parallel 

• Parasitic oscillations are sometimes in-
troduced when operating vacuum-tubes in 
parallel at both audio and radio-frequencies. 

Grid chokes and resistors for parallel 
operation of tubes. 

The most common type of parasitics oc-
curring from parallel operation can be pre-
vented by inserting small RF chokes, 
shunted with 50 to 200 ohm carbon resistors, 
in series with each grid lead. The choke 
need only consist of from 5 to 10 turns of 
No. 22 enameled wire wound on a form of 
about one-half inch diameter. Winding the 
chokes on the resistor will simplify the job 
as well as provide a convenient method of 
mounting. 

Grid Bias 

• The conditions under which practically 
all radio-frequency power amplifiers operate 
are such that plate current flows in the 
form of short, peaked impulses which last 

for less than one-half of the alternating 
current cycle. This means that plate cur-
rent is "cut-off" during most of the RF 
cycle which makes for high efficiency and 
high power output from small tubes. To 
keep the plate current at zero during most 
of the RF cycle, it is necessary that the con-
trol grid of the amplifier tube be kept quite 
negative with respect to the filament by 
means of a DC voltage which is termed 
"negative bias." The AC grid excitation 
voltage, which usually comes from the plate 
circuit of the preceding amplifier stage, 
periodically overcomes the grid bias volt-
age and makes the grid slightly positive 
with respect to the filament, causing a short 
impulse of plate current to flow. 

If no grid bias were used, the tube would 
draw plate current all of the time. This 
would result in very inefficient operation 
because the plate would never have the op-
portunity to cool off. 

Cut-Off Bias 

• Any value of grid bias which is just suf-
ficient to reduce the plate current to zero 
is called the "cut-off bias." By taking a 
reading from a milliammeter inserted in the 
plate circuit, with different varying values 
of negative bias on the control grid, it will 
be found that the plate current will decrease 
as the negative bias is increased. At a cer-
tain point the plate current will be reduced 
to zero, and any further increase in negative 
grid bias has no effect on the plate current 
which remains at zero. Thus, the lowest 
value of negative grid bias which reduces 
the plate current to zero is termed the "cut-
off bias." 

It is not necessary to experiment with 
bias batteries and different plate voltages 
to determine the cut-off bias for a given set 
of conditions. The required values can be 
calculated by simply dividing the voltage 
applied to the plate by the amplification 
factor; these data may be obtained from a 
table of tube characteristics. When esti-
mating the cut-off bias add 5 to 10 per cent 
more bias to that calculated; this is re-
quired on account of the variable-mu 
tendency which is characteristic of all con-
trol grids as the cut-off point is approached. 

Effect of Bias on Efficiency and 

Output 

• The amount of negative grid bias has a 
very definite effect on plate efficiency and 
power output. If the plate voltage and RF 
excitation voltage remain fixed, and if the 
bias voltage is increased beyond the cut-off 
point in a radio-frequency amplifier, the 
power output and input decline, although the 
plate efficiency rises. It is, therefore, neces-
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sary to make a compromise between power 
output and plate efficiency. The smallest 
amount of bias that allows the plate of the 
amplifier tube to run cool should be used 
beyond the cut-off point. This results in 
the maximum power output for a given tube, 
plate voltage, and RF excitation voltage. To 
increase the power output, it will be neces-
sary to increase the plate voltage, loosen the 
antenna coupling, and in many cases increase 
the radio-frenquency excitation voltage. With 
this procedure, the bias must be readjusted 
to the lowest value that allows the plate cur-
rent to remain cool. The actual value of 
this bias, as measured in the number of times 
cut-off bias, will vary from about 1.25 times 
cut-off in a low-efficiency high-gain buffer 
stage, to about 4 times cut-off bias in an 
extremely high efficiency low-gain amplifier, 
operating with very high plate voltage and 
RF excitation. The bias voltage and the 
grid driving power are closely related, such 
th-t the higher the bias the more grid driv-
ing power is necessary to reach a given 
power output. For tubes of similar charac-
teristics, the one with the highest zero bias 
mutual conductance (see tube tables) re-
quires the least amount of bias and grid driv-
ing power for maximum power output and 
plate efficiency. As an example of the effect 
of mutual conductance on the required bias 
voltage ( and therefore the amount of excita-
tion power necessary), it is found that under 
a given set of conditions a type 852 must be 
biased to 3.5 times cut-off and excited with 
106 watts of grid driving power to obtain 400 
watts of radio-frequency power output at 80 
per cent plate efficiency. On the other hand, 
a type 150T, or 354, which has considerably 
higher mutual conductance when used un-
der the same conditions in the same stage, 
requires a bias of only 2.1 times cut-off and 
only 29 watts of grid driving power is nec-
essary to obtain the same 400-watt output 
at the same plate efficiency ( 80 per cent). 
When a radio-frequency power amplifier 

is plate modulated, the negative grid bias 
must be equal to or greater than twice cut-
off. This is necessary in order that the 
peak power output can increase as the square 
of the plate voltage, which is essential for 
linear modulation. 

Sources of Bias 

• In general, bias can be supplied from 
two distinct sources: ( 1) from within the 
amplifier circuit itself through a voltage 
drop taken across either a grid-leak resistor 
or cathode-bias resistor; (2), from an ex-
ternal source, such as batteries or a special 
rectified AC bias pack. 

Grid-leak Bias 

• Whenever the control grid of an amplifier 
tube becomes positive with respect to the 
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filament (as it does in all radio-frequency 
power amplifiers), the positive charge on 
the grid attracts some of the electrons emit-
ted from the filament. The electrons flow 
back to the filament through the external 
DC grid-return and cause a current flow in 
the circuit. If a resistance is placed in 
series with the grid-return, a voltage drop 
will occur across it when the current flows; 
the end of the resistor closest to the grid 
will be negative with respect to the other 
end closest to the filament; thus, necessarily 
causing the grid to become negative with re-
spect to the filament. The voltage drop 
across this grid-leak resistor consists of a 
varying AC voltage superimposed on a con-
stant value of DC voltage, which is pro-
portional to the effective value of the grid 
current impulses. The AC component is of 
no concern because it is by-passed by means 
of a condenser directly back to the filament, 
and thus by measuring the DC grid current 
with a DC millianimeter in series with the 
grid-leak, the grid bias can be calculated by 
multiplying the grid current by the ohmic 
resistance of the grid-leak. 

FL 

GRID LEAK BIAS 

FIG. 1. 

Grid-leak bias is quite flexible and more 
or less automatically adjusts itself with any 
variation in RF excitation. The value of 
grid-leak resistor is not particularly critical 
because the DC grid current usually de-
creases as the grid-leak resistance increases, 
thereby keeping the product of the two 
more or less constant for a given amount 
of RF excitation. Hence, the value of the 
grid-leak resistance can vary from one-half 
to two times the optimum value, a ratio 
of four to one, without materially affecting 
the negative DC bias voltage actually ap-
plied to the grid of the amplifier tube. 
One of the disadvantages of grid-leak 

bias is that the bias voltage is proportional 
to the RF excitation, thus precluding its use 
in grid modulated or linear amplifiers, whose 
bias must be supplied from a well-regulated 
voltage source so that the bias voltage is 
independent of grid current. When grid-
leak bias is used alone, it is evident that 
the bias disappears when the excitation fails, 
thereby allowing dangerously-high values 
of plate current to flow, with a consequent 
damage to the tube. It is always desirable 
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COMBINATION BATTERY 

GRID LEAN BIAS 

FIG. 2. 

to augment the grid-leak bias with either 
cathode or separate bias supplies to keep 
the plate current within safe limits whenever 
the excitation fails. The amount of the bias 
supplied in addition to the grid-leak bias 
should usually approximate cut-off bias so 
that the plate current will drop to zero if 
the crystal stage stops oscillating, or 
the tuning elements are improperly adjusted 
in any of the other stages. 

Cathode Bias 

• This form of bias utilizes the voltage 
drop across a resistor in the B-minus lead 
from the high-voltage power supply. Be-
cause the B-minus lead of most high-volt-
age power supplies is directly grounded, 
the bias resistor must be placed in the nega-
tive side of the DC plate circuit of the tube 
itself. The negative side of the DC plate 
circuit of a vacuum-tube amplifier is be-
tween the filament center-tap and ground, 
and a resistor placed between these two 
points will have the total plate current flow-
ing through it. The voltage drop across 
the resistor will be equal to the product of 
the plate current in amperes, times the re-
sistance in ohms. The grounded end of a 
cathode-bias resistor is more negative than 
the filament end by the amount of voltage 
drop across the resistor; hence, if the DC 
grid return is brought to the ground end of 
this resistor, the grid of the amplifier will 
be more negative with respect to the filament. 
Cathode bias is probably the safest bias 

supply known, because the negative bias 
voltage is a function of the plate current 
and is largely independent of the RF grid 
excitation. With this type of bias the plate 
current can never reach a dangerously-high 
value if the excitation fails. Unfortunately, 
cathode-bias is generally unsuitable for class 
B linear amplifiers, although its use is essen-
tial in the newer class BC linear or grid-
modulated amplifiers. 
Cathode bias can be used in a plate-modu-

lated class C amplifier provided a large audio 
by-pass condenser is connected across the 
bias resistor in addition to the usual mica 
radio-frequency by-pass condenser. The 
principal disadvantage of cathode bias is that 

CATHODE BIAS 

DRIVER 

FIG. 3. 

BATTERY BIAS 

the bias voltage must be subtracted from the 
total power supply in order to obtain the net 
plate voltage across the amplifier tube. In 
a high efficiency amplifier stage using a low-
mu tube and biased to perhaps 3 times cut-
off, it may require a 1600-volt power supply 
to actually realize 1000 volts on the plate of 
the amplifier tube, because 600 volts is de-
ducted for negative bias. Cathode bias is 
sometimes called automatic bias because vari-
ations in plate current automatically change 
the bias to compensate for these variations. 

Separate Bias Supplies 

• Negative grid bias may be supplied from 
any source of voltage external to the am-
plifier circuit itself, such as dry batteries or 
B eliminators. B batteries rarely fail with-
out giving considerable warning to the op-
erator and they represent one of the safest 
sources of negative bias. However, these 
batteries wear out rather rapidly due to the 
charging effect of the DC grid current which 
causes the voltage as well as the internal 
resistance of the batteries to rise. After a 
few months of service, the batteries often be-
come noisy, especially when used for phone 
work. When charged-up they bulge and 
leak. It is not unusual to find a 45-volt bat-
tery which measures 60-volts after only a 
month or two of service in the grid circuit 
of a class C amplifier. This would be of no 
particular disadvantage if the 60 volts ,re-
mained constant, but it often wavers and 
fluctuates, causing the signal tone to be im-
paired. 
Another form of separate bias supply con-

sists of some form of rectifier and filter sys-
tem whose positive terminal is grounded and 
whose negative terminal connects to the DC 
grid return of the amplifier stage. This bias 
supply often consists of an old B eliminator 
and is quite satisfactory if certain precau-
tions are observed. If a high-power class C 
amplifier is biased by a B eliminator, some 
form of relay should be used and controlled 
by the bias supply so that the plate voltage 
to the amplifier is cut off if the bias supply 
fails. Most of the older B eliminators, and 
many of the newer types, have very poor 
voltage regulation which becomes trouble-
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some when the eliminator is used to bias 
two or more separate amplifier stages. Poor 
voltage regulation merely means high internal 
resistance in the B eliminator. Any variation 
in grid current in any one of the amplifier 
stages will vary the voltage drop across this 
internal resistance and thereby affect the bias 
supplied to the other stages of the transmit-
ter. If a B eliminator, or rectified AC bias 
supply furnishes bias to a class B or class 
BC linear or grid-modulated amplifier, it is 
essential that the DC bias voltage remain 
constant and independent of the DC grid 
current. This means that the bias supply 
must have extremely good voltage regulation. 
Low resistance transformers and filter chokes 
as well as a mercury-vapor rectifier tube 
and a low-resistance high-current bleeder 
should be used to minimize variation in out-
put bias voltage with changes in grid cur-
rent which normally occur in these types of 
amplifiers. To adjust the DC voltage output 
from a bias power supply, tap the primary 
of the transformer, or an auto-transformer 
can be connected across the line to vary the 
voltage supplied to the bias transformer. 

15 rl 15 

BCL TYPC 
TRANS 

Here is a Bias Pack which uses a medium-
to-high resistance bleeder. Voltage regu-
lation is usually unimportant in biasing a 
class C amplifier and only enough bleeder 
is used to protect the filter condensers. 

il 

In the Bias Pack shown above, a low-
resistance bleeder is used to provide a 
heavy, continuous current drain in order 
to stabilize the voltage output. A Bias Pack 
of this type is suitable for class B audio or 
class BC Linear Amplifier operation. The 
ungrounded side is the negative terminal. 

More than one of the above supplies can 
be placed in series to bias a class C am-
plifier. In fact, it is recommended that a 
grid-leak be used to augment the cut-off 
value of bias which is best supplied by either 
cathode bias resistor, batteries or a separate 
bias pack. 

A grid-leak common to more than one 
class C stage should be avoided, due to tre-
mendous interaction caused by the two differ-
ent grid currents in the respective stages. 
To compute the wattage rating of the re-

sistor, either as a grid-leak or to give cathode 
bias, multiply the square of the current in 
amperes flowing through the resistor by the 
resistance in ohms. 

R. F. Impedances in Circuit Coupling 

• The difference between the DC plate input 
and the AC power output is the plate loss, 
and must be dissipated in the form of heat. 
Because the tube cost is almost related to 
plate dissipation, it pays to obtain high plate 
efficiency as it is then possible to secure high 
power output from small tubes. A vacuum-
tube AC generator has a definite internal 
resistance to the flow of current. It varies 
with the applied voltage and the grid excita-
tion. 

Given a constant voltage generator, the 
generator efficiency increases as the ratio of 
the impedance mis-match increases—but the 
power output is maximum when the load 
impedance is matched to the internal im-
pedance of the generator. 

The Class C RF Amplifier 

• The most important application for im-
pedance mis-matching is found in the class 
C radio-frequency amplifier occupying the 
place of a final-amplifier in an amateur trans-
mitter. 
The greatest mis-match can be obtained 

from a tube with the lowest dynamic plate 
impedance, and with the highest voltage that 
the tube insulation and gas content will allow. 
The high plate voltage greatly reduces the 
internal impedance. The circuit should be 
adjusted so that the plate tank has a high 
L and low C. The antenna coupling is 
loosened as much as possible without reduc-
ing the input below that desired, and the 
bias is adjusted to several times cut-off. 
The excitation, as measured by the DC grid 
current, should be between 15 and 25 per 
cent of the DC plate current, and will vary 
for different types of tubes. In general the 
higher the mutual conductance of the am-
plifier tube, the less excitation power is 
needed for a given load impedance. 

Advantages of Link Coupling Over 

Other Types 

(1) Effectively establishes correct imped-
ance relations between grid and plate 
circuits. 

(2) Permits more efficient operation of 
circuits wherein low-mu tubes work 
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into, or out of high-mu tubes, and 
vice-versa. 

(3) Provides a flexible feed-line of sev-
eral feet in length resulting in effi-
cient operation between stages in 
"rack type" transmitters in which the 
stages are spaced quite far apart. 

(4) Permits the use of series-feed in both 
grid and plate circuits. 

(5) Makes possible maximum power out-
put and minimizes oscillation diffi-
cultes. 

(6) For a given amount of excitation on 
the grid of the first buffer, link coup-
ling reduces plate current in the crys-
tal oscillator stage and therefore re-
duces the RF current through the 
crystal itself. 

(7) Eliminates the use of taps on coils, 
with their attendant losses. 

(8) Because of the lack of capacitive 
coupling effect, neutralization is made 
easier. 

- c 

Link coupling between push-pull stages. 

coupling between 
stages. 

Link single-ended 

Link coupling provides a low impedance 
transmission line to transfer energy between 
two isolated tank coils, one of which is in 
the plate tank of the driver stage and the 
other the grid tank of the driven stage. This 
low impedance transmission line provides 
coupling of purely inductive nature, the ca-

pacitive loading effect of the coupling loop 
being negligible. Feed lines, consisting of 
twisted pairs can be several feet in length. 
The wires can be of ordinary rubber-covered 
No. 18 to 14 wire. 
A reference to the illustrations shows 

some of the mechanical arrangements suit-
able for link coupling. For low power stages 
one of the fixed-coupling-loop systems is 
recommended. One of the coil forms ideally 
suitable for the fixed coupling loop is the 
isolantite vertical plug-in type. This coup-
ling scheme is shown in the illustrations as 
well as the system using the coupling loop 
adjustable from the baseboard. 

LINK 

LINE 

Coupling loop arrangement for large plug-
in coil. 

Link coupling can often be used between 
stages in a transmitter in a form which 
will give greater grid swing in each suc-
ceeding stage. Some tubes which have a 
high-mu, of the screen-grid type, have an 
extremely low grid impedance, especially 
under plate loaded condition. In such cases, 
it is difficult to obtain maximum grid swing 
or reasonable driver plate load with the 
usual form of one or two turns in the link 
coupling loop at each end of the link. To 
eliminate this difficulty, use one or two 
turns in the link coupling loop on the driver 
plate coil and two to six, or even seven turns 
at the grid coil when the driven tube is a 
high-mu or screen-grid type. The coupling 
between the grid coil and the link coil should 
be as close as possible, such as one winding 
directly over the other, or interwound. The 
latter is important for proper impedance 
matching. 

Link coupling will give a certain amount 
of automatic impedance matching. This 
can be proved by noting that about 50 per 
cent or more grid swing can be obtained 
with the usual link coupling over the old 
form of capacitive coupling between a pair 
of type 210 tubes. Only a small part of 
this loss in capacitive coupling is due to the 
grid RF choke, since the latter can be made 
very effective, the loss is in the impedance 
mis-match when the grid of the following 
tube is across the entire tuned circuit. Link 
coupling gives an impedance matching effect 
because the coupling is usually less than 
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SINGLE TURN 
COUP,. or, G LOOP 

AROUND SOTTO... 

•COLO - END . 

OF COIL 

PLATE MOT END. 

LOOP AROuND 

CENTER -COLD- END 
Or CO, 

IIINDINf, POSTS 

TW 17T CO PAIR 

SOCKE TS MOUNTED UNDER SUB — BASES 

The link coupling loop is wound around 
the lower end of the coil when this end is 

by-passed to ground. 

BINDING POSTS 
FOR 

TWISTED 

PAIR 

The link coupling loop is wound around 
the center of the coil when the coil is 

center-tapped. 

Unity or maximum obtainable. The imped-
ance reflected each way is not entirely de-
pendent upon the ratio of tuned coil turns 
to link coil turns, since the effective coil 
coupling is relatively loose and resonant 

Wire-wound tank coil with variable coup-
ling loops for connection to twisted-pair 

feed line. 

47 
G 1. 

e - 2. 5V 

circuits are being used. Because the coup-
ling is not unity between the coils, imped-
ance matching takes place, if the ratio of 
impedances are not too great. When the 
impedances are greatly different, one being 
several times that of the other, then the low 
impedance circuit end should have more 
turns on the link coil and these two coils 
should be very closely coupled. 

Unity Coupling 

• Unity coupling between stages of a trans-
mitter can be used as an aid to eliminate 

4-1 
ooa oox 

III 

B. 

Unity coupling between crystal oscillator 
and buffer stages. 
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Complete Circuit Diagram of 47 Oscillator link coupled to 210 amplifier stage. One or 
two turns of wire are wound around coils Li and L2 to form the coupling loop. The 
two loops are connected through a twisted-pair feed line, made with hook-up wire. 
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Unity Coupling 

RF choke troubles. This coupling is not as 
effective as link coupling, yet it does not 
require an additional tuned circuit. Unity 
coupling can be used advantageously in 
transmitters where space is lacking for link 
coupling. Care should be taken to see that 
the grid coil interwound turns are spaced 
sufficiently from the plate coil turns to pre-
vent DC voltage flashovers. For low power 
operation, the grid coil is often wound inside 
of a copper tubing plate coil; wire used 
for this purpose must be well insulated. 

Final Amplifier Tuning Adjustment 

• The plate tuning of the amplifier should 
lJe set for a point at which minimum plate 
current occurs, rather than the point at 
which maximum grid current flows. Vary-
ing the plate tuning under operating condi-
tions changes the plate impedance of the 
amplifier. The point of maximum plate 
impedance does not necessarily have to 
occur at the point of minimum grid im-
pedance, as far as the DC current readings 
are concerned. 

Grid Saturation 

• An excess of grid excitation will not in-
crease the power output and may shorten 
tube life, due to overheating of the grid. 
The grid will become white hot when over-
loaded. In some tubes this will release gas 
retained in the metal and ruin the tube. 
Too little grid excitation will cause ex-
cessive plate heating and low output. More 
grid excitation is required as the plate volt-
age is increased, it also requires more grid 
excitation for closer antenna coupling than 
when the antenna is loosely coupled. 

Parallel vs. Push-Pull Operation 

• The recent development of the low-C 
tubes practically eliminates the former dif-
ficulties encountered from parasitics and 
instability which accompany parallel oper-
ation of vacuum tubes. Parasitics are 
largely caused by the stray inductance and 
the capacity in the tubes themselves, as 
well as in the connecting leads between the 
tubes and the associated plate tank circuits. 
Parasitics are not confined to tubes in par-
allel, but are in fact nearly as common in 
push-pull circuits because the inductance of 
the leads when connected through the tank 
tuning condensers can form an ultra-high 
frequency tuned-plate-tuned-grid oscillator. 
This causes oscillations at a frequency other 
than that desired, with consequent low effi-
ciency and reduced power output, as well 
as resulting in a poor note. 

Parallel operation has many advantages 
over push-pull operation, even at the higher 

frequencies, provided low-C tubes are used. 
The plate tuning condenser can be one of 
a cheaper variety for a given tuning capac-
ity and one neutralizing condenser is elimi-
nated for parallel operation. Tubes are 
easier to drive to a given output when in 
parallel, due to the higher transconductance 
of the parallel circuit. The amplification 
factor is the same for a parallel connection 
as it is for one tube, whereas the plate 
resistance is cut in half. 
High-C tubes, such as the 45, 2A3, 10, 

211, 203A and 204A work best in push-pull 
below 40 meters because the high capacity 
'hunted across the plate tank, when high-C 
tubes are used in parallel, makes the use 
of a low-C, low-loss tank circuit impos-
sible. 

R. F. Chokes 

• There are several varieties of Pie-wound 
RF chokes. Those who prefer to wind 
their own should choose the solenoid wind-
ing types. A RF choke designed for maxi-
mum impedance in one amateur band is not 
satisfactory for operation in other bands 
because of the effect of its distributed capac-
ity and inductance. This choke would be 
satisfactory on three times the fundamental 
frequency, but worthless on twice that fre-
quency. 
The coil should be wound so that its 

fundamental operating frequency is about 
midway betwen its lowest and highest im-
pedance. On even harmonic operation, 
therefore, the reactance will be fairly high. 
If the RF choke is to be used only on one 
band, it can be wound for resonance, as its 
effect across a tank circuit, when being 
tested, is negligible at that frequency. If, 
for example, it is to be used on both 80 and 
40 meters, more or less turns are needed 
in order to keep the second harmonic im-
pedance high. In all such cases the lower 
end of the RFC should be bypassed back to 
ground because some RF current will flow 
through it. 

If the length of the solenoid is not great 
in comparison to its diameter, its funda-
mental resonance can be calculated from C 
in mmfd. = .24d, where d = diameter in 
inches, and C, the distributed capacity. 
The inductance can be obtained from L in 
micro-henrys: 

L = 
an 

9a + 10b 

where a, is the radius of the coil in inches; 
n, the number of turns; b, the length of 
the coil in inches. 

1000 
f   in megacycles. 

2 rt VLC 

The formulae give a starting point. 
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Actual construction for short wavelengths, 
such as 5 to 40 meters, can well be made 
on small diameter rods or tubing with a 
long winding several times its diameter. 
The wire should be large enough to safely 
carry the DC plate or grid current, as well 
as an appreciable amount of RF current. 

In high power circuits, RF chokes should 
be placed at points of low-RF potential, if 
possible, because even the pie-wound chokes, 
contrary to popular belief, are not efficient 
on all amateur bands. Care must also be 
taken to prevent a tuned-grid tuned-plate 
oscillation between the grid and plate RF 
chokes at the fundamental frequency of the 
RF chokes. If possible, the grid choke must 
have an inductance at least 10 to 20 times 
that of the plate choke. 

Tank Circuits 

• The plate tank circuit of any transmit-
ting radio frequency amplifier consists of 
a parallel resonant tuned circuit. The shunt 
impedance of any resonant tank circuit is 
the resultant of two factors: ( 1) the re-
sistance of the tank circuit itself, and (2) 
the reflected resistance caused by coupling 
a load, such as an antenna, to the tank cir-
cuit. The output power dissipated in the 
resistance of the tank itself is entirely lost, 
so that for high output and efficiency it is 
desirable to make the tank losses as low as 
possible. The test for any tank circuit is to 
disconnect the load (antenna, etc.) and 
measure the DC plate curernt at normal 
plate voltage, bias, excitation, etc. This 
unloaded plate current should be approxi-
mately 10 per cent of the normal loaded DC 
plate current in most circuits. 

Tank "Q" 

• The "Q" of a transmitting tank circuit is 
of importance only when determining the 
optimum ratio of L to C for a given fre-
quency and load resistance. In general, a 
phone requires twice as much C as for a 
similar CW amplifier. In the plate tank of 
a self-excited oscillator, the C is required to 
be about three times greater than that for a 
given CW amplifier. Comparatively, the 
minimum "Q" of a single-ended amplifier 
should be kept about 10 for CW, 20 for 
phone, and approximately 30 for a self-ex-
cited oscillator. 
The accompanying table gives approxima-

tions of the optimum tank capacity for a 
single-ended CW amplifier at different plate 
voltages, power and frequencies. Varia-
tions from the indicated values of capacity 
up to 20 per cent will not materially affect 
the operation of the amplifier. Larger 
capacities will increase the "Q" somewhat, 

but with an increase in the tank losses due 
to the increased circulating tank current, 
which reduces power output and efficiency. 
The use of less C than that shown will re-
duce the "Q" and may again reduce the effi-
ciency and power output if minimum plate 
current does not coincide with maximum 
output current; that is, at the same point 
when the tank condenser is tuned. The 
capacities shown are those which should 
actually be applied, not just the maximum 
capacity of the tuning condenser. 
The table shows most of the common 

combinations encountered in practice. How-
ever, for widely different frequencies or 
power inputs, the following formula will 
enable the approximate tank capacity to be 
directly determined. The following form-
ula applies to a single-ended grid-neutral-
ized ( unsplit tank) amplifier for CW ("Q" 
of 5) ; for phone, ("Q" of 10) multiply the 
indicated capacity by 2. 
For split-tank coils divide the indicated 

capacity by 4. 

3,200,000 
C =   

fRb 

for Q of 10 

Where C equals the tank capacity in mmf.; 
f, the frequency in megacycles; Rb, the DC 
resistance in ohms, of the plate to filament 
path of the amplifier (DC plate voltage di-
vided by DC plate current, in amperes). 
The optimum AC load impedance into 

which a Class C amplifier will work most 
efficiently under average conditions of grid 
drive and AC plate current is when the 
angle of flow is betwen .45 and .55 with an 
average of .5 times the DC load resistance. 

iteCR9 
Q = 0.,CZ = - approx. 

2 

C = , 
erRpf 

Since co = 2xf. 

It will be seen that there will be rela-
tively little difference between the cost of 
the tank condenser used with either grid or 
plate neutralization. With grid neutraliza-
tion, the plate tank capacity must be four 
times as large as the capacity required in 
a plate neutralized amplifier. However, the 
condensers in the plate neutralized tank cir-
cuit will have twice the peak RF voltage 
across them as well as twice the spacing 
as the condensers which are used in grid 
neutralized amplifiers. 
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The flywheel effect of the tuned circuit is 
important in Class C amplifiers and often 

VA 
the value of   

Watts 
is used in circuit design. 

The "VA" represents the volt amperes of the 
oscillating LC circuit and "watts" represents 
the actual power transferred to the antenna 
load, or power output. VA can be computed 

(Ep "e•)' 1 
from VA =   where Xe =— 

X e 2xfc 

and Ep nee is the rms of RF plate voltage. 
Several computations of actual Class C 

amplifiers have indicated that for all prac-

VA 
tical purposes Q =  within a limit of 

Watts 

Characteristics of Plate Tank Circuits 

• There are eight different arrangements of 
plate tank circuits for radio-frequency ampli-
fiers. Fundamentally, there are two basic 
circuits; these are, (a) the split-tank with 
plate neutralization, shown in Figures 3, 4, 
5, and 7; and (b), the unsplit-tank with 
grid neutralization, shown in Figures 1 and 
2. Of course, the push-pull circuits, shown 
in Figures 6 and 8, also have a split plate-
tank as well as a split grid-tank, because the 
neutralization of a push-pull stage may be 
considered to be both grid and plate neutral-
ization. 

From the standpoint of the optimum ratio 
between inductance and capacity in the plate 
tank circuit of a RF amplifier the circuit ar-
rangement affects the required tuning capac-
ity for a given tube, plate voltage, power 
output and frequency. 
For a given set of conditions, the imped-

ance in ohms, measured across the ends of 
a split tank coil, will be exactly four times 
the impedance across the unsplit plate tank 
coil. In the grid neutralized tank circuit 
shown in Figure 1 the plate circuit of the 

zA amplifier tube is connected across the en-
tire circuit so that the required reflected load 
impedance appears across the entire tank cir-
cuit. When the same amplifier is changed 
to plate neutralization with either the split 
coil circuit shown in Figure 3, or the split-
stator condenser circuit shown in Figure 4, 
the plate circuit of the tube is then tapped 
across only half of the tank circuit. Thus 
the impedance measured across either half 
of the plate tank must be the same in order 
that the tube will operate under exactly 
similar conditions as encountered in the grid 

neutralized circuit. Because this is an auto-
transformer arrangement, the impedances 
across part or all of the inductance will vary 
as the square of the turns ratio; and since 
there are twice as many turns across the 

G S 111, 

FIG 3 

CN •• 
FIG 5 

CN e• 

FIG 7 

FIG 2 

e• 
FIG 4 

FIG 6 

e• 

FIG 8 

entire tank coil as there are across either 
half, the impedance across the entire tank 
will be two squared, or four times the im-
pedance that one-half of the tank reflects 
back into the tube. For a given power, tube 
and plate voltage, there is twice the peak 
RF voltage across the split tank as there is 
across an unsplit tank. This higher RF 
voltage means that dielectric losses in the 
plate tank circuit are four times as high 
in the split circuit as in the unsplit arrange-
ment, but because the circulating RF cur-
rent is twice as high in the unsplit tank the 
resistance losses in that circuit are four times 
as large. 

In a single-ended grid neutralized high 
efficiency amplifier operating at less than 
4000 volts DC plate voltage, the circulating 
current losses can be minimized by tapping 
the plate down on the plate coil in order to 
reduce the amount of C necessary for a 
given "Q" (see Figure 1A). This technique 
is more desirable than employing plate neu-
tralization; furthermore, it allows the use 
of a single-section condenser. 

Parallel Operation 

• The circuit shown in Figure 2 is exactly 
the same as that in Figure 1, with the ex-
ception that the two tubes are in parallel in 
Figure 2. If the two paralleled tubes draw 
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Table Showing Proper Values of Tuning Capacities for a Single-Ended Plate 
Neutralized Class C Amplifier, at Various Frequencies 

Tuhe DC 
Impedance 

Ep 
ZDC 

Operating 
Frequency 
1,750 KC 

Operating , Operating 
Frequency Frequency 
3,500 KC 7,000 KC 

Operating 
Frequency 
14,000 KC 

1 p 

2,000 ohms 228 mmfd. 114 mmfd. 57 mmfd. 28.5 mmfd. 

3,000 ohms 152 mmfd. 76 mmfd. 38 mmfd. 19 mmfd. 

4,000 ohms 114 mmfd. 57 mmfd. 28.5 !rued. 14 mmfd. 

5,000 ohms 92 46 mmfd. 23 mmfd. 11.5 mmfd. 

6,000 ohms 76 38 mmfd. 19 mmfd. 9.5 mmfd. 

7,500 ohms 60 30 mmfd. 15 mmfd. • 7.5 mmfd. 

10,000 ohms 46 23 mmfd. 11.5 mmfd. 6 mmfd. 

15,000 ohms 30 15 mmfd. 7.5 mmfd. 4 mmfd. 

20,000 ohms 22 11 mmfd. 5.5 mmfd. 3 mmfd. 

25,000 ohms 18 9 mmfd. 4.5 mmfd. 2 mmfd. 

30,000 ohms 15 7.5 mmfd. 4 mmfd. 2 mmfd. 

Determination of Proper Tank Capacity: 

• The DC plate voltage and DC plate current, under full load, must be known in order 
to determine the proper tank circuit capacity. The first column to the left in the Table 
lists a number of values of DC Plate Impedances. This value is secured by dividing 
the DC plate voltage by the DC plate current, as shown in the following example: 

A type 801 tube, operating at 600 volts and 80 milliamperes has a DC Plate 
Resistance or Impedance of-

600 
— = 7,500 ohms. 
.08 

By referring to the first column in the Table above (Tube DC Impedance) it can be 
seen that 7,500 ohms Impedance ( first column) calls for 60 mmfd. capacity (second 
column), for operation at 1,750 KC in order that the circuit can function properly for 
c.w. telegraphy. However, this value of capacity, 60 mmfd., consists of the tube and 
neutralizing capacities, combined with the actual capacity of the plate tuning con 
denser. Therefore the actual value of capacity of the plate tuning condenser should 
be set to approximately 10% less than 60 mmfd., or 54 mmfd. because the miscellaneous 
circuit capacities which are effectively across the tuning condenser amount to ap-
proximately 10 mmfd., and in some cases this value is even higher than 10%. Pro-
ceeding now to the third column in the Table above (3500 KC Operation column), it 
is seen that the capacity decreases as the frequency increases. This reduction in 
capacity is inversely proportional to the frequency, and for 3,500 KC operation a 
capacity of only 30 mmfd. is required—just half as much as is needed for 1,750 KC 
operation. This capacity of 30 mmfd. can be obtained from a split-stator condenser 
with 50 mmfd. per section, set at near maximum capacity, because the miscellaneous 
shunt capacities will increase the value of this tuning condenser to the required 30 
mmfd. Two 50 mmfd. sections in series give the same capacity as a single condenser 46 
of 25 mmfd. 
If the value of Tube DC Impedance falls between those listed in the first column in 
the Table, the tuning capacities will likewise fall between the two nearest values shown 
in succeeding columns. 

• For Grid Neutralization, multiply above values of capacity by 4. 

• For Phone Operation, multiply all values of capacity by 2. 

• Parallel tubes are considered as one tube at twice as much plate current, resulting 
in lower DC Load Resistance. 

• For Push-Pull tubes, divide DC load Resistance by 2. Neutralizing and inter-electrode 
capacities can be subtracted from above values. 
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the same plate current under the same con-
ditions of operation as the one-tube circuit 
of Figure 1, then the load impedance across 
the two tank circuits will be equal, and the 
sanie tuning capacity will give the same cir-
cuit "Q"; but, if a second tube is added to 
an already existing amplifier to double the 
output, the bias must remain unchanged, even 
though the DC grid current will double. The 
neutralizing capacity must be doubled, and 
the antenna coupling must also be increased 
in order to make the amplifier draw twice 
the plate current as it did before. In addi-
tion, it will be found that the tank tuning 
capacity must be doubled to preserve the 
same circuit "Q." 

Push-Pull 

• All push-pull circuits, such as those 
shown in Figures 6 and 8, have split tank 
coils. In these circuits there are no un-
balances due to plate-to-ground capacities; 
the arrangement shown in Figure 8 is 
preferable to others, incidentally, the total 
plate tuning capacity is the same in either 
Figure 6 or 8. 
With reference to Figure 8, if the two 

tubes together draw the same plate current 
as the one tube circuit in Figure 4 (assum-
ing identical operating parameters), the 
load impedance across the entire circuit will 
be the same in both cases, and the required 
condenser capacities will be equal in value. 
The push-pull circuit makes possible the 

use of a lower value of "Q" for the same 
circuit merit; the "Q" of a push-pull cir-
cuit need only be approximately 60 per cent 
of the "Q" of an equivalent single-ended 
amplifier. The purpose of "Q" in any tank 
circuit is to preserve the waveform of the 
alternating current. Thus, the particular 
advantage of the push-pull circuit is that it 
produces very few even harmonics and 
thus preserves the shape of the wave better 
than a single-ended circuit of the same "Q." 
The presence of harmonics in the distorted 
wave output of a low "Q" amplifier is pre-
cisely the reason why a high C ( meaning 
high "Q") tank circuit minimizes the radia-
tion of undesirable radio-frequency har-
monics. 

J- Tank Circuit Reltionships 

• The impedance across any tuned circuit is 
related to the series resistance of the tank. 
The higher the series resistance, the lower 
the shunt resistance. ( Resistance and im-
pedance are identical at resonance). The 
shunt resistance is always "Q" squared, 
times the series resistance. 
The reactance of either the coil or con-

denser of any resonant circuit is always 
equal to "Q" times the series resistance. 
or the shunt resistance divided by the "Q". 

Thus a tank loaded so that it has a shunt 
resistance of 5000 ohms at resonance would 
be said to have a series resistance of 50 
ohms if the LC ratio were such that the 
circuit "Q" were 10. In order to have a 
"Q" of 10, the coil and the condenser re-
actance would have to be "Q" times the 
series resistance, or 10 times 50, or 500 
ohms. The reactance is also shunt resist-
ance divided by "Q", or 5000/10 = 500. The 
capacity required to equal a 50 ohm react-
ance can be calculated if the operating fre-
quency is known by the following formula: 

1,000,000 
X. =   

2 XxXf XC 

where X. equals the reactance in ohms; f, 
the frequency in cycles per second; and C, 
the capacity in microfarads. 

Antenna Tank Circuits 

• The use of link-coupling between the 
plate tank of the final amplifier and a 
separate antanna tank circuit to which the 
antenna or feeders are coupled has been uni-
versally popular. This type of coupling re-
duces harmonic radiation, preserves better 
balance on a push-pull stage, prevents the 
feeder radiation from altering stability of 
the various amplifiers in the transmitter, and 
tends to improve the effective "Q" of the 
plate tank circuit of the final amplifier. 
The higher the "Q" of the antenna tank 

the more the harmonic radiation will be re-
duced. The "Q" of the antenna tank should 
not be less than 5 but preferably higher. 
The "Q" is calculated or estimated in ex-
actly the same manner as that of the plate 
tank. 
One of the simplest antenna tank ar-

rangements appears in the schematic of 
Figure 9. If the tank is feeding an off-
center Hertz antenna the shunt impedance 
across the tank will be the same as the 
characteristic impedance of the feeder, 
which is in the neighborhood of 600 ohms 
(Note: see the "ANTENNA" section for 
other details). Thus, to obtain a "Q" of 
5, the condenser reactance at the operating 
frequency would be 120 ohms. At 7000 KC 
this would require a condenser capacity of 
190 mmfds. At 3500 KC, twice this capacity 
would be necessary. The values of capac-
ity are larger than can be conveniently han-
dled and therefore the arrangement shown 
in Figure 10 reduces the required capacity 
to one-fourth, although the RF voltage (for 
any given power output) is doubled; con-
sequently the twice spacing must be pro-
vided. The feeder is tapped across one-
half of the total turns, making the impedance 
across the entire tank four times the im-
pedance from feeder to ground, or 2400 
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Various methods for 
coupling final ampli-
fier to the antenna 

are here shown. 

ohms across the tank for a 600 ohm feeder. 
The condenser reactance for a "Q" of 5 is 
480 ohms; therefore only 48 mmfds. of capac-
ity is necessary at 7 MC. The capacity is 
independent of the power output of the 
transmitter, which is a point of difference 
between the antenna tank and a plate tank, 
because the power output of a transmitting 
tube is very closely related with the re-
flected load impedance into which the tube 
works. Therefore a 1 KW transmitter 
would require no more capacity in a given 
antenna tank than a 5 watt transmitter, 
but the voltage spacing would have to be 
much greater. The effective RF voltage 
across any tuned circuit is always equal to 
the square-root of the product of the power 
in watts, times the shunt impedance, in 
ohms; or writing 

E = V PZ 

where E equals the volts; P, watts; and Z, 
ohms. 
Thus 1 KW of power across a 600 ohm 

feeder represents an effective voltage of 775 
volts. The voltage across 2400 ohms for 
the same power is twice this value, or 1550 
volts. The peak voltage can be about twice 
the effective voltage, particularly if har-
monics are present or if the carrier output 
is voice modulated, and thus the antenna tank 
tuning condenser must be rated at from two 
to three times the peak voltage which is 
present. 

If it is desired to use a still smaller con-
denser to tune the antenna tank, the feeder 
can be tapped father down the tank coil. 
This steps-up the impedance across the en-
tire tank circuit, according to the law of 
impedance transformation, wherein the im-
pedance ratio is equal to the square of the 
turns ratio. 

If an end-fed antenna is tapped directly to 
the antenna tank coil, the circuit of Figure 
9 should be used, as it is not advisable to tap 
down on the coil. Figures 11 and 12 show 
split antenna tanks for feeding two-wire 
non-resonant transmission lines. Figure 13 
describes how a Zepp antenna can be fed 
by means of a link from the final amplifier. 

Power Transfer 

• In all transmitters, care must be taken to 
properly transfer the power into each suc-
ceeding stage; otherwise the output from 
the final stage will be low. The coupling 
link must be adjusted so that maximum grid 
current is obtained in the driven stage. 
With capacity coupling between stages, 

the grid coupling condensers must have suffi-
cient capacity to provide a normal load or 
the preceding tube with maximum grid cur-
rent. Lower frequencies, such as 3,500 KC, 
require a .00025 grid condenser between the 
doubler circuit and the buffer grid ( for an 
801 tube) for the same loading effect on the 
doubler plate (6A6 in this example). With 
low impedance tubes, such as 6A6 or 53 
types, the input to a buffer stage may be 
capacitively coupled with nearly as much 
grid drive as with link coupling, provided 
a high or medium grid impedance is offered. 
A low-mu tube offers a higher grid imped-
ance load than does a high-mu tube, such 
as a 203A or 46. Capacity coupling between 
an 801 and 50T, both medium-mu tubes, 
gives only a little more than half as much 
grid current as is obtained with link-coupling. 
These important points must be carefully 
weighed when a transmitter is to be put 
into operation on 10 or 20 meters, as the 
margin of available grid excitation is much 
less than on 40 or 80 meters. Probably 90 
per cent of the trouble with 20-meter trans-
mitters is lack of sufficient excitation on 
one or more grid stages. 

Filament By-passing 

• Each side of the filament must be by-
passed with a .002 mfd. condenser to its par-
ticular RF stage ground-bus to provide low 
impedance paths for neutralizing purposes. 
Too low-C in the final tank circuit makes 
neutralization difficult, and does not give 
any more output on the fundamental fre-
quency. 

Self-Excited Oscillators 

• The self-excited oscillator ( SEO) is one 
of the outstanding developments in the prog-
ress of radio transmitting apparatus. When 
properly designed, it is one of the best forms 
of frequency generation, for its use permits 
any desired frequency to be obtained with 
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few adjustments. In amateur band operation 
this advantage results in selecting "clear 
spots" in which to operate. But it is a rather 
dangerous circuit for beginners to design. 
Few amateurs, especially the novice, have 
wavemeters and frequency meters to check 
the desired frequency with a self-excited os-
cillator. With these precepts, it is sug-
gested that the SEO circuits be set aside 
until one has become well-grounded in radio 
knowledge and in practice. 
Good design of the SEO necessitates a 

choice of good parts, solid connections, free-
dom from vibration, and a power supply with 
excellent voltage regulation. 

Types of SEO Circuits 

• The common types are: The Hartley— 
Figure 1; the Colpitts—Figure 2; the tuned-
plate tuned grid ( TPTG)—Figure ; the 
TNT—Figure 4, and the electron-coupled— 
Figure 5. These circuits need little explana-
tion with possibly a reference to the TNT. 
Its name is correct; it is TNT in the hands 
of beginners and, therefore, is not a circuit 
for any newcomer to use. 
SEO circuits can be single tube or two 

tube (push-pull) affairs. They can be shunt 
or series fed. 

Design and Technique 

• The push-pull circuit is to be recommended 
over the singled ended circuits, for there is 
a greater voltage swing, and the even har-
monics are eliminated by circuit action. The 
rule to observe in construction of push-pull 
sets is •symmetry—both mechanical and elec-
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trical. Exact electrical and mechanical sym-
metry cannot be obtained until left-handed 
and right-handed tubes are manufactured, 
because the grid and plate prongs of the 
tubes are reversed on the left-handed tubes. 
However, with the exception of the filament 
leads, a high degree of symmetry is obtain-
able. It is required that the leads to each 
inductance from each grid and plate socket be 
of the same length. The condensers can be 
connected to these leads in almost any man-
ner without disturbing the constants. In 
many instances in which inductances are 
mounted on top of the condensers, unequal 
length of leads may result, even though they 
appear to be correct to the eye. Figure 7 
illustrates the fact even though the grid and 
plate leads to the condensers are both of 
equal length, the condenser frame makes one 
of the leads longer than the other. To over-
come this difficulty, mount the coils sepa-
rately with their equal length connection to 
the sockets, and then connect the condensers 
to the leads. This might slightly throw off 
the balance, but odd length condenser leads 
still constitute capacity—and not inductance, 
if the leads are short and close together. 
This is illustrated in Figure 6. Note: Keep 
the condensers at least a coils' diameter 
away from the coil. 

Piezo Quartz Crystals 
• Quartz and tourmaline plates are min-
erals having a crystalline structure which, 
when cut and ground on certain crystal-
ographic ( optical) axes, possess piezo-elec-
tric properties in the influence of an oscil-
lating electrical field. The mechanical ac-
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tivity or frequency of a piezo-electric ele-
ment depends upon its physical dimensions 
(the frequency being inversely proportional 
to the thickness). The stability of the oscil-
latory properties depends mainly upon the 
optical cut and the crystal-temperature co-
efficient. 

Piezo-electric Oscillator ( after the U.S.N. 
Conference in 1929) : A circuit containing a 
resonator (crystal) and possessing too little 
regeneration to oscillate itself, but which os-
cillates through the reaction of the crystal 
when the latter is vibrating near one of its 
normal frequencies with energy derived from 
the circuit. Such a circuit is often called a 
"crystal controlled" or "piezo-oscillator." 

POINTS OF SHEAR-
VI BRAT ION 

.. Z. AXIS IS CENTER 
OF CRYSTAL 

Fig. 1. 

A quartz crystal plate (as used in ama-
teur transmitters) is cut from the edges of 
a quartz crystal parallel to the optical axes 
known as X, Y and Z, see Figure 1. In 
general, crystals are cut with their faces 
either parallel or perpendicular to the Z or 
electric axis of the crystal. An X-cut is 
one that is parallel to the X-axis, while a 
Y-cut is parallel to the Y-axis. Y-cuts are 
sometimes referred to as 30-degree cuts. 
The thickness dimensions of the plate are 
parallel to the X- and Y-axes, respectively, 
while the rectangular length or elongation 
of the plate is perpendicular to the optical 
or Z-axis. An X-cut crystal vibrates in the 
direction of the Y-axis, and the chief mode 
of vibration for a Y-cut is that of a shear-
ing vibrational-strain taking place about the 
Z-axis; with this latter cut, the crystal actu-
ally becomes elastic and waves are produced 
parallel to the Y-axis. A crystal cannot os-
cillate along the Z-axis, as the forces which 
hold the atoms of the crystal together are 
so great that there is relatively little expan-
sion along this axis. 

In general, quartz plates are most widely 
used for controlling frequencies below 10 
megacycles, because of their relative cheap-
ness as compared to tourmaline plates. On 
the higher frequencies, tourmaline is to be 
preferred for fundamental control, as quartz 
plates oscillating above 7 megacycles have 
a slight tendency toward side-tone oscillation. 
Tourmaline crystals are mechanically 
stronger than quartz, and are also easier to 
grind on account of their smaller diameter 
and greater thickness for a given frequency. 

In amateur practice, X-cut crystals are 
sometimes ground with trick contours to 
boost the power output, but if the process 
is carried beyond a certain stage, the crys-
tal will oscillate at more than one frequency 
unless special precautions are taken with 
the oscillator to prevent it. The temperature 
coefficient of a Y-cut plate is twice that of 
an X-cut (and in the opposite or negative 
direction), but if the oscillator is run under-
loaded, the drift will be negligible with either 
cut. Because of the temperature character-
istics, X-cut crystals have a negative temper-
ature coefficient, and Y-cuts postive; for 
these reasons, an X-cut plate is preferable 
for use just inside the HF edge of a band, 
and a Y-cut for the low-frequency edge. 

Frequency Drift and "Twin-Peaks" 

• Crystals that oscillate at more than one 
frequency are commonly known as crystals 
with "twin peaks." The dual vibrational 
tendency is more pronounced with Y-cuts, 
and to a certain degree is exhibited by 
many X-cuts. The use of a well-designed, 
space wound, low "C' tank coil in an oscil-
lator will prohibit the crystal from oscillat-
ing at two frequencies, and in addition will 
increase the output. Experiments have 
shown that the frequency stability is not 
improved by large tank capacities, which 
only tend to augment the double frequency 
phenomenon. 
Y-cut crystals having perfectly parallel 

sides, lapped to a high precision, are the 
worst offenders in regard to twin frequen-
cies, sometimes making it necessary to re-
sort to a special form of clamp holder in 
addition to an extremely low capacity tank 
to confine the oscillations to one peak. 
An X-cut crystal that has been accurately 

ground, with both sides absolutely flat and 
parallel, will oscillate at only one peak, pro-
vided the edges are free from imperfections 
or nicks. Good output from an X-cut crystal 
can only be obtained when the top electrode 
of the crystal-holder does not press too 
heavily against the crystal. By grinding a 
special contour into the crystal, a medium 
output is obtainable that under certain con-
ditions may suffice; however, a crystal 
ground in this manner will have its output 
appreciably reduced by heavy electrode pres-
sure. In grinding, if the convexity is car-
ried too far, the crystal will have two oscil-
lating peaks. 
Twin frequencies appear in several ways: 

sometimes the crystal will have two fre-
quencies several hundred cycles apart, os-
cillating on both frequencies at the same 
time, and producing an acoustically audible 
beat note. Other crystals will suddenly 
"jump" frequency as the tank tuning con-
denser is varied past a certain setting. Op-
eration with te tank condenser adjusted 
near the point where the frequency shifts 

b. 
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is very unstable, the crystal sometimes go-
ing into oscillation on one frequency and 
sometimes on the other as the plate voltage 
is cut "on" and "off." Still other crystals 
will jump frequency only when the tempera-
ture is varied over a certain range. And 
some plates will jump frequency with a 
change in either tank tuning or temperature, 
and produce an audible beat tone at the same 
time, showing actually two pairs of fre-
quencies! 

Crystals are often cut with their axes 
between the X and Y points, to reduce the 
temperature coefficient. Since X- and Y-cut 
plates have a frequency drift in opposite 
directions with increase in temperature, a 
plate cut between the two axes will have 
a negligible or near-zero drift. 

Use and Care of Crystals 

• When operating close to the edge of one 
band, it is advisable to make sure that the 
crystal will respond to but one frequency in 
the holder and oscillator in which it is func-
tioning; for a crystal with two peaks can 
suddenly leave a band and operate on an-
other without giving any indications of the 
change on the meter readings of the trans-
mitter. If the transmitter frequency is such 
that the operation takes place on the edge 
of the band at all times, under all condi-
tions of room temperature, some form of 
temperature control will be required for the 
crystal. When working close to the edges 
of the 14 megacycle band it is essential that 
the crystal temperature be kept at a fairly 
constant value; the frequency shift in kilo-
cycles per degree Centigrade increases in 
direct proportion to the operating frequency, 
regardless of whether the fundamental or 
harmonic is used. When a crystal shifts its 
frequency by two kilocycles, its second har-
monic has shifted 4 kilocycles. Amateurs 

not operating on the edge of a band need not 
concern themselves about frequency drift due 
to changes in room temperature. If a pen-
tode tube is used for the crystal oscillator 
having a plate potential of approximately 
300 volts, the temperature of the crystal will 
not increase appreciably to cause any notice-
able drift at even 14 kilocycles. When a 
crystal oscillator is keyed on 3.5 or 1.7 mega-
cycles, the frequency drift is not of any 
consequence, even with much higher values 
of plate input, because of the keying and 
of the fact that the drift is not multiplied 
as it would be with harmonic operation of 
a final amplifier. 

Crystal holders have a large effect on 
the frequency; for example, the frequency 
of an 80 meter crystal can vary as much 
as 3 kilocycles in different holders. Even 
greater variations are possible on account 
of the uneveness of some electrodes in vari-
ous types of manufactured holders. Warped 
electrodes touching a crystal in two or three 
spots form, in effect, a sort of air-gap 
holder. Holders having a spring to provide 
tension on the top electrode appreciably 
affect the frequency, and their use is to be 
discouraged. 

Periodic or weekly crystal cleaning done 
by rubbing the top electrode around on the 
crystal surface to dislodge dust particles 
that may have worked in between the elec-
trode and crystal will, after a year or longer, 
increase the frequency of the crystal. CAU-
TION: Do not rub the crystal or electrodes; 
disassemble the holder and clean the parts 
with alcohol, ether, or carbon-tetrachloride 
(carbona). With polished crystals there is 
less tendency of wear; however, as a safety 
measure, all crystals should be placed in 
dust-proof holders. 

40 Meter Crystals 

• A 40 meter crystal can be used in the 
conventional 47 crystal oscillator circuit and 
link coupled to an 841 doubler running at 
about 700 volts to excite a 210 full out-
put with high efficiency on 20 meters, pro-
vided the 841 is also link coupled to the 210. 
On the higher frequencies there is a worth-
while increase in efficiency and output when 
using the link form of inductive coupling, 
rather than capacitive coupling. Capacitive 
coupling is justified at the higher frequencies 
only for the sake of simplicity where reduc-
tion in efficiency can be tolerated. 

Special precaution must be taken with 40 
meter crystals, and more care given to the 
circuit details than with lower-frequency 
crystals. Here, a suitable crystal-holder is 
of prime importance, as many 40 meter 
crystals refuse to oscillate in any holder ex-
cept the particular type in which the crystal 
was designed to operate. Because a holder 
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works well with an SO- or 160-meter plate 
does not indicate that a 40-meter crystal 
will function likewise. 
A 40-meter crystal requires a very light 

top electrode with no additional pressure 
spring for maximum output; spring pres-
sure is not necessary for stability unless 
the transmitter is subject to severe vibra-
tion. The faces of a 40-meter crystal are 
practically fiat, and if the surfaces of the 
holder electrodes are truly plane, the top 
electrode will not tend to "rock" on the 
crystal and cause frequency instability. 

Before placing a 40-meter crystal in its 
holder, the edges of the crystal should be 
carefully examined for nicks and imperfec-
tions. A nick almost invisible to the naked 
eye will sometimes have an appreciable ef-
fect on the output. If the edges show that 
they have been chipped, the crystal should 
be returned to the manufacturer for re-
finishing. 

Grinding Quartz-Crystals 

• Amateurs who have had no previous 
grinding experience should first attempt 
grinding a Y-cut 80- or 160-meter crystal. 
Although it requires a much longer time to 
grind an X-cut after one lias become pro-
ficient, X-cuts must be finished with a 
greater degree of precision and are therefore 
best avoided by the novice for the first at-
tempt. 
The necessary material and equipment re-

quired for grinding with a minimum of labor 
and difficulty are: a micrometer, several 
pieces of heavy plate glass, an oil can filled 
with water, a pan of clean water, several 
clean towels, a bottle of India ink, a test 
oscillator, and a frequency measuring device 
such as a calibrated receiver, and lastly, 
small quantities of No. 150, No. 280 and No. 
400 carborundum. The latter grain is used 
only in finishing X-cut plates, and need not 
be procured if only Y-cuts are to be ground. 
Water is used in preference to kerosene. 
because it is necessary to remove all oily 
traces each time the crystal is tested in 
the oscillator. A one-half inch micrometer, 
reading to ten-thousandths, is best adapted 
for thickness measurements, but a one-inch 
instrument, reading to thousandths, will 
measure close enough for Y-cut plates by 
estimating to ten-thousandths and with care 
can even be used for the lower-frequency 
X-cuts if nothing better is available. It is 
advantageous to grind down the movable 
face of the micrometer on a wheel so that 
the tip resembles a cone with a rounded 
point, rather than the end of a cylinder. 
This enables one to measure a point on a 
crystal instead of a section of the crystal. 
The test oscillator must be equipped with 

a plate milliammeter, a dummy load which 
can be cut out of the circuit, and plug-in 

inductances so that either low or high "C" 
can be used in the tank for test purposes. 
An RF meter in series with the crystal is 
optional. 
Assuming that one has the necessary ma-

terials and a 160 or 80-meter Y-cut blank 
which it is desired to convert into a good 
finished crystal, it is first necessary to finish 
one side flat, to use as the reference side 
(some blanks already have the reference 
side finished and marked). This can be 
done by rubbing one side around with even 
pressure on a piece of plate glass that has 
been smeared with No. 150 carborundum 
grain and water until India ink marks 
which have been placed on the tip of each 
corner disappear. The crystal is then rinsed 
in the pan of water and rubbed on another 
piece of plate glass smeared with No. 280 
carborundum and water for half a minute 
or longer—care being taken to see that the 
pressure is fairly even all over the crystal 
and that the grinding is being done on the 
same side. The crystal is then washed and 
dried, and one corner of the finished side 
marked with India ink. All subsequent 
grinding is done on the other side. Using 

A piece of raw quartz and several un-
finished slabs from which oscillating 
crystal blanks are cut. The best quartz is 

mined in Brazil. 

a finer grain of abrasive for finishing Y-cut 
crystals is not advisable, because it does 
not increase the output, but only aggravates 
the tendency toward twin- frequency peaks. 
By using a medium grain of carborundum 
for finishing and by giving the right con-
tour to the side that is not yet finished, the 
second peak can be eliminated. 
The crystal should now be roughened 

down with No. 150 grain carborundum until 
it is .002 or .003 inch thicker than the cal-
culated finished thickness, which will be 
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very close to .022 for 3500 KC and .0435 for 
1750 KC. The finished thickness of a crys-
tal of either cut can be predetermined for 
a given frequency within fairly close limits 
by applying the following formula: 

112.6 
X-cut T =  

77 
Y-cut T = — 

F 

Where T is the thickness in inches, and F, 
the frequency in kilocycles. 

The next step is to finish the crystal down 
with No. 280 abrasive to about .0004 inch 
greater than the calculated thickness (.001 
for a 160 meter plate), frequent micrometer 
readings being taken to prevent any high 
or low spots from appearing. The crystal 
is then put in the oscillator. If its sur-
faces are reasonably parallel, it should now 
oscillate. If it oscillates at but one fre-
quency as the tank tuning condenser is 
varied, it is a most unusual Y-cut crystal 
and is not acting in characteristic fashion. 
Making certain that it is oscillating at the 
low-frequency peak, the frequency should 
be checked to ascertain how closely it is 
agreeing with the formula. 
The second peak, which is the highest in 

frequency, can be eliminated by giving the 
face now being ground a convex contour. 
The degree of convexity necessary to give 
one- frequency operation will vary with dif-
ferent crystals, but in every case the sec-
ond peak will disappear before the process 
is carried far enough to affect the output 
to any great extent. In fact, a moderate 
curvature will actually increase the output 
silghtly over that of a Y-cut crystal that 
has been ground with both sides perfectly 
flat. 
At this point the corners should be 

slightly rounded and the edges finished up. 
It is best to finish these before putting the 
final touches on the crystal as a prelim-
inary to grinding the crystal to an exact 
frequency, because grinding on the edges 
will sometimes affect the characteristics of 
the plate. Grinding on the edges has a 
minor effect on the frequency, and also will 
sometimes cause a crystal that checks at one 
frequency to develop a second peak. 
The optimum amount of convexity can 

only be determined for each particular 
crystal by trial, but it is not critical as 
long as no spot is higher than the center of 
the crystal. A contour that has been found 
suitable for most RO meter crystals of the 
Y-cut type is as follows: 
Edges between corner .0001 inch lower 

than center; corners .0003 to .0005 inch 

lower than center. For 160 meter crystals 
the convexity can be slightly greater if 
necessary to eliminate twin peaks. A piece 
of glass that has been slightly worn down 
facilitates grinding a uniform convex con-
tour, but until one has used a piece of glass 
for roughing-down several crystals it will 
not be hollowed out sufficiently for the re-
quirements. If the glass is nearly flat, 
pressure on each of the edges and corners— 
one at a time—will be necessary to get the 
desired curvature. 
A final check for twin peaks is made by 

using a tank coil in the test oscillator which 
requires slightly more capacity to tune to 
resonance than will ordinarily be required 
in the transmitter oscillator. No attempt 
should be made to keep the crystal from 
oscillating at two frequencies with an ex-
tremely high-C tank, because almost any 
crystal will show a second peak if the oscil-
lator is made very high-C. If the "medium-
C" tank shows two frequencies, it will be 
necessary to grind down the tips and the 
corners until the second one disappears. A 
soldering iron should then be held near the 
crystal as the beat note is monitored in the 
receiver, until the crystal frequency creeps 
10 or 15 kilocycles. The shift should occur 
gradually without sudden "jumps." The 
tank is then tuned through resonance for 
only one frequency; if two appear, the tips 
of the corners of the plate must be ground 
further. Very few plates will be found to 
require such drastic treatment, the slight 
convexity usually being sufficient. 
To test for output and freedom of oscilla-

tion, the original low-C tank coil is em-
ployed. It is helpful to have a crystal that 
is known to be a good oscillator for com-
parative purposes. A low value of minimum 
plate current is the criterion for freedom of 
oscillation. A low minimum plate current 
means nothing, however, if the crystal be-
comes unstable or goes out of oscillation the 
moment a load is coupled to the tank. The 
oscillator must stand a reasonable amount 
of loading without going out of oscillation; 
in addition, must be stable when loaded. 

If the finished crystal gives good output and 
has only one frequency response, one is then 
justified in attempting to grind an X-cut 
plate. 

Grinding an X-cut Plate 

• The reference side of an X-cut blank is 
ground down with No. 150 and No. 280 car-
borundum grain in the same manner as a 
Y-cut blank. It is then rubbed around in a 
circular motion for a half minute on a new 
piece of glass which is covered with No. 400 
abrasive and water. It is imperative to use 
a new piece of glass for finishing the refer-
ence side of an X-cut blank, because maxi-
mum output will not be obtained if either 
side has the slightest amount of a convex 
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curvature. One exception can be made: some 
manufacturers grind their X-cut plates with 
a special contour which calls for sections 
of the crystal being very slightly convex, 
but an amateur inexperienced in grinding will 
do well to keep away from such special trick 
contours. The output of an X-cut plate can 
be boosted by merely grinding it slightly con-
cave on the finishing side. Paradoxically, 
while Y-cut plates have twin frequencies 
when the curvature is not great enough, 
X-cut plates exhibit double frequencies only 
when the curvature is too great. It is nec-
essary, however, to remove a large section 
out of the center of an X-cut crystal before 
the second frequency appears, unless a very 
high-C tank is used in the oscillator. Grind-
ing the center of an 80 meter X-cut plate 
.0001 or .0002 inch low will boost the out-
put without encouraging a second frequency. 

After inking the reference side, the blank 
is roughed down to about .03 inch over 
the calculated finished thickness with No. 
150 carborundum, and then down a lit-
tle further with No. 280 grain. The final 
grinding is done on a little-used piece of 
glass, covered with No. 400 grain and water. 
Enough pressure is exerted in the center 
of the crystal with one finger to bring the 
center .0001 or .0002 inch lower than the 
edges and corners. No spot should be lower 
than the center, otherwise the output will be 
disappointing. A new piece of glass should be 
used for finishing each X-cut crystal. The 
glass is then suitable for grinding Y-cut 
plates or roughing-down X-cut plates. Be-
cause 160 meter X-cut crystals are too thick 
to be hollowed out easily by exerting pres-
sure in the center, even if new pieces of 
plate grass are used, it is necessary to finish 
them on a special piece of convex glass. 

Finishing the edges on X-cut plates is of 
greater importance than on Y-cuts. An 
X-cut plate with unfinished edges may even 
refuse to oscillate unless the edges and cor-
ners do not vary over .0001 inch, or unless 
about .0005 inch has been hollowed out of 
the center ( which is sufficient to cause dou-
ble response frequencies). A crystal with 
variations greater than .0001 inch between 
the different corners and edges may give 
full output after the edges are finished. It is 
important that every minute imperfection be 
removed from the edges when finishing X-cut 
plates. X-cut crystals that refuse to give 
full output can sometimes be made to oscil-
late more freely by grinding the edges so that 
the cross-section of the crystal is reduced; 
that is, to grind so that the dimensions of the 
crystal along the other axes are changed. 
To finish the edges of crystals of either 

cut, all nicks are first ground out by using 
the same grade of abrasive as used to finish 
the faces, but applying less water. To com-
plete the work, the corner and edges are 
then slightly rounded off. 
The India ink reference mark can be re-
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moved with a moistened, soft rubber eraser. 
The plate should be washed with soap and 
warm water to remove any rubber gum 
which may adhere to the unpolished sur-
faces. X-cut crystals can be polished to high 
transparency with rouge; however, the out-
put will not be increased over that which 
is obtained by grinding with a high grade 
abrasive. 

Mechanical Design and Construction 

• The factors entering into the mechanical 
design and construction of an amateur trans-
mitter are those which govern the efficiency 
and the results obtainable from a circuit 
specification. It is important, therefore, that 
a great deal of consideration be given to 
the constructional details. Practical notes 
are given herewith. 

Before constructing a transmitter, all of 
the various parts should be laid out on a 
board (commonly called a "breadboard") 
or chassis and moved about until all of the 
RF leads are as short and direct as it is 
possible to make them. It is not necessary 
to strive for a symmetrical layout in order 
to improve the appearance to an onlooker; 
short and direct leads are important if the 
transmitter is to operate efficiently. 

It matters little what type of base the ap-
paratus is mounted on. A metal chassis is 
preferred by some constructors, while others 
prefer wood; however, the metal is a little 
more difficult to work. If the chassis is of 
metal, aluminum or copper should be used, 
especially if radio-frequencies are present. 
Cadmium or copper plating on steel is often 
satisfactory. 
Boards have certain losses on account of 

most soft woods being poor dielectrics, 
which absorb energy in strong electro-static 
fields, such as those surrounding a trans-
mitter stage. The losses may be minimized 
by selecting dry hardwood for the' base. 
An excellent breadboard base can be made 

of ordinary white pine covered with a thin 
sheet of No. 20 or 30 gauge aluminum, the 
sheet being neatly fastened by bending over 
the edges and tacking the underside down 
with small wire brads. This type of base al-
lows condensers and coils to be mounted 
with ordinary wood screws. The metal acts 
as a shield and also keeps the capacity-to-
ground constant from the various parts of 
the transmitter. Shielding is a necessary 
requirement, although it represents a small 
loss. Natural shielding; that is, the greatest 
permissible space between stages, is better 
than metal shields. 

Since link coupling has been universally 
accepted as being a superior method for in-
terlinking stages, there is now no valid 
reason for placing more than one stage on 
a single breadboard, as coupling links can 
be lengthened upward to ten feet. If trans-
mitter stages closely adjoin each other, it is 
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necessary to resort to interstage shielding 
to prevent feedback. Complete shielding, as 
is specified in receiver construction, is not a 
necessary requirement in transmitter de-
sign; a double baffle separated by at least 
one-fourth inch and six inches high will 
suffice in practically all cases. The plates 
must not touch except where they are sup-
ported to the common ground connection, or 
screwed to the metal chassis. 

Recently a movement has been introduced 
to more or less standardize the size of bread-
boards and chassis. This practice ought to 
be encouraged by all amateurs, as it facili-
tates the quick exchange and re-placement 
of component parts. In general, chassis 
sizes more or less follow the standard rack 
construction specifications originally adopted 
by the Bell System. The front panel of a 
standard rack is 19 inches wide and is some 
even multiple of one and three-quarter in-
ches high. Three common sizes are: seven, 
eight and three-quarters, and ten and one-
half inches high. 
The breadboards or chassis that are 

mounted on or behind these front panels 
cannot be wider than 17 inches, due to the 
clearance limits between the side members 
of the standard rack. Most chassis are 
eight and one-half to twelve inches deep. 
No movement toward standardizing the 
depth has been started on account of the 
limitations in the strength of the support-
ing structure. 
A neat way to lay out a transmitter is 

to obtain several pieces of five-ply veneer, 
eight and one-half inches square, and then 
covering these pieces with No. 28 gauge 
aluminum. Such breadboards are of the 
correct size for a single low-power stage, 
and each can be quickly removed from the 
completed transmitter when rebuilding or 
when changes are necessary. For standard 
rack mounting two of these small bread-
boards may be mounted behind each panel. 
A plug and jack arrangement conveniently 
allows almost any stage to be taken out and 
replaced with another, especially in trans-
mitters having a 47 oscillator, Jones Exciter, 
or electron-coupled oscillator stage. Here 
the buffer and doubler stages are identical 
and use type 210 tubes; hence, a 50 watt 
stage may replace any of the push-pull 210s. 

Nothing in the transmitter should be 
nailed down. Each coil, condenser, etc., need 
only be fastened firmly to some support; 
however, it is a prerequisite that all the 
apparatus be placed in such a manner as 
to permit quick replacement should any part 
burn out or fail. 
Not even a radio engineer can lay out a 

radio transmitter with the hopes of expect-
ing it to operate perfectly the first time it is 
tested. Often it is found that there is insuffi-
cient excitation to some particular stage, 

requiring, of course, the addition of another 
buffer stage; this is a relatively simple prob-
lem if each stage is mounted on its own 
little board. Difficulty experienced from 
parasitic oscillation can be more easily cor-
rected when individual breadboards are used. 
When laying out a stage on a broadboard 

or chassis, the grid coil must be placed as 
far from the plate coil as possible—at least 
five times the diameter of the plate coil away 
from it. If the two coils are in close prox-
imity, difficulties may be encountered in neu-
tralizing the stage. In some cases, especially 
in high-power stages, it is desirable to orient 
the coils so that they are at right angles to 
each other so that the fields around the two 
coils will have the minimum of interaction 
between them. 
Tank coils for low power stages may be 

wound on receiving-type plug-in coil forms, 
providing that they are made of ceramic or 
Isolantite insulating materials. Most ama-
teurs prefer five prong plug-in coils to sim-
plify coil change and exchange between 
stages. 

Isolantite sockets for tubes and coil forms 
are desirable. Some of the newer wafer-
type sockets are satisfactory for stages oper-
ating with less than 500 volts plate voltage. 
The latest type midget condensers give 
splendid results when used in the grid and 
plate circuit of low power stages. Good 
practice dictates that a closed-circuit jack be 
placed in every grid and plate circuit, even 
though some meters may always be in the 
circuit. When the stage is removed from 
the transmitter for test or rebuilding, it is 
always convenient to be able to quickly check 
the grid and plate current while the stage 
is being tested on the workbench. 

C.W. Tone Quality on 5 and 
10 Meters 

• The rough notes emitted by 5 and 10 
meter c-w transmitters can usually be traced 
to insufficient plate supply filter in the 
crystal oscillator stage. The pure DC note 
obtained when monitoring an 80 meter 
crystal oscillator may sound anything but 
pure DC when several frequency multiplier 
stages are added to obtain output on 5 or 10 
meters. Each frequency multiplier doubles 
not only the RF frequency, but also the 
percentage of AC ripple modulation, so that 
this effect often becomes quite noticeable in 
the ultra-high frequency range. The cure 
lies in the use of two or more sections of 
filter in the plate supply to the crystal oscil-
lator, this filter consisting of at least two 
large filter chokes and several condensers. 
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Coil Winding Charts for Copper Tubing Tank Coils 

THE values given are a close approximation to your particular requirements in each 
case, but exact accuracy depends on the circuit arrangement and the length of the 

leads in the plate circuit of the tube to be used. The two factors mentioned become 
more important as the frequency increases. Long leads necessitate fewer turns on the 
coil, but the leads should be long enough to keep the tank condenser separated from the 
coil by at least the coil diameter. 

All the values in the table are for the tubes specified when used as single-ended' 
amplifiers with the neutralization tap near the center of the coil. If placed in the center 
of the coil, this tap will automatically give fixed neutralization on all bands. For push-
pull amplifiers, decrease the number of turns by 25% for any given tube. The reason for 
this decrease will be apparent upon close comparison of single-ended and push-pull cir-
cuits. Just twice as much tube capacity is shunted across the tank in push-pull circuits 
as when single-ended circuits are used. 

In low-C tanks, such as these, the voltage rating of the condenser should be equal to 
four times the plate voltage on the tube for single-section types, and twice the plate 
voltage ( each section) for split-stator models. 

CHART NO I. For Coils Tuned With Split-Stator Condenser and Used in Circuits Employing 
Low-C Tubos, such as 150T, 501, 354, 852, 800, 825, RK 18. 

BAND 2 Dia. Coil 3" Dia. Coil 4" Dia. Coil 5 Dia. Coil 6" Dia. Coil Size of Tuning Condenser 

160 N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 

46 Turns 
16" Long 
14" Tubing 

 1 /4 " Tubing 

N.S. N.S. 
80 Turns 
36” Long 
,‘" Tubing 

250 Mmf. Each Section for 
Full Band Coverage. 

80 N.S. 
60 Turns 
20" Long 

 1 /4 " Tubing 

50 Turns 
18" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

40 Turns 
18" Long 
eM" Tubing 

100 Mmf. Each Section for 
Full Band Coverage. 

40 N.S. 
34 Turns 
12" Long 
.14" Tubing 

28 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

22 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

35 Mmf. Each Section. 

20 
32 Turns 
15" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

20 Turns 
12" Long 
14" Tubing 

16 Tunis 
12" Long 
14" Tubing 

14 Turns 
12" Long 
14" Tubing 

10 Turns 
12" Long 
14" Tubing 

35 Mmf. Each Section. 

I 0 
8 Turns 
4" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

6 Turns 
4" Long 
14" Tubing 

4 Turns 
4" Long 
14" Tubing 

4 Turns 
4" Long 
14" Tubing 

3 Turns 
4" Long 
14" Tubing 

.35 Mmf. Each Section. 
N.S. Indicates: 

NOT SATISFACTORY 

CHART NO 2. For Coils Tuned With Single-Section Condenser and Used ir Circuits Employing 
Low-C Tubes, such as 1501, 501, 354, 852, 800, 825, RK 18. 

BAND 2" Dia. Coil Dia. Coil 4 Die. Coil 5" Dia. Coil 

160 N.S. N.S. 

80 N.S. N.S. 

40 N.S. 

20 
22 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

6 Turns 
5" Long 

.14" Tubing 
10 

36 Turns 
14" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 
16 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

4 Turns 
5" Long 

14" Tubing 

N.S. 

50 Turns 
20" Long 
14" Tubing 

24 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 
12 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 
4 Turns 
5" Long 

14" Tubing 

N.S. 

40 Turns 
18" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 
20 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4" Tubing 
10 Tunis 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 
4 Turns 
5" Long 
14" Tubing 

6" Dia. Coil 
60 Turns 
36" Long 
Ne" Tubing  
30 Turns 
18" Long 
IS"  Tubing  
16 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing  
8 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4 " Tubing  
2 Turns 
5" Long 

14" Tubing 

Size of Tuning Condenser 

100 Mmf. 

100 Mmf. For Full Band 
Coverage. 

35 Mmf. 

35 Mmf. 

35 Mmf. 

CHART NO. 3. For Coils Tuned With Split-Stator Condenser and Used in Circuits Employirvi 
High-C Tubes, Such as 50 Wafters, 210, 204A, 849 2I2D 830 46 RK20 

BAND 

160 

2' Dia. Coil .3" Dia. Coil 4" Dia. Coil 5" Dia. Coil 6 Dia. Coil Size of Tuning Condenser 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 
72 Turns 
36" Long 
%" Tubing 

250 Mmf. Each Section for 
Full Band Coverage. 

80 

40 

N.S. 
54 Turns 
16" Long 
14" Tubing 

46 Turns 
18" Long 
14" Tubing 

36 Turns 
18" Long 
Re Tubing 

100 Mmf. Each Section for 
Full Band Coverage. 

N.S. 

24 Turns 
10" Long 
-tg" Tubing 

 1 /4 " Tubing 

36 Turns 
14" Long 

 1 /4 " Tubing 

24 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

20 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

16 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

35 Mmf. Each Section. 

20 
16 Tung 
10" Long 
14" Tubing 

12 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

10 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

8 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4 " Tubing 

35 Mmf. Each Section. 

I 0 
8 Turns 
5" Long 

14" Tubing 

6 Turns 
5" Long 

14" Tubing 

4 Turns 
5" Long 

14" Tubing 

4 Turns 
5" Long 

>A" Tubing 

3 Turns 
5" Long 

34" Tubing 
35 Mmf. Each Section. 
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CHART NO. 4. For Coils Tuned With Single-Section Condenser and Used in Circuits Employin ? 
High-C Tubes, Such as 50 Watters, 210, 204A, 849, 2I2D, 830, 46, RK20. 

BAND 2" Dia. Cool 3 Dia. Coil 4  Dia. Coil  I 

N.S. 

" Dia. Coil 6" Dia. Coil Size of Tuning Condenser 

160 

80 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 
60 Turns 
36" Long 
N." Tubing 

100 Mmf. 

N.S. N.S. 

32 Turns 
14" Long 
1A" Tubing 

 1 4" Tubing 

50 Turns 
20" Long 

 1 4" Tubing 

40 Turns 
18" Long 
3/4" Tubing 

30 Turns 
18" Long 
lyi." Tubing 

100 Mmf. For Full Band 
coverage. 

40 N.S. 
22 Turns 
12" Long 
14" Tubing 

18 Turns 
12" Long 
1/4" Tubing 

14 Turns 
12" Long 
14" Tubing 

35 Mmf. 

20 

10 

 1 A" Tubing 

18 Turns 
10" Long 

 1 A" Tubing 

14 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4" Tubing 

10 Turns 
10" Long 
11." Tubing 

8 Turns 
10" Long 
1/4" Tubing 

6 Turns 
10" Long 
34." Tubing  
2 Tunis 
5" Long 

14" Tubing 

35 Mmf. 

4 Turns 
5" Long 

ll." Tubing 

4 Turns 
5" Long 
t" Tubing 

4 Turns 
5" Long 

,z." Tubing 

4 Turns 
5" Long 

1¡" Tubing 
35 Mm!. 

Coil Chart for I 1/2 -in. and 21/2-in. Dia. Coil Forms. 

BAND 

I 60 

go 

1.,," Dia. 
Coil Form 

Size of Tuning 
Condenser BAND 

2./..," dia. 
Coil Form 

Size of Tuning 1 
Condenser  

100 MMF. 
or larger 

100 mmF. 
 The  winding data shown 

here is for coils that are 
tuned with single-sec-
tien variable condensers. 
See Chart below for 
coil winding data when 
split- stator y a r i a b I e 
condensers are used. 

REMARKS 

 The  winding data shown 
here is for coils that are 
tuned with single-sec-
tien variable condensers. 
See Chart below for 
coil winding data when 
split- stator y a r i a b I e 
condensers are used. 

Not 
Satisfactory  

35 Turns 
No. 22 DCC. 
Close wound 

160 
46 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Close wound 

100 MMF. go 
23 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Spaced one dia. 

40 
19 to 21 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Spaced one dia. 

100 MMF. 

25-35 MMF. 

40 
16 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Spaced one dia. 28-35 MMF. 

20 
11 to 13 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Spaced one dia. 

20 
8 to 10 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Spaced one dia, 

25_35 mmE 

i o 
5 to 6 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Seated one dia. 

25-35 MMF. I() 
5 Tums 
No. 16 DCC. 
Paced one dia. 

25-35 MMF. 

Coil Winding Chart for I 1/2 -in. and 21/2 -in. Dia. Coil Forms and Split- Stator V.C. 

BAND 

160 

10/4" Dia. 
Coil Form i 

Size of Tuning 
Condenser 

BAND i, 2" dia. 
Cool Form 

Size of Tuning 
Condenser 

Not 
Satisfactory 160 

59 Turns 
No. 16 Enameled 
Close wound. 
Tap at center, 

250 MMF. 
Each Section 

(smaller condenser 
can be used). 

. 
The standard Hammer-
lund 35 mmf. Each 
section split- stator 
double-spaced midget 
variable condensers are 
satisfactory. The Card-
well Trim- Air 100 
mmf midgets can also 
be used by merely re-
moving alternate plates 
from rotor and stator 
sections and gang ing 
two of these condensers 
together. The capacity 
will then be 25 mmf. 
per section. 

80 
Not . 

Satisfactory 80 

40 

55 to 57 Tunis 
No. 16 DCC. 
Close wound. 
Tap at center. 

35 MM F. 
Each Section 

40 

.3.5 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Close wound. 
Tap at center. 

35 MMF. 
Each Section 

29 Turns 
No. 14 Enameled 
Space wound. 
To cover 3 inches. 

35 MMF. 
Each Section 

20 

I 

19 Turns 
No. 16 DCC. 
Spaced one dia. 
Tap at center. 

35 MMF. 
Each Section 

20 
15 Turns 
No. 14 Enameled 
Spaced one dia. 
Tap at center. 

, 
35 MM F. 
Each Section 
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Chapter 9 

TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY CONTROL 

• All radio transmitters operate on assigned 
frequencies, or within certain bands of fre-
quencies. For this reason some method must 
be provided for accurately controlling the 
frequency of operation. The most practical 
method for securing frequency control is by 
means of quartz crystal oscillators because 
the frequency of oscillation is accurately de-
termined by the physical size of the quartz 
plate. 
An exciter can be defined as a crystal con-

trolled oscillator combined with such fre-
quency multipliers as are needed to generate 
the desired operating frequency. Many 
vacuum tube combinations can be used for 
this purpose; the numerous block diagrams 
in the pages that follow show practically all 
of the modern tube circuit arrangements 
for the radio-frequency portion of short-
wave transmitters. 

In this Chapter the reader will find, for 
the first time, a number of new exciter cir-
cuits which have proved more versatile and 
efficient than others previously shown. Of 
particular interest is the new Jones Multi-
Band Crystal Oscillator, which operates on 
two or more bands from a single crystal, 
and with only one tuning circuit. 

Exciter Problems 

• The essential requirements of crystal os-
cillators and frequency multipliers are: ( 1) 
stability of oscillation; ( 2) ample power 
output : (3) proper degree of frequency con-
trol. Good stability cannot be expected from 
some types of circuits, particularly when the 
oscillator is keyed for c.w. telegraphy. Some 
exciters provide too little or too much power 
output; frequency drift is excessive in some 
oscillators because cf temperature change. 
Frequency drift is also caused by RF over-
load of the quartz crystal in such circuits 
where poor design does not permit of suf-
ficient output without exceeding the safe 
recommended plate voltages for the tubes. 
A certain amount of grid drive is needed for 
correct operation of frequency doublers or 
low power buffer stages, yet it would be 
poor practice to operate a stage with more 
drive than is needed. Conversely, if the 
oscillator or exciter does not deliver a 
sufficient amount of grid driving power, poor 
design is again in evidence. 

A crystal exciter usually consists of the 
crystal oscillator and its associated low-
power buffer or frequency doubler stages. 
These stages can be grouped into a common 
unit so that the exciter will be an integral 
part of any transmitter. 

If a transmitter is to be operated on one 
band only, such as 160 meters, there is no 
need for an elaborate exciter; on the other 
hand, multi-band operation calls for an ex-
citer with the proper number of frequency 
doubler stages. 

47 

CRT ST AL OSCILLATOR FOR RADIO- TRANSMITTER 

FIG. 1. 

47 Pentode Crystal Oscillator, Widely Used 
in One-Band Transmitters. 

An exciter for a single-band transmitter 
differs from one which operates on several 
bands, where the output from the oscillator 
and also from each succeeding frequency 
doubler stage should be effectively the same 
in value. Effective value means that the DC 
grid current and bias voltage should be the 
same on all bands of the stage that is driven 
by the exciter. Thus it is seen that an ex-
citer must often deliver more output on 10 
and 20 meters than on 40 or 80 meters, in 
order to compensate for the tuned circuit 
losses at the higher frequencies correspond-
ing to 10 and 20 meters. A low power 
crystal oscillator is adequate for a one-band 
transmitter because the required output can 
then be secured from a buffer or power-
gaining doubler. Typical examples of such 
exciters are the RK-25-35 Exciter, or the 
6L6G - Oscillator-6L6G-Push-Push-Doubler, 
described elsewhere in this Chapter. 
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A generous variety of entirely new crystal 
oscillators and exciters is shown for the first 
time in these pages. Those who have ex-
perienced difficulty with the 6L6 tube will 
find new circuits here which have been 
especially designed to overcome those diffi-
culties. The new exciters with three 6A6 
tubes, or three 6L6G tubes, are ideal for 
all-band operation because they will not be 
obsoleted when changes are made in the 
transmitter. These exciters deliver output 
on three bands without coil changing and 
the coils are easier to construct than those 
previously shown. 
The increasing interest in 5 and 10 meter 

operation has brought with it the develop-
ment of a special Jones 5 Meter Exciter with 
a 42 oscillator and three 6A6 frequency 
doubler stages. An 80 meter crystal in the 
oscillator stage of this exciter will furnish 
outputs on 80, 40, 20 and 10 meters; likewise, 
a 40 meter crystal will give good output on 
5 meters. A complete description of the new 
device is found in the pages that follow. 

Protection of Quartz Crystals 

• Quartz crystals will fracture if they are 
subjected to excessive RF current. The 
crystal RF current is very high in some 
circuits, particularly when relatively high 
plate potential is applied. Some tubes also 
provide more crystal current than others. 
Circuits within circuits often produce para-
sitic or surge voltages which may fracture 
the quartz plate. Excessive current in re-
generative crystal oscillator circuits can be 
eliminated by connecting a small resistance 
in series with the crystal. A 6.3 volt pilot 
lamp, such as those used for illuminating 
radio receiver dials, makes a satisfactory 
resistance and further provides a visual in-
dication of excessive current. 
An experimental 6L6 crystal oscillator 

produced a sudden rise in crystal current 
when the plate tuning capacities were in-
creased beyond the point of normal oscilla-
tion. The plate circuit power output was 
negligible at this setting, because the crystal 
oscillator circuit consisted of a network of 
capacities which caused the crystal current 
to rise above 100 milliamperes. In this same 
oscillator the crystal current was less than 
50 milliamperes at the point of normal 
oscillation and the highest plate circuit 
output. The problem was solved by 
connecting a 6.3 volt lamp in series with the 
crystal, which had the effect of damping-
out the parasitic oscillation. This series 
resistance can have a value as high as 100 
ohms without materially reducing the effi-
ciency of most types of crystal oscillator 
circuits. 

The 53-2A3 Exciter 

• The type 53 tube has long been popular 

204 

in crystal oscillator circuits because of its 
simplicity and relatively high output. The 
6A6 tube, which is the 6.3 volt equivalent 
of the 53, is a somewhat better tube than the 
53 because the 6A6 has a better heater con-
struction and is less subject to tube failure. 
These tubes are suitable for oscillator, 
doublers or push-pull circuits. Fig. 2 shows 
a 6A6 (or 53 in a conventional push-pull 
oscillator circuit with an output of from 5 
to 10 watts. 

FIG. 2. 
6A6 ( or 53) Push-Pull Oscillator 

The 53 or 6A6 first found application as 
an oscillator in the "Siamese Exciter." 

53 o 5A6 

CONVENTIONAL LOW OUTPUT TRIODE OR TWIN TRIODE 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR WITH GRIDLEAN BIAS RESISTOR 

FIG. 3. 

The grid-leak bias resistor R (Fig. 3) 
provides a rather unsatisfactory means for 
supplying bias to the crystal circuit because 
the crystal RF current is very high and the 
tube had a pronounced tendency to "run 
wild" when the plate voltage was increased. 
The resulting output was quite low, and the 
circuit is not widely used because of these 
disadvantages. 

It was later found by Jones that the 53 or 
6A6 could be made to function with entire 
satisfaction in a crystal oscillator and 
doubler circuit. The apparent disadvantages 
of the "Siamese Exciter" were overcome by 
using cathode bias and a small RF choke 
across the quartz crystal. The circuit is shown 
in Fig. 4. R is the cathode resistor (400 
ohms). The RF choke is a conventional small 
receiver type short-wave choke. 



Jones Harmonic Oscillators 

53 0, 6A6 

FIG. 4. 
Bias Circuit of the Original Jones 53-6A6 
Harmonic Oscillator, or Exciter. High Out-

put. Low Crystal R-F Current. 

JONES CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR- DOUBLER 

FIG. 5. 

Fig. 5 shows the complete circuit of the 
widely-used Jones 53 Harmonic Oscillator. 
One triode section of the 53 ( or 6A6) acts 
as a crystal oscillator with cathode bias, 
which automatically holds the crystal RF 
current to a moderately low value for plate 

53 OR 6A6 EXCITER 

R-50.000 ohms, 
2 watts. 

000. 1.11C•  L2 0001 MICA 

can be delivered to a succeeding stage by 
means of either capacitive or link coupling. 
A complete exciter unit with 53 or 6A8 

oscillator, capacitively coupled to a 2A3 
buffer or amplifier stage, is shown in Fig. 6. 

The output from the 2A3 stage is be-
tween 20 and 25 watts. External battery 
bias (-135 volts) can be connected in series 
with the 2A3 grid leak if the oscillator cir-
cuit is to be keyed; the circuit in Fig. 6 has 
a 400 ohm cathode resistor, which provides 
fixed bias. 

FIG. 7. 
Jones Regenerative Exciter for all-band 

operation. R-50,000 ohms. 

The 53 or GAG oscillator can be operated 
as a regenerative frequency doubler, tripler 
or quadrupler. See Fig. 7. The output 
from this regenerative quadrupler is suffi-
cient to drive a 45 or 2A3 buffer stage, if 
care is taken when tuning adjustments are 
made. The crystal oscillator section of the 

45 oR 2A3 BUFFER 

RrI SURF. MERL 

RISE° G 1,11, 

IS USED III GRID <KT 

3 

TO FOLLOWING 

STAGE OR 

TO ANTENNA 

Jones Exciter and Buffer-Amplifier for two-band 
- 400V operation from a single crystal. 

FIG. 6-53 ( 6A6)-2A3 Exciter. 

potentials as high as 375 volts. The second 
section of the 53 or 6A6 acts as a frequency 
doubler, with high bias on the grid developed 
across a 50,000 ohm grid-leak and a 400 ohm 
cathode resistor. The two sections of the 
53 or 6A6 are capacitively coupled. The 
output from the oscillator or doubler circuit 

53 or 6A6 should always control the fre-
quency and there must not be too much re-
generation in the frequency multiplier section. 
The simplest test or adjustment of this 

circuit is to use a single turn of wire and 
a 6-volt pilot-light as an oscillation indi-
cator. The oscillator stage is first adjusted 
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and tuned to approximately the mid-point 
of its oscillating range and the doubler sec-
tion is tuned to peak output. When the 
oscillator is not functioning, the cathode 
current will be approximately 20 ma.; but 
in a state of oscillation this current will 
rise to between 50 and 110 ma. If the 
doubler section is not employed, its grid-
leak may be opened to remove the load 
from the nscillator section. The grid-leak 
increases the bias of the harmonic produc-
ing triode to a great many times cut-off 
bias. The 400-ohm cathode resistor provides 
a fixed bias to both the triode sections, and 
also stabilizes it for use on plate voltages 
9f over 300 volts. 

CAUTION 

*Type 53 tubes must be operated at their full 
rated heater voltage, otherwise the oscillator 
output will be greatly decreased: erratic oper-
ation and short tube life will also result. The 
heater voltage should be measured at the 
tube socket with the aid of an AC voltmeter. 
Heavy wire should be used for carrying the 
heater current, particularly when several type 
53 tubes are operated in a multi-band exciter. 
It is better practice to operate the tube heat. 
ers with just a trifle more voltage than recom-
mended; never use less than 2.5 volts. 6A6 
tubes (6.3 volt heater) draw only 0.8 amp.. 
as against 2 amps. for the type 53, resulting 
in lower current drain from the filament trans-
former. 

Xote: Other than type 2A3 or 45 type 
tubes can be used in the buffer stage of 
a Jones Exciter. The following table is 
of value in determining the type of tube 
and method of coupling to give the best 
results. 

Single 45 or 2A3 Capacitive coupling 
Single 46  Link coupling 
Single 841  Link coupling 
Single 210  Link coupling 

FIG. 8. 

Jones 53 Exciter and Low Power Amplifier 

with two 2A3s or 45s, parallel connected, 

Single 801  Link coupling 

Single 865 Capacitive or Link coupling 

Single 53 Push-Push Doubler.Link coupling 

Single 59 Regenerative Doubler  
  Capacitive coupling 

Two 45s in Parallel or Push- Pull  
 Capacitive or Link coupling 

Single 802  Capacitive coupling 

Any of the above combinations will pro-
vide sufficient excitation for one or two 
type 211 tubes, or two 50Ts. or single 150T 
or T55, HF100, HF200, HK154 or HK354, 
for grid modulation. With CW transmitters 
having a very high power input to the final 
amplifier, an additional buffer stage should 
be used. Final amplifiers having two type 
211 tubes are best driven by a pair of 210s 
or 801s operating with a plate voltage of at 

least 700 volts. A single 210 or Sol operat-
ing with 700 volts on the plate will give 
sufficient drive for CW when the final 

amplifier tubes are of types 150T, HK:354, 

T814 or HF200. 

Coil-Winding Table for Jones 
53-2A3 Exciter 

NOTE—S-Prong 11/2 -in. Dia. Coil Forms 
Used Throughout. 

Band 

160 
Meter 

80 
Meter 

40 
Meter 

Oscillator 
Coil 

Doubler 
Plate Coil 

Buffer 
Plate Coil 

68 turns, No. 
22 DSC, close 
wound on 
1 Win. dia, 
form. Wind- 
ng space oc- 
cupies 2146- 
n. 

NONE 78 turns, No. 
22 DSC, close 
wound on 11 2-
in, dia, form. 
Winding space 
occupies 2 h-
in. tap to be 
taken at cen-
ter of wind-
ing. 

27 turns, No. 
22 DSC on 
1 •4-in. dia. 
form. Space 
wound to 
cover 1 Win. 
winding 
space. 

Same coil as 
80 meter os- 
cillator coil 
for doubling 
to 80 meters 
from 160 
meter oscilla- 
tor. 

45 turns, No. 
22 DSC, close 
wound on IF,-
in. dia, form, 
center - tap-
ped. Winding 
space occupies 
1%-in. 

13 turns, No. 
18 DCC on 
1 3.4-in. dia. 
form. Space 
wound t o 
cover wind- 
mg space of 
1 Win. 

Same coil as 
40 meter os- 
cillator coil 
for doubling 
to 40 meters 
from 80 
meter osai- 
lator. 

22 turns, No. 
18 DCC on 
1 *in. dia. 
form, Center. 
tapped. Wind-
ing space oc-
cupies 1 34-in. 

20 
Meter 

Use 40 meter 
o s ci Ilat or 
coil. 

7 turns, No. 
18 DCC on 
1% - in. dia. 
form. Space 
wound t o 
cover a wind- 
ing space of 
1%-in. 

12 turns, No. 
18 DCC on 
1 • in. dia. 
form, center-
tapped. Wind-
ing space oc-
cupies 1 e4.-in. 
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The New Jones M ULTI-BAND 
Oscillator 

Fundamental and Harmonic Operation 
From a Single Tuned Circuit 

This Oscillator operates on two bands 
(or more) from a single crystal, by merely 
changing the oscillator plate coil. 

• Heretofore it has not been possible to 
operate a crystal oscillator on any but its 
fundamental frequency without additional 
tuned circuits. This new Jones Oscillator 
uses a single crystal, a 6L6 metal tube, an 
untuned regenerative cathode circuit and a 
plate coil tuned to the desired frequency of 
operation. Briefly, it will deliver output on 
80 meters, for example, with an 80 meter 
plate coil and an 80 meter Frystal; likewise, 
40 meter operation is secured by simply 
plugging a 40 meter plate coil into the circuit 
in place of the 80 meter coil. The same 
crystal operates on both bands. The only 
change in the circuit adjustment is in tuning 
of the plate condenser to resonate the circuit 
at the desired output frequency. See Fig. 9. 

SMELL CONNECTS 6 L 6 
TO CAT.. 

G 

KV, MG JACK 

PLATE 
COIL 

- B +2 5V 

(ALL GAM) (AC. CEO 

TO VOLTAGE 

OlvIOEIE 

POWER SUPELT 

+ 400V 

(PLAYA) 

FIG. 9. 
The New Jones Multi-Band Oscillator. 

Outputs of from 15 to 25 watts can be 
obtained on 80 meters, and 15 to 20 watts on 
40 meters, depending upon the value of 
screen and plate voltages (without exceeding 
normal tube ratings). From 3 to 5 watts 
can be obtained on 20 meters when the tube 
acts as a quadrupler, and nearly one-half 
watt is delivered on the eighth harmonic. 
This oscillator circuit functions most effec-
tively with r6o or 8o meter crystals. A 40 
meter crystal, however, will deliver between 
5 and 10 watts on 20 meters, more than 
ample power for driving another 6L6 doubler 
or quadrupler stage. 

From the foregoing it is seen that this 
oscillator eliminates one doubler stage. 
There are no critical values of bypass con-
densers or resistors, and the oscillator will 
operate with crystals which otherwise do 
not oscillate easily in other circuits. The 
crystal RF current in an 80 meter crystal, 
when the output circuit is delivering over 20 
watts on 80 meters, will be between 20 and 
50 milliamperes. The crystal RF current 
with the same crystal when the output circuit 
is delivering approximately 20 watts on 40 
meters, will be less than 10 milliamperes. 
Most crystals are rated to carry up to 100 
milliamperes without danger of fracture or 
frequency drift. It can thus be seen that 
this new oscillator places very little strain 
on the quartz crystals, in spite of the very 
high RF output. 
The cathode circuit has an untuned re-

generative system which consists of a .00025 
mfd. mica fixed condenser and a small 2 
mh. RF choke. The type of RF choke is not 
important, as shown from tests made with 
a half dozen varieties of RF chokes, there 
being no difference in the final result. If 
the bypass condenser is too small, the crystal 
will not maintain control of oscillation when 
operating at harmonics, and the crystal cur-
rent will be excessive when operating on 
the fundamental frequency. If the bypass 
condenser is too large, the output on har-
monics will be very low or entirely absent, 
and the output on the fundamental frequency 
will be less. 

This oscillator circuit calls for the use of 
a metal-type 6L6 tube. The metal shell 
must be tied to the cathode at the tube 
socket. This provides a small amount of 
capacity coupling between the cathode and 
plate, which is necessary in this circuit. If 
glass 6L6G tubes are employed, a small fixed 
capacity of approximately 5 or 10 mmfds. 
should be connected between the cathode 
and plate. 
6F6 metal tubes will also operate when 

used in this circuit, but the output will be 
only half that secured from the 6L6, with-
out greatly exceeding the rating of the tube. 
Of all the various types of pentodes used in 
experimental work, the 6L6 has given the 
highest output with the least amount of 
effort in circuit adjustment. 

This crystal oscillator with an 80 meter 
crystal continues to oscillate weakly at 80 
meters, no matter what plate tuned circuit 
is employed. Oscillation can be heard in a 
frequency monitor, even when the plate coil 
is entirely removed from the circuit, or 
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when the screen voltage is disconnected. As 
long as a positive potential is applied to 
either screen or plate, the fundamental crys-
tal oscillator circuit continues to function. If 
the crystal is removed, no sign of oscillation 
is found, unless the cathode bypass con-
denser is omitted, or if it is too-low in 
value, such as .0001 mfcl. The size of this 
condenser can be varied aproximately 25% 
without affecting the operation of the cir-
cuit. The screen of the 6L6 tube can be 
connected to the high voltage supply through 
a 5,000 ohm 10 watt resistor with a 50,000 
ohm 2 watt bleeder to ground. If the screen 
is supplied with over 275 volts, the screen 
dissipation will be excessive, resulting in 
reduced tube life. The screen voltage can 
be adjusted to the desired value under load 
if the power supply has a bleeder resistor 
with a sliding tap. 
The oscillator can be keyed in the cathode 

circuit and with a sufficient number of 
buffer or doubler stages the key clicks will 
not be bothersome. Key clicks can be min-
imized by shunting a 3000 to 5000 ohm re-
sistor across the key contacts in the cathode 
circuit, allowing the oscillator to continue 
to function at greatly reduced output. The 
output will be too low to drive the next 
stage when the key is up; however, the 
crystal does not stop oscillating, with the 
result that the sudden surge which causes 
bad key clicks is not present. 

Coil Design 

The plate coils are wound on standard 
11/4  inch plug-in forms. The 40 meter coil 
has 17 turns of No. 18 enameled wire, spaced 
over a length of VA inches. The 80 meter 
coil has 35 turns of No. 16 enameled wire, 
slightly spaced to cover a 11/4  inch winding 
length. The 160 meter coil has 70 turns of 
No. 24 DSC, close-wound. 

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES 

• AT— cut or low—temperature quartz 
crystals are recommended for the 6L6 
or 6L6G oscillator in order to prevent 
spurious oscillation in the circuit. Crys-
tals with two peaks of oscillation (two 
frequencies a few kilocycles apart) 
should never be used in a regenerative 
or harmonic crystal oscillator. The 6L6 
tube's cathode bypass condenser must 
sometimes be as large as .0005 mfd, in 
value when the circuit is operated on 
80 or 160 meters. Care must be taken 
to prevent excessive regeneration with 
consequent self-excited operation not 
controlled by the quartz crystal itself. 
The larger value of cathode bypass con-
denser is a safeguard against excessive 
regeneration. 
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High Power Crystal Oscillator 

• From 100 to 150 watts of output can be 
obtained on 80 meters from the regenerative 
crystal oscillator illustrated below. Cathode 
bias and cathode regeneration make this high 
output possible, and without overloading the 
crystal. The crystal RF current measures 
only 40 milliamperes through an AT-cut 
crystal; this current is so low that no fre-
quency drift is encountered. No external 
feed-back capacity is needed between the 
control grid and plate circuit in order to 
obtain oscillation, because the cathode or 
filament center-tap RF choke and variable 

RK-28 Oscillator 100 to 150 Watts Output 
on 80 Meters. 

RK 28 

4.300V • 2000V 

REGENERATIVE RK 28 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

condenser arrangement produces the neces-
sary feed-back. 

This oscillator will serve as a complete 
one-tube transmitter, with the key in either 
the cathode or screen circuit. The screen 
and suppressor of the RK-28 are tied to-
gether and operated with approximately 300 
volts on the screen. The 100 mmfd. midget 
variable condenser connected from center-
tap to ground should be set towards maxi-
mum capacity. Too much capacity will re-
duce the output, and the circuit cannot be 
properly keyed. 
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Regenerative Pentode Oscillator 
• The performance of nearly any pentode jumble-wound on a 1/2  in. diameter rod or 
crystal oscillator can be improved, oscillation spool, makes a satisfactory choke. 
can be stabilized, and up to twice as much The RF crystal current is greatly reduced 
output can be secured by means of heavier in this circuit, and higher plate voltages can 
plate loading with the circuit improvement 
here described. Most types of pentode crys-
tal oscillators often refuse to oscillate when 
they are more than lightly loaded. The cir-
cuit improvement shown in Fig. 13 over-
comes this difficulty at the cost of about 50 
cents for two additional parts, a small RF 
choke and a mica fixed condenser. 

ANY PENTODE 

CRYSTAL 

CONVENTIONAL LOW OUTPUT PENTODE CRY ST AL 
OSCILLATOR WITH ORIOL EAR BIAS RESISTOR 

FIG. 12 

ANY PEN TODE 
F 

fr 
II • OR IICTi• AAC• 

HIGH OUTPUT PENTODE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR WITH 

REGENERATIVE FEATURE AS DEVELOPED BY 

FIG. 13 

C—.0001 or .00025 mid. (mica). 
CI—Screen By-Pass Condenser. 
R—Grid-Leak, 50,000 ohms. 

The RF choke in the cathode circuit of 
the tube, and the .0001 or .00025 mfd. by-
pass condenser shown in Fig. 13, produce a 
regenerative effect which can be compared 
to a regenerative electron-coupled circuit. 
This effect can only be realized in a tuned 
plate circuit in which a tetrode or pentode 
tube has its screen-grid bypassed to ground. 
The RF choke simply prevents a short-cir-
cuit of the "regenerative" bypass condenser 
for RF purposes, and its value is not at all 
critical. Any jumble-wound or commercial 
type RF choke is suitable if the winding is 
heavy enough to carry the cathode space 
current. 200 turns of No. 32 DSC wire, 

42 

+I25 t35O , 

Typical Crystal Oscillator Circuit 

FIG. 14 

2AS. 41. 42 
(RK 23,RK 25, 802) 

Ri 

0001 
00025 

RI-50.000 
Ohms 

C2 C4 

+125 + 

IMPROVED PENTODE CRYSTAL OSC CRT 

FIG. 15 

25 WATT C W TRANSMITTER 

FIG. 16 

L2 
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FIG. 17 

Complete 25 Watt Transmitter, Using Circuit Diagram Shown 
in Fig. 16. This Is an Ideal Low Power Portable Set. 

therefore be applied. As much as 15 watts 
output has been obtained from a 42 crystal 
oscillator, and 25 watts from an RK-25. 
See Figs. 14 and 15. 
A 47 crystal oscillator will also function 

in this circuit if a separate filament winding 
is provided. A center-tap resistor of 20 
ohms, a RF choke and a midget 1000 mmfd. • 
variable condenser from center-tap resistor 
to ground will provide regeneration. If the 
cathode bypass condenser C (Fig. 13) is 
too small, the output will be low and the 
crystal current will rise. If the condenser 
is too large, the plate cannot be sufficiently 
loaded when keying the oscillator under con-
stant output conditions. 

This new circuit improvement was tested 
in all of the conventional pentode oscillator 
circuits and it was found that a .00025 mfd. 
mica condenser for the cathode bypass was 
satisfactory. A smaller condenser was 
needed for a high power RK-28 crystal os-
cillator. This RK-28 high power exciter 
(described elsewhere in this chapter) makes 
an ideal one-tube transmitter because it de-
livers from 100 to 150 watts output on 80 
meters with less than 40 ma. crystal RF 
current. 20 and 40 meter crystals should 
therefore function without overheating It 
outputs of approximately 100 watts. Re-
verting to the conventional oscillator circuit 
with added grid-to-plate capacity, excessive 
crystal RF current was evidenced with out-
puts of only 75 watts on 80 meters. 
A complete one-tube transmitter with a 

6L6 metal tube is illustrated in Figs. 16 and 
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and simplicity 
operation. 

17. It delivers 25 watts 
output. The entire trans-
mitter, including power 
supply, is mounted on an 8 
in. x 6 in. x 1V2 in. metal 
chassis. The regenerative 
system allows heavy an-
tenna loading while keying 
for c.w. operation. The 
antenna coupling system is 
a novel one, in that the an-
tenna can be a single wire 
of any length and thus this 
little transmitter would be 
ideal for portable operation. 
The oscillator coils are 
center-tapped. A 50 mmfd. 
variable condenser provides 
a means for varying the 
antenna coupling. Coil data 
for this transmitter is 
similar to that shown for 
the 6L6G three-band ex-
citer (except for the center-
tap). This simple antenna 
coupling system will not 
provide a perfect imped-
ance match with some an-
tennas, yet this defect is 
offset by the convenience 

of the system for portable 

6L6G Tritet Oscillator 

• The 6L6G or 6L6 tube is well suited for 
the Tritet circuit and it is far more effective 
than a 42 or 59 in this oscillator-doubler 

6L6G 

sotwoo 

L, 

01 

350 00161106 

so 

+2000 + 400V 

61-6G TRI-TET EXCITER 

FIG. 18 
Li—Cathode Coil 
L2—Plate Coil. 

L2 

arrangement. The actual cathode tuning 
capacity should be at least 200 mmfd. for 
high output and moderate crystal current. 
Too-low a value of capacity in this circuit 
will often result in fractured crystals. 
The cathode circuit is tuned to a fre-

quency approximately 50% higher than that 
of the crystal. This produces regeneration 



35-T Triode Oscillator 

in the triode section (grid, cathode and 
screen grid circuit), and the system oscil-
lates at the crystal frequency. The large 
cathode tuning condenser provides a cathode 
by-pass condenser for the second harmonic, 
to which the plate circuit is correctly tuned 
with low C-to-L ratio in its tuned circuit. 

FIG. 19 
6L6G Tritet Oscillator. 

The table shows the values of output and 
crystal RF current that were secured at vari-
ous values of screen voltage with 400 volts 
plate supply. A 40 meter crystal produced 
the following outputs on 20 meters: 

Screen 
Volts 
165 
210 
275 

DC Cathode 
Current 

55 
73 

105 

Crystal 
Current 

50 
75 
100 

Watts 
Output 
5 
10 
15 

These values of output are somewhat 
lower than those obtained from a 6L6G re-
generative oscillator, such as the Three-
6L6G-Exciter. The crystal current is ap-
proximately three times as high in the Tritet 
oscillator, but this disadvantage can be off-
set in some cases by the reduction in number 
of tubes needed for output on 20 meters. 
The screen voltage should not be over 200 
volts, if excessive crystal heating is to be 
avoided. Two 6L6G tubes, one oscillator 
and one doubler, will deliver greater output. 
An RCA-802 or RK-25 can be substituted 

for the 6L6G tube in the Triter Exciter, or 
the new RCA-807 may also be used. The 
807 is similar to the 6L6G, but with the 
plate lead through the top of the envelope. 
The RK-20 or RCA-804 will deliver as much 
as 50 watts on the fundamental frequency, 
and 25 or 30 watts on the second harmonic, 
when operated at voltages recommended for 
Class C RF amplifier service, as shown in 
the Tube Chapter. Lower screen voltages 
than those recommended may be necessary 
in order to prevent overheating of the crystal. 

6L6G Tritet Coil Data 

All Coils Wound on 11/2 in. Diameter 
Forms 

Wave- L2 LI 
length Plate Coil Cathode Coil Crystal 

78 turns 
160 No. 24 DSC Short- 160 

Closewound circuited 

38 turns 25 turns 
80 No. 18 Enam. No. 22 DSC 160 

Closewound 11/2 in. long 
20 turns 12 turns 

40 No. 18 Enam. No. 18 Enam. 80 
11/2 in. long 11/2  in. long 
9 turns 7 turns 

20 No. 18 Enam. No. 18 Enam. 40 
11/4 in. long 11/4 in. long 

35T Crystal Oscillator 

• This oscillator is a high-power version of 
a 53 or 6A6 circuit. The high mutual con-
ductance and very low inter-electrode ca-
pacities of the 35T, in conjunction with its 
high mu, make it a good crystal oscillator 
tube. 

Cathode or center-tap resistor bias instead 

357 

35T CRYSTAL 

• 600V 

OSCILLATOR 

FIG. 21 

FIG. 20 
35T Triode Oscillator. 
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of grid-leak bias keeps the crystal r-f cur-
rent low and plate voltages as high as 1000 
or even 1200 are satisfactory. With grid 
leak bias, not over 500 volts can be applied 
to the plate without danger to the crystal. 
The following results were obtained in the 

Laboratory with an Eirnac 35T. 

Crystal Plate Cathode Crystal Watts 
Frequency Volts Current Current Output 

3550 600 75 45 20 
7050 500 68 60 12 
7050 600 80 70 20 

35T Oscillator Coil Data 
All Coi s Wound on 13/4 in. Dia. Forms. 

Wave-
length  

160 

80 

40 

20 

Plate Coil 

70 turns, No. 24 DSC, 2" long 

34 turns, No. 18 Enam., 2" long 

16 turns. No. 18 Enam.. 11/2" long 

8 turns, No. 18 Enam., 11/2 " long 

Reinartz Crystal Oscillator 

• A cathode circuit tuned to half the crys-
tal frequency will provide regeneration in a 
crystal oscillator, resulting in greater out-
put and lower crystal RF current. An 802 
pentode, with at least 500 volts on the plate 
and 150 volts on the screen, will deliver 
15 to 25 watts output on the fundamental 
frequency of the crystal. The reactive effect 
produces regeneration at the harmonic fre-
quency of the tuned cathode coil, thus in-
creasing the operating efficiency of the os-
cillator without danger of uncontrollable 
oscillation at frequencies other than that of 

FIG. 22 

Reinartz 802 Oscillator. 
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006-111CA .CAT11. 

- B 500 VOLTS + B 

RH20 

FIG. 23 

Reinartz 802 Oscillator Circuit. 

100 

the crystal. Complete screening between 
the control grid and plate circuit of the 802 
necessitates the use of a small external ca-
pacity in order to obtain stable oscillation. 
This capacity can consist of a piece of insu-
lated hook-up wire connected to the control 
grid, with 1V2 turns of its free end wrapped 
around the plate lead at the coil socket. The 
circuit is shown in Fig. 23. 

WIRC MORRO 

$000A FOR 

ORCILLATOR 

23,000A FOR 

DOURLER 

002- 006 
RII CA 

- 400 - 500vOLTS 8+ 

PADOER V G 

PLATE COIL 

FIG. 24 

Reinartz 6F6 Crystal Oscillator. 

A 5,000 ohm wire-wound resistor serves 
as a combination RF choke and resistance 
across the grid circuit. Some makes of 
wire-wound resistors are not suitable for 
this purpose because they resonate at some 
particular frequency, which causes them to 
absorb RF energy. Most types of wire-
wound resistors, however, are satisfactory. 
The screen-grid circuit can be keyed for 

c-w operation. When the key is open, the 
circuit continues to oscillate weakly, but the 
power output is not sufficient to excite a 
buffer or doubler stage. When the key is 
closed, normal output is again secured, and 
since the crystal is maintained in oscillation 
at all times there is nearly a complete ab-
sence of key clicks. 
An RK-20 or 803 can be substituted for 

the 802 in this circuit if greater power out-
put is needed. A 100 ohm center-tapped 
filament resistor at the tube socket terminals 
will provide a means of connection to the 
cathode tuned circuit because neither the 
RK-20 or 803 has a separate cathode. 



50-Watt Regenerative Exciter 

802 Reinartz Coil Data 

Wave-
length 
Meters 

Plate Coil Cathode Coil 

160 

70 turns 
No. 22 DSC 
2" long 
11/4 " diam. 

116 turns 
No. 26 Enam. 
Closewound 
11/3" diam. 

80 

34 turns 
No. 18 Enam. 
2" long 
13/4 " diam. 

55 turns 
No. 24 DSC 
Closewound 
11/2" diam. 

40 

16 turns 
No. 18 Enam. 
11/2 " long 
13/4 " diam. 

27 turns 
No. 24 DSC 
11/2 " long 
11/2 " diam. 

20 

8 turns 
No. 18 Enam. 
11/2" long 
13/4" diam. 

14 turns 
No. 24 DSC 
11/3" long 
11/2" diam. 

804 Exciter 

• This crystal oscillator will deliver out-
puts up to 50 watts without overloading the 
crystal because cathode regeneration greatly 
improves the efficiency of the circuit. It 
will serve as a one-tube cw transmitter or 

FIG. 25 
50, Watt Regenerative Exciter 

as a high powered exciter for driving a final 
amplifier to several hundred watts output. 
The total number of stages in the trans-

mitter can thus be kept to a minimum, if 
such design is desirable. An RK-20 can be 
substituted without circuit change. 
Cathode or center-tap bias, instead of grid 

leak bias, reduces the RF crystal current by 
approximately 50%. The RF choke shunted 
across the crystal provides an AC path for 
grid current and the grid bias is secured by 
means of a 400 ohm 20-watt resistor in the 
filament center-tap lead. Regeneration is 
obtained by a 100 mmfd. variable midget 
condenser from center-tap to common RF 
ground. The RF crystal current will be 
high and the output will be reduced if this 
capacity is too small. Too much capacity 
on the other hand will reduce the output 
under heavy load conditions, or when keying. 

804 

RECENERATIyE SO WATT CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

FIG. 26 

No series RI. filament chokes are neces-
sary with a separate 7/i 2 volt filament sup-
ply transformer because more or less ca-
pacity to ground in the transformer can be 
compensated for by the 140 mmfd. variable 
condenser. The exact value of capacitance 
is not at all critical; a variation of 40 or 50 
mmfd. is permissible. Regeneration greatly 
reduces the crystal current and crystal 
heating, with consequent heavier output load-
ing and good oscillator stability. 

804 Crystal Oscillator Coil Data 

All Coils Wound on 13/4  in. Dia. Forms. 

Wave-
length 

160 

80 

40 

20 

Plate Coil 

66 turns, No. 22 DSC. 
Closewound 

33 turns, No. 18 Enam., 2" long 

16 turns, No. 16 Enam.. 11/2" long 

71/3 turns, No. 16 Enam., 
11/2" long 
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High Power 6L6G Exciter 

• Three 6L6G tubes in this exciter deliver 
a relatively high output at double the fre-
quency of the crystal. This output is suf-
ficient to drive almost any final amplifiers 
without aid of buffer stages. A 150T, 203H, 
HF200, HK354, or Taylor 814 can be driven 
to over 400 watts output on c.w. from this 
exciter. 

FIG. 27 

30 Watt One-Band Exciter. 

The crystal oscillator drives a pair of 
Raytheon 6L6G tubes in a "push-push" 
doubler. Output is available on any band, 
from 80 to 10 meters, by merely changing 
coils and crystals. 160 to 20 meter crystals 
are needed. This type of exciter will appeal 
to those amateurs who transmit on one 
band most of the time, 
with occasional operation 
on other bands. 
The screen grids of the 

6L6G tubes show color 
with more than 275 volts, 
although much greater out-
put could be obtained with 
up to 300 volts on the 
screens. A safe upper limit 
seems to be 250 volts. The 
output is greatly reduced with lower 
screen voltage, as is the crystal RF cur-
rent, and also the heating effects. Longer 
tube life can be expected when the 
screen is supplied with less than 250 
volts, and not more than 400 volts on 
the plates. When better high-frequency 
tube element insulation supports are 
eventually incorporated in the 6L6 and 
6L6G tubes, higher plate voltages can 
then be used. At 400 volts the exciter 
output is approximately 30 watts. With 
600 volts on the plates the output was ap-
proximately 60 watts in laboratory tests. 
The chassis is 15 in. x 8 in. x 1V2 in. of 

plated steel. Ceramic coil forms, tube sock-
ets and coil sockets are used, because of the 
high RF voltages. The tuning condensers 
are symmetrically mounted so that the ex-
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Coil Data for High Power 6L6G 

Exciter 

All Coils Wound on 13/4 -inch I. C. A. 
Ceramic Forms 

160 Meter Oscillator 
70 turns No. 24 DSC., with C. T., 2" long, 
13/4" diameter 

80 Meter Oscillator or Doubler Coil 
34 turns No. 16 E., with C. T., 2" long, 
13/4" diameter 

40 Meter Oscillator or Doubler Coil 
16 turns, No. 16 E., with C. T., 11/2" long. 
13/4" diameter 

20 Meter Oscillator or Doubler Coil 
8 turns No. 16 E., with C. T., 11/2" long, 
13/4" diameter 

10 Meter Doubler Coil 
41/2 turns No. 16 E., 11/2" long, 13/4" 
diameter 

citer can be fitted to a standard 19 in. relay 
rack panel. The coil sockets, as in most 
exciters, are supported about one inch above 
the iron chassis in order to reduce tuned 
circuit losses. 

RK-25, RK-35 Exciter 

• A RK-25 regenerative pentode crystal os-
cillator drives a RK-35 doubler to relatively 
high output for exciting a medium power 

00025 

T 250v 

DOUBLER 
6I-6 G 

.4E0 . 600. 

wrGH POWER EXCITER - 35 TO 60 WATTS OUT puT 

FIG. 28 
Circuit for Exciter Illustrated in Fig. 27 

final amplifier in the unit here described. 
The RK-25 has cathode regeneration and 
oscillates readily with high output under 
heavy load, and with very low values of 
crystal RF current. The Ratheon RK-35 
is capacitively coupled to the oscillator, heav-
ily loading the latter. The RK-35 can be 



Three-Band Exciter 

FIG. 29 

RK-25, RK-35 Exciter. 

neutralized fur RF amplification at the crys-
tal frequency, or the neutralizing condenser 
can serve as a regeneration feedback con-
denser for frequency doubler service. 
A combination of grid-leak and fixed bias 

is shown for the RK-35. The grid-leak sup-
plies the main portion of grid bias when the 
RK-25 is oscillating, and the C battery sup-
plies a cut-off when the cw or phone key is 
open. This enables the crystal oscillator 
stage to be keyed in its cathode circuit for 
break-in operation. 

This exciter will deliver approximately 
35 watts output on any band. It is built on 
a 15 in. x 6 in. x 1 in. chassis, with a 
2V2 in. x 12 in x IA in. bakelite vertical sub-
panel. The latter supports the two tuning 
condensers and the neutralizing or regen-
eration condenser. Isolantite coil and tube 
sockets are recommended at these RF power 
outputs. For the saine reason, ceramic coil 
forms are essential because most bakelite 
coil forms will blister between the base 

FIG. 30 
Circuit for RK-25, RK-30 Exciter 

prongs. Link coupling of one to two turns 
will couple the RK-35 plate circuit to the 
tuned grid circuit of a fairly-high-power 
final amplifier. This exciter will put out 
nearly 50 watts at the crystal frequency 
when coupled to an antenna. 

RK 25-35 Exciter Coil Data 
All Coils Wound on 13/4  in. Diam. Forms. 

Wave-
length RK 25 RK 35 Crystal 

160 
70 turns 
No. 24 DSC 
2" long 

78 turns 
No. 22 DSC 
Closewound 

C.T. 

160 

80 
70 turns 
No. 24 DSC 
2" long 

38 turns 
No. 18 Enam. 
2" long 

C.T. 

160 

40 
38 turns 
No. 18 Enam. 
2" long 

20 turns 
No. 16 Enam 
2, long ' 

C.T. 

80 

20 

10 turns 20 turns 
No. 16 Enam 

No. 16 Enam. ' 
2" long 2" long 

C.T. 

40 

10 
9 turns 
No. 16 Enam. 
2" long 

5 turns 
No. 16 Enam. 
11/2  long 

C.T. 

20 

6L6G Three Band Exciter 

• 6L6 and 6L6G tubes are excellent crystal 
oscillators because high output can be ob-
tained at moderate plate voltage with very 
low values of RF current through the crys-
tals. The exciter shown in Figs. 31 and 32 
will deliver approximately 20 watts output 
on any three bands, such as 40, 20, and 10 
meters, from one crystal. The coil construc-
tion is simple; there is only a single winding 
on each coil, with no taps, and five coils 
cover the range from 160 to 10 meters. 

The crystal oscillator has a 
regenerative cathode circuit in 
order to obtain as much out-
put from the oscillator as from 
the doubler stages under all 
load conditions. The doubler 
stages have a combination of 
self-bias cathode resistors and 
grid leak bias, the former for 
the purpose of providing bias 
when the crystal is not oscil-
lating ( keying for cw opera-
tion). 
A two-turn coupling link 

can be slipped over the desired 
coil for the chosen output 
frequency. Link coupling to 
the grid of the buffer, or to a 

medium power output stage, provides maxi-
mum transfer of RF power. This exciter 
will supply nearly twice as much output as 
the 53 exciter previously described, and it is 
somewhat easier to construct. Bakelite plug-
in coil forms are suitable, although porcelain 
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or ceramic forms (as illustrated) will not located and the entire unit can be mounted 
blister or burn between treminal prongs, behind a standard 19 in. x 7 in., or 19 in. x 
Their use is recommended. 8X in. relay rack panel. 

+250 
3 BAND 20 WATT E xCITER 

FIG. 31 

Three-Band Exciter 

FIG. 32 

6L6G Three-Band Exciter. 

The chassis is 8 in. x 15 in. x 11/2  in., No. 
20 gauge plated steel. The tuning con-
densers mount on a bakelite panel, 21/2  in. x 
12 in. x 4 in. The parts are symmetrically 

50 

0211 132 

+4 50 

L3 

E 

Coil Data for 6L6G Three-Band 
Exciter 

160 Meters 
70 turns No. 24 DSC., 13/4" diameter, 
2" winding space. Approx. inductance 
equals 135 mh. 

80 Meters 
34 turns No. 16 Enam., 13/4" diameter. 
2" winding space. Approx. inductance 
equals 32 mh. 

40 Meters 
16 turns No. 16 Enam., 13/4" diameter, 
11/2" winding space. Approx. induct-
ance equals 81/2 mh. 

20 Meters 
8 turns No. 16 Enam., 13/4" diam.. 11/2 " 
winding space. Approx. inductance 
equals 2 mh. 

10 Meters 
41/s turns No. 16 Encrai.. 13/4 " diameter. 
11/2" winding space. Approx. induct-
ance equals 3/4 mh. 
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Unity Coupled Exciter 
• An exciter somewhat similar to the one 
here shown was described in the 1936 edition 
of this Handbook. It had but three tubes, 
whereas this new exciter has four. Further-
more, the improved version is more versa-
tile and its output, particularly on 10 meters, 
is higher than that delivçred by the earlier 
model. 

Fig. 39 shows the complete circuit dia-
gram and Fig. 41 shows how the unity-
coupled coils are wound. The oscillator is 
a push-pull 53 or 6A6; it places very little 
RF strain on the crystal, and it delivers 
about twice as much output as a conven-

FIG. 38--Iones 4-Band Unity Coupled Exciter. 

tional 53 oscillator-doubler. The frequency 
doubler stages also use 53 or 6A6 tubes, 
but in a push-push circuit, and at least 10 
watts output can be taken from the final 
doubler circuit for 10 meter operation. This 
is sufficient output to drive a 210, RK-18 or 
RK-28, 803, 35T or Taylor 756 tube. 

Design. Specifications: The unit is built 
on a 10 x 17 x 2'A-inch metal chassis mounted 

• behind a 19 x 834-inch relay-rack panel. A 
built-in power supply completes this unit 
and renders the assembly adaptable to fur-
ther additions of power stages without alter-
ing the exciter unit. A 12 x 3 x 
bakelite or "Masonite" sub-panel supports the 
three midget tuning condensers which are 
near the coil and tube sockets. These con-
densers are connected through insulated 
couplings to the front panel tuning dials. 
The arrangement of the tube and coil sockets 
permits very short grid and plate leads. 
Since each stage operates on an octave 

higher frequency, no shielding is required. 
The power units are remotely mounted from 
the RF units so as to preclude the possibility 
of encountering hum problems. Only one 
filter-choke is shown, hence, it must be well 
designed and efficient. 
The link-coupling circuits can be wired in 

series, two turns around the center of each 
plug-in coil. ( See Jones 6-Band Exciter.) 
These two-turn coils should be large enough 
so that the plug-in coil-forms fit through 
them into the isolantite coil sockets. The 
links can be supported on stand-off insulators, 
the output terminating on another pair 

of through-type insulators 
at the rear of the chassis. 
In the unit shown in Fig. 
38, the coupling coil is 
merely slipped over the 
coil which supplied the fre-
quency desired for oper-
ating a separate buffer-
amplifier stage. 
The doubler grid-circuits 

are connected to inter-
wound grid coils which are 
closely coupled to the plate 
tuned-circuits. As can be 
seen from the coil tables, 
only enough grid turns are 
wound on each coil to 
drive the push-pull grids 
at the proper frequency. 
Too many turns will cause 
excessive regeneration at 
the doubler plate-circuit 
frequency with self-oscilla-
tion. This is due to induc-
tive reactance in the grid 
circuits and, when not ex-
cessive, improves the dou-

bler efficiency and output. 
Cathode resistors and grid-leaks combine 

to give high grid-bias to the doubler grid 
circuits. Cathode bias only on the crystal 
stage has the effect of keeping the crystal 
RF current low for relatively high power 
output. 
An open-circuit plug in any cathode cir-

cuit, automatically cuts that and the suc-
ceeding stages out of the circuit. This allows 
about 10 to 15 per cent greater output from 
the stage which is actually driving the 
external buffer. The cathode current varies 
from 50 to 75 MA per stage depending upon 
plate voltage and RF load. Resonance in 
each doubler stage is indicated by a sharp 
decrease in cathode current of from 20 to 50 
MA. providing the preceding stage is in 
resonance. ( Note: a single turn of wire 
connected in series with a flashlight lamp 
will function as a resonator indicating device 
when coupled to the stage under test.) 
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80 to 10 Meter Exciter 

The power supply has two switches, one 
for the mains control and the other to apply 
plate voltage after the 53 or 6A6 tube heat-
ers have attained their normal operating 

FIG. 40. 
Relay-Rack Panel for Jones Exciter 

temperatures. The DC plate potential should 
be between 375 and 425 volts; higher volt-
ages will give greater output providing the 
cathode current per tube does not exceed 
75 or 80 MA. 
The greatest output from the oscillator 

stage occurs at the maximum condenser 
setting just before the stage drops out of 
oscillation, or near that setting. Generally, 
for stability, in keying the crystal stage, this 
oscillator condenser has to be set back a dial 
degree or two towards less capacity and 

higher cathode current. The cathode current 
in any stage should not be over 20 to 30 
MA when the crystal is not oscillating, and 
between 50 to 75 MA when the stage is 

TO &&&&& CON 0 

ODIC COIL 
WOUND ON 

ce,tmoeo 301T 

TO PL Alt CON D 

4010 COIL 

C ::::: A• 

W INOING 

3111, IPIC 
  10 

«ND OF 610D 
COIL WINOIN0 

GRID 

„ WIleDING 

GIND COIL 

ANSI. IT 

TIITAC0.1. 

CND, OP GAID 

W IN DING 

COIL CONSTRUCTION FOR NEW JONES 
FOUR 53 — 6A6 FOUR BAND EXCITER. 

FIG. 41. 

oscillating. The circuit diagram, Fig. 39, 
shows 35 mmfd. plate tuning condensers 
throughout. Single-spaced 50 or 100 mmfd. 
midget variable condensers will be equally 
satisfactory. 

Coil Winding Data for 80-to-10 Meter Unity-Coupled Exciter 

All Coils Are Wound on 11/4-in. Bakelite Tubing 

80 
Meter 
Crystal 

80 Meter Oscillator Plate Coil has 42 turns of No. 22 DSC wire, close wound, and 
center-tapped. Place a celluloid sheet over this plate winding, then wind the Grid 
coil on the celluloid sheet, as follows: 30 turns No. 22 DSC, close wound and center-
tapped. 

40 Meter Doubler Coil. Plate winding: 22 turns No. 18 DSC, space-wound over a 
winding length of li/2-in., and center-tapped. Grid Coil: 20 turns No. 22 DSC, 11/4-in. 
winding length, center-tapped. Grid coil insulated from plate coil with celluloid 
strip, same as for Oscillator coil. 

20 Meter Doubler Coil: Plate winding: 12 turns No. 16 DCC, space wound over a 
winding length of 13/4-in., and center-tapped. Grid Coil: 10 turns No. 20 DSC, space 
wound over a winding length of 11/2-in., center-tapped. Celluloid insulation between 
two coils, same as above. 

10 Meter Doubler Coil: Plate winding: 6 turns No. 16 DCC, space wound over a 
winding length of 11/2-in. Not center-tapped. The 10 meter coil has only one wind-
ing, i.e., the plate winding. A link-coupling loop can be slipped over the TOP 
of any one of the above 4 coils for the chosen frequency of operation. 
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Practical 6-Band Exciter 
5 to 160 Meter Operation 

• One of the greatest difficulties encountered 
by the experimenter is the design of a crys-
tal-controlled exciter from which several 
watts of output can be secured in the 5-
meter band without resorting to costly and 
special tubes. Outputs of from 3 to 5 watts 
are obtained on 5 meters, and from 5 to 7 
watts on 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 meters from 
the simple exciter illustrated here for the 
first time. It was designed by Jones and 
first demonstrated to the radio amateurs at 
the 1936 Amateur Convention in Oakland, 
California. Its presentation aroused more 
interest than any exciter previously shown, 
because it operates on four bands from a 
single crystal. For example, the unit shown 
in the photograph operates on 40, 20, 10 and 
5 meters from a 40 meter crystal. There 
are no neutralizing problems to cope with. 
inexpensive receiving tubes are used 

42 

110 V AC 

SO d•L 
SI IC • 6A6 

JONES 6 BAND EXCITER 

DELIVERS 2TflÇVATTS OUTPUT ON 5 METERS 

.1. 375V 

mere throw of a toggle switch. All four 
stages are first tuned to resonance for maxi-
mum output, after which no major retuning 
of ally stage is necessary. Normally, the 
tuning dials can be left in one position at 
all times. 
The exciter is a completely self-contained 

unit and it will serve as a driver for any 
phone or c-w transmitter because the plate 
supply has a two-section filter with negli-
gible hum in the output. Furthermore, it 
occupies only as much space as is available 
for a standard 19 in. x 7 in. relay rack 
panel, with a chassis pan 17 in. x 11 in. 
x 134 in. 
The coil design is extremely simple be-

cause each coil consists of only a single 
winding in the plate tuning circuit, with a 
two turn coupling loop wound on the same 
form slightly below the bottom turn of the 

FIG. 33 

throughout, a pair of terminals for connect-
ing the coupling link to the exciter and 
single-pole toggle switches connect or dis-
connect the output from any stage without 
appreciable detuning effects. Thus it can 
be seen that operation on 40, 20, 10 or 5 
meters can be secured without change in the 
coupling to the buffer stage, and the chosen 
frequency of operation is determined by the 

0A6 6A8 

ALL VARIABLE CONDENSERS DOUBLE-SPACED -STAR. MIDGETS 

ALL Of FIXED CONDENSERS 600VOLT RATING 
CORNELL - DUBILIER TUBULAR PAPER TYPE 

ALL RESISTORS 10 WATT RATINGEXCEPT BLEEDER IN 
POWER SUPPLY 

plate winding. The coupling to the buffer 
stage can be easily varied by moving the 
coupling turn (or turns) closer to, or 
farther away from, the node of the grid 
coil. The node of the plate coils in the 
exciter is at the positive B ends of the 
tuned plate circuits ( bottom of plate coil 
windings). The small mica .00005 (50 
mmfd.) fixed coupling condensers con-
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5 to 160 Meter Exciter 

nected between plate coils and grids of the 
doubler stages are mounted above chassis 
between socket terminals or lugs. All tube 
and coil sockets are supported about 34 in. 
above chassis. A large hole is punched di-
rectly under each coil and tube socket in 
order to facilitate wiring connections. All 
of the plate tuning condensers are insulated 
from the metal panel with fibre washers of 
the type that have protruding collars, so 
that the condenser shaft will not short-cir-
cuit the plate supply to the chassis. The 
rotor of each tuning condenser should con-
nect to the positive B side of each circuit. 

FIG. 34 

Top View of 6-Band Exciter 

Each stage is individually bypassed to 
ground, directly at the coil or tube socket, 
resulting in greater stability and efficiency. 
especially on 5 and 10 meters. These by-
pass condensers are 600 volt paper tubulars, 
mounted under the chassis. The metering 

• 
es) e • e • e • 4tt 1, 

FIG. 35 

Front View of Exciter and Coils 

jacks are not insulateçl from the metal 
panel because the sleeves connect to ground. 
An analysis of the circuit diagram shows 

that the doublers are straight-forward 
high-mu circuits with the grids and plates 
of the 6A6 tubes connected in parallel. 
Parallel operation results in approximately 
twice as much output as can be obtained 
with a single section of a 6A6, and this 
method of connection has proven satisfac-

tory even on 5 meters. The grid drive from 
each succeeding doubler stage is sufficient to 
bias each stage to several times cut-off, re-
sulting in high doubler efficiency. A com-
bination of grid-leak and cathode bias is 
provided. 

In order to simplify the design of the 
crystal oscillator, a 42 tube was selected 
This tube can be used as a high-mu triode 
in a regenerative crystal oscillator circuit. 
A 6A6 with grids and plates in parallel 
would give more oscillator output, but the 
crystal RF current is excessive when the 
plate potential is more than 300 volts. A 
push-pull 6A6 crystal oscillator would also 
require a split plate coil, and such a coil 
cannot be easily coupled into a single grid 
circuit. 

Regeneration in the crystal oscillator in-
creases the output, and with less crystal 
current than in any other standard circuit 

FIG. 36 

Under-chassis View. Showing Placement of 
Resistors, Condensers, Coupling Link Line 

and Switches. 

with the same tube. Regeneration is pro-
duced by means of a non-critical RF choke 
in the cathode circuit, by-passed to ground 
with a .0001 mfd. mica fixed condenser of 
the postage-stamp variety. The RF choke 
can be any standard small receiving type 
with an inductance of approximately 2 mh. 
The size of the cathode by-pass condenser 
depends upon the type of tube in the crystal 
oscillator circuit; for this particular circuit 
a .0001 mfd. mica condenser is correct. Other 
tubes may require a condenser as large as 
.00025 mfd. The tuning of the regenerative 
oscillator circuit is not critical and there is 
no self-oscillation when the crystal is re-
moved. The circuit is tuned for maximum 
output. It can be loaded more heavily than 
a non-regenerative oscillator without loss of 
oscillation. The output of the crystal oscil-
lator can be increased at least 50% with the 
regenerative circuit here shown. 
The cathode of the crystal oscillator cat 

be keyed for c-w or break-in operation. 
Link coupling terminals are at the real 
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TUNED WITH SO UMFD 

DOUBLE SPACED STAR MIDGET VARIABLES 

400 COIL 

FOR 40, 20, 10 AND 5 METER OPERATION 

(400 CRYSTAL IN OSCILLATOR ) 

COILS 

200 COIL 

FIG. 37 

of the chassis deck between the rectifier tube 
and swinging choke. The power supply re-
quires a power transformer that will supply 
approximately 400 volts output at 250 milli-
amperes. A 1000 volt center-tap winding 
rated at 150 milliamperes RMS is satisfac-
tory. This transformer should also have a 
5 volt rectifier filament winding and a 6.3 
volt heater supply for the RF tubes. Swing-
ing-choke input gives good voltage regula-
tion when keying the oscillator, or when one 
or more stages are cut out of operation by 
means of an open-circuit plug in the cathode 
j ack. 

The constructor is advised to build the 
entire unit at one time, then plug each suc-
ceeding coil into its proper place after the 
preceding stage has first been tuned to res-
onance and functions properly. The oscil-
lator cathode current will be between 40 and 
60 milliamperes, depending upon the external 
load and plate supply voltage. Each doubler 
circuit will draw between 55 and 75 milli-
amperes, depending upon the external load. 
These values should not be exceeded. 

A flashlight globe and single turn of wire 
provides a convenient method for tuning 
each doubler circuit to resonance. 
The band selector toggle-switching ar-

rangement effectively places the link circuits 
in parallel when more than one switch is 
thrown to the "ON" position at one time. 
The idling stages should not be detuned. 
Each coupling link connects through a 
twisted-pair with a switçh in one side, thus 
completing the circuit to the output stand-
off insulator connectors. 
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TUNED WITH 3S MMFO 

DOUBLE SPACED STAR MIDGET VARIABLES 

10 A COIL 5 A COIL 

ISOLANTITE FORM 

Coil Winding Specifications 
All coils, except the 5 meter coil, are 

wound on standard five prong 11/2 in. 
diameter low-loss plug-in coil forms. 
The 5 meter coil is wound on a 11/8 in. 
diameter ceramic 5-prong plug-in form. 
Coils for 160, 80, 40, 20 and 10 meter 
operation have a 2-turn winding at the 
bottom of the form. This 2-turn winding 
is the coupling loop, and the ends of 
the loop are connected to two of the 
prongs on the coil form. The pictorial 
drafting (Fig. 74) shows a complete 
group of coils for 40, 20, 10 and 5 meter 
operation with a 40 meter crystal in the 
oscillator stage. 

160 Meter Coil: 60 turns, No. 24 DSC, 
close-wound. 

80 Meter Coil: 30 turns, No. 18 DSC, 
close-wound. 

40 Meter Coil: 16 turns, No. 18 DSC, 
space-wound over a winding length 
of 11/2 inches. 

20 Meter Coil: 8 turns, No. 18 DSC, 
space-wound over a winding length 
of 11/2 inches. 

10 Meter Coil: 31/4 turns, No. 18 DSC, 
space-wound over a winding length 
of 1 inch. 

5 Meter Coil: 13/4 to 21/2 turns, No. 18 
DSC, spaced approximately 3/4  in. 
between turns. Some readjustment 
of this spacing may be necessary in 
order to permit the plate tuning con-
denser to resonate the circuit. 
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Transmitter Output, 
Shown By Block Diagrams 

• The several pages of block diagrams io 
this Chapter will aid the reader in his choice 
of a suitable transmitter for almost every 
purpose. The diagrams are divided into 
three groups: ( 1) C-W., (2) Radiotel-
ephony, ( 3) Combination C. W. and Radio-
telephony. Directly above each tube symbol 
in each diagram is a figure which denotes 
the wavelength of operation of the tube. 
The tube type number is in the center of 
the tube symbol and the function of the 
tube, explaining whether it is an oscillator, 
buffer, buffer-doubler or amplifier, is indi-
cated directly below the tube symbol. The 
safe operating plate voltage for each tube 
is also clearly shown. Beginning with the 
first symbol in the C. W. group, it is seen 
that a 6A6 tube, operating as an 80 meter 
oscillator, with 450 volts plate supply, will 
deliver an output of 10 watts for C. W. 
telegraphy. The next tube is a 6L6, oper-
ating as a 40 meter oscillator with 450 volts 
plate supply. The output is 25 watts for 
C. W. telegraphy. Proceeding to the next 
block diagram, it is seen that a 6L6 oscil-
lator, operating on 80 meters, with 300 volts 
plate supply is link-conpled to a succeeding 
stage wherein a type 210 tube is used in a 
Class C RF amplifier operating on 80 meters, 
and with 750 volts plate supply. The output 
from the final tube ( 210) is 40 watts for 
C. W. telegraphy. 
Block diagrams for Radiotelephone Trans-

mitters and for combination Radiotelephone-
C. W. transmitters, begin where the C. W. 
block diagrams end. 
The Legend shows the various types 

of coupling between stages. "U" (Unity 
Coupling) consists of inter-winding au 
untuned grid circuit with a tuned plate cir-
cuit. Capacitive Coupling is indicated by 
the conventional fixed condenser symbol. 
Link Coupling is indicated by the loop sym-
bol between tubes, denoting that a tuned 
plate circuit is link coupled to a tuned grid 
circuit. The Legend also indicates whether 
push-pull or parallel connection of tubes is 
suggested. Push-push doubler connections arc 
the same as those for parallel tube cormec 
tion. All such doublers are of the push-push 
variety. 

Relative power output, rather than the 
power input, is shown in all of the block 
diagrams, beginning with low power and 
ending with high power transmitter combi-
nations. 

— LEGEND — 

- 0 
THIS SYMBOL DENOTES SINGLE TYRE 

TN'S SvueOL DENOTES Ts•O TuRES 
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Chapter 10 
C. W . TRANSMITTER CONSTRUCTION 
25 Watt Transmitter for Newcomers 

• More power output can be secured from 
a simple one-tube transmitter with the new 
Jones Regenerative Oscillator Circuit and 
6L6 tube than from any other one-tube os-
cillator circuit of previous design. The 6L6 
is the new beam power pentode tube; its 
glass equivalent is the 6L6G, identical in 
characteristics. Either tube can be used in 
the transmitter here shown. The glass tube 
enables the operator to visually determine 
if the heater, screen and cathode are func-
tioning properly. The accompanying photo-
graphs and circuit diagrams show the 6L6 
metal tube in a 25 watt transmitter. This 
output is ample for the newcomer who desires 
to acquaint himself with amateur operating 
conditions. The oscillator can later be used 
as a driver for a higher power buffer or 
amplifier stage. 

FIG. 1—Complete One-Tube 25 Watt c.w. 
Transmitter with 6L6 Metal Tube. 

The plug-in coil form on which the plate 
coil is wound also holds the winding for the 
antenna coupling coil, the latter being wound 
above the plate winding, with a spacing of 
from 44 in. to IA in. between the plate coil 
and the antenna coil. A midget 250 mmf. 
variable condenser is connected across the 
antenna coil for parallel tuning of Zepp 
feeders. The antenna tuning condenser is 
plainly seen in the photograph. 
The laboratory model of this little trans-

mitter successfully covered a distance of 
more than 1500 miles on the 80 meter band. 
For the sake of simplicity, both a pictorial 
and schematic circuit are shown. All values 
are given, and no substitution should be 
made. The new Jones regenerative oscilla-

tor feature results in very high output and 
low crystal RF current. 
The tube elements are not visible in the 

case of a metal tube 6L6. and thus the screen 
voltage should be measured with a DC volt-
meter. 
The plate of the 6L6 is supplied with 400 

volts, the screen with 200 volts. Slightly 
higher voltages can be used, but the builder 
is cautioned to carefully keep an eye on the 
tube so that neither the screen nor the plate 
show color. The screen voltage should be 
taken directly from a tap on the voltage di-
vider in the power supply unit, as the circuit 
diagram shows. Adjust the slider on the 
voltage divider resistor to a point where the 
screen of the 6L6 is supplied with 200 
volts. The 6L6G tube's screen will run 
red-hot if the screen voltage is too high. 
The oscillator is keyed in the cathode cir-

cuit. Either a closed-circuit jack, or a pair 
of Fahnestock clips can be used for plug-
ging-in or connecting the key in the cathode 
circuit. The plate tuning condenser is of 
the midget 100 mmfd. variety. The new 
"Star" midget 50 mmfd. double-spaced vari-
able condenser will give more satisfactory 
service, although a single-spaced condenser 
will usually withstand the plate voltage with-
out flash-over. The RF choke is a small 
125 MA Hammarlund receiver-type. Mica 
fixed condensers should be used where in-
dicated in the circuit diagram. A 5-prong 
socket is at the left rear of the baseboard 
for the power cable plug, although common 
connector clips could also be used. 
The entire transmitter is mounted on a 

wood baseboard, 9 in. wide, 11 in. deep and 
V2-in. thick. Cleats are mounted on the bot-
tom, front and rear, to raise the board from 
the table because some of the wiring is un-
der the board. 
The plate coil for 80 meter operation with 

an 80 meter crystal has 29 turns of No. 18 
or 20 DSC or DCC wire, close-wound, on 
a standard 1V2- in. diameter 4-prong plug-in 
coil form. Spaced from 44 in. to V2 in. from 
the plate coil is the winding for the antenna 
coil, 12 to 14 turns of No. 20 DSC or DCC 
wire, close wound, with the leads brought 
to the top of the coil form where they are 
secured to the rim of the form by drilling 
two holes, tapped to take a 6/32 machine 
screw, and then connecting the coil leads to 
these screw terminals. 
A variable antenna coupling system can be 

made by merely sawing the plate coil form 
into two pieces: the upper nortion ( approx. 
1-in, long) would then be the antenna coil, 
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as shown in the Regen-
erative Pre-selector de-
scribed in the Receiver 
Chapter. 
The 250 mmfd. midget 

antenna tuning conden-
ser is connected directly 
across the antenna coil 
leads. The transmitter 
can also be operated on 
40 meters with a 40 
meter crystal, but in 
this case the plate coil 
will have only 19 turns 
of No. 20 DSC wire, 
slightly space wound, 
and only 8 or 10 turns 
of wire in the antenna 
coil. Some slight "prun-
ing" of coil turns will 
be required in order to 
give best results with 
various types and 
lengths of antenna feed-
ers. When fully loaded 
to the antenna, the 6L6 
tube should draw from 
80 to 100 mills in the 
plate circuit. Altho 
these current values 
may seem somewhat 
high, the load on the 
tube is of an intermit-
tent nature, there being 
no load when the key 
is up, because in this 
position the cathode cir-
cuit of the 6L6 is open. 
When the transmitter is 
not coupled to the an-
tenna, the plate current 
of the 6L6 will take a 
pronounced dip to 20 
milliamperes or less 
when the plate tuning 
condenser is swung 
through the resonance point. After coupling 
the antenna to the transmitter, slightly re-
adjust the plate tuning condenser, then 
simultaneously adjust and readjust both the 
plate and antenna tuning condensers until 
the plate of the 6L6 draws from 80 to 100 
milliamperes. A 0-200 MA DC milliammeter 
can be connected in the plate circuit of the 
6L6 for making tests. It is difficult to prop-
erly adjust a transmitter without the aid of 
a milliammeter. One or more of these meters 
should be in every amateur station, particu-
larly when the station is operated by a new-
comer. 
Two-band operation of this transmitter 

from a single crystal, such as 80 and 40 
meter operation from an 80 meter crystal, 
is accomplished by merely changing the 
plate coil, increasing the value of the re-
sistor (across the crystal) to 100,000 ohms, 
and connecting the metal shell of the 6L6 
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FIG. 2—Pictorial Diagram of One-Tube Transmitter and Plate 
Coil Construction. 
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FIG. 3—Schematic Circuit Diagram of RF, Power Supply and 
Antenna Systems. 

tube to cathode at the socket terminals. The 
newcomer is cautioned not to operate this 
transmitter on harmonic frequencies until he 
has first acquainted himself with its opera-
tion on the fundamental frequency. A fre-
quency-meter monitor should be employed to 
determine the frequency of operation when 
the transmitter is operated on harmonics. 
See Jones Two-Band Oscillator (Chapter: 
Transmitter Frequency Control) for coil data 
and operating instructions for harmonic op-
eration, also for data on 6L6G tube as a 
doubler. 
No other similar one-tube transmitter will 

give better results than the one here de-
scribed; it is the newest and most modern 
version of a transmitter which has been 
rigidly tested against many others over a 
period of several months. The results will 
surprise you. 
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50 Watt C.W. Transmitter 

2.5.•. • B 350. 

'47 Transmitter 

• Those who prefer the older type of tubes 
will find the accompanying circuit diagram 
entirely satisfactory for a simple one-tube 
transmitter. It can be built on a baseboard 
the same size as that shown for the 6L6 

L 

te 46 setae ccccc 
-111115710 PAIR 

FIG. 4—Experimental single-tube transmit-
ter with 47 pentode. The plate coil ( Li) is 
coupled to a twisted-pair feed line. Re-
sistor R has a value of 10,000 ohms. Refer 
to Chapter on Antennas for data on -L-

in above diagram. 

transmitter, and the same parts arrangement 
can be used throughout. The antenna is 
coupled to the plate coil in the same manner 
as for the 6L6 transmitter. The tuning con-
denser has the same value, the plate coil 
winding is the same, and 
the small by-pass con-
densers are identical in 
size and voltage rating. 
Approximately 10 watts 
output can be secured 
from this 1-tube '47 trans-
mitter with a plate poten-
tial of 400 volts and 125 
volts on the screen. This 
is less than half the power 
output secured from the 
6L6 one-tube transmitter 
shown in Fig. 1. 

50 Watt C.W. 
Transmitter 

•Th is transmitter is 
simple in construction. 
The circuit design uses 
receiving type tubes. The 
total cost of all parts is 
approximately $25, includ-
ing power supply and 

tubes. The output circuit can be loaded to 
50 watts, which is ample for communication 
over a range of approximately 1000 miles on 
80 meters c.w. The signal is clear and pure; 
no key-clicks are radiated when the key-click 
filter is connected as shown in the circuit dia-
gram. 

Technical Notes 

• A 53 push-pull crystal oscillator drives 
a pair of 2A3 tubes in parallel on 80 meters. 
Smaller coils, and a 40 meter crystal can 
be used for 40 meter operation. The 2A3 
tubes, being of the low-mu variety, have 
fairly high grid impedance as Class C am-
plifiers, and they can be capacitively coupled 
to the oscillator plate coil. The latter is cen-
ter-tapped and by-passed to the ground bus 
connection in order to make grid neutraliza-
tion possible. Grid neutralization allows 
the plate circuit to be connected into a sim-
plified antenna matching circuit which elimi-
nates nearly all radiation of illegal har-
monics. This system is very good for work-
ing into a single-wire-fed Hertz antenna, 
as shown elsewhere in this book. The plate 
current is fed through a RF choke across 
the antenna tuning condenser. A DC block-
ing condenser passes the RF into the antenna 
and insulates it from the plus B voltage. A 
4-ampere "Littlefuse" should be connected 
in series with the RF choke in order to pro-
tect this choke and power supply in the 
event of an RF arc across the antenna tun-
ing condenser, which is only single-spaced. 
This condenser has only a fraction of the 
RF peak voltage across it, because its react-
ance is much less than that of the lower ca-
pacity plate tuning condenser. 

FIG. 5—Looking Down on the 53-2A3 Transmitter. 
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The 2A3 tubes can handle more plate dis-
sipation than is needed, thus the output of 
50 watts is limited only by the fact that the 
plate voltage and current are the limiting 
factors here. These tubes have a very high 
mutual conductance, consequently they are 
easily driven in a Class C 
amplifier at moderately high 
frequencies, such as 80 
meters. On the other hand, 
the rather high inter-elec-
trode capacities of the 2A3 
limit its efficiency on high-
er frequencies, such as 20 
meters. 
The 53 push-pull crystal 

oscillator delivers nearly 
twice as much output as 
other oscillators at the same 
plate voltage (with the ex-
ception of the 6L6), and 
it places no excessive RF 
strain on an 80 meter crys-
tal with the value plate 
voltage shown in the circuit 
diagram. 

Center-tap keying is satis-
factory if a key-click filter 
is wired into the circuit. 
A net-work consisting of a 
VA-henry 60 ohm iron core 
choke, a -mfd. condenser 
and a 400 ohm resistor will 
eliminate clicks in this 
transmitter. Oscillator 
cathode keying can be used 
if a C battery with at least 
90 volts is connected in series with the 
15,000 ohm 2A3 grid leak. 

The power supply should have a trans-
former which does not vibrate perceptibly 
under load, if it is mounted on the same 
base-board with the RF components. This 

FIG. 6—Front View, showing Control Panel with Meter-Jacks 
and Tuning Dials. 

transformer must supply a DC load of 250 
ma, thus it should be large enough to han-
dle this current. Choke input maintains 
good voltage regulation while keying the 
final stage. The filter shown is satisfactory 
for c.w. output, but it is not suitable for 

FIG. 7—Close-up of Final Amplifier and Sub-panel for 
Tubes. Coil and Neutralizing Condenser. The Final Plate 
and Antenna Tuning Condensers Are Secured to the Front 

Panel. See Fig. 6. 

phone operation because there would be too 
much carrier hum. 

Operation at lower power could be accom-
plished with a smaller power transformer, 
such as a 700 to 800 volt center-tapped trans-
former, and condenser input to the filter. 
Two 8 mfd. electrolytic condensers in series 

will withstand the AC peak 
voltage in this case. The 
voltage regulation will not 
be good, and the circuit 
shown is recommended if a 
moo y o 1 t center-tapped 
transformer is available. 
The alternate filter system 
for the lower voltage power 
transformer is shown in 
dotted lines. 

Constructional Notes 

• The complete transmit-
ter, except for key and 
key-click filter, is mounted 
on an oak baseboard, 17 in. 
x 11 in. x 1 in. The base-
board is fitted with a pair 
of cleats, so as to leave 
space beneath the board for 
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50 Watt C.W. Transmitter 
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8—Complete Circuit Diagram of 50-Watt c.w. Transmitter. 

wiring, RF chokes, resistors and miscella-
neous small parts. 
The bakelite vertical front panel is 16 in. 

x 3 in. x fig in. It supports the current meas-
uring jacks, oscillator tuning condenser, 0-200 
ma. meter, and the final amplifier tuning con-
densers. Another 71/2  in. x 4 in. x in. 
bakelite horizontal sub-panel supports the 
final plug-in tank coil, 2A3 tubes and neu-
tralizing condenser. Front panel brackets 
st,pport one end of this amplifier deck, and 
a pair of 3-inch standoff insulators act as 
rear supports. 

Isolantite tube and coil sockets are used 
throughout because there is less RF loss 
and danger of flash-over than when bakelite 
wafer sockets are used. 
The 80 meter oscillator coil consists of 44 

turns of No. 18 DSC wire on a 11/2 -in. plug-
in coil form. Coil L2 has 32 turns of 
No. 18 DSC wire. Different antennas may 
require from 25 to 35 turns of wire on this 
coil. 
The key-click filter choke can be wound 

on an old AF transformer core with from 
2000 to 3000 turns of No. 30 DSC or DCC 
wire in a jumble-winding on one leg of the 
core. A piece of writing paper should be 
slipped into the butt joint in order to take 

care of DC magnetization effects of the 2A3 
plate currents. 

Operating Notes 

• The 53 tube should be operated without 
plate current for about 30 seconds in order 
to enable it to reach normal cathode tem-
perature. 
The 2A3 plate fuse should be left out of 

the circuit until the 53 is oscillating prop-
erly ; the 2A3 stage is then neutralized. The 
removal of the fuse prevents application of 
plate voltage. The 53 cathode current will 
increase to between 50 and 100 ma. when it 
is oscillating. The oscillator tuning con-
denser Cl should be set toward the highest 
capacity setting at which oscillation persists, 
and where output is greatest. The cathode 
current should be between 50 and 75 ma. 
for this setting, and the final grid current 
should be at least 10 ma. when the 2A3 
stage is neutralized. 
A '4-watt neon glow lamp is held against 

the plate lead of the 2A3 tubes when neutral-
izing. Without plate voltage or antenna 
connection to the final amplifier, the two 
tuning condensers should then be set for 
resonance, as indicated by a dip in grid-
current and an increase in brilliance of the 
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neon lamp. The neutralizing condenser is 
then rotated to the point of zero glow in the 
neon lamp (being certain that the crystal 
oscillator is still functioning), and to the in-
dication of no dip in grid current as the plate 
tuning condenser is varied through reso-
nance. The telegraph key should remain 
closed during these tests. 

After neutralization, plate voltage can be 
applied to the amplifier and a single-wire-
fed Hertz antenna connected to the output. 
The antenna can be about 135 feet long, fed 
at 18 feet either side of center, if it is to be 
used for 80 meters only. If all-wave opera-
tion is desired, the feeder should be con-
nected about 22 feet off center. If a Zepp 
antenna is used, a coupling coil and separate 
feeder tuning condensers will be necessary. 
A twisted-pair feeder can be coupled to the 
lower end of the plate coil by means of 2 
to 3 turns of insulated wire wrapped tightly 
around the coil form over the winding. In 
the two latter cases, the antenna condenser 
C4 should be set toward maximum capacity, 
with C3 always set for plate current dip 
(resonance). 
In tuning a single wire fed antenna, C4 

should always be set for the desired load, 
which will occur in the region of high ca-
pacity settings. C3 should then be rotated 
for minimum plate current; if the plate 
current is too low, reset C4 to a lower value 
capacity and again retune C3 to resonance. 
The plate current can be as high as 175 ma. 
into the 2A3 tubes for heavy antenna load-
ing. Sometimes the plate coil L2 must be 
"pruned" by adding or removing a few turns 
in order to match a particular antenna. It 
is a good plan to connect a 50 watt Mazda 
lamp across the antenna and ground con-
nections to determine the effects of different 
condenser settings which give greatest out-
put at certain values of plate current. An 
antenna and ground can later be connected, 
and the condensers set to give the same 
values of plate current at the point of great-
est dip. The oscillator tuning condenser C1 
should be set to give greatest output into 
the 2A3s, with not more than 75 ma. of 
cathode current for the 53. Here again, 
the Mazda lamp is of value in determining 
the proper setting. Connect a loop of wire 
to the lamp (4 or 5 turns in the loop), and 
couple the loop to the oscillator coil when 
making this test. 

75 Watt C.W. Transmitter 

• Some of the advantages of the 6L6G beam 
power pentode when properly used in a 
crystal oscillator circuit are evidenced in 
the transmitter here described. The photo-
graphs show the separate units of the RF 
portion. The power output from the 6L6G 
Jones Oscillator is so high that the succeed-
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FIG. 9—Masonite Relay-Rack Construction 
for 75. Watt c.w. Transmitter. 

ing 210 buffer or doubler stage can be driven 
to good efficiency in a capacitively-coupled 
circuit. The 210 buffer-doubler, however, 
is link-coupled to the push-pull 210 final 
amplifier. With 400 volts on the plate of the 
6L6G, and 200 volts on the screen, the 210 
buffer-doubler grid operates with from 8 to 
10 grid mills under load, with a grid-leak 
resistor of from 5,000 to 10,000 ohms, plus 
135 volts of C battery, as shown in the sche-
matic diagram. The transmitter is keyed 
in the cathode circuit of the oscillator. If 
8 or 10 mills of grid current cannot be 
secured when a 10,000 ohm resistor is used 

FIG. 10-6L6G Exciter and 210 Buffer-
Doubler. 



75-Watt C.W. Transmitter 

in the first 210 grid, reduce the value to 
5,000 ohms. 
The push-pull 210 final amplifier grid is 

driven with 25 mills, under load. One or 
two turns in each coupling loop will give 
ample excitation; first try one turn, then 
two. 

FIG. 11—Final Amplifier with Two 210 
Tubes in Push-Pull. The Tubes, Grid, Coil 
and Neutralizing Condensers Are Mounted 
on a Separate Masonite "Deck," Supported 

on Small Insulators. 

The buffer stage is operated with approxi-
mately 600 volts on the plate. A series 
dropping resistor automatically reduces the 
voltage to the correct value. The final 
amplifier, on the other hand, is operated 
with the full 650 volts (or slightly more) 
on the plates. 

OSCILLATOR 

6 L6 
OR 

6L6G 

and another for the 210 stages. The correct 
values of all of the power supply com-
ponents are clearly shown in the circuit dia-
gram. Double-spaced midget variable con-
densers are used throughout. The neutral-
izing condensers are 35 mmfd. double spaced 
Star midget variables. If 160 meter opera-
tion is desired, all variable condensers 
should have a maximum capacity of at least 
100 mmfd., except the final plate condenser, 
which should be of the split-stator type, dou-
ble spaced, 125 mmfd. per section, or more. 
The circuit diagram shows smaller condenser 
values, because this particular transmitter 
was designed primarily for 80, 40 and 20 
meter operation. 
The constructor is advised to build one 

stage of the transmitter at a time. First 
build and wire the oscillator, give it a thor-
ough test, then proceed with the construc-
tion of the succeeding stages. 

Mechanical Details 

• Relay-rack construction, or common 
breadboard assembly can be used, as the 
builder prefers. Relay racks can be of metal 
or Masonite, painted black. If metal racks 
are chosen, make certain that the plate cir-
cuit meter jacks are well insulated from the 
panels. A suitable arrangement is to mount 
the jacks on a small bakelite strip, screwed 
to the rear of metal panel, with a V,.-inch 
hole drilled through the panel to pass the 

BUFFER - DOUBLER 

FIG. 12—Circuit Diagram of RF Portion of 75-Watt c.w. Transmitter. 

The transmitter operates on 160, 80, 40 
and 20 meters, depending upon the frequency 
of the crystal. 
The power supply consists of two units 

on a common chassis, one for the oscillator 

FINAL AMPLIFIER 

D 

750V 

meter plug. One or more 0-200 MA DC 
milliammeters can be used. Meter jacks 
are provided for the oscillator cathode, 
oscillator plate, buffer-doubler grid, buffer-
doubler plate, final grid and final plate cir-
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Coil Winding Table for 75 Watt C.W. Transmitter 

Band Oscillator 
Plate Coil 

210 Buffer 
Plate Coil 

Final Amp. 
Grid Coil 

Final Am p. 
Plate Coil  

78 turns No. 
18 DCC, 4-in. 
dia., 4-in. 
long. Center-
tapped. 

160 

80 

60 turns 
No. 22 DSC 
close-wound. 

72 turns 
No. 22 DSC 
wire, close- 
wound. 
Center-tapped. 

Same as 
210 Buffer 
Plate 
Coil 

25 turns 
No. 18 DSC 
close-wound. 

34 turns 
No. 18 DSC, 
close-wound. 
Center-tapped 

48 turns 
No. 18 DSC. 
Close-wound. 
Center-tapped. 

40 turns 
No. 14 Enam. 
25/8 in. dia. 
41/2  in. long. 
Center-tapped. 

40 
17 turns 
No. 18 DSC, 
spaced to 
cover 11/2 -in. 

21 turns 
No. 18 DSC, 
spaced to cover 
11/2  in. 
Center-tapped. 

24 turns 
No. 18 DSC, 
spaced to cover 
1-inch. 
Center-tapped. 

22 turns 
No. 14 Enam. 
25/8 in. dia. 
41/2  in. long. 
Center-tapped. 

20 
Use 40 meter 
Oscillator coil 
and double in 
Buffer plate. 

14 turns 
No. 18 DSC, 
spaced two 
diameters. 
Center-tapp.d. 

13 turns 
No. 18 DSC, 
spaced two 
diameters. 
Center-tapped. 

10 turns 
No. 14 Enam. 
25/8 in. dia. 
4-in. long. 
Center-tapped. 

cuits. Some typical milliammeter readings 
for 80 meter operation are: Oscillator cath-
ode, 60 MA; oscillator plate, 50 MA; buf-
fer-doubler grid, 10 MA; buffer-doubler 
plate, 60 to 75 MA; final grid, 25 MA; final 
plate, 200 MA with antenna correctly coupled 
to final plate coil. Condenser input can be 

used in the 210 power supply unit if the 
voltage is insufficient with choke input. Two 
5Z3 tubes, connected as diodes, can be sub-
stituted for the single 5Z3 shown in the cir-
cuit diagram if the transformer voltage is 
slightly higher than that recommended for a 
5Z3 rectifier. 

125 Watt Transmitter with 35T Tubes 
• The Eimac 35T tube is ideally suited for 
use in doubler circuits because it has a high 
amplification constant. Its low inter-elec-
trode capacities make operation on 5-meters 

practicable. Two of these Tantalum-plate 
tubes are shown in the transmitter pictured 
in Fig. 13, the circuit diagram in Fig. 14 
This transmitter will put out 125 watts 

Coil Winding Table for 35T Transmitter Shown in Figs. 13 and 14 

Li 

1.2 

53 Osc. 40 Meters. 16 turns, No. 20 DSC on 1 ! 2-in, dia. form. Space wound to cover winding 
space of 1 I -in. 

63 Doubler. 20 Meters. 8 turns, No. 20 DSC on 1 !(2-in, dia. form. Space wound to cover winding 
space of 1-in. 

L3 

L4 

2A3 Plate. 20 Meters. 10 turns, No. 20 DSC on 1 ¡Fin. dia. form. Space wound to cover winding 
space of 1, ,,-in. This winding must be center-tapped. 

35T Grid, 20 Meters. 8 turns, No. 22 DSC on 1;4-in. dia. form. This winding is interwound 
with L3. 

LS 
I 20 Meters. 12 turns, No. 12 Enameled, 2-in. dia., 2-in. long. This winding must be 

center-tapped. 

10 Meters. 10 turns, No. 8 wire, 13.-in. dia., 3-in. long. 

L6 f 
i 

20 Meters. 10 turns, No. 12 Enameled, 2-in. dia., 2 q-in. long. 

10 Meters. 8 turns, No. 8 wire, 1 Y.¡-in. dia., 3-in. long. 

L7 
1 20 Meters. 12 turns, No. 12 Enameled, 2-in. dia., 23,¡-in. long. This winding must 

be center-tapped. 

10 Meters. 10 turns, No 8 wire, 1%-in. dia., 3-in. long. This winding must be 
center-tapped. 
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125-Watt C.W. Transmitter 

FIG. 13—The 35T Low-C Triode in a Modern c.w. Transmitter for High-Frequency 
Operation. 

even on 10 meters, without exceeding the 
35-watt plate dissipation of the tube. A pair 
of 35Ts in the final amplifier will deliver 
more than V  k-w output. 
A Jones '53 exciter drives a 2A3 buffer 

stage which, in turn, excites the first 35T 
either as a doubler or buffer. Unity coup-

1.15 400V El 1500V 

ling provides ample grid excitation from the 
2A3 to the first 35T. Optim.um grid excita-
tion with respect to the 2A3 plate load can 
be adjusted by varying the number of turns 
in the grid coil L4. The value of grid leak 
shown in the circuit is suitable for doubling. 
However, it will also function satisfactorily 
for buffer operation where the output effi-
ciency is higher, and less input plate power 
will therefore be required. The grid leak in 
the final should have a value of from 1,000 
to 5,000 ohms. 

35T 

FIG. 14—C:rcuit Diagram Showing 35T Tubes in a Transmitter with 125 Watts Output. 
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35T Amplifier, 100 Watts Output, 
with New Neutralizing System 

• An amplifier to follow the Jones All-
Band Exciter is shown in Fig. 15. The ex-
citer will supply from 10 to 15 watts of 
driving power from four 53s or 6A6s on 10, 
20, 40 and 80 meters. This is sufficient 
power to drive the 35T amplifier in Class C 
operation to outputs of over 100 watts. The 
35T is a high-mu triode with exceedingly 
low interelectrode capacities, rated at 35 
watts plate dissipation, making it an ideal 
100 watt output tube for all-band operation. 
It is also a very excellent 
crystal oscillator and 
doubler. 
Outputs up to 150 watts 

can be realized from this 
amplifier when the plate 
potential is approximately 
1800 volts, and the output 
circuit tuned to 10 meters. 
The normal maximum plate 
potential is rated at 1500 
volts; for values between 
1250 and 1500 volts, 100 
watts of output can be se-
cured with apparent ease 
on any band. 

Technical Notes 

• This amplifier has two 
systems of neutralization, 
both of the plate-circuit 
type. One of these systems 
is easier to drive for cw 
operation because the cen-
ter-tap of the plate coil is 
by-passed to ground, thus 
introducing a certain 
amount of regeneration 
when plate voltage is ap-
plied. Another distinct advantage is that 
the grid current is greater. However, re-
generation becomes excessive with some 
types of tubes and the amplifier will self-
oscillate, thus making it unsuitable even for 
cw operation. The 35T tube functions satis-
factorily when the center-tap is by-passed 
to ground. All regenerative frequency 
doublers using this type of circuit should 
have a by-pass in the plate coil center-tap 
because the output will be greatly increased, 
and the plate current will decrease. 
The other system of neutralization oper-

ates on the principle of a perfect Wheat-
stone Bridge of capacities, as related in the 
Transmitter Theory Chapter. This neutral-
izing systems does not require a split-stator 
tuning condenser in the plate circuit, and it 
functions perfectly on 5 and 10 meters. 
Condensers Cx and CN in Fig. 16 consist 

of one fixed aluminum plate and two adjust-

able plates. The fixed plate connects to 
the free end of the plate coil and the vari-
able plates connect to the grid and to chassis 
ground. The two movable plates can be 
secured to coil jacks, which act as bearings, 
or they can simply be made to turn on the 
screws of the standoff insulators. Once 
properly adjusted, the plates can be locked 
in position with the latter form of con-
struction. The fixed plate is 3 inches high 
and 21A inches wide. The grid plate of 

FIG. I5-35T Amplifier with New System for Neutralizing. 

CN is 1V2 inches square, mounted so as to 
clear the fixed plate by V2-inch, and to ro-
tate from one end, in order to allow lower 
values of capacity. The grounded plate is 
on the opposite side of the fixed plate and 
is 3 inches high and 2 inches wide, for the 
particular amplifier shown. Balance occurs 
with this plate about 44-inch, or slightly 
less, from the fixed plate. 

Operating Notes 

• A small neon lamp and a grid milliam-
meter are needed in order to properly 
neutralize and balance this amplifier. Sev-
eral neutralizing settings are possible for 
different settings of Cx, but only one is 
really correct. With the plate by-pass dis-
connected, and no plate voltage applied, the 
amplifier is neutralized in the usual manner. 
When held on the plate lead of the 35T, the 
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35T 150-Watt Amplifier 

5 T AMPLIFIER WITH ANT ENNA COUPLING METHODS 

380 

POWER SUP PLIES FOR 

35T AMPLIFIER II -
3 5 

FIG. 16—RF, Antenna and Power Supplies for 125 Watt 35T Amplifier. 

neon lamp should go out as neutralization 
is approached with CN. Cx is set at a value 
which will give a setting of CN at which no 
grid dip is noticeable on the milliammeter 
when tuning through 
resonance with the 
plate tank condenser. 
A second test for the 

proper setting of Cx 
• occurs w hen plate 
voltage is applied. The 
tube will over-heat at 
low output if Cx is not 
set roughly to its 
proper value. Check-
ing in this manner for 
different settings of 
condenser Cx and CN, 
with and without plate 
voltage, will soon en-
able anyone to ac-
quaint himself with this neutralizing system. 
The grid current should be at least 15 

ma., 20 ma. is correct for a 35T under load 
if high efficiency is desired. This amount 
of drive can be obtained from a 6A6 push-
pull oscillator or a push-push doubler op-
erated with 400 volts on the plates. With 
the un-bypassed neutralizing system, 15 ma. 
is about all that can be realized from a 6A6 
driver, but up to 30 or 35 ma. can be had 
when the plate coil is by-passed to ground, 
at a sacrifice in stability. 

17—Jones Exciter and 35T Amplifier, 100 to 150 
Output. 

Watts FIG. 

Antenna coupling should be made with a 
2-or-3-turn link to another tank coil and 
condenser similar to the plate tank circuit. 
The antenna feeder or feeders should tap on 

this additional tuned circuit at points which 
will give best indication of antenna field 
strength when normal plate current is drawn 
at resonance from the final amplifier. Res-
onance occurs in the plate tank at minimum 
point of plate current as the circuit is tuned 
by rotating the variable condenser rotor. 
A twisted-pair feeder antenna can be 

coupled directly to the plate tank coil by 
wrapping from 1 to 4 turns around the 
center of the coil. Each band would re-
quire a different number of turns, and also 
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a different antenna, because the twisted-pair 
feeder is not suited for harmonic operation. 
The 35T plate operates at a cherry red 

when dissipating its normal amount of 
power. It is a "high vacuum" type of tube, 
designed to operate efficiently when the plate 
is red hot; however it should not be oper-
ated at white heat. 

35T Amplifier Coil Data 

Wave- 
length 

Grid Coil 
11/2" Diam. Plate Coil 

10 
4 turns, 
No. 18 DCC, 
1" long. 

6 turns, No. 14 
Enam. Center-
Tapped. 
11/2  turns per inch, 
4" long, 2" dia. 

20 
9 turns, 
No. 18 DCC. 
11/2" long. 

10 turns, No. 14 
Enam. Center-
Tapped. 
21/2 turns per inch, 
4" long, 23/4" dia. 

40 
19 turns. 
No. 18 DCC, 
11/2" long. 

20 turns, No. 14 
Enam. Center-
Tapped. 
5 turns per inch, 
4" long, 23/4" dia. 

80 
39 turns. 
No. 18 DCC. 
2" long. 

28 turns. No. 16 
Enam. Center-
Tapped. 
12 turns per inch, 
31/2" long, 2" dia. 

125 Watt C.W. Transmitter 
with HK-154 Gaznmatron 

• The growing interest in the spectrum be-
low 20 meters has resulted in the introduc-
tion of a number of new tubes particularly 

6L0 
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suited for very-high-frequency operation. 
One of these new tubes in the HK-I54 Tan-
talum Plate Gammatron. Its plate dissipa-
tion is 50 watts, it can be operated with 1500 
Volts on the plate, and the grid and plate 
supports protrude through the sides of the 
tube envelope. This construction makes the 
tube particularly suitable for operation on 
wavelengths as low as 2 meters. Outputs 
of from 100 to 200 watts per tube can be 
obtained with plate potentials of from 800 
to 1500 volts. 
A highly satisfactory transmitter for c-w 

operation, with a final amplifier that uses a 

FIG. 18—New Jones 6L6 Exciter and HK- 154 
Amplifier. 

split-coil neutralizing circuit is illustrated 
in the photograph and circuit diagram, Figs. 
18 and 19. The exciter has three 6L6 metal 
tubes. It provides sufficient output on any 
band from 10 meters to 160 meters to drive 
the HK-154 for c.w. operation at plate po-
tentials of 1000 to 1200 volts. The same 
exciter will also supply ample output on 5 
meters to grid modulate one or two HK-154 
tubes for voice communication. The crystal 
oscillator incorporates the new Jones Re-
generative Circuit which delivers output on 
the fundamental, second, or fourth harmonic 
of the crystal by simply changing the plate 
coil in the oscillator stage. The remaining 
two stages in the exciter are ordinary pen-
tode doublers the output on 5 meters is 5 

6L6 < HK - 15 4 

ALL 01 CONDENSERS SOO V PAPER ,,C 

ALL OTHER FIXED CONDENSERS 
1000V MICA UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 

1.1 - 1000 A W - WATT 

FIG. 19-125 Watt c.w. Transmitter. 

•••••1. 
  Celt 

• / 000V 



HK-154 125-Watt Transmitter 

watts, but 15 watts or more can be secured 
on the longer wavelengths. Either 160 or 
80 meter crystals will give adequate output 
at any desired frequency. 
The amplifier shown in the photograph is 

equipped with 20 meter coils. The final 
plate coil has 10 turns of No. 10 wire, 2-
inches in diameter, 3 turns per inch, center-
tapped and "air-supported." The final ampli-
fier grid coil has 10 turns of No. 18 wire 
on a 13/4  inch diameter ceramic plug-in 
form; the winding length is 2 inches. The 
neutralizing condenser consists of two No. 
12 gauge aluminum plates, 2 inches by 3 in-
ches. One plate is mounted on a standoff 
insulator with a coil jack, so that the 
plate spacing can be varied. The other, or 
"stator" plate, remains stationary and is 
also mounted on a standoff insulator. A 
split-coil neutralizing circuit, rather than a 
split-stator arrangement, produces sufficient 
grid driving power under conditions of full 
output. 

FIG. 20—The HE- 154 Gammatron with Grid 

and Plate Leads Through Sides of Tube 
Envelope. 

The bypass condensers and resistors are 
mounted under the chassis. The final ampli-
fier chassis is 8 in. x 14 in. x 13/4  in. The 
exciter chassis is 8 in. x 15 in. x 13/4  in. 
The coils for the Exciter are wound on 13/4  
in. ceramic forms. 

All tuning condensers, other than the final 
plate condenser, are double-spaced 50 mmf. 

Exciter Coil Winding Table 

160 Meters: 70 turns No. 24 DSC, 2 
inches of winding space. 

80 Meters: 34 turns No. 16 enameled. 
2 inches of winding space. 

40 Meters: 16 turns No. 16 enameled, 
11/2 in. of winding space. 

20 Meters: 8 turns No. 16 enameled, 
11/2 in. of winding space. 

10 Meters: 41/2 turns No. 16 enameled. 
11/2  in. of winding space. 

variables. The final condenser shown in the 
photograph is a Hammarlund Tc-50-A, 50 
mmf. high voltage type. 

High Power 2-Stage C.W. 
Transmitter 

• When two 6L6 or 6L6G tubes are con-
nected in parallel in a crystal oscillator cir-
cuit with the regenerative feature previously 
described, sufficient output is obtained to 
drive a high power final amplifier to outputs 
of over 400 watts. 40 or 80 meter operation 
is secured with either a 40 or 80 meter 
crystal. The crystal oscillator operates with 
400 volts on the plates of the 6L6G tubes, 
and 250 volts on the screens. The oscillator 
delivers between 40 and 50 grid milliamperes, 

FIG. 21—Close-up of HIC-354 Gammatron 
Amplifier, Showing Neutralizing Condenser 

Assembly. 

through a 5000 ohm grid-leak, to the HK-
54 tube. This is sufficient grid excitation 
for operation of the power amplifier at in-
puts of from 500 to 600 watts with a plate 
supply of 2000 volts. The split-coil in the 
plate circuit of the final amplifier, with by-
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HIGH OUTPUT CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

PARALLEL 61_6 - GS 

+B 250V 
SCREEN 

+8450V 

HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER 

-C + 8 1500-2000V 
CUT OFF 

HK 35 4oR 154 
TAYLOR 814 OR 7-200 

UNITED 303AU -211-805.1-1F200 
cimAc 50T -1507 

FIG. 23—One Band c.w. Transmitter-Output 300-350 Watts 

pass to ground, pro-
vides a neutralizing 
circuit which has some 
inherent regeneration. 
As a result, the grid 
current does not drop 
below 40 milliamperes 
when the voltage is 
applied with the am-
plifier coupled to the 
antenna. The frame of 
the final plate tuning 
condenser acts as one 
side of the neutraliz-
ing condenser, another 
neutralizing plate (the 
rotor) is attached to 
the condenser frame 
with a strip of Myca-
lex, 1 in. x 3 in. 
The entire transmit-

ter is mounted on a 
large breadboard, 18 
in. x 26 in. x 
covered with a thin 
sheet of aluminum, 
tacked to the under 
side of the board. One end of the final 
plate coil plugs into a sleeve attached to a 
Mycalex support on the rear frame of the 
condenser. The other jack plugs into a 
sleeve secured directly to the condenser 
frame, resulting in short leads between coil 
and condenser. 
The oscillator is link-coupled to the grid 

of the final amplifier and the coupling link 
is supported on standoff insulators. 
A more simple method would consist of 

two turns of wire twisted tightly around the 
bottom of both the oscillator plate coil and 
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FIG. 22-2-Stage High Power Transmitter with Parallel 6L6G 
Oscillator. 

final grid coil, and the loops connected to-
gether with a conventional twisted-pair line. 
The regenerative crystal oscillator circuit 

enables the use of very tight coupling be-
tween the two coils without tendency of 
pulling the oscillator out of oscillation. 
The final amplifier can be keyed in the 

center tap if a key-click filter is connected 
in the keying circuit; primary keying is also 
satisfactory. 
The screen voltage on the oscillator 

should be limited to 200 volts for 40 meter 
operation, or 250 volts for 80 meters. 



RK-35, RK-36 500-Watt Transmitter 

FIG. 24—Power Supply for Transmitter Circuit in Fig. 23. 

Higher screen voltages will overheat the 
crystal and fracture it. 

Laboratory tests show that this trans-
mitter is capable of over 700 watts output 
with 2,800 volts plate supply. In one test, 
the crystal stage was operated with 600 volts 
on the plate and 275 volts on the screen. 
The grid current to the final stage was be-
tween 75 and 80 milliamperes under load, at 
the expense of a 40 meter crystal. 
The oscillator plate coil for 40 meter op-

eration has 17 turns of No. 16 DCC wire, 
spaced to cover a winding length of 1Y2-in. 
The grid coil, for 40 meters, has 19 turns of 
No. 16 DCC wire, spaced the same as the 
oscillator coil. The final amplifier plate coil 
for 40 meters has 20 turns of No. 10 enam-
eled wire, 3V2-in. diameter, 7 in. long. 
center-tapped. 

Coil data for 80 meter operation is as 
follows: Oscillator coil, 36 turns No. 18 or 
20 DSC, close wound on a 4-prong receiv-
ing type coil form. Grid coil, 32 turns No. 
18 or 20 DSC, close-wound on 4-prong re-
ceiving type coil form. Final amplifier 
plate coil, 28 turns No. 10 enameled, 4V2 in. 
diameter, 71A in. long, center-tapped. 50 or 
70 mmf. double-spaced midget variable con-
densers tune the oscillator plate and final 
grid coils; the final tank condenser should 
be of the high-voltage type, 35 or 50 mmf., 
single section. The one shown in the photo-
graph is an Audio Products Co. Type 
WS150035. The grid tuning condenser is 
a double-spaced two-section 35 minf. per 
section midget variable, with both sections 
connected in parallel to give a maximum 
capacity of 70 mmf. 

Tuning 

The grid milliamperes will usually drop 
when the key is pressed. Slight readjust-
ments of the oscillator and grid tuning con-
densers, when the key is down, will tend to 
bring the grid current back to almost nor-
mal. 
The input impedance of the amplifier 

changes when the key is down and when 
normal antenna load is applied, thus making 
it necessary to slightly change the degree of 
link coupling. 

RK-35, RK-36, 500 Watt 
Transmitter 

• This cw transmitter is built into a 30 in. 
x 19 in. relay-rack as a complete unit, in-
cluding power supplies. The new Raytheon 
RK-36 low-C tantalum plate 100-watt tubes 
are connected in push-pull in the final ampli-
fier. This final amplifier is driven by an 
RK-35 buffer stage for operation on any band 
by merely changing the coils. The RK-35 
is a 35-watt tantalum plate tube; it supplies 
more output than is needed to drive the final 
amplifier if the buffer is operated with more 
than 1000 volts on the plate. The final 
amplifier can be operated at 2000 volts on 
c.w., with about 350 ma. of plate current. 
The type of coupling between buffer and 

final stage, as shown in L2 in the circuit 
diagram, functions very well and requires 
only one tuned circuit. The grids of the 
tubes in the final stage are tapped down 
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toward the center of the coil to a point 
where the buffer stage draws only normal 
current ( not over 100 ma.). With wire-
wound coils, these taps are made by solder-
ing -inch pieces of wire to the coil turns, 
so that connection can be made with clips. 
The buffer grid tuned circuit can be link-
coupled to any tuned circuit of the exciter, 
and three-band operation is therefore made 
possible without changing the exciter coils 
or crystal. The RK-35 grid coil and con-
denser are mounted on the exciter deck in 
order to conserve space on the deck above. 

FIG. 25—Rear View of RR-35. RIC-36 c.w. 
Transmitter. 

The neutralizing condensers are made of 
No. 16 gauge sheet aluminum. The capacity 
can be varied by bending the grid section 
plates with a bakelite rod when neutralizing 
the final amplifier. These two neutralizing 
condensers have V2-inch spacing between 
adjacent plates and overlap 1-inch x 2-
inches; this is sufficient capacity to neutral-
ize either RK-36 or 50T tubes. The station-
ary U-shaped plates fasten directly to the 
stator screws of the final tuning condenser; 
the "moving" plates mount on standoff in-
sulators and cross-connect to opposite grids. 
The RF leads are short, and high efficiency 
on 10 meters, as well as on other bands, is 
obtained. The buffer neutralizing condenser 
is made from two plates which overlap. Each 
plate is 1-inch square and the separation 
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between plates is V4-inch. A large Johnson 
coil plug and jack is ideal for the rotor 
plate bearing. 
The rotor of final tank condenser is by-

passed to ground, rather than directly con-
nected, in order to prevent a DC arc in case 
of RF flash-over. RF arcs 2 inches long 
can be drawn from either stator plate with 
a lead pencil or screw-driver test prod. 
The high voltage power supply also fur-

nishes power for the buffer stage, although 
if more space is available a separate 900 or 
1000 volt supply would be desirable. The 
no-load buffer plate voltage rises to nearly 
2000 volts, but in spite of this voltage the 
transmitter keys satisfactorily in the crystal 
oscillator stage. Fixed bias for the buffer 

FIG. 26—The Front Panel Arrangement Is 
Symmetrical and Beautiful. 

and final stages is obtained by floating the 
negative high voltage and filament supplies 
at +400 volts from the small power supply 
unit. The grids are operated at less-posi-
tive or ground potential, which in effect 
provides negative fixed bias to these grids. 
10 ma. of grid current in the buffer is suf-
ficient, likewise 50 to 70 ma. is satisfactory 
in the final amplifier grid circuit. 
The exciter is similar to one described in 

the Exciter Chapter. It has three RK-6L6G 
tetrodes in a regenerative crystal oscillator, 
and standard doubler circuits. 6A6 tubes 
would give sufficient output to drive the 
RK-35, but 6L6G tubes give more lee-way, 
and the output can be adjusted by varying 
the screen voltage on the 400-volt power 
supply bleeder resistor. The smaller power 



RK-35, RK-36 500-Watt Transmitter 

•  

T U'er: 
•e!5-

FIG. 27—Complete Circuit of Exciter, RF Portion and Power Supplies for HK-35, HIC-36 
c.w. Transmitter. 

transformer must be capable of supplying 
250 ma. DC at 400 volts, because each 6L6G 
tube draws approximately 75 ma. total 
cathode current. Cathode bias resistors 
supply bias to the 6L6G doubler tubes when 
keying the crystal oscillator cathode circuit. 
The exciter power supply is built on the 
exciter chassis, which measures 12 in. x 17 
in. x 13/4  in. The other chassis are 12 in. x 17 
in. X 21/2  in. A 101/2  in. x 19 in. panel is se-
cured to the main power supply chassis. A 
7 in. x 19 in. panel, and a 121/4 in. x 19 in. 
panel are secured to the exciter and main 
amplifier chassis respectively. 

The coils are wound on ribbed 11/2 -in. 
diameter forms for the exciter and RK-35 
grid coils. The final grid ( or RK-35 plate) 
coils, and the final tank coils, are wound on 
various sizes of rolling-pin forms, with 
strips of celluloid for coil supports. The 
turns are cemented in place with Duco 
Household Cement. The forms are removed 
after the Duco cement has dried. Stand-
ard wire-wound coils can be used, but it 
should be remembered that the RK-35, RK-
36 tubes are of the very low C type, and 
fairly large values of inductance are needed 
for each band. 

Coil Data for RK-35, RK-36 500 Watt C.W. Transmitter 

Wave-
length Exciter Coil RK35 Grid Coil RK35 Plate Coil Final Tank Coil 

40 

18 turns 
No. 20 DSC 
11/2 " long 
11/2" dia. 

20 turns 
No. 20 DSC 
11/2" long 
11/2" dia. 

18 turns No. 14 
Center-Tapped 
21/2 " long 
23/8" dia., tapped at 
43/4 turns from ends 

22 turns No. 10 
Center-Tapped 

2331/,4,.: long 
/8 dia. 

20 

10 

9 turns 
No. 20 DSC 
11/2" long 
11/2" dia. 

10 turns 
No. 20 DSC 
11/2" long 
11/2" dia. 

10 turns No. 14 
Center-Tapped 
2" long 
2" dia., tapped at 
13/4 turns from ends 

11 turns No. 10 
Center-Tapped 
3" long 
...3,â „ dia" 
z  

5 turns 
No. 20 DSC 
11/2" long 
11/2" dia. 

5 turns 
No. 20 DSC 
11/2" long 
11/2" dia. 

4 turns No. 14 
Center-Tapped 
2" long 
2" dia., tapped at 
1/2 turn from ends 

6 turns No. 10 
Center-Tapped 
21/2" long 
.-.1, , dia' 
z /2  
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Economical 1 K.W. Trans-

mitter 

• Most high power c.w. transmitters are 
designed to use several buffer and doubler 
stages with moderate size tubes, or relatively 
few stages with larger and more costly 
tubes and power supplies. The transmitter 
illustrated here is designed for operation with 
the new Taylor tubes, which work very effi-
ciently in a three-stage transmitter for all-
band operation. 

Technical Notes 

• A 6L6G pentode regenerative crystal os-
cillator drives a Taylor 756 buffer-doubler 
tube to over 40 watts output as a doubler. 
The buffer-doubler is then directly coupled 
to a pair of Taylor 814 200-watt tubes in a 
push-pull final amplifier with an input of 
one kilowatt. The oscillator delivers about 
20 watts output to drive the doubler to over 
seven times cut-off, thus the latter functions 
at between 50% and 60% efficiency, depend-
ing upon the plate load impedance formed 
by the grids of final amplifier. These grids 
of the Taylor 814 tubes are tapped on the 
plate coil of 756 tube at points which will 
not cause excessive plate current in the 
756 tube as a doubler or neutralized ampli-
fier. The final amplifier operates at better 
than 75% efficiency, and laboratory tests with 
inputs of 1.6 KW showed no plate color in 
the tubes. These tubes are very easily ex-
cited at relatively high 
efficiencies and outputs. 

Capacitive coupling 
functions satisfactorily 
and reduces the number 
of tuned circuits to three, 
as the schematic diagram 
shows. The new im-
proved pentode oscillator 
circuit allows heavy 
plate loading, such as 
that which results when 
the oscillator is capaci-
tively coupled into a 
high-mu tube grid cir-
cuit. Self bias on the 
756, and fixed bias on 
the 814, allows keying in 
the crystal oscillator for 
break-in operation and 
minimizes key-click ra-
diation. 

Plate supply costs have been reduced by 
the system shown. The final amplifier plate 
supply is slightly overloaded, but c.w. in-
termittent service places less strain on recti-
fier tubes and transformers than when phone 
operation is used; consequently the power 
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supply shown in the circuit diagram is en-
tirely satisfactory for c.w. telegraphy. 

Constructional Notes 

• The entire RF portion is mounted on an 
oak baseboard, 11 in. x 30 in. x 1 in., with 
end cleats to make room for resistors, jacks, 
fixed condensers and some wiring under the 
board. Each plate in the neutralizing con-
densers for the final amplifier is 3 1 in. x 

in. of 16 gauge aluminum. The U-shaped 
construction gives four plates with 
space between plates. A 1-in, tab at one 
end of the back of the "U" provides a means 
of mounting, with short connecting leads to 
the stators of the main tuning condenser. 
The other two "U" sections mount on small 
standoff insulators and cross-connect to op-
posite grids for neutralization. These ca-
pacities are made equal to the grid-to-plate 
capacities of the tubes by bending the "U" 
sections backward or forward while neu-
tralizing. The edges of all condenser plates 
are rounded with a file. 

The final tank coil mounts on short brass 
strips, with coil plugs, attached directly to the 
stators of the tuning condenser by means of 
brackets. The tuning condenser is a home-
made affair, built from plates purchased from 
a radio salvage store. The space between 
adjacent rotor plates is 13/1.6-in., and the 
stator plates are approximately 4 in. x 18 
in. x 16 gauge aluminum. Any manufactured 
split-stator tuning condenser with 35 to 50 
mmfd. per section, with at least spac-

FIG. 28-1-KW Transmitter with Taylor 756 and 814 Tubes. 

ing between rotor and stator plates is satis-
factory. 
The buffer plate tuning condenser should 

be double-spaced in order to prevent flash-
over. Single-spaced oscillator tuning con-
densers have a slight tendency to flash-over, 



Taylor 756-814 1-KW Transmitter 

FIG. 29—Economical 1-KW c.w. Transmitter Circuit. 

but they can be used if the oscillator plate 
supply is slightly less than 400 volts. The 
screen supply of 250 volts also furnishes bias 
for the final amplifier and boosts the 550 
volt supply to approximately 800 volts. 
The oscillator coil for an 80 meter crystal 

consists of 31 turns of No. 16 enameled wire 
on a 1Y4 inches in diameter porcelain form, 
with a winding length of 2 inches. A 16-turn 
coil of the same dimensions is correct for a 
40 meter crystal. The 40 meter buffer coil 
has 14 turns of No. 14 enameled wire, wound 
on celluloid strips, 2/lj inches in diameter, 
2 inches long. It is cet:ter-tapped and tapped 
at 3Y3 turns from each end with wire "lugs" 
for connection to the Fahnestock clips. The 
40 meter final tank coil has 16 turns of No. 

• 10 enameled wire, wound on celluloid strips 
to occupy a length of 5 inches, 31A inches in 
diameter. Coils for 80, 20 and 10 meters 
can be made by consulting other coil tables 
in the pages. 

Operation 

• In the experimental transmitter, the oscil-
lator cathode current was 75 ma., the 756 
center-tap space current was 120 ma. as a 
doubler, and the final plate current was 550 
ma. The doubler grid current measured ap-
proximately 10 ma., and the final grid cur-
rent 50 ma., under full antenna load operat-
ing conditions. A small parasitic grid choke 
reduced a tendency for 5-meter oscillation 
when the plate voltage was increased to 
2750 volts during special tests, with the 
final amplifier operating at inputs of more 
than 1-KW. The addition of a 2000 ohm 
grid leak in the final amplifier grid jack 
circuit is recommended if the oscillator screen 
supply furnishes less than 250 volts positive 
bias to the filament return circuit of the 
final amplifier. The total grid-to-filament 
DC bias should be at least 250 volts for Class 
C c.w. operation with plate voltages as 
shown in the schematic diagram. 
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Chapter 11 

TRANSMITTER TUBE DATA 

• This chapter contains complete data on all 
popular types and makes of standard and spe-
cial transmitter tubes of American manufac-
ture. More information is here given than 
has previously appeared in any other book. 
Included are tyuical operating conditions for 
class B audio amplifiers or modulators, and 
for R-F amplifier service. From this data 
the reader can tell at a glance what type of 
driver stage is needed, power supply require-
ments, the output that can be expected, and 
how the tube constants vary under numerous 
operating conditions. Where such informa-
tion was not given in the Tube Manuacturers' 
Data Bulletins, separate calculations were 
made in order to determine the operation of 
all types of tubes. These calculations are 
given in the pages that follow. 

Safe values of plate voltage and current for 
all transmitter tubes are given. Many ama-
teurs and experimenters operate their trans-
mitter tubes at higher than normal ratings, 
without exceeding the actual plate dissipa-
tion ratings of the tubes. This practice can 
be considered satisfactory only when the 
tube is used for c-w service, and only if the 
grid driving power is greatly increased so 
that the tubes can be operated over a lesser 
angle of plate current flow during each R-F 
cycle, resulting in operation at higher plate 
efficiency. The DC grid current should never 
exceed the maximum rated values, yet the 
grid bias voltage may be increased to such 
a value that two or four times as much grid 
driving power is applied to the grid, or grids, 
of the tube, or tubes, in the final amplifier 
stage. This practice results in greater plate 
efficiency (within limits), but at a sacrifice 
in power gain; in extreme cases 200 watts 
of grid drive may be needed to obtain 600 
watts of antenna power from a final amplifier. 
It is obvious that the foregoing does not rep-
resent economical design, and thus the Tube 
Tables in this chapter are, in general, based 
on a power gain of approximately 10, with 
plate efficiencies of from 66% to 75%. Radia-
tion of harmonics does not become a too-seri-
ous problem when Class C amplifiers operate 
in this range of efficiency, particularly when 
the proper C-to-L ratio of tank circuit is em-
ployed. 
The values of grid driving power listed in 

the Tables are those actually used by the grid 
of the tube. The power loss in the C-bias 
supply or grid leak should be added to these 

values, and for all-band operation the circuit 
losses should be taken into account when de-
signing amplifiers or buffer stages. At 10 
and 20 meters, the tuned circuit losses are 
higher than in the lower-frequency bands, 
such as 80 and 160 meters. These circuit 
losses cannot be given in a Tube Table; only 
the grid bias loss and grid driving power can 
be listed. An excess of power should be avail-
able for the driving stage in order to com-
pensate for circuit losses. Some neutralizing 
circuits introduce a regenerative effect, re-
quiring less grid drive. Circuits of this type 
are particularly desirable for c-w operation, 
but they are not recommended for phone op-
eration. 

Crystal Oscillator Tubes 

e From the amateur's viewpoint, the best 
tube for a crystal oscillator is the metal 6L6 
beam power pentode, or its glass equivalent, 
61.6G. Next in order are the types 6A6 and 
53, identical in characteristics except for 
heater voltage and current. Other tubes suit-
able for crystal oscillator circuits are types 
41, 42, 2A5, 59, 47, 56, 76, 6F6, 6C5, 6F5, 
6N7, 30, 19 and 10. Because most oscillator 
tubes fall in the category of Receiver Tubes, 
the reader will not find these tubes listed in 
the Transmitter Tube chapter; refer to the 
chapter on Receiver Tubes for characteris-
tics, circuits and applications. 

Frequency Doublers 

• Among receiver type tubes, the 6L6 or 
6I.6G again takes its place at the head of the 
list for most satisfactory doubler service. The 
6A6 or 53 is next in line, followed by the 46. 
A tube for doubler service should have a high 
amplification constant; pentode 2A5, 42 or 59 
types are therefore occasionally used. Out-
puts of from 2 to 15 watts can be delivered 
by such tubes. Greater outputs from fre-
quency doublers are secured from tubes 
such as the 841, Eimac 35-T, Taylor 756. 
These tubes will deliver outputs of from 
15 to 50 watts when driven by a 6A6 or 
6L6-6L6G crystal oscillator, and they have 
a further advantage in that they can be easily 
neutralized when operating in buffer stages. 
The output from a doubler is almost as great 
as from a buffer, if the grid bias in the former 
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R K - RAYTHEON 4-pin base tube, 15 similar to 46, and designed 
for Class B audio amplifier 

or R-F doubling. Control grid at top of tube. 

Characteristics: 
Max. DC Plate Voltage 400 volts 
Max. DC Plate Current 50 ma. 
Max. Plate Dissipation 10 watts 

•:* •:* 

RAYTHEON Triode 5 - pin 
base, similar to 59 when tri-
ode-connected. For use as 

(la-.,, 13 driver ,!.ige. Characteristics same as RK-15. 

4:4 4:4 4:4 

RAYTHEON Pentode, 5-pin 
base. Designed primarily for 
crystal oscillators in standard 

pentode circuits. Control grid at top of tube. Char-
acteristics same as RK-15. 

RK-16 

RK-17 

is at least six times cut-off bias, and if nearly 
normal DC grid current is flowing. 

R-F Amplifiers 
• The most popular all-around inexpensive 
tube for amateur service has been the type 
10 or 210. Two or three of these tubes, 
driven by a crystal exciter, will deliver out-
puts of more than 100 watts. More efficient 
and higher power tubes have recently been 
introduced and the popular 210 is gradually 
being replaced with tubes of later design. 
Many of the new carbon plate tubes are 

easy to drive to high outputs. In general, these 
tubes are easier to drive than the older types 

of low C tantalum plate tubes at most amateur 
frequencies. On the other hand, tantalum plate 
tubes are less bulky in plate construction for a 
given plate dissipation, interelectrode capaci-
ties are lower, and thus these tubes are more 
efficient for operation at the higher frequen-
cies, particularly in the u-h-f region. Both 
types can be made to operate with equal'effec-
tiveness on the amateur bands. Tantalum plate 
tubes are gas- free and can be operated at 
very high plate voltages ( 4,000 to 5,000 
volts) for 1 K.W. input to a single tube; 
however, a more powerful driver is needed 
than for two carbon plate tubes operating 
at lower plate voltage with the same input. 

• Tubes for transmitter, modulator and audio applications arè listed in the 
order of their rated plate dissipation. Frequency range, interelectrode 
capacities, grid driving power, power output, and average operating con-
ditions are given. The capacity of the neutralizing condenser should be 
equal to the grid-to-plate capacity of the tube. The power output and 
grid driving power requirements are listed for average conditions where 
Class C amplifiers operate at an angle between 120 and 140 degrees. The 
Class C plate efficiency will run between 66% and 75% under these con-
ditions. If more grid drive is available, greater output and higher effi-
ciencies are secured in some cases. The Amplification Factor (mu) deter-
mines the value of d-c grid bias needed for the particular type of amplifier 
circuit in which the tube operates. Vacuum Tube Theory is more thor-
oughly treated in Chapter 3. Receiver tubes which are also suitable for 
transmitter operation, such as types 45, 46, 47, 53, 59, 6A6, 6B5, 41, 42, 2A3, 
2A5, 6L6, 6L6G and 6F6 are covered in Chapter 7. 

RK-34 
4:4 4:4 4:4 

RAYTHEON Twin - Triode 
Power Amplifier. Designed 
primarily for U.H.F. ampli-

fier or oscillator service. May be used efficiently 
up to 240 mc., providing the plate dissipation is 
maintained at not over 10 watts. 

Note: A fixed bias of —15 volts is desirable in 
case of failure of RF-excitation. 

Unusual Feature: Two plate leads are brought 

thru the top of the tube envelope, thus reducing in-
terelectrode capacities for U.H.F. service. 

Characteristics: 

Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  8 amps. 
Amplification Factor  13 
Grid- to- Plate Capacity 2  7 mmfd. 
Input Capacity 4  . mmfd. 
Output Capacity 2  1 mmfd. 
Max. Plate Dissipation  10 watts 
Max. D.C. Plate Voltage 300 volts 
Max. D.C. Plate Current 80 ma. 
Max. D.C. Grid Current 25 ma. 

Class A Amplifier (Sections In Parallel): 

D.C. Plate Voltage  300 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —16 volts 
Plate Resistance  2950 ohms. 
Mutual Conductance  4400 micromhos. 
Plate Current  25 ma. 
Load Resistance  5000 ohms. 
Power Output 0  8 watts 

Class B Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage   180 300 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —6 —15 volts 
Static Plate Current   15 15 ma. 
Load Resistance  6000 10.000 ohms. 
Poner Output   7.2 12 watts 
Peak A.F. Input ( grid -to-grid)  100 100 volts 

R- F Service—Class C Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage  300 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —45 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  75 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  15 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 1  8 watts 
Grid Bias Loss 0  67 watts 
Power Input  14 watts 
Approx. A.C. Load Impedance 1600 ohms 
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RK-23-25 RAYTHEON R F 
Amplifier, Frequency 
Doubler, Oscillator, 

Suppressor, Control Grid or Plate Modulated Ampli-
fier. As a doubler, approx. 12 watts can be obtained. 
This tube has large 7-pin base. Plate at top of tube. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 80 mc. 

R K23 - RK25 

• dI5V 

Typical Low Power Buffer Circuit for 

RK-23, RK-25 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage   
Heater Current   
Grid-Plate Cap.   
Input Capacity   
Output Capacity   
Max. Plate Dissipation   

R- F Service: 
Control 
Grid 
Mod,-
lation 

D.C. Plate Voltage 500 
D.C. Screen Voltage 200 
D.C. Suppress. Volta 45 
D.C. Grid Voltage —125 
Peak RF Grid Voltage 150 
Peak AF Grid Voltage 45 
D.C. Plate Current 34 
D.C. Screen Current 211 
D.C. Grid Current 1.5 
Grid Driving Power 1.3 
Grid Bias Loes   2 
Pwr. Output ( approx.) 6.5 
Screen Resistor  20.000 

842 

RK-23 RK-25 
2.5 6.3 volts 
2.0 0.8 amps. 

0.2 mmfd. 
10 mmfd. 
10 mmfd. 
8 watts 

Sm. Class C 
Mod. Telegraphy 

500 500 500 v. 
200 200 200 v 
—45 0 45 v. 
—90 —90 —90 v. 
135 135 135 V. 
75 ... 
32 50 .ii ma. 
40 40 35 ma. 
6 6 6 ma. 
.8 .8 .8 watta 
.5 .5 .5 watts 

5.5 18 24 watts 
7500 7500 8500 ohms. 

•:* • • 

RCA Audio Frequency Amplifier and 
Modulator. Triode. Not as desirable 
as a type 2A3, which will provide 

more output at lower plate voltage. 

Charaeteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 1  25 amps. 
Grid-Plate Capacity  7 mmfd. 
Grid-Filament Capacity  4 mmfd. 
Plate-Filament Capacity  3 mmfd. 
Amplification Factor   s 
Max. Plate Dissipation 12 watts 
Max. Plate Voltage  425 volts 
Base  4-pin 

Class A Audio Amplifier f I Tube): 
Plate Voltage   350 425 volts 
Grid Voltage   —72 —100 volts 
Plate Current   34 28 ma. 
Plate Resistance   2400 2500 ohms. 
Mutual Conductance   1250 1200 micromhos. 
Peak Grid AF Voltage  67 95 volts 
Load Resistance   5000 8000 ohms. 
Power Output   2.1 3.0 watts 
Self- Bias Resistor   2120 3570 ohms. 

10 
• 

Triode. Class C Amplifier or Doubler. 
Class B Power Amplifier and Modulator 
for medium power transmitters. Crystal 

Oscillator in commercial transmitters (at 250 volts 
max. plate supply). Often operated at 750 to 900 
volts plate supply and 75 ma. per tube in Class C 
Telegraphy, amateur service. 
Frequency Range: Up to 15 mc. at normal ratings. 

May be operated on frequencies as high as 60 me. at 
reduced plate voltage (400 volts) if tube is equipped 

with Ceramic base, or if molded 
cross-slotted with hacksaw cut. 

bakelite bases are 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage   7.5 volts 
Filament Current   1.25 amps. 
Plate Voltage   350 425 max. volts 
Grid Voltage   —31 —39 max. volts 
Plate Current   16 18 ma. 
Plate Resistance   5150 5000 orna. 
Amplification Factor   8 a 
Mutual Conductance 
Load Resistance   

1550 1600 micromhos. 
11.000 10.200 orna. 

Self-Bias Resistance  1950 2150 ohms. 
Power Output   0.9 1.6 watts 
Plate-Grid Cap.   
Input Capacitance   
Output Capacitance   
Base   

7 mmfd. 
4 mmfd. 
3 mmfd. 

Medium 4 pin 

210 or 801 Buffer-Doubler Circuit with Split 

Plate Coil, Requiring Minimum Grid Drive 

Under Load 

Class C Amplifier (Tel aaaaa hy): 
D.C. Plate Voltage   400 500 600 v. 
D.C. Plate Current  65 65 65 ma. 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —100 —125 —150 v. 
D.C. Grid Current   10 10 12 ma. 
Approx. AC Load Imped  3000 3800 4600 ohms. 
Approx. Power Output  16 21 27 watt, 
R.F. Grid Excitation  2.7 3.0 3.8 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   1.0 1.25 1.8 watts 
Plate Loss   10 11.5 12 watts 

Class B. A- F Amplifier: 
Plate Voltage   400 600 v. 
Grid Bias   —50 —75 v. 
Zero Sig. Plate Current (per tube) 4 4 ma. 
Max. Sig. Plate Current ( per tube) 65 65 ma. 
Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate) 6000 10.000 ohms. 
Approx. Power Output ( 2 tubes). 27 45 watts 

c:e e:e 

RCA Pentode. R-F Amplifier, Fre-
quency Doubler, Oscillator Suppres-
sor, Grid or Plate Modulated Ampli-

fier. Plate at top of tube. 
Frequency Range: 100% up to 30 mc., 55% at 
60 mc. 
Note: The internal shield should connect to 

cathode at the socket, in all circuits. 

802 

802 

• 500V 

802 Pentode Low Power Buffer Stage 

Characteristics: 
'kilter Voltage 
Heater Current 

6  3 volts 
0  8 amps. 

Grid- to-Plate Capacity 0  15 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  12 mmfd. 
Output Capacity 8  5 mmfd. 
Max. Plate Dissipation 10 watts 
Max. Screen Dissipation 6 watts 
Base  7 pin 
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802 Continued 
R. F Service: 

Control 
Grid 
Mock:-
ation 

D.C. Plate Voltage 500 
D.C. Screen Voltage 200 
D.S. Suppress. Voitg  
D.C. Grid Voltage -130 
Peak RF Grid VoIto 145 
Peak AF Grid Yong 50 
D.C. Plate Current  25 
D.C. Screen Current 8 
D.C. Grid Current 1 
Grid Driving Paver .8 
Grid Bias Loss   .13 
Pwr. Output ( Approx.) 4 
Screen Resistor ... . 37.500 

Swig-
Mod. 

500 
200 
-45 
-90 
125 
65 
22 
28 
4.5 

4 
3..5 

10,700 

WE-307A 

Class C 
Teleg. 

500 500 volts 
200 200 volts 
0 40 volts 

--100 --100 volts 
155 135 volts 

45 
22 
6 
.9 
.6 
14 

13.700 

45 ma. 
12 ma. 
2 ma. 

.25 watts 
.2 watts 
16 watts 

20.000 ohms. 

Western Electric 
Pentode. Oscilla-
tor, High- Fre-

quency Amplifier and Doubler, Suppressor-Modu-
lated Amplifier. Designed for portable H.F. and 
U.H.F. transmitters. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to approx. 

60 mc. 
Unusual Feature: Quick-heating filament instead 

of heater for intermittent use in automobile trans-
mitters. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage 5  5 volts 
Filament Current 1  0 amps-
Grid- to-Plate Cap 0  55 mmfd. 
Input Cap.  15 mmfd. 
Output cap.  12 mmfd. 
Max. Plate Dissipation 15 watts 

R- F Service: 

Suppress. Class C 
Mod. Teleg. 

D.C. Plate Voltage   500 500 V. 
D.C. Screen Voltage   200 200 v. 
D.C. Suppress. Voltage  -50 0 v. 
D.C. Grid Voltage  -35 -35 v. 
Peak R-F Grid Voltage  50 50 v. 
Peak A.F. Grid Voltage  50 0 v. 
D.C. Plate Current   40 52 ma. 
D.C. Screen Current   21 18 ma. 
Power Output ( Approx.)   6 17 watts 
Screen Resistor  14.000 14,000 ohms. 

841 

•:* •:* 

RCA, Amperex, United. High-Mu 
('10) Triode. Class B modulator. 
Class C RF amplifier or doubler. 

Oscillator. Resistance Coupled audio amplifier. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 6 mg. 

New ceramic base types may be operated up to 30 
me at full ratings, which are about 50% higher 
than the 450 volt type listed. 
Note: Grid excitation varies under different op-

erating conditions; thus the driver stage should be 
capable of supplying twice as much power as listed 
for grid drive and bias loss. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 1  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor  30 
Grid to Plate Capacity 7 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 4 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 3 mmfd. 
Maximum ¡'lute Dissipation  15 watts 
Maximum DC Plate Voltage 450 volts 
Maximum DC Plate Current 60 ma. 
Maximum DC Grid Current 20 ma. 
Base  UX-4-pin 

Class B Modulator or AF Amplifier: 
DC Plate Voltage   350 
DC Grid Voltage   -5 
Zero Sig. Plate Current ( per tube)  9.5 
Maximum Sig. Plate Current ( per tube)  57 
Load Resistance ( plate to plate)  5200 
Power Output   21 

425 volts 
-5 volts 
6.5 ma. 
60 ma. 

7000 ohms. 
28 watts 

R- F Service 

Class C 
Tele. 
phony 

DC Plate Voltage  350 
DC Grid Voltage  -36 
DC Plate Current   50 
DC Grid Current   18 
Grid Driving Power ( Ap-

prox.)   1.75 
Grid Bias Loss   .65 
Power Output ( Approx.) 11.5 
Approx. A.C. Load Im-

pedance   3500 
Mod. DC Load Resist-

ance   7000 
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Class C 
Telegraphy 
450 600 
-32 -74 

50 50 
12.5 12 

Doubler 

450 volts 
-170 volts 

28 ma. 
8 ma. 

1.25 2.1 1.75 watts 
.4 .9 1.4 watts 
14 18.5 7.5 watts 

4500 5400 8100 ohms 

9000 12.000 .... ohms 

RCA Triode. Oscillator, AF power 
amplifier and R.F. Amplifier of the 
heater-cathode type for 2.5 volt fila-

ment supply. Not in general use. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 6 mc. 

50% at 30 mc. 
Note: Grid driving power requirements vary over 

wide limits. 

Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 2  5 volts 
Heater Current 25 amps. 
Amplification Factor   7.7 
Grid to Plate Capacity 6 mmfd. 
Grid to Cathode Capacity 5 mmfd. 
Plate to Cathode Capacity  5 mmfd. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  450 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Dissipation 15 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 40 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 7  5 ma. 
Base  UX-5 pin 

Class A Audio Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage   350 425 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage (Approx.)  -25 -35 volts 
Peak Grid Swing (Approx.)  25 35 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   25 25 ma. 
Plate Resistance   4700 4800 ohms. 
Mutual Conductance   1700 1600 micromhos. 
Load Resistance   9500 12,000 ohms. 
Power Output   0.95 1.6 watts 

Class C Amplifier: 
Plate Mod. 
Telephony 

D.C. Plate Voltage.. 250 350 
D.C. Grid Voltage.. -100 -140 
D.C. Plate Current.. 30 30 
D.C. Grid Current... 7 7 
Grid Driving Power. 1.3 1.6 
Grid bias loss   0.7 1.0 
Power Input   7.5 10.5 
Power Output ( Approx ) 4 6 

844 
Characteristics: 

(Heater- Cathode Type) 
Heater Voltage 2  5 volts 
Heater Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor   75 
Grid to Plate Capacity 0  15 mmfd. 
Input Capacity 9  5 mmfd. 
Output Capacity  7.5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  15 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  3 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 30 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 5 ma. 
Base  UX 5- Pin 

Telegraphy 
350 450 volts 

-100 -149 volts 
30 90 ma. 
5 5 ma. 

0.8 1.0 watts 
0.8 1.5 watts 

10.5 13.5 malts 
6 8 watts 

RCA Screen-grid R. F. Amplifier-
doubler or buffer. Oscillator. Not 
in general use. 

R- F Service 

Class B Plate 
Tele- Mod. Class C 
phony Class C Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage ... 500 500 400 500 volts 
D.C. Screen Voltage... 180 150 175 175 volts 
D.C. Grid Current.... -40 -100 -125 -125 volts 
D.C. Plate Current .. 20 20 25 25 ma. 
Power Output   3 4 6 9 watts 
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865 
be obtained. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current  °.0 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 0  10 mmfd. 
Input Capacity 8  5 mmfd. 
Output Capacity 8  5 mmfil. 
Plate Voltage  500 volts 
Screen Voltage  125 volts 
Grid Voltage   0 volts 
Amplification Factor  130 
Plate Resistance  200.000 ohms. 
Mutai Conductance  750 micromius 
Plate Current  21 ma. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 15 watts 
Base   Plate through top of envelope 

RCA Screen-Grid Tetrode. Buffer, 
amplifier, and frequency doublers. As 
a doubler about 5 to 10 watts may 

Class C Operation: 
D.C. Plate Voltage   500 750 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   50 40 ma. 
D.C. Screen Voltage   125 125 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —80 —80 volts 
D.C. Grid Current   9 5.5 ma. 
Grid Driving Power (Approx.)   2.0 1.0 watts 
Grid Bias Power Loss   .7 .45 watts 
Plate Power Input   25 30 watts 
Power Output (Approx.)   10 16 watts 

665 

JONG 3 
EACerelt 

AFC 

53 000 

Single 865 Buffer or Doubler Circuit 

801 
RCA, Amocrux, United 310. Triode. 
Class C. RI, amplifier for phone or 
cw. Class B modulators. Frequency 

doubler. • 
Caution: The values given for grid driving power 

and power output vary with frequency and load 
circuit impedance. The driving stage should have, 
if possible, twice as much power output as needed 
for grid driving power and bias supply loss. 

Note: As a doubler, regeneration can be ob-
tained at the output frequency to improve the out-
put efficiency without requiring as high grid bias 
and grid drive as listed in the table. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 
Grid to Plate Capacity 
Amplification Factor 
Grid to Filament Capacity 4  5 nun(d. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  5 med. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  20 matte 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 600 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 70 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  15 ma. 
Base  UX-4 prong Isolantite 

1  25 amps. 
6  0 mm(d. 
  8 

Class 13 Audio: 

Plate Voltage   400 500 600 750 volts 
Grid Voltage ( Approx.) —50 —60 —75 —90 volts 
Zero Sig Plate Current 

(per tube)   4 5 4 6 ma. 
Maximum Sig Plate Cur-

rent ( per tube)   65 65 65 65 ma. 
Load Resistance ( plate 

to plate)   61100 8000 10,000 12.000 ohms. 
Power Output   27 36 45 60 watts 

Class C Operation, Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Volta,,  500 500 600 750 volts 
D.C. Grid Bias   —190 —125 —150 —190 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   55 65 65 65 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current   15 10 15 15 ma. 
Grid Driving rinser 

(Approx.)  4.5 2.2 4 5.3 watts 
Bias Supply Power Loss 2.9 1.2 2.25 2.9 watts 
Power Output (Approx.) 18 16 25 35 watts 
Approximate A.C. Load 

Resistance   4300 3600 4500 5500 ohms. 
D.C. Modulator Load  9100 .... ohms. 

Frequency Range   60 90 120 150 megancles 
Class C Telephony  480 360 310 260 volts 
Class C Telegraphy   600 455 390 330 volts 

No Regen- With 
Frequency Doubler «Mien Regeneration 
D.C. Plate Voltage  600 600 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   75 75 ma. 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —495 —250 volts 
D.C. Grid Current   8 10 ma. 
Grid Driving Power   4.75 3.5 watts 
Grid Bias Supply Loss   4 2.5 watts 
Power Output (Approx.)  25 25 watts 
Plate Loss   20 20 halts 
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R.C.A. Beam Power Pentode Trans-
mitter Tube. R-F buffer or doubler 
for frequencies up to 60 mc. at full 

rated input. 50% ratings at 150 mc. Also useful 
as crystal oscillator with external capacity con-
nected between grid and plate. Class AB audio 
amplifier with 60 watts output for two tubes (see 
6L6 characteristics). If care is taken in placement 
of parts and if shield is placed around tube and if 
the input circuits are shielded from the output 
circuits, no neutralization will be required for R-F 
circuits. 

Characterist its : 

Stealer Voltage 
Ileater Current 

6  3 volts 
0  9 amps. 

Grid to Plate Capacity 0  2 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  11.6 mmfd. 
Output Capacity 5  6 rifled. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 21 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 400 volts 

Plate lead at top of envelope. 
Standard 5- pin Ceramic base. 

R•F Amplifier: 
D.0 Plate Voltage  300 400 volts 
D.C. Screen Voltage  250 250 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —50 —50 volts 
Peak R-le Grid Voltage  80 80 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  95 95 ma. 
D.C. Screen Current  10 9 ma. 
D.0 Grid Current  3 2.5 ma. 
Grid Driving Power (Approx)  0.22 0.18 watt. 
Power Output ( Approx I  17.5 25 watts 

RK-39 

•:* •:* 

Raytheon Beam Power Tet-
i ode. Designed for frequency 
doubling or as a crystal oscil-

lator at higher plate voltages than can be used on 
6L6 tube. This tube should be neutralized when 
operated as a buffer. 
Characteristics: 
Heater Voltage 6  3 volts 
Heater Current 0  9 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 1  0 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  12 mmtd. 
Output Capacity 7  5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  20 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  3 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  750 volts 
Maximum Plate Current  80 ma. 
Maximum Screen Current  10 ma. 
Base ... Standard 5-pin SIX. Plate through top of envelope 

Tetrode Crystal Oscillator: 
Tetrode 
Crystal 
Oscillator 

D.C. Plate Voltage  500 750 
D.C. Plate Current   60 70 
D.C. Screen Voltage   250 250 
D.C. Screen Current   6 7 
D.C. Grid Bias   ... 
D.C. Grid Current 
Power Output   
Grid Driving Power 

...... • ig 

...... • • • 88 • • 

Fre-
qualm, 
Doubler 
500 750 
35 45 
250 250 
10 

130 130 
2 2 

11 20 
1 1 

Class 
C.R.F. 
750 volts 
80 ma. 

250 volts 
10 ma. 
60 volts 
4 ma. 

40 watts 
0.5 watts 
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RCA Audio Amplifier in radio re-
ceivers or as a low power modulator 
for transmitters. 

Note: Not over 10,000 ohms resistance can be 
placed in the grid circuit without endangering tube 
operation. These tubes have been supplemented by 
more modern tubes, such as the 2A3 and 61..6. 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 1  25 amp. 
Grid to Plate Capacity  9 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 3 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  25 watts 
Maximum Plate Voltage  450 volts 
Base  4 pin 

Class A Audio Amplifier: 
Plate Voltage   350 
Grid Voltage  —63 
Plate Current   45 
Plate Resistance   1900 
Amplification Factor 3.8 
Mutual Conductance 2000 
Load Resistance  4100 
Undistorted Power 
Output   • 2.4 

•:* 

400 450 max. volts 
—70 —84 volts 

55 55 milliamperes 
1800 1800 ohms. 
3.8 3.8 

2100 2100 mieromhos. 
3670 4350 ohms. 

3.4 4.6 watts 

WE-316A U.H.F. oscillator or 
amplifier especially 
designed for opera-

tion at frequencies above 100 megacycles. The 
upper limit of oscillation as a regenerative negative 
grid oscillator is.750 inc. 
Note: Outputs of approximately 8 watts can be 

obtained at ;4 meter, and 4 watts at ..A meter 
(600 mc.). 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  2 volts 
Filament Current 3  65 amps. 
Thermionic Emission   .4 amp. 
Amplification Factor   6.5 
Grid to Plate Capacity 1  6 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 1  2 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  8 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  30 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  450 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  80 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  10 ma. 

All leads extend directly out from tube elements. 

•:• 

WE-254B 
15 mc. 06%3% at 20 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Plate to Grid Capacity  095 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  11.2 mmfd. 
Output Capacity 5  4 mmfd. 
Amplification Factor   100 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  25 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  4 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 750 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  75 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  25 ma. 
Base 4 prong, plate through top of envelope 

R- F Service 

Class 13 Class C 
r. f. Tel aaaaa hy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 500 750 volts 
D.C. Screen Voltage   150 150 150 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —70 —125 —125 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   50 75 75 ma. 
Approximate Power Output  12.5 25 37.5 watts 

800 

Tetrode R. F. Ampli-
fier. Frequency 
Range: 100% up to 

RCA or Amperex Triode. Class B 
Modulator. Class C RF Amplifier. 
Frequency doubler. U.H.F. oscil-

lator and amplifier. 

Frequency Range: 90 120 150 200 MC. 
Class C plate Voltage (max.) 1125 1000 875 650 Teleg. 

900 800 700 500 Telep. 
Caution: Maintain at least 7.5 volts at filament 

terminals of tubes. 
Note: Grid driving power is a function of load 

impedance, frequency and type of neutralizing cir-
cuit. The driver stage should be capable of supply-
ing approximately twice as much power output as 

254 

required for the listed values of grid drive and grid 
bias loss. 

Class B RF Telephony: Plate voltage of 1000, 
plate current of 42, grid voltage —55, carrier power 
14 watts. 

Note: Regeneration at the output frequency in 
doubler operation will allow equivalent outputs 
without as high grid drive and grid bias. 

05C 
0001 

$000/1 
Ità 

210 

o 

*500V 

DRIVER FOR PUSH-PULL CLASS C 
TYPE 000 TUBES 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voaage 
Filament Cusrent 
Amplification Factor 

7  5 volts 
3  25 amps. 
  15 

Maximum Plate Dissipation  35 watts 
Grid to Plate Capacity 2.5 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity ".75 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  0 mmfd. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 80 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 25 ma. 
Base  4 pis 

Plate and grid at top of envelope. 

Class B Audio Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  750 1000 1250 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage (Approx.) —40 —55 —70 volts 
Zero Sig. Plate Cur-

rent ( per tube)   13 14 15 ma. 
Load Resistance ( plate to 

plate)   6400 12,500 21,000 ohms. 
D.C. Plate Input   80 80 80 watts 
Power Output (2 tubes)  90 100 106 watts 
Class C R.- F. Amplifier (Telegraphy): 
D.C. Plate Voltage   750 1000 1250 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   70 70 70 ma. 
.. Grid Voltage   — 100 —135 —175 volts 

D.C. Grid Current   15 15 15 ma. 
Grid Driving Power   2.5 3.5 4.5 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   1.5 2.0 2.6 salts 
Approximate Power Output  35 50 65 waus 
Power Input   52.5 70 87.5 m atts 
Approximate A.C. Load Im-
pedance   5300 7100 9000 ohms. 

R.- F. Frequency Doubler: 
D.C.Plate Voltage  1000 volts 
D.C.Plate Current  53.5 ma. 
D.C. Grid Voltage —517 volts 
D.C. Grid Current  6 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 3  8 watts 
Grid Bias Loss 3  1 watts 
Approximate Power Output  36 watts 
A.C. Load Impedance ( Approx.)  10,100 ohms 
Class C R.F. Amplifier (Telephony): 
D.C. Plate Voltage   750 
D.C. Plate Current   70 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —150 
D.C. Grid Current   18 
Grid Driving Power (Approx.)  5 
Grid Bias Loss   2.7 
Power Output (Approx.)  35 
A.C. Load Resistance ( Approx.) 5300 
Modulator D.C. Load  10.70(1 
Power Input   52. 

RK-30 
C haracteristies: 
Flisment Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  35 watts 
Amplification Factor  14 
Grid—Plate Capacity  2.5 mmfd. 
Grid—Filament Capacity  2.75 mmfd. 
Plate--Filament Capacity  2.75 mmfd. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  115 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  25 ma. 
Base  UX 4 pin 

Ilote and grid at top of envelope. 

1000 volts (max.) 
70 

—200 volts 
18 ma. 
6 watts 

3.6 watts 
50 watts 

7100 ohms. 
,A.SUU ohms. 

M watts 

ire 

Raytheon H. F. Triode. 
Similar to 800 in all respects. 
See 800 data. 
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RK-20 Raytheon RF Amplifier. Fre-
quency Doubler. Oscillator. 
Suppressor, Grid - or - Plate - 

modulated Amplifier. 
Caution: Do not apply screen voltage without 

simultaneous application sf plate voltage. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 20 MC. 

The RK 20 has lower input and output capacitances 
than the 804, and may therefore be used more 
effectively at higher frequencies, such as 30 mc. 

Characteristics: 
FLlaqient Voltage 7  5 volts 
Grid Current 3  0 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity .012 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  11 mmfd. 
Output Capacity  10 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 40 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  15 watts 
Base  UX 5 pin 

Isolantite. Plate at top of envelope. 

R- F Service 

Sup-
Presser 
Modu-

Class B lotion 
Tele- Tele-
phony phony 

Class C 
Tel aaaaa hy 

D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 1250 1250 1250 volts 
D.C. Screen Voltage 300 300 300 300 volts 
D.C. Suppressor Volt-

age   0 —45 0 
D.C. Grid Blas ... —30 —100 —100 
Peak R.F. Grid Volts 70 175 175 
Peak A.F. Grid Volts .. 75 
D.C. Plate Current  43 43 .gli 
D.C. Screen Current  15 36 37 
D.C. Grid Current  .. 5 5 
Grid Driving Power  .5 .9 .9 
Grid Bias Loss   . .5 .5 
Power Output (Ap-

prox.)   16 18 64 80 watts 
Screen Resistor  60.000 25,000 26,000 29,000 ohms. 
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45 volts 
—100 volts 

175 volts 
... volts 
92 ma. 
32 ma. 
5 ma. 
.9 watts 
.5 watts 

RCA Pentode R. F. Amplifier. Fre-
quency doubler. Oscillator. Sup-
pressor, grid or plate modulated am-

plifier. 
Caution: Do not apply screen voltage without 

simultaneous application of plate voltage. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings at 15 mc. 75% 

at 35 mc. and 50% at 80 mc. Special attention 
should be given to shielding and by-passing at high 
frequencies. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 3  0 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 0  01 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  16 mmfd. 
Output Capacity  14.5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  40 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  15 watts 
Mutual Conductance  3250 micromhos. 
UX-5 pin base plate at top of envelope. 

R- F Service 

Class B 
Tele-
phony 

D.C. Plate Volt-
age   1250 1000 1250 1250 1250 yeas 

D.C. Screen Volt-
age   300 300 300 300 180 volts 

D.C. Suppressor 
voltage   45 —35 —50 45 180 volts 

D.C. Grid Bias  —20 —100 —100 —100 —100 volts 
Peak B.F. Grid 

Volts   27 140 140 150 160 volts 
Peak A.F. Grid 

Volts   60 70 .. „. volts 
D.C. Plate Cur-

rent   45 45 48 92 92 ma. 
D. C. Screen Cur-

rent   11 33.5 35.5 27 23 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 1 5.5 7 7 8 ma. 
Grid Driving Power. .25 .7 .85 .9 1.2 watts 
Grid Bias Loss....6 .7 .7 .8 watts 
Power Output ( Ap-

prox.)   16 16 21 80 80 watts 
Screen Resistor   86,000 21..000 27,000 35,000   ohms. 

Suopres-
sor Mod. 
Telephony 

Pentode Tetrode 
Class C Class C 
Teleg- Teleg-
raphy raphy 

904 55 20 

Conventional Screen- Grid Buffer or Final 
Amplifier 

•:• •:* ':* 

RK-35 Raytheon U.H.F. Triode. Gen-
eral purpose triode with tanta-
lum plate. Class B Audio, 

R.F. Amplifier or oscillator. 
Frequency Range: 80% of full ratings at 56 mc.,, 

60% at 112 mc. 
Note: Grid driving power requirements vary 

over wide limits, depending upon plate load, circuit 
losses and type of circuit. 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor  a 
Grid to Plate Capacity 2  7 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  4 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 35 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 100 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 20 ma. 
Base UX-4 pin. Plate at top, grid at side of envelope 

R- F Service 
Class B Grid 

r.f. Mod. r.t. Class C 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1000 1000 1000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  160 240 320 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  52 50 96 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  ma. 
Grid Driving Power  6 2.6 6.5 watts 
Grid Bias Loss  5 watts 
Power Input   52 50 96 watts 
Power Output (Approx.)   17 16 70 watts 

eis 

35-T Eimac High-Mu Triode. Crystal 
oscillator for plate voltages up to 
1200 volts. Class B modulator or 

AF amplifier. Class C buffer or doubler. Class C 
telephony. U.H.F. oscillators with quarter-wave 
line frequency control. U.H.F. r. f. amplifiers. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 100 mc. 
Note (I): For plate modulation, the values of grid 

bias should be increased at least 50%, and the grid 
drive will be approximately doubled. 

Note (4: Values of grid bias and grid drive may 
be reduced with regenerative doubler circuits. The 
above values are for values of efficiencies between 
58% and 88%. Lower grid bias and drive give 
lower efficiencies. With regeneration, the bias may 
be reduced to approximately % of the above values 
without loss of output. The bias should never be 
less than 3% times cut-off bias when doubling. 

10:0.00. 11 

35T 

1702 002 

—45v 

•1000V 

REGENERATIVE FREQUENCY DOUBLER 
OR QUADRUPLER 
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Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  5 to 5% volts 
Filament Current  4 amps 
Amplication Factor ( Average) 30 
Maximum Normal Plate Dissipation 35 watts 
Grid to Plato Capacity 1  9 mmfd. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 25 ma. 
Base: UX-4 pin. Plate at top of envelope. 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 tubee): 

D.C. Plato Voltage. 500 750 1000 1250 1500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage. 0 -10 -22.5 -40 -50 volts 
Zero Signal D.C. 

Plate Current .... 65 50 40 20 16 ma. 
Maximum Signal 

D.C. Plate Current 200 200 188 158 140 ma. 
Load Resistance 

(Plate to Plate) .. 4000 7000 11000 17200 23600 ohms 
Driving Power   6.5 8.5 7.5 5.5 4.5 watts 
Output Power   50 90 120 130 140 watts 

Class C r.f. Amplifier Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  400 750 
D.C. Grid Voltage  -20 -38 
D.C. Plate Current  90 90 
D.C. Grid Current  15 18 
Grid Driving l'ower 
(Approx.)   . 3.0 3.5 4.5 watts 

Grid Bias Loss  .3 .7 1 2 watts 
Power Input   36 67.5 90 135 watts 
Pop er Output ( Approx.)  20 47.5 62 101 watts 
A.C. Load Resistance  1700 3500 5200 8400 ohms 

Frequency Doubler ( Without Regeneration): 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 1250 1500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  -445 -502 -530 volte 
D.C. Plate Current  87 85 87 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  10 10 10 ma. 
Grid Driving Power  5 6.5 6.8 watts 
Grid Bias Low   4.5 5 5.3 watts 
Power Input   65 106 130 watts 
Power Output   37.5 72 90 watts 
A.C. Load Resistance  4000 7600 9500 ohms 

Regenerative Frequency Doubler: 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 1000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  -90 -150 volta 
D.C. Plate Current  100 80 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  20 20 ma. 
Grid Driving Power  4.5 5.5 watts 
Grid Bias Loss  1.8 3 watts 
Power Input   75 80 watts 
Power Output ( Approx.)  40 50 watts 

(Buffer Service) 

•:* •:* 

1000 1500 volts 
-50 -100 volts 

90 90 ma. 
20 20 ma. 

RK-18 ilitaitILetoonr.H 1Fas.sTéior.dî., amClpaisiLBr 

or oscillator. Buffer of doubler. 
Aute (1): Values of grid drive will vary with 

load resistance, circuit design, and losses; thus the 
driver stage should be capable of supplying approxi-
mately twice as much output as listed, for grid 
drive and bias loss. 

Note (4: The efficiency of a doubler at a lower 
value of grid bias than that listed may be im-
proved by regeneration at the output frequency. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 30 KC. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 
Amplification Factor 
Grid to Plate Capacity 
Grid to Filament Capacity 
Plate to Filament Capacity 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 
Maximum D.0 Grid Current 25 ma. 
Base UX-4 pin. Plate at top of envelope 

Class B Modulator or A.F. Amplifier: 

D. C. Plate Voltage  750 
D.C. Grid Voltage  -40 
Peak A.F. Grid Voltage 

(per tube)   90 100 volta 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current 

(Per tube)   5 7 ma. 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate 
Current ( per tube)  80 80 ma. 

Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate)  10.000 12.000 ohms 
Power Output (2 Tubes)  65 100 watts 

7  5 volts 
30 amps. 

 18 
4  8 mmfd. 
4  6 mmfd. 
29 mmfd. 

 40 watts 
1000 volt, 

85 ma. 

256 

1000 volta 
-50 volts 

D.C. Plate Voltage  
D.C. Grid Voltage  
D.C. Plate Current  
1).C. Grid Current  
Grid Driving Power  
Grid Blas Low  
Power Input   
Approximate Power Output 
Approximate A.C. Load 

Impedance   
Efficiency   

R- F Service 

Class C 
Telegraphy 

F i nal Buffer 
1000 1000 
-122 -80 

88 80 
22 15 
6.0 2.7 
2.7 1.2 
88 80 
60 42 

Frequency 
Doubler 

1000 volts 
-425 volts 

64 ma. 
10 ma. 
5.3 watts 
4.3 watts 
64 watts 
35 watts 

5300 5850 7000 ohms 
68 52.5 55% 

RK-31 Raytheon High Mu Triode. 
Primarily a Class B Audio Am-
plifier. May be used for R.F. 

Note: R.F. grid excitation requirements vary 
widely, thus the driver stage should be designed 
with ample factor of safety for output needs. 

45 RK3 4 

110 .. 

WATTS 

CLASS 3 AUDIO AMPLIFIER OR MODULATOR 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 

7  5 volts 
 30 amps. 

Amplitication Factor Varies with Input high mu. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 40 pats 
blaximum D.0 Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 85 ma. 
Base  UX-4 pin. Plate at top of envelope 

class B Modulator or AF Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1000 1250 volts ( max.) 
D.C. Grisi Voltage  0 0 volts 
Grid Driving Power ( 2 tubes)  900 900 millimatts 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current 

(per tube)   12 15 ma. 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate 

Current ( per tube)  80 80 ma. 
Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate) 13.600 17000 ohms 
Power Output ( 2 tubes)   110 140 watts 

RF Service 
Class C Frequency 

Telegraphy Doubler 
D.C. Plate Voltage«  1250 1000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  -90 -300 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  85 85 ma. 
D.C. Grist Current  25 15 ma. 
Grid Driving Power  5.25 6 watts 
Grid Bias Lose  2.25 4.5 watts 
Power Input   106 85 watts 
Approximate Power Output  76 52 watts 
Approximate A.C. Load Impedance  7250 5400 ohms 

WE-300A 
especially suitable for automobile transmitters. 

Note: If fixed C bias is used, the plate current 
should be limited to not over 70 ma. 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 5  0 volts a.c. or d.c. 
Filament Current 1  2 amps. 
Amplification Factor ( Approx.) 38 
Grid to Plate Capacity 15 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 9 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 4  3 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 40 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 450 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 100 ma. 

Class A (Single Tube) Modulator: 
D.C. Plate Voltage.... 200 250 
D.C. Grid Voltage.... -39 -45 
D.C. Plate Current.... 40 80 
Load Resistance   2500 1500 
Power Output   2.6 5.0 

Western Electric 
Class A audio am-
plifier or modulator, 

350 
-71 

80 
2200 
9.6 

450 volts 
-97 volts 

80 ma. 
3000 ohms. 
14.6 watts 
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756 Taylor Triode for Class Doubleraudaino d a Cmlparis. 

fier. 
Note: Grid drive requirements vary widely 

under different operating cenditions. 

R F DOUBLER OR NEUTRALIZED BUFFER 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 
Amplification Factor 
Grid to Plate Capacity 

7  5 volts 
 2 amps. 

25 
8 mmfd. 

Grid to Filament Capacity 3  5 mmfd. 
27 mmfd. 

Maximum Plate Dissipation 40 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 850 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 110 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 20 ma. 
Base UX-4 pin. Isolantite. 

Class 8 Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage 850 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —30 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current 20 ma. 
Maximum Signal Plate Current 225 ma. 
Load Impedance (Plate to Plate) 6750 ohms. 
Power Output  100 watts 

Class C R.F. Amplifier: 

Plate Mad. 
Tele-
phony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 750 850 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —80 —75 —85 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   90 110 110 ma. 
D. C. Grid Current  20 16 16 ma. 
Grid Driving Power ( Ap-

prox.)   5 3.5 3.7 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   1.6 1.2 1.4 watts 
Power Input   C7.5 82.5 93.5 watts 
Power Output   40 50 60 watts 

Plate to Filament Capacity 

825 
Taylor ta watt Triode. Intermediate 
between 801 and 211 tubes. Class B 
audio amplifier operating in the Class 

AB region. Class B r.f. amplifier for telephony 
or telegraphy in high frequency transmitters. 
Note: Grid drive requirements vary widely under 

various current conditions. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current  2 amps. 
Amplification Factor  8 
Grid to Plate Capacity 7 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity ^.7 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 40 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 850 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 110 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 25 ma. 
Base  UX-4 Din 

Class 8 Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage 850 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage (Approx.) —67.5 volts 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current 50 ma. 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current 170 ma. 
Load Impedance ( Plate to Plate) 8000 ohms. 
Power Output  80 watts 

Class C R.F Amplifier: 

Plate Mod. 
Telephony 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —235 
D.C. Plate Current  SO 
D.C. Grid Current  20 
Grid Driving Power 

(Approx.)   6 4.3 
Grid Bias Loss   4.7 2.7 
Power Input   60 75 
Power Output   40 45 

Telegraphy 
750 850 volts 

—180 225 volts 
100 100 ma. 
15 15 ma. 

4.8 watts 
3.4 watts 
85 watts 
55 watts 

930 United Electronics Co. Triode. Am-
perex ( 830). Oscillator, modulator, 
r.f. amplifier, generally as a neutral-

ized r.f. amplifier or buffer stage in high frequency 
transmitters. 
Note: Intermediate between 211 and 210 or 801 

in operation. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 6 MC. 

Chareeteristies: 

Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  2 amps. 
Amplification Factor  8 
Grid to Plate Capacity 9  9 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 4  9 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 2  2 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 40 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plat Voltage 750 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 110 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 18 ma. 
Base  UX 4 pin 

R• F Service 
Class C 

Class 8 Plate Mod. Class C 
Telephony Telephony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 600 750 max. v. 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —95 —180 —180 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  80 100 110 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  ... 15 15 ma. 
Grid Driving Power  ... 5 5 watts 
Grid Bias Loss  2.7 2.7 watts 
Power Input   'BO 60 82.5 watts 
Power Output   20 40 55 watts 

• • • 

84.1A bu Tayleorr stage . F.i.Tri!ioe. oDwoeurblterranosr-

miners. R.F. Amplifier down to 
7)4 meter,. 
Note: Grid driving power requirements vary 

over wide limits under operating conditions  

Charaeteristies: 

Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  . amps. 
Amplification Constant  14.6 
Grid to Plate Capacity 9 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 2.5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 50 watts 
Maximum D.C.Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 90 ma. 
Base  UR 4 pin 

Cleat C R.F Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage 1000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —180 volts 
D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 20 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 7 watts 
Grid Bias Loss 36 watts 
Power Input  150 watts 
Power Output  100 watts 

830B 

• • • 

RCA 830-B. United Electronics 
Co. 930-B. Class B modulator 
for outputs up to 175 watts. May 

be driven by a push-pull 45 or 2A3 driver stage. 
Also used for RF'. 

R.F. Frequency range: 100% ratings up to 15 
mc. 75% at 30 me. 50% at 60 me. 
Note: R. F. Grid driving power requirements 

vary with load impedance, circuit design and cir-
cuit losses with increase of frequency. The driver 
stage should be capable of supplying twice as much 
power output as listed for grid drive and grid bias 
loss. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  2 amps. 
Amplification Factor  25 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 60 watts 
Grid to Plate Capacity 11 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 5 mmfd. 
Plate Filament Capacity 1  8 mmfd. 
Max. D.C. Plate Voltage 1000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 60 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
Base  UX 4 pin 

Plate at top of envelope. 
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Class B Modulator or A- F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  800 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —27 
Peak Grid to Grid A-F Volts  250 
Zero Sig. D.C. Plate Current 

(2 tubes)   20 
Maximum Sig. D.C. Plate Current 

(2 tubes)   280 
Eff. Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate) 6000 
Grid Driving Power  5 
Maximum Sig. Power Output  110 

R- F Service 
Class C 

Class Tel- Class C Frequency 
R- F ephony Telegraphy Doubler 

D.C. Plate Voltage...1000 800 600 1000 1000 volts 
D. C. Plate Current... 85 95 140 140 75 ma. 
D.C. Grid Blas --35 —150 —95 --110 —435 volts 
D.C. Grid Current  6 20 30 30 15 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 

(Approx.)   6* 5 
Grid Bias Loss o 3 
Power Input   85 76 
Power Output ( Approx ) 26 50 
Mod. D.C. Load Resist  ... 8400 
Approximate A.C. Load 
Impedance   4200 2150 

'At Peak. 
ICY 4.• it> 

7 
3.3 
140 
90 

8.5 watts 
6.5 watts 
75 watts 
45 watts 

... ohms 

3600 ... ohms 

834 RC ,teglenc.Fy. Êannipole u i fie raptu tlo 
350 meg-

acycles. 

Rated input at 100 me.-100% 
Rated input at 350 mc.— 50% 

Note (1): Grid driving power varies with type 
of circuit used, load impedance, and frequency 
range (dielectric and circuit losses increase with 
frequency). Driver should be capable of twice as 
much output as listed for grid drive and bias loss, 
as a factor of safety in design. 
Note (2): Regeneration in the frequency doubler 

will allow lower values of grid bias and grid drive 
for same output power. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor  10.5 
Grid to Plate Capacity 2.6 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 2  2 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  6 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 50 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 100 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 20 ma. 
Base  UX 4 pin 

Plate and Grid Through Ton of Tube Envelope. 

R- F Amplifier 
Class C 

Telegraphy 
Ampli- Dou- Class C Class B 

Ser bier Telephony Telephony 
  1250 1000 1000 1000 volts 

95 78 90 50 ma. 
15 10 17.5 0.5 ma. 

 —193 —684 —310 —90 volts 
4.8 8.4 
2.9 6.8 

Power Input   119 78 
Approx. Power Output  89 45 
Approx. AC Load Imped  6500 6600 
Max. DC Load Imped  

Western Electric U.H.F. oscilla-
tor or amplifier up to 300 mc. 

D.C. Plate Voltage 
D.C. Plate Current 
D.C. Grid Current  
D.C. Grid Voltage 
Grid Driving Power 
Grid Bias Loss 

6 
2.8 
84 
45 

304B 
Class C Tel aaaaa hY 

Frequency Plate Volts 
100 me. 1250 
200 mc. 1000 
300 me. 750 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor  11 
Grid to Plate Capacity 2  5 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 2  0 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  7 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 50 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 100 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 25 ma. 
Base  UX 4 pin 

Plate and Grid at Top of Envelope. 

1000 volts 
—35 volts 
270 volts 

20 ma. 

280 ma. 
7600 ohms 
6 watts 

150 watts 

7.5 
5.5 
90 
60 

5500 
11.100 

3 watts 
watts 

50 watts 
16 watts 

... ohms 
... ohms 

Oscillator 
Plate Volts 

1000 
800 
600 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage  750 1000 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —55 —85 
Max. Sig. D.0 Plate Cur  200 200 
Zero Sig. D.C. Plate Cur  40 40 
Load Res. ( Plate to Plate) 7000 10.000 
Power Output   85 110 
Driver Power   10 10 

Class C Service:—See 834. 

808 

1250 volts 
—110 volts 

200 ma. 
40 ma. 

14,000 ohms 
140 watts 
10 watts 

•:* 

RCA Tantalum Plate Triode. High-
Frequency Oscillator and Amplifier. 
100% ratings up to 30 MC. 50% 

ratings at 130 MC. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current  4 amps. 
Amplification Factor   47 
Grid to Plate Capacity  3 mmfd. 
Grid to Filassent Capacity  5 mmfd. 
I'late to Filament Capacity 0  2 mmfd. 
Standard UX-4 pin base. 
Plate through top, grid through side of envelope. 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. l'Iate Voltage   1250 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —15 
Zero Signal D.C. Plato Current  40 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current  230 
Load Resistance ( plate- to- plate) 12700 
Grid Driving l'oser   7.8 
Power Output, Approximate  190 

Class C RF Amplifier: 

1500 volts 
—25 volts 

30 ma. 
190 ma. 

18300 ohms 
4.0 s atts 
185 s atts 

Plate Mod. Class C 
Telephony Tel by 

D.C. Plate Voltage   1250 1250 1500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  ---°25 —150 —200 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   100 185 125 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current   32 30 30 ma. 
Grid Driving Power   10.5 8 9.5 watts 
Grid Blas Loss   7 4.5 6 watts 
Power Output ( Approximate)  105 120 140 salts 

RK-32 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage   
Filament Current 
Amplification Factor   
Grid to Plate Capacity 
Grid to Filament Capacity 
Plate Filament Capacity 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  
Base   

Plate and Grid at Top of Envelope  

Raytheon U.H.F. Triode. Sim-
ilar to 834 in all respects. 
See 834 data. 

7.5 volts 
3  25 amps. 

11 
3  0 mmfd. 

 2.0 mmfd. 
1  0 mmfd. 
50 watts 

1250 volts 
100 ma. 
20 ma. 

UX 4 pin 

RK-37 Raytheon High-Mu Triode, 
Tantalum Plate. Oscillator or 
Amplifier for very high fre-

quency operation. 100% ratings up to 30 MC. 80% 
ratings at 56 MC. 60% ratings at 112 MC. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 3  2 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  35 am ps. wat ts Maximum  at Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current   100 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  25 ma. 
Grid to Plate Capacity  2.9 mmfd 
Grid to Filament Capacity  3.5 mmfd 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  3 mmfd 
Standard UX-4 pin base  
Plate through ten, grist through side of envelope. 

R. F. Service 
Grid 

Class El Mod. 
R.F. Telephony Class C 
1000 1000 1000 volts D.C. Plate Voltage   

D.C. Grid Voltage   —45 —52.5 —70 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   50 50 95 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current   « 20 ma. 
Peak RP Grid Power   2.3 i:9 3.0 watts 
Peak Audio Voltage   45 .. volts 
Carrier Output Power   15 15 60 watts 

7  5 volts 
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HK- 154 Heintz & Kaufman. Gen. 
eral purpose U.H.F. and 
H.F. triode. Tantalum 

plate and grid. 
Note: Grid drive requirements vary widely un-

der different operating conditions. 

+5250V 

FINAL AMPLIFIER GRID NEUTRALIZED 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 
Amplification Factor 
Grid to Plate Capacity  
Maximum Plate Dissipation 

5  0 volts 
6  5 amps. 

6  7 
5 mmfd. 

 50 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Currer.t 175 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 30 ma. 
Base  UX-4 pin. 
Grid and Plate Leads Through Opposite Sides of Envelope. 

A- F Amplifier (2 tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 1000 1500 volts 
Poner Output   150 200 250 wat is 
Grid Driving Power ( Approx.)  10 10 10 watts 

R- F Service 
Class B R- F Class C RF 

D.C. Plate Voltage.. 750 1500 750 1000 1500 volts 
D.C. Plate Current.. 80 56 175 175 175 ma. 
D.C. Grid Voltage.. —112 —225 —275 —350 —500 volts 
D.C. Grid Current... ... 20 20 20 ma. 
Approx. Grid Driving 
Power   6 10 13 watts 

Grid Blas Loss  . 5.5 7 10 watts 
Approx. Power Output « 18 28 85 125 200 watts 

T-55 
Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor  20 
Grid to Plate Capacity 2  5 wed. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 1  7 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  7 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Disipation 55 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 40 ma. 
Base  UX-4 Din. 

Plate at Top of Envelope. 

Class C R- F Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage 1500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  — 180 
D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 30 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 10 %Nam 
Grid Bias Loss 5  5 watts 
Power Input  225 watts 
Power Output  170 nets 
Class B Audio Amplifier (Two Tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage  1000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage (Approx.)   —45 volts 
Zero D.C. Signal Plate Current  40 ma. 
Load Resistance. Plate to Plate..10.000 ohms 
Audio Output (2 tubes) ....... 125 watts 

Taylor Class C r.f. Amplifier. 
U.H.F. oscillator down to 2 meters 
wavelength. 

•:* 

WE-305A 

1500 volts 
—67.5 volts 

40 ma. 
12.000 ohms 

175 watts 

Western Electric 
R.F. amplifier, os-
cillator or harmonic 

generator at ultra-high frequencies. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 50 mc. 

50% pate voltage rating at 100 mc. 

Note: Plate, screen, and filament center-tap leads 
corne out through rods at top of tube to enable short 
leads at very high frequencies. Cooling lugs of 
copper are needed for operation at frequencies 
above 50 mc. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  1 amps. 
Plate to Grid Capacity 0  14 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  10.5 mmfd. 
Output Capacity 5  4 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 60 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation 6 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Screen Voltage 200 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 125 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 40 ma. 

R- F Service 
Class B 
R- F 

D.C. Plate Voltage  1000 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —135 
D.C. Screen Voltage  200 
D.C. Plate Current  90 
Approx. Poner Output  30 

Class C R- F 
1000 750 500 volts 
—250 —175 —200 volts 

200 200 200 volts 
125 125 125 Ma. 
85 65 42 watts 

•:* •:* 

W E-282A 
or frequency doubler. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 30 mc. 

50% ratings at 60 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage   
Filament Current  10 rolls 

3 amps. Amplification Factor    
100 Plate to Grid Capacity 

Input Capacity  0  Y mmfd. 
12 Y mmfd. 

Output Capacity 6  S mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 70 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 100 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 50 ma. 
Maximum Screen-Grid Dissipation  5 watts 
Base  Standard 4 pin 50 watt 

R- F 

est ern Electric 
Tetrode. Screen. 
grid r.f. amplifier 

B Class C 
Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  750 1000 colts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —90 —150 —150 volts 
D.C. Screen Grid Voltage  150 150 130 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  100 100 100 ma. 
Plate Power Input  100 75 100 watts 
Approximate Power Output  33 50 67 watts 

HF- 100 

Service 
Class 
R F 
1000 

Amperex Triode. II.F. Mid 
U.H.F. amplifier or oscil-
lator down to 2 meters in 

wavelength. 

Note: Similar to 830-B, except for lower inter. 
electrode capacities and ability to operate efficiently 
in U.H.F. applications. 
Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage   
Filament Current  10 to 10.5 volts 
Amplification Factor  2 amp. 

23 
Grid to Plate Capacity 4  5 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3  5 mmfd. 
I'late to Filament Capacity I  4 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 75 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
Maximum DC. Grid Current 30 ma. 
Base Standard 4 prong base (UX) 

Plate Out Ton. Grid Out Side of Envelope Carbon Plate. 

Class C R- F Service: 
30 me. 

or Lower 120 me. 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1500 1000 volte 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —200 — 110 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  150 120 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current   20 20 ma. 
Grid Drive ( Approx.)   7 6 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   4 2.2 watts 
Power Output (Approx.)  170 70 watts 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  75 50 malts 
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50T Fji.map. tererea.l 1.aunrfaolse H.F.um pate and 

grid. The low inter-electrode capaci-
tances and small physical size make this tube very 
effective for ultra-high frequency amplification. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 80 mc. 
Note: Values of grid excitation vary consider-

ably with load impedance, circuit design, and losses 
at higher frequencies; thus the driver should be 
designed to furnish approximately twice as much 
output as listed for grid drive and bias loss. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 
Amplification Factor (Avg.)  
Grid to Plate Capacity 
Grid to Filament Capacity 
Plate to Filament Capacity 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 
Maximum Plate Voltage  
Maximum Plate Current  
Maximum Grid Current  
Base 

Plate at top, grid at side of envelope. 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 tubes): 
DC plate voltage.. 1000 1500 2000 
D.C. Grid Voltage 
(Approx.)   —80 —135 —180 —225 

Zero Sig. D.C  
Plate Current 
(Approx.)   20 20 20 20 

Max. Sig. D.C. 
Plate Current  250 230 200 180 

Loa d Resistance 
(Plate to Plate) 5000 12.000 20,000 30,000 

Driving Power  7 7 7 7 
Output Power  106 200 250 300 

R- F Service 
Plate Mod. Class C 
Telephony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate 
Voltage  1500 2500 1000 2000 3000 2000 volts 

D.C. Grid 
Voltage  —350 —600 —200 —400 —600 —810 volts 

D.C. Plate 
Current  100 100 125 125 125 100 ma. 

D.C. Grid 
Current  25 25 25 25 25 15 ma. 

Grid Driving 
Power ( Ap.) 12.5 19 9 14 19 14 watts 

Grid Bias 
Loss   9 15 5 10 15 12 watts 

Power Input  150 250 125 250 375 200 watts 
Power Output 

(Approx.)   105 185 90 197 300 132 watts 
A.C. Load Re-

sistance   8000 13,000 4000 8500 13.000 18.000 ohms 
Mod D.C. 
Load  15.000 25.000 

 5 to 5.25 volts 
 6 amps. 

11 
 2 mmfd. 

 2 mmfd. 
0  4 mmfd. 
 75 watts 
3000 volts 
125 ma. 
30 ma. 

 LTX-4 pin. 

2500 3000 volts 

—275 volts 

20 ma. 

160 ma. 

45.000 ohms 
7 watts 

350 watts 

Frequency 
Doubler  

H-K Heintz and Kaufman Grid-
less Gammatrons, Types HK55, HK 
155, HK255. 

2A3 HK55 

+ 300V +2500v 

HIGH OUTPUT GLASS A AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

Characteristics: Type Type 
55 155 

Filament Voltage   6.0 5 
Filament Current   3 10 
Normal Plate Dissipation   75 150 
Amplification Factor   3.5 2 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  150 300 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 3000 
Plate Impedance   1200 1100 

Unusual Features: 
Control element is a gamma plate of tantalum. 
Filament is between regular plate and gamma 

plate. 

Type 255 
14 volts 
30 amps. 

500 watts 
3 

1000 ma. 
5000 volts 
1000 ohms. 

Uses: Oscillators, audio and radio frequency amp-
lifiers. Nearly complete plate current variation may 
be secured without driving the control (gamma 
plate) element positive. 

Type 255. Inter- Electrode Capacity: 
Gamma Plate to Power Plate  5 mmfd. 
Filament to Gamma Plate  12 mmfd. 
Filament to Power Plate   7 mmfd. 

Type 255 Class A Audio Amplifier ( Single Tube with no 
Grid ( Gamma) Current): 

D.C. Plate Voltage .... 1500 2000 2500 3000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —350 —570 —800 —1000 volts 
D.C. Plate Current .....34 .25 .20 . 17 amps. 
Load Resistance   5000 6000 8000 20000 ohms 
Output Power   60 125 175 180 watts 
Efficiency   12 25 35 36% 
Harmonic Distortion 

(Approx.)   5 5 5 5% 
Type 255 Class B Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes, " Grids" Swing 

to Zero and Draw no Current): 
D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 3000 5000 8000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —800 —1200 —2100 —3300 volts 
D.C. Plate Current .....60 .83 .90 .75 amps. 
Power Output   450 1100 2500 4000 vi &us 
Plate Efficiency   38 44 56 67% 
Load Resistance ( Plate 

to Plate)   4000 5000 10000 23000 ohms. 
Plate Loss   750 1400 2000 2000 watts 
Type 255 Class B R- F Amplifier (Single Tube. no "Grid" 
Current): 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 3000 5000 8000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —800 —1200 —2100 —3300 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   120 155 142 97 ma. 
Load Resistance   1500 2000 4500 12000 ohms. 
Plate Loss   188 347 490 500 watts 
Power Input   240 465 710 775 watts 
Power Output   52 118 220 275 watts 
Efficiency   21.5 25 31 36% 

203-B 
Driver: 

2A3s in push-pull 

transformer. 

45 

Taylor High Mu Triode. De-
signed primarily for class B 
audio amplifiers. 

Primary 
with   .= 1.6 ratio input 

sec. 

T-2035 

ECONOMICAL CLASS 13 

+1000V 

MODULATOR 

ZOO 

WATTS 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  85 Amps. 
Amplification Factor   25 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  1000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 75 ma. ( in R-le circuits) 
Grid to Plate Capacity 14 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 6 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 5 mmfd. 
Base  Standard 4 pin. 50 watt 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage (Approx.)  —35 volts 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current ( per tube) 20 ma. 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current ( 2 tubes)... . 330 ma. 
Load Impedance ( plate to plate) 6800 ohms. 
Power Output  200 watts 
Driving Power  10 watts 

WE-242A 
Western Electric 
Triode. R.F. Am-
plifier or oscillator. 

Audio ampliuer in modulators. 

Frequency Range: 100% up to 6 mc. 60% of 
plate voltage ratings at 30 mc. 
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Transmitter Tubes 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor   12.5 
Grid to Plate Capacity  13.0 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 6  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 4  0 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  85 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 50 ma. 
Base  4 pin, 50 watt 

Class 8 Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage   1000 1250 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —55 —80 volts 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current  300 300 ma. 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current  60 60 ma. 
Load Resistance ( plate to plate)  6000 8000 ohms. 
Power Output   165 200 watts 
Driver Power   25 25 watts 

R- F Service 

Class C 
Class Et Tele- Class C 

R- F phony Telegraphy 
D.C. Plate Voltage.. 1250 1000 1250 volts ( max) 
D.C. Grid Voltage... —90 —175 —200 volts 
D.C. Plate Current.. 106 150 150 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current .. ... 30 30 ma. 
Grid Driving Power. ... 10 11 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   5 6 watts 
Power Input   132.5 150 187.5 watts 
Power Output   44 100 125 watts 

RK-36 
e 

Raytheon R.F. amplifier or os-
cillator for H.F. and U.H.F. 
applications. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 58 mc. 
Note: Grid drive may vary widely under dif-

ferent operating conditions. 

Characteristies: 

Filament Voltage 5  0 volts 
Filament Current 8  0 amps. 
Amplification Factor   11 
Grid to Plate Capacity  5 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 4  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  0 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 165 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 35 ma. 
4 prong med. base. Plate out top and grid out side of 

envelope. Tantalum plate. 

R- F Service 
Grid 

Class 8 Mod. 
D.C. Plate Voltage   2000 2000 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —180 —270 
D.C. Plate Current   75 72 
D.C. Grid Current   . . 
Grid Driving Power 

(Approx.)   10. 3.5. 
Grid Bias Loss   
Power Output (Approx.)  50 42 

•(Peak). 

RK-38 

Class C 
2000 volts 
—360 volts 

150 ma. 
30 ma. 

15 watts 
5.4 watts 
200 watts 

Raytheon High-Mu Triode. 
Tantalum Plate. Designed for 
Class B Audio Amplifier, RF 

Amplifier or Oscillator Service. 100% ratings up to 
56 MC. 

Characteristics: 

filament Voltage 5  0 volts 
Filament Current  8 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 4  5 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3  9 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  0 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  165 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 40 ma. 
Standard 4 pin-UX base. Plate through top, grid through 
side of envelope. 

RF Service 

Class B Grid Mod. 
RF Telephony Class C 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 2000 2000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —100 —150 —200 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   75 80 150 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current   30 ma. 
Peak RF Grid Power   7 4 11.5 watts 
Peek Audio Voltage   100 ... volts 
Carrier Power Output  55 60 225 watts 

211 Class B modulator. Class B and C 
r.f. amplifier for telephony or teleg-
raphy. Occasionally used as a fre-

quency doubler. 
Frequency Range: Full ratings up to 6 mega-

cycles. 50% ratings at 30 inc. 
Note (1): Grid driving requirements vary with 

load impedance, frequency of operation (due to 
losses), and type of circuit; thus the driver stage 
should be capable of supplying twice as much power 
output as listed for grid drive and bias loss. 
Note (2): The W. E. 242A is similar in char-

acteristics and operation to the 211. The 211D is 
similar to the 211 but it also has slightly lower 
inter-electrode capacities. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10.0 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor   12 
Grid-Plate Capacity  14.5 mmfd. 
Grid-Filament Capacity  6 mmfd. 
Plate-Filament Capacity 5  5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Base  4 pin. 50 watt 

Class B Modulator (A- F): 
1).C. Plate Voltage   1000 1250 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current ( per tube) 10 10 ma. 
Zero Grid Bias   —77 —100 volts 
Maximum Signal Plate Current ( per 

tube)   160 160 ma. 
Load Resistance ( plate to plate)  6900 9000 ohms. 
Power Output (2 tubes)   200 260 watts 

R- F Amplifier Service: 
Class B Class C Class C 

Tel- Tel- Teleo-
eohony ephony raphy Doubler 

D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 1000 1250 1250 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   106 150 165 145 ma. 
D.C. Grid Bias  — 100 —260 —215 —712 volt 
D. C. Grid Current 
 Approx. zero 35 20 30 ma. 

Grid Driving Power 
(Approx.)   14 7.3 26 watts 

Grid Bias Loss   9 4.3 21 watts 
Power Input   133 150 208 180 watts 
Approx. Power Output  42.5 100 150 120 watts 
Approx. A.C. Load Im-
pedance   3300 3800 4870 ohms. 

Modulator D.C. Load Re-
sistance   6666 .... ohms. 

tle •:e •:. 

203A 
Class B audio service and as an 
RF Amplifier. 
Frequency Range: 100% rat-

ings up to 6 mc. 50% at 30 mc. 
Note: The grid drive requirements vary with 

load impedance, circuit design, and high frequency 
circuit losses; thus the driver should be able to 
deliver twice as much power as listed for grid 
drive and bias loss. 

Chsraeterlstles: 
Filament Voltage  10 volt, 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 100 watts 
Grid-Plate Capacity  14.5 mmfd. 
Grid- Filament Capacity 6  5 mmfd. 
Plate-Filament Capacity 5  5 main'. 
Base  4 pin, 50 matt 

Chas B Modulator or A- F Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage   1000 1250 volts 
D.C. Grid Bias   —35 —45 volts 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current ( per 

tube)   13 13 ma. 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current 

(per tube)   160 160 ma. 
Load Resistance (plate to plate)  6900 9000 ohms. 
Power Output   200 260 watts 

R- F Service 
Class Class C 

Tal. Teleo- Freguente 
R- F ephony raphy Doubler 

D.C. Plate Voltage   1250 1000 1250 1000 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   106 150 160 126 ma. 
D.C. Grid Bias   —45 —135 —130 —495 voila 
D.C. Grid Current   50 25 20 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 

(Approx.)   
Grid Bias Loss   
Power Input   133 
Approx. Power Output  42.5 
Approx. A.C. Load Imped-

ance   
Modulator D.C. Load Re-
sistance   . 6666 ... 

7 7 13 watts 
6.8 3.3 5 watts 
150 200 126 watts 
90 125 80 wane 

3300 3900 4200 ohms. 

25 
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838 Most used as 
Class B mod-
ulator due to 

its zero bias characteristic. 
R.F. Frequency Range: 

100% ratings up to 30 mc. 
65% at 60 inc. 50% at 90 
me. 
Note ( 1): Push-pull 2A3 

tubes in Class A will serve 
as a driver for Class B 838 
tubes. The Class B input 
transformer should have a 
turns ratio of Prim. 

  = 3.2 if 
>4 see. 

fixed bias is used on the 
2A3s. A little greater ratio 
of stepdown is desirable if 
the 2A3 drivers are self 
biased. 

Note (2): For R.F. the 
driver should have approx. 
twice as much output as listed in the table 
in order to compensate for variations of load im-
pedance, circuit design and range of frequency of 
operation. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor varies with amplitude of signal 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Grid- Plate Capacity  8 mmfd. 
Grid- Filament Capacity 6  5 mmfd. 
Plate- Filament Capacity  5 mmfd. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  175 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  70 ma. 
Base  4 pin, 50 watt 

Class B Modulator: 
D.C. Plate Voltage   »00 1250 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   0 0 volts 
Approx. Peak A-F Grid Input Voltage 90 90 volts 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current ( per 

tube)   53 74 ma. 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current 

(Per tube)   160 160 ma. 
Load Resistance ( plate to plate)  7600 11200 ohms. 
Maximum Power Output (2 tubes)   200 240 watts 
Peak Driving Power ( Approx.)  5 5 watts 

R- F Service 

Class Class C 
13 Tel- Telee. FretltieneY 

R.F ephony raphy Doubler 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 1000 1250 1000 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   106 150 155 157 ma. 
D.C. Grid Bias   0 —135 —90 —465 volts 
D.C. Grid Current   60. 60 30 20 ma. 
Grid. Driving power 

(Approx.)   10* 17.5 8 12.3 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   8 2.7 9.3 watts 
Power Input   133 150 195 157 watts 
Approx. Power Output  42.5 100 140 100 watts 
Approx. A.C. Load Imped-

ance   3300 4070 5360 ohms. 
Modulator D.C. Load Re-

sistance   6666 ... ... ohms. 

23 

125 Watt Output Modulator with 845s in Push- Pull 

•(At Peak). 

845 
•:* 

Triode. Class A or AB audio ampli-
fier in public address systems, or as 
modulator in radio transmitters. Sel-

dom used in R.F. amplifiers. 

243 

845 

1SOA 

.1 300V 

TO GLASS C 
F 

STAGE 

.0.A (0840,0 
sow 

60H ar 
.23 

(4•.) 

Single 845 Modulator for 50 Watt Rad,ophone 
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Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor ( average)   5 
Grid to Plate Capacity  13.5 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 6  0 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 6  5 mmfd. 
Nlaxinium Plate Loss  100 watts 
Maximum Plate Voltage  1250 volts 
Maximum Plate Current  175 nia. 
Base  4 pin, 50 watt 

Class A Audio Amplifier ( I Tube): 

DA' Plate Voltage   750 
1).('. Grid Voltage   —98 
DA'. Plate Current   95 
Peak Grid A-F Voltage  93 
Load Resistance   3400 
l'ower Output   15 

1000 
—155 

65 
150 

9000 
21 

1250 volts 
—209 volts 

52 ma. 
204 volts 

16090 ohms 
24 watts. 

Class AB Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 

1).C. Plate Voltage  1250 volts 
—225 volts 

Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current  45 ma. 
Power Output 
Load Impedance, Plate- to- Plate 12,000 ohms. 

D.C. Grid Voltage   

850 

 125 watts 

RCA screen-grid r.f. amplifier of the 
100 watt type. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up 

to 18 mc. 50% at 30 mc. 

Note: Grid drive varies widely under various 
load impedances. 

Characteristies: 

Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor   550 
Grid to Plate Capacity 0  25 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  17 mmfd. 
Output Capacity  25 min». 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 175 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  40 ma. 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  10 watts 

R. F Service 

Class B 
Tele- Class C 
phony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 750 1000 1250 volts 
D.C. Screen Voltage  175 175 175 175 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —13 —150 —150 —150 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   110 160 160 160 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current   35 35 35 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 

(Approx.)   10 10 10 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   5 5 5 watts 
Plate Power Input   137.5 120 169 200 watts 
Power Output   40 55 100 130 watts 
Screen Series Resistor  ... 15000 25000 40000 ohms. 



Transmitter Tubes 

Raytheon screen-grid tube for RK-28 Suppressor Modulated tele-
phony. Buffer or final ampli-

fier in radio transmitters. Since it is a screen grid 
tube, no neutralization is needed. May be used as 
a crystal oscillator or doubler at reduced inputs 
and outputs of approx. 60%. 

Precaution: Input and output circuits should 
be shielded and all circuits carefully by-passed 
for r.f. Screen voltage should only be applied 
when plate voltage is connected. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 20 mc. 

The RK 28 has a lower output capacitance than 
the 803, so can be operated more effectively at 
higher frequencies, such as 14 and 30 mc. 
Note: Combined plate and screen modulation 

may be applied for a carrier output of 100 watts 
with a maximum plate supply of 1500 volts. With 
400 volts DC on screen, 300 volts peak AF on it, 
and 1500 peak volts on the plate will provide 
100% modulation. 

- 400v 2000, 

RK-28 C-W Radio- Frequency Amplifier 

Characteristics: 
Frament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  5 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 0  02 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  15.5 mmfd. 
Output Capacity 5  5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plato Dissipation  100 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  35 watts 
Base  5 On, 50 salt. Plate at top of envelope 

R- F Service, 

Sup-
pressor 
Modula-

Class B tion 
Tele- Tele-
phony phony 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 2000 
D.C. Screen Voltage 400 400 
D.C. Suppressor Voltage 0 —50 
D.C. Grid Bias Voltage —38 —100 
Peak R-F Grid Voltage 90 180 
Peak A-F Grid Voltage ... 90 
D.C. Plate Current 75 80 
D.C. Screen Current 30 85 
D.C. Grid Current  11 10 
Grid Driving Power .9 2.7 1.8 
Grid Bias Loss  1.1 1.0 
Power Output ( Approx ) 50 60 160 
Screen Resistor   55000 20000 21000 

852 

Class C 
Telegraphy 

2000 2000 volts 
400 400 volta 
0 45 volts 

—100 —100 volts 
180 180 volts 

volts 
120 140 ms. 
75 60 ma. 

10 ma. 
1.8 watts 
1.0 watts 
200 watts 

26000 ohms. 

Triode. RCA. Amperex, United. 
U.H.F. Oscillator. H.F. Amplifier or 
Class B modulator. 

l'requency Range: 100% ratings up to 30 Inc. 
80% at 60 mc. 50% at 120 mc. and 40% at 150 
mc. (2 meters). 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor   12 
Grid to Plate Capacity 2  6 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 1  9 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity I  0 mmfd. 
Maximum plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  2500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 150 ma. 
Maximum D.0 Grid Current 40 ma. 
Base Small 4 pin. IIX 

Grid at top, plate thmugh side of envelope. 

Class B Modulator or R- F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage   2000 3000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —155 —250 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current ( per tube)  11 7 ma. 
51aximum Signal Plate Current ( per 

tube)   90 
Load Resistance ( plate to plate)  22000 
l'ower Output   220 

R- F Service 
Plate 

Modula-
Class B tion 
Tele- Tele-
phony phony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage.... 3000 2000. 3000 3500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage .... —250 —500 —600 —950 volts 
D.C. Plate Current.... 43 67 85 100 ma. 
D.C. Grid Voltage. • • • 30 25 35 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 

(Approx.)   23 
Grid Bias Loss   15 
Power Output (APProx ) 40 75 
Power input   129 134 
Approx. A.C. Load Im-
pedance   15000 

Modulator D.C. Load 
Resistance   30000 

—  
• ( Max.) 

860 

80 ma. 
36000 ohms. 

360 watts 

Class C 

20 44 watts 
15 33 watts 

180 270 watts 
255 350 watts 

17000 15000 ohms. 

... ohms. 

Screen-Grid Tetrode. ( RCA). R.F. 
Amplifier for high frequencies. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up 

to 30 mc. 80% at 40 inc. 
Note (1): When plate modulated, the screen 

should be modulated simultaneously. 
A small r.f. by-pass condenser from screen to 

filament, and a series 100,000 ohm resistor to the 
r.f. plate return, will allow simultaneous screen 
and plate modulation. 
Note (2): The grid excitation will vary with 

load impedance and circuit losses, thus the driver 
should have an available output of approximately 
twice that listed for grid drive and bias loss. 

Cautions: Do not turn off filament without first 
removing plate voltage. Do not apply screen volt-
age without plate voltage. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 
Amplification Factor 
Grid-Plate Capacity 
Input Capacity   
Output Capacity 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 
Maximum Screen Dissipation 
Base 

 10 volts 
3  25 arum. 

  200 
 08 mmfd. 

75 mmfd. 
 7.5 mmfd. 

100 watts 
 10 watt 

 4 pin 

R- F Service 

Plate 
Mod. 

Class B Class C 
Teieph- Teleph-
ony 

D.C. Plate Voltage.... 3000 
D.C. Screen Voltage... 300 
D.C. Grid Voltage —50 
D.C. Plate Current  43 
D.C. Grid Current........ 
Grid Driving Power  ... 
Grid Bias Loss  
Power Output ( Ap.).... 40 
--
.Maximum. 

100T 

soy 
2000. 
300 

—225 
67 
30 
15 
6.7 
75 

Class C 
Telegraphy 

2000 3000 volts 
300 300 volts 

—150 —150 volts 
90 85 ma. 
15 15 ma. 
7 7 watts 

2.25 2.25 watts 
100 165 watts 

Iiimac High-Mu and Low-Mu 
Triodes having amplification 
factors of approximately 30 and 

10. respectively. Tantalum Plates and Grids. Espe-
cially designed for UHF operation. 

Tentative Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  5.0 volts 
Filament Current  6 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity  2 mmfd. 
Normal Plate Dissipation  100 watts 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  150 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current •25 ins. 
Maximum Grid Current  30 ma. 
Base: Standard ITX-4-pin. Plate through top, grid through 
side of envelope. 
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211C 
The 211C tubes of various 
manufacturers (Amperex, Tay-
lor, United) are similar to 211 

tubes in operation, except for lower grid to plate 
capacitance. They are somewhat more effective 
at the higher frequencies down towards the U.H.F. 
region. See 217 tube data. 
Note: The W.E. 261A and WE 276A are some-

what similar to the 211C in characteristics and 
operation. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  100 to 120 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1350 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 180 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 50 ma. 
Grid to Plate Capacity  7 to 9 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 5  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 5 mmfd. 
Base  standard 4 pin 50 watt 

2111-1 Am diepiirae: Iit..re.amplifier for ra-

teNote (1): The grid input and 
plate output powers will vary greatly with different 
values of load impedance and frequency. The 
values listed are typical operating conditions. 
Note (2): At high frequencies, circuit and 

dielectric losses increase and thus the .grid driver 
should have available approximately twice as much 
output as shown in the table below for grid drive 
and bias supply power loss. 

Note (8): This tube has the plate lead out 
through the top of the envelope and thus it will 
operate more efficiently at higher frequencies than 
a standard type 211 tube. 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 8  0 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 5  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 2  0 mmfd. 
Amplification factor  12 
Mutual Conductance at 100 ma. It, 4000 micromhos 
Maximum Allowable Plate Dissipation 120 watts 
Base  standard 4 pin 50 watt 

Class C Amplifier 
Single Less 
Tube Than 

at 60 me. 20 me. Tel aaaaa hy 
D.C. Plate Voltage  
D.C. Plate Current 
D.C. Grid Bias 
D.C. Grid Current 
Grid Driving Power (Ap.). 11 14 20 watts 
Grid Bias Supply Loss.... 6 9 15 watts 
Power Output ( Approx.)... 100 190 250 watts 
Power Input   216 263 360 watts 
Plate Lots   116 73 110 watts 
Approx. A.C. Load Imped  3500 4300 5500 ohms 
Modulator D.C. Load  6850 8500 11,100 ohms 

— 
• Maximum 

1200* 1500. 2000 volta 
175 175 180 ma. 

 —200 —300 —300 
30 30 50 ma. 

2031-1 - eylilr eree,x eRep.eFe.ia.tympaltifie igobr fOees: 

quencies. 
Note (1) : The grid r.f. excitation requirements 

vary with efficiency, plate load and circuit design; 
thus the driver must be designed to allow for these 
factors. 
Note (2): The plate lead is through the top of 

the tube; thus it will stand higher plate voltages 
and operate more efficiently at high frequencies 
than a regular type 203-A. 

Charaeteristles: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 9 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 6 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  8 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 120 watts 
Maximum Plate Voltage 1500 volts 
Maximum Plate Current 180 ma. 
Maximum Grid Current 50 ma. 
Amplification Factor  25 
Base  standard 50 watt 

Class B 
Teleph-

ony 

D.C. Plate Voltage 1250 
D.C. Grid Voltage  
Peak It-F Grid Voltage  75 
D.C. Plate Current  135 
D.C. Grid Current  15 
Grid Driving Power 

(Approx.)   11 
Grid Blas Loss  
Power Input   169 
Approx. Power Output  55 
Ap. A-C Load Imped  
Mod. D.C. Load Resist  ... 

Class C Amplifier 
At Less 

60 me. Than 20 me. 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1200 1500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —150 —180 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  175 175 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  40 40 ma. 
Grid Driving Power  14 17 watt, 
Grid Bias Loss  6 7.3 watts 
Power Input   210 263 watts 
Power Output ( Approx.)  100 180 salts 

05 RCA i audio se rvice.gh-m type u y tubeee for C er used las s f eBr 

r.f. service. 
Note (1): Plate lead out top of tube reduces 

flash-over danger. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 80 mc. 

75% at 45 me. and 50% at 85 mc. 
Note (2): The Class B input transformer be-

tween push-pull 2A3s (fixed bias) and Class B 
806 tubes should have a turns-ratio of 

primary 
  — 3.0 

Ya Sec. 

Note (3): The grid excitation and bias may vary 
widely for Class C operation. It is desirable that 
the driver be capable of supplying approximately 
twice as much output as listed for grid drive and 
bias loss. 
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805 High Power Class B Modulator and Driver 

Characteristic:a: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current 
Amplification Factor Varies with Input Signal. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 
Grid to Filament Capacity 
Plate to Filament Capacity 10.5 mead. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 125 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 1500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 210 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 70 ma. 
Base standard 4 pin 50 watt 

Plate at top of envelope. 

3  25 amps. 

65 mmfd. 
8  5 mmfd. 

Class B Modulator or A- F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1250 
D.C. Grid Blas  
Peak A-F Grid to Grid Voltage  235 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current ( per tube) 74 
Max. Sig. D.C. Plate Current ( per tube) 200 
Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate) 6700 
Maximum Signal Driving Power  6 
Maximum Signal Power Output  300 

R- F Service 
Plate 
Mod. Claus C 

Teleph- Tales- Frequency 
ony raphy Doubler 
1250 
—160 

300 
160 
60 

1500 volts 
—16 volt 
280 volts 
42 ma. 

200 ma. 
8200 ohms 
7 watts 

370 watts 

16 
9.6 
200 
140 

3900 
7800 

1500 1250 volts 
—100 —400 volts 

230 625 volt/ 
200 135 ma. 
40 25 ma. 

9.2 
4 

BOO 
215 

3600 

12.5 watts 
10 watts 

169 watts 
85 watts 

3800 ohms 
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T• 

803 
RCA. Suppressor Modulated telephony. 
Buffer or final amplifier in radio 
transmitters. Since it is a screen grid 

tube, no neutralization is needed. May be used 

803 

500v • 410 ,., .2000V 

Medium Power 803 Final Amplifier 

R- F 

as a crystal oscillator or doubler at approximately 
60% output. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 20 mc. 

High interelectrode capacities also tend to reduce 
output circuit efficiencies at higher frequencies such 
as 30 mc. 

Precaution: Input and output circuits should be 
shielded and all circuits carefully by-passed for 
R.F. Screen voltage should not be applied unless 
plate voltage is connected. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volt» 
Filament Current 3  25 amps. 
Mutual Conductance at Ie=55 4000 micrombee 
Grid to Plate Capacity 0  15 sward. 
Input Capacity  15.5 =dd. 
Output capacity  28.5 masfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 125 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation 30 watts 
Base 5 pin 50 watt 

Plate at top of envelope. 

Service 

D.C. Plate Voltage  
D.C. Screen Voltage  
D.C. Suppressor Voltage  
D.C. Grid Blas Voltage  
Peak R-F Grid Voltage  
Peak A-F Grid Voltage  
D.C. Plate Current  
D.C. Screen Current  
D.C. Grid Current  
Grid Driving Power (Approx.)  
Grid Bias L0119  

Power Output ( Approx.)  
Screen Resistor   

Class B Suppressor 
Telephony Mod. Telephony Class C Televraphy 

2000 1500 2000 1250 2000 volts 
600 500 500 500 500 volts 
40 —110 — 135 40 40 volts 
—40 —50 —50 —30 — 30 volts 

55 120 120 150 158 volta 
150 175 

'ili 80 80 iéé iéé ma. 
15 55 55 45 42 ma. 
3 15 15 18 10 ma. 

1.5 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.6 watts 
.1 .75 .75 .5 .5 watts 
53 40 53 130 211 watts 

100.000 18.000 27.000 17.000 36,000 ohms 

HD-203C 
HD-211C 
Taylor U.H.F. and II.F, oscillator for diathermy 
machines. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volt 
Filament Current  4 amps. 
Amplification Factor  20 and 12 
Grid to Plate Capacity 9 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 4 mild. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 150 watts 
Maximum DC Plate Voltage 2000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 250 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 60 ma. 
Base  standard 4 pin 50 watt 

Plate at top of envelope. 

e e e 

HD-203A 
and 203A. Class B audio amplifier or modulator. 
Class C r.f. amplifier. 
Note: Grid driving power requirements vary 

over wide limits. 
A. F. Driver. 2A3s in push-pull with fixed grid 

primary 
bias input transformer ratio of 

Cbaraetortstiu: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  4 amps. 
Amplification Factor  25 
Grid to Plate Capacity 12 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 7 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 150 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 2000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 250 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 60 
Base  standard 6 pin 50 watt 

Plate out top of envelope 
Class B Audio Amplifier (2 tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1500 1750 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —45 —67.5 volts 
Load Resistance (Plate to Plate)  8000 9000 ohms 
Static Plate Current (Per Tube)  18 18 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current (2 Tubes) 425 425 ma. 
Power Output   400 500 watts 
Driver Power   18 18 watts 

Taylor heavy duty 
208A tube, interme-
diate between 204A 

54 sec. 
— L6. 

Class C R- F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1500 1756 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —150 —180 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  250 250 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  50 56 M. 
Grid Driving Power  15 19 watts 
Grid Bias Loss  7.5 9 watts 
Power Input   375 493 watt. 
Power Output   250 300 watt. 

T-200 
Taylor U.H.F. Triode, suitable 
for Oscillator or Amplifier serv• 
ice. Similar to HF-300. 

Note: Grid driving requirements vary widely 
under different operating conditions. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 to 11 volts 
Filament Current  4 amp. 
Amplification Factor  16.6 
Grid to Plate Capacity 7 mused. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 5 samfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 3 mold. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 21111 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 850 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 28 ma. 
Base standard 4 pin 50 watt 

Plate at top, grid at side of envelope. 

Class C R- F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —300 volta 
D.C. Plate Current 800 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  IMI ma. 
Grid Driving Power (Approx.) 24 watts 
Grid Bias Loss 15 watts 
Power Input  750 watts 
Power Output  560 watts 

HF-200 Ameerex general purpose 
high frequency triode. Suit-
able for U.H.F. oscillators. 

Note: Grid excitation requirements vary greatly 
due to plate load, efficiency required, and circuit 
design. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 45 me. 
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C + 

HF-200 Amplifier Circuit 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  10 to 11 volts 
Filament Current 3  4 amps. 
Amplification Factor  18 
Grid to Plate Capacity 5  8 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 5  2 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  2 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 150 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 2000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 200 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 60 ma. 
Base  standard 4 pin, 50 satt 

Plate at top, grid at side of envelope. 

Class C R- F Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage  1500 2000 volt 
D.C. Grid Voltage —210 —300 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  200 200 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  35 35 ma. 
Grid Driving Power  13 19 salts 
Grid Bias Loss  7.5 10 watts 
l'oser Input   300 400 watts 
l'oser Output   180 260 watts 

HK-354 Heintz & Kaufman Tri-
ode. Tantalum plate and 
grid. Class B modulator. 

Cia.s C ri. amplifier. Maximum DC plate voltage 
for plate modulation is 3000-volts. 

Note ( 1): The values of grid drive may be low-
ered for plate voltages less than 3500 without much 
sacrifice in plate efficiency. A 50% decrease of 
grid drive from the above values will drop the 
efficiency 10% to 15% which will not cause ex-
cessive plate dissipation if the load is reduced 
slightly with correspondingly less output and less 
plate current. 
Note (2): May be used as a linear (Class 11) 

r.f. amplifier as above and also with grid modula-
tion under similar operating conditions, but with 
higher grid bias. 

Note (3): With forced ventilation, the plate 
dissipation may be increased to as high as 250 
watts. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 15 mc. 

Reduced ratings at U.H.F. (above 30 mc). 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 
Amp. Factor ( avg.) 
Normal Plate Dissipation  150 watts 
Grid to Plate Capacity 4 tumid. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 9 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  2 mmfd. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 3500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 300 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 50 ma. 
Plate Thru Top of Envelope Base.. Standard 1-Pin 50 watt 

5 0 volts 
 10 amps 

14 

Class B Modulator or A.F Amplifler (2 Tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage     1000 2000 2500 3000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage    —60 —150 —180 —225 volts 
Zero Sig. D.C. Plate Current ( 2 Tubes)  20 20 20 20 ma. 
Maximum Sig. D.C. l'late Current (2 Tubes)  160 320 345 330 ma. 
Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate)   15,000 15,000 18,000 25,000 ohms 
Peak Driving Power   5.6 21 26 30 watts 
Power Output     100 400 560 650 watts 
Plate Loss   60 232 300 300 watts 

Class C r.f. Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage   1500 2000 3000 3300 4000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —.428 —602 —960 —1180 —1300 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   285 285 285 285 277 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  50 45 37 36 40 ma. 
Grid Driving Power   30 35 45 53 65 salts 
Grid Bias Loss   21 27 35 47 52 watts 
Power Input   430 572 950 1000 1100 watts 
Approximate Power Output   320 450 700 850 950 watts 
Approximate A.C. Load Resistance  2340 3060 4690 5630 6750 ohms 

Class 6 R- F Amplifier, Telephony: 
D.C. Plate Voltages   1500 2000 2500 3000 volts 

—105 —155 —188 —233 volts 
65 84 88 82 ma. 
6 11 13 15 watts 
70 116 150 150 watts 

27.5 50 70 81 watts 

D.C. Grid Voltages   
D.C. Plate Current   
Grid Driving Power   
Plate Loss   
Carrier Power Output   

1SOT 
Eimac medium power triode for 
general use, either in r.f. or audio 
circuits. More efficient at high 

frequencies than tubes with higher inter-electrode 
capacities (of equal power ratings). 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 60 mc. 
Note (1): Values of grid r.f. excitation vary 

over wide limits depending upon efficiency desired, 
circuit losses at higher frequencies, plate load im-
pedance and circuit design. The driver should be 
designed to providei considerably more output than 
shown by the table, if possible. 
Note (2): For keyed telegraphy, the above rat-

ings may be exceeded by 50%. Higher grid bias 
and grid drive are desirable if more outp:ut is 
wanted. 
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Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  5 to 5.25 volts 
Filament Current  10 amps. 
Amplification Factor  11 
Grid to Plate Capacity 3  5 med. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3  0 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  5 mmfd. 
Normal Plate Dissipation  150 watts 
Normal Plate Voltage 3000 volts 
Normal Plate Current  200 ma. 
Normal Grid Current  50 ma. 
Base Standard 4 Pin 50 watt 

Plate through top, grid through side of envelope. 

Class Et Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage 1000 2000 3000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —75 —160 —230 volts 
Zero Sig. D.C. Plate Current 

(Approximate)   20 20 20 ma. 



Transmitter Tubes 

TO • 3000V 
MODULATOR axoa 

Circuit Diagram of 150T Push-Pull-Parallel Final 
Amplifier. Only One Grid Choke la Required 

Maximum Sig. D. C. P 
rent ( Approximate) 400 400 

Load Resistance (P 
Plate)  4500 13,500 

Driving Power   11 15 
Output Power   200 450 

365 ma. 

20,000 ohms 
17 watts 

700 watts 

Class C R- F Amplifier Telephony or Telegraphy: 
D.C. Plate Voltage..  1000 3000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage• • ..-200 —600 volts 
D.C. Plate Current 200 200 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 35 35 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 14 30 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   7 21 watts 
Power Input   200 600 watts 
Power Output   150 450 watts 
A.C. Load Resistance-2500 8000 ohms. 
Mod. D.C. Load 5000 15.000 ohms 

T-155 
Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 
amplification Factor   
Grin to Plate Capacity  3 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 2  5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 155 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 200 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 60 ma 
Base Standard 4 Pin 50 watt 

Plate through top, grid through side of envelope. 
Class C R-F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage 250 volts 
D.C. Plate Current 200 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 50 ma. 
Gril Driving Poner 22 watts 
Grid Bias Loss 12.5 watts 
Power Input  500 watts 
Poner Output  370 watts 

2000 
—400 

200 
35 
21 
14 
400 
300 
5000 

10,000 

Taylor general purpose triode, 
suitable for U.H.F. service 
down to 2 meters. 

 10 volts 
 4 RMIM. 

20 

F- 108A 
gin neies. 

Note: Grid excitation requirements vary greatly, 
due to circuit design, plate load, and required effi-
ciencies. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 80 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  11 amps. 
Amplification Factor  12 
Geri to Plate Capacity 7 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 2 mmfd. 

Federal Tel. Co. General 
purpose triode. Especially 
suitable for very high fre-

Li 

Maximum Plate Dissipation 175 with 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 200 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  50 ma. 

Class C R-F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage... 2000 3000 volta 
D.C. Grid Voltage... —400 —600 volts 
D.C. Plate Current... 200 200 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 
(Approx.) 40 40 ma. 

Grid Drive   26 34 wane 
Grid Bias Loss  16 24 watts 
Power Input   400 600 watts 
Power Output   260 480 watts 

HF-300 
Amperex Gen-
eral purpose 
triode for high 

frequency and U.H.F. amplifiers or 
oscillators. 
Note: Grid excitation requirements 

vary greatly due to circuit design, 
plate load, and required efficiency. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up 

to 45 mc. 

H F 300 

002 

ANT 

L 

M 300 

C — 'lova C B+ 8— 

Grid- Neutralized Circuit for HF-300 Amplifer 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  11 to 12 volts 
Filament Current  4 amps. 
Amplification Factor  23 
Grid to Plate CapacitY 65 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 6  0 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  4 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 200 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 volts 
Maximum D. C. Plate Current 275 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  75 ma. 
Base standard 4 pin 50 wat. 

Plate through top, grid through side of envelope. 

Class C R- F Amplifier 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1500 2500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —200 —300 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  275 275 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  60 60 ma. 
Grid Driving Power  27 33 watts 
Grid Blas Loss  12 18 watts 
Power Input   420 700 watts 
Power Output   260 500 watts 

814 welorrol.Fhigiririe. outputawaehCre-fafiivel; 
low grid-driving requirements. 

Frequency Range: 30 to 2 mc. 
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HIGH POWER FINAL AMPLIFIER 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  4 amps. 
Amplification Factor  12 
Grid to Plate Capacity 13 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 7 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 5  5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 200 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 300 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 75 ma. 
Base standard 4 pin 50 watt 

Plate through top of envelope. 

Class C R-F Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage 2000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —400 volts 
D.C. Plate Current 300 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 45 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 25 watts 
Grid Blas Loss 18 watts 
Power Input  600 watts 
Power Output  400 watts 

•:. Ce • i):. 

822 aruagoora.HliigfiheiMour mTerjout or. Class be 
used in amplifier 

C r.f. service.. 
A.F. Drive,r: Push-pull parallel 2A3 tubes with 

Primary 
input transformer ratio of   — 1.6 

Ya sec. 
Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  4 amps. 
Amplification Constant.  27 
Grid to Plate Capacity 14 rued. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 8 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 6 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 200 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 2000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 300 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 60 ma. 
Base standard 4 pin 50 watt 

Plate through top of envelope. 

Class 13 Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage 2000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage (Approx.)  75 volts 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current 50 ma. 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current 450 ma. 
Load Impedance ( Plate to Plate) 9000 ohms 
Power Output  500 watts 
Driving Power  30 watts 

Class C R-F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage 2000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —220 volts 
D.C. Plate Current 300 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current 50 ma. 
Grid Driving Power 20 watts 
Grid Bias Loss  11 watts 
Power Input  800 watts 
Power Output  400 watts 

250T 

• 

Eimac general purpose HF Tri-
odes with amplification con-
stants of 30 and 11, respectively. 

Specially designed for UHF operation. 

Tentative Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 5  0 volts 
Filament Current  10 amps. 
Approximate Grid to Plate Capacity 3  5 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  250 watts 
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Maximum Plate Voltage  3500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  350 toa. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  50 ma. 
Base: Standard 4-pin 50 watt. 
Plate through top. grid through side of envelope. 

204A 

•:* 

Triode (RCA-Amperex4Inited). 
Oscillator or amplifier for fre-
quencies below 3000 KC. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 3 mc. 
50% at 15 mc. 

Note: Grid excitation requirements vary with 
plate impedance, circuit design and circuit losses, 
so the driver stage should be able to supply ap-
proximately twice as much output as listed for grid 
drive and bias loss. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  11 volts 
Filament Current 3  85 amps. 
Amplification Factor  25 
Grid to Plate Capacity 15 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 12.5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 2  3 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  250 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 275 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 80 ma. 
Base standard 250 watt 

Plate through ton. 

Class B Modulator or A- F Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage  1500 
D.C. Grid Bias (Approx.)  —40 
Zero Signal Plate Current ( Per Tube)  37 
Max. Signal Plate Current ( Per Tube)   250 
Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate)  7800 
Power Output (2 tubes)  400 

13-F Service 

Class Plate 
13 Te. Mod. Te- Class C 
lephony lephony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 1800 1500 2500 volts 
D.C. Grid Bias  —70 —250 —150 —200 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  160 250 250 250 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  70 50 50 ma. 
Power Output ( Approx.)  100 300 225 400 watts 
Grid Driving Power  35 17 22 watts 
Grid Bias Loss  17.5 7.5 10 watts 
Power Input .....   140 450 375 625 watts 

WE-212E 

2000 volts 
—60 volts 

37 ma. 
250 ma. 

8800 ohms 
600 watts 

Western Electric 
general purpose tri-
ode for frequencies 

below 1500 KC. Normally used in audio circuits. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 1.5 mc. 

33% plate voltage ratings at 4.5 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  14 volts 
Filament Current  6 amps. 
Amplification Factor  16 
Grid to Plate Capacity 18.8 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 14.9 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 8  6 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 275 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 350 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  75 ma 
Special W.E. base. 

Class 13 Audio Amplifier (2 tubes): 
DC. Plate Voltage  1500 2000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —75 —105 volts 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current  600 600 ma. 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current  80 100 ma. 
Load Resistance (Plate to Plate)  5900 8000 ohms 
Power Output   500 650 watts 
Driver Power   50 50 watts 

R- F Service 

Class 13 Class C 
13-F Telephony 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 1500 
D.C. Grid Voltage —120 
D.C. Plate Current  200 
D.C. Grid Current  
Grid Drive (Approx.)  
Grid Bias (Loss)  
Power Input   ¡On 
Power Output   135 

—200 
300 
60 
21 
12 

450 
300 

Class C 
Telegraphy 
2000 volts 
—250 volts 
SOO ma. 
60 ma. 
25 watts 
15 watts 

600 watts 
400 watts 
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300T b*, atcriodGeeLerralaupdtLrpoasned "Low 
frequency amplifiers. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 40 mc. 
Note: Values of grid r.f. excitation vary over 

wide limits so this should be taken into account 
when designing the driver stage. 

1 - K.W. AMPLIFIER 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage 
Filament Current 

300-r 

7  5 volt 
 11.5 amps. 

Normal Plate Dissipation 300 watts 
Amplification Factor (Avg.) 16 
Maximum Plate Current 350 ma. 
Maximum Plate Voltage 3500 volts 
Maximum Grid Current 75 ma. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 4 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity  4 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  6 mmfd 
Base standard 4 pin 50 watt 

Plate through top, grid through side of envelope. 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage 1000 2000 3000 3500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage (Ap.) -60 —135 —200 —240 volts 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate 
Current (Approx.)  40 40 40 40 ma. 

Max. Signal D.C. Plate 
Current   700 700 700 600 ma. 

Load Resistance ( Plate to 
Plate)  2800 8500 10,000 13,000 ohms 

Driving Power   30 38 48 46 watts 
Output Power   400 950 1500 1620 watts 

Class C R-F Amplifier ( 1 tube) Telephony or Telegraphy: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 3000 3500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —300 —500 —600 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  300 300 300 ma. 
D.C. Grid Current  40 50 60 ma. 
Grid Driving Power (Approx.)  22 40 55 watts 
Grid Bias Loss  12 25 36 watts 
Power Input   600 900 1050 watts 
Power Output   450 700 800 watts 
AC Load Resistance  3400 5000 5800 ohms 

• e 

HK-654 
• 

Heintz and Kaufman Tri-
ode for Class B. Modula-
tor and high-frequency RF 

Service. Especially suitable for Class B RF and 
grid-modulated telephony. Tantalum plate and grid. 
100% ratings up to 15 MC; reduced ratings above 
30 MC. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  " 5 volts 
Filament Current  15 amps. 
Amplification Factor   25 
Normal Plate Dissipation  300 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  5000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  450 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  100 ma. 
Base: Standard 4- pin 50-watt. Plate through top, grid 
through side of envelope 

WE-270A 
Western Electric 
general purpose tri-
ode for broadcast 

etatizn operation in high frequency transmitters. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 7.5 inc. 

93% plate voltage ratings at upper limit of 22.5 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volt. 
Filament Current 9  75 amps. 
Amplification Factor  16 
Grid to Plate Capacity 21 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 18 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 2 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 350 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 375 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 75 ma. 

Class 13 Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —105 
Maximum Sig. D.C. Plate Current  750 
Zero Sig. D.C. Plate Current  120 
Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate)...• 6000 
Power Output   850 
Driver Power   75 

2500 volts 
—140 volts 

750 ma. 
120 ma. 

8000 ohms 
1000 watts 

75 watts 

R- F Service 

Class 13 Class C Class C 
R•F Telephony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage  3000 2250 3000 volts (max.) 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —180 —300 
D.C. Plate Current 175 300 
D.C. Grid Current  70 
Grid Driver ( Approx.) • • • • • 82 
Grid Btu Loss  21 
Power Input   525 675 
Power Output   175 450 

41,0 

rosto 
350 ma. 
70 ma. 
37 watts 
11 watts 

1050 watts 
700 nuits 

849 , iraieyde.suiRteCdAf-Aormpjlraesxs-ypimted.ulaEtsors.- 
May be used in Class C as well as 

Class B r.f. amplifiers. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 3 mc. 

50% at 15 me. 

Charaoteristies: 
Filament Voltage  11 volts 
Filament Current 5  0 amps. 
Amplification Factor  19 
Grid to Plate Capacity 33.5 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 17 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 3 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 400 watts 
Maximum Plate Dissipation ( Telephony) 270 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 350 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 125 ma. 
Base  250 watt 

Plate through top of envelope. 
Class B Modulator or A- F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  2000 2500 volts 
Grid Bias (Approximate)  —105 —130 volts 
Zero Sig. Plate Current ( Per Tube)   7 10 ma. 
Maximum Sig. Plate Current ( Per 
Tube)   925 275 ma. 

Load Resistance ( Plate to Plate)._ 7040 11.480 ohms 
Power Output   870 920 watts 
Class B—R- F Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage  1500 2000 volts 
D.C. Grid Bias   70 —95 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   340 265 ma. 
Carrier Output   155 175 watts 
Plate Modulated Class C. Amplifier: 
D.C. Plate Voltage   1500 1800 volts 
D.C. Grid Bias   —250 —300 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   300 300 ma. 
Power Output   300 390 watts 
Class C Telegraphy: 
D.C. Plate Voltage   1500 2000 volts 
D.C. Grid Blas   —175 —200 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  300 300 ma. 
Power Output   300 450 watts 
D.C. Grid Current  75 75 ma. 
Grid Driving Power ( Approx.)  32 34 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   13 15 watts 

861 
e • 

RCA Screen Grid RF. Amplifier for 
normal operation up to 20 mega-
cycles. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 20 mc. 
75% at 30 me. ' 

Note (1): Grid driving power requirements vary 
over wide limits, depending upon load impedance and 
circuit losses. 

Note (2): In modulated operation (plate type) 
the screen voltage should be modulated simul-
taneously with the plate voltage. Grid modulation 
characteristics are approx. similar to Class B r.f. 
operation, except for grid bias. 
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Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  11 volts 
Filament Current  10 amps. 
Amplification Factor  300 
Grid to Plate Capacity 0  1 mmfd. 
Input Capacity  14.5 mmfd. 

R- F Service 

D.C. Plate Voltage   
D.C. Screen Voltage 
D.C. Grid Voltage   
D.C. Plate Current 
D.C. Grid Current   
Grid Driving Power 
Grid Bias Loss   
Plate Power Input 
Power Output   

831 
RCA and Amperes Oscillator and r.f. 
amplifier for high frequency operation. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up 
to 20 me. 55% at 75 mc. 
Note: Grid driving requirements vary greatly 

under different values of load impedance, neutraliz-
ing circuits and circuit losses which vary with 
frequency. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  11 volts 
Filament Current  10 amp. 
Amplification Factor  14.5 
Grid to Plate Capacity 4  0 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 3  8 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  4 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  400 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  3500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  350 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 75 ma. 

D.C. Plate Voltage   
D.C. Grid Voltage  
D.C. Plate Current  
D.C. Grid Current  
Grid Driving Power  
Grid Bias Loss   
Power Input   
Power Output   
--

•(Max.) 

500T 

R.F Service 
Class C 
Plate 

Class Et Mod. 
Tele- Tele- Class C 
phony phony Telegraphy 
3500 3000. 2000 3500 volts 
—220 —500 —200 —400 volts 

145 200 300 275 ma. 
60 45 40 ma. 
50 25 30 watts 
30 9 16 watts 

510 600 600 965 watts 
160 375 400 600 watts 

Eimac general purpose triode for 
audio and high-frequency ampli-
fiers. Its low inter-electrode 

capacities allow effective r.f. amplification at high 

radio frequencies. 
Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 40 mc. 
Note: Values of r.f. grid excitation vary over 

wide limits so this should be taken into account 
when designing the driver stage. 

Charatteristles: 
Filament Voltage 7  5 volts 
Filament. Current  20 amps. 
Amplification Factor ( Average)  13 
Normal Plate Dissipation  500 watts 
Maximum Plate Voltage  4000 volts 
Maximum Plate Current  600 ma. 
Maximum Grid Current  125 ma. 
Grid to Plate Capacity 45 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity  6 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 0  8 mm. 
Base  Special ElMAC 

Plate through top. grid through side of envelope. 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage ... 1500 2000 3000 4000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage ( Ap-
prox.)   —110 —150 —225 —310 volts 

Maximum Signal D.C  
Plate Current   1200 1150 900 800 ma. 

Load Resistance ( Piste 
to platel   2400 3000 6800 11300 ohms 

Grid Driving Power  90 90 85 80 watts 
Power Output   900 1200 1800 2300 watts 

Class C R•F Amplifier ( 1 Tube) Telephony or 
D.C. Plate Voltage   2000 3000 
D.C. Grid Voltage   — 350 —550 
D.C. Plate Current   450 450 
D.C. Grid Current   90 90 
Grid Driving Power (Approx.)  60 80 
Grid Bias Loss   31.5 40 
Power Input   900 1350 
Power Output ( Approx.)  650 1000 

Telegraphy: 
4000 volts 
—800 volts 

450 ma. 
90 ma. 

110 watts 
72 watts 

1800 walls 
1350 watts 

Output Capacity  11 mint& 
Maximum Plato Voltage  3500 volts 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  400 watts 
Maximum Screen Dissipation  35 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 350 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 75 ma. 

C ass B 
Tele-
phony 
3500 
500 
—60 
145 

Plate Mod. 
Class C Telephony Class C Telegraphy 
2000 3000 max. 2000 3500 rolls 
350 500 350 600 volts 
—200 —300 —150 — 250 volta 

265 200 300 275 ma. 
70 50 60 30 11111. 
40 35 40 25 watts 
14 15 9 7.5 watts 

510 530 600 600 965 watts 
160 28) 360 $25 590 watts 

F- 100A 
Federal Tel. Co. general 
purpose triode for high 
f requenc y transmitters. 

Useful up to 100 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  11 volts 
Filament Current  25 amps. 
Amplification Factor   14 
Grid to Plate Capacity  10 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity  4 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity  2 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  500 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  4000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  300 ma. 

851 aRi,»,_colncirrtero—delin'toerd. 
AlFighorporFr' 

service. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 3 mc. 
50% at 6 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  11 colts 
Filament Current  15.5 amp. 
Amplification Factor   20 
Grid to Plate Capacity 55 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity 30 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 7 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  750 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  2500 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  1 Amp. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  200 ma. 
Base  Standard 250 watt 

Plate through top of envelope. 

HK- 1554 
Heintz & Kaufman 
general purpose tri-
ode. Designed for 

commercial transmitters in the high frequency 
range. 

Note: Air-cooled plate. With forced ventilation, 
plate dissipation may be increased to 1500 watts. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  11 volts 
Filament Current  17 amps. 
Normal Plate Dissipation  750 watts 
Amplification Factor  14.5 watts 
Grid to Plate Capacity  11 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity  15.5 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 1  2 mmfd. 
Base  Special 111C 

Plate through top of envelope. 

Class B Audio Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —160 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate 

Current ( 2 tubes)  .050 
Maximum Signal D.C. 

Plate Cur. (2 tubes) 1.74 
Peak Driving Power 106 
RMS Signal Voltage.. 375 
Power Output ( 2 tubes) 2850 
Load Resistance ( plate 

to plate)   3000 
Maximum Signal D.C  
Grid Current (2 tubes) 122 

3000 4000 5000 volts 
—200 —275 —350 volts 

.050 .050 .050 amps. 

1.59 1.34 1.15 amps 
104 100 87 watts 
389 413 445 volts 
3260 3860 4260 watts 

4200 7000 10400 ohms 

122 98 72 ma. 
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Class B R- F Telephony: 
D.C. l'iate Voltage  2500 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —160 
D.C. Plate Current  448 
Plate Loss   750 
Load Resistance   750 
Peak Grid Driving 
Power   53 

Carrier Power   370 
Efficiency   33 

3000 
—200 

378 
750 
1100 

4000 5000 volts 
—275 —350 volts 

293 242 ma. 
750 750 watts 

2000 3200 ohms 

45 42 36 watts 
385 420 460 watts 
34 36 38% 

Class C Operation (3000 Max. Plate Voitage for Plate 
Modulation): 

D.C. Plate Voltage 2500 3000 4000 5000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage —600 —610 —700 —760 volts 
D.C. Plate Current  1.00 .930 1.00 1.00 amps. 
D.C. Grid Current  110 95 104 95 ma. 
Grid Driving Pon er  117 125 124 120 watts 
Grid Bias Loss   66 58 73 72 watts 
Load Resistance   1120 1460 1960 2500 ohms 
Power Input   2500 2780 4000 5000 watts 
Power Output   1750 2030 3040 3950 watts 
Plate Efficiency   70 73 76 79% 
Plate Loss   750 750 960 1050 watts 

WE-251A 
Western Electric 
H.F. triode broad-
cast or police 

transmitter tube for s.f. or a.f. service. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 30 mc. 
66%o plate voltage ratings at 50 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  16 amps. 
Amplification Factor  10.5 
Grid to Plate Capacity  8 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity  10 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity  6 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  1000 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current 600 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  150 ma. 
Air-cooled tube. 

R- F Service 
Class C 

Class B Tele- Class C 
R- F phony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage   3000 2250 3000 volts. 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —300 —470 —550 volts 
D.C. Plate Current   400 400 600 ma. 
Power Input   1200 900 1800 watts 
Power Output   400 600 1200 watts 

•t maximum). 

WE-279A 
Western Electric 
H.F. triode broad-
cast or police sta-

tion operation for AF or RF service. 

Frequency Range: 100% ratings up to 20 mc. 
:7.0% plate voltage ratings at 40 mc. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  10 volts 
Filament Current  21 amps. 
Amplification Factor   10 
Grid to Plate Capacity  18 mmfd. 
Grid to Filament Capacity  15 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity .  7 mmfd. 
Maximum Plate Dissipation  1200 watts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage  3000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  800 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current  150 ma. 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 
D.C. Plate Voltage   2000 2500 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —150 —200 volts 
Maximum Signal D.C. Plate Current 1600 1600 ma. 
Zero Signal D.C. Plate Current  220 300 ma. 
Load Resistance (plate to plate)  2240 2800 ohms 
Power Output   1760 2200 watts 
Driver Power   100 100 sv atts 

R- F Service 

Class C 
Class B Tele- Class C 
R- F phony Telegraphy 

D.C. Plate Voltage   3000 2250 3000 volts 
D.C. Grid Voltage   —325 —450 —600 volt, 
D.C. Plate Current   600 600 800 ma. 
Power Input   1800 1350 2400 watts 
Power Output   600 900 1600 watts 

.:• 

HK-3054 I leintz & Kaufman 
general purpose tri-
ode for commercial 

application. Largest air-cooled tube made. 

Note: Plate dissipation may be increased to 
3 KW by forced ventilation, air cooled H.F. tube 
construction. 

Characteristics: 

Filament Voltage  16 volts 
Filament Current  50 amps. 
Normal Plate Dissipation 1  5 kw. 
Amplification Factor   20 
Grid to Plate Capacity  15 tumid. 
Grid to Filament Capacity  25 mmfd. 
Plate to Filament Capacity 2  5 mmfd. 
Maximum D.C. Plate Voltage 5000 volts 
Maximum D.C. Plate Current  2 amps. 
Maximum D.C. Grid Current 0  5 amps. 

Class B Audio Amplifier (2 Tubes): 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2500 3000 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —105 —130 
Zero Sig. D.C. Plate 

Current (2 tubes) .10 . 10 
Maximum Signal D.C. 

Plate Current ( 2 tubes) 3.20 3.00 
Maximum Sig. Grid 
RMS Voltage   445 445 

Maximum Sig. D.C. 
Grid Current   350 300 

Maximum Sig. Power 
Input (2 tubes)   8 9 

Maximum Sig. Power 
Output (2 tubes)   5 6 

Maximum Sig. Grid 
Drive   300 268 

Class B R- F Telephony: 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2500 
D.C. Grid Voltage —105 
Load Resistance   350 
Grid Drive   150 
D.C. Plate Current.....89 
Carrier Output   710 
Plate Efficiency   32.0 
Plate Loss   1500 

Class C R- F Amplifier: 

D.C. Plate Voltage  2500 
D.C. Grid Voltage  —492 
D.C. Plate Current 1.62 
D.C. Grid Current ..... 23 
Grid Driving Power  193 
Power Input   4050 
Power Output   2550 
Load Resistance   635 
Plate Efficiency   63 

3000 
—130 

550 
130 
.75 
760 

33.5 
1500 

4000 
—180 

.10 

2.50 

445 

226 

10 

7 

235 

4000 
—180 
1000 
100 
.582 
830 

35.5 
1500 

5000 volts 
—230 volts 

.10 amps. 

2.24 amps. 

445 volts 

176 ma. 

11.2 kw. 

8.2 kw. 

190 watts 

5000 volts 
—230 volts 
1530 ohms 

80 watts 
47 amps 

800 natte. 
138.5% 
1500 u att.& 

3000 4000 5000 volts' 
—800 —1090 —1140 volts 
1.65 2.00 2.00 amps. 
.20 .22 . 22 amps. 
300 425 440 watts 

4850 8000 10000 watts 
3350 5760 7500 watts 
790 860 1150 ohms 
69 72 75% 
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RECTIFIERS 

866-866A-872-872A 
Note: The 866-A and 572-A rectifiers are lim-

ited to 5,000 peak inverse voltage if the temper-
ature near the base of the tube is below 15° C, 
or above 500 C. 

Uses: Half wave rectifiers, of the mercury vapor 
type, for high voltage plate supplies in radio trans-
nutters. Two or four tubes may be connected in 
full wave rectifier circuits. ( See power supply 
chapter.) 
Mar. Peak inverse voltage is the highest peak 

voltage that the rectifier tube can safely stand in 
the opposite direction to which it is supposed to 
pass current. In a single phase, full wave choke 
input circuit, the peak inverse voltage is approx. 
1.4 times the RMS voltage applied to the tube. 
In a single phase, half wave circuit with con-
denser input, the peak inverse voltage may be 
2.8 times the RMS value. 

RK-19, RK-21, 
RK-22 

Max. peak plate current is the highest value of 
peak current that the rectifier tube can safely pass. 
With large choke inductance input to the filter, 
the peak current is not much higher than the 
load current. With condenser input, the peak 
current may be four times as high as the load 
current. 

Characteristics: 
866 866-A 872 872-A 

Filament Voltage   2.5 2.5 5.0 5.0 volts 
Filament Current   5.0 5.0 10 6.75 amps. 
Peak Inverse Voltage  7500 10000 7500 10000 volts. 
Peak Plate Current ....6 .6 2.5 2.5 amps.• 
Tube Voltage Drop 

(Approx.)   15 10 15 10 volts 
Rase   4 pin 4 pin 50watt 50 watt 

•Maximum. 

Raytheon Rectifiers. Intermediate between 83 
and 866 rectifiers, but of high vacuum type con-
struction. Designed for 1000 volt DC supplies. 

Characteristics: 
Full Ralf Full 
Wave Wave Wave 
RK•I9 RK-2I R K - 22 

Heater Voltage   7.5 2.5 2.5 volts 
Heater Current   2.5 4.0 8.0 amp. 
Maximum EMS Voltage Per Plate 1250 volts 

Maximum Peak Inverse Voltage  3500 volts 
Maximum Peak Current  600 ma. 
Maximum D.C. Load Current (with Cond. Input)  200 ma. 

866B 

•:* •:* 
Taylor mercury-vapor half -wave 
rectifier for operation in full-
wave or bridge rectifier systems. 

Intermediate in load capacity between 866 and 
872A rectifiers. 

Characteristics: 
Filament Voltage  5 volts 
Filament Current  5 amps. 
Peak Inverse Voltage  8500 volts 
Peak Inverse Current  1 amp. 
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Chapter 12 
RADIOTELEPHONE THEORY 

• What can be defined as the average trans-
mitter is that which consists of the following 
components: ( 1) a portion that generates 
and amplifies the radio-frequency carrier 
wave; (2) a portion that converts the sound 
waves into electrical waves; (3) a portion 
that takes amplified audio-frequency cur-
rents and mixes them (by a process known 
as modulation) with the radio-frequency 
carrier in such a manner that the power out-
put of the transmitter varies in exact ac-
cordance with the variation in sound pres-
sure applied to the microphone. 

Modulation Fundamentals 

• In general, all communication systems 
utilize audio-frequency waveforms. These 
may be either pure tones and square-topped 
waveforms for use in code transmission, or 
the waveforms may be quite complex for 
conveying telephonic speech directly, with-
out translating the intelligence conveyed into 
dots and dashes of the telegraphic or radio 
codes. The range of audio-frequencies re-
quired to transmit the intelligence varies 
from a few cycles to 10,000 cycles per sec-
ond, depending on whether telegraphic or 
high-definition amplification is used. For 
amateur purposes, an audio-frequency range 
of from 200 to 2800 cycles per second will 
provide intelligibility, although fully natural 
and pleasing reproduction of the transmitted 
speech requires a range of from at least 100 
cycles to 4000 cycles. For high-definition. 
frequencies between 80 and 8000 cycles must 
be faithfully reproduced at the receiving 
point, such fidelity is seldom secured in 
amateur practice, but should be attained 
whenever conditions permit. 

In the transmission of telegraphic signals 
over a radio circuit, the carrier is radiated 
only during the "mark" period. The "space" 
is obtained and defined by an absence of the 
carrier. On the other hand, when tele-
phonic communication is used on a radio 
channel, the carrier remains on between 
syllables and words. The audio signal 
periodically increases and reduces the am-
plitude of the carrier , while the average 
amplitude of the carrier remains constant. 
When a modulated carrier is analyzed, 

it is found that the original carrier is pres-
ent, plus two groups of the sum and differ-
ence frequencies, which have been named 
the upper and lower sidebands. These side-
bands are generated in the transmitter by 
the familiar heterodyne process. Thus, one 

sideband consists of the waves whose fre-
quencies equal that of the carrier plus that 
of all the individual audio components, and 
the other sideband consists of the waves 
whose frequencies equal that of the carrier 
minus all the audio components. In other 
words, the carrier and the audio signal were 
heterodyned together into a group of beat-
frequencies by the action of the modulated 
amplifier. 

INN  IM\ 
— UNMODULATED CARRIER 

® — AUDIO SIGNAL TO BE APPLIED TO CARRIER 

0 —  MODULATED CARRIER 

Curve ( A) indicates the pure c-w wave 
applied to the grid of the modulated ampli-
fier. Curve ( B) shows the audio frequency 
output of the modulator. Curve ( C) shows 
the combination of the two after being 
mixed in the modulated amplifier. Note 
that the average value of the modulated 

wave is constant. 

The carrier takes up a relatively small 
position in the frequency spectrum, but, 
since each sideband contains all the audio 
signal components, the modulated signal will 
require a frequency band twice as wide as 
the highest audio-modulating signal. For 
example: If the transmitter responds to 
frequencies between 100 and 4000 cycles per 
second, then the bandwidth must extend 
4000 cycles above and below the carrier. 
This 8000 cycle band will cause some inter-
ference to any other station whose sidebands 
extend into this particular portion of what-
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ever amateur band the transmitter is work-
ing in. Almost 85 per cent of the power 
radiated in the sidebands consists of the fre-
quencies in the register below 1500 cycles, 
the remaining 15 per cent consist of fre-
quencies of the upper register, which de-
termine the quality of speech reproduction. 
The high audio-frequencies contain the 
greater portion of the harmonic content of 
sound which, if muted, depletes the fidelity 
and timbre of natural speech. 

Power Distribution in a Modulated 
Wave 

• The amplitudes of the sidebands depend 
on the percentage modulation; the higher the 
degree of modulation, the greater the side-
band amplitude. It takes power to modu-
late a wave which is expended in altering 
its amplitude. When a carrier is 100 per 
cent modulated by a pure audio tone, the 
power in each of the two sidebands equals 
one-quarter of the unmodulated carrier 
power output. Thus the power in both side-
bands equals one-half the carrier wave and, 
therefore, complete modulation increases the 
average power output of the phone trans-
mitter 50 per cent. If a class C radio-fre-
quency amplifier is plate modulated, the plate 
power input must therefore be increased 50 
per cent in order to get a 50 per cent in-
crease in output, because the plate efficiency 
remains constant during modulation. This 
50 per cent increase in plate input is ob-
tained from the modulator tubes in the form 
of AC. It is superimposed on the DC plate 
input in such a manner that the instantan-
eous plate voltage (and current) is alter-
nately raised to twice the unmodulated value, 
and then reduced to zero. In order to swing 
the plate voltage of the class C amplifier 
from zero to twice normal, the modulators 
must alternately supply and absorb power. 
This involves energy storage during the 
time the plate voltage is below normal. This 
energy is stored in the Heising choke, or in 
the modulation coupling transformer, de-
pending upon whether capacitative or induc-
tive coupling is used between the modulators 
and the modulated amplifier. 
One hundred per cent modulation is ap-

proached only on the extreme voice peaks. 
Ordinarily these peaks should seldom be 
allowed to modulate a phone transmitter 
more than about 80 per cent, and the aver-
age modulation during the time that the 
operator is actually speaking should ap-
proximately average 40 per cent. However, 
the capability to modulate at 100 per cent 
is essential to minimize heterodyne inter-
ference between or with other stations. 

All plate modulated RF amplifiers oper-
ate as class C amplifiers which require that 
the grids of the tubes be heavily excited 
by a buffer amplifier so that the power 

output of the stage will rise as the square 
of the plate voltage without any "dropping 
off" tendency as the instantaneous plate 
voltage approaches twice the normal value 
under modulation. HINT: In practice, 
choose tubes with as high a mutual con-
ductance as possible to economize on driv-
ing power. 
The plate input to a class C modulated 

amplifier increases during modulation, while 
the plate efficiency remains constant. On 
the other hand, the plate dissipation will 
increase when audio modulation is applied, 
necessitating that the tube operate below its 
maximum rating in order to allow some 
reserve dissipation for the heat radiated 
from the plate during complete modulation; 
incidentally, the heat increases upwards to 
50 per cent during 100 per cent modulation. 
Another reason for operating modulated 

amplifier tubes below their maximum rating 
is that the peak plate voltage and the peak 
plate current are doubled during complete 
modulation. 

Shielding RF Portions of Phone 
Transmitters 

• Additional shielding or isolation of the 
RF portion of the transmitter will be re-
quired in order that all RF be kept out of 
the speech amplifier, such precautions will 
prevent the amplifier from overloading and 
"singing"; in some cases it will be even 
necessary to shield the entire speech ampli-
fying equipment. 

Phone Transmitter Components 

• The three principal parts of the phone 
transmitter are: ( 1) the radio frequency 
channel; (2) the audio-frequency channel; 
and (3) the power supplies. In the subse-
quent treatment, an analysis is given to the 
major components comprising each of the 
aforementioned parts. 

The RF Channel 

• The principal function of this channel is 
to generate and amplify radio-frequency al-
ternating-current oscillations which are ulti-
mately modulated by the voice impulses and 
then radiated from the antenna. 
The radio-frequency generator consists of 

a low-power AC oscillator tube whose fre-
quency is held within very close limits in 
order that the period of oscillation does not 
appreciably drift. In practically all modern 
amateur transmitters the frequency is main-
tained at a near-constant value by a quartz 
plate oscillator. 
While the crystal has a tendency to resist 

changes in frequency caused by changes in 
the plate voltage, or by other circuit char-
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acteristics, it cannot entirely compensate it-
self from factors tending to alter the gen-
erated frequency. For these reasons, the 
crystal oscillator cannot be modulated di-
rectly without some undesirable frequency 
modulation. These wide changes in plate 
voltage will have some effect on the circuit 
parameters of the most stable of crystal 
oscillators. Amplifiers which adjoin the 

f crystal oscillator must not be modulated 
lest some reaction be reflected back into 
the oscillator which may have ( it generally 
does) some effect on the frequency stability. 
A crystal oscillator must be isolated by at 
least one buffer stage between it and the 
succeeding radio-frequency amplifier which 
is modulated by the voice impulses. 

The Modulated Amplifier 

• Power modulation, sometimes called 
"Heising Modulation," "Plate Modulation," 
or "Power Supply Modulation," is used in 
most amateur stations. In a previous ex-
planation it was stated that all forms of 
plate-modulated amplifiers operated "class 
C" wherein the negative grid bias is greater 
than two times that value of bias which 
would reduce the plate current to zero if the 
RF grid drive is removed. 
The process of plate modulation occurs 

whenever the plate voltage is varied up and 
down over its normal value at an audio-
frequency rate, the variations being exactly 
in accord with the voice impulses which 
strike the diaphragm of the microphone. If 
the class C RF amplifier is properly biased 
and driven, the radio frequency AC voltage 
measured across the plate tank coil will, at 
all times, be exactly proportional to the 
instantaneous DC plate voltage. By in-
stantaneous DC plate voltage is meant the 
sum of the constant DC plate voltage, plus 
the instantaneous AC voltage which is su-
perimposed on it, and which comes from 
the modulator tube or tubes. This variation 
of radio-frequency voltage across the tank 
coil obviously causes a variation in the 
power output of that amplifier stage, and if 
the antenna is coupled to the modulated am-
plifier the RF energy is modulated in accord-
ance with the variation of sound applied to 
the microphone. The RF signal in the de-
tector circuit of a distant receiver, when the 
carrier is unmodulated, is inaudible—unless 
a beat-frequency oscillator supplies a hetero-
dyning signal. However, as soon as the 
amplitude (or voltage) of the carrier signal 
is varied and is present in the distant re-
ceiver, the variations are changed by elec-
tro-acoustic conversion in the reproducer 
and are heard as sound. 

In order that the amplitude of the RF 
output shall be an exact replica of the voice 
impulses, it is essential that there be no 
regeneration in the class C amplifier. This 

means that the RF amplifier must be per-
fectly neutralized. It takes an appreciable 
amount of regeneration to make an ampli-
fier break into self-oscillation; however, be-
cause an amplifier does not oscillate is not 
an indication that it is perfectly neutralized. 
There may not be enough regeneration to 
allow self-oscillation, but even a small 
amount of regeneration can seriously disturb 
the linearity of modulation and thereby cause 
distortion. The modulation must not only 
be linear, it must be perfectly symmetrical as 
well. In other words, the positive and nega-
tive peaks of modulation must be equal. This 
necessitates that the carrier output must 
swing up just as much as it swings down 
on the immediately succeeding half cycle. 
Non-symmetrical modulation causes a change 
in the average amplitude of the modulated 
wave, which results in carrier shift and seri-
ous interference, as well as introducing audio 
distortion. Interference due to non-symmet-
rical modulation is very much of the type as 
that resulting from over-modulation and is 
sometimes called "sideband splatter." 
Non-symmetrical modulation is sometimes 

caused by having a very low C in the plate 
tank circuit of the modulated amplifier. If 
there is an excess of inductance and a de-
ficiency of capacitance in the circuit, the 
proper amount of circulating current will not 
flow in the tank circuit to provide the nec-
essary "fly wheel" effect. 

See L to C Ratio Chart in C. W. Theory 
Chapter for correct capacity to use at vari-
ous frequencies. 

Frequency Modulation 

• The oscillator frequency will vary during 
modulation unless one or more buffer stages 
are used between the modulated stage and 
the oscillator. This variation of frequency 
is called "frequency modulation." 

Linear Amplifiers 

• To avoid distortion, any amplifier which 
amplifies a wave previously modulated in 
some preceding stage must produce output 
wave shapes which are exactly similar, ex-
cept for size, to the input wave shapes which 
excite the grid. This type of amplifier is 
called a "Linear Amplifier" because its out-
put is a linear function of its input. The 
most common type of linear amplifier is usu-
ally biased exactly to cut-off and it is called 
a "class B Linear Amplifier." 
The reasons why these amplifiers are not 

more widely used in amateur stations are 
because they are quite difficult to adjust and 
they require a rather expensive amount of 
tube capacity for their carrier output. 

It is desirable to operate a linear amplifier 
at as high a plate voltage as possible to ob-
tain the maximum possible unmodulated 
plate efficiency. Because the grid current 
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LINEAR AMPLIFIER ANO ANTENNA COUPLING 

LINEAR AMP POWER SUPPLY 

The coil data is for 
75 meter operation. 

C7—Split-Stator 200 
mini, per section. 
NC—Each 2 plates. 

1/4 " spacing. 
C9-35 mmf. per 
section, 15,000 v. 
C10-35 tnmf. sin-

gle. 15,000 v. 
L5-20 turns, No. 

12, on small G.A. 
form. 

L6-36 turns, No. 
12, 53/4" dia., air 
spaced. 

L7-22 turns, -?," 
copper tubing, 
41/2 " dia., air 
spaced. 

varies with the percentage modulation, the 
grid bias of a linear amplifier must be sup-
plied from a separate source, such as bat-
teries of a low-resistance power supply, to 
avoid distortion. 

Linear amplifiers operate as efficiency mod-
ulated devices. The plate efficiency is con-
trolled by the RF excitation voltage applied 
to the grid. The maximum theoretical un-
modulated plate efficiency for a class B 
linear amplifier is 39 per cent, and 50 per 
cent for a class BC linear amplifier. In 
practice, the unmodulated plate efficiency of 
a class B linear amplifier seldom exceeds 30 
per cent, and for the class BC linear amplifier 
the upper limit is about 40 per cent. 
The modulated output is obtained by vary-

ing the instantaneous plate efficiency of the 
linear amplifier between the limits of zero 
efficiency and twice the normal unmodulated 
efficiency. Thus a class B linear amplifier 
might be 30 per cent efficient during periods 
of no modulation, and during periods of 100 
per cent modulation the instantaneous effi-
ciency would be varying at an audio-fre-
quency rate between zero and 60 per cent. 
During the period of 100 per cent modulation 
the criverage plate efficiency increases 50 per 
cent. Because the average plate efficiency is 
lowest when unmodulated, the plate loss is 
highest at that point, and it is therefore evi-
dent that all linear amplifiers cool off during 
modulation. Exactly the opposite occurs in a 
class C plate-modulated amplifier because its 
plate loss increases 50 per cent during periods 
of 100 per cent modulation and also because 
the plate efficiency of a class C amplifier re-
mains approximately constant during modula-
tion, although the average DC plate input 
is increased 50 per cent. 

The Audio Channel 

• The fidelity and faithfulness by which the 
voice frequencies are amplified depends 
wholly upon the individual characteristics of 
the parts comprising the audio-frequency am-
plifying equipment. To satisfactorily pattern 
any group of instruments into a well-designed 
speech amplifying system requires that each 
part be better than just "ordinary" or 
"cheap." 

Microphones 

• The function of a microphone is to con-
vert sound energy into electrical energy. In 
a perfect microphone the electrical output 
would be an exact replica of the sound input 
caused by the successive compressions and 
rarefactions of the air in front of the mouth 
of the person who speaks into the micro-
phone. 
The various types of microphones in use 

today are: 

(1) The carbon microphone (with one or 
two buttons). 

(2) The condenser microphone (air and 
nitrogen filled). 

The crystal miscrophone ( Piezo-elec-
tric type). 

(4) The inductive microphone (moving 
ribbon) (velocity type). 

The dynamic microphone (moving 
coil type). 

(6) The non-directional dynamic micro-
phone. 

(3) 

(5) 
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2A5s o. 42s 

T 1 — Double Button 
Mie-to-Grid Trans. 
72 — 3:1 Inferstage 

Transformer. 
Choke: 20 henry, 

200 M.A. 

• 300 

10-watt amplifier for double- button microphone. 

The Carbon Microphone 

• This type of microphone is the most com-
mon in use today. The electrical output re-
sults from the fact that the resistance of a 
group of carbon granules varies with the 
mechanical pressure exerted on them. The 
pressure is varied by a metal diaphragm 
whose oscillatory movement is conveyed di-
rectly to the pile of carbon particles which 
varies the microphone battery current flow-
ing through the microphone. In the case of 
a double-button carbon microphone there are 
two groups of carbon particles located in 
metal buttons, one on each side of the dia-
phragm. This vibrating member is usually 
stretched so as to remove the mechanical 
resonant point of the diaphragm out of the 
most important part of the audio-frequency 
range. These two-button microphones are 
connected to a center-tapped primary wind-
ing on the microphone coupling transformer 
so that the buttons are effectively in push-
pull. This tends to minimize the even har-
monic distortion which is inherent in all 
carbon microphones. 

245s or 42s 

10-watt amplifier for use with a single-
button microphone. 

Unfortunately, all resistive types of acouso-
electric converters have a rather high back-
ground hiss, due to the button current; in 
addition, are incapable of responding to wide 
frequency range, and generate more than a 
good portion of harmonic distortion. For-
tunately, carbon microphones being low-im-
pedance devices (200-400 ohms) require lit-
tle or no shielding. Another feature is that 
the ruggedness and mechanical construction 
of the device allows it to be handled with-
out the consideration that would necessarily 
be required with a more delicate instrument. 

Ale/ 

The output of a highly damped two button 
type is rated at — 45 D.B. 

The Condenser Microphone 

• This type of microphone is capable of giv-
ing all the fidelity an amateur can use. It 
operates on the principle that any variation 
in the dielectric spacing of a small condenser 
generates a small AC voltage across the 
condenser terminals. A rather high polar-
izing voltage must be applied between the 
condenser plates to secure sufficient output; 
voltages from 90 to 180 volts are common. 
The condenser microphone has a heavy back 
plate in front of which is located a thin 
"dural" diaphragm, tightly stretched to elimi-
nate resonance. The space between the dia-
phragm and back plate is sometimes filled 
with nitrogen to improve the over-all re-
sponse characteristics. The diaphragm is 
usually a thousandth of an inch thick, with 
that amount of spacing between the vibrating 
member and the back plate. When sound 
waves are impressed on the diaphragm its 
oscillatory movement varies the electro-static 
capacity between the two condenser plates, 
which impresses an AC voltage on the DC 
polarizing voltage. This AC voltage is then • 
transferred to the grid of the first audio am-
plifier through a small blocking condenser 
which isolates the polarizing voltage from 
the grid of the first audio tube. The output 
is about —95 D.B. as compared with an 
ordinary single button telephone microphone 
with unstretched diaphragm. 
The condenser microphone has the advan-

tage that its extremely light diaphragm 
gives somewhat better high-frequency re-
sponse than a carbon microphone. In addi-
tion, there is no carbon hiss. The disadvan-
tage lies in the fact that the audio output 
is so low that a "pre-amplifier" is necessary 
to augment the minute currents up to a level 
equal to that of a standard 2-button carbon 
microphone (-45 D.B.). Because the con-
denser microphone is a very high impedance 
device, it must be isolated from both RF 
and AC fields. Weather conditions, such as 
humidity and barometric pressure, affect the 
response characteristics of practically all 
electro-static devices. Cavity resonance, 
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structural and resonance peaks tend to alter 
the fidelity of many types of condenser mi-
crophones, especially those of inferior manu-
facture. On account of these factors, pros-
pective purchasers should carefully weigh 
both the electrical. and mechanical features 
of a group of microphones before finally 
making their acquisition. 

The Crystal Microphone 

• There are two types of crystal micro-
phones—the diaphragm type and the grill 
type. Both operate on the piezo-electric 
principles as defined by Curie. When a di-
electric material in a condenser changes its 
mechanical dimensions or density, a change 
in capacity occurs. This change in capacity 
generates a small AC voltage. All crystal 
microphones use Rochelle salt crystals, which 
act like small condensers. If these crystals 
are subjected to a deformation by bending 
strains caused by an acoustic pressure, a 
small audio-frequency will be generated 
across the two small pieces of metal foil 
which are glued to opposite faces of the 
crystal. The voltage produced by the crystal 
is then fed into a pre-amplifier for the nec-
essary amplification. 
The diaphragm type is the most inexpen-

sive of crystal microphones. While it is ca-
pable of somewhat better fidelity than the 
more common types of condenser micro-
phones, its quality is not comparable to that 
secured from the better types of electro-
static instruments. No polarizing voltage or 
magnetic field is required, and the audio 
output is approximately equal to that ob-
tained from the highly-damped types of two-
button carbon microphones. There is no 
background noise and the fidelity depends 
upon the care with which the diaphragm has 
been installed. 
The grill type of crystal microphone is 

capable of almost perfect fidelity. It con-
sists of a series of crystals (or sound cells) 
connected in series-parallel to produce a high 
output. The energy developed by this type 
of microphone is equal to that of the lower-
level moving coil types, and is somewhat 
higher than that of the moving coil variety 
of microphones. Although the device is a 
high impedance source of audio voltage, its 
peculiar condenser caracteristics allow the 
use of a shielded lead which can be 100 feet 
long between the microphone and its asso-
ciated pre-amplifier. One important advan-
tage of the grill type crystal microphone is 
that it is less directional than other types of 
microphones. The output level varies be-
tween —65 and —74 D.B., depending upon 
the construction. 

The Inductive Microphone 

• These microphones operate on the prin-
ciple that the movement of a conductor in 

a magnetic field induces a voltage in the 
conductor. The ribbon microphone utilizes 
a thin corrugated metal ribbon, or tape, a 
few thousandths of an inch thick, loosely sup-
ported between the poles of a form of horse-
shoe magnet. When actuated by sound 
waves, the diaphragm or ribbon oscillates 
in the magnetic field, which induces a very 
small current in it. The two ends of the 
ribbon are connected to the primary of a 
coupling transformer which steps-up the volt-
age output and applies it to the grid of a 
pre-amplifier tube. The ribbon microphone 
is very rugged and is of rather simple 
construction; in addition, is capable of 
high-definition in response with regard 
to the direction of the sound approach. 
Being actuated by velocity, rather than by 
pressure, the high frequency doubling is 
avoided which in other types of instruments 
impairs the fidelity. The microphone has an 
extremely low impedance (less than 1 ohm) 
and is therefore not affected by radio-fre-
quency fields; on account of this feature the 
device may be placed close to the transmitter. 
Unfortunately, the microphone is sensitive to 
60-cycle or power line fields if in the proxim-
ity of these areas. Low frequencies are un-
duly emphasized when speaking close to the 
ribbon. Because the audio output is approxi-
mately the lowest of all acousto-electric de-
vices, a high-gain pre-amplifier is required 
to bring the output up to a usable level. The 
output is about —100 D B. 

The Dynamic Microphone 

• This type of microphone operates on the 
same principle as the ribbon type. How-
ever, it uses a small coil of wire attached to 
a diaphragm to generate the audio voltage. 
A permanent magnet supplies the magnetic 
field in most cases, and the audio output and 
fidelity are similar to those of the condenser 
microphone. The moving coil microphone is 
a low impedance device and thus can be re-
motely located from its associated pre-am-
plifier. The usual impedance of the moving 
coils is about 30 ohms and the rated output 
level is —85 D.B. 
The moving coil microphone is rapidly 

gaining popularity amongst the amateur 
fraternity. It is quite rugged and has the 
outstanding advantage that its characteris-
tics do not readily change with age or at-
mospheric conditions; once the device is 
equalized, its fidelity remains constant. 

The Non-Directional Microphone 

• This is a type of microphone that will re-
spond uniformly to all sound pressure and is 
built on the moving-coil principle. It differs 
radically from previous microphones in ap-
pearance, consisting of a two and one-half 
inch spherical housing with a two and one-
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half inch acoustic screen held a fraction of 
an inch. off the surface. In this type of 
microphone the directional effect is so slight 
as to be imperceptible; this effect is largely 
a function of the size of the microphone rela-
tive to the wavelength of sound. 
With a spherical microphone mounted with 

the diaphragm horizontal ( see the accom-
panying figure) there would be a tendency for 
the response to be too high for high-fre-

PROTECTIVE ACOUSTIC DIAPHRAGM 

SCREEN SCREEN AND COIL 

the instrument non-directional in its re-
sponse. 

6C5 
G • 

XTL 
MIKE 

.25 

+250V 

TO MAIN 
50,000 SPEECH 

AMP 

20,000 '  

Crystal microphone pre-amplifier. Gain 
approximately 20 D.B. 

The microphone has a uniform character-
ACOUSTIC istic from 40 to 10,000 cycles; it is also free 

RESISTANCE from electrical interference and has such fea-
tures as: high signal-to-noise ratio, rugged-
ness, dependability and freedom from temper 
ature, barometric and humidity effects. An-
other characteristic is the low electrical im-
pedance which allows its use several hundred 
feet from the amplifying equipment. 

Simplified cross-sectional view of Western 
Electric non-directional microphone. 

quency sounds coming down from above; 
that is, directly toward the diaphragm, and 
too low for similar frequencies coming from 
angles very much below the horizontal. The 
effects are completely avoided, and an essen-
tially uniform response is obtained from 
sound coming from all directions, by mount-
ing an acoustic screen in front of the dia-
phragm. This screen produces a loss in 
sound passing through it, but reflects back 
into the diaphragm all sound coming from be-
hind the microphone. It thus compensates 
for the unequal diffractive effects and makes 

005 

25 

DCONO  

7- • MIKE 

a. 20▪ ,▪ 000 .5 

01 

Pre-Amplifiers 

• Practically all types of high-fidelity mi-
crophones have a very low audio-output and 
require an intermediate device between the 
microphone and main voltage amplifier to 
build-up the weak electrical output; this de-
vice is called the "pre-amplifier." It con-
sists of two stages of resistance or trans-
former coupled triodes connected in cascade. 
The over-all gain of most pre-amplifiers 
ranges from 35 to 55 D.B., depending upon 
the particular type of input microphone used; 
the decibel rating given here represents a 
voltage amplification of about 250 to 1000 
times. (NOTE: It is almost prerequisite 
that all amateurs acquaint themselves with 
the D.B. unit; reference should therefore be 
made to the discussion appearing in Chapter 
3, "Decibels and Logarithms". 

Since it is the function of pre-amplifiers to 
be associated with minute audio-frequency 
voltages, emphasis must be placed upon pro-
tecting the amplifier from all hum and back-
ground noises. To minimize the hum pick-up 

6 CS 

.5 

I -I. « 
.5 10. 

2500 

250V 
B- 5+ 

• 
SHIELDED AND CT GROUNDED 

11-i-I-•-“ I AT POWER SUPPLY 

.25 

Metal tube pre-amplifier for condenser microphone. Gain approximately 50 D.B. 
TI—tube-to-line output transformer. 
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requires good shielding as well as RF chokes 
in the grid leads, the latter being required 
if the amplifier is to be operated close to 
a transmitter. The power supply leads en-
ergizing the equipment must be well shielded 
and not run closer than three feet to any 
choke or transformer which has AC flowing 
through it. 

The heaters of the tubes can be operated 
from 6.3 volts AC if care is taken to com-
pletely by-pass and shield the filament leads. 
Otherwise a small storage battery may be 
necessary if high gain is desired. 

Gain controls are seldom incorporated in 
a pre-amplifier; this function is best left to 
a voltage divider or attenuator in the main 
voltage amplifier. ( NOTE: Design informa-
tion on pre-amplifiers may be found in Chap-
ter 3, "Decibels and Logarithms". 

Pre-Amplifier With New Metal Tubes 

• The performance of a condenser micro-
phone pre-amplifier cannot be improved on 
to any great extent, but the new develop-
ments in parts and tubes allow a more com-
pact and better mechanical design. 

Two of the new metal-envelope type 6F5 
and 6C5 tubes form major parts complement 
of a modern pre-amplifier. Electrically, 
metal tubes have little advantage over others 
except for the lower hum level obtained and, 
in addition, to a slight increase in the gain. 
These tubes, however, take up less space and 

615 

Circuit diagram for condenser microphone 
amplifier illustrated above. A small dry 
cell ( 1.5 volts) can be used in place of 

the Mallory Bias Cell. 

greatly simphfy the problem of shielding. 
An entire two-stage pre-amplifier can be 
built into a case that formerly housed a 
"Stromberg-Carlson" audio transformer. 
The interior partitions are constructed from 
galvanized iron and then given a coat of 
lacquer to match the appearance of the case. 
The mechanical construction is such that all 
parts in the amplifier are accessible. 
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A "Mallory" bias cell furnishes the bias 
voltage on the 6F5. A potentiometer ar-
rangement reduces the polarizing voltage 
from 250 to 175 volts. 

With some types of condenser heads, it 
is not possible to apply more than 100 volts 
as a polarizing voltage; the differences in 
potential can, however, be changed by mak-
ing the proper adjustments on the poten-
tiometer. 

It is recommended that well-designed 
"noiseless type" resistors will be used. In 
the second stage the amplification level is of 
such a value that any good grade of carbon 
resistors will prove satisfactory. The 
shielded lead from the positive high-poten-
tial plate of the microphone head which 
energizes the grid circuit of the 6F5 must 
be well insulated between the shielding and 
the external wire. Considerable noise will 
be developed in this circuit if this insula-
tion is faulty. 

The output impedance of the pre-ampli-
fier is low enough that no line coupling 
transformers will be necessary for distances 
up to 100 feet. The output is fed to the 
grid of the first tube in the main amplifier 
either through a regular inter-stage audio 
transformer or a 0.1 mfd. coupling conden-
ser. The transformer should be located at 
the input of the main amplifier if transformer 
coupling is used. If resistor coupling is 
used, the 0.1 mfd. condenser should be lo-
cated at the input of the main amplifier even 
though there is already one blocking con-
denser in the output lead at the pre-amplifier. 

The filament leads must be shielded and the 
grid leads short as possible. It is important 
that the heaters of the tubes be grounded 
either at the center-tap winding on the fila-
ment transformer or by a center-tap resistor 
scheme. 

The power supply must be well-filtered 
and provided with at least three filter sections 
with a total of more than 30 mfd. capacity. 
Three small 50 hy. (or those having higher 
values) 10 MA. chokes shunted at each 
terminus with 8 mfd. electrolytic condensers 
will provide a hum-free source comparable 
to battery supply. 

The Main Voltage Amplifier 

• The main voltage amplifier is not clearly 
defined in most amateur stations, but is often 
combined with the driver stage for the high-
powered modulator. Briefly, that part of 
the audio channel which starts at a point 
roughly corresponding to the output level of 
a damped high-quality two-button microphone 
which is approximately —50 D.B. below the 
zero level is termed the "main voltage am-
plifier." Throughout this HANDBOOK, a 
zero level equal to 6 milliwatts (.006 watts) 



Voltage Amplifiers 

TRt 

-B+C GND -90 +375 

56 TR2 245 T R3 
[FR:: 

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER AND DRIVER. 
R1-500,000 ohms. R2-250,000 ohms. R3-3,000 ohms wire-wound. R4-1,200 ohms 
wire-wound. R5-30,000 ohms wire-wound. CH-50 henry, 15 MA. TRI—Plate to Grid 
Transformer. TR2—P.P. Input Transformer. TR3—Modulation Transformer. 3-1 

stepdown. 

of power will be used as an arbitrary ref-
erence level. Thus —45 D.B. corresponds 
to one-one-hundred thousandth of 6 milli-
watts. A good voltage amplifier must be 
capable of amplifying an input of —45 D.B. 
up to full output, that is, to the zero level. 
Such an amplifier can consist of two stages of 
type 6C6 triodes, transformer coupled. 
To control the input to a main voltage 

amplifier requires the use of some type of 
attenuating device; this can consist of a 
potentiometer of about 250,000 ohms whose 
sliding contact connects to the grid of the 
first stage. 
The main voltage amplifier drives either 

the "driver power amplifier" or, in certain 
cases, it directly drives the "low powered 
modulator." This amplifier operates at a 
considerably higher audio level than a pre-
amplifier, and therefore does not require 
exceptional filtering or shielding to minimize 

background noises. However, as a precau-
tionary measure, the first stage should be 
well-filtered and shielded because of the hum 
which might occur due to faulty construc-
tion or design. 
The best inter-stage coupling in ampli-

fiers in which the tube components are 
either pentodes or screen-grid types is that 
obtained by resistance coupling. Coupling 
high-mu tubes with transformers reduces 
their operating efficiencies to a very low 
value; and audio chokes, unless specially 
designed for this service are also taboo. 
On the other hand, choke or transformer 
coupling will give splendid fidelity when 
functioning in cqnjunction with medium-
or low-mu triodes. Resistance-coupling is 
ideally suitable to the following screen-
grid, pentodes or high-mu triodes; these are 
the 75, 2A6, 40, 6C6, 57, 6F5, or 617. 

Widely Used Main Voltage Amplifier and Audio Driver 

45 

5-Watt Amplifier for use with highly-damped type of carbon microphones. 
Tl—Mike to grid transformer. 
T2—Interstags audio transformer. 

T3—Push-pull input transformer. 
T4—Push-pull output transformer. 
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The Modulator and Its Associated 

Driver 

•A modulator which operates Class A does 
not require that its driver supply power, 
but instead it necessitates that its input 
be supplied with a certain voltage; this is 
due to the fact that the control grid of 
a class A amplifier, or modulator, is never 
driven positive, and so never draws grid 
current. The driver, therefore, will func-
tion splendidly with the following tubes as 
voltage amplifiers: the 6C6, 56, 76 and 
others. With the 845, 849 or 212D operat-
ing in a class A modulator, the driver 
should be chosen from among the small 
tubes, such as the 45, 42 ( triode), 210, etc. 
The larger tubes operating class A require 
somewhat more grid voltage swing than 
can be supplied by the smaller voltage am-
plifier triodes. 
When modulator tubes are employed in 

push-pull class B or class AB stages, the 
driver is frequently required to supply 
some grid power; this amount varies widely 
depending on the plate voltage and power 
output conditions. Class B modulators re-
quire slightly more grid driving power than 
class AB modulators, but class B modu-
lators are often somewhat more economical 
to build and operate. 
For example, class B 46s and class AB 

50s have the same maximum undistorted 
power output of approximately 23 watts 
for two tubes at rated plate voltage. The 
grids of the 46s require almost two watts 
of power, whereas the two 50s require only 
about .4 watt for the same output. Thus 
another 46 operating as a low-mu triode 
must adjoin the driver for the class B 46s, 
while push-pull 76s can easily supply the 
small grid driving power required by the 
class AB 50s. However, the 46s are more 
modestly priced and operate with less plate 
voltage than the 50s. Offsetting this econ-
omy is the fact that the input and output 
transformers for the class B 46s may be 
more expensive than the input and output 
transformers for the class AB stage with 
the type 50 tubes. 
The choice of a modulator tube depends 

on the DC plate input power drawn by 
the class C RF amplifier which is to be 
plate modulated. The maximum undis-
torted audio power output of the modulator 
stage must be 50 per cent of the DC power 
input to the class C amplifier. 
Reference to the tube tables will indi-

cate the audio output to be expected from 
the more common modulator tube combina-
tions, at commonly-found plate voltages. 
The same table will also suggest satisfac-
tory tubes serviceable as drivers. 
Low power modulators (up to 200 watts 

of audio power) often operate from either 
a single-ended or push-pull driver chosen 
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from the following list of the most popular 
low power drivers: 45, 46 (low-mu triode), 
59 (low-mu triode), 2A3, 71, 42 (triode), 
2B6 and 50. 

Power Modulation 

• Power modulation includes all forms of 
plate modulation because it involves the 
modulation of the source of power which 
is converted into RF carrier power by a 
vacuum tube amplifier. A radio-frequency 
class C amplifier normally operates under 
conditions such that the power output 
changes with the square of the plate volt-
age; thus the RF voltage output changes in 
exact accordance with the variation in the 
plate voltage. Ordinarily, all modulated 
class C amplifiers operate at a practically 
constant plate efficiency, but with a peak 
plate input varying above and below the 
normal unmodulated value in accordance 
with the audio-frequency AC supplied by 
the modulator. The plate efficiency of a 
plate-modulated class C amplifier can be 
made quite high; 92 per cent has been 
reached in laboratory amplifiers, although 
65 per cent to 85 per cent is more com-
mon in amateur stations. 
A study of the power distribution in a 

completely modulated wave shows that two-
thirds of the total power consists of the 
carrier, and the other one-third is divided 
equally between the two sidebands. Thus 
the average RF power output must be in-
creased 50 per cent for complete 100 per 
cent modulation, and proportionately less 
for lower percentages. 
The plate efficiency remains approxi-

mately constant during plate or power mod-
ulation, and so the RF power output can 
he increased only by increasing the plate 
input power during modulation. In order 
to derive a 50 per cent increase in average 
power output during complete modulation, 
the plate power input must also be in-
creased by 50 per cent. Because the audio-
frequency modulator, or modulators, are 
the sole source of this increase in power. 
it is seen that the maximum undistorted 
power output of the modulators must be 
equal to 50 per cent of the constant DC 
plate input supplied to the unmodulated 
class C RF amplifier. The modulator, or 
modulators, must be coupled in the cir-
cuit between the source of DC plate power 
and the class C amplifier so that the peak 
AC voltage output and the peak AC cur-
rent output of the modulators just equals 
the unmodulated DC plate voltage and plate 
current drawn by the class C stage. Under 
complete modulation, therefore, the constant 
DC plate input is alternately doubled and 
neutralized as the audio-frequency AC wave 
goes through its maximum positive and 
negative values. This shows that the im-
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pedances of the load represented by the 
class C plate circuit and the impedance 
of the AC power source, which is the mod-
ulator tube, or tubes, must be matched to 
each other if the AC voltages and cur-
rents are to exactly double and then 
neutralize the constant DC voltage and cur-
rent, which represents the unmodulated 
plate current input power to the class C 
amplifier. 

Efficiency Modulation 

• The average plate efficiency must increase 
50 per cent during complete modulation of 
an efficiency modulated RF amplifier, and 
the plate peak efficiency can never exceed 
100 per cent; hence, the unmodulated plate 
efficiency must be less than 50 per cent. 

Efficiency modulated amplifiers include 
practically all forms of grid modulated am-
plifiers, whether they are modulated by 
variable excitation, in which case they are 
usually termed "linear amplifiers," or 
whether they are modulated by variable 
grid bias, in which case they are called 
"grid bias modulated amplifiers." 

Grid Bias Modulation 

• When the axis of the AC grid excitation 
voltage is shifted by the audio-frequency 
modulating voltage, it is termed grid bias 
modulation. If the control grid of the modu-
lated tube draws any DC grid current, then 
enough audio must be supplied from the 
modulator tube to modulate this DC grid 
current. Frequently this current is quite 
small in comparison to the DC plate current 
and a real economy of audio power can. be 
effected by grid bias modulation instead of 
plate-power modulation. Under certain con-
ditions the vacuum tube amplifier can be 
operated so that the control grid draws no 
DC current, even when most positive, so that 
the modulator tube need not supply any 
power to effect deep modulation, as the 
effective grid impedance is, in that case, very 
high. It is poor economy to operate a RF 
amplifier control grid wholly on the negative 
side of zero bias because the efficiency of the 
plate power conversion is then low, unless 
high plate voltages are used together with 
a tube of exceptionally high mutual con-
ductance. Most grid-bias modulated ampli-
fiers operate so that some DC grid current 
is drawn, at least on the peaks of modulation. 

Screen Grid Modulation 

• Practically all screen-grid tetrodes and 
pentodes built at the present time are in-
capable of complete and linear 100 per cent 
modulation when the AC modulating voltage 
is applied to the DC screen voltage. 

It is theoretically possible to design a 

screen-grid pentode which will allow perfect 
and complete modulation to be effected by 
cascade screen voltage modulation, but such 
a tube has not been built to date, and even 
if such tubes were available, the use of two 
cascaded efficiency modulated stages would 
not be economical. 

Suppressor-Grid Modulation 

• Suppressor-grid modulation is used quite 
extensively among amateurs in the United 
States. If some means can be found to in-
crease the unmodulated plate efficiency 
around 40 per cent, suppressor-grid modula-
tion should become universally acceptable, 
because it is probably the least critical modu-
lation method of any in regards to adjust-
ment. 

Summary of Efficiency Modulation 

• In all known efficiency-modulation sys-
tems, the plate power input must remain 
constant, if linear modulation is desired. The 
unmodulated plate efficiency could be about 
doubled if it were possible to make some 
form of grid-modulated amplifier release its 
own additional plate input from the DC plate 
supply source during modulation. 

In general, efficiency modulation is charac-
terized by the fact that it is rather difficult 
to adjust without the aid of an oscilloscope; 
there is also some question as to whether it 
is more economical to employ a large tube 
operating at 35 to 40 per cent efficiency and 
a minimum of audio equipment, or to use a 
small high-efficiency class C amplifier stage 
together with extensive modulator and power 
supply apparatus. 

Class AB Audio Considerations 

• The best load impedance for class AB 
tubes is difficult to calculate accurately. As 
in class B, for a limited grid voltage the 
output power will be greatest when a plate 
load is chosen such that the product of plate 
voltage swing and plate current swing is 
a maximum. For maximum power with 
minimum distortion, the load resistance will 
decrease as the driving power is increased. 
In other words, with greater driving power 
the plate current swing on the output tube 
can be increased and greater power output 
will consequently be developed across a 
lower load. This again is governed by the 
peak current which the plate supply can 
deliver. It is not good practice to place a 
low load resistance in the circuit if the plate 
supply regulation is poor. This and the 
foregoing factors are of more or less im-
portance, depending upon the magnitude of 
values in the particular design. However, a 
general method of determining load im-
pedance for push-pull tubes where the grids 
are not driven very positive is shown in 
Figure 1, applied to 845 tubes. The published 
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Method of graphically computing proper 

load impedance (see text). 

plate characteristic must be obtained and an 
operating voltage ED selected. A vertical 
line is erected at .6Eb and the E. = 0 line 
is extended to meet it. A line is then drawn 
from the intersection to Eh. The slope of 
this line multiplied by 4 is the proper plate-
to-plate load. In the example drawn this 
load is equal to 

1260— 750 
 X 4 = 6000 ohms. 

400 

If the grids are driven sufficiently posi-
tive to make the normal output about four 
times that of a single class A amplifier with 
the same tube, this value of load impedance 
will have to be reduced about 20 per cent. 
If the plate supply regulation is better than 
10 per cent, this load impedance can be 
reduced another 5 per cent. In the case 
shown, this would mean an effective plate 
load of 3750 ohms. The recommended RCA 
value is approximately this value. 
The calculation of maximum power out-

put is given herewith: 

The power is equal to: 

Max. plate current X plate voltage 
P —   

As shown in Figure 3, this gives 

.40 X 1250 
 — 100 watts 

5 

From a summary of the above notes it 
will be seen that AB amplification is a sys-
tem lying between class A and class B; 
high biased near cut-off. Not all tubes are 
suitable for this class of service. Those 
most applicable are the 42, 245, 2A3, 250, 
845, WE283A, 212D and E, and 849. 

Class B Audio Considerations 

• For obtaining high quality amplification 
from a class B amplifying system requires 
the consideration of the following precau-
tions: 

(1) The driver stage must be able to 
supply about two or three times the actual 
power required to drive the grids of the 
class B stage. This reserve power is neces-
sary so that the driving voltage shall have 
good regulation under the variations in the 
load represented by the class B grids. In 
general, the driver output should be from 5 
to 15 per cent of the class B stage. 

(2) The class B input transformer must 
have sufficient step-down so that the driver 
load impedance never goes below the plate 
impedance of the driver tube, when the class 
B grids are most positive. It follows that 
less step-down is necessary when the class 
B tubes have a high grid impedance. By the 
same token, the choice of the driver tube 
with a low plate impedance, such as the 45, 
50, 2A3, 2B6, and 42 triode is necessary for 
minimum step-down ratios. 

(3) The load impedance into which the 
class B stage works must be fairly high in 
comparison with the plate impedance of the 
class B tubes. The actual value of load im-
pedance is not especially critical, and for 
practically all common tubes it can be be-
tween 5,000 to 20,000 ohms plate-to-plate. 
When the plate load impedance of a class 

B stage is varied, the following action oc-
curs: As long as the load impedance exceeds 
the static plate resistance of the tube, an 

B•15 C- B • 250 

FIG. 2—.-A-prime 845s used for high level plate modulation. 
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FIG. 3—The 849 bias should be ad'usted so that the no-signal plate current is 40 M.A. 
per tube for Class A-prime operation, or 10 M.A. per tube for class B operation. Other 

constants are not altered. 

increase in load impedance will improve the 
quality by reducing the harmonic distortion; 
in addition, the power output will be reduced 
for a given grid excitation, and therefore 
more energy will be required for the same 
power output, with higher loads. The plate 
efficiency increases as the load impedance is 
increased, so that more output can be deliv-
ered for a fixed plate loss by merely aug-
menting the grid drive. However, as the 
load impedance and the grid drive are in-
creased, it is necessary to raise the plate 
voltage to prevent the maximum grid voltage 
from exceeding the minimum plate voltage 
at the peaks of the grid drive. 

111•12 sans 311101•0 260 rownr•ONIc 

FIG. 4 FIG. 5 

(4) The two halves of the circuit must be 
accurately matched. Because each class B 
tube works for only half the cycle, it is 
essential that they receive exactly the same 
driving voltage and that they each draw the 
same plate current in the resting condition. 
No two tubes will maintain their character-
istics for any length of time and it is essen-
tial that individual bias adjustments be pro-
vided so that the stage can be balanced. This 
precaution is only applicable with other than 
zero grid-bias tubes, which include the 46, 

59, 19, 49, 89, 53, 79, RK31 and 838. 
(5) The plate power supply must have 

good voltage regulation because the plate 
current varies quite widely with the grid 
drive. Any variation in plate voltage with 
changes in plate current will cause ampli-
tude (harmonic) distortion, and is to be 
avoided. Low resistance windings on the 
power transformer and filter chokes are 
essential. The use of a saturated, or swing-
ing, input choke helps to keep the output 
voltage constant with variation in current. 
Mercury-vapor rectifiers have an inherent 
voltage drop that is independent, to a great 
extent, of the load current, and thus cause 

FIG. 6 

SO 
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13C 

no sacrifice of regulation, as is the case with 
thermionic rectifiers. 

(6) With certain tubes, notably some 
makes of 210s, 203As, 211s, 800s, 204As and 
849s, it is essential to take precautions against 
dynatronic distortion (see Figure 6). This 
type of distortion occurs when a stage starts 
to oscillate on the peaks, which gives rise 
to a rasping effect which greatly impairs the 
quality. This tendency toward oscillation is 
caused by a "dynatronic kink" in the grid 
characteristic of the tube; it can be 
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"swamped out" by placing 40-ohm parasitic 
resistors in each plate lead, combined with 
5000 to 20,000 ohms shunted across each 
half of the input transformer secondary. 
Sometimes it is even necessary to shunt each 
side of the input transformer with .001 mfd. 
condensers. 

It is common practice to consider the 
average or effective audio power necessary 
to modulate 100 per cent, but the peak audio 
power is the correct accounting factor. 
When the peak audio voltage and power 
reaches a value equal to the DC input volt-
age and power on the modulated amplifier, 
100 per cent modulation is attained. The 
average audio power at this point is of a 
value that is not known unless the wave 
form of the audio is known. The wave forms 
of voice or music are very complex and the 
effective power in them is much less than 
in a sine wave of equal peak voltage, although 
the peak voltage and peak power are the 
same. Because direct-current meters read 
average values, it is difficult to determine 
when the peak current has reached the cor-
rect value for 100 per cent modulation, the 
average values for voice and music being 
lower than for a constant sine wave input. 
The average audio power with a sine wave 
of constant amplitude necessary to modu-
late a carrier 100 per cent is 50 per cent of 
the DC input to the class C amplifier. But, 
with voice or music, the average power nec-
essary is considerably less. 

The shaded areas of Figures 4 and 5 show 
the average power in two different wave 
forms of equal peak voltage and power. 
Figure 4 shows the power in a pure sine 
wave with no harmonics. Figure 5 shows 
the power in a wave of the same funda-
mental frequency with a strong second har-
monic. The aggregate or combined peak 
power of the wave is equal to that of 
Figure 4, but the average power over the 
entire cycle is much less. 
The illustrations indicate that under cer-

tain conditions the output from a given 
tube or tubes is greater with a normal voice 
input than one having a constant tone. 

Because the "saturation plate current" is 
the value flowing on peak audio swings 
during maximum output, further excitation 
will cause distortion. However, by increas-
ing the plate voltage and load impedance, 
the power output can be raised up to such 
factors as that which limits the insulation 
of the tube terminals and the stem seal. 
Tubes with the plate-lead coming out of 
the top are ideal as the plate voltage can 
be increased to a high value, resulting in 
higher audio outputs. 
The grid voltage and grid current char-

acteristics of a tube are the most important 
insofar as the quality or fidelity of the 
class B amplifier is concerned. When the 
grid goes positive, grid current flows, and 
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FIG. 8-203A operating characteristics. 

if this curve is a straight line, little trou-
ble will be encountered; however, such is 
seldom the case. As the grid becomes more 
positive, the grid current rises more rapidly 
until finally the grid current curve becomes 
almost vertical. Some tubes have a nega-
tive grid current slope such as shown in 
Figure 7. This gives rise to transient os-
cillation of the dynatronic variety and oc-
curs only during a portion of the audio 
cycle. These parasitic oscillations cause a 
sort of "fuzz" to appear on the output. 
They can be analyzed only with the aid of 
a cathode-ray oscillograph; the transients 
are too fast to be recorded on galvanometric 
mirror type. In practice, the type 203A 
tube usually produces the spurious oscilla-
tory effect; it can be reduced by placing a 
small capacitor (.0005 mfd.) from grid to 
ground of both tubes, or by incorporating 
some scheme of neutralization. 

Apparently it would seem that a tube of 
high amplification factor would be the most 
appropriate tube for class B service, due to 
the lower value of excitation voltage neces-
sary, but actually more power is required 
to excite a pair of 203As to 200 watts out-
put than a pair of 211s. The grid current 
rises to a higher value and there is a 
greater grid loss in the 203A type than 
in the 211. Of course, the C bias supply 
for the lower-mu type of tubes must be 
given consideration. Owing to the much 
lower grid current surges, the C bias sup-
ply can be of a type of small power supply 
employing an 83 rectifier, whereas if the 
C bias supply were to be used on 203As, it 
would have to maintain a constant of 30 
volts at current changes as high as 75 
milliamperes. Practically the same power 
output can be obtained with any of the 
100 watt type tubes, such as the 203A, 211, 
838, provided the proper excitation is ap-
plied. The high-mu types require lower 
excitation voltage, but better voltage regu-
lation of the driver output is needed. The 
low-mu type tubes require more excitation 
voltage, but because of lower grid current 
the source does not need such good regula-
tion. The tubes of medium-mu are usually 
the best, all points considered. 
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Transformer Design 

• Many types of audio distortion can be 
produced in a class B amplifier if the trans-
formers have been improperly designed. 
The input transformer must deliver perfect 
quality to the class B grids, even though 
the grids are drawing current from zero to 
maximum during any one audio cycle. The 
grids of the class B tubes offer a load that 
fluctuates from infinity down to several hun-
dred ohms. It is therefore requisite that 
the input transformer supply a perfect re-
production of the signal wave-form without 
distortion, even though the load is of a 
varying character. 
The driver must be capable of delivering 

: sufficient power to maintain the grid volt-
age swing with the current of the class B 
tubes flowing through the secondary of the 
input transformer; furthermore, the sec-
ondaries must have a very low DC resist-
ance so that the bias on the class B tubes 
does not vary appreciably with the grid 
current. This fault is common with most 
input transformers. All these points must 
be maintained with a fair degree of con-
stancy over the entire frequency range. 
The coils must be designed so that the 

primary has identical relationship with both 
halves of the secondary. The capacity and 
the leakage reactance must be the same for 
the primary and each secondary. If these 
precautions are not taken, the wave form 
of the voltage supplied to the class B grids 
is not the same for each grid and distortion 
of the wave form occurs, giving rise to har-
monic distortion. 
The input transformer must have a step-

down ratio of such a value that the signal 
voltage applied to the class B grids is just 
sufficient to give the required output. This 
improves the regulation of the driver out-
put voltage. 
Most output transformers are designed to 

carry the current of the modulated stage, 
but this practice is not advisable if the best 
quality is to be had. 
When the secondary is made to handle 

high currents, a large air gap in the core 
is necessary to prevent saturation. This, 
in turn, necessitates increasing the number 
of turns on the coils, which increases the 
DC resistance, the leakage inductance, and 
the distributed capacity to a point where the 
frequency response is impaired over a large 
portion of the frequency spectrum. When 
the secondary carries no DC, the core can 
be assembled without an air-gap, resulting 
in much better quality and greater output. 

It is very important, however, when this 
practice is followed, that the tubes have 
like characteristics and are adjusted to iden-
tical static plate currents. The output of a 
single tube working class B consists essen-
tially of a fundamental and a series of even 

harmonics, chiefly the second harmonic. If 
two tubes are properly balanced in a push-
pull circuit, the output will be free from 
even harmonic distortion. A correctly de-
signed output transformer has a core of 
such dimensions that the flux density at 
peak plate current will be close to the upper 
bend of the B & H curve, in other words, 
close to saturation. Unless this is done, the 
incremental permeability will fall to a very 
low value for low percentage modulation, 
with a resulting loss of low frequencies. 
The unbalanced plate current will swing the 
iron through different ranges of flux den-
sity on alternate half cycles, producing high 
amplitude harmonics. These harmonics can 
produce severe over-modulation and cause 
the carrier to "splatter" over a wide fre-
quency band, even though the fundamental 
frequency is modulating less than 100 per 
cent. 

CLASS 
INOLIT 20.000.." 

2A3 
PP 

DRIVER 

930B AR 

C - 33V + 1000V 

930E ""' 

CLASS II 
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150-200 watt Class B modulator with 930-B 
tubes in push-pull. 

In a class B circuit only one tube con-
ducts at a time, so it is assumed that one 
tube is supplying all the power during one-
half cycle and the other tube is supplying 
no power. The rated safe plate loss aver-
aged over any audio-frequency cycle is 20 
watts, which is a conservative value. Con-
sidering that either tube is supplying no 
power one-half of the time, the plate loss 
can be increased to double the rated value 
during the half cycle it is working. This 
would mean an average loss during the 
half cycle of 40 watts. The maximum loss 
does not occur at maximum plate current 
but usually near zero grid voltage, so that 
the plate voltage, plate current curves of 
the tube must be consulted to determine the 
average plate loss. The average plate loss 
of the 801 is computed from the curves 
supplied by the manufacturer. The plate 
supply voltage is 750 volts, and the peak 
or maximum plate current is 250 MA. The 
plate losses for the different grid voltages 
are given below: 

Average loss 36.2 over one-half cycle or 
18.1 watts loss over the whole cycle. This 
leaves some margin of safety below the 
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FIG. 10—Characteristics of a class B ampli-
fier using push-pull 801 tubes. 

rated 20 watt dissipation. Using the equa-
tion 

I, MAX' RL = PO..., 
where RL represents the load impedance, 
and I, MAX, the peak plate current. 
With the peak plate current of .250 am-

pere and a load of 2500 ohms, the result is 
156.2 peak watts, or an effective power of 
78.1 watts, which will modulate a DC input 
into a class C amplifier of 156.2 watts. 
This output is possible with a pure sine 

wave of constant amplitude and with the 
tubes operating below rated plate loss, con-
sequently, with normal voice or music input, 
the average or effective power being less 
than with constant sine wave input, the peak 
power can be increased to a value where 
the average plate loss is equal to the rated 
value. 

930-B (or 830-B) modulator shown in diagram shown on preceding page. 
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Class C Amplifier Load Calculations 

• The correct terminal or output impedance 
of a class C amplifier is important for plate 
modulated phone transmitters. A class B 
modulator must be matched correctly to the 
stage being modulated and the output trans-
former secondary to primary turns ratio is 
the method generally used. For example, 
if the class C stage is operating at 400 volts 
plate supply and drawing 110 MA. under 
load, the impedance to the modulator is 
400/.110, or about 3600-ohms. The class B 
transformer then must have a turns ratio 
such that this value of impedance will be 
correctly transformed for the class B tubes. 
This impedance ratio varies as the square 
of the turns ratio, hence, if the class B tubes 
work into a 5800-ohm load (class B 46 
tubes), the output transformer must step-up 
the 3600-ohm load to 5800 ohms. The im-
pedance ratio is 5800/3600, or 1.6. The 
turns ratio would be the square-root of 1.6 
or 1.26, and the output transformer would 
require a step-down turns ratio of 1.26 to 1 
into the load. 

Quite often the class C load is higher in 
value so a step-up ratio is needed in the 
output or modulation transformer. For 
example, a class C 50T tube operating at 
2000-volts plate supply at 100 MA. The 
impedance is 2000/.100, or 20,000 ohms. The 
class B audio power required is 'A X 2,000 
X .1 or 100 watts. This power can be ob-
tained from a pair of RK31 tubes at 1000 
volts plate supply. These tubes require a 
load of 3400 ohms per tube or a total of 
6800 ohms from plate to plate: 20000/6800 
= 2.94 impedance ratio, with a turns ratio 
of V2.94, or approximately 1.7 to 1 step-up 
turns ratio. The secondary in this case 
would have 1.7 times as many turns as the 
whole primary winding. 
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Audio Output Block Diagrams 
• From the group of 22 block diagrams here 
shown, the reader can quickly find a satis-
factory tube complement for audio outputs 
ranging from 1.5 watts to 600 watts. The 
Legend explains the various connection sys-
tems shown in the block diagrams; crystal 
or carbon microphones or pre-amplifier are 
denoted by the conventional symbol, shown 
directly below the Legend. Correct oper-
ating plate voltages are shown under the 
tube symbols in each diagram. The arrow 
to the far right denotes the audio output 
of the amplifier. Outputs are listed in the 
respective order of the diagrams, beginning 
with the lowest ( 1.5 watts) and ending with 
the highest ( 600 watts). 
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Beam-Power 
Amplifiers 

•An inductive 
load on a 6L6 
po w e r amplifier 
does not present 
a constant load 
impedance. A 
loudspeaker, or a 
banlc of loud-
speakers, does 
not have a con-
stant impedance 
over the voice 
frequency range, 
in contrast with a 
Class C R-F am-
plifier load which 
has nearly pure 
resistive 
load characteris-
tics. By means of 
stabilized f e e d-
back in the 6L6 
amplifier, the ef-
fect of a variable 
load impedance 
can be practically 
eliminated, w it 
the result that the 
distortion can be 
reduced from 
about 10% to less 
than 2% over the 
voice frequency range. The illustration above shows the new U.T.C. Beam Power Amplifier 
with stabilized feed-back for Public Address service. 
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6L6 Beam Power Amplifiers 

Thordarson 

60-Watt 6L6 

Amplifier 

• By incorporating the 
new Thordarson "Tru-
Fidelity" Transformers in 
the amplifier here shown, 
the hum level with gain 
open is approximately-
58.7 DB down from max-
imum output or 18.7 DB 
down from zero level. 
The slider on the voltage 
divider must be adjusted 
for 300 volts on the 
screen of the 61.6 tubes, 
with negative 25 volts 
bias. Voltage measured 
from plate to ground on 
the 6C5 tube should be 
258 volts. Total plate 
current of final stage, 100 
to 110 ma. with no sig-
nal. 

TIIOROARSON COMPONENT S 

T, - T-0000 06 T-6573 INPUT 

T,- T- 0004 On T - 5T• INT,PST•4I 

Tj- I - 6.56 PRIv ER CH, - 1-1602 

• - T - 6.50 OUTPUT T- $ 692 

▪ - T - 7064 set.•6,66T CHr T 

79 T - 6460 POOCH CH• - T - 759, 

- 1000n 

60 WATT - 61_6 AMPLIFI1R 

Jefferson 

60-Watt 6L6 

Amplifier 

• Two 6L6 tubes in Class 
AB. The power trans-
former has one set of 
windings for supplying both B cur-
rent requirements for the initial 
stages and a steady source of fixed 
bias and screen voltage for the out-
put stage. Frequency 
range: 30 to 12,000 cycles. 
Gain 120 DB, or 88 DB, 
depending upon input 
channel connection. 

NOT( All   .0[0..•[0 70 4•001.0 

▪ - JEMPSON CAT. No. •01- 454 16 01 

T.- • • • •67...• 6,,, trge 

- • 0,10, 

• - • • • ••»-••. .00 .0 

CIT. - • • • ••• To0 2064 

Cel - • COO., 

U. T. C. 

6L6 

Amplifier 

14 0 1000A 

PA • 40 

• The Type PAK-1 United  qessr— 
Transformer Corp. Beam PA- 4  

to 55 watts of output. It has I 

Power Amplifier delivers 35 '   

high gain, 118 DB, with pro-
vision for immediate change- fr.: -. 
over to 95 DB. The output 
circuit has stabilized feed-
back to increase available 
output and reduce distortion. 
Self-contained equalizer cir- U 1' C BEAM POWER AMPLIFIER 

cuits enable bringing up the 
low frequency, or both low and high frequencies simultaneously. 
except bleeder and 61.6 cathode resistors, which are 20 watt. 

All resistors are rated at one watt, 
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FIG. 11—R.F. speech and power supply for modern 160 meter.phone, pictured in Fig. 13. 
All values are clearly shown. 
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47 S. 

POWER SUPPLY 

FIG. 12—Practical circuit for 25-watt phone with 47 oscillator link coupled to two 451. 
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Chapter 13 
RADIOTELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION 

25-Watt 160 Meter Phone Transmitter 

• Two typical 160 meter phone transmitter 
circuits for newcomers are shown on the 
facing page. In the illustration in Fig. 
13, a 53 or 6A6 push-pull oscillator drives a 
pair of 45s in the final amplifier. The circuit 
diagram is shown in Fig. 11. Approximately 
25 watts output is delivered by the final am-
plifier. These transmitters should be used 
only on the 160 meter band. If they are to be 
operated on the higher frequencies, a buffer 
stage should be added. The coil winding 
data for the oscillator is the same as that 
shown for the single 53 push-pull c-w trans-
mitter described in the c-w chapter, i. e., 
60 to 70 turns of No. 22 DSC wire, close 
wound and center-tapped, on a dia. 
plug-in coil form. The larger plug-in forms, 
W I-in, diameter, can also be used, but 
fewer turns will be required. Fifty-five 
turns of No. 22 DSC close wound will suf-
fice. The oscillator coil should be tuned 
with a 100 mmf. or 150 mmf. condenser. A 
reasonable amount of "C" should always be 
in use. Remove turns from the coil and in-
crease the tuning capacity, so as to give a 
certain amount of leeway in adjusting the 
160 meter circuit. 
Link coupling is used between the oscil-

lator and the amplifier. The coupling loops 
have two turns each. One of the 2-turn 
loops is coupled around the center of the 
oscillator coil, the other around the lower 
end of the amplifier grid coil. The circuit 
shown in Fig. 12 uses a 47 crystal oscillator, 
link coupled to a pair of 45s in the final. 
It is just as satisfactory as the circuit shown 

in Fig. 11. From 60 to 70 turns of No. 22 
DSC, close wound on a 1 dia, coil form 
is suitable for the oscillator coil winding. 
The final amplifier plate coil has 55 turns, 
tuned with a 100 mmf. or 150 mmf. con-
denser. 

47-46-210 Phone-25 to 50 Watt 

Carrier 

•This is a standard low-power transmitter 
for operation on 160, 75 or 20 meters. It 
is extremely simple to construct. The CW 
portion of the transmitter should be con-
structed first. It is pre-requisite that the 
46 and 210 stages be both perfectly neu-
tralized. Next, the audio channel can be 
constructed and tested. The test simply 
consists of energizing the amplifier by 
either phonographic or radio program ma-
terial; during the procedure the output ter-
minus R-13 should be shunted with a pair 
of headphones for aurally detecting the 
fidelity and over-all response. The audio 
modulation should not be applied to the 
plate supply of the Class 210 stage until 
both portions of the transmitter are work-
ing 100 per cent. The plate currents read 
at the various plate current telephone-jacks, 
must remain constant during modulation, 
with the exception of the modulator plate 
current read at jack J6. The speech ampli-
fier has ample gain to work out of the aver-
age double-button carbon microphone. If 
any of the low-level microphones are used, 
a pre-amplifier must be added and coupled 
to Ti in the conventional manner. 

FIG. 13-160 meter phone, 53 or 6A6 and two 45s. See 
Fig. 12 for circuit. 

75-Watt Modulator 

• More than 75 watts of audio 
output power is supplied by the 
unit described herein. This 
power is sufficient to plate-mod-
ulate a 211 or 203A operating 
at 1000-volts with 150 to 160MA 
of plate current. The device 
will economically modulate an 
input of at least 150-watts, or 
will fully modulate a 100-watt 
carrier at 100 per cent. 
The advantage of using four 

46s, rather than a pair of 801 
tubes in this class B audio cir-
cuit, is in the lower cost. No 
C-bias is required with these 
tubes, hence, only a very mod-
estly-priced power supply is 
needed. 
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Technical Details to ground tend to prevent high-frequency 
oscillation under conditions of high input. 

• The 20,000 ohm grid resistors across the In some cases, 40 ohm 10-watt resistors 
input class B transformer provides a more must be inserted in series with the plate 
constant load to the driver stage. The .001 leads to prevent parasitic oscillation. 
1000-volt mica condensers across each grid If the microphone is of the diaphragm-

This is perhaps one of 
the most popular and 
desirable radio tele-
phone transmitters. See 
coil winding data for 
47-210 transmitter in 
c-w section. These 
va ues are also suitable 
for the coils in the cir-
cuit above. 

Conventional phone transmitter of standard design. 

f emn1 f ninPri 
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75-Watt Class B Modulator 

crystal-type, the input transformer should 
be eliminated and the first 57-tube con-
nected as a high-gain pentode with a 250,-
000 ohm plate-resistor, 2 megohm series 
screen resistor and a .1 mfd. by-pass, and 
a 3500 ohm cathode resistor. The input 
should be shunted with a 3 or 5 megohm 
resistor, as well as being fully shielded. 
The cases of the transformers, the vol-

ume control mounting bracket, and either 
center or one side of the input transformer 
must be grounded. In cases of audio-fre-
quency feedback, it is suggested that the 
transformer connections be reversed. Often 
the input transformer and tube must be 
double-shielded to prevent RF feedback or 
hum pick-up. 
Other than the power supply filter, addi-

tional filtering is given to the 2A3 stage 
by means of a semi-variable 50-watt 2000-
ohm resistor and another 600-volt 8 mfd. 

INPuT 

350re• 

Legend for 47-46-210 Phone circuit 

R1-25,000 ohms. R2-30,000 ohms. R3-
15,000 ohms. R4-200.000 ohms (tapered pot.). 
R5-100,000 ohms. R6-2,500 ohms. R7-100,-
000 ohms. R8-10,000 ohms. R9-500,000 ohms. 
R10-2,500 ohms. R11-5,000 ohms. R12-200,-
000 ohms. RI3-100,000 ohms, 10 watts. 1114-
30.000 ohms, 100 watts. CI, C2, C7, C9—.001, 
C3, C4, C5, C6, C8-100 mmf. C10-35 mmf. 
double spaced. C11-50-70 mmf. double 
spaced. C12, C13—.006 mica. C14. C15-350 
mmf. single spaced. C16-1/2  mid. C17 to C22 
—Any value from 1/2 mid, to 2 mid. C23-16 
mid. 450 v. ( 2-8 mfd, units in series). T1— 
Mike-to-grid transformer. T2—Plate to push-
pull grids. T3—Class A-prime output, 1.25-to-1 
step-down. CH1-15 henrys, 200 MA. CH2-
30 henrys, 75MA. Two power transformers are 
required, one 650 to 800 v., one 1200 to 1400 
v., center-tapped. 

Complete circuit diagram of the 75-watt 
modulator. TI—Double button mike-to-
grid transformer. T2—Interstage trans-
former, 2-to-1 ratio. T3—Class B input 
transformer, 2A3s to 46s. T4-4-46s class 
B output, or tapped 210 class B output 

transformer. 

75-watt class B modulator for modulating any class C stage with inputs up to 150 watts. 
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condenser. The voltage at this point is 
between 325 and 350 volts. Further filter-
ing in the form of a 20,000 ohm 5-watt 
resistor and an 8 mfd. condenser is imposed 
on the two 57 stages. This in effect gives 
three sections of filter for the first two 
stages of hum-free audio amplification. 
Triode 57 stages give more gain than 56 
stages. 

Power supply for 75-watt modulator. 

The amplifier baseboard is 24 in. x 11 in. 
x 1 in. with a cleat at each end so that 
resistors, wiring and terminal strips can 
be mounted underneath. The power supply 
baseboard is 20 in. x 8 in. x 1 in. 
The total plate current drain is about 

150MA at 500 volts with no speech input, 
and on speech peaks the meter should not 
read more than 300MA. By exercising 
these precautions, the 46 tubes will never 
operate at more than about 160 MA on voice 
input. On a steady sine wave tone input 
the plate current may increase to a total 
value of 350 to 400MA for the same peak 
power output. 

Practical Grid-Bias Modulation 

• The economical factors entering into the 
carrier powers obtained from either a bias 
or high-level plate-modulated transmitter 
are approximately equal. The reason may 
be attributed to the fact that certain tube 
combinations happen to work better for one 
or the other two systems of modulation. 
The most outstanding feature of a bias-

modulated transmitter ( see the fundamental 
circuit shown in Figure 2) is that a mini-
mum of audio equipment is required, in 
comparison to a plate modulated transmit-
ter of the same power output. This is an 
invaluable feature for anyone who spends 
the greater part of the time operating on 
CW. Instead of having over half the trans-
mitter idle, as when working CW with a plate 
modulated phone, less than 10 per cent re-
mains inoperative when the bias-modulated 
transmitter is used for this class of service. 
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Several different types of grid bias mod-
ulation systems have been brought forward 
in the past years, one of the best systems 
from a quality standpoint being a class BC 
amplifier which is characterized by a con-
stant angle of plate current flow. The most 
practical test for linearity of any bias mod-
ulated amplifier is to determine whether 
or not the average plate current remains 
absolutely constant for all percentages of 
modulation up to 100 per cent. The class 
BC amplifier is the only one, at the present 
time, which fulfills this requirement. 
Amplitude or harmonic distortion occur-

ring in other systems manifests itself be-
cause the average value of plate current is 
not proportional to the peak value of the 
same current during modulation. As the 
grid swings more positive ( during modu-
lation), plate current flows during a longer 
time interval, and as the grid goes more 
negative, plate current flows for a shorter 
time interval than when the bias is unmodu-
lated. For distortionless modulation, the 
interval during which the plate current 
flows must remain constant, regardless of 
the percentage modulation. This condition 
is fulfilled only when the fixed bias is ex-
actly equal to the cut-off value. However, 
while fixed cut-off bias is entirely workable 
for a class B linear amplifier, which is am-
plifying a wave which was modulated in 
some preceding stage, it cannot be used in 
a grid modulated amplifier because the op-
erating bias must always exceed cut-off by 
an amount equal or greater than one-half 
the audio signal voltage, in order to keep 
the negative halves of the RF excitation 
cycles from crossing the cut-off point dur-
ing modulation. 

Fundamentals of Grid-Bias 
Modulation 

• Grid modulation is characterized by the 
fact that very little audio power is neces-
sary to modulate the grid bias of an RF 
amplifier. However, the complexity of ad-
justment in the older systems has pre-
vented about 99 per cent of those attempt-
ing it from obtaining satisfactory results. 
Usually terrific distortion and over-modula-
tion followed most attempts to obtain the 
combination of 100 per cent modulation 
capability and high plate efficiency. 
When audio modulation is used the radio-

frequency carrier has two sidebands which 
carry the transmitted intelligence. Mathe-
matics shows that one-third of the power in 
a completely modulated signal is contained 
in the two sidebands, while the other two-
thirds consists of the carrier. Thus the 
problem which faces the builder of a phone 
transmitter is to increase the power output 
of the transmitter, during modulation, up 
50 per cent for complete modulation. This 



Grid-Bias Modulation 

additional power must be released in exact 
accordance with the variations in sound 
pressure which the operator's voice im-
presses on the microphone. 
The source of power that increases the 

carrier output when the biased-modulated 
amplifier is modulated is explained as fol-
lows: The fundamental nature of a 
vacuum tube amplifier might be defined as 
a device which converts DC (plate power) 
into AC (RF output) power; but since the 
conversion process is never loo per cent 
efficient, it must be concluded that the dif-
ference between the plate input and the 
power output energies are dissipated from 
the plate of the tube in the form of heat. 
The efficiency of a vacuum tube amplifier 
depends on numerous factors which vary 
widely for different types of amplifiers. If 
a given amplifier is, for example, 25 per 
cent efficient under a given set of condi-

Sco 

FIXED BIAS 

4c« 3co. 2co 
1 

- Of 

Therefore, all grid modulation systems 
whether they use the control-grid, screen-
grid or suppressor-grid for the audio con-
trol, operate with constant plate input and 
variable efficiency. 

In class BC amplification (see Figure 
1) the fixed bias is equal to cut-off bias. 
This bias should usually be supplied from 
batteries. Additional bias approximately 
equal to the fixed bias is obtained from a 
cathode bias resistor connected in the con-
ventional manner. The extra bias supplied 
by the voltage drop through this resistor is 
proportional to the plate current and there-
fore to the grid voltage. When the ratio of 
grid voltage to this excess bias voltage is 
a constant, a condition arises where the 
plate current impulses all flow for the same 
time interval, regardless of their peak 
amplitude. 

In the older bias modulation systems the 

100% MOD 

A ft's.14-1 , 
1:  

 .  , 

i«..W111) SWING - 1 

R. F 
GRID SWING 

tions, it will have a certain power output. 
By maintaining a constant DC plate input 
to the amplifier and by changing some of 
its operating conditions, it is possible to in-
crease the average plate efficiency 50 per 
cent by swinging the instantaneous plate 
efficiency between zero and twice the un-
modulated value. 
By measuring the power output, it will 

be found that when the average plate effi-
ciency is increased, while the plate input 
remains constant, the power output in-
creases one and one-half times more than 
its former value. Thus, if some means is 
found to cause the plate efficiency to in-
crease 50 per cent, it will be possible to 
obtain a similar increase in average out-
put necessary for complete modulation. Un-
der certain conditions the grid-bias voltage 
affords this means of varying the plate effi-
ciency of the amplifier. 

FIG. 1— Graphic repre-
sentation of class BC 

bias modulation. 

FIG. 2—Fundamental circuit of grid 
modulation. 

distortion increases almost directly as the 
ratio of fixed bias to cut-off bias. This 
limits any attempt to increase the plate 
efficiencies by using higher values of bias 
and driving voltage. However, in the class 
BC the total bias may be as high as desired 
in search for a higher plate efficiency and 
the absolute value of the total bias, and 
therefore the driving power is dictated by 
the usual class C amplifier considerations. 
A limiting factor in class BC is the voltage 
drop across the cathode resistor which rep-
resents a waste of plate volts, as the bias is 
increased. There is no objection to driving 
the grid of the class BC amplifier to posi-
tive saturation, although extremely high 
values of grid current will cause some 
slight distortion because the grid current 
flows through the cathode resistor. There-
fore the plate voltage should be as high as 
the tube insulation and gas content will 
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allow, so that positive saturation will be 
as close to the zero bias line as possible. 
The best tubes for class BC amplifier 

service are those of medium mu, such as the 
210, 211, 800, RK18, 242A, 852, 50T, HK354, 
and 150T. The high-mu tubes, such as the 
841, 203A, 830B, 46, 838 and the screen-grid 
tubes have an advantage in that a smaller 
cathode-resistor can be placed in the circuit 
because less bias is necessary to reach any 
given number of times cut-off. However, 
the high plate impedance of these tubes 
makes their use undesirable because it is 
difficult to secure a linear dynamic charac-
teristic. This limits the undistorted power 
output. 
The low-mu tubes ( 245, 2A3, or HK255) 

have the most linear characteristic but the 
cathode-bias resistor must be so large in 
order to get enough bias for efficient opera-
tion that a large proportion of the plate 
voltage is lost. If there are no limitations 
to the plate voltage available, the low-mu 
tubes will give slightly better results than 
the medium-mu tubes. Perhaps the best 
single index of merit is the grid-plate trans-
conductance, although this factor of tube 
merit is measured under such widely vary-
ing conditions that direct comparisons 
should be made with caution, except for 
tubes of the same general type. 

Designing the Bias-Modulated 
Amplifier 

• The relationships which exist in the class 
BC amplifier circuit are given below so that 
the designer can calculate the unknown fac-
tors from those already known. 

Technical note: The unmodulated plate 
efficiency of a class BC amplifier is approxi-
mately 40 per cent, but rises up to 60 per 
cent during complete modulation. The limi-
tation on the output of all bias modulated 
amplifiers is the available plate dissipation 
of the tube (or tubes) used in the ampli-
fier. 
The known factors in designing the bias-

modulated amplifier are: 

(1) Ell = DC plate supply voltage, in volts 
(2) Wpiato loos = rated plate dissipation of 

the tube in watts. 
(3) g = amplification factor of the tube. 

The above factors can be determined from 
tube tables and the plate supply voltage 
with a high voltage voltmeter. From this 
information, the designer must determine in 
advance all of the unknown factors, in order 
to allow the amplifier to operate properly. 
This is the only bias-modulation system 
which allows such data to be accurately de-
termined in advance. The unknown factors 
which are to be determined from these 
shown above are: 
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(4) Winput = DC plate input power, ln 
watts. 

(5) Woutput = RF unmodulated carrier 
output in watts. 

(6) Ip = DC plate current, amperes. 
(7) Bee° = DC battery bias equal to theo-

retical cut-off bias (one-half total 
bias). 

(8) R = cathode bias resistance, in ohms. 

The information given above simply de-
scribes the conditions under which the 
class BC amplifier will operate when prop-
erly adjusted. Ec., which equals the 
amount of DC bias equal to theoretical cut-
off at the plate voltage used, is the battery 
bias which must be used, and is also equal 
to the voltage drop across the cathode bias 
resistor. The following formulas define the 
unknown factors in terms of those already 
known: 

(9) Wilmot = 1.66Wpiat• loose 
(10) Woutput = .66Wptuto too. 

1.66 Wptato loos ( 1 ± g) 
(11) Ip — 

gEb 

Eb 

(12) Ecco— 
+ g 

(13) RIC= 

2 
El bµ 

1.66 Wpiato lost ( 1 -I- µ)2 

The above formulas are based on 40 per 
cent plate efficiency, which can be realized 
from any tube operated at, or above its 
rated plate voltage. The class BC ampli-
fier requires closer coupling to the antenna 
than is commonly used in CVV transmitter. 

Table of Data for Class BC 
Amplifier Operation 

RF Unmodulated 
Carrier Power Plate 

Tube Type Input Output Loss 4 
VI Vi W 

210   25 10 15 8.3 
801   33 13 20 8.5 
800   60 25 35 15 
50T   125 50 75 13 
211-242A 166 66 100 12 
852   166 66 100 12 
354   250 100 150 13 
150T   250 100 150 13 

212D   333 133 200 16 
204A   416 166 250 24 
270A   500 200 300 16 
849   583 233 350 19 
851  1000 400 600 20 
251A  1250 500 750 10.5 

NOTE: The class BC amplifier makes an 
exceptionally good linear RF amplifier for 
amplifying a previously modulated wave. 
It is capable of somewhat better linearity 
and plate efficiency than the conventional 
class B linear amplifier. 
The RF excitation should be adjusted to 

the point where d-c grid current starts to 
flow. When audio-frequency is applied from 
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the modulator, small amounts of grid cur-
rent may flow on the peaks. The amount of 
audio-frequency power required for 100 per 
cent modulation of carrier powers up to 200 
watts can be supplied by small audio ampli-
fier, such as push-pull 45 or 2A3 tubes. 
The impedance of the modulated RF ampli-
fier varies under operating conditions and is 
lowest when grid current flows. For this 
reason the modulator should be terminated 
with a resistance which will tend to prop-
erly match the output of the modulator. 
For systems which require high fidelity, 
push-pull 45 or 2A3 tubes give low distor-
tion with sufficient output for modulating 
final amplifiers having carrier outputs up to 
at least 200 watts. The audio output (mod-
ulation) transformer should have a primary-
to-secondary step-down turns ratio of 11/2- 
to-1, or 2-to-1, in cases where the required 
audio peak voltage can be obtained with-
out exceeding the limits of the modulator 
tube or tubes. Satisfactory voice quality 
can be obtained with a 1-to-1 ratio trans-
former, even with modulator tubes of the 
pentode type, such as a 6L6 or 42. This 
transformer, in all cases, should be large 
enough, physically, to handle from 3 to 15 
watts of audio power without core satura-
tion, and the windings should not have over 
500 ohms DC resistance. Small class B 
input or output transformers are usually 
suitable for this purpose. 
A relatively small RF amplifier, such as 

a grid modulated 211 stage, does not require 
as much RF or audio excitation as in the 
case of larger tubes, such as a 300T or a 
pair of 354, 150T, HK200, or Taylor 814 
tubes. The audio swing will range from 
75 volts to upwards of 600 volts for various 
types of RF amplifiers. This value is de-
pendent upon the plate voltage, tube ampli-
fication constant, and the amount of cathode 
resistor bias. The latter introduces degen. 
eration when it is not by-passed for audio 
frequencies which may require as much as 
50 per cent increase in audio frequency 

excitation. The phone quality at high per-
centage of modulation is improved when the 
cathode bias resistor is not by-passed for 
audio frequencies, small RF by-passes from 
each side of the filament to RF ground alone 
are needed. The capacity of these conden-
sers should be not over .005 mfd. in order 
to effectively by-pass RF, but not the audio 
frequencies. The cathode resistor should 
provide bias of at least half cut-off value; 
if high efficiency is desired this bias can be 
made greater than cut-off. The fixed bias 
in series with the grid return should always 
be equal to cut-off. 
For proper operation with grid modula-

tion, the antenna loading should be much 
greater than normally used with class C c-w 
or phone transmitters. This adjustment is 
easily made by increasing the antenna 
coupling slightly beyond the point of great-
est antenna or feeder RF current, as indi-
cated by a thermo-ammeter, field strength 
meter, or even a small incandescent lamp 
in series with the antenna. The value of 
tuning condenser capacity to inductance 
ratio in the final amplifier should be rather 
high. The tuning capacity should be at 
least twice as high as the values shown 
for CW operation in the LC chart in the 
CW Transmitter Theory Chapter. 
High output grid modulation can be se-

cured if both the RF and AF excitation is 
varied simultaneously. The RF excitation 
in this case must be varied in accordance 
with the voice envelope, and the resultant 
carrier will vary in a manner similar to 
that secured in a controlled carrier trans-
mitter. The variation in average carrier 
amplitude need not be more than 2-to-1, or 
3-to-1, in order to obtain outputs approxi-
mately equal to the rated plate dissipation 
of the final amplifier tube. In order to 
secure these high outputs, relatively high 
plate voltages are needed; this system can 
best be applied to tubes having very high 
vacuum, such as the tantalum plate types. 

• 
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Grid Modulator 

• Any cw transmitter with 
well-filtered plate supply can 
be converted into a grid-
modulated phone, as shown 
in the circuit diagram to the 
right. A variable carrier 
control varies the buffer 
stage RF output in accord-
ance with the voice envelope 
for a modified controlled car-
rier effect. The final am-
plifier is grid-modulated by 
means of the 2A5 audio am-
plifier. The power output, 
when this circuit is used, is 
at least 50 per cent greater 
than with conventional grid-modulation. A 
10,000 to 20,000 ohm 10 watt resistor must 
sometimes be connected from the plate of 
the 53 to its cathode to serve as a bleeder 
for the buffer tube plate current in order 
to reduce the degree of RF control. 

IGH POW ER GRID- MOD UNIT FOR ANY C W TRANSMITTER 

• A popular standard type of Class B modu-
lator is shown in the diagram and photo-
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graph below. It will modulate Class C 
amplifiers with inputs as high as 120 watts. 
Ti is a double-button mike-to-grid trans-
former; T2 is a 3-to-1 inter-stage transform-
er; T3 is a push-pull inter-stage transformer 
with 2-to-1 step-up turns-ratio. T4 is a 
Class B input transformer for push-pull 45s 
to type 210 tubes; T5 is a large Class B 
output transformer. 

Complete Circuit Diagram for 60-Watt Modulator Shown in the Picture Below. 
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211 Plate Modulated Phone 
• Plate modulation has long been popular 
because it is quite simple to put into opera-
tion, and its high efficiency results in high 
output. Normally the antenna coupling 
should be less for phone than for cw opera-

211 Phone Relay Rack Mounted 

tion, in order to obtain proper circuit "Q" 
in the final tank circuit. For a given value 
of plate voltage in the final amplifier, nearly 
as much output is secured on phone as on 
c-w. Various forms of grid modulation are 
less costly, yet they are more difficult to get 
into correct operation, and they give much 
less carrier output. 
The transmitter here illustrated consists 

of complete RF and AF portions for a 200 
or 250 watt carrier phone station. The DC 
input to the final amplifier can be run to 
slightly over 400 watts, and a Class B modu-
lator supplies at least 200 watts of audio 
power for 100% modulation. The transmit-
ter is built into a standard relay rack of 
the table mounting type. A 5 or 6 foot 
rack could be used in place of the 30" size 
if the various power supplies are to be 
mounted in the same frame. 

Technical Notes 

• A pair of 211, 838 or 203A tubes can be 

used in the final RF amplifier, and the same 
holds true for the Class B audio modulator, 
providing proper C bias connections are 
made. Similarly, the RF buffer can be a 
211, 830B, RK18, 203A, or 838 tube. 
For operation at 1000 volt plate supply, ap-

proximately 250 volts negative bias is needed 
for the 211 tubes, and —120 for 203As or 838s 
for phone service in Class C. From a sep-
arate 1000 volt supply, 838s in Class B audio 
require no C bias, 203As about —40 volts and 
211s about —80 volts grid bias. B batteries, 
or a well regulated C bias supply are suit-
able for the bias on the modulator. The 
output impedance from plate to plate of a 
pair of 838 tubes should be about 11,000 ohms, 
or about 5800 ohms for a pair of 203As, 
and 7000 ohms for a pair of 211s. A 
separate plate supply is needed because a 
pair of 866 rectifier tubes will not handle 
both the RF and modulator loads without 
greatly exceeding the peak current ratings 
of the rectifiers. 

Rear View of the Complete 211 Phone 

The buffer operates from the 1000 volt 
Class B power supply system, and since it 
is coupled directly into the final grid circuit, 
it is heavily loaded. A 3000 ohm semi-
variable resistor can be adjusted so as to 
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drop the plate voltage to a point where the 
plate current rating of the RK18 tube is not 
exceeded. No difficulty is evidenced in ob-
taining 40 to 50 grid milliamperes in the 
final amplifier from this buffer stage. Higher 
efficiency could be had in the buffer stage 
with link coupling, but at the expense of 
another tuned circuit and additional space 
requirements. The method shown is better 

normal. The 57 triode drives a pair of 2A3 
tubes in push-pull which act as a driver for 
the Class B modulator stage. 838 tubes 
were chosen because no C bias is needed for 
this Class B stage. The output transformer 
is large enough, physically, to handle the 
plate current of the RF amplifier thru its 
secondary. Some types require a coupling 
condenser (2 to 4 mfd.) and a 20 to 30 

henry choke for shunt 
feed of the RF amplifier 
DC plate current. 
A pair of .001 mfd. 

condensers a n d 20,000 
ohm resistors shunt the 
secondary of the Class B 
input transformer in or-
der to improve audio 
quality and prevent para-
sitic oscillation on voice 
peaks. The 40 ohm 10 
watt plate resistors also 
aid this purpose, although 
they are not generally 
needed. 

Push-Pull 6A6 Exciter and Push-Push 6A6 Doubler for 
Plate Modulated 211 Phone Transmitter 

for 211s than for 203A or 838 tubes in the 
final RF amplifier, because 211 tubes have 
a higher grid input impedance, with conse-
quent decrease in the load on the buffer 
stage. 
A 6A6 push-pull crystal oscillator or a 

push-pull 6A6 frequency doubler drives the 
RK18 buffer stage. Approximately 300 volts 
plate supply is ample to provide sufficient 
drive to the RK18 grid because this tube is 
not required to operate at peak efficiency in 
order to excite the 211 tubes. A combina-
tion of grid-leak and fixed bias on the buffer 
and final stages allows cw keying, or "push-
to-talk," in the crystal oscillator cathode cir-
cuit. Series connection of the two-turn 
coupling links provides grid excitation to the 
RK18 on either of two bands, depending upon 
the frequency selected by the buffer tuned 
grid circuit. Only one doubler stage is in-
cluded, because either a 40 or 20 meter 
crystal can be used for 20 meter operation. 
10 meter operation at reduced input could 
also be accomplished, although 211-type 
tubes are not as effective as the more mod-
ern Low C tubes at such high frequencies. 
The speech amplifier consists of a 57 pen--

tode actuating a 57 triode amplifier through 
resistance coupling. This provides enough 
gain for close-talking operation of a crystal 
microphone without raising one's voice above 

Constructional Notes 

• Relay rack construc-
tion makes a neat and 
inexpensive installation. 
Changes can be made 
at future times without 
completely rebuilding the 
transmitter, because indi-
vidual chassis can be add-

ed or removed withease 
A standard relay rack panel is 19" long 

and some multiple of 1Y4." high, such as 
134", 3W, 51e, 7", 8X", 10V2", 121/4 ", 14", 
etc. For clearance between panels, about 
is" is allowed, which means that the 7" 
panel would actually be cut to 611"x19". For 
amateur use, steel panels of 14 gauge are 
heavy enough to support a chassis. A Ile 
thickness is much easier to drill than a Ise 
or thickness, such as is customary for 
commercial purposes. 

30 or 36 inch relay racks can be supported 
on fairly light channel iron frames, or even 
hard wood. When made of iron, the frame 
or rack should be drilled and tapped for 8-32 
or 10-32 machine screws, starting le from 
the top. Holes are also drilled 1,/2" below 
the first hole, then /A", then 11/2" again, 
etc., down the sides of the rack. These rows 
of holes should be about 18V2" apart and the 
rack channels should provide 171/2" clear-
ance so that 17" chassis will fit into place. 
All these holes are not used at one time but 
they are a convenience when changing to 
panels of different size. Normally the 
panels are slotted FA" from top and bottom, 
with center slots when needed, if the panels 
are more than 8;4" wide. The slot should 
be ;4" long to a '" diameter hole in the 
panel. 
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Standard sizes for the chassis are 17" long 
with quite a variation in width and depth. 
Those shown are 12" and 10" wide and 
21/2 " deep. All corners in both the chassis 
and frame are welded, taking care to see 
that all units are square while being welded. 
End triangular pieces on each chassis form 
a rigid mount to the front panel. A 16 ga. 
or 18 ga. chassis is rigid enough if the bot-
tom edges of the chassis 
are turned in and the   
corner pieces welded into 
place. Black crackle 
paint on the front panels, 
and aluminum paint on 
the rear, provides a neat 
appearing job to the fin-
ished product. 

In this transmitter the 
bottom panel is 101/2 " 
wide and the chassis 
12"x17". The complete 
speech system is built oil 
this bottom chassis and 
three meters mounted on 
the front panel. Differ-
ent makes of transform-
ers and parts require dif-
ferent mounting holes 
and the task of punching 
the holes is more easily 
accomplished by first 
laying all of the parts 
on the chassis and then 
marking the location of 
the holes. The micro-
phone jack shield is made 
from a pair of tube 
shield can tops. This 
"can" holds the jack, grid resistor and 
Mallory bias cell. The entire input cir-
cuit must be shielded, even to the micro-
phone plug, tube and grid lead, in order 
to prevent AC hum pick-up or RF pick-
up. One meter serves as a universal mil-
liammeter because it terminates on a plug 
and measures grid or cathode currents of 
several stages when plugged into the proper 
closed-circuit jack. Some of these jacks 
must be insulated from the front panel since 
the grid current flows in the opposite direc-
tion to that in the cathode circuits and there-
fore the connections to the jacks must be 
reversed. 
The crystal exciter is built on a 17"x10"x 

21/2 " chassis and mounted behind an 8ex19" 
panel. This exciter circuit provides sym-
metrical leads and condenser mountings. It 
is practically sure-fire in operation. The 
crystal, tube, and coil sockets are mounted 
above the chassis with a large hole under 
the sockets to pass the connecting leads thru 
the chassis. The exciter tuning condensers 
are mounted on an insulated sub-panel, 
21/2 "x13", with insulated shaft couplings for 
connection to the tuning dials. Each com-
mon ground point of each stage is bonded 

to the others with copper wire. The RK18 
tuned grid circuit is also mounted on this 
chassis in order to shield it from the final 
amplifier by means of the top chassis. The 
grid lead from the RIC18 socket (mounted 
below the surface of the top chassis) is less 
than 6" long. 
The top chassis is 17"x12"x21/2 "; it sup-

ports the buffer and final amplifier stages 

The Modulator Deck. The Tube-Shield Can for the Micro-
phone Tack Circuit Is at the Far Left, Near the Top of the 

Front Panel 

An aluminum shield prevents reaction be-
tween the two tuned circuits. 
The capacity of the RK18 neutralizing con-

denser is only 4.8 mmfd. This condenser can 
be made by rebuilding a Cardwell midget 
condenser to about W spacing between 
adjacent rotor plates. Four rotor and four 
stator plates remain, although two of each 
would be sufficient. The 211 neutralizing 
condensers are made of 14 gauge aluminum 
in the form of "U"-shapes, supported by 
another aluminum strip eexl 1/2 ". The lat-
ter is bent to a near right-angle and mounted 
on top of a stand-off insulator. The entire 
assembly bends back or forward, and once 
adjusted needs no further attention until 
tubes are changed or the transmitter shipped 
to some other location. The "U"-shaped 
pieces are made so as to have sides 21/2" 
square with e4" spacing. Two sets form a 
neutralizing condenser with four plates, 
separated nearly 34" between adjacent 
plates. These neutralizing condensers re-
quire little space, are economical, and sup-
ply 10 to 15 mmfd. capacity for neutralizing 
any tubes of the 211 type. The grid leads 
cross-over to opposite neutralizing con-
densers, and the plates tie to adjacent ones, 
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211 Plate-Modulated Phone Transmitter Circuit 

RIC-18 Buffer and Push-Pull 211 Final Amplifier. The home-
built Neutralizing Condensers Are Clearly Shown. Note 

Placement of Baffle Shield Near Buffer Plate Coil. 

resulting in short leads and absence of para-
sitic oscillations. 
The 211 grid coil for 80 meters is made 

of No. 14 wire, 7 turns per inch, 2" diam-
eter and 3%" long. The plate coil is made 
of No. 12 wire, 6 turns per inch, 25,¡" di-
ameter and 4,A" long. Both coils are 
wound over thick celluloid strips supported 
by a cardboard tube. Duco cement is 
applied liberally to the wire along the 
celluloid strips, and the coils allowed to dry 
for a day before removing the cardboard. 
The coils are center-tapped and mounted on 
coil plugs for quick band changing. Link 
coupling is necessary for coupling the final 
amplifier to the antenna circuit. 
The 160 meter crystal oscillator coil is 

made of 60 turns No. 24 DSC wire, close-

wound on a 1.'" form. 
The grid coil of 40 turns 
is wound over this coil 
on a celluloid spacer. 
Both coils are center 
tapped. The doubler and 
grid coils for 80 meters 
are made of 35 turns of 
No. 18 wire, wound to 
cover 1" on a 1" dia. 
form. 

Operating Notes 

• An oscilloscope should 
be available for checking 
the amount of speech in-
put necessary for peaks 
of 100% modulation. The 
oscilloscope is convenient 
for neutralizing and as a 
check for voice quality in 
the modulator. The swing 
of Class B modulator 
plate current with aver-
age speech will serve as 
a volume indicator after 
checks have been made 
with an oscilloscope. 

Each stage should be tuned without plate 
voltage on the succeeding stages, until every-
thing is operating satisfactorily. Three or 
four 100 watt Mazda lamps are useful as a 
dummy antenna for tuning a transmitter and 
making preliminary modulation tests. 
The Class B modulator should work into 

about an 11,000 ohm load for 838 tubes. 
The Class C stage at 1000 volts and 350 ma. 
presents a little less than 3000 ohms, there-
fore the output transformer had a step-down 
ratio of nearly 2-to-1. The Class B input 
transformer has a turns-ratio of 1.7-to-1 of 
primary to secondary. The transformer 
for the 57 triode to 2A3 grids can be an 
ordinary interstage push-pull unit with a 
step-up ratio of 1-to-2, or 1-to-3, primary to 
total secondary. 

- B 
350 - 400V 

Circuit Diagram of Typical R.F. Portion of 50-Watt Transmitter Using 
Receiver Type Tubes 

+ B 
600V 
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Push Pull Amplifier With Taylor 
T-55 Triodes 

• High output at any amateur frequency 
can be obtained from a pair of Taylor T-55 
high-mu triodes. The amplifier here illus-
trated will deliver as high as 250 watts out-
put with 1250 volts on the plates. The unit 
was designed for a plate-modulated phone or 
c-w relay-rack transmit-
ter. 

In order to drive this 
amplifier to full output, a 
preceding stage with a 
single 210 tube with 550 
volt plate supply is needed, 
link coupled to the grids 
of the T-55 tubes. A 
push-pull 210 or 801 buf-
fer with lower plate volt-
age can also be used as 
a driver. A circuit for 
such a stage is shown on 
this page. 
The rotor of the plate 

turning condenser is in-
sulated from the chassis, 
but bypassed with a 2,000 
volt mica condenser as a 
safeguard against dam-
age in case of flashover 
oetween condenser plates 
during peaks of modula-
tion. 
The chassis is 10 

inches wide, 17 inches 
long and 134 inches deep. 

C2.0 CO, 

>000 

250-Watt Push-Pull T-55 Amplifier. 

The front 

C   22•202 

OGC S .2.220 

20002 •• .00 

2.0 211•20 C•Cr• SECT.00 

panel 

....•72 CO, 

fr • 212 

2 • 

021,5 

• 4250Y 
11 MODULATOR 

KW OUTPUT R F AMPLIFIER 

Circuit for Taylor T-55 Amplifier. 

is a standard 894 inch x 19 inch relay rack 
panel. The arrangement of parts on the 
chassis provides a symmetrical dial lay-out 
for the front panel and still maintains very 
short RF leads for effective operation at fre-
quencies as high as 28 mc. 

The tuning condensers shown in the illus-
tration are large enough to tune the plate 
and grid circuits to 160 meters, with the 
proper coils. 

TYPICAL CLASS C PUS1.1-PLILL AMPLIFIER 

A Suitable Driver for T-55 High Output 

Final Amplifier. 
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Controlled Carrier 
Suppressor Modulated Transmitter 
• Here is a good low power phone or c-w 
transmitter that will not become obsolete 
when more power is desired at some future 
time. A high power linear amplifier can 
always be added to give several hundred 
watts output at relatively high efficiency. 
Such a unit can be built into a similar 
30-inch high relay rack as the companion 
unit. The c-w output will depend upon 
the plate voltage available. Up to 150 or 
160 watts can be secured from a pair of 
RK-20 or RCA-804 tubes. A phone carrier 
output of 30 watts is realized with good 
quality and voice con-
trolled carrier. 

Circuit Notes 
• A 53 push-pull crystal 
oscillator drives a 53 
push - push doubler for 
output on any two bands, 
depending upon the fre-
quency of the crystal and 
the coils in service. More 
output is available than 
is needed for a pair of 
RK-20 tubes in parallel 
or push-pull. Push-pull 
is desirable for 10 or 
even 20 meter operation, 
but parallel connection 
allows either one or two 
tubes to be used without 
any circuit changes. 

Crystal circuit keying 
is most suitable for c-w 
or push-to-talk operation 
on phone. The screen 
current on the RK-20s 
runs a little high when 
the final plate circuit 
supply is primary-keyed. 
On c-w, the suppressor 
grids are at a posi-
tive potential of 50 volts 
with respect to filament. 
A 57 pentode amplifier 

tube and a 45 power 
stage furnish modulating 
voltage for the negative 
suppressor grids. A high-quality 2-button 
carbon microphone drives the 57 grid circuit 
through a mike-to-grid transformer. A 
separate 3 to 4'A volt dry battery or C 
battery supplies current of 8 or 10 ma. to 
each button of the microphone. A crystal 
microphone would require an additional 
audio stage, such as a resistance coupled 
56 tube. 
A 1-V rectifier tube functions as a simple 

diode control element for varying the sup-

pressor grid bias. For controlled carrier, 
the suppressor grid bias is varied from 
negative 67 or 90 volts down to about 50 
volts, the normal voice operating point. This 
is accomplished by rectifying some of the 
modulator voice output voltage, filtering it, 
and using this current through a resistor 
to change the suppressor grid-bias voltage. 
This bias varies in accordance with the 
voice envelope, and since the carrier output 
varies with the suppressor voltage, a simple 
method of controlled carrier is the result. 
The small 50 henry choke and 1 mfd. 400 

Front of Controlled Carrier Suppressor-Modulated Phone 

volt condenser serves as a filter and audio 
by-pass so that the controlled carrier system 
will not affect the voice quality. A 10,000 
ohm variable resistor forms a control of 
the degree of carrier control by varying the 
amount of voice input to the diode circuit. 
A 1-to-1 ratio small Class B output trans-
former couples the 45 modulator tube into 
the 1-V tube and into the suppressor grid 
circuit. 
A series link coupling provides funda-
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mental or second harmonic input to the 
final grid circuit, depending upon the tuning 
of this final grid circuit. Normally the DC 
grid current should be 12 to 16 ma., and the 
plate current from 25 to 90 ma. on phone 
and about 160 ma. on c-w. 
for a pair of RK-20s. 
A separate C battery 

supplies negative bias for 
the control grid and sup-
pressor grid. The latter 
may be set at either 671/2 
or 90 volts, depending 
upon the amount of "idle" 
carrier desired. 

Constructional Notes 

• The three chassis are 
12"x17"x2" each, made 
of No. 18 gauge iron, 
with end supports to the 
front panels. The latter 
are of 14 gauge iron, 19" 
long. The power supply 
and final amplifier panels 
are 101/2 " wide and the 
exciter panel is 834" wide. 
A heavy aluminum shield 
separates the RK-20 grid 
and plate circuits. In-
sulated shafts extend out 
to the tuning dials for all 
four variable condensers 
which are mounted .on 
insulated vertical sub-
panels. 
The speech and modu-

lator apparatus is built 
into the exciter chassis 
and because the audio 
leads are below the chas-
sis, and all RF leads 
above it, no RF feed-
back takes place. The 
microphone plug and 
cable are shielded and 
the shielding is grounded. 
One plug-in milliammeter 
measures plate current 
in all stages by means of 
closed-circuit jacks. 
For 80 meter operation 

from a 160 meter crys-
tal, the oscillator coil has 
60 turns of No. 24 DSC, 
center-tapped, on a 11/2 " diameter plug-in 
coil form. The doubler grid coil has 50 
turns of No. 24 DSC with center-tap, wound 
over the oscillator coil with a layer of cellu-
loid to separate the coils. A space is 
left open at the center, and the coils are all 
close-wound from this center space. 
The doubler plate and final grid coils are 

alike. For 80 meters each has 35 turns of 
No. 20 DSC wire, wound on a 11/2 " form to 
cover a winding length of iX". The final 

tank coil consists of 22 turns of No. 12 
wire on a 2'4" form, wound to cover 3" of 
space. Coils for other bands can easily be 
made by referring to the coil data for other 
transmitters. 

Rear of Controlled Carrier Suppressor-Modulated Phone. 

The controlled carrier circuit could be 
changed to constant carrier output by re-
moving the IV diode tube from its socket 
and reducing the external fixed C battery 
bias to —45 volts. The controlled carrier 
would then enable high output to be secured 
from a higher power linear amplifier. A 
single RK-20 will drive a pair of 211, 211H 
or RK-36 tubes to nearly 1/4-KW in a linear 
amplifier in the latter case, whereas with 
constant carrier the output from the linear 

f, 
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amplifier would be less than half this value. nomical means for securing relatively high 
The linear amplifier would be an eco- power operation. 

L L2 L3 L• RK203 OP 4043 

g 53 

Complete Circuit Diagram of R-20 or RCA-804 Controlled Carrier Suppressor-Modulated 

Phone Transmitter 

Circuit diagram of a Van-
actor controlled controlled carrier unit 
for medium power phone 
transmitters using plate 

modulation. 
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275 Watt Modulator With Varimatch Transformer 

• Any Class C RF amplifier with inputs 
as high as 550 watts can be modulated with 
the audio system here described. The out-
put transformer is a special type for match-
ing the Class B audio amplifier into any 
Class C load. Type 203-H tubes are shown 
in this amplifier, but other types such as 838, 
203A, 211, 50T, HK-154, T-55 and HF-100 
can be used in place of the 203-H. 
Higher output can be secured with larger 

tubes such as the HK-354, 805, 150T, Taylor 
822 or HF-200. When these tubes are 
used, the output ratio of 2A3 driver stage 
output transformer will depend upon the grid 
circuit impedance of the Class B tubes. 
The UTC Varimatch transformer should 

be connected in such a manner that the 
particular Class C load calculated from the 
value of DC plate voltage divided by DC 
plate current provides the proper load im-
pedance to the Class B tubes. Reference to 
the Transmitter Tube Chapter will show the 
proper value of plate-to-plate impedance for 
any of the aforementioned tubes. 

The value of C bias and Class B input 
transformer ratio will vary with the differ-
ent types of Class B audio tubes. The push-
pull 2A3 (or 6A3) driver is suitable for 
any of above-named tube combinations. A 
42, triode connected, serves as a driver for 

tube. The shield around the microphime 
jack and its associated parts is under the 
chassis; a shielded lead connects to the grid 
of the 75 tube. 

The .001 mfd. mica condensers from grids 
of the 203-H tubes to ground prevent para-
sitic oscillation which is, present in some 

Varimatch High Power Class B Amplifier. 

Class B modulator systems in the form of 
raspy quality. The 40 ohm 10-watt resistors 

-62V .300v -45v •4250v 

275 wATT MODULATOR FOR CLASS C INPUTS uy TO SSOwAT TS 

the 2A3 tubes and it, in turn, is driven by 
a speech amplifier consisting of a 75 and 76 
tube with resistance coupling. Sufficient 
gain is available to permit operation from 
a crystal microphone. The microphone jack, 
grid condenser and grid-leak should be 
shielded in order to prevent AC hum pickup. 
A Mallory Bias Cell, or a single l'A volt 
dry cell, supplies fixed bias to the 75 audio 

connected in series with the 203-H plate 
leads must sometimes be added to prevent 
parasitic oscillation. The complete ampli-
fier is mounted on a metal chassis, 17 in. x 
12 in. x 134 in. 
The transformers are: UTC Interstage 

Transformer, Type PA132. UTC Class B 
Input Transformer, Type PA-52AX. UTC 
Varimatch, Type MV-4. 
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Controlled Carrier Grid-Bias Modulated Phone 

..D 

-a 

• Excellent results can be obtained with 
grid bias modulation when used in con-
junction with controlled carrier. The final 
modulated amplifier stage operates more ef-
ficiently, with the result that more output 
for a given amount of plate dissipation, or 
the saine equivalent output with much less 
tube heating, is obtained. 
One or two 2A3 tubes, biased to approxi-

mately cut-off, serve as a control for carrier 
output in the grid-modulated phone trans-
mitter here illustrated. A picture of the 
carrier control and speech channel is shown. 
Two 2A3 tubes in parallel will enable the 

RK-31 buffer stage to operate at a lower 
value of plate voltage than that shown. 
The 2A3 tube serves as a cathode grid bias 
resistor which varies in accordance with 
the syllabic modulation of the voice. The 
audio components are filtered by means of 
a 20 henry filter choke and two 1/2 mfd. 
condensers. These condensers 
should have a rating of 600 
volts. The grid bias on the 
2A3 tube should be no higher 
than that required to reduce 
the RK-31 plate current to 
about 10 or 20 MA., and the 
link coupling should be ad-
justed so that the final ampli-
fier will deliver from 25 to 50 
watts carrier. The buffer and 
final amplifier plate currents 
increase when modulation is 
applied, and thus 300 watts 
of carrier can be obtained. 
With a plate supply of 3,000 

volts, the actual plate-to-fila-
ment voltage will run approxi-

Right: Jones Exciter, 802 buf-
fer-doubler and RK-31 buffer 
for high-power final amplifier 
shown below. Two HK-354 

Gammatrons are used. 

Speech channel for Grid-Bias Phone 

300 watt phone, 800 watt c-w transmitter, controlled carrier grid-bias modulation. 
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Final Amplifier for 300 Watt Grid-Bias Controlled Carrier Phone. 

mately 2,750 volts because there should be 
a drop of more than 200 volts across the 
cathode or filament center-tap resistor. On 
voice peaks the plate current should run at 
about 320 watts, since the side-bands use up 
the remainder of the power, being 50% of 

the carrier at 100% modulation. 
Although the carrier output efficiency will 

not run over 40%, the fact remains that the 
actual output efficiency during modulation 
runs about 60%, which explains why 50% 
more power output can be obtained when 

Coil Winding Data for High-Power Controlled Carrier 
Grid-Bias Modulated Phone 

Band 

80 

6A6 Ose. 
or Doubler 

802 
Plate Coil 

RK-31 
Plate Coil 

Final 
Grid Coil 

Final 
Plate Coil 

56 turns, No. 24 
DSC, 1;,-in. dia. 
Close-wound. 

56 turns, No. 24 
DSC, 2-in. long, 
1 ! -in. dia. 

65 turns, No. 16 
SCC, 2 h.-in. dia. 
Close-wound, cen- 
ter-tapped. 

44 turns, No. 16 
Enam., 2-M. dia. 
3U-in. long. Cen- 
ter-tapped. 

40 turns, No. 16 
Enam., V.,-inch 
dia. 3-in. long. 

40 turns, No. 12 
Enam., 5-in. dia. 
7-in. long. Center-
tapped. 

50 turns, No. 24 
DSC, wound over 
plate coil for grid 
winding. 

30 turns, No. 20 
DSC, 11/¡-in. dia. 
i3-in. long. 

36 turns, No. 22 
DSC, 1%-in. long, 
1 X-in. dia. 

20 turns, No. 14 
Enam., 2U-in. 
dia. 2X-in. long. 

24 turns, No. 10 
Enam., 4X-in. 
dia. 6%-in. long. 
Center-tapped. 

28 turns, No. 24 
DSC, close-
wound. 

40 

20 

20 turns, No. 20 
DSC, 1X-in. dia. 

1 '-'11. long. 

16 turns, No. 22 
DSC, fl.-in. dia. 
13.¡-in. long. 

22 turns, No. 12 
Enam., 2-in. dia. 
3-in. long. Center- 
tapped. 

11 turns, No. 14 
Enam., 2U-in. 
dia. 2 X-in. long. 

18 turns, No. 10 
Enam., 3 X-in. 
dia. 6X-in. long. 
Center-tapped. 

9 turns, No. 10 
Enam., 3X-in. 
dia., 6X-in. long. 
Center-tapped. 

16 turns, No. 24 
DSC, Interwound. 

10 turns, No. 20 
DSC, 1X-in. dia. 
13X-in. long. 

7 turns, No. 20 
DSC, 1X-in. dia. 
1 X-in. long. 

10 turns, No. 12 
Enam., 2-in. dia. 
3-in. long. Center- 
tapped. 

6 turns, No. 14 
Enam., 2.X-in. 
dia., 2U-in. long. 

7 turns, No. 20 

DSC. Interwound. 
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150-Watt 20 Meter Transmitter 

') 

using carrier control with less plate heating 
than when normal grid-bias modulation is 
used. When no voice input is applied, the 
final amplifier is not putting out more than 
a small fraction of its normal output, which 
means that the plate dissipation is below 
normal, even if the efficiency during such 
times was as low as 20%. 
This transmitter uses a 6A6 oscillator-

doubler with either an 802 or RK-25 tube 
in the buffer or additional doubler stage. 
The screen grid tube requires no neutral-
izing when used as a buffer, and as a 

doubler the output is ample for driving the 
RK-31 tube which is rated at 40 watts plate 
dissipation. For c-w operation this tube 
has sufficient output to drive the final ampli-
fier to more than 1 k-w input at high ef-
ficiency on any band from 20 to 160 meters. 
If 10 meter operation is desired, the final 
amplifier can be operated as a doubler. It 
would be better, however, to use push-pull 
connection for the HK-354 tubes because 
the circuit shown has too much regeneration 
at 10 or 20 meters to allow satisfactory 
operation in the final amplifier. 

R. F. Portion of Standard 20 Meter Phone 

Complete 150-Watt 20-Meter Transmitter and Antenna Coupler. The Circuit Diagram 
Is Shown Below. A 40-Meter Crystal Is Used in the Jones Exciter Unit Capacitively 

Coupled to an 801 Buffer Which Drives the 50T in the Final Amplifier. 

7.5V 

Circuit Diagram for 150-Watt 20-Meter Phone. 

Coil Data for 20 Meter Operation 

Final Plate Tank Final Grid Coil Buffer Plate Doubler Osc. 

10 turns No. 10 E.11 
31/2..ln. dia. 3-in. 
long. CT. 

turns No. 16 E. 
11/2 in. dia. 1%. 
in. long, 

11 turns No. 16 E. 
11/2 -in. dia. 1%- 
in. long. C.T. 

9 turns No. 16 E. 
11/2-in. dia. 13/8- 
in. long. 

20 Turns No. 
18E. 11/2  in.dia. 
15/8-in. long. 
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400 Watt Plate-Modulated Phone Transmitter 

• A 6A6 crystal oscillator-doubler is link 
coupled to a push-pull 210 buffer RF stage, 
which serves as the driver for the push-pull 
211 final amplifier in the 400 watt phone 
transmitter shown in the accompanying 
pictures and diagrams. The final amplifier 
is plate-modulated by means of a Class B 

should be able to supply 350 ma. at 1150 
volts, with swinging-choke input to the filter 
for good voltage regulation. The power 
supply for the 211 RF stage should be able 
to supply as high as 350 ma. at 1100 volts. 
A separate power supply is needed for the 
RF and modulator stages. The power sup-

211 

RF Portion Portion of 400-Watt Transmitter. The Companion Modulator Is Shown on the Facing 
Page. 

audio amplifier with a pair of 838 zero-bias 
tubes. This circuit design readily lends 
itself to relay-rack construction, in which 
case another stage of 56 resistance-coupled 
speech amplification could be added without 
introducing serious hum problem. Close 

ply for the crystal oscillator and 210 buffer 
stage should supply 200 ma. at from 600 to 
700 volts. 
The RF stages are link coupled in order 

to obtain maximum grid drive with minimum 
buffer stages. The 210 buffer is operated 

Breadboard Construction of the 400-Watt Transmitter With a Pair of 211 Tubes in the Final 

talking into the microphone is essential with 
the circuit as shown, in order to obtain full 
output from the modulator, unless a sensitive 
crystal microphone is used. 
The power supply for the 838 modulator 
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between Class B and C. The plate tuning 
condenser for this stage should be of the 
split-stator type if 20 meter operation is 
contemplated. A RF choke must then be 
connected into the center-tap of the coil IA; 



838 Class B Modulator 

High-Power Modulator With RCA-838 Tubes for 400-Watt Phone Transmitter Shown on 
Facing Page. 

57 

Complete Circuit Diagram of 

CLASS C 
STAGE 

TI-56s to Class A-
2,,...c 02_ .2.5 Prime 45s. T2—Class 

A-Prime 45s to 838 
Class B Input. T3-
250-Wt.Class B Output. 

the 838 Modulator for Crystal Mike Operation. 

the circuit diagram does not show this 
choke, because it is not needed for 75 and 
160 meter operation. 

When this transmitter is used for cw, 
primary keying is advocated because the 
key-click is eliminated, which is not the case 
when the center-tap in the final stage is 

keyed, unless an effective key-click filter 
is connected in the circuit. 
A V2-mfd. 400 volt paper condenser should 

be connected from ground to the common 
point of connection of the three resistors in 
the 57 screen and plate circuits. This con-
denser was inadvertently omitted in the cir-
cuit diagram. 

Coil Table 

Final Amplifier Plate Coil: 
80 Meters-20 turns No. 10 enameled, 41/2 

dia., 51/2 in. long, center-tapped. 
40 Meters-16 turns No. 10 enameled, 31/2 in. 

dia., 51/4 in. long, center-tapped. 
20 Meters-8 turns, No. 10 enameled, 31/4 

dia., 51/2 long, center-tapped. 

Final Amp. Grid and Buffer Amp. Plate 
Coils: 

80 Meters-30 turns No. 16 enameled, 21/4 in. 
dia., 2 in. long, center-tapped. 

40 Meters-15 turns No. 16 enameled, 21/4 in. 
dia., 13/4  in. long. center-tapped. 

20 Meters-91/2  turns No. 16 enameled, 11/2 in. 
dia.. 11/2 in. long, center-tapped. 

Buffer Amp. Grid and Doubler Plate 
Coils: 

80 Meters-36 turns No. 22 DSC, 11/2 in. dia., 
11/2 in. long, center-tapped. 

40 Meters-22 turns No. 18 enameled, 11/2 in. 
dia.. 13/4 in. long, center-tapped. 

20 Meters-10 turns No. 18 enameled, 11/ in. 
dig., 13/4 in. long, center-tapped. 

Oscillator Coils: 
160 Meters-56 turns No. 24 DSC, closewound, 
11/2 in. dia. 

80 Meters-31 turns No. 18 enameled, close-
wound, 11/2 in. dia. 

40 Meters-22 turns No. 18 enameled, 11/1 in. 
dia., 13/4 in. long. 
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300-T Phone Transmitter 

• This phone transmitter has a grid-modu-
lated controlled carrier stage driving a 
300-T linear amplifier on all bands from 
10 to 160 meters. Due to the varying 
carrier wave impressed on the grid of the 
linear stage, outputs 'of more than 300 watts 
of equivalent carrier can be obtained. On 
cw, the final stage works as a class C 
amplifier with ample grid drive for about 
750 watts output on any band with one 
KW input. The phone quality is excellent. 

Circuit Notes 

• A 53 crystal oscillator-doubler drives a 
2A3 buffer stage which has a variable 
grid bias depending upon the voice input 
to the modulated stage. The 2A3 drives 
a pair of 801 tubes in push-pull, grid modu-
lated, and which have a variable RF input 
to obtain controlled carrier output. 
The 300-T tube stage is grid-neutralized 

in order to make use of a simplified antenna 
matching network for an end-fed or single-
wire-fed Hertz all-wave antenna. A split-
stator grid tuning condenser is necessary 
for 10 meter operation in order to prevent 
instability when plate voltage is applied. 
This method reduces grid excitation due to 
lack of regeneration for c-w. A 1,000 ohm 
10 or 20 watt grid resistor serves as an RF 
choke in the final split-grid coil circuit 
without allowing a low frequency parasitic 
to appear, as often happens in linear stages 
with both grid and plate RF chokes. A 
value of 1,000 ohms or less does not cause 
much distortion on phone because the grid 
current, even on peaks, is only a few 
milliamperes. The plate RF choke is placed 
across the antenna tuning condenser only, 
since both plate and antenna variable con-
densers are widely spaced ( 7,500 to 9,000 
volt breakdown rating). A .002 mfd. 5,000 
volt RF bypass condenser insulates the an-
tenna lead from the 2700 or 2800 volt 
supply. This places less RF strain on the 
RF choke. 
The speech amplifier and modulator are 

of the usual design for crystal microphone 
input. A 2-to-1 small Class B output trans-
former connects the 42 triode modulator 
tube to the 801 grid circuit. A 2A3 tube 
serves as a controlled carrier bias tube, with 
its grid driven by the 42 modulator plate 
circuit. This 2A3 serves as a cathode bias 
on the RF 2A3 stage, and voice input 
reduces its resistance, thus increasing the 
RF output in accordance with the voice 
envelope. A small 30 henry choke and a 
pair of IA mfd. 600 volt condensers filter 
the voice pulsations from the 2A3 tube cir-
cuits, leaving only a varying DC biasing 
effect of varying intensity. The 2A3 con-

Front View of 300-T Phone Transmitter 

trol tube is shunted by a 15,000 ohm resistor 
to prevent complete cut-off of carrier input 
to the 801 stage during periods of no-voice 
input. For c-w, a switch short-circuits this 
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300-T Grid-Modulated Controlled-Carrier Transmitter 

2A3 plate circuit, and more output is then 
available. 

Rear View of 300-T Phone Transmitter 

The set is completely AC operated. An 866 
bridge rectifier supplies high voltage to the 
final stage. The 300-T tube will handle 
higher plate voltages than those used, but 
a full 1KW input can be obtained on c-w 
without exceeding the plate current rating 
of the 300-T for intermittent operation at 
the voltage shown. 

Plug-in coils ( listed in the coil table) 
provide operation on any band from 160 to 
10 meters, inclusive. A 20 meter crystal 
is desirable for 10 meter operation, although 
the 2A3 can be used as a regenerative 
doubler with fair success when only a 
40 meter crystal is available. An additional 
53 push-push doubler could be added, if 
needed. 

Tests 
• The usual neutralizing and line-up routine 
can be followed for c-w operation. The 
final grid current should run at least 20 
to 30 ma. The various bias voltage taps 
can be varied to obtain best quality and 
maximum output. All stages should be 
biased to approximately cut-off. Cathode 
bias resistors or grid leaks increase this 
grid bias to the proper value during either 
phone or c-w operation. On c-w, the 53 
crystal oscillator is keyed, and this also 
enables push-to-talk phone operation. 
On phone, the 2A3 plate circuit generally 

requires detuning in order to reduce the 
801 grid current to 2 or 3 ma. on voice 
peaks. Fewer grid turns on the 801 grid 
coil will reduce the c-w output, thus de-
tuning is the easiest method for securing 
proper RF grid excitation on the 801 
tubes. A phone monitor is needed to check 
the voice quality in the output of the 801 
stage, and to make certain that good voice 
quality is evident at this point before plate 
voltage is applied to the linear high power 
stage. The grid circuit link coupling and 
Mazda lamp load must be sufficient to load 
the 801 stage for grid modulation linearity. 
The final stage should run with no grid 

current, except on voice peaks, which may 
run it up to 10 or 15 ma. Normally 
the 300-T plate current will vary from 
about 80 or 90 ma. up to 200 or more on 
phone, and steady at 300 to 350 on c-w, 
with the key down. Primary keying tests 
resulted in several blown-out 20 and 25 
ampere line fuses due to exciting current 
line surges. "Littlefuses" in the final ampli-
fier circuit prevent DC arc damage in the 
event of unexpected RF tuning condenser 
flashover. 
The 50 watt Mazda lamp load can be 

link-coupled to either the final grid or 801 
plate circuit by means of 2 to 4 turns 
of hook-up wire around the center of the 
plug-in coil. The complete circuit diagram 
for this transmitter is shown on the follow-
ing page. 
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Complete Circuit Dia-
gram of 300-T Phone 
Transmitter,Controlled 
Carrier Modulator 
and Power Supplies 

Final Amplifier Plate Coils 

160 Meters-34 turns No. 12 Enameled, 5" long, 
5" dia. 

80 Meters-18 turns No. 10 Enameled, 41/2" long, 
43/4" dia. 

40 Meters-12 turns No. 10 Enameled, 33/4" long, 
35/8" dia. 

20 Meters— 6 turns No. 10 Enameled, 4" long. 
33/e" dia. 

10 Meters— 5 turns No. 8 Enameled, 3" long. 
13/4 " dia. 

Final Grid Coils and 801 Plate Coils 
Both these coils are exactly similar, and 

both are center-tapped 

160 Meters-62 turns No. 18 Enameled, close-
wound, 27/8" long. 21/4" dia. 

80 Meters-32 turns No. 16 Enameled, space-
wound over 21/2", 21/4" dia. 

40 Meters-16 turns No. 16 Enameled, space-
wound over 2", 21/4" dia. 

20 Meters-10 turns No. 16 Enameled, space-
wound over 11/2", 11/2" dia. 

10 Meters— 5 turns No. 16 Enameled, space-
wound over 11/4", 11/2" dia. 

2A3 Plate Coils. Wound on 6-Prong Forms, 
11/2" diam. 

160 Meters—Primary: 66 turns No. 24 DSC, 13/4" 
long, center-tapped. Secondary: Wound on 
celluloid strip over primary, 30 turns No. 24 
DSC, close-wound, center-tapped. 

80 Meters—Primary: 40 turns No. 24 DSC. PA" 
long, center-tapped. Secondary: Interwound 
with primary turns, starting at center and 
then winding 14 turns each way towards ends 
of primary, 28 turns in all, No. 24 DSC. 

40 Meters—Primary: 20 turns No. 20 DSC, 11/4 " 
long, center-tapped. Secondary: 20 turns No. 
24 1111,CC, interwound with primary. 

20 Meters—Primary: 10 turns No. 20 DSC, 13/8" 
long, center-tapped. Secondary: 10 turns No. 
24 DCC, interwound with primary. 

10 Meters—Primary: 5 turns No. 18 DCC, lye 
long, center-tapped. Secondary.: 51/2 turns 
No. 18 DCC, interwound with primary. 

53 Oscillator and Doubler Coils. (These 
coils are interchangeable.) These coils 
wound on standard 11/2" dia, receiver type 

plug-in coil forms 
160 Meters-67 turns Na. 24 DCC, 21/8" long. 
80 Meters-28 turns No. 18 DCC, 11/2" long. 
40 Meters-16 turns No. 18 DCC, 11/4 " long. 
20 Meters— 7 turns No. 18 DCC, 11/2" long. 
10 Meters-33/4 turns No. 18 DCC, lye long. 
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Factory Built Transmitters 

RCA Phone Transmitters 

• Circuit diagrams for two RCA factory-
built amateur transmitters are here shown. 
The smaller of the two, ACT-40, delivers 
40 watts on phone and has a pair of RCA-801 
tubes in push-pull in the final amplifier. The 
speech channel consists of a 57-57-45-and-

:. push-pull 801 tube complement. The RCA 
ACT-200 is a 200 watt output phone trans-
mitter, shown in the circuit diagram on the 
facing page. Two RCA-838 tubes are in 
the final RF amplifier, with a similar pair 
of tubes in the final stage of the modulator. 
Both transmitters can obviously be operated 
on c-w, as well as on phone. These trans-
mitters are mounted in commercial relay-
racks, fully encased, with access to the com-
ponents from the rear. 
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Chapter 14 

ULTRA-HIGH-FREQUENCY 
COMMUNICATION 

• The portion of the short-wave radio spec-
trum that lies below 10 meters is commonly 
referred to as the Ultra-High-Frequency 
range. Beginning with the amateur band 
of 10 meters, and continuing down the spec-
trum in wavelength (upward in frequency), 
the following radio services are in operation: 

7 to 9 meters, approximately, Police and 
Experimental. 

5 to 8 meters, approximately, Television and 
Experimental. 

5 meters, Amateur. 
4 to 5 meters, approximately, Television. 
3 meters, Aircraft Beacons For Landing 
Services and Facsimile Systems. 

2V2 Meters, Amateur. 
From 21/2 meters to 1 meter, Experimental 
and Remote Pick-up with the exception 
of the 114 meter band which is for Ama-
teurs. 

1 meter to 1 centimeter (0.1 meter), Ex-
perimental Micro-Wave Region. 
The ultra-high-frequency amateur bands 

are in harmonic relation with one another, 
i.e., the harmonic frequencies fall in suc-
ceeding bands, such as 10, 5, and V% 
meters. These wavelengths correspond to 
frequencies of 30, 60, 120 and 240 mega-
cycles, respectively. A megacycle is 1,000,-
000 cycles; it is simply another term that 
expresses operating frequency. 
The speed of light is approximately 300 

million meters per second (app_roximately 
186,000 miles per second), and in order to 
show the relation between the frequency and 
wavelength of radio waves the following 
formulas are given: 

F = 
300,1400,000 

or X = 

X 

300,000,000 

Where F is the frequency in cycles per second. 
X is the wavelength in meters. 

The micro-waves extend into the region of 
heat-wavelengths, thence into wavelengths 
of light. Light waves are extremely short 
but there are other wavelengths still shorter, 
such as X-rays, Gamma-rays and Cosmic-
rays. 

A radio transmitter sends a wave into 
space; the required band width for each 
type of transmitter varies with the type of 
service. Some services, such as television, 
require an extremely wide band, and thus the 
actual number of channels available between 
1 and 10 meters is not as great as would be 
indicated by the tremendous range of fre-
quencies involved. A very large number of 
stations can be accommodated in the ultra-
high-frequency spectrum. The theoretical 
number of available frequencies between 1 
and 10 meters exceeds the range of the com-
bined total of all short-wave, broadcast and 
long-wave services. 
Radio experiments were first conducted 

before the close of the last century on the 
ultra-high-frequencies by Hertz, and others. 
Most of the practical developments, how-
ever, were contributed within the last ten 
years. 

Ultra High-Frequency Phenomena 

• Very short radio waves behave more like 
light waves, whereas longer radio waves 
are reflected back to earth by the Heaviside 
Layer. The direct or ground waves travel 
in optical paths. The wavelength, however, 
is thousands of times greater than that of 
light, resulting in a greater curvature of the 
paths of the waves. For this reason the 
range is greater than that which can be ob-
tained by means of light rays, and signals 
can be received from points somewhat 
beyond the horizon. The range of transmis-
sion is governed by the height of the trans-
mitting and receiving antennas. Objects 
that lie in the path between transmitting and 
receiving antennas introduce a "shadow 
effect" which often prevents reception of the 
transmitted signal. Objects such as hills, 
buildings, and even individual trees will often 
reflect or attenuate the radio wave. This 
shadow effect can be overcome to some ex-
tent by using greater power in the transmitter 
in order to produce a proportionately greater 
field strength at the receiving antenna. Long-
distance communication is extremely erratic; 
occasionally the radio waves between 5 and 
10 meters are reflected back to earth by the 
Heaviside Layer with the result that they are 
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sometimes received over great distances. 
This effect depends upon the degree of 
ionization in the Heaviside Layer, which 
varies with the season of year, time of day, 
and also seems to depend on sunspot activity. 
At distances somewhat beyond the horizon, 
transmission and reception is often erratic 
because the atmosphere changes its degree 
of temperature in layers close to the earth, 
which in turn may change the degree of 
refraction of these ultra-short radio waves. 
Refraction bends the radio wave into a curve 
along the earth's circumference, and there-
fore increases the range of the radio wave 
beyond the optical distance. 
Remarkably little power is required and 

for communication over a range of only a 
few miles of free space, a transceiver out-
put of less than one watt will provide very 
satisfactory results. 

Technical Considerations 

• A simple ultra-high-frequency receiver 
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It is similar to 
longer-wave receiver circuits, the only 
change being in the physical size of the 
components, such as the antenna, tuning coil 
and condenser, and the degree of regenera-
tion. Another important factor in ultra-
high-frequency receiver design is the length 
of the connecting leads in all radio-frequency 
circuits; these leads must be very short. 

FIG. 1. 

Fundamental U. H. F. Receiver Circuit. 

Various forms of regenerative, super-re-
generative and superheterodyne circuits are 
used for receiving. Fig. 1 can be operated 
in either a regenerative or super-regenera-
tive condition, depending upon the applied 
plate voltage and the value of the grid-leak 
resistor Rs. 

Super-regeneration is regeneration car-
ried beyond the point of oscillation without 
distortion to the received signal; this is ac-
complished by allowing the detector to oscil-
late, then damping-out the oscillation a 
great many times per second at a rate above 
audibility. Super-regeneration is a great 
deal more sensitive for weak signal recep-
tion, and becomes extremely effective in the 
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ultra-short-wave range. The quenching or 
damping effect can be accomplished either 
by a blocking grid-leak action or by means 
of separate low-frequency oscillation applied 
to grid or plate voltage of the detector. The 
circuit in Fig. 1 can be used as a blocking 
grid-leak type of super-regenerator by choos-
ing the values of C3, Rs and Cr in such a 
manner that radio-frequency oscillation is 
started and stopped at a rate above audi-
bility. This circuit functions as an ordinary 
oscillator in which the resistance of the 
grid-leak is too high to permit the electrons 
on the grid to leak off at a rate that gives 
a constant value of grid-bias voltage. This 
blocking action causes a change in the aver-
age bias and stops the oscillation, because 
the plate current is decreased and the mutual 
conductance of the tube also decreases. If 
the circuit constants are correct, the block-
ing action takes place at an inaudible rate 
and super-regeneration is accomplished. 
Another form of damping or quenching 

makes use of a separate oscillator function-
ing at approximately 100,000 cycles per 
second to control the ultra-high-frequency 
oscillation. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2_ 

FIG. 2. 

U. H. 

,NTERRUPTION 
FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATOR 

F. Receiver Circuit with 
Oscillator. 

Separate 

The low-frequency oscillator voltage is 
coupled into the detector plate circuit. In 
this case, the interruption frequency varies 
the detector plate voltage to such an extent 
that the detector tube goes in and out of 
oscillation at a rate determined by the low-. 



Super-Regeneration 

frequency oscillator. The circuit is similar 
to that of Heising Plate Modulation, as used 
in radio transmitters. 

In either circuit, fairly heavy antenna 
loading is needed in order to obtain good 
quality and sensitivity; the antenna coupling 
can be varied by means of the coupling con-
denser Ci in Figs. 1 and 2, or by means of 
variable inductive coupling between the an-
tenna and detector tuned circuit. Too much 
antenna coupling will tend to pull the de-
tector out of super-regeneration. 

Super-regeneration has a very distinct ad-
vantage; it provides high sensitivity to weak 
signals, and low sensitivity to strong signals. 
This automatic volume control action greatly 
reduces automobile ignition interference be-
cause this kind of signal is of very short 
duration. The detector sensitivity auto-
matically drops down during the small frac-
tion of a second in which this impulse is 
present, and although the desired signal is 
also reduced the human ear will not respond 
to changes of such short duration. The igni-
tion interference in this way does not cause 
an excessively loud signal in the audio 
amplifier output as compared with the 
strength of the received phone signal. 
Super-regeneration also provides very high 
sensitivity in relatively simple circuits. The 
hiss, or rushing sound, audible in the out-
put of a super-regenerative receiver, is due 
to thermal and contact circuit noise. The 
detector is in an extremely sensitive operat-
ing condition when no signal is present, thus 
the noise is greatly amplified and made 
audible in the loud-speaker or head-set. A 
carrier signal automatically reduces the 
sensitivity and consequently decreases the 
background noise or hiss. A strong signal 
will completely eliminate the background 
noise. 
Unlike ordinary regeneration, super-re-

generation always broadens the tuning. 
Super-regenerative detectors radiate a signal 
fully modulated by the quenching frequency. 
This signal will cause bad interference in 
other receivers within a radius of several 
miles. The blocking grid-leak detector is 
more troublesome in this respect and a RF 
amplifier should be placed betwen the an-
tenna and any super-regenerative detector 
in order to minimize radiation. The RF 
amplifier will also provide some increase in 
sensitivity. 

Receivers designed for 5-meter operation 
are generally of the super-regenerative or 
super-heterodyne type. Regenerative or 
super-heterodyne circuits are more desirable 
for 10 meter reception because this band is 
used for both telegraph and phone. In the 
micro-wave range, below A meter, super-
regeneration is difficult to obtain and Bark-
hausen-Kurz oscillator circuits are more 

suitable. The circuits are covered else-
where in these pages. 

Transmitters 

• For short range portable operation, self-
excited modulated oscillators are widely 
used. The circuit in Fig. 3 is a typical ex-
ample of a transceiver and low-power trans-
mitter. 
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Sell- Excited Modulated Oscillator. 

The radio-frequency circuit is quite similar 
to that used for receiving, shown in Fig. 1, 
except that the value of grid-leak RI is so 
low that no blocking effect takes place and 
stable oscillation is maintained. The modu-
lator supplies an audio-frequency voltage 
which varies the effective plate voltage of 
the oscillator tube, resulting in a modulated 
carrier signal. 

In the micro-wave region below 1 meter. 
regenerative oscillators with Acorn tubes 
are suitable for operation down to approxi-
mately 40 centimeters. Barkhausen-Kurz or 
Gill-Morrel electronic oscillators are often 
used below 1 meter. Magnetron oscillators 
also provide a means of obtaining RF out-
put down to a few centimeters in wave-
length. 

Crystal controlled transmitters give 
greater stability than any other form in the 
range between 3 and 10 meters, but at the 
disadvantage of requiring more tubes and 
equipment. Resonant line oscillators have 
fairly good frequency stability, consistent 
with economy, and they are very popular 
for ultra-high-frequency transmission. 
Modulated oscillators with tuning coils 

and condensers are suitable for portable op-
eration because of their compactness but 
these oscillators are subject to excessive 
frequency modulation. This effect is detri-
mental to audio quality and causes the trans-
mitted signal to spread out over a band of 
frequencies several times as wide as nor-
mally required for transmission of intelli-
gence. 
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Transmitters for portable operation can 
operate successfully with power outputs of 
one watt or less. Those for mobile opera-
tion should have an output of from 5 to 10 
watts; fixed amateur stations require power 
outputs varying from 5 to 30 watts. Ex-
perimental and commercial stations require 
higher outputs; several hundred watts will 
provide general coverage over a radius of 
25 or 30 miles. 

Antennas and Transmission Lines 

• Point-to-point communication is most 
monomically accomplished by means of di-
rectional antennas wilich confine the radiated 
fields to a narrow beam in the desired direc-
tion. If the power is concentrated into a 
narrow beam, the apparent power of the 
transmitter, or the sensitivity of the receiver. 
is increased a great many times. For gen-
eral coverage in all directions the half wave 
vertical antenna is almost universally used. 
A vertical antenna transmits a wave of low 
angle radiation parallel to the surface of the 
earth and is therefore especially satisfactory 
for ultra-short-wave operation. Horizontal 
antennas are more directional in two direc-
tions, but they waste a great deal of the 
radiation in an upward direction. The radia-
tion in a direction parallel to the earth is 
the only portion that is useful. The radia-
tion from a horizontal antenna is horizont-
ally polarized, thus it is best received on a 
horizontal antenna. Vertically polarized 
radio waves are not as easily reflected up-
ward by the surface of the earth as are 
horizontally polarized waves. 
The antenna system for either transmitting 

or receiving should be as high as possible 
above the earth and nearby objects. The 
physical size of half wave antennas is small, 
thus an effective system of supplying power 
from the transmitter to the radiator must 
be provided. The same holds true for re-
ceiving. Transmission lines serve this pur-
pose; they consist of twisted-pair wires, 
spaced wires, concentric lines or single wire 
feeders. Two-wire spaced feeders, such as 
two No. 14 or 16 gauge copper wires spaced 
2 to 4 inches apart, have the lowest losses. 
Concentric line feeders have lower losses 
than twisted-pair lines and they are nearly 
as efficient as spaced feeders. Single-wire 
feeders are not much more efficient than 
tuned feeders, such as those used with Zepp. 
antennas. Tuned feeders are only desirable 
for very short transmission lines. 

Circuit Design 

• Rigidity and compactness, with very high-
quality insulation and correct arrangement of 
parts are essential in ultra-high-frequency 
equipment design. Ceramic materials or 

their equivalent should be used for sockets 
condenser insulation, coil supports and 
stand-off insulators. All parts should be 
rigidly mounted so that no frequency varia-
tion will result from vibration. All radio-
frequency wiring should be very short one 
direct, well soldered with non-corrosive 
solder. Pastes and acids must be avoided 
as well as excessive amounts of rosin on 
the joint to be soldered. Tuning condensers 
must be remote from metal panels, and con-
trol shafts should extend to control dials by 
means of bakelite extension shafts. Slight 
changes in physical design often change the 
value of resistors and condensers for satis-
factory operation in both transmitters and 
receivers. 

Wavelength and Frequency 

Determination 

Lecher Wires 

• The wavelength of an ultra-high-frequency 
receiver or transmitter can be measured by 
means of parallel wires (Lecher Wire Sys-
tems), by wavemeters or by means of har-
monics from calibrated low-frequency oscil-
lators. 
Lecher Wire measuring systems are 

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. They are suitable 
for wavelength measurements over the entire 
ultra-high-frequency range. An accuracy 
of approximately 1% can be expected; for 
more accurate frequency or wavelength de-
termination the harmonic method should be 
used to supplement these measurements. A 
Lecher wire system consists of two parallel 
wires coupled to the transmitter or receiver 
by means of a closed loop or pickup coil, as 
shown by the Oscillator Coil in Fig. 5. 

adOVA EL( MU!, OR 
COPPER WIRES 

PICKUP COOP 

LECHER WIRE SYSTEM 

FIG. 4. 

Standing waves of voltage and current will 
occur along the parallel line, and these 
standing waves can be located with a sliding 
bar or copper wire, as shown in Fig. 5. 
The parallel line can be constructed of 

bare copper wire, spaced about three inches 
apart. The length of each wire will depend 
upon the wavelength being measured, such 
as 35 or 40 feet for 5 and 10 meter measure-
ments, 17 to 20 feet for 21/2  meters, or 5 to 
7 feet for wavelengths below 1 meter. 
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FIG. 5—Lecher Wire Measuring System. 

When these wires are coupled to the oscil-
lator, standing waves are produced in the 
wire, and the distances between points of 
maximum current are equal to half wave-
lengths. The oscillator should have an indi-
cating device, such as a DC milliammeter in 
either its grid or plate circuit. When the 
wavelength of a receiver is being measured, a 
variation in super-regeneration or oscillation 
intensity will be audibly heard in the output 
of the receiver. Another indicator for trans-
mitter measurements consists of a small turn 
of wire and a 6-volt flashlight globe, or a RF 
thermo-galvanometer coupled to the closed 
end of the Lecher Wire system. A deflec-
tion in plate current, or dimming of the 
lamp, will be noticed when the shorting link 
is across some half wave point on the par-
allel wires. The exact wavelength of the 
oscillating circuit is found by sliding the 
shorting link betwen the first and second 
points of indication, making note of the 
points, then measuring the distance with a 
scale or tape measure. To obtain the wave-
length in meters, this distance must be con-
verted from feet into meters by multiplying 
the number of feet by 0.656, or the number 
of inches by 0.0547. This factor takes into 
consideration the half wave points when con-
verting the results into actual wavelength. 

Wavemeters 

• Lecher Wire s3 stems are bulky and con-
siderable time is consumed in making the 
desired measurements. Wavemeters are 
more convenient and easy to construct. A 
simple absorption wavemeter, having a 
range of between 4.7 and 7 meters, consists 
of a 25 mmfd. midget variable condenser 
paralleled with a 3-30 mmfd. semi-fixed con-
denser of the "padder" type, and a coil 
wound with 5 turns of No. 10 wire in a 
winding space of one-inch, a half-inch in 
diameter, self-supported. 

Another form of absorption wavemeter, 
having a range of from 4 to 14 meters, can 
be made from a 150 mmfd. variable con-
denser connected across a 2-turn coil of No. 
10 wire, 2-inches in diameter. See Fig. 6. 

The coil should be supported on bakelite 
spacers. A neon lamp or vacuum-tube diode 
can be shunted across the circuit for indi-
cating resonance. In the design of any 
wavemeter, the entire circuit should be 
rigidly constructed. Hand-capacity effects 
can be eliminated by tuning the condenser 
with an extension handle of wood or bakelite. 
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WALL 11/OICLIIIE 11/OUNIIING 

000LX I.IANOLL 

FIG. 6. 

For 21/2 meter measurements, a one-turn 
coil of heavy wire, approximately 1-inch in 
diameter, and shunted with a 15 mmfd. 
midget variable condenser, will serve as an 
absorption wavemeter. 
The wavemeter can be calibrated over the 

tuning condenser scale by coupling the coil 
to an oscillator circuit; the oscillator wave-
length can be varied and its frequency de-
termined by Lecher Wires. When the wave-
meter is tuned to resonance, the oscillator 
milliammeter or RF indicator will provide an 
indication. After the wavemeter has been 
calibrated, it can always be used for meas-
uring the wavelength of oscillating receivers 
and transmitters. 

PHONE JAC« 

WAVEAIETER WITH DIODE INDICATOR 

FIG. 7. 

Fig. 7 shows a wavemeter that is quite 
sensitive in the region of 3 to 10 meters. A 
type 30 tube with a single 11/2  volt flash-
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light cell serves as a diode to rectify the 
radio-frequency. A 0-1 d-c milliammeter is 
the resonance indicator. A closed-circuit 
telephone jack enables this wavemeter to be 
used as a monitor for checking phone quality 
and over-modulation. 

5-Meter Field Strength Meters 

• Field strength meters give an indication 
of the power in a transmitter antenna. The 
circuit diagrams for two such devices are 
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The field strength 
meter is placed in the vicinity of the trans-
mitter antenna and maximum indication of 
the instrument denotes maximum antenna 
power. Field strength meters should be 
housed in completely shielded metal cans. 

3104 
FT LONG 

6 N. 

Va. Di••• 0{1.1. 

1.10▪ .▪ •:7011 

FIG. 8 
5-Meter Field Strength Meter. The Two 
Antenna Wires Are Each 3 to 4 ft. Long. 

FIG. 9 
Field Strength Meter with Diode Tube. 

Harmonic Frequency Determination 

• The harmonics of a quartz crystal oscil-
lator provide an accurate means of frequency 
determination. An oscillating crystal in the 
160 meter or broadcast band will produce 
strong harmonics in the ultra-high-frequency 
region between 2 and 10 meters. A super-
regenerative receiver, when tuned to this 
region while loosely coupled to the oscil-
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lator, will indicate the harmonics by sharp 
reductions in hiss level in the receiver it-
put. An oscillating regenerative receiver 
can be tuned to zero-beat with these har-
monics, and then to the ultra-high-frequency 
transmitter for accurate frequency determi-
nation. An absorption wavemeter is a 
necessary adjunct for approximate wave-
length measurements in order to make cer-
tain that operation is secured from the de-
sired harmonic. 

Micro-Waves 

• Micro-waves, as previously related, are 
those whose length is less than one meter. 
Micro-waves are generated by means of 
Magnetrons, Electron-Orbit Oscillators, and 
Regenerative Oscillators. Micro-waves are 
used by broadcast stations for remote pickup, 
by amateurs and experimenters, and for oc-
casional telegraph and telephone communica-
tion, such as the British Channel spanning 
system. The technical problems of this field 
are numerous, yet new tubes designed for 
micro-waves have been instrumental in in-
creasing the usefulness of the band. 

The Magnetron Oscillator 

• The Magnetron is a specially designed 
tube for very-short-wave operation. It con-
sists of a filament or cathode between a 
split plate, as shown in Fig. 10. 

1,1[LO COIL 
•110../ND TV« 
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VUELO 

100V - DC - 5-CAMPS + 13 

SPLIT MAGNETRON OSCILLATOR 

FIG. 10 

A magnetic field is produced at the fila-
ment by means of a large external field coil 
which is energized by several hundred watts 
of DC power. Ultra-high-frequency oscilla-
tions are produced in the split-plate circuit 
when this magnetic field is in the correct 
direction, and of the proper intensity. A 
parallel wire tuned circuit can be used for 
wavelengths below one meter, or for ordi-
nary tuned circuits with wavelengths above 
one meter. These tubes are available for 
experimental purposes and will produce out-
puts of several watts. The frequency sta-
bility is not very good and it is difficult to 
obtain satisfactory voice modulation from 
Magnetron Oscillators. 



Regenerative U.H.F. Oscillators 

Electron Orbit Oscillator 

• The range of oscillation in ordinary cir-
cuits is limited by time required for elec-

.) trons to travel from cathode to anode. This 
transit time is negligible at low frequencies, 
but becomes an important factor below 5 
meters. With ordinary tubes, oscillation 
cannot be secured below 1 meter, but by 
means of Electron Orbit Oscillators, in 
which the grid is made positive and the 
plate is kept at zero or slightly negative 
potential, oscillation can be obtained on 
wavelengths very much below 1 meter. 
Parallel wire tuning circuits can be con-
nected to these tube oscillators in order to 
increase the power output and efficiency. 
The tubes most suitable for this type of 
operation have cylindrical plates and grids, 
and their output is limited by the amount of 
power which can be dissipated by the grids. 
For transmitting, tubes such as the 35T, 
50T or 852 can be used in the circuit shown 
in Fig. 11, which is a modification of the 
Gill-Morrel Oscillator. More output is ob-
tained by using a tuned cathode, instead of 
tuned grid, circuit. Modulation can be ap-
plied to either the plate or grid. The fre-
quency stability is very poor. The circuit in 
Fig. 11 is an early type oscillator. 
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Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate a et-meter trans-
mitter and receiver used in 1933 by the 
author. The power output is rather low, but 
telephone communication over short distances 
can be satisfactorily accomplished. 

5V DC 

.0001, 

RFC 
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100011 
40,000A 

POT POT 

FIG. 13 
3/4  Meter Circuit Used by Jones in 1933. 

FIG. 14 
3/4 Meter Receiver ( 1933). 

Regenerative Oscillators 

• The introduction of the RCA Acorn 955, 
and Western Electric 316-A tubes made 

-meter regenerative oscillators practical. 
These tubes are more efficient than ordinary 
types for ultra-high-frequency work. Fig. 15 
illustrates the RCA Acorn triode. Circuits, 
such as that shown in Fig. 16, and a con-
strtrctional plan in Fig. 17, are satisfactory 
for low-power transmitters and super-re-
generative receivers. The 955 Acorn can 
be used as an oscillator In super-heterodyne 
receiver circuits with its companion tube, 
RCA 954 (or 956) Acord Pentode, in the 
RF portions of the circuit. The regenerative 
circuits are quite similar to those for longer 
wavelengths, except for the physical size of 
condensers and coils. The tube element 
spacing in these Acorn tubes is made so 
small that electron transit time becomes a 
negligible factor for wavelengths above 0.6 
meter. 
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FIG. 15 
RCA Acorn 955 

FIG. 16 
RCA 955—Circuit Diagram and Suggested 

Layout. 
L1-8 turns, 1/2 -in. outside diameter, No. 18 

wire, spaced 1/2 -in. between turns. 
Cl—Tuning condenser; 2 circular brass 
plates 3/4-in, in diameter; 10/32 thread on 

adjusting screws. 
C2—.00025 mica condenser, postage stamp 

type. 
R1-15,000 ohms, 1 watt carbon resistor. 
RFC-1/4-in. bakelite rod wound 11/2 -in. with 

No. 32 DCC wire. 

SLOT 

R1. aeA7;"ercte; 

2V4" 

1 

FIG. 17—Plan view of transmitter. 

Micro-Wave Transmitters 

• A micro-wave transmitter for operation 
slightly below 1 meter is illustrated in Fig. 
18. The RCA 955 Acorn is used in a par-
allel-rod oscillator with cathode, rather than 
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Micro-Wave Tube Characteristics 

RCA 954 PENTODE 
heater voltage 6  3 
Heater current  0.15 amp. 
Grid- to- plate capacity  007 mmfd. 
Input capacity  3 mmfd. 
Output capacity  3 mmfd. 
Max. plate voltage 25 volts. 
Max. screen voltage 100 volts. 
Grid voltage   —3 volts. 
Suppressor tied to cathode  
Amplification factor  Over 2000. 
Plate resistance  ()ver 1.5 megohm. 
Mutual conductance 1400 mhos. 
Plate current  2 ma. 
Screen current  0.7 ma. 

RCA 955 TRIODE 

Heater voltage 6  3 
Heater current 0  15 amp. 
Max. plate voltage 180 volts. 
Max. plate current 7 ma. 
Amp. factor  25. 
Plate resistance  12,500 ohms. 
Mutual conductance  2,000 mhos. 
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320MC TRANSMITTER 

FIG. 18 

180V 

grid-leak, bias. Another 955 serves as the 
modulator. This transmitter is similar to 
one built into a silk-top hat, and used by 
the NBC for remote pickup of commercial 
broadcasts. The antenna protrudes through 
the hat, the batteries and modulator are 
carried in a leather belt. A similar oscil-
lator was built into a walking cane, the 
cane holds both the parallel-rod oscillator 
and antenna. Signals have been received 
over distances of 3 miles. Automobile igni-
tion interference is practically absent at 
wavelengths below 1 meter. 

66 CM (2/3-Meter) Transceiver 

• This is perhaps the first disclosure of a 
transceiver that operates successfully on IA-
or %rds-meter. Operation at these very 



11/2 Meter Transmitter 

.1 

short wavelengths is accomplished with an 
Acorn triode and parallel wire circuits for 
grid, plate and filament. See Fig. 19. The 
filament cathode circuit is tuned with a 
quarter wave parallel wire section which is 
adjusted by sliding a .001 mfd. mica con-
denser along the parallel wires. Sec Fig. 20. 

FIG. 19-66 cm. Transceiver with 955 Acorn Triode. 

When this filament circuit is properly tuned, 
oscillation and super-regeneration can be 
obtained with relatively low values of plate 
voltage, even at wavelengths of 40 CM. This 
adjustment is not very critical over a range 
of a few centimeters. The ends of the 
quarter wave section have high RF potential; 
the short-circuited end (.001 bridging con-
denser) have zero RF potential, and thus the 
parallel wires can extend a few inches 
beyond the short-circuited end. The cathode 
resistor, filament by-pass and cathode by-
pass condensers can then be connected in 
place without need of varying their position 
for tuning purposes. The insulated filament 
lead is twisted around the cathode filament 
wire in order to make the combination act 
as a single RF conductor. A small mica 
condenser connected between this wire and 
the cathode or ground wire will increase the 
capacity and prevent RF absorption by the 
extended filament leads. The latter may 
connect to either a 6.3 volt AC source, or to 
a 6-volt storage battery. 
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955 

plate and grid parallel wires. For %-meter, 
this bridging condenser is about 11/2  in. 
away from the glass envelope of the 955 
Acorn tube. 40 CM oscillation takes place 
when the condenser is bridged across the 
wires at the point of connection to the ter-
minal clips of the tube. The wavelength of 

operation increases as this condenser is slid 
outwardly along the parallel wires toward 
the other .0001 mfd, bridging condenser 
near the end of the parallel wires, at which 
point 11/2 meter operation can be secured. 

As illustrated in the photograph and cir-
cuit diagram, the portion of plate-grid par-
allel wires between the two .0001 mfd. 
condensers serves as a quarter wave tuning 
section which provides high efficiency when 
operating below 3/4 -meter. The RF potential 
across the .0001 mid. condenser nearest the 
tube is not exactly zero at the ends of the 
condenser, since the physical length of the 
condenser becomes an appreciable portion of 
the tuned circuit between grid and plate. 
The quarter wave section, which at 
meter is is about 61/2  inches, serves the purpose 
of two radio-frequency chokes for connection 
to the audio components of the transceiver. 
A quarter wave section is much more effec-
tive than RF chokes in the micro-wave 
region. 
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66-2/3 CM TRANSCEIVER 

FIG. 20 

The frequency or wavelength is adjusted 
to the desired value by means of a .0001 
mfd, mica condenser connected across the 

OPEN TO RECEIVE 

R „.5  
IRE TO GRID 
TRANS 

The antenna can be inductively coupled to 
this transceiver by supporting a 3/4 -turn loop 
(X in. dia.) close to the parallel wires in 
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the grid and plate circuits of the 955 tube. 
This loop should be coupled to the oscillator 
between the tube and the .0001 mfd. bridging 
condenser nearest the tube. A half wave 
antenna for ?Ards-meter is approximately 
13 inches long. A two-wire Zepp. feeder, or 
matched impedance line, couples the antenna 
to the transceiver. A directive antenna 
array, or a Yogi antenna, is infinitely better 
for increased range at these very short 
wavelengths. 
With the DPST switch closed, the 955 

operates as a grid-modulated oscillator with 
plate current of approximately 6 to 7 MA. 
With the switch open, the headphones are 

connected in the plate circuit, and the micro-
phone transformer is disconnected from the 
grid circuit. Reception is obtained by super-
regeneration in the detector circuit, and the 
plate current drops to a value of between 1 
and 2 milliamperes. 

Plate modulation in the transmitter will 
give two to three times as much output, if 
more output is needed. 
The RF circuit is very effective below 1 

meter and outputs of VI to /2 watt can be 
expected between 32 and 1 meter. At 66% 
(%rds-meter) the transmitter output is high 
enough to give more than half-scale deflec-
tion on a thertno-galvanometer having a 
range of 115 MA. 

W.E.316-A Micro-Wave Oscillator 

• Western Electric has produced a new 
micro-wave triode which delivers from 5 to 
10 watts output on wavelengths as low as 1/4  
meter. The element spacing is so close that 
the tube operates efficiently as a regenera-
tive oscillator with negative grid and posi-
tive plate for frequencies as high as 750 
mc. The maximum plate dissipation is 30 

FIG. 22—W.E.-316A 3/4-Meter Oscillator. 

watts. The transmitter illustrated in Fig. 22 
delivers aproximately 7.5 watts with 400 
volts on the plate. This power output is 

FIG. 21—W.E.-316A U.H.F. Triode. 

sufficient for coverage over a visual range, 
although in one case a e4-meter signal was 
heard over a distance of 80 miles, which is 
far beyond the optical path. A large variety 
of circuits could be suggested for micro-
wave operation, but the most simple of these 
is the one shown in Fig. 22. It consists of 
two parallel half wave rods, spaced about 
1-inch apart, to provide a et-meter tuned 

circuit of fairly-high "Q". See Fig. 23. The 
grid and plate of the tube are connected to 
the copper rods; this capacity causes the 
physical length to be less than a half wave-
length. As can be seen from the photograph, 
the plate RF choke and grid-leak do not con-
nect to the center of the rods, but rather 
across the voltage node. The distance be-
tween this point and the free ends of the 
rods is a quarter wavelength. The other 

distance is shortened by the tube capacity. 
Filament RF chokes, or tuned filament leads, 
are desirable for operation below 1-meter be-
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FIG. 23—W.E.-316A 3/4-Meter Oscillator Circuit. 

cause the filament is near a point of high 
RF potential in the oscillating circuit. These 
filament chokes consist of 30 turns of No. 16 
enameled wire, wound on a 1/4 -inch rod, 
then removed from the rod and air-supported, 
as the picture shows. The length of these 
chokes is aproximately 3 inches. A 200 ohm 
resistor is placed in series with the 110-volt 
AC line to the filament transformer in order 
to reduce the transformer secondary voltage 
from 21/4  to 2 volts, because the filament of 
the tube operates on 2 volts at 3.65 amperes. 
This particular oscillator gave outputs in 
excess of 5 watts on 34 meters, even when 
no filament RF chokes were used. 

This oscillator, when loaded with antenna, 
draws from 70 to 80 milliamperes at 400 volts 
plate supply. An audio modulator, such as 
a pair of 2A3 tubes, class AB connection, 
will supply approximately 15 watts of audio 
power for modulation. The oscillator should 
be tested at reduced plate voltage, prefer-
ably by means of a 1000 to 2000 ohm resistor 
in series with the positive B lead, until os-
cillation has been checked. A flashlight 
globe and loop of wire can be coupled to the 
parallel rods at a point near the voltage 
node, in order to indicate oscillation. 

A 15-inch antenna rod or wire can be fed 
by a one-or-two-wire feeder of the non-
resonant type. A single-wire feeder can be 
capacitively coupled to the plate rod, either 
side of the voltage node, through a small 
blocking condenser. If a two-wire feeder is 
employed, a small coupling loop, placed par-
allel to the oscillator rods, with the closed 
end of the loop near the voltage node of the 
oscillator, will provide a satisfactory means 
of coupling to the antenna. The power out-
put is high enough so that operation is as 
simple as any 40 meter c-w transmitter. 

W. E. 316-A Characteristics 
Filament voltage 2 volts a-c or d-c. 
Filament current 3  65 amperes. 
Average thermionic emission 0  45 amperes. 
Amplification factor 6  5. 
Plate-to-grid capacitance 1  6 mmfd. 
Grid-to-nlanient 1  2 mmfd. 
Plate-to-filament 0  8 mm4d. 
Max. plate dissipation 30 watts. 
Max. d-c plate voltage 450 volts. 
Max. d-c plate current 80 MA. 
Max. d-c grid current 12 MA. 

11/4 Meter Receiver 

• Extremely small capacity between tube 
elements, and very small values of tuning 
capacities and inductances are essential for 
11/4  meter receivers. Conventional triode 
tubes have too much grid-to-plate capacity 
for effective operation at 11/4 meters. How-
ever, once the correct components are 
chosen, it is a very simple matter to build 
a high-sensitivity 11/4 meter receiver. See 
Fig. 24. 

FIG. 24 
11/4-Meter Receiver. 

The grid and plate leads to the tuning 
condenser are so short as to be almost 
negligible. Either a coil or parallel wires 
forms an inductance for connection across 
the tuning condenser. Parallel wires oc-
cupy a few inches more of space, but they 
are more efficient because the circuit "Q" 
is higher. 
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li A AND 2; A BAND RECEIVER 

ting will depend upon the characteristics 
of the particular 955 Acorn tube in the cir-
cuit, and the degree of antenna coupling. 
The RF coil, Li, can be compressed or ex-

tended in order to permit the tuning con-
denser to cover the 114 or 2Ar meter bands. 
Lecher wires provide a most convenient 
method for checking the wavelength of the 
receiver. 

11/4  Meter Transmitter with RCA-834 

' UHF Tube 

FIG. 25 

The circuit shown in Fig. 25 is almost 
self-explanatory. Super-regeneration is se-
cured by means of a blocking grid-leak con-
denser system. A cathode RF choke is gen-
erally necessary in order to obtain super-
regeneration. Impedance coupling is shown 
between the detector and 76 audio stage be-
cause this method of coupling gives sufficient 
volume for headset reception. An audio 
transformer could be substituted, together 
with a type 41 pentode tube, if loudspeaker 
reception is wanted. A potentiometer con-
trols the plate voltage to the super-regen-
erative detector; adjustment should be made 
for greatest detector sensitivity. Insufficient 
detector plate voltage will generally result 
in an audio howl. Super-regeneration takes 
place at slightly higher voltages, up to the 

• The advent of several new tubes particu-
larly designed for the ultra high frequencies 
makes possible the construction of a trans-
mitter which will deliver from 10 to 50 
watts on wavelengths below 5 meters. 
Ratheon RK-32, Western Electric 304-B, 
and RCA 834 are equally suitable for use 
in the transmitter shown in Fig. 26. The 
characteristics of all three tubes are similar. 

.,e. RCA834 
RFC. 

FIG. 27 e_ .. o. 

11/4-Meter Transmitter. 

Cl—Aluminum Plates, 11/4 in. square. 
Copper Tubes-3-in, long for 11/4 Meters, 

9 in. long for 21/2  Meters. 
RFC1-40 turns No. 28 DSC, 1/4 -in. dia. 
RFC2-25 turns No. 14 Enam., 1/2 -in. dia. 

The grid and plate leads are brought out 
through the top of the tube envelope in all 
cases, resulting in operation down to g-
meter. 

FIG. 26-11/4 -Meter Transmitter with RCA 834 U.H.F. Triode. 

full battery voltage supply. Greatest sen-
sitivity occurs when the actual detector plate 
potential is nearly 45 volts. The proper set-
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The circuit in Fig. 27 is suitable for oscil-
lation between 1 and 3 meters, depending 
upon the length of the parallel rods or pipes. 



21/2 Meter Oscillator 

A slight variation of frequency is possible if 
two condenser plates each in. square, are 
connected across the pipes near the tube 
leads. This type of circuit works more 
efficiently than a conventional coil and con-
denser oscillator circuit. The tube leads fit 
into the ends of copper pipes, and small set 
screws provide good electrical contact be-
tween pipe and tube leads. This type of 
mounting must be used with care in order 
to avoid breakage of the tube envelope. The 
tube socket mounting strip should have 
slotted holes in order to make correct align-
ment with the copper pipes. 

Filament RF chokes are necessary below 
3 meters in order to secure oscillation. At 
1,/t meters, the metal shell of the tube 
socket, and the metal support that holds 
the socket, introduce excessive capacity to 
the filament circuit of the tube, resulting in 
stoppage of oscillation if either of these 
metal surfaces is grounded. A non-metallic 
socket and bakelite socket support would be 
preferable if operation in the neighborhood 
of 1-meter is wanted. A tuned filament cir-
cuit. somewhat similar to that illustrated 
in the 66 CM Transceiver, will work more 
effectively than RF chokes for wavelengths 
below 1/2 meters. 
The antenna feeder is coupled to the 

parallel pipes or tubes by means of a coup-
ling loop. A half or quarter wave antenna 
can be capacitively coupled through a very 
small variable condenser to the plate rod 
at a point approximately one to two inches 
from the plate blocking condenser. Trans-

FIG. 29—Raytheon RK-34 21/2 -Meter Oscillator. 

mission ranges of 3 to 50 miles are possible 
if the antenna is located at high elevation. 
Even meter waves tend to curve along 
the surface of the earth to such an extent 
that communication can often be obtained 
beyond the optical range. 

21/2 Meter Transmitter 

• An RK-34 twin-triode tube is connected 
in a tuned-grid-tuited-plate circuit for 2V2 

meter operation in the transmitter illustrated 
in Fig. 28. A parallel rod or wire tuned-
plate circuit gives good efficiency on 2/2 
meters, proved by tests where efficiencies of 

*El 300, 

MDDuLATOR 

u .. 2 METE. 03C, I, 

FIG. 28 

approximately 50% were realized. A carrier 
power output of 10 to 15 watts is easily ob-
tainable on 2V2 meters. The circuit is 
shown in Fig. 28. If a more powerful 
modulator is connected to the oscillator, to-
gether with plate potentials of 500 to 600 
volts, outputs of 25 to 30 watts can be 
secured. 
A 15,000 ohm grid-leak and 300 ohm 

cathode resistor give stable grid bias for 
the oscillator. The cathode resistor pre-
vents all tendency for the plate current to 
"run away" during operation. The grid coil 
consists of 5 turns of No. 18 wire, wound 
to cover a length of one inch, with an in-
side diameter of 7/16-inch. This coil is 

soldered directly to the tube socket termin-
als. The antenna feeders can be capactively 
coupled to the plate circuit through a pair 
of .001 mfd. mica condensers. If a two-wire 
spaced feeder is used, these wires tap across 
the plate rods about two inches from the 
shorting bar. 
The plate circuit is tuned to the desired 

frequency by sliding the shorting-bar along 
the rods. Antenna coupling is adjusted by 
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sliding the antenna taps along these rods 
until normal plate current is drawn. The 
inductance in the grid circuit can be slightly 
varied in order to obtain the best amount 
of feedback for high output. 
A suitable modulator consists of a pair of 

type 42 pentode tubes driven by a 76 speech 
amplifier. The 42 tubés can be operated 
from the common 350 volt plate supply by 
means of a 30 henry, 150 ma., modulation 
choke. The screen voltage should be re-
duced through a resistor from the 250 volt 
supply; a 10 watt, 10,000 ohm resistor is of 
the correct size. A 1/2  mfd. bypass con-
denser from screen to ground will pass the 
audio frequencies from screen to ground for 
normal operation. The cathode resistor of 
300 ohms, 10 watt rating, should be by-
passed by means of a 25 mfd. low voltage 
condenser. If greater input is applied to 
the oscillator, a more powerful modulator is 
needed. Class B 46 tubes, or push-pull 6L6 
tubes, will give ample audio power for in-
puts as high as 40 or 50 watts on the RK-34 
tube. Normal plate current to the latter is 
80 ma., although in actual practice this 
oscillator has been operated over consider-
able periods of time at 100 ma. plate cur-
rent. 

Single-Tube 21/2 Meter Transceiver 

• An exceedingly simple 21/2  and 5 meter 
transceiver can be built to operate from a 
type 76 tube. The set is shown in Fig. 30. 

FIG. 30—Single-Tube Transceiver. 

The 76 has low interelectrode capacities 
and high mutual conductance, thus it per-
forms better than most other types of con-
ventional tubes on 21/2 meters. 
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The 76 tube acts as a grid-modulated os-
cillator for transmitting, and as a super-
regenerative detector for receiving, in the 
circuit shown in Fig. 31. Switching from 
send to receive is acçomplished with a 
DPST switch, the "on" position shorts-out 
the headset, and connects-in the grid mod-
ulation transformer when transmitting. In 
the receive position, the half-megohm ( 500,-
000 ohm) grid-leak produces super-regener-
ation. 

180V 8V 

FIG. 31—Circuit Diagram. 
TI—Mike-to-grid transformer. 
Cl—Antenna lead twisted around plate 

lead. 
L2-L3—(RFC)—Two RF chokes, each 100 

turns. 
No. 34 DSC, 3/8-in. diameter. 

The modulation transformer can be any 
type of carbon microphone-to-grid trans-
former with a secondary resistance ( grid 
winding) of from 3,000 to 5,000 ohms. The 
primary is connected in series with a single-
button microphone and battery. If AC is 
used on the heater of the 76 tube, a 41/2 volt 
"C" battery can be connected in series with 
the microphone, switch and transformer pri-
mary, without a connection to the tube heat-
er circuit. A 6-volt storage battery or four 
dry cells in series will normally provide 
heater and microphone current, as shown in 
the circuit diagram. 
For receiving, the 1/2 -megohm grid-leak 

connects to plus B in order to provide high 
audio output from the super-regenerative 
detector. When transmitting, grid-bias is 
supplied by a 400 ohm cathode resistor and 



2% and 5 Meter Transceiver 

P.ra JACKS 

FOR 4.ME 

oGGuE CriCS 

FIG. 32—Front Panel Layout. 

BAKELITE 

FIG. 33 
Side View, Showing Coil Support and Con-

denser Extension Shaft. 

FIG. 34—Rear View. 

the grid current through the resistance of 
the modulation transformer. Understandable 
voice modulation can be secured from grid 
modulation with a minimum of parts. 
Very short leads to the grid and plate 

terminals of the 76 tube socket permit oper-
e ation in the 2V2 meter band. The tuning 

condenser shaft is insulated from the front 
dial with a flexible shaft coupling and ex-

.... tension shaft to the variable tuning con-
.'"'"°" denser. The antenna is coupled by twisting 

one to three turns of insulated hook-up wire 
around the plate lead of the 76 tube. This 
capacity coupling should be as great as pos-
sible, without causing a cessation of the 
. super-regenerative hiss in the headphones 
when the control switch is in the receive 
position. Coupling must be as tight as 
possible, however, in order to obtain a high 
degree of modulation when transmitting. 

21/2 and 5 Meter Transceiver 

• A simple breadboard-mounted transceiver 
is shown in Figs. 35 and 36. It uses a 76 
tube as an oscillator and super-regenerative 
detector and a 41 tube as a modulator and 
audio amplifier. A DPDT switch changes 
the 76 tube from a super-regenerative de-
tector into a RF oscillator for transmitting; 
at the same time the 41 tube is changed from 
an audio amplifier into a modulator for 
transmitting. The circuit is shown in Fig. 
37. 

FIG. 35 

Simple 21/2 5-Meter Transceiver. The 5-
Meter Coil Is in the Foreground. 
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FIG. 36 
Close-up of Mounting Bracket, Showing 
Correct Placement of Condenser, Coil, 

Chokes, Resistor, etc. 

The transceiver is mounted on either a 
wood or metal chassis, 7 in. x 8 in. The 
tuning dial is connected to the condenser 
through an insulated coupling. The 76 tube 
is mounted horizontally on an insulating sub-
panel, 21/2  in. x 5 in. This method of 
mounting facilitates the use of very short 
and direct leads to the tuning condenser and 
coils, resulting in high efficiency on both 21/2  
and 5 meters. The home-made RF choke 
coils are rather critical as to their number 
of turns, if operation on both bands is de-
sired. If the values are not correct, dead 
spots will be found within the tuning ranges. 
This effect can also be checked by coupling a 
6.3 volt pilot lamp in series with a turn of 
wire to the RF coil in the transmit position. 
If the light goes out within the tuning 
range, RF choke trouble can be suspected. 
Modulation can also be checked with the 
aid of this lamp indicator. Brilliance should 
increase when the microphone is spoken into. 
Antenna coupling should be as tight as 

possible without loss of super-regeneration, 
as evidenced by a loud hiss in the receive 
position. Either an AC power pack or bat-
teries can be used for the power supply. The 
"B" voltage can be any value from 180 to 
250 volts. A conventional single-button 
microphone and a 41/2  volt C battery can he 
used in the mike circuit. A switch should 
be connected either in the microphone cir-
cuit or as an integral part of the microphone 
so as to cut off the microphone current 
when the transceiver is either in the receive 
position or not in use. The layout of the 
transceiver should be as shown in the illu-
strations. If the leads are too long, or if 

+180 250, 

FIG. 37 
21/2 - and 5-Meter Transceiver. 

L1-4 Turns No. 14, 3/8-in. dia., %-in. long 
for 21/2 Meters. 

L1-9 Turns No. 14, 1/8-in. dia., 11/4 -in. long 
for 5 Meters. 

L2-1 Turn Hook-up Wire Over Center of 
L I. 

RFC-100 Turns No. 34 DSC on 3/8-in. rod. 
Resistors—All One-Watt Rating. 

the resistor and condenser values are not as 
specified, the set will not super-regenerate or 
oscillate on 21/2  meters, and possibly not 
even on 5 meters. The 76 tube socket should 
be of a good grade of bakelite, or preferably 
ceramic material. Either a 76 and 41, or 
the 6C5 and 6F6 metal tube equivalents can 
be used. The transmit-receive switch can 
be of the toggle or knife variety. 
The antenna coupling coil consists of one 

turn of insulated hookup wire slid between 
the center turns of the transceiver coil. 
Capacity coupling can be used, if desired, in 
which case one to three turns of insulated 
wire would be wrapped around the grid or 
plate lead of the 76 tube. The output of this 
set is approximately 1/2  to 1 watt, depending 
upon the plate voltage. 

76-41 21/2 or 5 Meter Transceiver 

• The power drain of a 21/2  or 5 meter 
transceiver is low because the same tubes 
are used for both phone transmission and 
reception. On the other hand, the receiver 
radiates badly, causing "whistles" and inter-
ference in other sets within a radius mile or 
two. Generally the receiver frequency is 
not exactly the same as the transmitted fre-
quency, even though the same tuned circuits 
and tubes are used in both cases. The change 
of grid or plate voltage when switching from 
transmit to receive always tends to change 
the tube element capacities which are in 
shunt with the tuned circuit, thus causing a 
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change in frequency. This effect is usually 
more pronounced on 2V2 than on 5 meters, 
but it can be minimized by proper design. 
In spite of these disadvantages, the low first 
cost, economy of operation and compactness 
warrants the use of transceivers in many 
cases. 

FIG. 38 
Front View of 21/2 or 5 Meter Transceiver. 

Loud Speaker Grille on Left Side. 

• This transceiver has a 76 and a 41 tube 
in a conventional circuit, with certain re-
finements. The 76 acts as a super-regener-
ative detector of the blocking grid-leak type, 
transformer coupled to the 41 pentode audio 
amplifier in the receive position. In the 
transmit position the 76 acts as an oscillator, 
modulated by the 41 tube which serves as 
an amplifier for a single-button microphone. 
When receiving, a variable control of plate 
voltage for the 76 tube prevents excessive 
receiver radiation and holds the hiss level to 
a minimum, thus maximum sensitivity is 
realized. The 4-pole-double-throw switch 
connects the loudspeaker, increases the 76 
grid-leak resistance for super-regeneration, 
cuts in an audio amplifying transformer and 
converts the 41 tube into a power audio am-
plifier for loudspeaker reception. The re-
ceiver audio volume control operates only 
on the grid of the 41 tube while actually 
receiving, so it has no effect on the micro-
phone-to-grid circuit, such as is the case in 
most transceivers. The complete circuit is 
shown in Fig. 40. 

In the transmit position the switch opens 
the loudspeaker circuit, reduces the grid-
leak to the proper value for transmitting, 
connects-in the microphone circuits, and con-
verts the 41 tube into a modulator system. 
A 41 tube will furnish sufficient audio gain 
and output to fully modulate a 76 tube for 

a plate voltage range of from 180 to 250 
volts. An ordinary single-button hand 
microphone has enough electrical output for 
voice input and thus it is not necessary to 
shout into the "mike" in order to obtain a 
high degree of modulation. 
A separate 41/z volt C battery serves as a 

microphone battery in order to simplify the 
power supply. The latter consists of 130 to 
230 volts of either B batteries or rectified 
and filtered AC power supply, and either a 6 
volt storage battery or 6.3 volt AC supply 
for the heaters. The separate "mike" bat-
tery makes it possible to use AC on the 76 
and 41 tube heaters when an AC power sup-
ply is preferred, such as at a fixed station. 

FIG. 39 
Looking Into the 21/2 or 5 Meter Transceiver. 

• The transceiver i% built into a 794 in. x 734 
in. x 7 in. can, with a chassis 134 in. high 
for sub-base mounting of parts. The power 
socket is mounted at the rear, so that either 
battery or AC power pack supplies can be 
plugged in at will. 
The tuning condenser has two plates. One 

rotor plate is first removed from a stand-
ard 3-plate midget condenser. This small 
condenser capacity gives better bandspread 
on 21/4  or 5 meters. The condenser and 
the 76 tube socket are mounted on a vertical 
bakelite sub-panel, 2,/i in. x 4 in. x 3/16 in., 
which in turn mounts on chassis with a 
right-angle bracket. This tuning condenser 
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must be well insulated from the chassis. A 
e  in. diameter bakelite rod couples the dial 
to the condenser. The RF leads for 2% 
meters must be extremely short. A hori-
zontal mounting of the 76 tube places the 
grid and plate terminals near the tuning con-
denser and coil. Change from 21/2  to 5 
meters is accomplished by changing the 4-
turn coil to one with about 9 turns of No. 
14 wire, % in. diameter, and spaced slightly 
between turns. The coil is soldered to the 
condenser. 
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FIG. 40 

21/2- and 5-Meter Transceiver for Loud 
Speaker Operation. 

No particular care need be exercised in 
the audio wiring circuit. The parts can be 
placed in any convenient location and ordi-
nary push-back hook-up wire serves for all 
connections. The C battery, or microphone 
battery, can be placed either under or on top 
of the chassis, or wedged behind an audio 
trans former. 
Ground leads often cause trouble on 21/2 

meters. By changing the length of these 
leads, the output may be doubled. A 6.3 
volt pilot lamp connected through a 3/4  in. 
diameter loop of wire will serve as a good 
test for RF output and degree of modulation 
when coupled to the transceiver coil. The 
lamp should light with a moderate yellow 
color, and increase in brilliance when the 
microphone is spoken into. On 5 meters 
the effect of the length of the ground lead is 
not very pronounced, and the location of the 
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.01 mfd. by-pass condenser ground, 76 
cathode ground and heater ground leads are 
not as critical. When the set is functioning 
properly it should super-regenerate easily 
over the entire dial range, and the RF out-
put should not drop appreciably over the 
entire dial range when transmitting. 
The audio output is sufficient to operate 

the small magnetic loudspeaker which is 
mounted behind a wire-screen grill on the 
side of the cabinet. 

A one-turn antenna coupling loop is self 
supporting. The antenna lead connects to a 
through-type insulator on the front panel 
and passes through a hole in the bakelite 
panel, where it is cemented into the hole in 
order to give it rigidity. 

• The receiver should super-regenerate over 
the 2% meter range when 180 volts or more 
of plate potential is applied. The regen-
eration control in the plate circuit of the 76 
tube is of more practical use on 5 meters 
than on 21/2 , since lower plate voltages will 
cause super-regeneration on the longer 
wavelength. 
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FIG. 41 

Rear of Control Panel. 

The voice quality when transmitting 
should be checked by listening to a phone 
monitor, or on another 21/2  meter receiver. 
With a good microphone, the voice is clear 
and comparable to that on an ordinary 
telephone line. High quality audio and 
microphone transformers are not needed for 
amateur service. Small units are desirable 
in order to conserve space and weight. 
A Lecher wire system, absorption wave-

meter or another 21/2  meter ( or 5 meter) 
station can be used to check the 2% meter 
band location on the tuning dial. 
The possible range of this transceiver de-

pends upon the type of antenna and its. 
height above nearby objects or ground. A 
range of 2 or 3 miles can be exnected. 
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High-Output 6A6 5 Meter Transmitter-Receiver 

• It was previously stated that 5-meter 
transceivers have many disadvantages, in-
zluding excessive receiver radiation, low out-
put when transmitting, poor sensitivity, high 
receiver hiss level, and variation of trans-
mitter frequency with receiver frequency 
shift. The unit here shown has a separate 
transmitting RF circuit, a common audio 
system, and separate receiver RF circuits. 
This permits the use of a RF stage which 
increases sensitivity and prevents receiver 
radiation. The transmitter frequency can be 
set to some fixed value, and the output is 
several times as high as that from a trans-
ceiver. 

This transmitter-receiver is not much 
larger than a transceiver, in spite of its being 
a separate receiver and transmitter for 5-
meter operation. The receiver has a separate 
quench frequency tube and associated con-
trols, thus the hiss level can be set at such a 
low value that it is no higher than the ex-
ternal interference noise in most locations. 
Regenerative RF amplification with regener-
ation control gives extremely high sensi-
tivity when needed. A Class B 6A6 modu-
lator supplies sufficient audio output to modu-
late the 5-meter oscillator at approximately 
5 watts carrier output when a 300 volt plate 
supply is available. Either an AC power 
supply, or B batteries and a 6-volt storage 
battery, can be used for portable or fixed 
station operation. The B supply can be of 
any value from 150 to 325 volts, much better 
results being secured with the higher values 
around 280 to 300 volts. 
A small magnetic loudspeaker is built into 

a cabinet only 14 in. x 7 in. x in. This 
set has all of the best features of mobile or 
medium power station units built into one, 
and it can be highly recommended for general 
5 meter operation. 

Technical Notes 

• The transmitter has a TNT push-pull os-
cillator with a 6A6 tube in a cathode bias 
arrangement. A Class B 6A6 modulator is 
driven by a 6A6 speech amplifier which de-
livers 8 to 10 watts output at 300 volts. The 
microphone is an ordinary single-button type. 
The same two 6M audio tubes serve as 

an audio amplifier for the receiver when the 
4- P-D-T, switch is thrown to the receive 
position. The latter also switches the an-
tenna from transmit to receive. The 76 su-
per-regenerative detector is not self-quench-
ing, but uses a separate 76 interruption fre-
quency oscillator. The latter permits a set-
ting of the detector plate voltage to such a 
value that the tube continues to super-regen-
erate, but with a very low hiss level. This 
means that a great portion of the trouble-
some loud hiss or roar can be eliminated, 

even when no station is tuned-in on the 5-
meter band. 
The regenerative RF stage has a 6K7 

metal tube, requiring less space and shorter 
leads. A slight amount of regeneration ac-
tually gives some RF gain on 5 meters and 
very weak signals can be received which 
would otherwise be inaudible. A 954 acorn 
RF tube will give more gain, but at a con-
siderable increase in cost, thus a compro-
mise was made in the form of the 6K7 tube. 
The interruption frequency oscillator has 

two small universal-wound coils in a small 
shield can beneath the chassis. This oscilla-
tor functions at about 100KC and causes a 
variation at 100 KC per second of the plate 
voltage on the 76 detector. This variation 
causes super-regeneration, with a gain of 
several thousand times on weak signals. 

FIG. 42. 
Front View of High-Output 6A6 Transmitter-

Receiver. 

Audio volume is controlled, in the receiver 
only, by shunting a tapered 50,000 ohm con-
trol across the grid circuit of the first audio 
stage. The microphone-to-grid transformer 
carries the detector plate current through its 
secondary when receiving; it should there-
fore be wound with sufficiently heavy wire 
in order to carry approximately 5 ma. A 
push-pull pentode to dynamic loudspeaker 
voice coil transformer can be substituted for 
the "mike" transformer. The voice coil wind-
ing then becomes the microphone winding, 
and the detector lead can be connected 
through the switch to the center-tap, or to 
the grid ends of the secondary. The loud-
speaker connects from one of the Class B 
plates through a ,A-mfd, condenser back to 
a switch contact which disconnects it when 
transmitting. This send-receive switch also 
connects the B supply voltage to either the 
transmitting 6A6 oscillator or to the detector 
and RF stages. 
The 6A6 oscillator draws from 30 to 60 

ma., depending upon plate voltage and an-
tenna loading. The plate impedance is some 
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value between 5,000 and 10,000 ohms and 
the Class B output transformer should there-
fore have a total primary-to-secondary 
turns-ratio of between 1.4-to-1 and 1-to-i. 
The transformer shown was rated for a 
5,000 ohm load out of a 6A6 Class B tube, 
which would indicate a 1.4-to-1 ratio. The 
class B input transformer can be any type 
designed for a 6A6 or 53 driver into a 6A6 
or 53 class B amplifier. 

Construction 

e The sheet-iron can is 14 in. long, 7 in. 
high and 72 in. deep, a standard size avail-
able from many radio supply houses. A WI 
in. chassis depth is ample for the 4-P-D-T 
switch, variable and fixed resistors and fixed 
condensers. 
The 4-prong wafer socket for the power 

cable and the insulated microphone jack are 

FCS MADE OF 75TURNS 11,34 DSC ON %. ROD. ALL 5 - R SWIT.ES PART OF 4 PDT SW I T‘ 

insulators. The two corresponding vernier 
tuning dials are of bakelite, thus a one-inch 
front panel hole insulates the tuning con-
densers from ground. Other types of dials 
would require an insulated coupling on the 
tuning condenser shafts in order to prevent 
RF noise, in one case, and a short circuit in 
the other. 
The 6K7 RF tube mounts horizontally on 

a 4 in. x 5 in. No. 12 aluminum shield. The 
latter has a lip bent at right angles 
along the bottom so that a pair of 6/32 ma-
chine screws will hold it rigidly in place. 
Shakeproof lock-washers should be placed 
under all machine screw nuts if the set is 
operated in mobile service. The RF stage 
by-pass condensers, RF choke and plate 
coupling condenser mount directly at the 6A7 
tube socket, with short leads to the alumi-
num sheet for a ground connection. All 
ground points are bonded together with 

FIG. 43—Complete Circuit Diagram of High-Output 6A6 Transmitter-Receiver. 

mounted in the rear. The class B transform-
ers are placed in such a manner that space 
is available for a 4%2 volt C battery for mi-
crophone supply. The separate mike battery 
makes possible the use of either DC or AC 
for the heaters without wiring changes. The 
5-inch magnetic speaker is covered with a 
metal screen grill behind a 4-inch diameter 
hole in the front panel. 
The two receiving 15 mmfd. tuning con-

densers mount on small porcelain stand-off 
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hook-up wire and connected to the minus B 
power socket terminal. 
The RF chokes are made by winding 

about 75 turns of No. 34 DSC wire on a 
diameter bakelite rod. The detector 

coil has 8 turns, V2-in, inside diameter, tapped 
near the center, and the turns are spaced ap-
proximately the diameter of the No. 14 wire. 
The RF coil is similar in construction, ex-
cept for the cathode tap, which is taken at 
about a-turn. The plate coil of the 6A6 os-



High Output Transceiver 

cillator has 7 turns, x-in. diameter, l'-in. 
long. The wire for the coils should be No. 
12, or preferably No. 10 copper. The 6A6 
grid coil has 11 turns of No. 14 wire, 
diameter, with a center-tap. This coil 
mounts on small stand-off insulators be-
neath the chassis and the two grid leads 
extend through the insulators directly to 
the grid terminals on the isolantite socket 
of the 6A6. This arrangement gives equal 
and very short grid and plate leads to the 
6A6 RF tube. The 6A6 RF tube and 76 
detector both mount on isolantite sockets 
above the chassis in order 
to reduce the length of the 
RF leads. 

All coils are soldered to 
their terminals so as to pre-
vent loose connections, 
losses and noise. The two 
antenna coils are made of 
No. 18 insulated hook-up 
wire and the coupling can 
thus be varied for best re-
sults with different an-
tennas. 

Operating Notes 

• When first testing the 
receiver, the RF regenera-
tion control should be set 
so that the value of screen 
voltage is approximately 
zero. The super-regenera-
tion control should be de-
creased in resistance until 
a super-regenerative hiss is 
audible in the loud-speaker. 
The RF control can then be 
rotated until RF oscillation 
takes place (without antenna), as indicated 
by a sudden cessation in hiss output when 
tuning the RF dial across its scale. When 
actually operating the receiver with an an-
tenna, the RF regeneration control should 
never be set to the point of RF oscillation. 
A check on the operation of the RF stage 
and its tracking qualities with the detector 
tuning dial can be secured with the oscilla-
tion test just described. 
A little practice is needed to operate the 

receiver for maximum sensitivity, because it 
has two tuning dials and two regeneration 
controls. For normal operation the RF stage 
tunes very broadly, and the RF gain control 
need not be set to its critical position. The 
detector super-regeneration control should 
always be set to a position where it will 
maintain a low degree of hiss level when no 
signal is received. The RF stage prevents 
radiation of super-regeneration squeals from 
the detector circuit and therefore serves a 
good purpose; careful tuning of the RF 
stage will give a decided gain in receiver 
sensitivity on weak signals. 

The transmitter should be tuned to some 
frequency within the 5-meter band between 
56 and 60 megacycles by means of a wave-
meter or by checking it against another re-
ceiver. A diode tube field strength meter-
monitor should be available for checking 
modulation. A single turn of wire in series 
with a 6 volt pilot lamp makes a good tun-
ing indicator, in addition to the field 
strength meter. The lamp, when coupled 
to the 6A6 plate coil, should light up more 
brilliantly when the microphone is spoken 
into or energized by a whistle. Fairly heavy 

FIG. 44—Looking Into the High-Output Transmitter-Receiver. 

antenna coupling is essential for best results. 
The modulation percentage is greatest at a 
point where the RF current in the antenna 
begins to drop slightly on steady carrier, due 
to close coupling to the antenna feeder. The 
lamp indicator will also show a greater vari-
ation in RF current when modulating with a 
heavy antenna load. The spacing of the 
grid coil turns, and the value of the cathode 
resistor, both affect the degree of modulation 
for a given degree of antenna coupling. 
The antenna coupling system is suitable 

for a spaced two-wire RF feeder, a single-
wire feeder, or to a concentric feed line. The 
latter is of especial benefit for automobile 
installations, and is also best from a stand-
point of minimum noise pick-up at fixed sta-
tions. The antenna can be a vertical half 
wave Y-fed wire or rod, about 8 feet long, 
or a "J" type. A directional array will give 
better performance than a single element 
half wave antenna. For automobile installa-
tions the antenna can be 4 feet long, with 
the inner conductor of a concentric line feed-
ing the lower end of the 4-foot insulated rod. 
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Metal Tube 5-Meter 

• This 5-meter transmitter and receiver has 
a separate RF unit and a conventional audio 
amplifier for loudspeaker and modulator op-
eration. Metal tubes conserve space and give 
entire satisfaction on 5 meters. The 6D5 
tubes are similar to glass type 45s. The 
beam power tube 6L6 serves as a modulator. 
A 6J7 pentode functions as a regenerative 
RF amplifier which gives some amplifica-
tion and minimizes radiation from the self-
quenching super-regenerative 6C5 detector. 
This set is designed around standard cir-
cuits that have given most satisfactory serv-
ice for portable 5-meter operation. 
The principles of operation and construc-

tion are similar to those of the 6A6 glass 
tube 5 meter transmitter-receiver, described 
at more length elsewhere in these pages. The 
detector is self-quenching with a blocking 
grid-leak. A 6L6 serves the same purpose 
as the 6A6 driver and 6A6 class B stage 
shown in the 6A6 glass tube set previously 
referred to. The 6D5 tubes give about the 
same carrier output as a 6A6 push-pull os-
cillator. 

This set requires less space than most 
other sets of similar general design. The 
chassis is only 9 in. x 6 in. x 13/4  in. The 
cabinet is 2 in. longer in order to make space 
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for a small magnetic loudspeaker at one 
end. The cabinet measures approximately 
6 in. x 6 in. x 11 in. and is formed by two 
U-shaped pieces with a flange along the 
edges of one piece. Self-tapping screws hold 

FIG. 45—Front and Side View of Metal 
Tube Transmitter Receiver, Showing Loud-
Speaker Grille on Left Side of Cabinet. 

the top-back-bottom piece in place. The 
6D5 grid coil consists of 14 turns of No. 
14 wire, 1/2 -in. diameter, 13/4 -in, long, with 
a center-tap. The plate coil has 7 turns of 
No. 10 wire, center tapped, 3/4 -in. diameter, 
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FIG. 46. 
Metal Tube 5-Meter Transmitter Circuit. Type 6C5 Tubes Can Be Substituted for 6D5s. 

Shown in the Circuit, if the Value of the Grid-Leak Is Reduced to 2,500 Ohms. 
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5 Meter Transmitter-Receiver 

1V4-in. long. A 2-turn pick-up coil of 18 
ga. hook-up wire serves as an antenna coil 
which connects through the low capacity 
send-receive switch. All RF chokes can be 
made of 75 turns of No. 34 DSC wire, close 
wound on a -in. bake-
lite rod. The modula-
tion choke should have 
at least 15 henrys in-
ductance at 150 ma. DC. 
The audio input trans-
former can be any type 
of three-winding trans-
ceiver transformer. 
The 6J7 RF coil has 8 

turns, diameter, 
about 1 4-in. long, and is 
similar to the detector coil 
except for location of 
taps. The cathode tap is 
made on the first ( one) 
turn, the antenna tap at 
two turns, or a separate 
antenna coil can be used. 
The detector coil is center-
tapped. These two circuits 
are made to track by com-
pressing the turns on the 
coils, also by bending one 
of the plates on each of 
the 2-plate condensers 
which are ganged together 
for single-dial tuning. The RF and detector 
tuning adjustments are not very critical. A 
regeneration control on the super regenera-
tive detector permits adjustment of plate volt-

FIG. 47 
Looking Into the 5-Meter Transmitter and Receiver. 

FIG. 48—Under-Chassis View of Transmitter-Receiver. 

in preference to a 6K7, because 5-meter sig-
nals are seldom strong enough to cause 
cross-talk in the RF stage; the high value of 
the cathode fixed resistor ( 1000 ohms) acts 
as a RF choke to force the cathode RF cur-

rent through the cathode condenser and 
cathode coil tap. Short RF leads are essen-
tial in the RF and detector stages. The 
shields of the 6D5 and 6C5 are not grounded. 

A separate 4V2 volt 
microphone battery en-
ables the tube heaters to 
be connected to either a 
6-volt storage battery or 
to a 6.3-volt AC source. 
Heavy-duty B batteries 
for portable operation, or 
an AC line power supply 
can be plugged-in for 
operation at a fixed sta-
tion location. Approxi-
mately 5 watts of carrier 
output can be secured 
from a 230 to 250 volt 
power supply. The con-
structor is urged to close-
ly adhere to the mechan-
ical design, otherwise the 
final results may not be 
satisfactory. Coil wind-
ing specifications should 
also be carefully fol-
lowed. Some slight "prun-
ing" of the coils will usu-

ally be necessary; this is accomplished by 
slightly compressing or expanding the coils 
until they cover the correct frequency range. 
All ground leads should connect to a com-
mon bus-bar. 

age to the value of lowest hiss level, with good 
sensitivity and ability to handle strong signal 
inputs. A 50,000 ohm cathode resistor pro-
vides a combination regenerative RF volume 
control for the 6J7. The latter was selected 
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21/2 -5-Meter Metal Tube Transceiver 

• Metal tubes fit readily into the design of 
a very compact and powerful transceiver for 
5- and 21/2 -meter operation. This unit here 
illustrated transmits more power than most 
transceivers because heavy antenna loading 
is permissible for both transmitting and re-
ceiving. It is quite sensitive and the hiss 
level is low. The radiated interference is 
much less than from most transceivers while 
receiving, due to the separate interruption 
frequency coil circuit. 
The set is built into a 51/2  in. x 51/2  in. x 

414 in. steel can formed into two U-shapes 
with lips along the top and bottom edges of 
one of the U-shaped pieces. The chassis is 
4 in. x 5;,¡ in. x IX in., thus making it 
somewhat difficult to wire-up the 4-pole-dou-
ble-throw switch, but this job can be accom-
plished with a little patience. The tuning 
condenser, plug-in-coil and 6C5 tube are 
mounted on a vertical bakelite subpanel, 334 
in. high, 2% in. wide 
and in. thick. The 
RF chokes are made 
both 5 and 21/2  meters 
must be wound to the 
correct size of induct-
ance so that no resonant 
absorption dips occur in 
either band. About 75 
turns of No. 34DSC 
wire, closewound on a 
piece of 34-in. bakelite 
rod, serves the purpose. 
The terminals of these 
RF chokes are made 
by drilling small holes 
thru the ends of the 
bakelite rod and then 
soldering the fine wire to a piece of No. 22 
wire twisted thru and around the ends of 
the rod. 
The interruption frequency coil provides 

super-regeneration in the 6C5 tube when 
receiving, thus heavy antenna loading and 
low plate voltage can be used on 5 meters. 
On 21/2  meters, the plate voltage should be 
200 volts, preferably 250, if available. The 
transmitter output with 135 volts supply on 
5 meters will be approximately V3 watt, and 
i/4 watts at 200 volts, which is greater than 
the output obtainable from most other trans-
ceivers. A 6F6 power pentode acts as modu-
lator when transmitting and as an audio am-
plifier when receiving. The output in the 
latter condition is sufficient to drive a small 
magnetic loudspeaker to moderate volume. 
The detector regeneration control can be set 
to a point of very low hiss level and high 
sensitivity. 
A separate volt microphone battery al-

lows the use of either AC or DC supply for 
the heaters of the two tubes. Either an AC 
power supply or batteries can be used for 

T50.000 n 

home or portable operation. Variable an-
tenna coupling capacity will permit the use 
of any type of 5 or 21/2  meter antenna. The 
coupling condenser can be adjusted through 
a hole in the front panel by means of a 
bakelite screw driver. The shield of the 
6C5 tube should "float," i.e., it is not con-
nected to ground, as is the usual practice. 
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FIG. 49—Metal Tube 21/2 -5-Meter Circuit Diagram. 

The 5-meter coil consists of 9 turns No. 14 
wire, 1A-in, diameter and 11/2  in. long. The 
21/2 -meter coil has 3 turns, 1/2 -in, diameter, 
wound to a length of between 1 in. and PA 
in., depending upon the length of RF leads 
in the RF tuning assembly. Pin jacks serve 
as terminal plug receptacles for the little 
plug-in coils. The send-receive switch in its 
center position opens the heater supply cir-
cuit, but does not disconnect the B battery; 
consequently if dry cells are used, the re-
generation control will absorb a small 
amount of current, even when the set is 
turned off. 
This transceiver can be built on a larger 

chassis, if space requirements permit. The 
6C5G and 6F6G large glass tube equivalents 
of the little 6C5 and 6F6 metal tubes can 
be substituted without change in circuit con-
stants. Operation on 2/4 meters should be 
slightly more efficient when using the glass 
6C5G tube. These glass tubes have octal 
bases, but they require more space. 
The same arrangement of horizontal RF 

tube mounting, very close to the tuning con-
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Metal-Tube Transceiver 

FIG. 50. 
Front View of Metal Tube Transceiver. 

denser and coil, is recommended if 21/2 -meter 
operation is desired. The tuning condenser 
has two plates. An insulated shaft connects 
the condenser rotor to the dial. 
The three-winding midget audio trans-

former is manufactured by several concerns. 

FIG. 51. 
Interior View, Showing Coil and Condenser 
Support, Also Horizontal Mounting of 6C5. 

Any small 20 or 30 henry, 50 ma. filter choke 
is suitable for the modulation choke. 
The performance of this unit is so superior 

to most other transceivers that it is highly 
recommended for the amateur. 

Two-Tube Commercial Transceiver 
Circuits 

e Those who wish to design two-tube trans-
ceivers after the circuits adopted by manu-
facturers will find the following schematic 
diagrams of practical interest. In general, 
constructors are advised to follow the details 
as close as possible to those given if good 
results are to be expected. 
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Resistance-Coupled 5-Meter Super-Heterodyne 
• One of the most widely imitated Jones 
developments is the simple 5-meter resist-
ance-coupled super-heterodyne shown in Figs. 
52 and 53. The receiver has four tubes; a 
6C6 autodyne detector, two stages of resist-
ance-coupled IF amplification with 6D6 
tubes, and a 76 triode sec-
ond detector. The values 
of resistors and condens-
ers in the IF amplifier are 
correct to bypass the 
intermediate frequencies 
only; the coupling con-
densers and resistors are 
too small in value to pass 
audio frequencies. The 
response curve of the am-
plifier is quite broad in 
order to receive 5-me-
ter phone signals. 

All of the .0001 mfd. 
condensers should be of 
the mica "postage-stamp" 
variety. The resistors can 
all be V2  watt in rating. 
The 500,000 ohm screen 
control potentiometer in 
the 6C6 detector stage 
should be advanced only 
to the point where the 
detector oscillates weakly, 
and never to the point of 
howling or super-regener-
ation. 
The coupling between 

the antenna coil and the 
first detector should be 
adjusted for best weak-
si gnal reception. Too 
much coupling to a reso-
nant antenna will prevent detector oscillation 
and proper super-heterodyne action. In 
tuning the receiver dial, it will be found that 
all 5-meter signals will have two points on 
the dial, very close to each other, because 
the detector functions in a simple autodyne 
circuit. 

FIG. 52—The Complete 5-Meter Super-Heterodyne. 

Li - 1ST Nt12 BARE - f DIAM. 

SPACING BETWEEN Li & L2 

ij TO ÷. INCH 
6 +135V 

FIG. 53—The Extremely Simple Circuit Diagram 

7-Tube Resistance Coupled 
Super 

• When loudspeaker reception is demanded, 
together with somewhat better sensitivity, 

the larger receiver illustrated in Figs. 54 
and 55 will give adequate satisfaction. A re-
sistance-coupled IF amplifier simplifies the 
construction of the set. A semi-tuned RF 
stage isolates the autodyne first detector from 
the antenna circuit. This RF stage resonates 
at the low-frequency end of the 5-meter band 
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of the 5-Meter Super. 
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FIG. 54—Frank Jones' 7-Tube 5-Meter Superheterodyne Circuit. 

by means of a variable antenna coupling con-
denser and resonant grid coil. This coil, Li 
in the circuit diagram, is made of 16 turns of 
No. 16 enameled wire, h-in. diameter self-
supported. The length of the coil is varied 
until greatest sensitivity is obtained at ap-
proximately 55 megacycles for a medium ca-
pacity setting of the antenna coupling con-
denser. The RF plate-to-first-detector cou-
pling condenser should be adjusted to a point 
which does not prevent oscillation in the first 
detector. The semi-tuned RF amplifier sim-
plifies the receiver and prevents interlock be-
tween the oscillating first detector and RF 
grid circuit. Interlock can be defined as the 
action which takes place when the two tun-
ing circuits react upon each other, making it 
difficult to align the circuits. 
The second detector functions somewhat 

like a Class B tube, in that grid current 

starts to flow as soon as a signal is im-
pressed. Detection is obtained in this tube 
and amplified by another type 41 tube con-
nected as a pentode audio amplifier. The 
rectified grid current provides semi-AVC 
action, the voltage of which is fed back to 
the grids of the IF amplifiers. 
The set is built on an 18 in. x 17 in. x 

11% in. chassis, made of 12-gauge aluminum. 
A standard 7 in. x 19 in. relay-rack is the 
front panel. All resistors are of the 1-watt 
size, except the power supply bleeder resistor, 
which should be rated at 35 watts. The .0001 
mfd. condensers are of the small mica type, 
the other condensers are of the 600-volt pa-
per variety. 
The power supply rectifier circuit includes 

a 700 volt center-tapped transformer, a 20 
henry 80 ma. filter choke, and a 2500 ohm 
loudspeaker field. 

FIG. 55—The 7-Tube 5-Meter Super Should Be Laid Out as Shown in the Illustration Above. 
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FIG. 56—Looking Down Into the 5-Meter Super. The RF Coil Is Mounted Horizontally to 
Permit Use of Very Short Leads. An Aluminum Shield Isolates the RF Stage From the 

Detector. 

8-Tube 5-Meter Super-
heterodyne 

• By incorporating regeneration in either 
the RF or first detector stage of a super-
heterodyne, the sensitivity can be increased 
from 5 to 50 times. A regenerative first de-
tector is used in preference to a regenerative 
RF stage in order to eliminate antenna tun-
ing dead-spots. 

FIG. 57. 

Legend for Frank C. Jones' 
5-Meter Superheterodyne. 

The choice of a su:table intermediate fre-
quency and the degree of coupling in the IF 
transformers depends upon the received band 
width. If modulated oscillator type phone 
reception is desired, the IF amplifier should 
pass a band at least 50 kilocycles wide. The 
IF transformers in this receiver were de-
signed with this purpose in mind. They are 
made by winding 120 turns of No. 34 DSC 
wire, jumble-fashion, on 3-inch diameter 

• •• r  

Li and L2—Each 11/2 in. Long, 7 Turns, No. 14 Enameled Wire. 1/2 in. Dia. L3-1 in. Long, 
7 Turns, No. 14 Enameled Wire, 1/2  in. Dia. Cl, C2, C3-100 uufd. Double-Spaced Variable 
Condensers, With Only 7 of the Original Plates Remaining. Maximum Capacity of 
These Re-built Condensers to Be About 18 uuid. I.F. Transformers Tuned to Approxi-

mately 2,000 ICC. 
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5 Meter Regenerative R.F. Receiver 

tubes, two of these windings being required. 
Each winding is 3/8-inch long, and there is a 
space of Vs inch between the two coils. The 
coils are tuned with mica trimmers which 
are an integral part of the original 465 KC 
transformers. The 465 KC windings are re-
moved, and the new windings put on the 
form. The IF amplifier is aligned to 2.7 
megacycles by means of an all-wave test os-
cillator. 

All 5-meter coils are supported on small 
stand-off insulators, close to the tuning con-
densers. The RF tube is mounted in a hori-
zontal position in order to provide a short 
plate lead to the detector tuned circuit. The 
RF chokes in the oscillator and RF stage 
are made by winding 75 turns of No. 34 
DSC wire on a 3A-inch diameter bakelite 
rod. A type 75 tube serves as a diode de-
tector, AVC tube, and first stage audio am-
plifier. Loudspeaker operation is from a 
type 42 pentode audio amplifier. 
The chassis is No. 14 gauge aluminum, 9 

in. x 17 in. x 1et in., mounted behind a 
standard 7 in. x 19 in. relay-rack panel. A 
separate dial tunes the oscillator, although 
it is possible to gang all three tuning con-
densers to one dial by using a wider chassis. 
Either capacitive coupling to the antenna, as 
shown, or the same condenser connected to 
ground as a padder and inductively coupled 
to the antenna, will give satisfactory results. 
Inductive coupling will reduce ignition in-
terference if a twisted-pair lead-in is con-
nected to a half wave antenna. 

5-Meter Regenerative RF 
Receiver 

e Extremely high sensitivity is obtained 
when a 954 Acorn regenerative RF stage is 
connected ahead of a super-regenerative de-
tector. A separate interruption frequency 
oscillator, a 6C5 tube, provides a type of 
super-regeneration in the 955 detector which 
can be adjusted to operate with very low 
hiss level. A 6F6 serves as an ordinary 
pentode amplifier of conventional design. 

Regeneration in the RF stage makes the 
receiver more sensitive to weak signals and 
also improves the selectivity. A cathode tap 
on the RF tuned circuit coil provides regen-
eration which is controlled by means of a 
25,000 ohm potentiometer. The degree of 
super-regeneration in the detector is con-
trolled by means of another 25,000 ohm po-
tentiometer. Audio volume is controlled by 
a 500,000 ohm potentiometer in the 6F6 
audio amplifier, and either headphone or 
loudspeaker operation can be had at will. 
The chassis is 6 in. x 9 in. x 2 in., with a 

shield partition in the center which supports 
the two Acorn tubes and shields the RF from 
the detector stage. The RF tube extends 
through this partition. Separate tuning con-

trols permit exact tuning of the RF stage 
at the peak of regeneration. Small tip jacks 
are mounted in hard rubber panels for plug-
ging-in the coils. The disadvantage of two 
separate tuning controls is more than offset 
by the great sensitivity which can be ob-
tained by careful adjustment of RF regen-
eration and tuning. 

FIG. 58—Front and Rear Views of U.H.F. 
Receiver With Metal Tubes and Regen-
erative RF Stage. 

The correct value of the fixed condenser 
in shunt with the interruption frequency 
grid coil ( labeled .0005 and connected across 
the I.F. OSC. COILS in the circuit) depends 
upon the particular make of coils. Standard 
interruption frequency coil units are avail-
able from radio dealers, and it is desirable to 
purchase these coils ready-made because they 
consist of many turns of fine wire, honey-
comb wound. 
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FIG. 59. 

Complete Circuit Diagram. Con-
stants for 5-Meter Operation: 
L1-10 Turns, No. 12 Tapped at 

1 Turn. 
L2-10 Turns, No. 12, Center-

Tapped. 

For 21/2 -Meter Operation: 
L1-4 Turns, No. 12, Tapped at 

1 Turn. 
L2-4 Turns, No. 12, Center-

Tapped. 
R-F Chokes: 75 Turns, No. 28 

DSC, 1/4 " Dia. 

r 05C 
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400 
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Parallel Rod Oscillators 

• Push-pull oscillators of the type shown 
in Figs. 60, 61 and 62 give good frequency 
stability in ultra-high-frequency transmit-
ter circuits. The parallel grid rods act as a 
high "Q" circuit for frequency control. The 
plate parallel rods are tuned to resonance by 
sliding a shorting-bar along the rods to a 
point which gives lowest plate current. For 
5-meter operation, the grid rods are 4/2 feet 
long and the grids connect to each rod Y5 
to 1/3 of the way up from the shorted end. 
Since the shorted end has no RF voltage, 
these rods can be supported in holes bored 
into a wood block. 

SHORT ING BAR 

FIG. 60. 

A parallel rod oscillator can be plate-
modulated without excessive frequency mod-
ulation, as shown in Fig. 62. 

High Power M.O.P.A. 
Transmitter 

• Power output of 250 watts can be secured 
on 5-meters with the M.O.P.A. transmitter 
shown in Fig. 63. A stabilized 50-T oscil-
lator is link coupled to a neutralized push-
pull 50-T amplifier. Tubes with low inter-
electrode capacities function satisfactorily 
in this circuit. Frequency stability in the os-
cillator is obtained by a critical value of RF 

PARALLEL RODS 1/2 " SIAM SEPARATED 1/2 " 

45 S 

SLIGHTLY LESS THAN -1 

SHORTING 0.R 

RFC 

MODULATOR 
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Low P.F. Line Oscillator 

feedback to the grid circuit. Mechanical 
rigidity is also necessary. Correct ratio of 
condenser plate spacing in the oscillator will 
provide a circuit having good frequency 
stability over a fairly wide range of plate 
voltage. Somewhat better frequency stabil-
ity can be obtained in the oscillator portion 
by means of concentric pipe oscillators, 
similar to the one described elsewhere for 
2V2 meter operation. 

FIG. 61—Parallel-Rod Oscillator Circuit. 

Crystal control can be applied by means 
of the Jones 4-6A6 Exciter, operating in con-
junction with a 35-T doubler and 35-T buf-
fer. Type 50-T tubes can be crystal con-
trolled on 3 meters in this manner, if an 
additional 35-T doubler is added to the cir-
cuit. 
For 5-meter operation, the amplifier plate 

tuning condenser consists of two aluminum 
plates, No. 12 gauge, 3 in. square, mounted 
1 in. apart. A grounded plate is placed mid-
way between the two other plates. The neu-
tralizing plates are 1 in. x VA in. pieces of 
No. 12 gauge aluminum, separated nearly 
3/2 in. Fig. 63. 
The oscillator condenser is made of three 

parallel plates of No. 12 gauge aluminum, 
also mounted rigidly on stand-off insulators. 

The two plates across the coil are 4 in. x 
4 in., and the grid coupling plate is 3 in x 
4 in. Tuning is accomplished by varying 
the length of the coils and the plate spacing 
of the tuning condensers. These adjust-
ments are not easily made, therefore opera-
tion should always be on a fixed frequency. 

Low P. F. Line Oscillator 

• Large diameter pipes, a quarter wave long, 
are a practical means for stabilizing the fre-
quency of u.h.f. oscillators. RCA has been 
using these "pipe lines" for frequency con-
trol in preference to a quartz crystal oscilla-
tor over the range of from 7 to 500 mega-
cycles. Castings and heavy pipes are utilized 
in commercially-built lines, and temperature 
compensation is secured by means of a semi-
flexible metal bellows and invar-rod within 
the inner pipe. 
The construction can be greatly simplified 

for amateur operation below 10 meters. The 
complete copper concentric line for a 
meter oscillator can be built in a sheet metal 
shop for less than $5.00. This is only a 
fraction of the cost of a crystal control unit, 
yet comparable results can be obtained. 

Crystal oscillators provide good frequency 
stability because of their relative "stiffness" 
of circuit constants. The circuit "Q" is 
much higher than can be obtained with a 
variable condenser and coil. Similarly, the 

VA 
effective Q = —, proving that oscillatory-

energy-to-power-loss is very high in a con-
centric line of the proper size. The "Q" is 
inversely proportional to the square-root of 
the pipe material resistivity, therefore the 
use of copper is desirable. The "Q" is pro-
portional to the square-root of the frequency, 
consequently the lines become more effective 
at 21A meters than at 5 meters. The "Q" 
is proportional to the diameter of the pipes 

12' 

RFC 

I 8 lu 
83V = 

4 76 

FIG. 62—Circuit Diagram for the Complete 2'/2-
Meter Transmitter. 

R1-15.000 ohms, 10 watt. 
R2--3011 ohms, 10 watt. 
R3-500,000 ohm variable pot. 

R4-2,500 ohms. 
R5-100,800 ohms. 
R6-500,000 ohms. 
R7-10,000 ohms, 10 watt. 
t1-5 turns, No. 18, 1' long, dia. 
RFC-30 turns, No. 22, 1/4 ' dla., self-supporting. 
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for a given ratio of diam-
eters. The outer pipe is 
often made 2 ft. in diameter, 
the inner about 6 inches for 
5 meter oscillators. The 
length of the inner pipe 
should be V4 wavelength and 
the outer pipe should con-
nect to the inner at one end 
by means of a copper plate 
or casting, and the open end 
extends a few inches beyond 
the inner pipe. 
The pipe or line oscillator 

illustrated in Figs. 64, 65 and 66 should have 
a "Q" of nearly 8,000 at 21/2 meters, which 
is high enough to give excellent frequency 

FIG. 63—High Power M-O-P-A Transmitter. 

FIG. 64. 

Low Power-Factor Line Oscillator. 
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stability. The inner pipe is made of 1/2-in. 
diameter copper tubing, about 27 in. long. 
Two-inch diameter tubing would be even 
more satisfactory. The outer pipe is made 
of 16-oz. sheet copper, from a piece 30 in. x 
24 in The diameter of the finished pipe is 
71/2 in. The average sheet metal roller equip-
ment will handle lengths up to 30 in. 
One end of the pipe is soldered to an 8 in. 

x 12 in. x 18 ga. piece of sheet copper. A 
I4-in. diameter hole is punched in the cen-
ter in order to pass the inner pipe; the hole 
is then carefully reamed to a diamet.: of 
V2 in. in order to give a tight sliding fit 

of good contact to the inner pipe. Waxed 
linen cords are wrapped around the free end 
of the smaller pipe, which is then centered 
in the larger pipe by three small holes in 
the outer pipe ( not shown in the photo-
graphs) through which the waxed cord is 
passed and knotted. 

FIG. 65. 
Close-Up of Line Oscillator Components. 

A wire connection to the inner tube is 
made at 5 in. to 6 in. from the closed end, 
which in this case is 8 in. from the actual 
end of the 27-in. tube. 24 in. to 25 in. of 
actual inner pipe length ( inside the large 
pipe) is approximately correct for the 21/2 -
meter band. 
A 35T is used as a regenerative Hartley 

oscillator in a low C plate-tuned circuit, 
shown in Fig. 66. A small variable con-

et. 



Spiral Rod Oscillator 

denser could be connected 
across the plate coil for 
convenience in tuning, but 
with a reduction in the 
L-to-C ratio. Frequency 
control is due entirely to 
the large low-power fac-
tor line which connects 
across the grid and fila-
ment of the oscillator 
tube. Regeneration (and 
plate tuning, to some ex-
tent) is varied by means 
of a 15 mmfd. grid ex-
citation condenser. The 
capacity of this condenser 
should be varied until the 
tube oscillates (under 
load) over a range of 
pipe lengths. The plate 
current is relatively low 
when the proper adjust-
ment is found. When 
the adjustments are not 
correct, the plate cur-
rent is two or three times 
as high, and the hetero-
dyne note against a stable 
oscillator's harmonics will 
vary greatly with changes 
in plate voltage. The 
plate voltage can be 
varied 50%, up or down, 
with hardly a perceptible 
change of beat note when 
the circuit is properly ad-
justed. The entire trans-
mitter should be suspend-
ed on a shock-absorbing system in order to 
prevent vibration, otherwise the frequency 
stability will be impaired. Without tem-
perature control, the frequency drifts quite 
rapidly out of the range of audibility in the 
harmonic monitor for a few minutes during 
"warm-up" time. The 35-T can be plate-
modulated without appreciable frequency 
modulation, as could be determined on a 
fairly-selective super-heterodyne receiver. 
The plate coil consists of 8 turns of No. 12 

wire, 54 in. average diameter, and wound 
to cover a length of 11% in. The tap is 
made at 31/2  turns from the grid end. An 

TOP VIEW SHOWING 

.1( POSITION OF PIPES 

30 

MOLE FOR 

PIPE 

OR 2" 

2k METER 

30" x 24" PIECE 16oz 
COPPER SHEET FORMED INTO 

A PIPE 30" LONG & 714' DIAM. 

HOLE 0001 

 II  
RF C 

500011 

10 W 

81 N912 WIRE 5% . DIAM 

114" LONG TAPPED 314 TURNS 

FROM GRID END 

3 1/2 T C '« 
 IC> 

00 

STABILIZED 

FIG. 66. 

OSCILLATOR 

OUT PuT 

+ B 

absorption wavemeter can be used to tune 
the oscillator to 21/2 meters as a preliminary 
adjustment with the concentric line discon-
nected. 
The efficiency apparently runs quite high; 

values of 50% can be obtained. At a plate 
potential of 500 volts, plate current was 25 
ma.; at 700 volts, 35 to 40 ma.; at 1000 
volts, from 75 to 90 ma. under load, in labor-
atory tests. 

This type of frequency control line is su-
perior to a parallel-rod oscillator with small 
pipes. 

Spiral Rod Oscillator 
• A standard push-pull parallel rod oscil-
lator can be coiled into a spiral, as shown 
in the illustration to the right, in order to 
conserve space. The spirals should be rig-
idly supported with high-grade insulation so 
as to prevent mechanical vibration. Adjust-
ments are the same as for a conventional 
parallel rod oscillator. 400 watts input can 
be supplied to the 35T spiral rod oscillator 
here shown. 
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Factory-Built U.H.F. Sets 

• There is nothing very unusual in the design 
of factory-built 5-meter sets because they 
conform to standard practice and the circuits 
are almost identical with those so widely 
used by amateur constructors. Only those 
who have long engaged in u-h-f manufac-
ture have been successful in marketing their 
products because the engineering of a 5-meter 
set calls for more than ordinary experience 
and knowledge. On the several pages that 
follow, a number of the better-known factory 
products are shown. Those on this and the 
facing page are manufactured by Radio 
Transceiver Laboratories of Richmond Hill, 
New York. The photographs to the right 
show the RTL—"Compact" (top), and ( be-
low) the PTR-19 Pack Transmitter Re-
ceiver. The photo to the left, at the top 
of the circuit diagram, shows the TR-53-
6A6 Duplex Transmitter-Receiver. 
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Legend: 
(30-40 me only) 

LI.L2-9 turns, No. 12, 
%" disc.. spaced one 
dia. 

L3-4 turns. .tl," copper 
tubing. r die. 

Cl— t5 mmf. 02-100 mmf. C3—.004 mfd. C4-50 
nunf. C5-0.I mfd. C6-35 mmf. 07-40 mmf. RI— 
NO ohms, w. w. R2-500.000 Pot. R3-10 ohms, 
w. w. R4-30,000. R5-500.000. R6-400. w. w. 
117-40 ohms, w. w. R8-1011.000 ohms. 
Ti—UTC HA-100 Unto. Input. 
T2—UTC HA-7994 Class B Input. 
T3—UTC HA-7095 Class B Output. 



R.T.L. U.H.F. Circuits 

Circuit Diagrams of Factory-Built 5-Meter Sets 

TO 

•  

RCG ANT GNP OR  RETURNFEEDER 
Ire  

SMI ECO 

SO eilbe VOL.. 

<0•1111.. 56 58 56 
so 78 

Pé/C 

53 - 808 - 
RN 34 

UNITY COUPLED OSCILLATOR 

78 
2A5 

76 42 

A2 EMISSION (TELÉ4014•10) 

CLASS e 
53 
8A15 

CLASS A, 

53 
14 CMS 

AAAAA 

' 

Radio Transceiver Laboratories TR53-6A6 Transmitter-Receiver. 

LI. L2, L3-7 tu-os No. 14, a'e" dia., spaced one diameter. L4-2 turns, tubing, r dia. 

4.0v AC 

OR 
42 

le 

COMPACT 

Radio Transceiver Laboratories "Compact." 

133 ,0 

Legend: 

L—I5 T. No. 14. 
a/a.' die., spaced 
one dia. 

LI - L2-L3 — 7 T. 
No. 14. 3/3 .-

d I a.. spaced 
one dia. 

L5-43 T. No. It 
'Yis" dia., spaced 
one dia. 

T. No. 20 
CORLAC, aedia. 
C1-10 mmfd. 
C2-50 mmfd. 
03-50 mmfd. 
C4-10 mmfd. 
C5-100 mmfd. 
C8—.004 mid. 
C7-50 mmfd. 
C8-20 mmfd. 
RI-10 ohms, 
wire wound. 

R2-30.000. w-
R3-100,000, Ve 
w. 

R4-500.000 pot. 
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Factory-Built U.H.F. Transceivers 
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RCA ATR-219 Transceiver. 

• "Ille tube complement for this transceiver 
consists of two RCA-19 twin-triodes and one 
RCA-30 triode, connected as shown in the 
circuit diagram above. The transceiver is 
housed in a small case, equipped with a han-
dle, so that it can easily be carried from 
place to place. 

• Another transceiver circuit is shown be-

SCHEMRTIC CRPIGRRM 
TRMeteVtll 

bsskiLOSS 

low. It is the Wholesale Radio Company's 
"Transceptor," designed by Frank Lester, 
W2AMJ. In the transmit position, the type 
19 tube in the lower portion of the- circuit 
acts as a unity-coupled push-pull RF oscil-
lator. For receiving, a separate antenna is 
connected to the first type 30 tube which 
functions as a self-quenching super-regen-
erative detector. 

3-25 
MM F D. 

RECEIVING 
ANTENNA 

.0002 

30 

F O. 

000a 
M F D. 

AN TEN NA 
FEEDERS 
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"Transceptor"—Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc., New York City. 

T1 
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Low-Power Portable Transceiver 

Forest Service Transceiver 

• Built into a compact carrying case, 6 
inches wide, 9 inches long and 7 inches deep, 
the Forest Service Transceiver pictured to 
the right is one of the smallest factory-
made portable units for u.h.f. service. Minia-
ture dry batteries are housed in the carrying 
case, and in spite of their small size they 
will give approximately 8 hours continuous 
service. A 4-P-D-T anti-capacity switch 
changes the circuit from send to receive. 

Two-volt tubes are used, a type 30 and 
a 49. The circuit diagram shows the values 
of condensers, resistors, etc. Coils Li and 
L2 are the same as those for home-built 
transceivers shown elsewhere in these pages. 
The coils are "air supported" and wound 
with heavy enameled wire. A 15 mmfd. 
midget variable condenser is mounted di-
rectly below the coils. The antenna is ca-

 30 

-11 je : Li 

.. 

002 

Et+ 900 

>WINDING TRAND. 

WESTERN 

WIRELESS 

TRANSCEIVER 

Circuit for Western Wireless Transceiver. 

pacitively coupled through a .002 mfd. mica 
fixed condenser, mounted above the coil. 

The front panel of this transceiver is of 
cast aluminum. A through-panel porcelain 
insulator carriers the antenna lead through 
the panel and to the coil. The antenna is 
connected to a binding post which can be 
seen in the photograph of the complete trans-
ceiver. The other controls on the front 
panel are the condenser tuning knob and 

the 4-P-D-T switch handle. A small car-
bon microphone and a pair of headphones fit 
into the compartment to the far right of the 
carrying case. 

From the circuit diagram it is seen that 
the type 30 tube acts as a super-regenerative 
detector in the receive position, or a modu-

Carrying Case, Showing Compartments for 
"A" and "B" Batteries, "Mike" and Phones. 

lated oscillator for transmitting: the 49 tube 
serves as a tetrode audio amplifier for re-
ceiving, and a modulator tube for transmit-
ting. Transformer Ti serves the dual pur-

The Chassis. A 71/2-Volt Miniature Battery 
Is Mounted Behind the 49 Tube. 

pose of a modulation transformer for trans-
mitting, or an output choke for receiving. 
The RF choke is a conventional 5-meter 
type. 
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High Power 10 and 
5 Meter 

Power Amplifier 

• A good mechanical layout 
for a high-frequency final am-
plifier with a standard neu-
tralized push-pull circuit is 
shown in the photograph, Fig. 
69. 
The grid and plate leads 

are very short and direct, with 
the result that the amplifier 
can be used effectively on 5 
meters, as well as 10 and 20 
meters. The tubes are type 
HF-200, with the plates at the 
top and the grids at the side, 
making for short RF connec-
tions throughout. The 10 
meter coils consist of 10 turns 
of No. 8 copper wire, 2 in. 
diameter, wound to cover a 
length of approximately 4 
inches. The 5 meter coils have 
7 turns of No. 8 wire, 1-inch 
diameter, 4 inches long. These 
coils are mounted on standard 
Johnson 4-inch glazed porce-
lain antenna spreaders. Coil 
plugs are secured to these 
spreaders by means of 6/32 
machine screws. Center-tap 
connections to all coils are made with flexible 
leads and clips. A one-turn coupling link, 
21% inches in diameter, is wound around the 
center of grid coil and this link is fed with 
a twisted line of No. 8 rubber covered wire. 
This amplifier can be driven by a HF-100 
RF stage. 

The final plate tuning condenser is an 

FIG. 69—High Power 10 and 5 Meter Amplifier with 
HF-200 Tubes in Push-Pull. 

Audio Products Type WS-1502035, having 
a maximum capacity of 35 mmfd. per sec-
tion. The grid tuning condenser is the new 
high-frequency Cardwell split-stator type. 
The neutralizing condensers consist of two 
machined aluminum plates, 4-inch thick, 
2V2 inches in diameter, with an adjustable 
gap which is varied by means of a machine-
screw threaded rod. 
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Chapter 15 

RADIO THERAPY' 

• One field of electronics that is growing 
to an extent little realized by many involves 
the use of ultra-high frequencies by the 
medical profession. While the therapeutic 
values of various frequencies is still under 
investigation by many research groups and 
hospitals, still enough has already been 
proven so that this apparatus is becoming a 
standard item in medical treatment. Data 
is becoming available for the standardiza-
tion of treatment as to frequency, length 
of treatment and the amount of power 
applied, for each of a long and growing 
list of physical abnormalities. 
Much of the equipment that is now in use 

has been designed without due regard for 
stability and reproductability in the matter 
of frequency and power, so that the results 
from various investigations cannot be com-
pared directly, at least at present, since 
these and other factors shift frequently, 
even during a single test. 
The wide variety of tissues in the body— 

cartilage, muscular, fatty, bone, etc., all re-
spond differently to applied radio waves. 
Some of these tissues are dielectrics, others 
are effective conductors, while most of them 
have an intermediate characteristic—that of 
a "leak-v" dielectric—shunted by a capaci-
tance. It is in such tissues that the heat is 
most intense. The actual energy dissipa-
tion therefore takes place as a dielectric 
loss, with some conductance current loss 
added. It is generally assumed that there 
are no "ideal" frequencies to use, even for 
a single type of ailment ( frequencies in 
which local resonance occurs) and at which 
very definite action results. On the other 
hand, definite effects are noted as the fre-
quency is varied, wherein the change of the 
relation between conductive and dielectric 
losses may influence the location and degree 
of heating. 

Since a highly complicated electron tube 
oscillator must be operated by non-technical 
users, it becomes necessary to exactly pre-
determine and compensate automatically fer 
all circuit variations, leaving only those con-
trols that are a part of standard prescribed 
treatments. The correct "dosage" for a 
particular treatment can be prescribed in 
terms of "frequency," "power" and "length 
of treatment." Other factors are the selec-
tion of a useful size and shape of the elec-
trodes and their placement. 

•This Chapter courtesy of Ralph R. Beecher. 

Radio aniatturs are quite frequently con-
fronted with technical questions concerning 
this field of short wave therapy. While 
the oscillator itself does not present unusual 
difficulties to a transmitter man, still there 
are a large variety of unusual loading con-
ditions that must be met, and building such 
an outfit or servicing one is likely to prove 
a long and tedious job in some cases. The 
output load impedance varies over wide 
limits due to the changes in the size of the 
applicator pads and their location on the 
body, to the frequency and also to variations 
in the spacing between the applicator pads 
and the skin ( such spacing is due to the 
rubber insulation on the electrodes, to the 
patient's clothing and to inserted spacing 
mats). Another type of loading condition 
is found with the use of surgical cutting in-
struments and similar appliances. 
The various manufacturers of this equip-

ment have not standardized on a set of 
output load tests, so that there is very little 
agreement as to the load limits of working 
conditions. Many use lamp loads, others 
use salt water absorption tanks. Salesmen 
are accustomed to apply actual tests on a 
person. Most of these have been empirically 
determined, and as they stand, do not give 
much data as to comparative merits of any 
particular system. 
Borrowing from experience in radio mat-

ters, a lamp load has been determined which 
will enable fairly accurate tests of the output 
of any equipment. As is well known, a 500 
watt lamp has a different impedance than 
five 100 watt lamps in series. Although 
the power absorption is the same, a different 
load ratio adjustment must be used with 
each. By comparative impedance tests, it is 
desirable, according to The Allen D. Card-
well Manufacturing Corporation, to use the 
following load to simulate actual body loads 
and thus to do away with the' necessity of a 
"human" guinea pig. 
A special lamp bank output load can he 

made either with a number of 230 volt 
lamps in parallel having a combined absorp-
tion equal to the rated load of the equip-
ment, or else from a series parallel com-
bination of 115 volt lamps also equivalent 
to the desired load. 

In building up this lamp bank load the 
arrangement shown in Fig. A may be use-
ful. Here the required lamps ( in the ar-
rangement shown four 100 watt 115 volt 
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FIG. A 

lamps are connected series parallel) are 
connected between two parallel pick-up 
plates, about 8 in. square. The output 
electrode pads from the apparatus are each 
placed parallel with one of these pick-up 
plates, with an adjustable spacing, varying 
from three or four inches down to no 
spacing, to simulate various load impe-
dances. Such an arrangement will prove 
the equivalent of the majority of the actual 
output loads found in practice, but as a 
final test actual loads should be used. 

FIG. B. High power Cardwell short-wave 
condenser suitable for diathermy or trans-

mitter service up to 500 watts. 

It is an easy matter to locate troubles 
if the equipment has been well engineered 
at the start. The usual circuit is the well 
known "T N T" arrangement* and is 
always self excited. Sometimes a cross 
connected grid pick-up coil is used, how-
ever, closely coupled to the plate coil. The 
output is usually a small coil similar to the 
first half of a link circuit. This coil may 
be shunted by a tuning condenser (of the 
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split-stator type) but usually is tuned with 
two series condensers, one section in each 
output lead of either type, such as shown 
in Fig. B. 

These - condensers were developed mainly 
for therapy and high power short wave 
transmitters, and have a minimum of metal 
in the field, wide spacing between plates 
(which are of highly polished metal) and 
mycalex and isolantite insulation through-
out. Since they are of heavy duty construc-
tion they are used in short wave circuits up 
to 500 watts. 

It is usually desirable to wire in a grid 
current meter temporarily while checking 
excitation values. The most usual troubles 
are those common to radio transmitters, 
such as an open grid leak, power trans-
former failures, an unbalanced load condi-
tion between the tubes, or a faulty tube. 
A number of tubes are on the market 

which have found extensive use in therapy 
equipment. It is desirable that the data 
which accompanies these tubes as to maxi-
mum plate load, excitation, etc., be followed. 
Too much excitation is likely to cause 
undue dielectric strain in the glass parts 
of the tube, and too little will of course 
permit the tubes to pull out with immediate 
self destruction. Such accessories as over-
load circuit breakers and automatic cut-off 
timers are easy to install and are easily 
sold due to the additional safety which they 
provide. 

Half wave self-rectified plate current is 
generally used in this equipment. This calls 
for a transformer with an unusually large 
amount of iron, and an air gap in the core. 
In full wave rectifier operation the current 
flows alternately through one-half the sec-
ondary winding and then in the other half. 
Assuming the same power output from half 
wave operation, a much larger pulse of 
current flows through a single winding, 
and if non-saturation is to be avoided ample 
core size should be provided. The effect 
is the same as if a DC component equiva-
lent to the plate load flows through the 
secondary winding. It is usual practice to 
provide an air gap in this core to take care 
of this flux saturation. 

'En designing this transformer, or buying 
one, remember that inadequate insulation 
will turn this m'achine into a lethal instru-
ment. As pointed out by others, it may be 
better to use a separate rectifier when build-
ing such an outfit, if you are favored with 
an order from a doctor. In addition to 
reduced interference, an improvement in the 
matter of surgical cutting will be noted, 
unless considerable experimenting is done. 

*These remarks refer to the usual machine 
handled by medical supply equipment firms through-
out the country. They do not necessarily repro-
sent, in all cases, the best practice in the matter 
of circuits. 
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Complete circuit diagram of diathermy machine manufactured 
by Allen D. Cardwell Corp. 

The main disadvantage of the self-rectified 
system is that a very large load is applied 
to the power line on every other half cycle 
which produces a very distorted wave form 
on the power line. If two or more ma-
chines are used on the same line ( as in 
hospitals and clinics), it would be desir-
able to polarize the line connections so that 
the load is more evenly divided, one-half 
of the machines are plugged in the opposite 
way so as to utilize both halves of each 
cycle. This is done by measuring the line 
voltage with one machine connected, and to 
connect the second machine and to note the 
change in line voltage due to the extra 
current load. The machine's input line 
should then be reversed and the voltage 
drop again noted. It should be left with 
the connections that produce the minimum 
voltage drop. 

In order that any oscillator be equally 
efficient over a wide range of frequencies, 
accurate control of the excitation and other 
factors at each of those frequencies must be 
accomplished. This is done, as the photo-
graph shows, by the use of interchangeable 
master control elements, one of which is 
supplied for each frequency required. These 
elements establish the values of the circuit 
constants which are correct for the par-
ticular frequency. They are supported in 
special ceramic holders so that a physician 
can insert the particular unit desired from 
the "library" depending upon case require-
ments. From a practical standpoint, this 
arrangement also assures the purchaser that 
some future research, which might show the 
advantage of a particular frequency for 
some special purpose, will not render his 
apparatus obsolete. 

Medical research has indicated that sev-
eral effects are produced by high frequency 
fields which may be summarized briefly as 

follows ( it being as-
sumed that all effects 
of actual conduction 
currents, the diather-
mal principle, are ab-
sent) : At lower fre-
quencies, say from one 
to fifteen megacycles, 
the temperature in-
crease has the effect of 
lowering the viscosity 
of the blood and dilat-
ing the blood vessels, 
which causes the blood 
to flow faster. The 
temperature increment 
in the portion of the 
body under the influ-
ence of the field is due 
primarily to dielectric 
losses from both elec-
trostatic and electro-
magnetic fields, al-

though the heat is distributed and probably 
enhanced by the increased action of the 
blood flow as well. 
At higher frequencies a germicidal action 

also occurs along with the localized fever, 
which if accurately controlled can be bene-
ficial. At still higher frequencies (of the 
order of 50 megacycles or over) other 
effects have been noted and their applica-
tions are still under investigation. 

Carrying out the conditions usually asked 
for by medical men, of not desiring to fuss 
with any controls that do not have a bearing 
on the treatment, the system here shown 
has only three controls, corresponding to the 
above three factors: frequency, length of 
dosage and power. The proper preliminary 
selection of a suitable size and location of 
the electrode pads is assumed. Frequency 
is controlled by the insertion of the correct 
master unit. The output power is con-
trolled by handwheels on either side of 
the apparatus, and the value indicated 
by the panel meter. The output circuit is 
arranged so that variations in the load im-
pedance ( i. e. the size, location and spacing 
of the electrodes) do not shift the frequency 
to any great degree, and permit loading up 
the tubes to their full limit ( if desired) 
under any load impedance values. The 
output is strictly aperiodic, as it is found 
that small shifting of • the position of the 
electrodes on the patient often produces 
large changes in the load conditions, when 
tuning is resorted to. This would alter the 
effectiveness of the treatment. A time 
switch is incorporated in the circuit so that 
the treatment is automatically terminated at 
the end of the predetermined interval. 
The problem of radio interference can be 

tackled and some improvement accomplished 
by the use of all metal cabinets. While the 
interference with tube oscillators is much 
less aggravating to the radio engineer than 
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FIG. C—Exterior view of Cardwell dia-
thermy machine. 

that produced by the quenched gap type of 
diathermal unit, on the other hand the wave 
lengths are usually lower with tube oscil-
lators, so that even short wires are good 
radiators. Unlike most of the other appa-
ratus heretofore available, this apparatus is 
enclosed in a metal cabinet as shown, with 
an appearance consistent with modern 
trends of styling. The cabinet is grounded 
when installed, and the input power lines 

are filtered in such a way that radiation 
back into the power lines is eliminated. 
Radiation from the leads to the rubber 
covered electrodes is still possible, but the 
only improvement in this regard seems to 
be the use of shielded rooms or compart-
ments for the patient. The leads are usually 
kept in a position where they remain paral-
lel for a part of the distance, so as to keep 
radiation low. 

Interior view of diathermy machine. 

In the outfit shown, frequencies within the 
range of 6 to 16 meters are the ones most 
commonly utilized. The maximum power 
output is in excess of 400 watts. 
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Chapter 16 

CATHODE-RAY TELEVISION* 
• With more television broadcasting stations 
on the air today than there were sound 
broadcasting stations fifteen years ago, and 
with the likelihood that the number will in-
crease rapidly within the next year, radio 
experimenters in many localities may re-
ceive the transmissions by means of home-
assembled equipment. This is now possible 
at a comparatively low cost, though the ex-
pense of picture transmission is too great 
for the average pocketbook. For the infor-
mation of the reader who may not be fami-
liar with the funda-
mental principles of 
television equipment 
the following elemen-
tary exposition is pre-
sented prior to an 
account of the circuit 
employed in a typical 
receiver. 

The major problems 
of television were 
solved by imitating 
the action of the hu-
man eye, which con-
stitutes a complete 
television system in 
miniature. In the eye, 
a lens focuses an 
optional image of a 
scene on the retina. 
This consists of about 
130-million tiny cells 
which convert light en-
ergy into an electrical 
current whose fluctua-
tions correspond in 
strength to the varia-
tions in brilliance of the light from various 
parts of the scene. The function of the cells 
is to dissect a continuous image into a dis-
continuous mosaic of separate areas. Of 
these millions of cells, perhaps a hundred 
thousand are in sharp enough focus to give 
a clearly-defined image of the central por-
tion of the scene, while the others give an 
indistinct image of the periphery. The eye 
quickly traverses the entire scene to bring 
all parts of it into focus, this process being 
facilitated by the fact that each cell retains 
the impression of a flash of light for about 
a tenth of a second after it has disappeared. 
It is this "persistence of vision" that makes 
possible the illusion of motion in the motion 
picture and in television. 
Each cell is connected to the brain by a 

tiny nerve filament, millions of which are 

FIG. 1—Farnsworth 

•This Chapter Contributed by Arthur H. Halloran, 

bundled together in the cable of the optic 
nerve. Each filament conducts its tiny elec-
trical current to a brain cell which detects 
or converts it into the physical sensation of 
light. The aggregate of these tiny effects 
reconstruct the scene as an optical image. 
The first difficulty encountered in imi-

tating the action of the eye was that of 
providing the thousands of sets of light-sen-
sitive cells and connecting wires which are 
necessary for the production of a high-def-
inition picture. The mechanical complexi-

Portable Pick-up Camera and Pre-Amplifier 

ties and expense are so great that it has not 
yet been satisfactorily accomplished directly. 
But it is done indirectly by taking advantage 
of the eye's persistence of vision so as to 
allow a picture to be "scanned." 
The scanning process is comparable to the 

action of the eye in repeatedly reading an 
entire page of printed matter in 1/10th sec-
ond or less. Suppose, for example, that a 
10x10 in. photograph be cut into 240 nar-
row strips each 1/24th in. wide, and that 
each strip be cut into 240 sections each 
1/24th in. long. The picture will then be 
dissected into 57,600 elementary areas, 
which can be assembled in proper order 
and position like a jig-saw puzzle. Let the 
entire picture be pasted on the wall of a 
room so dark that the picture is invisible. 
Then assume that a brilliant light is 

Television Consultant, 
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focused into a narrow beam 1/4tli in. in 
cross-section and by some ingenious means 
is caused to traverse the picture in a series 
of successive horizontal sweeps, all within 
the brief period of 1/10th second. The eye 
would then receive and retain the same im-
pression as if the entire picture were stead-
ily illuminated by a broad beam of dinuner 
light. 

This, in effect, is the indirect means em-
ployed in scanning a television picture. It 
substitutes a rapid sequence in time for the 
actual sequence in space position of the ele-
ments in the picture. The television pick-up 
equipment dissects or analyzes an optical 
image into a time sequence of electric cur-
rents and the receiving equipment assembles 
the image into a space sequence of light 
flashes which reproduce the scene of action 
as a motion picture. This is done by means 
of two types of cathode-ray tubes: The 
pick-up tube converts variations in the in-
tensity of the light from different parts of 
the scene into corresponding fluctuations in 
an electrical current. The delivery or re-
ceiving tube changes the fluctuations in elec-
tric current into variations in the intensity 
of light. 
The action of both tubes, as does also the 

action of the cathode-ray tube in an oscillo-
graph, depends primarily upon the emission 
of electrons from a cathode and their travel 

FIG. 2--Shooting- a Tel evision Picture in The Studio. 

at high velocity to a highly charged anode. 
Their direction of travel is controlled by 
electric or magnetic fields which are used to 
focus them into a slender beam, or cathode-
ray, and to deflect that beam in any desired 
manner. 

The Pick-up Tube 

e The tube first used by Farnsworth is an 
evacuated glass cylinder containing a photo-
sensitive cathode at one end and an anode 
target at the other. Electrons are emitted 
from the cathode by the action of light on 
a thin layer of caesium deposited on a 
silver-oxide surface. The light causing the 
emission is an optical image of a scene of 
action which is focused by a lens on the 
cathode in the same manner as an image is 
focused on the ground-glass plate of a 
camera or on the retina of the eye. 

FIG. 3—Farnsworth Dissector Tube with 
Electron Multiplier for Use at Transmitter. 

The number of electrons emitted from any 
portion of the image focused on the photo-

sensitive surface de-
pends upon the bright-
ness of the light shin-
ing on a given spot. 
A large number of 
electrons are emitted 
from a bright spot in 
the image and a small 
number from a dim 
spot. Consequently, 
all of the scene's 
gradations in light 
and shade are dupli-
cated in the number of 
electrons emitted 
therefrom. 

All of the emitted 
electrons are attracted 
toward the positively-
charged target at the 
other end of the tube. 
They have a natural 
tendency to repel one 
another and thus cause 
the cathode-ray to di-
verge or expand as it 
travels from the 
source. This natural 

tendency is counteracted by the magnetic 
field from a coil within which the entire tube 
is placed like a finger in a glove. The 
strength of the field is adjusted so as to 
hold all of the electrons in their same rela-
tive position throughout the length of the 
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tube. Consequently, when they reach the 
plane of the target, they constitute what 
is called an electron image, in any portion 
of which the number of electrons is propor-

3 tional to the intensity of the light in the 
corresponding portion of the scene. 
At the center of the plane of the target 

is a tiny hole through which are projected 
the electrons from that particular part of 
the electron image which covers the hole. 

FIG. 4—Farnsworth Oscillight Assembly 
with Focusing and Deflection Coils. 

These electrons are collected on a wire in-
side the target which is connected through 
a resistance to the positive terminal of a 
battery. As the electrons are drawn through 
the resistor they cause a difference in volt-
age which is proportional to the intensity 
of the light in that particular portion of the 
scene. 
Assuming a 57,600-element picture, we 

have accounted for only one elementary 
area. From what has already been said 
about scanning, it should be obvious that if 
each of the other 57,599 elements could by 
some means be brought successively in front 
of the aperture, their corresponding elec-
trons would likewise be projected through 
it. There thus would be produced an elec-
tric current whose fluctuations would be 
proportional to the variations in the inten-
sity of the light in various parts of the 
scene. Furthermore, if the operation could 
he repeated at least ten times per second, 
the optical image would be converted into 
an electric current which can he reconverted 
into an optical image in the receiving tube. 
In actual practice, the operation is repeated 
24 or more times per second to reduce the 
effect of flicker. 
Such a means is provided by deflecting 

the cathode-ray between the poles of two 
sets of electromagnets supplied with alter-
nating currents of 24- and 5760-cycles per 
second, respectively. The poles of the 24-
cycle magnet are placed above and befow 

the tube so as to establish a vertical mag-
netic field acting in the same direction 24 
times per second. Those of the 5760-cycle 
magnet are placed on either side of the tube 
so as to establish a horizontal magnetic field 
acting 5760 times per second in the same 
direction. The resultant effect of their 
combined action is to deflect the entire 
electron image past the stationary aperture 
as a series of 240 horizontal sweeps 24 times 
per second. If the diameter of the aperture 
is 1/240th the width of the image, 57,600 
elementary areas are successively swept past 
the tiny hole in 1/24th second. 

Each of these elementary areas has its 
own characteristic number of electrons and 
thus produces it own characteristic electric 
current as its electrons are projected 
through the aperture. As these currents 
pass through the resistance they produce 
corresponding differences in voltage which 
are amplified prior to radio transmission to 
the receiver. In this manner the variations 
in the light intensity of an optical image' 
which is focused on a photo-sensitive sur-
face produce a variable-intensity cathode-ray 
and thus an electric current whose fluctua-
tions are proportional to the variations in 
light intensity in the scene. 

5—P. T. FIG. Farnsworth at Transmitter 
Controls 

The steady magnetic field for focusing 
the beam is maintained by a DC supply from 
a battery or power-pack. The AC field for 
deflecting it vertically is maintained by a 
24-cycle current generated by a vacuum 
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FIG. 6—Farnsworth Television Receiver. 

tube circuit. The horizontal deflecting field 
is likewise maintained from a 5760-cycle 
source. The AC current waves have a saw-
tooth shape so as to deflect the beam at a 
relatively slow speed in one direction and so 
quickly in the opposite direction that prac-
tically no electrons are projected through 
the aperture during the return sweep. De-
tails as to how these currents are generated 
are too lengthy to be given now, especially 
as they tend to distract attention from the 
general method of operation. 
The sanie comment applies to the means 

utilized to amplify the exceedingly small 
voltages from the pick-up tube. This is 
a stupendous tusk in itself, involving a mil-
lion-fold amplification without distortion in 
a broad band of frequencies extending from 
24 cyçles to 1080 kilocycles. It may be 
accomplished by resistive-capacitive coupling 
of a number of radio tubes in series, or 
better yet by a method of electron multi-
plication recently perfected by Farnsworth. 

Radio Transmission 

• The amplified picture-currents, together 
with the 24-cycle and 5760-cycle scanning 
pulses, are used to modulate or shape a radio 
carrier in much the same manner as a car-
rier is modulated by the audio frequencies 
used in broadcasting speech and music. But 

there is one very important difference. The 
broadcasting of sound requires a channel 
width of only 10 kilocycles so that 96 chan-
nels are available in the 960 kilocycle spec-
trum allocated to all the North American 
broadcast stations. The broadcast of one 
57,600-element picture 24 times per second 
requires a channel of nearly four times the 
width that suffices for 700 stations in the 
200-550 meter range. Evidently there is 
no room for television in this portion of the 
radio spectrum. 
Ample room is available, however, in the 

portion of the spectrum below 10 meters. So 
the Federal Communications Commission has 
allocated several wide channels in the 2V2-
7i; meter band for experiments in broad-
casting television. Experience has shown 
that these ultra-short wavelengths have sev-
eral advantages, particularly as regards the 
elimination of double images and of interfer-
ence between stations. 
On the longer wavelengths, the signals 

travel to a receiver along two paths. One, 
known as the ground-wave, follows the curv-

FIG. 7—Farnsworth "Multipactor' 

ature of the earth. The other, known as 
the sky-wave, goes out into space until it 
is reflected and refracted in the upper 
atmosphere so as to return to earth at a 
considerable distance from the transmitting 
station. Most of the long-distance reception 
of radio signals is due to the sky-wave. The 
two waves interfere with one another and 
cause the "fading" which is so bothersome 
in long-distance reception. In television, 
they cause two images to appear at the 
receiver. 
The sky-wave resulting from ultra-short 

c. 
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FIG. 8—Farnsworth Dissector in Coil Framework. 

wave transmission seems to be reflected and 
refracted beyond the boundaries of the earth. 
Consequently only the ground-wave is re-
ceived, and there is no interference and no 
double image. Reception is normally limited 
to the area defined by the horizon of the 
transmitting antenna. This general rule is 
subject to some modification by effects which 
are not yet well understood. But hundreds 
of television stations can operate on the same 
wavelength without interfering with one 
another, provided that their horizons do not 
overlap. One channel thereby suffices for 
a great number of stations which are geo-
graphically situated about a hundred miles 
apart. 

The Television Receiver 

e The receiver must be capable of being 
tuned to the ultra-short wavelengths on 
which both the picture- and the sound-cur-
rents are carried. The sound-reproducing 
equipment is the same as that employed for 
reception on the longer wavelengths, but the 
essential part of the picture-reproducing 
apparatus is a cathode-ray tube. 
The cathode-ray receiving tube differs 

from the pick-up tube in several respects. 
In its simplest form it contains four ele-
ments which are assembled in an evacuated 
glass tube; a heated filament or electron 
source, a positive plate to which the electrons 

are attracted, an intermediate grid whicn 
varies the strength of the electron flow in 
accordance with the intensity of the received 
signal, and a fluorescent screen on which 
the picture appears or from which it is 
projected to a larger exterior screen. 
The entire tube is housed in a framework 

of electromagnetic coils, similar to that at 
the transmitter, thus providing means for 
focusing and deflecting the cathode-ray. 
Quite a number of inventors have devised 
such tubes, which differ mainly in structural 
details. Any of them can be adapted to 
receive pictures from various types of pick-
up equipment. The tube developed by Farns-
worth serves to illustrate the principle which 
is applied in all of them. 
The invisible cathode-ray is established by 

a difference in voltage between the filament 
and plate, the latter containing an aperture 
through which the electrons are projected 
into the vacuous space beyond. Here the 
concentric magnetic field focuses the beam 
of high-velocity electrons to a small spot at 
the far end of the tube, which is coated with 
a fluorescent material. This material glows 
brilliantly wherever the cathode-ray strikes 
it, the end of the ray thus becoming visible 
as a tiny spot of brilliant light. The vertical 
and horizontal deflecting fields cause the 
spot to traverse the entire coating in a series 
of 240 closely adjacent horizontal lines 24 
times per second, the general method of 
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Television Reception 

• 

operation being the same as that employed 
in the pick-up tube. As a consequence, prior 
to the application of the picture currents, 
the entire coating glows uniformly. 
Meanwhile the picture currents, as re-

ceived on the aerial, are amplified and 
applied to the grid, which is situated between 
the filament and the positive plate in the 
tube. When a strong voltage is applied to 
the grid, corresponding to a bright spot in 
the scene, more electrons pass through the 
grid than when a weak voltage is applied, 
corresponding to a dim spot in the scene. 
The cathode ray is thereby caused to vary in 
strength in accordance with the intensity of 
the light from various parts of the scene. 
As the brilliance of the fluorescent glow 
depends upon the strength of the cathode-ray 
which strikes the screen at any instant, the 
various elementary areas in the screen repro-
duce the variations in light and shade in 
the scene of action. The cathode ray thus 
acts like a pencil in drawing a motion pic-
ture on the fluorescent screen. The present 
pictures are in black and white, as in a 
photograph, though eventually they may be 
reproduced in natural colors. 
A complete television receiver comprises 

both a sound and a picture reproducer. The 
sound reproducer may be a conventional 
ultra-short-wave superheterodyne, including 
first detector, two RF stages and second de-
tector, all using 955 tubes, and a one-stage 
AF amplifier with a 42 tube. The same 
aerial (see Antenna Chapter for design) 
and a heterodyne oscillator using a 955 tube 
suffice for reception of both sound and pic-
ture signals on adjacent channels. They are 
readily separated because of the fact that 
the oscillator beats with the two carriers to 
produce different I.F. Any possibility of 
interference between sound and picture cur-
rents is obviated by rejector circuits. The 
schematic circuit diagram of a Farnsworth 
receiver in Fig. 9 shows 11.25 mc as the 
I.F. for sound and 13.25 mc as the I.F. for 
pictures. Selectivity can be enhanced by 
two preliminary RF stages not shown in the 
diagram. 

In the picture reproducer the image ap-
pears on the screen of a cathode-ray tube 
which may be regarded as taking the place 
of the speaker in a sound reproducer. The 
amplified picture-current voltages are applied 
to the grid of this tube so as to modulate the 
slender beam of high-velocity electrons from 
the heater-type cathode to the screen. These 
varying voltages produce corresponding 
variations in the intensity of the fluorescence 
of the screen due to the impingement of 
electrons thereon. The tube is provided with 
a means for deflecting the beam horizontally 
and vertically and for focusing it. Farns-
worth's oscillight employs magnetic focusing 
and deflection. Zworykin's (RCA) kine-
scope uses electrostatic focusing and mag-

do An evacuated 
glass tube, funnel-
shaped, containing 
an electron gun, two 
pairs of deflecting 
plates, and a flu-
orescent screen, is 
mounted on a base 
to which control 
voltages are applied. 
The electron gun 
consists of an electrically-
heated cathode, a nega-
tively-biased grid, and two 
perforated anodes with a 
higher positive voltage on 
the second than on the 
first. The gun produces, 
focuses, and projects a 
narrow beam of high 
velocity electrons on 
the screen where the 
point of impact be-
comes visible as a spot 
of light whose intens-
ity is proportional to 
the number of elec-
trons in the beam, as 
determined by the bias 
of the grid to which 
the received picture 
currents are applied. 
The spot of light is 
regularly deflected so 
as to trace a series of 
closely-adjacent paral-
lel lines by means of 
saw-tooth voltage 
waves applied to the 
vertical ( 1-2) and hori-
zontal ( 3-4) deflecting 
plates to which the 
received synchronizing 
pulses are also ap-
plied. The result is a 
motion picture on the 
fluorescent screen. 

vert, deft. volta 

hor. deft. voltau 

FIG. 10 
Typical television 
receiving tube using 
electrostatic focus-
ing and deflection. 

picture currents 
applied to 

grid terminal 

e 

4 

netic deflection. This account is confined to 
Farnsworth's equipment for the simple rea-
son that the details are more readily avail-
able to the author. 
As shown in the cirçuit diagram, the pic-

ture current amplifier is a superheterodyne 
with 954 tubes in the first detector, three 
I.F., and second detector stages, with a 955 
tube in the first video stage and a 42 tube 
in the second video stage. The I.F. stages 
are designed to pass a 2.5 mc band, which 
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is ample for a 300-line picture with sequen-
tial scanning, but insufficient for a higher-
definition picture with interlaced scanning. 
The wide band-pass characteristic is obtained 
by winding the transformers with resistance 
wire and by adjusting the coupling between 
the primary and secondary windings to give 
a flat-topped response curve. Any experi-
menter who is familiar with the design and 
construction of the usual type of narrow-
band receiver should have no difficulty in 
assembling this portion of the equipment. 
The real difficulty arises in connection 

with the equipment for focusing and deflect-
ing the beam. It is expected that the Farns-
worth 9-in. oscillight and special coils in 
which it is housed may soon be available for 
experimental use from the Philadelphia 
laboratories. The focusing coil consists of 
30,000 turns of No. 36 wire wound on a 
bakelite tube 4 in. long and 21/2 in. outside 
diameter. This fits over the neck of the 
cathode-ray tube. The high-frequency (line 
deflection) coils are coupled through a spe-
cial transformer, code No. SA-2551, to the 
output of an 802 oscillator tuned approxi-
mately to the transmitter's line deflection 
frequency, say 6000 cycles, and synchronized 
by the amplified signals from the 76 tube 
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in the filter circuit connected to the second 
detector of the superheterodyne. This filter 
circuit also separates the synchronizing 
pulses for the low ( fiejd) frequency gen-
erator which furnishes deflecting currents to 
the field deflecting coils. The circuit dia-
gram shows 76 tubes as amplifiér and oscil-
lator for furnishing 25 or 30 cycle slope-
wave current, depending upon the number 
of picture repetitions per second with sequen-
tial scanning. 
As Farnsworth, and likewise RCA, em-

ploy interlaced scanning at their transmitters, 
this circuit diagram is obsolete insofar as 
the field frequency scanning generator is 
concerned. Full details regarding the oscil-
lator for interlaced scanning, together with 
all other constants for the complete circuit, 
will be published in supplements to the 
author's book on "Television with Cathode-
Rays" as soon as the patent situation makes 
such publication possible. 
The power unit consists of an 879 supply-

ing 4200 volts to the anode of the oscillight 
and a 5Z3 tube supplying 300 volts for the 
plates of other tubes in the circuit. Care 
should be exercised in providing proper 
insulation to avoid accidental contact with 
the 4200-volt circuit. 



Chapter 17 
TEST INSTRUMENTS 

• The technique of making electrical meas-
urements and the use of measuring equip-
ment encountered in the problems of ama-
teur radio practice are outlined in this 
section. 

Voltage Multiplier 

• In practically all radio measurement work 
a 0-1 DC milliammeter has been found 
to be sufficiently sensitive for average ama-
teur service. To use this instrument for 
the measurement of voltage requires that a 
resistor be placed in series with the meter, 
and the value of which depends upon the 
highest voltage to be measured and equals 
the range of the meter in milliamperes times 
the series resistance: expressed, 

R = Erna: / 'max and E = IR 

Current Shunts 

• To increase the range of the above in-
strument up to say, 10 amperes, requires 
the use of a current shunt, whose function 
is to carry part of the total current thereby 
lowering the flow of current through the 
meter. For any current reading the value 
of the shunt resistance is found by dividing 
the resistance of the meter by the maximum 
range of the meter, minus 1. 

Resistance Measurements 

• Resistances can be measured with a pu-
cision comparable to that of the meter ac-
curacy with the aid of the following resis-
tance formula: 

R. ( R. R,„) 
R. =_  

E 
— —R. 

E 

Ro — 

Fig. 1—Ohmmeter Circuit 

where, in the diagram, R. is the unknown 
resistance; R., the internal resistance of 
the meter; R.,, the limiting resistor; E, the 
battery voltage, and I., the current through 
the meter. 

Simple Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 

• This vacuum tube voltmeter will measure. 
RF or AF voltages, indicating peak-
values. It can be calibrated at 60 cycle 
input voltages and the same calibration 
curve will be satisfactory at radio frequen-
cies. One purpose for this meter is in 
circuit alignment of a radio receiver in 
which the voltmeter is connected across an 

Fig. 2—V. T. Voltmeter Mounted in Card-
File Case 
30 

VACUUM TUBE VOL TMETER 

Fig. 3 

audio amplifier through an isolating 0.1 mfd. 
condenser, or it may be connected across 
the voice coil of a dynamic loudspeaker. 
The instrument will determine the audio re-
sponse of an amplifier, a radio receiver, or 
the gain of an audio or radio-frequency 
amplifier; in addition, it can be made to 
measure the percentage modulation of a 
phone transmitter or indicate frequency 
characteristics. In conjunction with an aux-
iliary full-wave linear rectifier, the peak 
voltmeter herein described will measure 
both positive and negative modulation loops 
of a modulated, carrier signal. 
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Only a few parts are required for building 
this useful V. T. voltmeter. It has a range 
of from 1 to 4 volts. A small 45 volt B 
battery, 41/4 V. C. battery, and single 11/2 
volt dry cell supply power for the type 
30 tube. A 0-to-1 DC milliammeter serves 
as an indicator. The complete unit with 
batteries can be built into a 4"x8"x6" card 
filing case, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Fixed voltages of such value as to give 

approximate plate current cut-off are se-
cured from the battery voltages indicated 
in the circuit diagram, Fig. 3. Since these 
voltages change somewhat with age, this 
V. T. voltmeter can not be accurately cali-
brated; its simplicity and general usefulness 
around a laboratory of either a service-man 
or radio amateur more than compensates for 
this deficiency. Most r-f and a-f measure-
ments are comparative and thus they do not 
require extremely accurate voltage calibra-
tion. 
The unit may be calibrated by using a 

potentiometer and a low-reading AC volt-
meter across a filament winding of a trans-
former. The AC voltmeter reads r.m.s. 
values; consequently 2.5 volts r.m.s. equals 
3.53 volts peak. The potentiometer can be 
employed to impress a known ratio of this 
voltage across the V. T. voltmeter. The 
actual impressed peak voltage should never 
exceed the bias voltage of about 4.5 volts. 

This same method can be utilized with 
higher C-bias and plate voltage to read 
greater values of RF or AF voltage. In 
such cases, the micro-ammeter should have 
an opposing current retwork with a vari-
able resistor arranged to allow a zero meter 
reading at the desired initial plate current. 

Fig. 4 

Ohmmeter 

• A DC milliammeter can be connected in 
series with a resistor and battery for making 

Fig. 
ing 

5—Interior View of Ohmmeter, Show-
Battery, Rotary Switch and Ohmite 

Resistors 

OHMMETER — D C VOLTMETER 

Fig. 6 

2,0,000 

10,000a 

Fig. 7 
Position 1 of Switch  0- 1 M.A. 
Position 2 of Switch 0-100,000 Ohms 
Position 3 of Switch  0- 10 Volts 
Position 4 of Switch 0- 50 Volts 
Position 5 of Switch 0-250 Volts 
Position 6 of Switch 0-500 Volts 

resistance or continuity tests. The ohmmeter 
illustrated in Fig. 4 has a number of addi-
tional resistors and a rotary single pole 
switch in order to make it function as a 
DC voltmeter with ranges of 0-to-10, 0-to-
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50, 0-to-250, and 0-to-500 volts. One posi-
tion of the switch connects the meter as 
a 0-1 milliammeter. A box 4" x 8" x 3" 
contains all parts which are mounted on a 
bakelite top panel, 4" x 8" x Vg". The ohm-
meter has a variable resistor in series with a 
fixed resistor for setting the meter to "zero" 
resistance when the test prods are short-
circuited. 
Ohmmeter scales for standard makes of 

milliammeters can be purchased from radio 
mail order houses, or the scale in Fig. 7 can 
be cut from this page, because it is of the 
correct size for a 2-inch Weston 0-1 mil-
liammeter. 
This device is a necessity for all radio 

servicemen, and equally useful for amateurs 
or experimenters. 

All-Wave Test Signal Generator 

• Any- type of superheterodyne receiver can 
be easily aligned if a test or signal gener-
ator is available. This oscillator is easily 
constructed in its simpler forms, such as 
the one shown here. Either modulated or 
unmodulated test signals of any frequency 
from 150 KC 12MC are available from 
five plug-in coils. Harmonics can be used 
for higher frequencies. These coils plug 
into a 6-prong socket, and the coil is 
shielded by an aluminum can which is also 
"plug-in," fitting over a ring mounting on 
the top of the panel. 

COU151,14 

20011 

OuT r5, 

002 

2•0 a 

- 

30 

22.5 5• 

'4\ OSC CO, Ceo55515 GOO 

ALL WAVE TEST S,GNAL GENERATOR 

Fig. 8 

The circuit consists of a type 30 tube in 
a Hartley Oscillator with a 200 ohm poten-
tiometer for a variable control of r. f. out-
put. A variable grid-leak control provides 
unmodulated or self-modulated output for 
receiver testing. This resistor, at low 
values, provides an unmodulated signal and 
higher values produce a modulated tone due 
to blocking-grid action. A 11A volt fila-
ment battery and small 22/2 volt B battery 
supply power for the type 30 tube. A two-
gang tuning condenser has its sections con-
nected in parallel on the long-wave range 
by means of a link between two of the 
prongs of a 6-prong coil form. The con-
denser shown has a 2-to-1 reducing gear 
drive shaft. 

Fig. 9—All-Wave Test Signal Generator in 
Aluminum Shield Can. The coil is also 
shielded with a large coil-shield can, as 

shown 

The entire unit, including batteries, is 
shielded. A 5" x 5" x 9" metal call contains 
the batteries and parts under 5" x 9" x 12" 
aluminum top panel. For intermittent use, 
the batteries will last from six months to 
a year. Battery supply occupies less space 
than AC power supply. 

Calibration of this oscillator can be ac-
complished by means of a broadcast re-
ceiver. The high frequency range of the 
oscillator down to 550 KC can be calibrated 
by means of direct or beat-note reception of 
known frequency broadcast stations and the 
oscillator signal. The upper range may be 
roughly calibrated by extending the curve, 
or more accurately, by employing the sec-
ond harmonic which will be audible in the 
broadcast range in the receiver. Dividing 
this reading in each case will give the fun-
damental frequency of the oscillator. The 
latter should tune to about 350 KC, which 
makes it useful to line up 450 KC super-
heterodyne receivers. 

If a careful calibration of the fundamental 
frequency is made on the oscillator, the 
harmonics may be used to locate short wave 
stations, either amateur or broadcast. For 
example, if the shortwave station is listed 
at 6.01 megacycles, the oscillator can be set 
at 1502.5, 1202, 1001.66, 858.6 KC etc., 
which will all give harmonics on 6.01 MC. 
By checking at least two fundamental 
points, it is possible to ascertain which 
harmonic is heard in the short wave re-
ceiver. The fundamental of 1502.5 has an 
harmonic on 4.5 MC which may cause an 
error, but by swinging the oscillator setting 
over to 1202, the next fundamental having 
a 6.01 MC harmonic would give no har-
monic at 4.5 MC. 
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Test Signal Generator Coil Data 

Approx. Freq. Range 

13 to 4.2 mc. 
(One tuning condenser) 

5100 to 1600 kc. 
(One tuning condenser) 

1800 to 530 kc. 
(One tuning condenser) 

550 to 150 kc. 
(Two tuning condensers) 

Secondary 11/4" Diam. 

15 turns No. 24 DSC, C. T.. 
11/2" long ( space-wound) 

Coupling Coil 
(over center of sec.) 

1 turn 

38 turns No. 26 DSC, C. T., 
13/8" long ( space-wound) 

110 turns No. 30E, C. T., 
Close-wound 

285 turns No. 26 DSC, C. T., 
Jumble-wound over 11/2 " 

of winding length 

2 turns 

5 turns 

10 turns 

The frequency of a quartz-crystal (a com-
ponent in a single signal receiver) can be 
determined very closely by setting the 
quartz plate on, or leaning it against the 
grid of the oscillator. At resonance the 
oscillator will suddenly change, as listened 

Fig. 10—Interior View of All-Wave Tes 
Signal Generator, Showing Type 30 Tube 

Dry Cells, Condensers and Resistors 

to in a broadcast receiver tuned to the 
oscillator second harmonic. This test re-
quires the manipulation of both the oscil-
lator and the BCL receiver, but once the 
crystal frequency is found, the IF ampli-
fier in the single signal receiver can be 
lined up to that frequency by means of the 
oscillator. 
Note: Lining up an IF amplifier should 

always begin at the grid of the tube pre-
ceding the last stage of IF transformer. 
After that transformer is aligned (by ear 
or output meter), the next preceding stage 

may be lined up using less coupling to the 
grid of the next preceding stage. It is 
emphasized that one must always work 
with a fairly weak signal, because many 
sets have AVC which would introduce er-
rors with a strong signal peaking, unless 
a meter is used. 

This test signal generator could make an 
ideal piece of apparatus for radio clubs. The 
club members would have a useful piece of 
equipment for testing new receivers, or 
aligning old receivers. A few simple pieces 
of test equipment could be built from club 
funds and the apparatus could be loaned 
to members in the same manner as library 
books are made available to readers. The 
advantages of a club to its members could 
be greatly enhanced in this manner. 

An AC Frequency Meter-Monitor 

• The device here shown uses a type 24 
tube as an electron-coupled oscillator, tuned 
over the 160 meter band. Harmonics of the 
160 meter range are used in the 80, 40 and 
20 meter bands, and the actual calibration 
curve shown in Fig. 14 was plotted for the 
80 meter band. For 160 meter use, the curve 
readings would be halved, because frequency 
in kilocycles is used instead of meters of 
wavelength. 
The oscillator circuit uses a small tuning 

condenser shunted by a large band-setting 
condenser. The latter is adjusted only when 
calibrating the frequency meter. The smaller 
condenser has a vernier dial which can be 
read accurately for frequency determination. 
The 56 tube is used as a detector, beating 

the external signal against the 24 oscillator 
fundamental or one of its harmonics. A 
slight external coupling through a pin jack 
to the grid of the 56 can be used to pick-up 
low power transmitter signals. The same 
coupling can be used to provide a beat note 
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Fig. 13—Complete Circuit Diagram of Frequency Meter-Monitor 

into a receiver for checking the frequency 
of received signals. 
The pictures show the constructional de-

tails. Of paramount importance is good 
rigidity and well-soldered connections. The 
coil is made of 78 turns of No. 32 DSC wire, 
wound to cover about one-inch of space on 
a one-inch diameter bakelite tube. The 
cathode tap is made at a point 22 turns up 
from the ground end of the coil winding. 

Fig. 11—Front View of Frequency 
Meter-Monitor 

The filament and B supply can be taken 
from the receiver power supply. A switch 
is provided which opens the negative B lead 
to the frequency meter ground, making the 
instrument inoperative, when desired. The 

filaments or heaters should be turned on dur-
ing all of the time the receiver or transmit-
ter is to be operated. About a half-hour 
warm-up period should be allowed before 
calibration is made, in order to minimize 
frequency creepage. 
This instrument can be calibrated either 

from standard frequency transmissions in 
the amateur bands, or by means of broad-
cast station transmissions. The latter are 
required by law to operate within 50 cycles 
of their assigned frequency, and most of the 
higher power or better stations operate with-
in 10 to 15 cycles of their exact assignment. 
A broadcast receiver can be used to pick 
up these stations and a small oscillator using 
a B battery, a couple of dry cells and a type 
30 tube can be used to "zero beat" any par-
ticular received broadcast station. An elec-
tron-coupled oscillator capable of tuning 
across the broadcast band will give stronger 
harmonics than a type 30 tube oscillator in 
this range, therefore a serviceman's test 
oscillator should be used if possible. The 
local oscillator with zero beat to a station 
on 880 KC, for example, will have a second 
harmonic on 1760 KC in the 160 meter band. 
The fourth harmonic would be 3520 KC in 
the 80 meter band, the 8th harmonic on 
7040 KC in the 40 meter band, and the 16th 
harmonic, if audible, on 14,080 KC in the 
20 meter band. The frequency meter is used 
to beat-note against this frequency and at 
zero beat, as heard in the broadcast band 
receiver and also in the frequency meter. An 
exact calibration point can be obtained. Sev-
eral broadcast stations can be used to pro-
vide "harmonics" in this manner for several 
calibration points of the frequency meter. 
Graph paper with 10 divisions to the inch, 

both horizontally and vertically, ( 100 squares 
to the square inch) is used for drawing the 
curve. Fig. 14 shows a typical 75-80 meter 
(3500 KC to 4000 KC) curve as plotted 
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Fig. 12—Interior View of Frequency Meter-
Monitor. Note Placement of Grid Con-
denser and Wide Spacing of Coil from 

Metal Chassis 

from the frequency meter here described. 
The horizontal line at the bottom of the 
graph denotes the tuning dial scale divisions 
from 1 to 100, but marked 
only in units of 10 on the 
graph paper. The vertical 
portion of the graph is used 
to denote frequency in kilo-
cycles, beginning with 3400 
KC and ending with 4000 KC. 
Similar charts can be plotted 
for the other amateur bands. 
The first requirement is to 

find a certain frequency, such 
as 3500 KC, so that the curve-
plotting process can begin. 
Standard frequency transmis-
sions are sent on the amateur 
bands at regular intervals. 
When the standard fre-

quency station announces ( in 
telegraphic code) that it will 
transmit on 3500 KC, the re-
ceiver in the amateur station 
is then tuned to 3500 KC in 
such a manner that 3500 KC 
falls at the extreme end of 
the tuning dial . . . at the 
100 degree scale indication on 
the dial. Then with the chart 
at hand, and the standard fre-
quency of 3500 KC known, the amateur re-
ceiver is tuned to zero-beat. This found, the 
frequency meter dial is rotated until a point 
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is found where the frequency meter also zero-
beats with the receiver. The next step is to 
observe the setting of the frequency meter 
dial, also the setting of the amateur receiver 
dial. If the receiver dial is at 100° for 3500 
KC, and if the frequency meter dial is at 
80°, a dot is placed on the graph paper at a 
point where the vertical line which cor-
responds with No. 80 on the horizontal line 
crosses this line, as shown in Fig. 14. This 
point of intersection will be the 3500 KC 
point on the graph curve. 

If a station asks you to check its frequency, 
you first zero-beat the signal on your re-
ceiver, then you zero-beat the frequency 
meter against the receiver. You next ob-
serve the setting of the frequency meter 
tuning dial and by means of the graph you 
can quickly find the frequency of the station 
which asks you for a frequency check. Sup-
pose this signal is found at 600 on the fre-
quency meter tuning scale; running your 
finger UP on the chart, you find that 60 on 
the horizontal line intersects with 3600 on 
the vertical line. Thus the frequency of the 
station you are checking is 3600 KC. 
To check the frequency of your own trans-

mitter, zero-beat the frequency meter against 
your transmitted signal and find the fre-
quency from the curve. 

Because there are 10 dividing lines for 
each unit of the graph, the frequency can 
be quite accurately shown, perhaps within 
2 or 3 KC of the exact frequency. On the 

FOR 75 — 80 METER BAND (3 500 - 4 000 I( C S 

3700   
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FREQUENCY METER DIAL READING IN SCALE DEGREES 

FOR EX AAAAA - SAT FR CO A  DIAL R FADING OF SI ORAL 

WAS 47; PROJECT rue VERTICAL LINE -47 * TO CALIBRATION CURVE 

T PEN PROJECT VOIS POINT NOR IZONTALLY TO TOE OC READING 

WRICII, IN TR IS CA33, 13 3074 RCS. 

Fig. 14—Frequency Meter Curve 

other hand, there are 100 points on the 
horizontal line, so that the entire dial sweep 
from 0° to 100° can be easily followed. 
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Absorption-Type Wavemeter 

Schedule of Radio Emissions of 
Standard Frequency 

• The National Bureau of Standards has a 
5 regular schedule of standard frequency emis-

sions from its station WWV, Beltsville, Md., 
near Washington, D. C. These broadcasts 
are available to transmitting stations for 
adjusting their transmitters to exact fre-
quency, and to the public for calibrating 
frequency standards and transmitting and 
receiving apparatus. 
These broadcasts are given on three days 

a week on three single frequencies 5000, 
10,000 and 15,000 KC. Those transmissions 
on 5000 KC are particularly useful at dis-
tances within a few hundred miles from 
Washington, those on 10,000 KC are useful 
for the rest of the United States, and those 
on 15,000 KC are useful in the United States 
and other parts of the world as well. 
Each Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 

(except legal holidays) three frequencies 
are transmitted as follows: noon to 1 p. m., 
Eastern Standard Time, 15,000 KC; 1 : 15 to 
2:15 p. m., 10,000 KC; 2:30 to 3:30 p. m. 
5000 KC. 
The transmissions consist mainly of con-

tinuous, unkeyed carrier frequency, giving a 
continuous whistle in the phones when re-
ceived with an oscillating receiver. For 
the first five minutes the general call (CQ 
de WWV) and the announcement of the fre-
quency are transmitted. The frequency and 
the call letters of the stations (WWV) are 
given every 10 minutes thereafter. 
The accuracy of the frequencies trans-

mitted is at all times better than a part in 
five million. From any of them, using the 
method of harmonics, any frequency may 
be checked. 

Making Zero-Beat Adjustments 

• Methods for making accurate zero-beat 
adjustments between two oscillators or car-
rier frequencies are given herewith: 

A 

Fig. 15 

A 

TUNING DIAL 

DIAL POINTER 

-A-A" me the two sides of the signal 
having the same "beat note" ( tone). 
"B" is the "zero beat" point ( no tone). 

To make a zero-beat adjustment between 
a transmitter and an oscillating receiver the 
first requirement is that a continuous wave 
(CW) signal be received, properly identified, 
then the receiver set to zero-beat. Second, 
the regeneration is reduced in the receiver 

until oscillation nearly stops. The receiver 
is next tuned slightly and the beat note 
heard ( the strength of the note will be 
somewhat weaker) should be carefully re-
duced to zero frequency. When the condi-
tion is recognized, the receiver will be in 
EXACT zero-beat with the received signal. 
Unless a beat-frequency indicator is used, 
a telephone headset will match the two fre-
quencies to within one cycle. Precaution 
must be exercised during an audible adjust-
ment due to the fact that the zero state may 
be more than one cycle per second. 
To zero-beat two carrier frequencies such 

as a local oscillator and transmitter signal, 
all that is required is the use of an oscil-
lating receiver. First, the transmitter sig-
nal is picked-up and the oscillating receiver 
made to zero-beat with it. Next, the beat 
oscillator is turned on and made to zero-
beat with the receiver. The frequency of 
the receiver is NOT varied during this 
procedure. Now, says J. K. Clapp in an 
issue of the I. R. E. Proceedings, "If the 
frequency of the oscillating receiver is moved 
away from the zero audible beat setting an 
audible beat tone of, say 1000 cycles is heard, 
the difference frequency between the signal 
and the local oscillator will be heard in the 
form of a waxing and waning audio-fre-
quency tone. If the frequency of the re-
ceiver is varied slightly, thereby changing 
the audio-frequency, no change in the rate 
of waxing and waning occurs, showing that 
the beat is between the signal and the local 
oscillator. If the waxing and waning does 
change when the receiver frequency is varied, 
the beat note is between the wrong pair of 
oscillators, and the adjustment should be 
made again with more care—after the wax-
ing and waning beat is heard, the oscillator 
may be readjusted to bring the rate of wax-
ing and waning to one, or less cycles after 
which the two frequencies will be matched to 
within one cycle." 

Absorption Type Wavemeter 

• known as "the old stand-by," this simple 
avemeter is useful in every amateur sta-

tion. It consists of a tank circuit which, 
when tuned to resonance, gives a visual in-
dication of resonance by means of a glow 
from a flash light globe or neon lamp. Peak 
resonance is indicated by peak brilliance of 
the lamp. This wavemeter will not operate 
on harmonics or beats. The principle of 
operation is simple. Several methods of 
indicating devices and a suggested design 
for the wavemeter are seen in the diagram, 
Fig. 16. 
A shows the tuned tank system with an 

aperiodic circuit ( looped lamp). The lamp 
is lighted by means of RF induced in the 
tank circuit. 
In B resonance is indicated by a flash-

light globe shunted across approximately 
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one inch of the lead. This is one of the 
best methods to use because it tunes very 
sharply and the indication of resonance is 
sharper on the condenser tuning scale than 
the system shown in A. 
C is a variation of B, except that the coil 

is tapped instead of being of the plug-in 
type. 
D uses a neon lamp as the medium of 

indication. 
A RF meter can be substituted for the 

lamp in any of the systems shown. 
The wavemeter can be calibrated by 

checking it against a frequency meter. Or 
the "click" method can be used. Couple the 
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E 

Fig. 16 

wavemeter to the detector of a regenerative 
circuit, or to the oscillator of a superhetero-
dyne and by tuning the wavemeter to 
resonance a distinct "click" is heard in the 
headphone connected to the receiver. There 
will be an error in the calibration due to 
the value of frequency of the IF amplifier 
used in the receiver. This value can be re-
checked and a curve can be plotted, so that 
ultimately the wavemeter can provide cali-
bration within 10 KC, depending upon the 
type of circuit used. 
A high C tank is best for sharp tuning. 

With a .00035 mfd. condenser, the follow-
ing coils will cover the amateur bands with 
fair accuracy: 

160 Meters: 36 turns. No. 18, close 
wound on a 4-inch diam. form. 

80 Meters: 18 turns, No. 18, spaced one 
diameter on a 4-inch diam. form. 

40 Meters: 8 turns, No. 18, spaced /4-inch 
between turns on a 4-inch diam. form. 

20 Meters: 4 turns, No. 18, spaced -inch 
between turns on a 4-inch diam. form. 

10 Meters: 8 turns, No. 14, spaced one 
diameter on a one-inch diam. form. 
5 Meters: 4 turns, No. 14, spaced one 

diameter on a oneinch form and tuned with 
a 3-30 mmf. condenser. 
The coil turns should be secured by ap-

plying small drops of household cement or 
"coil dope" to the turns. Clear lacquer is 
also suitable for this purpose. The wave-
meter should be housed in a metal can and 
the variable condenser rotor should be 
grounded to the can. A wavemeter of this 
type for 5 and 10 meter operation can be 
made by winding a small coil of bare wire, 
"air-wound" and supported directly to a 
midget variable condenser. This unit is 
then mounted on a support strip and the 
variable condenser is equipped with a bake-
lite rod, about 1 foot long, with the con-
trol knob at the end farthest from the 
tuning unit. Another rod is attached to the 
support which holds the condenser and coil, 
so that the wavemeter can be held in one 
hand by means of this rod, the other hand 
being used to turn the long bakelite rod 
which varies the capacity of the tuning con-
denser. A 5 and 10 meter wavemeter of 
this type is not housed in a shield can. 

Over-Modulation Indicator 

• One of the Federal Communication Com-
mission requirements is that every phone 
station is required to have a means for de-
termining the limit of modulation. Thus, 
an over-modulation indicator must be in 
constant service when the phone transmitter 
is in operation. 
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Fig. 17—Circuit Diagram of Overmodula-
tion Indicator 

The Linear rectifier shown in Figure 17 
will indicate the slightest amount of carrier 
shift, which means over-modulation. The 
instrument is simply adjusted by varying 
the capacity of a small condenser; thus, the 
optimum meter deflection is obtained with-
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Overmodulation Indicator 

out resorting to coil-coupling schemes. The 
50 mmfd. fixed condenser and 100 mmfd. 
variable condenser form a variable attenu-
ator for RF voltage. The instrument is 
capacitively coupled to the antenna by run-
ning a line from the unit close to the 
antenna lead-in or feeder. 

Fig. 18—A Piece of No. 12 Gauge Alumi-
num Is Bent in One Piece to Provide a 
Mounting Stand for the Overmodulation 

Indicator 

The indicator is built into a 4" x 12" ,c 14" 
gauge aluminum strip, bent as shown in the 
photograph. The wiring details appear in 
the schematic. The RF choke is of the pie-
wound type and is connected in the circuit 
so as to allow monitoring the modulated 
signal; monitoring CVV signals will show up 
key-clicks in the headphones and the meter 
can be used to show relative radiation. 
The needle on the meter should remain 

stationary at some fixed reading on the 
scale, such as half or two-thirds maximum 
deflection. 

This form of over-modulation indicator 
cannot be used with controlled carrier mod-
ulated transmitters. For such transmitters, 
a 45 or 80-tube, or 879 should be connected 
in such a manner as to indicate negative 
peaks, and the transmitter monitored by a 
selective superheterodyne receiver with crys: 
tal filter, in order to test for voice transi-
tions outside the channel in use. Such an 
indicator acts as a half-wave rectifier with 
its plate connected to the filament center-
tap of the modulated class C stage and its 
filament connected through a 0-5 or 0-10 Ma 

DC meter and a 10,000 ohm resistor to the 
plate RF return circuit of the class C stage 
before it reaches the plate modulator. 
A cathode-ray oscillograph is the best 

indicator for over-modulation. The trape-
zoidal figures readily show distortion and 
modulation capability even more clearly 
than the sine wave figures. The trape-
zoidal figure requires only a simple form 
of oscillograph. 

Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope 

• A sketch of a modern cathode-ray tube is 
shown in Figure 19. The device functions 
as follows: A filament heats a tube called 
a cathode, and negatively charged particles 
of electricity are emitted in all directions. 
These electrons are attracted by a posi-
tively charged plate called an anode. This 
anode has a perforation in its center and a 
stream of electrons shoots out through this 
opening and impinge upon a chemically 
treated surface ( willemite or calcium-tung-
state) called a screen, which is at the 
top end of the tube. Electrons striking this 
surface produce a glow or fluorescence 
which in turn varies with the intensity of 
the element controlling the flow of elec-
trons. A negatively charged cylinder con-
centrates the electrons emitted by the fila-
ment so that practically all pass through 
the small hole in the anode. The percentage 
of electrons passing through the hole in the 
anode depends upon the size of the hole, 
the field between the cathode and the anode, 
the shape of the surrounding electrodes, 
electrical conditions about the anode, and 
other factors dependent upon the tempera-
ture of the anode which are too numerous 
to mention. Possibly the fraction passing 
through the hole can vary from one-ten 
millionth or less to possibly one per cent of 
the electrons. The energy given to the 
electron to pass to the chemically treated 
screen can only be approximated by direct 
experiment; however, the electrons gttin 
their energy from the electrical accelerat-
ing field. 

Sweep Circuits 

• In order that the wave form of phe-
nomena producing a vertical deflection may 
be viewed, a horizontal deflection is applied 
to sweep across the screen at a uniform 
rate. The linear time sweep may traverse 
the screen only once when observing a non-
recurrent wave form, or it may be arranged 
to be returned rapidly to its starting posi-
tion and to repeat the linear time sweep. 
When the frequency of the wave form to 

be observed is a multiple of the repetition 
frequency of the linear time sweep, the 
wave form remains stationary on the screen. 
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The number of cycles of the wave appear-
ing throughout the sweep on the screen 
shows the ratio of the frequency of the 
wave form to the frequency of the linear 
sweep voltage. Thus, a sweep frequency of 
3,000 cycles per second shows four cycles of 
a 12,000 cycle per second wave-form. 

LINEAR SWEEP—CIRCUIT OSCILLATOR DIAGRAM 

WITH CURRENT-LIMITING PENTODE (A-C OPERATED) 

ALTERNATtvE ARRANGEMENT SUBSTITuTING • 
CuRRENT-LImeTING .NDUCTANCE FOR R. AND 
plEpvIOING AUTOMATIC SELECTOR 
OF ...OVER INDuCTANCE FOR EACH 
CONOCNSER SET TING 

R,31000-0.2 RESISTOR TO LmIT 
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Re .ofo-cemue insjr?: JO GIVE °VFW!, 
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r 10000- 0.4 POTENTICHAETER 
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R7:50000-0.. WOMBLE IWSWTOR,wiTROUT EN- PASS CONDENSER, 

rOR rREOL.ENCv CONTROL 
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2.4,4 SMALLER CONDENSERS AND wow CARE CWGLET 
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EE,ENDED TO NIGHER FREQUENCIES 

Fig. 19 

A linear time sweep generator with good 
linearity, short-return sweep time, excel-
lent frequency stability, and adjustable in 
frequency over the complete audio-frequency 
spectrum, is available with the present tubes. 
The type RCA-885 gas-filled triode tube 
was especially designed for this service. 
With suitable circuits, a sweep of 200 volts 
amplitude (or by special arrangements, 400 
volts amplitude) can be obtained. The 
linear time sweep is generated by charging 
a condenser at a constant current rate. The 
constant current characteristic of the plate 
circuit of a pentode amplifier tube is used 
preferably as the constant-current controlling 
device. A diode operated at low filament 
voltage to produce saturation may also be 
substituted for this purpose. Another means 
consists in using only a small portion of the 
initial charging curve of the condenser. 

Scanning or Deflecting the Cathode-
Ray Beam 

• The scanning of cathode rays upon the 
fluorescent screen is done by deflecting the 
beam of electrons vertically and horizontally, 
that is, in a zig-zag fashion until the whole 
surface of the screen has been irradiated. 

SCRtmATiC ARRANGE...ENT OF 
ELECTRODES NA C•TROOE - RAv 
EuRE or 'NI ELECTROmAGNET.C -DE, ECTON TYPE 

ATJ 
Fig. 20 

The deflecting action may be accomplished 
by either electro-static or electro-magnetic 
fields. The fields must be at right angles to 
each other and must intersect at the tube 
axis. In practice, one field is controlled by 
the current or voltage under observation; 
the other is controlled by an alternating volt-
age to give a desired timing control. The 
field serves to spread the rays or tracing 
over the fluorescent screen. Whatever meth-
od is employed for deflecting the electronic 
beam, it need only be remembered that the 
rays are attracted or repelled by the charges 
in the electric field. 

Notes 

• An oscilloscope is easily affected by stray 
AC fields due to power transformers or 
filter chokes not being electro-magnetically 
shielded. This condition shows up as a 
curvature or ellipse of the straight line on 
the screen when an AC voltage is impressed 
on one set of the plates. Stray RF fields 
from a relatively high-powered buffer stage 
will sometimes prevent a thin line from ap-
pearing on the screen when preparations are 
being made to test a final amplifier stage. 
The best method is to amply shield the 
transmitter, although in some cases shielded 
leads and a separate ground connection will 
solve the problem. 

Radiotelephone Transmitter Circuit 
Connection to Cathode-Ray 

Oscilloscope 

• The diagrams show how to measure the 
modulated RF wave of a radiotelephone 
transmitter with the aid of an Oscilloscope. 
Xhis connection does not measure the audio-
frequency characteristic of the speech ampli-
fier and modulator. 
The RF coupling and audio output volt-

age to the Oscilloscope are adjusted to give 
the desired size of figure on the cathode-ray 
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Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope 
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TO 
CLASS 

STAGE 

Fig. 21—Audio-Frequency Pick-up from 
Modulator for Connection to One Set of 

Oscilloscope Plates 

9 -3 TwiSTED PAM 

.G...... TO SIGNAL TERMINALS OR 
OSCILLOGRAPN 

PiCs-uP COIL 

TO ANTENNA 

Fig. 22— R-F Pick-up for Connection to 
Plates of Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope 

tube. The circuit connection here shown 
will provide trapezoidal figures for testing 
or monitoring the percentage of modulation. 

Applications of Cathode-Ray Tubes 

• Fundamentally, the cathode-ray tube may 
be regarded as an electron pointer or the 
movement of an uncalibrated electrical indi-
cating device. The calibrating scales and 
circuit are provided by the user to suit the 
conditions under which measurements or in-
dications are being made. Only a few prac-
tical applications are given here, others of 
more wider scope are found in treatises 
solely devoted to this phase of the subject. 
One of the simplest uses of the cathode-

ray tube is in the measurement of voltage. 
This is most conveniently done with the 
electro-static deflection type of tube. The 
displacement of the spot on the screen is 
directly proportional to the applied voltage. 
When a DC voltage is applied, the polarity 
as well as the magnitude is indicated by the 
displacement of the spot. When an alter-
nating voltage is applied, the spot sweeps 
back and forth with an amplitude propor-
tional to the peak-to-peak value of the ap-
plied voltage. For example, a 10-volt r.m.s. 
sine wave produces a sweep with an ampli-
tude equal to 28-volts. At frequencies above 
8 cycles per second, the sweep of the spot 
appears as a line, due to the persistence of 
vision. There is no error due to frequency 
until extremely high-frequencies are reached. 
Overvoltage on the deflecting plates, which is 
not excessive merely sweeps the spot off the 
screen. Thus, the cathode-ray tube, being 
rugged, having a high-impedance, and being 

independent of frequency, is useful as a peak 
voltmeter. 

Since the electron beam can respond to 
several deflecting fields simultaneously or in 
rapid succession, the cathode-ray tube can 
be admirably applied to time or frequency 
comparisons. The feature of being able to 
combine in the cathode-ray tube the effects 
of two or even more factors makes it pos-
sible to obtain graphical results directly on 
the screen. 

Application Notes 

• The high voltage anode of the cathode-
ray tube requires 1000 volts DC for proper 
operation. Also DC voltages are required 
for the amplifier. The RCA-879 tube ( rec-
tifier) is used in a half-wave rectifying cir-
cuit for providing the necessary anode volt-
ages for the RCA-906. The 80-type tube, 
connected in a full-wave rectifying circuit is 
used for both rectifiers, individual filter cir-
cuits are provided. The transformer is over-
size to prevent stray magnetic leakage that 
would otherwise affect the operation of the 
cathode-ray tube. 

Percentage e - b . E 
modulation o-7 -6.-e ..e t. 

R.F. carrier 
0 
Partial 

No modulation modulation 
100 per cent 
modulation 

No distortion 

120 per cent Regeneration Insufficient R.E 
modulation class c stage grid input 

Distortion neg. peaks 

Poor piorle supply Highly Regeneration MRS 
re9ula+ion regenerative Over modulabon 

Fig. 23—Oscilloscope Chart, Showing 
Typical Trapezoidal Readings of a Phone 
Transmitter when Sweep Circuit Is Not 

Used 

In application involving extremely accu-
rate measurements, the current to anode (2) 
should be reduced to the minimum value 
consistent with the desired brilliance of pat-
tern. Where brightness is an important con-
sideration, it may be obtained by increasing 
the voltage applied to anode (2) up to the 
maximum value. This practice, however, is 
not always desirable since the greater ac-
celeration of the electrons in the beam causes 
reduced deflection sensitivity. 

It should be noted that the beam produc-
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FIG. 1—Phase relation 
between two AC 
voltages in an audio 
amplifier system. 

FIG. 3a-400 cycle 
audio waveform. 

FIG. 3b—Grid Modula-
tion— idéal condition. 

FIG. 3c—Grid Modula-
tion— over modu-
lated. 

FIG. 3d—Grid Modula-
tion—with too much 
RF grid excitation. 

FIG. 3e—Grid Modula-
tion—partially modu-
lated. 

FIG. 3f—Grid Modulation— 
To much positive grid cur-
rent. 

135 . OR 225 . RO . OR 2/0. 45 . 0R 315. 0. 

3.• 38 

FIG. 3g—Grid Modulation-
100% modulation. 

FIG. 3h—Grid Modulation— 
Final tank circuit detuned 
from resonance. 

FIG. 4a—Grid Modulation— 
Same adjustment as FIG. 
3g. 

FIG. 4b—Grid Modulation— 
Typical adjustment, heavily 
modulated with excessive 
RF excitation and output. 

FIG. 4c—Grid Modulation— 
Same as 4b with no grid 
current when unmodulated. 

FIG. 4d—Grid Modulation— 
RF excitation very low and 
over-modulated. 

FIG. 4e—Grid Modulation— 
about 50% modulated. 

FIG. 41—Grid Modulation—Zero per cent 
modulation. 

, IB 

3; 

FIG. 24—Oscilloscopic Patterns for 

o 
34 

00 

QQ 
o 

FIG. 4g—Grid Modulation—Same as FIG. 
3h plate tank detuned. 

Grid-Modulated Phone Transmitter. 

ing a spot of high intensity will burn the 
fluorescent screen if it is allowed to remain 
stationary even for a short interval. Such 
operation may cause excessive heating of the 
glass with resultant puncture. To prevent 
this possibility, it is recommended that the 
beam be kept in motion. It is well to apply 
controlling voltage to the deflecting system 
before permitting the electron stream to flow. 
Stopping of the electron beam may be ac-
complished by removing the voltage on anode 
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(2) or by increasing the bias on the control 
electrode to cut-off. 

Users of cathode-ray tubes are cautioned 
to strictly observe the technical information 
printed on bulletins packed in the tube car-
tons. Emphasis must also be stressed on 
the fact that extremely high voltages are 
applied to the tube and every precaution 
must be observed to keep from coming in 
contact with these potentials—fatalities can 
occur. 



Oscilloscopic Patterns 

5 C 

•C 

6F 

FIG. 6f—Plate Modulation—Maximum mod-
ulation with too heavy antenna load. 

FIG. fig—Plate Modulation—With insuffi-
cient grid RF excitation. 

FIG. 7a—CW carrier with one section filter 
on final stage and saturated choke. 

5 

6 

7 D 

FIG. 5a—Plate Modula-
tion—Carrier only. 

FIG. 5b—Plate Modula-
tion—Partially modu-
lated. 

FIG 5c—Plate Modula-
tion-100%. 

FIG. 5d—Plate Modula-
tion — Over modu-
lated. 

FIG. Sa— Plate Modu-
lation—IOU/0. 

FIG. 6b—Plate Modu-
lation — Best adjust-
ment obtainable with 
insufficient Class B 
audio by-pass con-
denser ( only 2 mfd). 

FIG. 6c—Plate Modula-
tion — Over mod-
ulated before reach-
ing normal 100%, 
condition. 

FIG. 6d—Plate Modula-
tion—Same as 6c at 
point of best modula-
tion obtainable. Re-
generation, lack of 
RF shielding, Class 
B trouble and too 
heavy antenna load-
ing. 

FIG. 6e—Plate Modula-
tion—Maximum mod-
ulation with Class B 
greatly mismatched 
to Class C load. 

FIG. 7b—CW carrier with one section 
using larger choke. 

FIG. 7c—CW carrier with two section filter. 
both filter chokes too small. 

FIG. 7d—CW carrier 2 section filter with 
large chokes. 

Fig. 25 

Oscilloscopic Patterns for Plate-Modulated Phone Transmitter 

Oscilloscopic Studies of Grid and 
Plate Modulation 

• Interesting comparisons between grid and 
plate modulation can be revealed through 
the medium of the cathode-ray oscilloscope. 
The tracings accompanying these paragraphs 
portray the conditions under which the 
average phone transmitter operates. 

In general, both grid and plate modulation 
systems can be made ta produce nearly 100 

per cent distortionless modulated output. 
The difficulties encountered are about equal; 
for the average amateur station, grid modu-
lation is more easily adjusted for 20-meter 
operation, and plate modulation is easier 
adjusted on 80 and 160 meters, due to ex-
citation problems. A correctly adjusted plate 
modulated phone presents a number of prob-
lems, the magnitude of which can be verified 
by listening-in to several radio-telephonic 
transmissions. 
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Notes For Test Records and Data 
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Chapter 18 
POWER SUPPLIES 

• A source of high voltage direct current 
must be applied to the pate electrode of a 
vacuum tube in order that the tube may 
properly function. The power is usually 
obtained from the AC mains. It is then 
transformed, rectified and filtered to pro-
duce a uni-directional current. 

All vacuum tubes are rectifiers in prin-
ciple and can be used for converting alter-
nating currents into direct currents. In 
general, there are two types of rectifiers 
known as the half-wave and full-wave types. 
In a half-wave rectifier, the tube passes one-
half of the wave of each alternation and 
blocks the other half; thus current flows for 
half the time and drops to zero the other 
half of the time. This causes a very un-
even voltage output, because it varies from 
zero to maximum 60 times per second. Half-
wave rectifiers produce a pulsating uni-
directional current having a large undulatory 
DC characteristic. 
To minimize the pulsations, and to make 

the current flow in a more continuous man-
ner, a full-wave rectifier is used. This type 
of rectifier consists of two tubes, each con-
nected to one end of the secondary of a 
transformer with a grounded center-tap 
connection. When one end of the trans-
former winding is going through the most 
positive part of the cycle, with respect to 
the center-tap, the other end of the trans-
former is most negative. Therefore, when 
one tube is conducting, the other is inoper-
ative ( plate negative with respect to the 
cathode); one-half cycle later, the other 
tube conducts and the first is non-conduct-
ing, such is the process of full-wave recti-
fication. The output voltages from the 
tubes are connected together through a com-
mon rectifier tube filament circuit, and thus 
the tubes alternately supply current to the 
output circuit which is connected between the 
filament winding of the tubes, and the cen-
ter-tap of the high voltage transformer. 
The rectifier filaments are always positive 
in polarity. 

Full-wave rectifiers deliver a direct cur-
rent pulsation 120 times ner second instead 
of one pulsation for each cycle, therefore, 
the variation in output voltage is less. How-
ever, the pure direct current required for 
the amplifier tube is not yet available, so 
that some form of a low-pass filter must be 
placed between the rectifier and load. 
A low-pass filter is a device which selects 

and passes certain types of electric currents 
and rejects and hy-passes other unwanted 
types. It should be remembered that a pul-
sating DC voltage might he considered as 
that of a pure DC voltage which has a some-
what smaller alternating voltage superim-
pressed on it. In other words, the combina-

tion of the two voltages is, in every respect, 
exactly similar to the pulsating DC voltage 
output of the rectifier. 

All filters and filter operations are de-
signed to select and reject alternating cur-
rents. The characteristic of the alternating 
current which enables the filter to function 
in the aforesaid manner is its frequency. A 
low-pass filter offers little impedance to the 
passage of alternating currents of low fre-
quency, but materially impedes the flow of 
such currents of high frequency. DC can 
also be considered as AC of zero frequency, 
thus passes straight on through a low-pass 
filter to the load with little or no impedance. 
On the other hand, the pulsations, or ripple 
consists of an AC current having a fre-
quency of 120 cycles per second ( twice the 
mains frequency) which the low-pass filter 
prevents from reaching the load where it 
would make its presence known as hum. A 
low-pass filter generally consists of two 
elements; an inductance, or choke coil, 
placed in series with the load, and one or 
more capacities ( filter condensers) shunted 
across the load. An inductance or choke 
coil is a device which resists any change in 
that current that flows through it, and it 
offers a relatively high resistance to the flow 
of a varying current. The more variations 
there are per second, the more resistance 
it offers to the flow. Because it is in series 
with the load, the AC component ( or ripplel 
passes with only the greatest of difficulty. 
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FULL-WAVE RECTIFICATION 

FIG. 1—Showing effects of rectification and 
filtering of an AC current. 

On the other hand, a capacity (or con-
denser) is a device which has exactly the 
opposite action to that of a choke. It offers 
a relatively low impedance path to the flow 
of alternating or pulsating current and yet 
represents a very high or often an infinite 
resistance to the flow of direct current. 

Electricity always follows the path of 
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least resistance. Thus the DC will choose 
to travel through the choke and back to 
ground through the load serving the useful 
function of attracting electrons from the 
filament over to the plate of the amplifier 
tube on its way. The AC component, or 
ripple, on the other hand, faces a high re-
sistance in the choke, but a very easy path 
back to ground, where it seeks to go, through 
the condenser. It also chooses the path of 
lowest resistance, and consequently is by-
passed directly to ground. The choke pre-
vents the AC ripple from reaching the plate 
circuit of the amplifier tube, where it would 
cause undesirable hum. 

CMCMIL 
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FIG. 2—Common types of 

-0 

LOAD 0 

filter circuits. 

o 

The first three circuits, a, b, and c, indi-
cate parallel types of filters, and d, indi-
cates the resonant filter connected across 
the supply line direct from the rectifier. 
On account of the effectiveness of the filter 
it is rather bulky and requires large values 
of inductance and capacity for successful 
operation. The resonant-type choke requires 
much less equipment, yet more accurate 
adjustment. Its application is generally 
limited to high power equipment, or to 
installations where proper equipment is 
available to determine effective filtering effi-
ciency. For simple amateur installations, 
the "brute force" filter in some of its many 
forms will prove to be highly practicable. 
For amateur applications, the ripple 

voltage must not exceed about 1 per cent 
for radio telephone service, in the audio 
and preliminary amplifier stages. With 
crystal-control the power supply to the 
final stage (often isolated) should have no 
more than 5 per cent ripple, and preferably 
much less. The simplest way to determine 
ripple voltage is to measure it with a volt-
meter, and from reliable reports from other 
stations, as to whether or not the "carrier" 
is pure DC. 
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The diagram, Figure 3, shows a simple 
scheme for measuring the ripple voltage with 
the aid of a fixed condenser (about 14 to 
1 mfd.) and a high-resistance copper-oxide 
alternating current voltmeter. To make the 
measurement, connect the apparatus as shown. 
AFTER THE TRANSMITTER IS IN 
OPERATION, insert the voltmeter plug in 
the jack and read the voltage. This will be 
the approximate RMS ripple voltage (ap-

Ce.ORC tmOnt 

FIG. 3—Measuring ac-ripple. 

proximate because it may be altered by the 
wave shape, and condenser capacity to a cer-
tain extent). Before turning off the plate 
current remove the voltmeter from the cir-
cuit. If this precaution is not observed when 
the transmitter is started or stopped, the rush 
of current caused by the condenser charging 
or discharging may burn-out or damage the 
meter. The meter must be connected in the 
circuit in such a way that it is on the low 
potential or negative side of the condenser. 
Contact with the high voltage can cause a 
fatal shock! 

Generally, an input filter system, such as 
shown in Figure 2b, is advisable, especially 
with mercury-vapor tubes. The choke ab-
sorbs energy, similar to a fly-wheel. Due to 
the high inductance it resists any change in 
the current flowing through it. The choke 
coil selected should be large enough to carry 
the maximum direct current load without 
heating, and without losing too much induct-
ance. Any coil wound on an iron or steel 
core has a certain amount of inductance, de-
termined by the size of the core and the size 
and number of turns of wire wound on the 
core. The direct current which is impressed 
on it magnetizes the core, and this reduces 
the value of inductance. It is quite possible 
to raise the direct current up to magnetic sat-
uration, in which case the core will cease to 
exist magnetically, and the effect will be 
that of a pure resistance. Closed magnetic 
circuits of steel or iron will saturate quite 
easily. All cores on properly designed 
chokes are fitted with a break in the mag-
netic circuit. Usually this is in the form of 
a piece of fibre, bakelite, or other material 
which is inserted between the ends of the 
laminations; any method of breaking the 
magnetic continuity will suffice. This gap is 
commonly called an "air-gap," but for me-
chanical reasons it is better to use a non-
magnetic substance, instead of air as the 
spacing. Magnetic saturation can be avoided 
in chokes by liberal design, and by the use 



Power Supply Filters 

of plenty of copper and iron. Iron core ma-
terial is often cheaper and easier to obtain 
than the employment of a large number of 
turns of wire; therefore, chokes should be 
designed with large cores, the dimensions of 
which should be kept within certain limits 
for practicability. 
Choke coils are easily built as they con-

tain only a single winding. Care, however, 
must be exercised in insulating the windings 
from the core as the winding must often 
stand the full plate voltage, plus the "peak," 
or 1.41 times the output voltage which is 
delivered from the rectifier system. 

Ti 
Standard full-wave rectifier using 5Z3 tube. 
This tube handles more current than the 80. 

The other portion of the "filter" is the 
capacity, or condenser. The latter consists 
of two types, paper and electrolytic. Paper 
condensers consist of two strips of tinfoil, 
separated by high-voltage waxed-paper, and 
are available in capacities up to about 2 mfd. 
for voltages up to nearly 5000 volts. The 
electrolytic types are available in several 
voltage ranges of about 450 to 600 volts, 
maximum, per section, which is usually about 
8 mfd. capacity. The action of an electrolytic 
condenser is dependent upon the fact when 
pure aluminum is immersed in a solution of 
sodium borate (other solutions are also used) 
a very thin film of oxide is formed on the 
- surface of the metal. This film, which is 
apparently of molecular dimensions, forms the 
dielectric of the condenser. Because the 
capacity of any condenser is inversely propor-
tional to the thickness of the dielectric, and 
directly proportional to the dielectric con-
stant, it will be seen that the very thin film 
of dielectric will give remarkably high ca-
pacities for extremely small areas of alumi-
num. 

Electrolytic condensers have the following 
disadvantages: single units cannot be made 
for operation at more than about 450 volts; 
they draw an appreciable current (a few 
milliamperes), and, after a few years of serv-
ice often break down. On voltages higher 
than 350 to 450 volts, it is necessary to con-
nect several condensers in series, or in series-
parallel to obtain increased capacity. Under 
these conditions it is sometimes necessary to 
connect an equalizing resistor across each 
condenser as shown in Figure 4. 
Some types of paper condensers are im-

pregnated with wax, and some with oil, es-
pecially the higher voltage types. The oil 

type is most desirous, although more expen-
sive than the ordinary wax impregnated 
types. Paper condensers are rated for "flash" 
and "normal operating voltage" test ratings; 
the first refers to a test, usually about twice 
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FIG. 4—Electrolytic condensers connected 
in series plus to minus, with 500,000 ohm, 
1 watt, resistor connected across each con-
denser in order to equalize the leakage 
and to prevent excessive strain on any 

one section of condenser. 

or three times the normal operating voltage 
of the condenser, and is only a manufacturers' 
test rating. The normal operating voltage, 
or working voltage, is the maximum voltage 
the condensers will be required to stand in 
service; this value is often the square root 
of 2, or 1.41 times the direct current voltage. 
For reasons of safety, it is good practice to 
use condensers of at least 1.5 times the nor-
mal working or operating direct current volt-
age as read on the output voltmeter across 
the filter terminals. 

All mercury-vapor tubes are rated by their 
"maximum peak" current and "maximum in-
verse peak voltage." The "maximum peak" 
current rating is a measure of the ability of 

Typical low voltage power supply. 

a tube to stand extemely high transient cur-
rents. This rating is intended to form a 
basis for set design in limiting the abnormal 
currents that occur during short circuit con-
ditions or with certain types of filters. In 
addition to this rating can be included the 
"maximum average plate current," this is 
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based upon tube heating. It is the plate cur-
rent as measured on a DC meter and repre-
sents the highest average current which can 
be continuously carried through the tube. 

High voltage full-wave power supply using 
866 or 866A rectifier tubes. 

The "maximum peak inverse voltage" is 
the highest instantaneous voltage that a tube 
will safely stand in the direction opposite to 
that which it is designed to pass current. In 
other words, it is the safe arc-back limit with 
the tube operating within the specified tem-
perature range. The relations between peak 
inverse voltage, the direct voltage, and the 
r.m.s. value of alternating voltage depend 
largely upon the individual characteristics of 
the rectifier circuit and the power supply. 
The presence of line surges, keying surges, 
or any other transient wave form distortion 
may raise the actual peak voltage to a value 
which is higher than that calculated from the 
sine wave voltages in the transformer. It 
should, therefore, be emphasized that the 
maximum rating of the tube refers to the 
actual inverse voltage and not to the calcu-
lated values. A cathode-ray oscillograph or 
spark gap connected across a tube is useful 
in determining the actual inverse peak volt-
age. In single-phase circuits, the peak in-
verse voltage on a rectifier tube is approxi-
mately 1.4 times the r.m.s. value of the plate 
voltage applied to the tube. In poly-phase 
circuits the peak inverse voltage must be de-
termined vectorially. 

Clarifying some points in the above para-
graph it can be said that the maximum in-
verse peak voltage depends for its value on 
the peculiar qualities of alternating currents, 
where the usual type of thermo-couple, dy-
namometer, or similar common types of 
meters actually give the "square root or mean 
square," or r.m.s. value of the current, or 
voltage in a circuit. This means that or-
dinary meters read the effective current or 
voltage, or that which would cause the same 
heating effect by an equivalent direct current. 
In an AC circuit the maximum peak voltage 
or current is the square root of 2, or 1.4 
times that indicated by the meter reading. 
In other words, in an AC circuit, with say 
100 volts indicated, the actual peak voltage is 

141 volts. In a simple half-wave rectifier 
system, therefore, with 1000 r.m.s. volts 
across the transformer secondary, there will 
be 1,410 volts peak voltage, and a single half-
wave rectifier tube would have this voltage 
impressed on it, either positively when the 
current flows, or "inverse" when the current 
does not flow. The inverse peak may be 
twice this value if condenser input filter is 
used in a half-wave rectifier. With a full-
wave system with a center-tap transformer, 
the voltage across the entire secondary will 
be twice that of a similar half-wave system, 
or 2,000 volts, applying the above example. 
The maximum peak inverse voltage across 
each tube when not conducting ( negative half 
of the cycle) will be 2,000 x 1.41, or 2,820 
volts. Obviously, care must be taken in the 
choice of rectifier tubes and associated equip-
ment, because it is the peak voltage which 
breaks down the insulation and causes failure. 

In the rectifier output circuit the two half-
waves combine to form pulsating direct cur-
rent, and the peaks of this current are also 
1.41 times the indicated, or average value. 
This means that all units, such as condensers, 
etc., must be arranged to withstand this volt-
age. 

Power supply for c-w operation. Low ca-
pacity filter condensers are used. 

The voltage regulation of a rectifier and 
filter system must be given careful attention 
in the design of a power supply. It depends 
on the selection of a power transformer of 
substantial size and a reasonable overload 
capacity; the secondary should be of low 
resistance, and the transformer so designed 
that the voltage will not drop appreciably 
when the secondary load is increased. The 
selection of the proper chokes, of low re-
sistance and high inductance and of low 
saturation, all contribute to the maintenance 
of good regulation in the power supply unit. 
The use of the so-called "swinging choke" 
which changes its inductance with variation 
in load, is also a help in this direction. 
A heavy-duty resistor should be connected 

across the filter output so as to draw an ap-
preciable load. This "bleeder" resistor 
should normally draw about 10 per cent of 
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the full-load current. The resistor places 
a load on the system so that a chance open-
circuit will not allow the condensers to build 
up to the full 1.4 times the normal voltage 
which, obviously, would place a strain on 
the entire system. A bleeder resistor must 
be wire-wound, preferably of the 50 or 
higher-watt dissipating variety. This resistor 
also helps keep the voltage constant, and to 
prevent "chirpy" signals when keying a CW 
or telegraph transmitter. 

Technical Note 

• Bleeder resistors must be mounted so as 
to allow free circulation of air, and placed 
as far away as possible from transformers, 
condensers, and other equipment, or the lat-
ter may be damaged from the heat radiated. 
Ohmic values are given in the table below 
for bleeder resistors satisfactory for most any 
amateur transmitter power supply. 

Output No. of Units Resistance Current 
Voltage in Series Ohms Ma 

500 1 25,000 20 
1000 2 50,000 20 
1500 3 75,000 20 
2000 4 100,000 20 
2500 5 125,000 20 
3000 6 150,000 20 

When "Cl" is connected in the circuit, the 
filter is termed "Condenser Input." If "Cl" 
is omitted, the filter is called "Choke Input." 

A further method of obtaining good volt-
age regulation is to use choke input to the 
filter. This is essential for all types of cir-
cuits having mercury-vapor tubes. If a con-
denser is connected directly across the out-
put of a mercury-vapor rectifier system ( ex-
cept in some form of voltage doublers where 
a condenser is necessary) the condenser will 
draw nearly the peak 1.4 times the normal 
current from the rectifier at all times, and 
will also change the output voltage consider-
ably; thus regulation will be poorer. Except 
in small units, vacuum type rectifiers with 
choke input to filters is strongly recommend-
ed, both for increased tube and condenser life, 
and for better regulation. A fuse placed in the 
power supply system may save a tube, con-
denser, or other piece of equipment, which 
costs many times the value of the fuse. It 

is desirable to mount the chokes in a posi-
tion of minimum inductive field of the power 
transformer. 

Bridge rectifier suitable for 1000 volt sup-
ply. RI are equalizing resistors, 100 ohms 

each, 10w. 

Plate Supply Circuits and Ratings 

• Inasmuch as practically all amateur trans-
mitter plate supplies use mercury-vapor rec-
tifier tubes, the data compiled herein concern 
this type of tube only. Tubes of this type 
are rated on the basis of peak inverse volt-
age, and peak plate current. 

Condenser Input 

• Where a filter circuit is used having con-
denser input, the peak plate current per tube 
in a full-wave circuit may rise to values as 

FIG. 2 

C— e.tou iccc  — cot on océc,ct 

FIG. 3 

D—.10“ arc  — cc, teoct• 

De-435 V 
IDc-100 MA 
EAc-1100 V 
IAC-71 MA 
Inu-.6 MA 

EDc-675 V 
he-100 MA 
EAc-1100 V 
IAc-103 MA 
11111-.9 MA 

Enc-860 V 
Iec-100 MA 
Eitc-1100 V 
IAc-96 MA 
IPRI-1.1 A 

Elc-1200 V 
Toc-100 MA 
E:Ac-1100 V 
TAC-148 MA 
IpRT-1.65 A 

FIG. 4 

Typical voltage and current readings in 
various types of power supplies. 
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great as four times the DC load current 
depending on the value of input capacitance. 
This naturally results in poor tube economy. 
In the case of 866 tubes, for example, the 
peak plate current of .6 ampere might be 
reached when the DC output obtained is only 
.15 ampere. A second factor which limits the 
application of condenser input filters for ama-
teur work is the poor regulation obtained in 
such circuits. 

Choke Input 

• With a filter circuit having a choke input, 
the peak plate current per tube in a full-
wave circuit will generally be about 50 per 
cent greater than the DC. With a saturated 
reactor this peak current will be increased 
as the load current is increased to as high 
as VA times the DC. 
With the knowledge of the peak inverse 

voltage, and the peak plate current of the 
rectifier tubes, it is apparent that the proper 
tube or tubes and associated components can 
be readily determined for any plate supply 
output. These values for given tubes are 
enumerated below: 

Peak Inv. Peak Plate 
Tube Type Volts Current ( amp.) 

82 1,400 .40 
83 1,400 .80 
66 7,500 .6 
66A 10,000 .6 
72 7,500 2.5 
72A 10,000 2.5 

869 20,000 5.0 

Standard Rectifier Circuits 

• Figures 1 to 6 on the facing page illus-
trate typical rectifier circuits applicable to 
amateur use. The single-phase half-wave 
circuit of Figure 1 is not very popular due 
to the fact that the ripple is of greater mag-
nitude and being of lower frequency than 
other systems is more difficult to filter. With 
choke input, the DC voltage will be approxi-
mately .45 that of the r.m.s. voltage E. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the full-wave single-phase 

circuit which every amateur is familiar with. 
Figure 3 is identical in nature with Figure 2, 
except that four tubes (more if desired) are 
used to obtain higher current output. The 
resistors shown in the plate circuits of these 
tubes are very essential, otherwise one tube 
will generally take most of the load with 
the natural result that the tube life is greatly 
decreased; a drop of about six volts across 
these resistors will insure stability. Figure 
4 shows a bridge circuit with four tubes, its 
advantage is that high DC voltages can be 
secured without expensive ( high peak inverse 
voltage) tubes and with low voltage trans-
formers. For full-wave rectification the DC 
voltage can be increased by using the entire 
secondary output of the plate transformer, 
in fact, the voltage will be exactly doubled; 
of course, this halves the current output due 
to the transformer current carrying limita-
tions. Figures 5 and 6 are similar to that 
of Figure 2, except that they apply to three-
phase circuits. In the circuit of Figure 5, 
each tube carries current for one-third cycle. 
The circuit of Figure 6 is very commonly 
employed in high power transmitters where 
three-phase power is available due to the 
high DC output voltage attained. This cir-
cuit has the added advantage that the ripple 
frequency is high, being six times the supply 
frequency, allowing simple filtering. 
Analyzing these rectifier circuits have 

given the values indicated above as the maxi-
mum operating and output values for any of 
the tubes described. 
As an example in applying these figures 

to the 866 tube, it is found that in a full-
wave circuit ( Figure 2), the maximum 
transformer voltage E, each side of the 
center-tap is .35 x 7500, or 2650 volts. This 
gives a DC voltage at the input to the 
filter of 2650 X .9, or 2400 volts. The maxi-
mum DC output is .66 times the peak plate 
current of .6 ampere, or 400 MA. Hence, 
voltages and currents lower than these values 
can be used. With a saturated input reactor, 
the allowable DC is reduced. However, as 
these saturated reactors are normally used 
in conjunction with a class B amplifier load, 
the high DC and peak plate currents are 
normally of short duration, reducing the tube 
life by an amount which is not excessive. 

Figure No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Transformer Volts 

.7 x Inv. Pk. Vtg. 

.35 x Inv. Pk. Vtg. 

.35 x Inv. Pk. Vtg. 

.7 x Inv. Pk. Vtg. 

.43 x Inv. Pk. Vtg. 

.43 x Inv. Pk. Vtg. 

DC Output Volts at 
Input to Filter 

.45 x E 
.9 x E 
.9 x E 
.9 x E 
1.12 xE 
2.25 xE 

DC Output Current 
in Amperes 

1.33 x Pk. Plate 
.66 x Pk. Plate 

1.32 x Pk. Plate 
.66 x Pk. Plate 
.83 x Pk. Plate 

1.0 x Pk. Plate 
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FIG. 2 

rut__ WAVE PARALLEL TUBES 

FIG 3 

ORIOn CIRCUIT 

FIG 4 

TYPICAL PLATE SUPPLY 

LOAD 

FIG. 7 

HALF WAVE THREE PHASE 

FIG. 5 

SIMPLIFIED FORM FIG 7 

FIG. 8 

rut, WAVE YORE L PHASE 

FIG 6 

FIG. 9 

I - 
LOAD 

2C MULTI- ARC 

Circuit diagram showing Multi-Arc starting. 
keep-alive circuit and filter supply. The 
Mercury Arc is capable of rectifying ex-
tremely high voltages and currents. Its 
normal operating life is long; its cost is 

not excessive. 

on. ASO —ado— 0 SO —.I 

Bridge rectifier using inexpensive parts. 
Output 1150 volts at 250 MA. Ordinary 
8 mfd. 450 working-volt electrolytic con-
densers are connected in series, as shown. 

C- e143 rogi rout R.'R(E PlH• L A vSEC, ay • Lran..aga 
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Predetermining DC Voltage 

• An examination of Figure 7 will show 
that it can be reduced to the more simpler 
form of Figure 8. Here, the ratio of trans-
formation is such that E volts are induced 
in the transformer secondary. From the the-
oretical DC output which is .9 X E, and 
subtracting all the voltage drops, which in-
clude the drop across Rt (the transformer 
resistance), across Lt (the transformer leak-
age inductance, across V (the tube drop), 
across RL1 and RL2 (the choke resistances) 
it will be found that the output voltage can 
be accurately estimated. If the transformer 
regulation is known, a value of E can be 
obtained which already incorporates the 
transformer losses. The DC output is then 
(.9 X E) minus 15 ( the normal voltage drop) 
across a mercury-vapor tube, minus Lie x 
(RL1 plus RL2). This gives a definite 
means of predetermining the DC output 
voltage from a rectifier using a choke input 
filter. 

Notes on Operating Mercury-Vapor 

Rectifier Tubes 

• In respect to the operation of the tube it 
is considered good practice to allow the fila-
ment of the tube to come up to full tempera-
ture before the plate voltage is applied. 
Otherwise, the active material may be 
knocked off the filament. The precaution 
given is merely this: that the space charges 
around the cathode reduce the fall of poten-
tial at the surface of the cathode so that the 
positive ions which are drawn to the hot 
cathode or filament do not have energy 
enough when they strike the filament to 
knock off the active material. It is the 
positive kips of mercury accelerated in the 
high field around the filament when there is 
a large space charge that is attracted to the 
negative filament and injure its surface. 
Every precaution should be taken to keep 

the mercury tube out of intense radio-fre-
quency fields, because radio-frequency oscil-
lations introduce potentials into the gaps be-
tween the cathode and the anode of the tube 
which, superimposed upon conditions already 
existing, leads to ionization and changes of 
current when they are not wanted. If the 
mercury tube is operating critically, it takes 
little to produce the, necessary ionization 
which is needed for its operation. This 
added potential introduced by means of RF 
currents playing between the electrodes is 
sufficient to start ionization that is not de-
sired. The tube should likewise be kept out 
of magnetic fields as such fields have the 
effect of changing the energies of the elec-
trons in the atoms of mercury-vapor by dis-
torting their hypothetical orbits and making 
certain direction of motion easier than others. 
Much difficulty in filtering the output of the 
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rectifier may be eliminated by isolating the 
power supply from the transmitter and shunt-
ing the power supply with a fairly high 
mica condenser preceded by an adequate RF 
choke. A condenser of .002 mfd. may be 
used advantageously for 40 meter operation. 

Power Supply Components 

• The design of a good power supply is as 
equally important as the design of the trans-
mitter or receiver; too much emphasis can-
not be placed upon the proper selection of 
the various electrical components going into 
the power supply assembly. The design 
specifications and other complementary fea-
tures are outlined in the subsequent para-
graphs. 

Transformer Design 

• A common problem in radio and allied 
work is to determine how a transformer can 
be built to supply certain power requirements 
for a particular application, or how to cal-
culate the windings needed to fit a certain 
transformer core whicl) is already on hand. 
These problems can be solved by a small 
amount of calculation. 
The most important factor in determining 

the size of any transformer is the amount 
of core. material available. The electrical 
rating, as well as the physical size, is de-
termined almost entirely by the size of the 
core. The core material is also important, 
but the present practice is to use high-grade 
silicon- steel sheet. It will be assumed that 
this type of material is to be employed in 
all contruction herein described. Soft sheet-
iron, or stovepipe iron is sometimes substi-
tuted, but transformers made from such ma-
terials will have about 50 to 60 per cent of 
the power rating, pound for pound of core, 
as those made from silicon-steel. The core 
size determines the performance of a trans-
former because the entire energy circulating 
in the transformer ( except small amounts of 
energy dissipated in resistance losses in the 
primary) must be transformed from electrical 
energy in the primary winding to magnetic 
energy in the core, and reconverted into 
electrical energy in the secondary. The 
amount of core material determines quite 
definitely the power that any transformer 
will handle. 
Transformer cores are often designed so 

that if the losses per cubic inch of core ma-
terial are determined, these losses can be 
used as a basis for calculating the rating of 
the transformer. These losses exist in watts, 
and are divided between the eddy current loss 
and the hysteresis loss. The eddy current 
loss is the loss due to the lines of force mov-
ing across the core, just as if it were a con-
ductor, and setting up currents in it. Induced 
currents of this type are very undesirable 
and they are merely wasted in heating the 
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core, which then tends to heat the windings, 
increase the resistance of the coils and re-
duce the overall power handling ability of 
the transformer. To reduce such losses, 
transformer cores are made of thin sheets, 
usually about No. 29 gauge. These sheets 
are insulated from each other by a coat of 
thin varnish, shellac, or japan, or by the iron-
oxide scale which forms on the sheets during 
the manufacturing process, and which forms 
a good insulator between sheets. 

"Hysteresis" means "to lag," and hysteresis 
in an iron-core means that the magnetic flux 
in the core lags behind the magnetizing force 
that produces it, which is, of course, the 
primary supply. Because all transformers 
operate on alternating current, the core is 
subjected to continuous magnetizing and 
demagnetizing force, due to the alternating 
effect of the AC field. This force heats the 
iron, due to molecular friction caused by 
the iron molecules reorienting themselves as 
the direction of the magnetizing flux changes. 
The higher the field strength, the greater the 
heat produced. A condition can be reached 
where a further increase in magnetizing flux 
does not produce a corresponding increase 
in the flux density. This is called "satura-
tion" and is a condition which would cause 
considerable heat in a core. In practice, it 
has been found that all core material must 
be operated with the magnetic flux well be-
low the limit of saturation. 
Core losses manifest themselves as heat 

and these losses are the determining factor 
in transformer rating. They are spoken of 
as "total core loss," generally used as a sin-
gle figure, and for common use a core loss 
of from .75-watts to 2.5-watts per pound of 
core material can be assumed for 60 cycles. 
The lower figure is for the better grades of 
thin sheet, while the higher loss is for heav-
ier grades. About 1-watt per pound is a 
very satisfactory rating for common grades 
of material. This rating is also dependent 
on the manner in which the transformer is 
built and mounted, and in the ease with 
which the heat is radiated from the core. 
Transformers with higher losses may be used 
for intermittent service. 
The transformer core loss can be assumed 

to be from 5 to 10 percent of the total rat-
ing for small transformers. Thus, if the 
core loss is known, the rating of the trans-
former can be easily determined. If the fig-
ure of 1-watt per pound is assumed, the 
problem is further simplified. To determine 
the rating of the transformer, weigh the 
core. If, for example, the core weighs 10 
pounds, the transformer will handle from 
100 to 200-watts. Such a transformer core 
can be assumed to have about 150-watts 
nominal rating. If the weighing of the core 
is inconvenient, the weight can be calculated 
from the cubic contents, or volume. Sheet-
steel core laminae weigh approximately one-
fourth pound per cubic inch. 

Transformer cores are generally made of 
two types, shell and core. The shell-type 
has a center leg which accommodates the 
windings, and this is twice the cross-sec-
tional areas of the side legs. The core-type 
is made from strips built-up into a hollow 
like affair of uniform cross section. For the 
shell-type core, the area is taken as the 
square section of the center leg, in this case 
24 in. x 4,4 in. and in the core-type, this 
area is taken as the section of 1 leg, and is 
also 2Vi in. x 4V2 in.,or an actual core area 
in both cases of 10.1 square inches, which 
is large enough for a comparatively large 
transformer. 
To determine the number of turns for a 

given voltage, apply the following formula: 

4.44NBAT 
E = 

10, 

Where E equals the volts of the circuit; N, 
the cycles of the circuit; B, the number of 
magnetic lines per square inch of the mag-
netic circuit; A, the number of square inches 
of the magnetic circuit; and T, the number 
of turns. 
The proper value for B, for small trans-

formers, and for ordinary grades of sheet-
iron, such as are now being considered, is 
75,000 for 25 cycles and 50,000 for 50 or 60 
cycles. 

Rewriting the above formula: 

E X 108 
T = 

4.44NBAT 

and since N and B are known 

108 E 
T = X -

4.44 X 60 X 50.000 A 

from which 

E 
T .7-- 7.5 X — 

A 

That is, for a transformer to be used on 
a 60 cycle circuit, the proper number of 
turns for the primary coil is obtained by 
multiplying the line-voltage by 7.5 and di-
viding this product by the number of square 
inches cross-section of the magnetic circuit. 
On a 25 cycle circuit, the 7.5 becomes 12, 

and on 50 cycles it becomes 9. 

Tentative Design 

• Assume a transformer core that is to be 
used on a 115 volt, 60 cycle circuit for sup-
plying power to two rectifier tubes, each of 
which takes 1,000 volts on the plate. The 
rectifier is of the full-wave type. The core 
measures 2,A inches x VA inches; hence, 

7.5 X 115 
T = = 85 ( to the nearest turn). 

2.25 x 4.5 
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Transformer Design 

and the volts per turn equals 
115 
— = 1.353 which is the same for all coils. 
85 

Now, the secondary coil must have two 
windings in series, each to give 1,000 volts, 
and with a middle-tap. The secondary tprns 

2000 
will be — = 1478 with a tap taken out 

1.353 

at the 739th turn. 
Allowing 1,500 cm per ampere, the pri-

mary wire should be No. 12. The size of 
the wire on the plate coils may be No. 22 
or 24 for a 400 to 300 ma. rating. 

SECT/ON A-8 SECT/ON C -0 

4 
- - 

._.SHELL 7YPE 
•  

12):44_ 

TRANSFOPME17 
COPE. 

24 

Types of transfozmer cores. 

D 

To determine the quantity of iron to pile 
up for a core, it is well to consider 1 to 1.5 
volts per turn as a conservative range. For 
trial assume 1.25 volts. Then by transform-
ing the first equation: 

E 
A=7.5 X — or, the area required is 7.5 

times the volts per turn in this case, 7.5 X 
1.25 = 9.38 sq. in. 

The magnetic cross section must be meas-
ured at right angles to the laminations that 
are enclosed by the coil; the center leg when 
the core is built up around the coil; and 
either leg where the core is built up inside 
the coil, that is, between the arrows in the 
sketches shown above. 

It should be kept in mind that there is a 
copper, or resistance loss in all transformers. 
This is caused by the passage of the current 
through the windings, and is commonly 
spoken of as the "IR" loss. It manifests 
itself directly as heat, and varies as the load 
is varied; the heavier the load, the more 
heat is developed. This heat, as well as 
other heat losses, must be removed, or the 
transformer will burn up. Most transform-
ers are so arranged that both the core and 
windings can radiate heat into the surround-
ing air, and thus cool themselves. Large 

transformers are mounted in oil, for cooling, 
and also for the purpose of increasing the 
insulation factors. 

In any transformer, the voltage ratio is 
directly proportional to the turns ratio. 
This means that if the transformer is to 
have 110 volts input, and 250 turns for the 
primary, and if the output is to be 1,100 
volts, 2,500 turns will be needed. This may 
be expressed as: 

Ep Tp 
= 

Es T. 

It is often more convenient to take the 
figure obtained for the primary winding, and 
by dividing by the supply voltage the num-
ber of turns per volt is calculated. This ac-
complished, the number of turns for any 
given voltage can be calculated by simple 
multiplication. 
Radio transformers are generally of small 

size. The matter of power factor can there-
fore be disregarded, more especially because 
they work into an almost-purely resistive 
load. In the design of radio transformers, 
the power factor can be safely assumed as 
unity, in which case the apparent watts ard 
the actual watts are the same. Admittedly 
this is not always a correct assumption, but 
it will suffice for common applications. 
The size of the wire to be used in any 

transformer depends upon the amperage to 
be carried. For a current of 1-ampere as a 
continuous load, at least 1,000 circular mils 
per ampere must be allowed. For trans-
formers which have poor ventilation, or in-
termittent heavy load service, or where price 
is not the first consideration, 1.500 circular 
mils per ampere will suffice. If, for exam-
ple, a transformer is rated at 100-watts pri-
mary load on 110-volts, the current will be 

W 100 
I = — — = 0.90 amperes, 

V 110 

and if the assumption is 1,000 circular mils 
per ampere, it will be found that this will re-
quire 1,000 X .90, or 900 circular mils. The 
wire table on page 14 shows that No. 20 wire 
for 1,200 mils, is entirely satisfactory. If it 
is desired to use 1,500 circular mils, instead 
of 1,000, this will require 1,500 X .90 or 1,350 
mils, which corresponds to approximately 
No. 19 wide. The difference seems to be 
small, yet it is large enough to reduce heat-
ing and to improve overall performance. 
Assume, for tentative design, a 600-volt, 
100MA high-voltage secondary; a 3-ampere 
5-volt secondary: and 2.5-volt 7.5-ampere 
secondary. Simple calculation will show a 
60-watt load on the high-voltage secondary; 
15-watts on the 5-volt winding; and 16-watts 
on the 2.5-volt winding, a total of 91-watts. 
The core and copper loss is 10-watts. The 
wire sizes for the secondaries will be for 
100 mils current, No. 30 wire, 3-amperes at 
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Choke Table for Transmitter Power Supply Units 

Current NI A Wire Size No. Turns Lbs. Wire Approx. Core Air Gap Wt. Coro 
'Area) 

200 No. 27 2000 1.5 1 WO Ye 3/32' 4 lbs.  

250 No. 26 2000 1.75 1 Wx2' 3/32' 5 lbs. 

300 No. 25 2250 

400 No. 24 2250 

500 No. 23 2500 

750 No. 21 3000 

2 2'x2' 5.6" 6 lbs. 

3 

4 

6 

2 :2% 

2;4'x2  

2 Wx3' 

34. 7 ibs. 

10 lbs. 

14 lbs. 

18 lbs. 1000 No. 20 3000 7.6 3'x3' 

NOTES: These are approximately based on high-grade silicon steel cores, with total alrgaps as 
given. Airgaps indicated are total of all gaps. 

The use of standard " E" and " I" laminations is recommended. If strips are used, and if an 
ordinary square core is used, the number of turns should be increased about 25%. Choke coils 
built as per the above table will have an approximate inductance of 10 to 15 henrys. Because con-
siderable differences occur due to winding variations, allowable flux densities of cores, etc., the 
exact inductance cannot be stated; these chokes will, however, give satisfactory service in radio 
transmitter power supply systems. 

The wire used is based on 1000 circular mils per ampere; this will cause some heating on long 
runs, and if the chokes are to be used continuously, as in a radio telephone station in continuous 
service, it is good practice to use the next sire larger choke shown for such loads. 

5-volts, No. 15 wire; No. 11 wire for the 
7.5-ampere secondary. 
For high voltage secondary windings, a 

small percentage should be allowed to over-
come the resistance of the small wire used, 
so that the output voltage will be as high as 
anticipated. The figures given in the table 
include this percentage which is added to 
the theoretical ratio of turns, and conse-
quently the number of turns shown in the 
table can be accepted as the actual number 
of turns to be wound on the core of any 
given transformer. 
Allowance should always be made for the 

insulation and size of the windings. Good 
insulation should be provided between the 
core and the windings, and also between each 
winding and between turns. Numerous ma-
terials are satisfactory for this purpose; 
varnished paper or cloth, called "empire," 
or paper is very satisfactory, although 
costly. Good bond paper will serve well as 
an insulating medium for small transformer 
windings. Insulation between primary and 
secondary and to the core must be excep-
tionally good, as well as the insulation be-
tween windings. Thin mica, or "micanite" 
sheet is very good. Thin fibre, commonly 
called "fish paper" is also a good insulator, 
Bristol Board, or strong, thin cardboard may 
also be used. In all cases, the completed 
coil should be impregnated with insulating 
varnish, and either dried in air or baked in 
an oven. Common varnishes or shellac are 
unsatisfactory on account of the moisture 
content of these materials. Air-drying in-
sulating varnish is practical for all-around 
purposes; baking varnish may be substituted, 
but the fumes given off are inflammable and 
often explosive. Care must be exercised in 
the handling of this type of material. Col-
lodion and banana oil lacquer is positively 
dangerous, and in the event of a short-circuit 
of transformer burn-out, a serious fire may 
result. 

If it is desired to wind a transformer on 
a given core, it is much better to calculate 
the actual space required for the windings, 
then determine whether there is enough 
available space on the core. If this precau-
tion is not observed, the designer may find 
that only about half the turns can actually 
be wound on the core, when the work is 
about three-fourths finished. From 15 to 40 
per cent more space than is actually required 
must be allowed. The winding of transform-
ers by hand is a space consuming process. 
Unless the builder is an experienced coil-
winder, there is every chance that a sizable 
portion of the space will be used-up by in-
sulation, etc., not sufficient space remaining 
for the winding. Calculate the cubical space 
needed for the total number of turns, and 
allow from 15 to 40 per cent additional space 
in the core "window." Thereby much time 
and labor will be saved. 

Filter Chokes 

• A choke is a coil of high inductance. It 
offers an extremely high impedance to alter-
nating current, or to current which is sub-
stantially alternating, such as pulsating DC 
delivered at the output of a rectifier. 
Choke coils are used in power supplies as 

part of the complete filter system in order 
to produce an effectively-pure direct current 
from the pulsating current source, that is, 
from the rectifier. The size of the choke 
must be such that the current flowing 
through it does not cause an appreciable 
voltage drop due to the ohmic resistance of 
the choke; at the same time sufficient in-
ductance must be maintained to provide am-
ple smoothing of the rectified current. 

Smoothing Chokes 

• The function of a smoothing choke is to 
discriminate as much as possible between the 
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AC ripple which is present and the desired 
DC that is to be delivered to the output. Its 
air-gap should be large enough so that the 
inductance of the choke does not vary ma-
terially over the normal range of load cur-
rent drawn from the power supply. 

Swinging Chokes 

• In certain radio circuits the power drawn 
by a vacuum tube amplifier can vary widely. 
Class B audio amplifiers are good examples 
of this type of amplifier. The plate current 
drawn by a class B audio amplifier can vary 
a thousand per cent, or more. It is desirable 
to keep the DC output voltage applied to 
the plate of the amplifier as constant as 
possible, and the voltage should be inde-
pendent of the current drawn from the 
power supply. The output voltage from a 
given power supply is always higher with 
a condenser input filter than with a choke-
type input filter. When the input choke is 
of the swinging variety, it means that the 
inductance of the choke varies widely with 
the load current drawn from the power 
supply. Thus, at low load currents the in-
ductance of the swinging choke is high and 
the filter acts as a choke input filter, with 
a relatively low output voltage. When the 
load current increases, the inductance of 
the swinging choke decreases and the filter 
circuit begins to act more and more like 
a condenser input filter. This causes the 
output voltage to rise somewhat, although 
the rise is usually adjusted so that it just 
offsets the voltage drop caused by the trans-
former and choke resistance, plus the drop 
across the rectified tubes. A swinging 
choke does not have much smoothing effect, 
but, it is valuable in improving the voltage 
regulation of the power supply. The use 
of a swinging choke is desirable in a CW 
transmitter to reduce keying thumps which 
occur when a condenser input is used. 

Design and Construction of Chokes 

• A choke is made up from a silcon-steel 
core which consists of a number of thin 
sheets of steel, similar to a transformer core, 
but wound with only a single winding. The 
size of the core and the number of turns 
of wire, together with the air-gap which 
must be provided to prevent the core from 
saturating, are factors which determine the 
inductance of a choke. The relative sizes of 
the core and coil determine the amount of 
DC which can flow through the choke with-
out reducing the inductance to an undesir-
able low value due to magnetization. 
The same core material which is used in 

ordinary radio power transformers, or from 
those which are burned-out, is satisfactory 
for all general purposes. 

In construction, the choke winding must 

Two types of choke coil construction. The 
air-gap is approximately 1/32 inch. 

CAP 

-E- CORE PIECE 

The air-gap can be filled with non-mag-
netic material, such as brass, bakelite, etc. 

be insulated from the core with a sufficient 
quantity of insulating material so that the 
highest peak voltages which are to be ex-
perienced in service will not rupture the in-
sulation. It is good practice to operate 
chokes with the cores grounded; in addition, 
the choke may be placed in the negative high 
voltage lead, in order to minimize break-
down and to keep the filtering properties at 
high efficiency. If the choke is mounted on 
a breadboard, the core need not be grounded. 
In some cases where extremely objection-
able hum is introduced it may be necessary 
to completely shield and ground the entire 
choke assembly. 

Design of Voltage Dividers 
• The calculation of the correct resistance 
values and the power ratings of voltage 

dividers can be determined by the following 
procedure: 

Determine the voltage to be required at 
each tap and the current to be drawn from 
it. Vacuum tube manuals can be referred 
to for tube data. 
Determine the bleeder current desired. 

This value will depend upon the total cur-
rent drawn by all the tubes plus what the 
power supply can deliver without over-heat-
ing. 

Determine the current flowing in each sec-
tion of the divider. 

Calculate the resistance of each section by 
Ohm's law. 

Determine the power rating from the 
equation: 
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PR 
Watts =  

1,000,000 
(1 = Milliamperes) 

The value I represents the highest current 
any section is required to carry. If the 
divider is to consist of several resistors the 
wattage of each section should be calculated 
separately and the actual current in that 
section used for the calculation. 

Voltage dividers offer a common imped-
ance to several circuits and so may give 
rise to regeneration and degeneration. These 
effects may be eliminated by employing by-
pass condensers and extra filters in indi-
vidual supply leads. ( Hint: to constitute an 
efficient by-pass, the condenser reactance 
must be considerably lower than the circuit 
resistance, generally .1 ratio will suffice.) 

1--
ILTC14 
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Resistor-Capacity Filters 

• Those excellent resistor-capacity filters 
that are featured in custom-built and very 
expensive equipment can be designed from 
very simple formula. In general, these 
filters function to stabilize, reduce hum and 
to prevent common coupling between stages. 
The effectiveness of the properties of an 
RC network is proportional to the ratio of 
the resistance to the reactance of the cir-
cuit; a resistive ratio of 50 to a capacitive 
ratio of 1 is satisfactory for all general pur-
poses. In other words, the resistance in 
the filter must have a value about 50 times 
greater than the reactance of the condenser 
at the lowest frequency to be filtered. 
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show how to con-

nect RC filters. By-pass condensers such as 
those placed across C-bias resistors should 
have such a value that the impedance of 
the C-bias circuit is small in comparison tu 
the ohmage of the resistor. 

FIG. 12 

Winding Turns Per Inch 

Bas 
Cause 
No. 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

• \ 21 
\ 22 

23 
24 
• 25 

D.C.C. Enamel 
B& S 
Catase 
No. 

D.C.C. 

5.44 5.60 
6.08 6.23 
6.80 6.94 
7.64 7.68 
8.51 8.55 
9.58 9.60 
10.62 10.80 
11.88 12.06 
13.10 13.45 14.00 
14.68 14.90 16.00 
16.40 17.20 18.00 
18.10 18.80 21.00 
20.00 21.00 23.00 
21.83 23.60 27.00 
23.91 26.40 29.00 
26.20 29.70 32.00 
28.58 32.00 36.00 
31.12 34.30 40.00 
33.60 37.70 45.00 
36.20 41 .50 50.00 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 

39.90 
42.60 
45.50 
48.00 
51.10 
56.80 
60.20 
64.30 
68.60 
73.00 
78.50 
84.00 
89.10 
95.00 
102.50 
112.00 
124.00 
140.00 
153.00 

45.30 
49.40 
54.00 
58.80 
64.40 
69.00 
75.00 
81.00 
87.60 
94.20 
101.00 
108.00 
115.00 
122.50 
130.00 
153.00 
168.00 
192.00 
210.00 

Enamel 

57.00 
64.00 
71.00 
81.00 
88.00 
104.00 
120.00 
130.00 
140.00 
160.00 
190.00 
195.00 
205.00 
215.00 
230.00 
240.00 
253.00 
265.00 
275.00 

Rules of the Board of Underwriters 
Receiving Stations 

• Owners of insured residences and build-
ings are compelled to comply to the follow-
ing Underwriter's rules: 
a-Outdoor antenna and counterpoise con-

ductor sizes shall not be less than No. 14 
if copper or No. 17 if of bronze or copper-
clad steel. Antenna and counterpoise con-
ductors outside of buildings shall be kept 
well away from all electric light and power 
wires or any circuit of more than 600 volts. 
and from railway, trolley or feeder wires, 
so as to avoid the possibility of contact be-
tween the antenna or counterpoise and such 
wires under accidental conditions. 
b-Antenna and counterpoise where placed 

in proximity to electric light or power wires 
of less than 600 volts, or signal wires, shall 
be constructed and installed in a strong and 
durable manner, and shall be so located and 
provided with suitable clearances as to pre-
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vent accidental contact with such wires by 
sagging or swinging. 
c—Splices and joints in the antenna span 

shall be soldered unless made with approved 
splicing devices. 
d—The preceding paragraphs a, b, and c, 

shall not apply to power circuits used as 
receiving antenna, but the devices used to 
connect the light and power wires to radio 
receiving sets shall be of approved type. 
e—Lead-in conductors, that is, conductors 

from outdoor antennas to protective devices, 
shall be of copper, approved copper-clad 
steel or other metal which will not corrode 
excessively and in no case shall they be 
smaller than No. 14, except that bronze or 
copper-clad steel not less than No. 17 may 
be used. 
f—Lead-in conductors from the antenna to 

the first building attachment shall conform 
to the requirements for antennas similarly 
located. Lead-in conductors from the first 
building attachment to the building entrance 
shall, except as specified in the following 
paragraph, be installed and maintained se 
that they cannot swing closer to open supply 
conductors than the following distances: 

Supply wires 0 to 600 volts 2 feet 
Supply wires exceeding 600 volts. 10 feet 

Where all conductors involved are supported 
so as to secure a permanent separation and 
the supply wires do not exceed 150 volts 
to ground, the clearance may be reduced to 
not less than 4 inches. Lead-in conductors 
on the outside of buildings shall not come 
nearer than the clearances specified above 
to electric light and power wires unless 
separated therefrom by a continuous and 
firmly fixed non-conductor which will main-
tain permanent separation. The non-con-
ductor shall be in addition to any insulating 
covering on the wire. 
g—Each lead-in conductor from an out-

door antenna shall be provided with an 
. approved protective device ( lightning ar-
rester) which will operate at a voltage of 
500 volts or less, properly constructed and 
located either inside the building at some 
point between the entrance and the set which 
is convenient to a ground, or outside the 
building as near as practicable to the point 
of entrance. The protector shall not be 
placed in the immediate vicinity of easily 
ignitable material, or where exposed to 
inflammable gases or dust or flyings of 
combustible materials. 
h—The grounding conductor from the 

protective device may be bare and shall be 
of copper, bronze or approved copper-clad 
steel, and if entirely outdoors shall not be 
smaller than No. 14 if of copper nor smaller 
than No. 17 if of bronze or copper-clad 
steel. If wholly indoors or with not more 
than ten feet outdoors it need not be larger 
than No. 18. The protective grounding con-
ductor shall be run in as straight a line 

as possible from the protective device to 
a good permanent ground. The ground con-
nections shall be made to a cold-water pipe 
where such pipe is available and is in service 
connected to the street mains. An outlet 
pipe from a water tank fed from a street 
main or a well may be used, providing such 
outlet pipe is adequately bonded to the inlet 
pipe connected to the street water main or 
well. If water pipes are not available, 
ground connections may be made to a 
grounded steel frame of a building or to a 
grounding electrode, such as a galvanized 
pipe or rod driven into permanently damp 
earth or to a metal plate or other body of 
metal buried similarly. Gas piping shall 
not be used for the ground. 
i—The protective grounding conductor 

shall be guarded where exposed to mechan-
ical injury. 
An approved ground clamp shall be used 

where the protective grounding conductor 
is connected to pipes or piping. 
j—The protective grounding conductor 

may be run either inside or outside the 
building. The protective grounding conduc-
tor and ground, installed as prescribed in 
the preceding paragraphs h and i may be 
used as the operating ground. 

It is recommended that in this case the 
operating grounding conductor may be con-
nected to the ground terminal of the pro-
tective device. 

If desired, a separate operating grounding 
connection and ground may be used, this 
operating grounding conductor may be either 
bare or provided with an insulated covering. 
k—Wires inside buildings shall be securely 

fastened in a workman-like manner and 
except as provided in paragraph m of this 
section shall not come nearer than two 
inches to any electric light or power wire 
not in conduit unless separated therefrom 
by some continuous and firmly fixed non-
conductor, such as porcelain tubes or 
approved flexible tubing, making a perma-
nent separation. This non-conductor shall 
be in addition to any regular insulating 
covering on the wire. 
1—Storage battery leads shall consist of 

conductors having approved rubber insula-
tion. The circuit from a filament "A," 
storage battery of more than 20 ampere-
hours capacity, NEMA rating, shall be 
properly protected by a fuse or circuit-
breaker rated at not more than 5 amperes. 
The circuit from a plate, "B," storage bat-
tery or power supply shall be properly pro-
tected by a fuse. 

Transmitting Stations 

• The following paragraphs apply to ama-
teur stations only: 
a—Antenna and counterpoise conductors 

outside buildings shall be kept well away 
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from all electric light or power wires or 
any circuit of more than 600 volts, and from 
railway, trolley or feeder wires, so as to 
avoid the possibility of contact between the 
antenna or counterpoise and such wires 
under accidental conditions. Antenna and 
counterpoise conductors when placed in 
proximity to electric light or power wires 
of less than 600 volts, or signal wires, shall 
be constructed and installed in a strong and 
durable manner, and shall be so located and 
provided with suitable clearances as to pre-
vent accidental contact with such wires by 
sagging or swinging. 
b—Antenna conductor sizes shall not be 

less than given in the following table: 

in the form of a grounding switch or suit-
able lightning arrester shall be provided. 
The grounding conductor for such protection 
shall be at least as large as the lead-in 
and in no case smaller than No. 14 copper, 
bronze, or approved copper-clad steel. The 
protective grounding conductor need not 
have an insulating covering or be mounted 
on insulating supports. The protective 
grounding conductor shall be run in as 
straight a line as possible to a good, per-
manent ground suitable for the purpose. 
The protective grounding conductor shall be 
protected where exposed to mechanical in-
jury. 
h—The operating grounding conductor 

Material 

Soft copper  
Medium drawn copper  
Hard drawn copper  
Bronze or copper-clad steel  

Stations to which power 
supplied is less than 100 
watts and where voltage 
of power is less than 

400 volts 

No. 14 
No. 14 
No. 14 
No. 14 

Stations to which power 
supplied is more than 100 
watts or voltage of 
power is more than 400 

volts 

No. 7 
No. 8 
No. 10 
No. 12 

c—Splices and joints in the antenna and 
counterpoise span shall be soldered joints 
unless made with approved splicing devices. 
d—Lead-in conductors shall be of copper, 

bronze, approved copper-clad steel or other 
metal which will not corrode excessively 
and in no case shall be smaller than No. 14. 
e—Antenna and counterpoise conductors 

and wires leading therefrom to ground 
switch, where attached to buildings, shall be 
firmly mounted five inches clear of the sur-
face of the building, on a non-absorptive 
insulating support, such as treated pins or 
brackets, equipped with insulators having 
not less than five inches creepage and air-
gap distance to inflammable or conducting 
material, except that the creepage and air-
gap for continuous wave sets of 1,000 watts 
and less input to the transmitter shall not 
be less than 3 inches. 
f—In passing the antenna or counterpoise 

lead-in into the building, a tube slanting 
upward toward the inside or a bushing of 
non-absorptive insulating material shall be 
used, and shall be so insulated as to have 
a creepage and air-gap distance in the case 
of continuous wave sets of 1,000 watts and 
less input to the transmitter, not less than 
three inches, and in all other cases not less 
than five inches. Fragile insulators shall 
be protected where exposed to mechanical 
injury. A drilled window pane may be 
used in place of a bushing, provided the 
creepage and air-gap distance, as specified 
above, are maintained. 
g—Adequate lightning protection either 
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where used shall be of copper strip not less 
than h inch wide by sis inch thick, or of 
copper, bronze or approved copper-clad 
steel having a periphery, or girth, of at least 
34 inch, such as No. 2 wire, and shall be 
firmly secured in place throughout its 
length. 
i—The operating grounding conductor 

shall be bonded to a good, permanent 
ground. Preference shall be given to water 
piping. Other permissible grounds are 
grounded steel frames of buildings or other 
grounded metal work in the building, and 
artificial grounding devices such as driven 
pipes, rods, plates, cones, etc. Gas piping 
shall not be used for the ground. 
j—The transmitter shall be enclosed in a 

metal frame, or grill, or separated from 
operating space by a barrier or other equiva-
lent means, all metallic parts of which are 
effectually connected to ground. 

k—All external metallic handles and con-
trols accessible to the operating personnel 
shall be effectually grounded. 
No circuit in excess of 150 volts should 

have any parts exposed to direct contact. 
A complete dead-front type of switchboard 
is preferred. 

I—All access doors shall be provided with 
interlocks which will disconnect all voltages 
in excess of 750 volts when any access door 
is opened. 

m—Under the conditions noted in para-
graphs 1 and 2. below, wiring may be 
grouped in the same conduit armored cable, 
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electrical metallic tubing, metal raceway, 
pull-box, junction box or cabinet. 

1. Power-supply wires are introduced 
solely for supplying power to the equipment 
to which the other wires are connected. 

2. Wires other than power-supply wires 
run in conduit, armored cable, electrical 

metallic tubing, metal raceways, pull-box, 
junction box or cabinet with power supply 
wires are insulated individually or collec-
tively in groups by insulation at least equiva-
lent to that on the power-supply wires or 
the power and other wires are separated by 
a lead sheath or other continuous metallic 
sheathing. 

Conversion Table 

Factors for conversion, alehabetically arranged 

MULTIPLY 

Amperes 
Amperes 
Amperes 
Cycles 
Cycles 
Farads 
Farads 
Henrys 
Henrys 
Kilocycles 
Kilovolts 
Kilowatts 
Megacycles 
Mhos 
Microamperes 
Microfarads 
Microhenrys 
Micromhos 
Micro-ohms X.000,001 ohms 
Microvolts X.000,001 volts 
Microwatts X.000,001 watts 
Micromicrofarads X.000,000,000,001 farads 
Milliamperes X.001 amperes 
Millihenrys X.001 henrys 
Millimhos X.001 mhos 
Milliohms X.001 ohms 
Millivolts X.001 volts 
Milliwatts X.001 watts 
Ohms X 1 ,000,000 ,000 ,000micromicro-ohms 
Ohms X1.000,000,000 micro-ohms 
Volte X1,000,000 microvolts 
Volts X1,000 millivolts 
Watts X1,000,000 microwatts 
Watts X1.000 milliwatts 
Watts X.001 kilowatts 

BY TO GET 

X1,000,000,000,000micromicroamperes 
X1,000,000 microamperes 
X1,000 milliamperes 
X1.000,000 megacycles 
X.001 kilocycles 
X1,000,000,000,000micromicrofarada 
X1,000,000 microfarads 
X1,000,000 microhenrys 
X1,000 millihenrys 
X1,000 cycles 
X1,000 volts 
X1,000 watts 
X1,000,000 cycles 
X1,000,000 micromhos 
X.000,001 amperes 
X.000,001 farads 
X.000,001 henrys 
X.000,001 mhos 

Err  

EBB 
ECC 
U  
rp  

SM  

Re  
Zp  
DC  
AC  
RMS  
U.P.0  
CGIC  
CpK  

Ccip  

C (kilo) 

Cp (k-I-(12)   

Radio Symbols 

The following symbols are commonly used in radio work and 
many of these symbols are used in the pages of this book: 

- 
 Filament (or heater) terminal voltage 

Average plate voltage ( DC) 
Average plate current ( DC) 

E p AC component of plate voltage (effective 
value) 

I p AC component of plate current effective 
value) 

Ec Average grid voltage (DC) 
I c Average grid current (DC) 
EG AC component of grid voltage effective 

value) 
lc AC component of grid current effective 

value) 
Filament (or heater) supply voltage 
 Plate supply voltage ( DC) 
 Grid supply voltage (DC) 
Amplificption factor 
Plate resistance 
Grid plate transconductance also mutual 
conductance. gm) 

Plate load resistance 
Plate load impedance 
Direct Current (as adjective' 
Alternating Current (as adjective 
Root Mean Square 
Undistorted power output 
Grid-cathode (or filament) capacitance 
Plate-cathode or filament) capacitance 
Effective grid-plate capacitance in a tetrode 

(cathode [or filament] and screen grounded) 
Direct interelectrode capacitance of grid to 

cathode (or filament) and screen 
Direct interelectrode capacitance of plate to 

cathode or filament) and screen 

EB  
I   

Common Word Abbreviations 

ABT about FR for 
AHD ahead GA go ahead 
AHR another GM good morning 
ANI any GN good night 
BD bad CT get. got 
BK break GG poing 
BUG speed key HA laughter 
ON been HI laughter-high 
134 before HR hear- here 
BI by HW how 
BCUZ because 11V have 
BTWN between I "ok" 
BIZ business IC l see 

K go ahead 
CK check LID poor operator 
CN can LIL little 
CUL see u later 1ST last 
C lee LTR letter 
CW continuous wave MI my 

DE from MA milliamp. 
DX distance MSG message 
DA day MILL typewriter 
DH dead-head MST must 
DC direct current MNI many 
ES and MI my 
FB fine business MK make 
FM from MO more 

ND 
NG 
NL 
NM 
NR 
NW 
OB 
OL 
OM 
OP 
OW 
PLS 
PSE 
PX 

RI 
SA 
SS 
SIG 
STICK 
SKED 
TFC 
TKS 
TNX 
TK 
TMW 
INK 

nothing doing TR there 
no good TT that 
night letter UD it would 
no more UL you'll 
number V from 
now 
old boy VB very bad 
old lady VV very 
old man WA word after 
operator WB word before 
old woman WO would 
please WF word following 
please WK work 
press WL will would 
ok WN when 
radio inspector WL wavelength 
say WT what 
single signal WX weather 
signal 
Pencil X interference 
schedule XMTR transmitter 
traffic YF wife 
thanks YL young lady 
thanks YR your 
take 30 finish 
tomorrow 73 regards 
think 88 love and lams 
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Q SIGNALS 
A661.0..1411, Question 
QRA—Wal is the nano of your station? . . 
QRS—Whet is your • pprairnate distance horn my stetion7 
CIRC--ly whet private company ( or Government • dmini ttttt ion) are 

the «counts for charges oi your sation liquidaled? 

ORD—Where are you going • nd where do you corn. from? 
QRG—Will you indicate to rne ...at frequency (or a...length) 

in le. ( or rn.) 7 . 
QRH—Does my frequency ( or w•v eiength) ary? 
1DRI—Is my note ateady? 
QR.1—Are you receiving me bal,? Are my sign•le weirk? 
Q1K—Are you reaiving sun? Ar• signals good? 
QRL—Are you boy) 
Qffisd—Are you being interfered with? 
QRN—Are you bothered by static? 
ORO— Stull I ine ttttt power? . 
QRP—Slull I doe eeeee power? 
QRQ—Shell I send fester? , 
QRS—Sholl 1 und slower? 
OIT—Sholl I stop sending? 
QRU—hlave you something for me? 
QRV—Are you ready? 
QRW—Sholl I tell you ere calling him on 

Lc. ler rn.)? 
QRX—Shall I rail? When ... II you cell n.. • gein7. 

QRY—Which is my turn? 
QRZ—Who it calling me? 
QSA—What is the strength of my sigals lito s)? 
051—Does the strength of my signals very? 
QSD—Is rny keying ac eeeee 7 Are rmy eignols distinct? 
QSG—Shell I trasenit t•lograms ( or one telegions) at once? 
05.1—What it the charge per wad for , including your 

interior telegroph charge? 

QSK—Slull I continue the transmission of . 11 my traffic? I cen use 
breal.in opeution 

051—Can you ghee me acknowledgment of receipt? 
QSM—Shall I repeat the last telegrams I unt to you? 
050—Cen you communicate with . directly ( or 

through 
OSP—Will you relay to free of charge?. 
0511— lias the distress all Irons . been atended to?.. 

QSU—Sall I trasnsit ( or reply) on Lc. (or 
•nd or with waves of typo Al, A?. A?. or . 

OSV—Sall I ttttt snit • series of VVV 7 
05W—Do you wish to trantrnit le ( or 

•nd or with urea of type Al. A2. AI or . 

QSX—Do you wish to hoer [call signal) on .. It. 
(or 

QSY—Shall I change to trensmission on lc. ( or ns. 
without changing the typo of ave? or 
Sholl I change to transmission on «other wave? 

QSZ—Shall I send surd or group twice? 
QTA—Shell I canal telegran number as if a had hot 

been sent? . . 
QTII—Do you egroo krith ny ard cant?.... 

QTC—Flav many telegram lure you sent? 
QTF—What is my true bearing relative you? or 

What is my true booting relative to (call sigals)7 or 

What is the era bearing of (call sigma to 7 

QTF—Will you give n. the position of my station based on bearings 
lei. by radiocernpass stations you control? 

QTG—Will you trearnit your all signal for fifty seconds, • nding with • 
dash of ten uconds. on . lc. ( or . 

tito I an ale your rediocompass bearing? 

QT11—,W, tr.a.:yiso yho.u,rircnit.izi; latitude and longitude ( or according 

QTI—What h your true came? 
QTJ—What is your tpitiol? 
QTM—Sond radio signals • nal subma sounJ signals so that t c• 

determino ny bearing ad my distance 

OTO—A,, you leaving the dock ( or the port)? 
QTP—Are yo. going to enter the dock ( or ti.. port)? 
QT0--Con you coranuniate . th Iteion by means of the Infer. 

national Signal Code? 
QTR—What is the correct time? 
QTU—Whot are the waling hours of your station? 

QUA—Hare you . ny nesys of (call signal of mobile stetia)7 
QUI—C., you give no, in this order, information concerning , visibility. 

height of clouds. • nd ground wind for (plac• 
of observation)? 

OUC—Whal is the led message received by you Iran (cell 
signal of mobile 'Wien)? 

ODD—Hoye you received the urgency signal made by (all 
lion.' of mobile donors)? 

OUFw-Have you received the distress signal nude by  
signal of mobile station )? 

PUG—Are you going to bis forced to alight a sa ( or on lend)? 
QUIew-Will you give n, thaberometric tttttt ot sea level?. 
QUJ—Will you give me the true had to follow with no wind. for 

directing me to corms to you? 
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Answer 
The name of my defiers it — ttt 
The ispprosinute distance between our stations is ..-

The accounts for chargen of my station are liquidated by the private 
company . (or by the eeeee meet 
edminidration). 

I ens going to e end I ant corning frem 

Your tact frequency in lc. (or wavelength in fn.) it.   
Your frequency (or wealength) 
Your note aria.. 
an not receive you. Your tignalt are fee weeka 
receive you well. Your signals are good. 
an busy ( or I an busy 'with ). Please do at interfere. 
am being intedered with. 
ern bothered by stistic. 

 Poo« 
Dec  parer. 
Send fester. 
Send slower. 
Stop sending. 
1 bare nothing for you. 
1 reody. 

Please tell I am calling him on 
Wait. ( or Wait until I hove finished communiating with 
f sail all you al o'clock ( or soon). 

Your turn is number . (or after every ether call'. 
You ere ailed by 
The strength of your signals is (I to S). 
Ti., drone of your signals adios. 
Tar &eying is i . Your signals ere bed. 
Transmit telegrams ( or ono telegram) et once. 

The charge per word for is franc., including 
my interior telegraph charge. 

Continue the trasmittion of • Il your traffic. I shell bred you if eeeee tery. 

I give you acknowledgment of receipt. 
Repeat the lad telegram you sent to me. 

can communicate with directly ( 
I «ill .<. loy to . free of charge. 
The distress c•Il ,eceived horn 
by • 

Transmit ( or Reply) on . le. ( or 
awes of typo Al. AZ A3-or S. 

Tionsrnit • series of VW. 

or through. . 

has been attended to 

rn.) and/or with 

1 ens going to transmit (or I 1411 transmit) on .. le. (or 
rn.) • nd or with waves of type Al, A?, A3 or I. 

I hear (cell signa() on (or. 

Chage to transmission on Ito. for . tn.) without chang-
ing tlu type of ave. or 

Change to trawnission on • nother ave. 
So na each word or group twice. 

Cancel lelegran number as a it had net been tent. 
I do not agree with your word coat, I herewith repast the Fri, letter 

of each word end the first figure of acts ambit,. 
I hare telegrams for you ( or for . 
Your true bearing rel•tive to me is degrees, or 
Your true bearing relotive to (all sigal) is . degrees 

nt o'clock, or 
The true bearing of (call signal) relative to (call 

..gal) is degrees et o'clock. 

Tho'oosition of your station •s based on radiocompas stations /hit I 
control h latitude longitud.. 

I am going to transmit my all signet for forty se”nds, ending with a 
dash of ten uconds, on lc. ( or m.) so that you 
an tale ny rediocompas oaring. 

My position is latitude.. . longitude ( or iscoord-
ing to any other indication). 

My true course is degrees. 
My speed is Inots (or . . . bilormeters) per hour. 

1 ens sending radio signals and submarine sigals se • thist you an 
determine your bearing ad your distance. 

I am going to 1.1•Y• the dock tO1 the pore). 
I eat going to enter ti., dock ( or the port). 

I on' going to communicate with your station by mesa of the Inter-
atioal Signal Code. 

Ti.. correct time is 
Th, working hours of soy station • re from , to 
The news of., (all signal of mobile station) is 
Following are du weather dotails requested: 

Ti., lest message received by me from (.11 sig.! of tab.'. 
station) is .. . . 

I have received fire urgacy sigal made by . (call signal of 
mobile station) at (o'clocll. 

I hae received the distress signol nude by . et ... o'clock. 

I an going to be forced to •light of se. for on lord) of . (placid. 
The lurorn•tr;c pressure at tea level is . (units). 
The true had to follow with no wind. for directing you to <erne to me. 

The tignal series Of OA, Q11. QC, OD. QF and QG isre reserved for special aeronautical code.. 



Chapter 19 

LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
General Information 

• Any licensee receiving notice of violation 
of radio laws shall reply to said notice in 
writing to the FCC at Washington. 

Requests for special call-letters will not 
be considered. 
The person manipulating the telegraph 

key of an amateur station must be a duly 
licensed operator. 
The original license shall be posted in the 

station or kept in the personal possession of 
the operator on duty, except when it has 
been mailed to an office of the FCC for en-
dorsement or change before date of its ex-
piration. 
Amateur stations must not be used to 

handle messages for pecuniary interests, di-
rect or indirect, paid or promised. 
Amateur transmissions must be free from 

harmonics. Loosely-coupled circuits must 
be used, or devices that will result in giving 
equivalent effects to minimize keying im-
pacts, clicks, harmonics and parasitics. 
1KW power input to the stage which 

feeds the antenna is the maximum permis-
sible power for amateur operation. 
Amateur operators must transmit their as-

signed call letters at the end of each trans-
mission, or at least once during each 15 min-
utes of operation. If an amateur transmitter 
causes general interference with reception of 
broadcast signals in receivers of modern de-
sign, that amateur station shall not operate 
during the hours from 8 p. m. to 10:30 p. 
m., local time, and on Sundays from 10:30 
a. m., until 1 p. m., local time, upon such 
frequency or frequencies as cause such inter-
ference. 
Each licensee of an amateur station must 

keep an accurate LOG of station operation, 
name of person operating the transmitter, 
with statement as to the nature of transmis-
sion. The call letters of the station, the 
input power to the stage which feeds the 
antenna, the frequency band used, the loca-
tion of the station if portable operation is 
used, must all be entered in the station LOG. 
A copy of each message sent and received 
must be kept on file for at least one year. 
This information must be available on re-
quest by authorized representatives of the 
Government of the United States. The sta-
tion may be operated only to the extent pro-
vided by the class of privileges for which 
the operator's license is endorsed. 

Distress Signals 

• The International Distress Signal is 
— —... (three dots, three dashes, three 

dots) The distress signal is NOT SOS; 

It is an easily -recognized group of characters 
of three dots, three dashes, three dots. For 
radiotelephony distress calls the signal is 
MAYDAY. All communications must cease 
when a distress call is heard. Communica-
tion must not be resumed until it has been 
definitely determined that all is clear again. 
When you hear a distress call, notify the 
nearest source from which aid can be se-
cured. 

• It is unlawful to send fraudulent signals 
of distress or communications relating 
thereto; to maliciously interfere with any 
other radio communications. Distress calls 
have precedence over all others. Minimum 
power must be used to effect reliable com-
munication. The use of profane language is 
prohibited. The contents or meaning of a 
message must be kept secret, except to an 
authorized agency which takes part in the 
forwarding of the message, or to the ad-
dressee or his agent, or upon the demand of 
a court of competent jurisdiction or author-
ity. 

Secrecy provisions do not apply to broad-
casts for public use, or to distress calls. In 
the event of a national emergency the station 
can be ordered closed. 

In the event of an emergency an amateur 
station is permitted to communicate with sta-
tions other than amateur. 
"AR" denotes the end of a message. "SK" 

denotes the end of a communication. 

• The penalty for violating the provisions 
of the Communications Act of 1934 is $10,-
000, or imprisonment not to exceed 2 years, 
or both, for each offense. The operator's 
license is liable to suspension for 2 years if 
a conviction is secured. The station license 
can also be revoked. 
For violation of any of the regulations of 

the Federal Communications Commission a 
fine not to exceed $500 can be imposed for 
each day of such offense. If the convicted 
person is a licensed operator his license can 
be suspended for a period not to exceed 2 
years. The station license can also be re-
voked. The penalty for not keeping a sta-
tion log is the same as related above. For 
malicious interference with distress com-
munications the maximum penalty of $10,000 
and 2 years can be imposed. For malicious 
interference with other than distress com-
munications the license can be suspended for 
up to 2 years. An amateur who accepts 
material compensation for any services ren-
dered by his station is subject to a fine of 
not more than $500 for each day of such 
offense. His license can also be suspended 
for as long as 2 years. 
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Abbreviations  401 

Acorn Tubes  328 

Alternating Current   6 
Amateur Bands  195 

Amateur Regulations  403 

Ampere   6 
Ampere Turns   8 

Amplification Factor   18 
Amplification, Tubes  19 
Amplifier Classifications   20 

Amplifier Gain   25 

Amplifiers, BC   20 
Amplifiers, All  20. 288 

Amplifiers, A. B. C  
 19, 20. 274, 275, 284. 288 

Amplifiers, I. F.   99 
Angle Radiation   40 
Antenna Impedance 39, 44 

Antenna Tank Circuit  . 191 
Antennas: 

Angle Radiation ..... 37. 
Antenna Choice   42 
Broadside Radiation  su 
Counterpoise  • 9 
Reflectors   61 
Two Half-Waves in 
phase   48 

Wavelength   37 
10 Meter  48. 49 
160 Meter   59 

Directional Arrays: 
Barrage   66 
Beverage   69 
Bruce .  64 
Chireix Mesny  67 
Diamond  68, 69 
Franklin   63 
RCA Broadside   66 
Stacked Dipole   65 
  67 

Yagi   62 
Directors  61, 62 
Dummy Antenni. 74 
End-Fire Radiation   40 

Antenna Types: 
Antennas UHF  64. 77. 81 
Center Fed Zepp  53 
Collins   50 
Collins Multi-Band  50 
Doublet  81. 82 
End Fed  55 
End Loaded   57 
Hertz   42 
Johnson Q   49 
Long Wire   66 
Marconi  59 
Marine   86 
Matched Impedance   54 
Radiation Resistance   39 
Receiving: 

Aircraft   86 
Auto   85 
Doublet  81. 82 
G. E. "V"  84 
Philco All-Wave   83 
RCA RK-40   84 
RCA Spiderweb   88 
RCA World-Wide   82 
Silver 119   85 

Reinartz   81 
Single Wire   44 
Transmission Lines  54  58 
Two Band Tilt  74 
Zepp  51. 52 

Anti-Lug   26 

Atomic Number   5 
Attenuation Networks.   22 
Audio Block Diagrams 289 

Audio Oscillators   33 
Automatic Key   35 

Back-EMF   8 
Band Pass Filters  13, 101 

Band-Spreading   91 
Band-Switching   97 

Bands. Amateur  195 
Battery Bias  183 
B-K Oscillator  323 
Beat Oscillator   97 
Beam Power Tubes 157 
Beam Power Amplifier 291 
Bias  04 181 
Bleeder  389 
Bridge Rectifier  389 
Buzzer Code Practice S 
Calibrating Frequency 
Meter  376 

Capacitance .  10 
Capacitive Coupling 181 
Capacitive Reactance  9 
Carbon Microphones 277 
Carrier Frequency  273 

Cathode   15 
Cathode Bias  183 

Cathode Ray Oscilicecope 379 
Cathode Ray Television 363 
Cathode Ray Tube 379 
C-L Ratio  188 
Center-Tap Resistor  168 
Characteristics. Vacuum 
Tubes  133. 248 

Charts: 

Abbreviations. 401 
Amateur Wavelength-
Frequency Bands 195 

Antennas: 

Arrays   64 
Collins   51 
Half-Wave   57 
V   67 
V and Diamond 68. 69 
Zepp   53 

Choke Design  397 
Coil Specifications....200, 201 
Color Code. Condenser  22 
Continental Code  33 
Conversion  401 
Equivalent Tube Table 135 
Frequency Meter 293 
Logarithms   24 
Metal Tube Characteristics 
 134. 136 
Network Design   30 
"Q" Signals  402 
Radio Data Chart  31 
Receiving Tube Character-

istics  133 
Rectifier Tube Characteris-

tics  268 
Replacement Tube Types.  186 
Resistor Color Code Chart. 7 
Schematic Symbols   36 
Socket Connections ... 135 137 
Transformer Design  994 
Universal Tube Character-

istics  133 

Vacuum lube Characteris-
tics  138, 140 

Wire Tables  14, 398 
Choke Design  397 

Circuits, Receiving & Trans-
mitting (See Receiver and 
Transmitter Chapters). 

Class A, B, C Amplifiers  
 19, 20. 274, 275. 284, 288 

Clickless Keying  169 

Code   34 
Code Practice   33 

Collins PI Coupler 71, 72 
Colpitts Circuit  193 
Communication Laws  403 
Concentric Lines  80 

Condensers, Series and Par-
allel   10 

Condenser Reactance  10 

Condensers Condensers. 9  Electrolytic and 

Paper  387 

Condenser Capacitance  10 
Condenser Microphone  277 
Continental Code.  34 

Controlled Carrier 307 
Conversion Table 401 
Copper Tubing Colls....200, 201 

Coulomb   10 
Counterpoise  19 

Coupled Circuits  13 
Couplers, entenna: 

Collins 1'1   71 
Inductive Coupling  71 
Link Coupling   72 
Simplified PI  58 
160 Meter Coupler 58 

Crystal Filter 97. 99 
Crystal Microphone   278 

Crystal Oscillators 203. 220 

Crystals: 
Cuts   
Grinding   Current Amplifier 119963 

19 

Current   fi 
Current Shunts 371 
Cut-Off Bias 181 
DB   23 
Decibel .  23 

Detection   20 
Diathermy 359 
Dielectric Constant   10 

Diode   17 
Direct Current  6 
Direction of Current Flow  5 

Directional Antennas  66 

Distributed Capacity  90 
Doublers 172. 173, 330 
Doublet Antenna  81 
Doubling Frequency 177 
Dummy Antennas  74, 75 
Dynamic Characteristics  IS 
Dynamic Microphone 278 
Efficiency Modulation.. 276, 283 

Efficiency. Transmitting 181 
Electric Potential  5 

Electric Power  
Electrolytic Condensers 187 
Electromagnetism   
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Electromotive-Force   5 
Electron .  5 7 
Electron Coupled Frequency 
Meter  374 

Electron Orbit Oscillator 327 
Electrostatic Coupling  89 

Exciters: 
53-2A3  166, 204 
6L6 Multi-Band  189. 215 
RK-28  171, 208 
Multi-Band  207 
Reinartz  212 

Regenerative, Jones 209 
Tritet  210 

35T  211 
804  213 
6L6 High Power 214 

RK-25, RK-35 214 
Unity Coupled 217 

5 to 160 Meters 220 

Faraday Screen  85, 89 

Feeders (See Antennas). 
Field Strength Measurements 
 .75. 326 

Filament By-Passing 192 
Filter Circuits 386 

Filter, Crystal 97. 99 

Five Meters (See UHF). 
Flux   8 
Formulas: 
Antenna Lengths   43 
Capacitive Reactance  10 
Capacity, Condenser  9 
Coil "Q"  12 
Collins Antenna  50 
Concentric Lines   80 

Decibel.  23 
Director Lengths  62 
End Fed Antenna 56 
(irld-Bias Modulation 298 

Half-Wave Antenna  53 
Impedance   11 
Inductance Calculations  

8 11, 187 
Inductance Reactance  9 
Ohm's Law  
Parallel Resonance Circuit 
Impendance   12 

Power .  7 11 

Power Factor  11 

"Q"  12.188 
Reflector Lengths  62 
Self-Bias Resistance  94 
Series Resonance  II. 12 
Shunt Resistance. 11, 12 

Single Wire Antenna 45, 94 
Surge Impedance   54 
Tank Capacities  188 

T & H Networks  23 

Transformer Voltage 893 
Transmission Line Spacing 54 

Tuning Capacity 190 
Two-Wire Feeder   54 
UHF Quarter Wave An-
tennas   78 

Wavelength-Frequency Con-
version   37 

Frequency   6 

Frequency Control 203 

Frequency Meter. 374 
Frequency Modulation 275 
Frequency Multipliers  177 
Full Wave Rectifier 388 

Gaseous Conduction  17 
Grid Bias  182 
Grid Bias Modulation 283 
Grid Detection .  15 
Grid Excitation . 176 

Grid Neutralization  178 
Grid Saturation  187 

Grinding Crystals  98 
Grounds   76 
Ground Wave   37 
Half Wave Rectifier $91 
Harmonic Generation 203 

Harmonic Operation of An-
tenna   41 

Hartley Circuit 21, 193 
Heaviside Layer  38 
Henry   9 

Hertz Antenna  42 
Horizontal Directivity  61 
Image Interference 130 
Impedance  10, 39, 44 

Inductance 8 70 
Inductance Calculation.  11 
Inductance: Series. Parallel 9 

Inductive Coupling  89 
Inductor Microphone  
Inductive Reactance  
Instruments   

International Q Signals  
Interruption Frequency  
Inverse Peak  

Jones Exciter 166. 204 
Key Click - 167 

Keying: 

Center-Tap  169, 170 

Designs 168. 169. 170 
Grid  169 
Key Click Elimination.167 169 
Keyer Tubes  169 
Oscillator  167 
Primary  170 

Vacuum Tube 168. 169 

L-C Ratio  188 
Laws. Amateur 403 

Lecher Wires 32 t 

Link Coupling 72. 181 
Logarithms   23 
Magnetic Flux  8 
Magnetron Oscillator. .. 323. 326 
Magnetomotive-Force   5 
Mantissa   23 

Marconi Antenna 42, 59 

Mast Construction  87 

Memorizing Code  34 

Mercury Vapor Rectifier  
 390. 392 

Metal Tubes  133 
Mhos   8 

Microf a rad   I 0 
Micromhos   8 
Microphones  28. 276 

Modulation  273. 282 
Modulation Methods .282. 283 
Modulation Percentage 273 

278 
9 

371 
402 

321 
268 

Modulated Test Oscillator.  373 
Monitors   75 

Mounting Crystals 198 
Moving Coil Microphone...  278 
Mu   18 

Mutual Conductance  18 
Mutual Inductance  8 
Networks .  29 

Neutralizing- 167, 174, 179, 180 
Noise Reducing Devices  
  116. 123, 126 

Non-Directional Microphone 278 
Ohm   6 

Ohm's Law   6 
Ohmmeter  372 
Operator's License 403 
Oscillation   21 
Oscillators...97, 165 to 180, 211 

Overmodulation Indicator 378 
Parallel Circuits 6 187 
Parallel Inductances  11 
Parallel Operation 189 

Parallel Resistances  11 
Parallel Resonance  12 

Parallel Wires. 324 
Pa nisi tics  181 

Pentode Crystal Oscillator  
 165. 209 

Percentage Modulation 274 
Permeability   8 

Phase Angle  11 
Plate   16 

Plate Current   16 
Plate Detection   90 

Plate Modulation  275 
Plate Neutralization  178 
Plate Resistance   18 

Polarization   61 
Positive and Negative  5 
Power Amplifiers   19 

Power Factor   11 
Power Levels  24. 25 

Power Modulation  275 
Power Ratios   23 

Power Supplies 385 

Pre-Amplifier 28, 279. 28)) 
Pre-Selector  130 

Push-Pull Amplifiers  
 28. 175, 187, 191 

Push-Push Doubler 28, 172 

 12. 165. 189 
Q Signals 402 

Quartz Crystal Filter  98 
Quartz Crystals 193 
Quench Frequency 321 

RMS   11 
Radiation Patterns...40. 41, 43 
Radiation Resistance   39 
Radio-Frequency Amplifier  
 108, 176 

Radio-Frequency Choke..... 
163. 187 

Radio-Frequency Generator. 
  21 

Radiotelephony Theory 273 
Radiotelephones: 
47-46-210  293 

75 Watt Modulator.. . 293 298 
Grid Bias Modulator.296, 300 

160 Meter Phone.....292, 293 
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400 Watt Phone 314 
30 Watt Suppress-Mod 307 

Variactor Control Unit 309 
275 Watt Modulator 810 

210 Modulator  300 
211 Plate Mod. Phone 301 
210 RF Circuit 305 
T-35 RF Amplifier 306 

150 Watt Phone 313 
838 Modulator  315 

900T Transmitter 316 
RCA Phone Transmitters  
 819. 320 

Controlled Carrier Grid 
Bias Unit  311 

Radio Therapy 359 
Reactance, Capacitive   9 
Reactance, Inductive   9 

Receivers: 
Alignment   96 
Antennas  92. 85 

Audio Coupling  92 
Band-Spread ing   91 

Circuit "Q"....   89 
Coil Winding Data  92 

Coil Switching  96 

Construction: 
Curnutt De-Luxe Super.121 
Measurements  94, 96. 97 
RME-69 Circuit 126 

Single 19 Tube 102 

Super-Gainer  112 
Superheterodyne Theory 95 
Super-Selective Phone 
Receiver  127 

2-Tube Receiver 102 
2-Tube AC Receiver  105 

TRF Receiver 108 
UHF (See UHF Chapter). 

Ultra-Gainer  117 

R-C Filters 398 
Rectification   16 
Rectifier Filter Systems  389 
Rectifiers  391 

Regenerative Detector 92-94 
Reflectors  61. 62 

Regenerative Oscillator 209 
Regulations, Amateur 403 

Reinartz Oscillator 212 
Relay-Rack Construction 304 
Reluctance   8 
Resistance   6 
Resistance Measurements  
 371. 872 

Resistance, Series  11 
Resonance   12 
Resonant Circuit Impedance 12 
Ribbon Microphone 278 
Ripple  386 
RMS Values   11 
Screen-Grid   16 

Screen-Grid Modulation 283 
Self Bias  94 

Self-Excited Oscillators   193 

Sending   38 

Series Circuits 6 167 

Series Feed  167 

Series Resistance   11 

Series Resonance   12 
ghadow Effects  321 

Shunt Feed 167 
Shunt Resistance  11 
Shielding  274 
Side Bands 273. 275 
Signal Generators  373 

Skin Effect  89 
Skip Distance  40 
Smoothing Choke. 397 

Socket Connections .... 135. 137 
Speech Amplifiers 277 
Spheroid Microphone 279 
Static Characteristics (Tube) 18 
Standard Frequency Trans-

mission   377 

Standing Waves 38. 77 
Super-Regeneration  322 

Super-Regenerative Receivers 
(See UHF). 

Suppressor Grid  17 
Suppressor Grid Modulation 283 

Sweep Circuits 379 
Swinging Choke  396 
Symbols, Radio   36 
Symbols. Tubes  133 

Tank Circuits 188, 189 
Television  363 
Test Oscillator  373 

Thyratrons  17. 18 
Transceivers (See UHF)  
Transformer Design  

9 11, 291, 392, 394 
Transmission Lines (See An-

tennas). 

Transmitters (CW): 
Single 47 231 
47-210  186 
25 Watt 229 
53-2A3  231 

6L6-210  234 
35T  236 
35T Amplifier 239 
HK-154 Amplifier 240 

6L6-HK-354  240 
RK-35-RK-36  243 

Taylor T814 246 

Tritet Oscillator 172. 210 

Tubes (See Vacuum Tube 
Chapters). 

Tube Block Diagrams  
TNT Oscillator  

T-G-T-P Circuit 
Tuning Capacities 
Twisted Pair Feeders  
UHF Antennas  
—.64, 77, 78, 79, 80. 81  

UHF Theory 
UHF Tubes  161. 

UHF Micro-Waves: 
320 MC Transmitter 328 
66 CM Transceiver 328 
WE-316A Oscillator 380 

UHF Receivers: 
1% Meter 331 

Acorn Regenerative RF.  349 
4-Tube Superheterodyne.. 346 
7-Tube Superheterodyne 347 

8-Tube Superheterodyne. 348 

223 
193 
193 

 190 
56 

324 
 321 

162 

UHF Transceivers: 
Single 76 (21/2  Meter) 334 
21/2  and 5 Meter 331 

Metal Tube 21/2  5 Meter.  344 

RCA Transceiver. 356 
Haigis  345 

Western Wireless 357 

UHF Transmitter-Receivers: 
6M  339 

Metal Tube 342 
R. T. L 354 
Lafayette 356 

UHF Transmitters: 
11/2  Meter . 332 
Pipe Oscillator  361 
Parallel Rod Oscillator 350 
21/2  Meter 333 

High Power M. O. P. A 350 
HF-200  358 
Spiral Rod Oscillator 353 

Underwriters' Rules 398 
Unity Coupling 186 

V. T. Voltmeter 371 

Vacuum Tubes: 

Amplification Factor  18 
Cathode   15 
Characteristics  18, 141 
1.1 and 1.5 Volt Tubes ... 141 
2 Volt Tubes  141 to 145 
2.5 Volt Tubes 145 to 147 
3 Volt Tubes 148 
5 Volt Tubes 148 
6.3 Volt Tubes  149 to 160 
12 Volt Tubes 160 
Diodes   16 

Gaseous Conduction.  17 
Grid Control Rectifier  17 
Metal Tubes 138 

Pentodes   16 
Plate Resistance  18 

Rectifiers 162. 163 
Socket Connections 185. 137 
Special Tubes 152 

UHF Tubes 161-162 

Tables: 

Antenna Tables  
...51, 53. 57, 64. 67, 68  69 

Metal Tubes  133 

Logarithms   24 

Wire Table 14. 398 

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter...371 
Variactor Carrier Control.  309 
Velocity Microphone 278 
Volt   5 

Voltage Amplifier...19, 27, 280 

Voltage Dividers ...... 397. 389 
Voltage Regulation  388 

Voltage Multiplier 371 
Volume Expander 159 
Watt   

Wavelengths, Amateur 195 

Wavemeters  325. 877 
Wave Trans 171 

Wire Tables. 14. 898 
X and Y Cut Crystals 196 

Zero Beat 977 

Zeta) Antenna 51. 53 
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FM LIDS TO OT'S-
ZL to TF! 

HARRISON serves 'em all! 

Since 1925 -Harrison" has been the "buy-word" of discriminating Amateurs 
everywhere! Throughout the years an ever increasing number of 

Hams, beginners and old-timers alike, have come to consider Harrison as the one really 
dependable Amateur supply company. There must be a reason—and there is! In fact. 
there are several— 

• Prompt, intelligent SERVICE that makes mail order buying a 
pleasure! 

• Prices that actually mean more watts per dollar! 
• Enormous stock enabling immediate shipment without substitution! 
• Unconditional guarantee of complete satisfaction with every trans-

action! 

In additicm to world famous " Specials" Harrison stocks the products of all leading 
manufacturers. As an AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR maximum discounts are extended to an 
Amateurs. 

We feature— 

Aladdin 
Amperite 
Am phenol 
Astatie 
Desde Meters 
Birnbash 
Brush 
Bud 
Cardwell 
Centralab 
Cornell-Dubilier 
American Microphone 
Amperes 
B & W Inductors 
Bliley 
Breting 
Burgess 

SEND YOUR NEXT ORDER TO HARRISON! 

Coto- Coil 
Eby 
Esico Irons 
Frost 
General Electric 
General Transformer 
Gen-Ral 
Guardian Relays 
Hammarlund 
Hoyt Meters 
ICA 
Clough Brengle 
Communication 

Products 
Dunes Relays 
Eimac 
Hallicrafters 

• RECEIVERS • 
HALLICRAFTERS 

HAMMAFtLUND 
RME RCA 

SARGENT 
PATTERSON 

BRETING 

NATIONAL 

TIME PAYMENTS 
TRADE-INS 

e e — 

Come to the 
Friendly 
Ham Storel 

Between Vesey, Barclay and 
Greenwich Stree-s. 

I. R. C. Patterson Sylvania 
Jefferson Peak Products Thordarson 
Johnson Pioneer Trimm 
Kenco Keys Radio Receptor Tungsol 
Leichner 
Lrttlefuse Readrite Turner 
Lynch R M E Universal 
Magnavox Rola U. T. C. 
Mallory Sangatra Ward- Leonard 
National Shure Wright DeCester 
Ohmite Signal YaxleY 
Heintz gi Kaufman Premier Speakers RCA Transmitter, 
Flicker* Pyrex Rider 
Janette Radio Transceiver Sargent 
Kester Labs. Triplett 
Kreuter Tools Ratheon RK Valpey 
Mac- Key RCA—DeForest Westinghouse 
Mueller Clips Tubes Weston 

MAIL 
COUPON 
TODAY 

For MORE WATTS PER DOLLAR! 

and all other lines of proven QUALITYI 

Bill Harrison (W2AVA) 
12 West Broadway. N. Y. C. 

mi! 
1 ans really interested in getting more real value for every dollar 

I spend! 
rse put ml name on ur mailing list fr sr Free Ham Bu:letina. 
Also send me, without rharge. the following manufacturers' cata-

logs es sr money saving discount s: 

1111B 

(Continue list on a separate wet, If necessary) 
Tnx es 

Name  (Call)   

QR.%   

rrd or itr wl do. If u prefer) 

HARRISON co R n DP AI ON If 

12 WEST BROADWAY • NEW YORK CITY 
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RCA Communication Equipment 
P
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Amateur's Max. Plate Cath- Catis-
Net Elec- Dissipation ode ode 

Type Price trodes Watts Type Volta 

203-A $ 15.00 R-F Power Amplifier, Oscillator, Class It 
Modulator 3 100 Filament 10.0 

204-A 97.50 Oscillator. R-F Power Amplifier, Class II 
Modulator 3 250 Filament 11.0 

211 15.00 R-F Power Amplifier. Oscillator. A-1' Power 
Amplifier. Modulator 3 100 Filament 10.0 

800 10.00 R-1, Power Amplifier, Oscillator, Class 11 
Modulator 3 35 Filament 7.5 

801 4.50 R-F and A-F Power Amplifier. Oscillator. 
Modulator 3 20 Filament 7.5 

802 3.90 R- le Power Amplifier Pentode 5 11) Heater 6.3 
803 38.50 11- le Power Amplifier Pentode 5 125 Filament 10.0 
804 15.00 R-1, Power Amplifier Pentode 5 40 Filament 7.5 
805 18.00 11-F Power Amplifier, Oscillator, Class 11 

Modulator 3 121 Filament 10.0 
807 3.90 Transmitting Beam-Power Amplifier 5 21 Heater 6.3 
830-B 10.00 Class li Modulator. 11-1, l'ower Amplifier, 

Oscillator 3 60 Filament 10.0 
831 '265.00 Oscillator. 11-F Power Amplifier 3 401) Filament 1 I . 1) 
834 12.50 11-10 l'ower Amplifier and Oscillator 3 50 Filament 7.5 
837 8.50 R-F Power Amplifier Pentode 5 12 Heater 12.6 
838 16.00 Class II Modulator, R-F Power Amplifier. 

Oscillator 3 100 Filament 10.0 
840 6.00 R-F Pentode 5 - Filament 2.1) 
841 3.25 R-F Power Amplifier. Oscillator A-1' Voltage 

Amplifier 3 15 Filament 7.5 
842 3.25 A-F l'ower Amplifier. Modulator 3 12 Filament 7.5 
843 12.50 Power Amplifier, Oscillator t 15 Heater 2.5 
844 18.00 Screen-Grid R-F Power Amplifier 4 15 fleeter 2.5 
845 16.00 Modulator. A-F Power Amplifier 3 75 Filament 10.0 
849 160.00 Modulator. A-F Power Amplifier. R-I, Power 

Amplifier. Oscillator 3 400 Filament 11.0 
850 37.50 Screen-Grid 11-1, Power Amplifier 4 1011 Filament 10.0 
851 350.00 Modulator. A-F Power Amplifier, R-F Power 

Amplifier. Oscillator 3 750 Filament 11.0 
852 16.40 Oscillator. R-1, Power Amplifier 3 100 Filament 10.0 
860 32.50 Screen-Grid 11-1, Power Amplifier 4 101) Filament 10.0 
861 295.00 Screen-Grid R-F Power Amplifier 4 401) Filament 11.1) 
864 1.60 Amplifier iLow alicrophonic Design) 3 _ Filament 1.1 
865 12.75 Screen-Grid R-F Power Amplifier 4 15 Filament 7.5 
868 5.1)0 Phototube 2 - - - 
917 6.01) Phototube (High-Vacuum Type) 2 - - - 
918 5.00 Phototube (High Sensitivity) 2 - - - 
919 6.00 Phototube ( High-Vacuum Type) 2 - - 
920 7.00 Twin Phototube 4 - - 
954 5.130 Detector. Amplifier Pentode (Acorn Type) 5 Heater 6.3 
955 3.75 Amplifier. Detector. Oscillator ( Acorn Type) 3 Heater 6.3 
956 5.80 Super-Control It-F Pentode (Acorn Type) 5 Heater 6.3 
991 .90 Voltage Regulator 2 - 
1602 2.75 Amplifier Triode ( Low-Microphonic Type, 3 11 Filament 7.5 
1603 2.25 Amplifier Pentode ( Low-MIcrophonic Type) 5 Heater 6.3 

Amateur's Mai. Peak Cath- Cath-
Net RECTIFIERS Rice- Inverse ode ode 

Type Price trodes Volts Type Volta 

217-A 20.00 Half-Wave. High-Vacuum 2 3.500 Filament 10.0 
217-C 20.00 Half-Wave High-Vacuum '' 7,500 Filament 10.1) 
836 11.50 Half-Wave. High-Vacuum 2 5,000 Heater 2.5 
866 1.75 Half-Wave, Mercury-Vapor '' 7.500 Filament 2.5 
866-A 4.00 Half-Wave, Mercury-Vapor '' 10,000 Filament 2.5 
872 14.00 Half-Wave. Mercury-Vapor 2 7.500 Filament 5.0 
872-A 16.50 Half-Wave, Mercury-Vapor 2 10,000 Filament 5.0 
878 11.00 half-Wave. High-Vacuum for Cathode-Ray 

Tubes 2 20.000 Filament 2.5 
879 3.00 Half-Wave. High-Vacuum for Cathode-Ray 

Tubes 2 7.500 Filament 2.5 
885 2.00 Gas-Triode for C'athode-Ray Sweep-Circuit 

Control 3 300 ¡lester 2.5 

Amateur's H1C;H-VACCCM Max. Anode Cath- Cath-
Net CATHODE-RAY TUBES Flee- No. 2 ode ode 

Type Price trodes Volta Type Volts 

903 97.50 9 in.. Electromagnetic liefiection. High-
Vacuum 5 7.000 Heater 2.5 

904 52.50 5 in.. Electrostatic-Magnetic Deflection, 
High-Vacuum 5 4.600 Heater 2.13 

905 45.00 5 in., Electrostatic Deflection,Iligh-Vacuum 4 2.000 Heater 2.13 
906 18.00 3 in., Electrostatic Deflection, High-Vacuum 4 1.200 heater 2.5 
907 48.75 5 In., Electrostatic Deflection, High-Vacuum, 

Short Persistence Screen 4 2.001) Ileater 
908 21.00 3 in., Electrostatic Deflection, High-Vacuum. 

Short Persistence Screen 1 1.200 heater 
909 49.00 5 in., Electrostatic Deflection, High-Vacuum, 

Long Persistence Screen 4 2.000 Heater 2.5 
910 21.25 3 in.. Electrostatic Deflection, High-Vacuum, 

Long Persistence Screen 4 1.200 Heater 2.5 
911 22.50 3 In., Electrostatic Deflection. High-Vacuum. 

'Electron gun of low-magnetic material, 4 1,20(4 Heater 2.5 
912 163.40 5 in.. Electrostatic Deflectlon, High-Voltage. 

High-Vacuum 4 15,001) Heater 2.5 

Prices effective Oct. 19, 1936. Prices subject to change or withdrawal without notice. 
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...HIGH QUALITY...LOW PRICE 

ACT 40 

A( 1 

ACR 175 

ATR 219 

The ACT-40 Transmitter is nominally rated at 40 watts 
output on either 'phone or c.w. The r-f system employs 
an RCA-47 as a crystal oscillator, an RCA-802 as a buffer 
or doubler and two RCA-801's as final amplifiers. Coils 
are available for the 20, 40, 80 and 160 meter amateur 
bands. The a-f system employs two RCA-57's as speech 
amplifiers, 2 RCA-45's as drivers and 2 RCA-801's as 
Class "B" Modulators. Individual units of the ACT-40 
may be purchased separately. The price complete for 
'phone operation with one set of coils but less tubes, 
crystals, microphone, key and other accessories is $235.00. 

The ACT-200 Transmitter is nominally rated at 200 
watts output on 'phone and 260 watts output on c.w. The 
r-f system employs the r-f unit used in the ACT-40 to 
drive 2 RCA-838's in the power amplifier. The a-f sys-
tem consists of a separate speech amplifier unit which 
mounts on the operating table, driver stages mounted 
in the transmitter proper, and 2 RCA-838's as Class "B" 
Modulators. Individual units of the ACT-200 may be 
purchased separately. Coils are available for 20, 40, 80 
and 160 meter bands. Amateur's net price for ACT-200 
with one set of coils but less tubes, crystals, microphone, 
key and other accessories, $475.00. 

The ACR-175 Receiver is an 11 tube superheterodyne 
covering from 500 to 60,000 kilocycles. Incorporating 
such advanced design features as magnetite-core i-f trans-
formers, crystal filter, electron-ray tuning and signal-
input measuring tube, two i-f stages, a.v.c., band-change 
switch, single-control tuning, this receiver is ideally 
suited for communication requirements. The amateur's 
net price complete with tubes, speaker and power sup-
ply is $ 119.50. 

The ATR-219 Transceiver is designed for operation by 
licensed amateurs in the five meter band. For transmit-
ting, an RCA-I9 is employed as a unity-coupled oscil-
lator, another RCA- 19 as a Class "B" Modulator and an 
RCA-30 as a speech amplifier. For receiving, one RCA-19 
is used as a super-reg -nerative detector, the RCA-30 as 
an a-f amplifier, and the other RCA- 19 as a Class "B" 
audio-output tube. Space is provided in the cabinet for 
batteries. The amateur's net price, less tubes, batteries, 
headphones, microphone, etc., is $ 19.95. 

Note: AI 1 prices are f.o.b. Factory and are subject to change or with-
drawal without notice. For additional information on products 
listed or information on other RCA products, write to Amateur 
Radio Section. 

aide 
RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. • CAMDEN, N.J. 
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For more than a quarter of a cen-
tury, Cornell-Dubilier has been 
largest exclusive manufa 
condensers. C-D con d 
every type needed 
electrical fields, 
replacement t 
miffing capa • 

TYPE Ti 

rS. 

• 
he 

of 
include 

e radio and 
m the midget 

larger trans-

iree 
111111 . 

' e 

FOR ALL 

TYPE 86 

While Cornell-Dubili 

sim 

has al-
ways stressed engin ng excel-
lence and high q y, you will 
find that they a • also econom-
ically priced, ether you re-
quire one condenser for a 

ice job or a Dykanol 
or for your xmitting rig, 

standardize on C-D's. They are 
your assurance of the ultimate 
in satisfactory operation. 

DUL)L_11[12,111-C 
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CONDENSER 
REQUIREMENTS.. 

TYPE TJ DYKANOL TRANSMITTING CAPACITORS 

Developed after many years of laboratory research and study, the C-D line of 

Dykanol impregnated and filled transmitting condensers are accepted as standard by 

all technicians in the radio industry. Their extreme compactness, sturdy construction 

and proven dependability make them most desirable where utmost satisfaction is 

demanded. 

Cap. 
RIM, Cat. No. List Price H W D 

Working Voltage 600 V.D.C.-440 R.M.S. Rest. A.C. 
1 T1-6010 $2.75 2Ve III 14 
2 T1-6020 3.50 21/2  1-li 14 
4 T1-6040 4.50 3-4, 21/4  I* 

Working Voltage 1000 V.D.C.-660 R.M.S. Rect. A.C. 
1 T.1-10010 $3.00 2Ve lit 14 
2 Tl- 10020 4.50 4 10 14 
4 T1-10040 7.00 411 21/2 14 

Working Voltage 1500 V.D.C.-1000 R.M.S. Rest. A.C. 
I T1-15010 $3.75 4 Iiii I-,'. 

2 T1-15020 6.25 44 Iii 21/2  14 
4 11.15040 9.00 3% 1v4 

Working Voltage 2000 V.D.C.-1500 R.M.S. Rect. A.C. 
I T.1-20010 $5.25 34 21/2  I 4 
2 T1-29020 8.00 44 3% 11/4  
4 11.20040 11.00 4,.., 3% 21/4  

Cap. 
Nid. Cat. No. List Price H W D 

Working Voltage 3000 V.D.C.-2200 R.M.S. Rect. A.C. 

1 T1-30010 $ 18.00 44 3% 21/2  
2 11-30020 23.00 4e. 3% 34 
4 T.1-30040 30.00 411 3% stet 

Working Voltage 4000 V.D.C.-2750 R.M.S. Rect. A.C. 

1 T.1-40010 $26.00 54 3% 21/4  
2 T1-40020 30.00 51/4  3% 44 

Working Voltage 5000 V.D.C.-3300 R.M.S. Rect. A.C. 

1 T.1-50010 $30.00 44 3% 44 
2 11-50020 34.00 6 I 'II 3% Allik 

Working Voltage 6000 V.D.C.-4400 R.M.S. Rest. A.C. 

I T1-60010 $63.00 9 -... We 3./2 

TYPE 86 Hermetically sealed in glazed porcelain containers, the Type 86 Mica 

Transmitting condensers are entirely impervious to the most severe temperature and 

humidity conditions. By the use of Mica as a dielectric, it has been possible to reduce 

the loss of power flowing through the capacitor to 1/20 that of ordinary flint glass 

dielectric condensers. Supplied with heavy terminals and convenient mounting feet, 

this capacitor is the ideal transmitting condenser for ue in tank, plate blocking, 

grid, and antenna coupling circuits. 

Maximum Current in Amps. 
Maximum 15.000 7500 3750 1875 

Cap. D.C. List K.C. K.C. K.C. K.C. 
Mid. Voltage Cat. No. Price 20M. 40 M. 80 M. 16011. 

00005 12.500 454-86 53.75 3 
.0001 12.500 3IA-86 3.75 5 
.00025 12.500 325A-86 3.75 7 
.0005 7.000 350-86 3.75 7 
.0005 12.500 35A-86 4.25 8 
.001 7.000 2IC-86 4.25 8 
.001 12.500 21A-86 5.00 9 1 
.0015 7,000 215C-86 4.75 9 

.5 1.5 I 
3 2 
6 4 

Maximum Current In Amps. 
Maximum 15.000 7500 3750 1875 

Cap. D.C. List K.C. K.C. K.C. K.C. 
PAM. Voltage Cat. No. Price 20 M. 40 M. 80M. 160 M. 
.0015 12,500 2I5A-86 $5.50 9 10 11 12 
.002 7,000 22C-86 5.25 8 9 10 10 
.002 12,500 22A-86 6.50 9 12 13 15 
.003 7.000 23C-86 6.00 9 10 10 10 
.005 7.000 25C-86 7.00 9 1 I 12 II 
.005 10,000 258-86 9.50 10 13 14 15 
.01 3.500 II D-86 7.00 10 13 14 14 
.01 7.000 IIC-86 9.50 10 13 15 15 

Type 9 and 4 Moulded Mica Transmitting Con-

densers. Only the finest of raw material, sub-

jected to most severe laboratory tests is employed 

in the construction of these capacitors. Exten-

sively utilized in aircraft, marine, and submarine 

transmitters because of their high degree of dependability and exceptional adaptability. 

These, and other transmitting capacitors completely detailed and listed in Catalog 

No. 133A supplied free on request. Available at all C-D authorized distributors. 

MICA • DYKANOL • WET & DRY ELECTROLYTIC • PAPER 
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CUSTOM 
BUILT 

myte tocifu pez, Oaten. 
with 

Taylor Carbon Anode 
Tubes 

Over 50,000 satisfied users proves 

TAYLOR TUBES are superior. Pick a 

TAYLOR TUBE to serve your purpose. 

Plate 
Dissipation 

Type Use Watts Price 

155 H. F. General Purpose Tube 55 $ 8.00 

T-200 Osc. & RF Amplifier 200 21.50 

T-155 H.F. Osc. & RF. Amplifier 155 19.50 
822 RF. Amp. 6, Class " B" Mod. 200 18.50 

814 Osc. & RF. Amp. 200 18.50 

HD-203-A General Purpose Tube 150 17.50 

203-A General Purpose Tube 100 12.50 

845 Audio Amp. 100 12.50 

211 General Purpose Tube 100 12.50 

211-C H.F. Osc. & RF Amp. 100 12.50 

203-B Class " B" Mod. 50 7.50 

841-A General Purpose Tube 50 7.00 

756 General Purpose Tube 40 4.95 868 

825 General Purpose Tube 40 4.95 

866 Mercury Half Wave Recti-
fier 21/2 volts 5 amps. 1.65 

866-B M.W.M.V. Rect. 5 volts 
5 amps. 3.00 

872 H.W.M.V. Rect. 5 volts 10 
amps. 12.00 

FULLY GUARANTEED 

TAYLOR TUBES, INC. 
2341 Wabansia Ave. 

Chicago, Illinois 
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203-A 

Mote. tilatiL6012A.O.oi 
Transmitting tubes are rated by the number 

of watts they will dissipate and should be 
operated within this rating. Overloading of 
tubes was necessary a few years back because 
it was cheaper to blow up a 210 at $7.00 than 
it was to purchase a 203-A at a cost of $25.00. 
There were no tubes between the 210 and 
203-A at that time. 

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., was organized with a 
definite aim—to give the Amateur Radio ex-
perimentor more tube value for his dollar and 
to produce new type tubes that were so vitally 
needed to fill the gaps between the tubes then 
on the market. In the TAYLOR line you will 
find a wide range of power ratings at such 
reasonable prices that it is no longer eco-
nomical to overload any tube. We firmly be-
lieve that TAYLOR TUBES were largely re-
sponsible for the intermediate power tubes that 
are now available to the Amateurs. Proper 
choice of tubes for your particular circuit and 
operation within their ratings, will give you 
longer tube life, thereby cutting down your 
replacement cost. 

There are over 50,000 TAYLOR TUBES in 
use today in all parts of the world. THERE 
MUST BE A REASON. 

FREE 
Have you received our tube 

manual catalog? If not, write 
for one. It contains valuable 
technical information and is 
sent to you without cost. Drop 
your request in the mail 
today. 

TAYLOR TUBES, INC. 
2341 Wabansia Ave. 

814 

211-C 

203-B Chicago, 111. 845 
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IF YOU WANT MORE OUTPUT 

Use C and S Crystals 
In Your Jones Exciters 

Jones 6L6 Oscillator 
• You can operate a cr7stal 
oscillator on its fundamental 
frequency, as well as on its 
harmonics, in the new Jones 
All-Band Oscillator cit cuit shown 
above. Try this new circuit 
• . . and a C-&-S Crystal at 
the same time. The perform-
ance of both will surprise you. 

and S Holders, $ 1.00 
L C. A. Holders SI 00 

The new C-&-S Holder 
Is Illustrated Above. 

C and S 
836 E. Weber Ave. Phone 8279W 

C and S 
Crystals 
Insure Success 
YOU can not realize the full benefits from 

the new Jones Oscillators or Exciters 
unless you use a GOOD crystal. If the crys-
tal has two "humps" or "peaks," it is worth-
less for harmonic operation. C-and-S has a 
de-luxe crystal for the Jones Harmonic Oscil-
lator; it is conservatively priced and it has 
the endorsement of Frank C. Jones. 

Prices: 
C- 6,-S CUT K-96. A low-drift. high actrvity 40, 80 or 

160 meter MOUNTED crystal $2.75 
Same Crystal as above, but unmounted. 80 or 160 

meters only  $2.00 
THICK C-6-S CUT. An extremely thick cut crystal  
Low drift, high activity. Supplied mounted only  
7,000 KC Band 63.50 14.000 KC Band $6.00 

100-KC Standard Frequency Bars, X-cut. mounted. $9.50 

SS Super IF Filter Bars. X-cut, mounted, 450-520 KC . .$4.50 
Special Crystal Grinding and Cutting for Wholesalers. 

Prices on Request. 

We solicit orders for single frequency networks, Army. 
Navy and Traffic Nets. These crystals are available at 
regular prices, if for 80 or 160 meter operation. 

• Commercial and Police-Frequency 
Crystals. 

SUPER-THICK C-6-S CUT. For Commercial and Police 
Radio Only. Attractive Prices on Request. 

XTALS 
Stockton, California 
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JEFFERSON Tunisiiners 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

You Can Depend On 

Typical of the values in the Jefferson line of fourteen 
Filament Transformers are the following: 

Cat. No. 464-201—Pri. 115 volts 60 cycles—Sec. 21/2 volt 
CT. @ 12 Amps. Secondary insulation tested at 7500 
volts—Your cost $1.20. 

Cat. No. 464-321—Pri. 115 volts 60 cycles—Sec. 7.5 volts 
CT. @ 6.5 Amps. Secondary Insulation tested at 2000 

volts—Your Coat $1.80. 
The above units are also available completely shielded. 

PLATE SUPPLY TRANSFORMERS 
Unusual values in all popular size plate supply trans-

formers are listed in the complete Jefferson catalog. The 
following are representative: 

Cat. No. 465-181 delivers 1000 or 1250 volts DC at 300 
miliiamps. Weighs 30 pounds—Your cost $ 13.80. 

Cat. No. 465-211 will deliver 1000 vo:ts DC 400 MA with 
conventional full wave rectifier or 2000 volts DC-
200 MA with bridge type rectifie: —Your cost $ 15.00. 

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS 
A Complete Jefferson Line 

A line of 11 modulation transformers listed to take care 
of all popular requirements. The following is outstanding: 

Transformer No. 467-526 for coupling PP 6L6's in Class 
AB2 to Class C load-60 watts capacity. Pri. 3800 ohms. 
Secondary: 7200 ohms with 120 MA DC or 3000 ohms 
with 200 MA DC for single 03A or two 800's—Your cost 
only $5.40. 

SWINGING and SMOOTHING CHOKES 
Conservatively rated swinging and smoothing chokes 

in carrying capacities up to 500 MA are listed in the 
Jefferson catalog. 

Swinging Choke No. 466-360 has capacity of 170 to 500 
MA,—Inductance 15 to 5 henries,—Resistance 60 ohms. 
Your cost $9.00. 

Smoothing Choke No. 466-370—with capacity of 500 MA, 
—Inductance 15 henries, Resistance 100 ohms,—priced 
at $ 10.20. 

>fflelle 

SEND for COMPLETE CATALOG and 
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS- FR E E 

Amplifier circuit diagrams employing popular tubes in efficient, easy-
to-coastruct circuits prepared especially for your guidance in building 
speech amplifier or public address equipment—are included with com-
plete catalog and will be sent free on request. 

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Bellwood (Suburb of Chicago) Illinois 

JEFFERSON 
RADIO 

PRODUCTS 

p.upe 
e  
*s-fe-5 

Del E‘ 

00-"F‘31 

PO‘ ie 

cio?‘-‘01`1%-. 

CY\ (DKES 

0>IE 

A‘-11° 

Canadian Factory: 535 College St., Toronto 
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HIGH POWER CONDENSERS 
The Famous 
WS 1502035 
35 mmf per sect. at 

I5000 volts 

$15.00 net 

Users of WS 
Condensers 

W4DHZ 
W6CUH 
W6LLQ 

W6ITH 

. . . SOME POPULAR SPLIT-STATORS . . . 

Type Max. Cap. Peak V. Air Gap Length Net Price 

WS1502035 
WS1202050 
WS75210 
WS60210 
WS4204 

2— 35 Mmf. 
2— 50 Mmf. 
2-100 Mmf. 
2-100 Mmf. 
2— 40 Mmf. 

15000 
12000 
7500 
6000 
4000 

.480" 

.355" 

.230" 

.168" 

.105" 

151/2" 
151/2" 
161h" 
16" 
43/4" 

$15.00 
15.50 
13.33 
13.00 
8.00 

TUBE DATA SHEETS 
Get more power from your tube We have 
available on request data sheets on most of 
the medium and high power tubes giving 
detailed dope mi "judicious over:oading" as 
recommended by W6CUH: Drop us a card 
with your tube type. 

WSN204 
30 mmf 
$5.00 
net 

WSN2852 
2 lOmmf 

$6.66 
net 

WSN852 
10 mmf 
$3.33 
net 

WSN204 WSN2852 WSN852 

ORDER DIRECT 
Order direct from this page. By dealing direct 
with you we can not only give you better 
service, but also solve your technical prob-
lems. Goods shipped express collect unless 
otherwise requested. Terms are cash with 
order, or 50% deposit balance c.o.d. 

NEW CATALOG 
Write at or:ce for cur brand new Amateur 
Catalog R-110. Over 40 different types of 
High Power Condensers. New transmitting 
coils on Mycalex. 1936 Resonant Filter. High 
Power Amplifiers and Transmitters, Phone or 
C.W. Fully illustrated. 

BROADCAST—RECORDING—SOUND 
We design and build transmitters and special 
equipment of all kinds, including high qual-
ity speech input equipment for broadcast and 
sound picture installations. Our new Catalog 
R-112 lists high-grade attenuators, standard 
gain set, precision resistors, and special 
items. 

AUDIO PRODUCTS CO. 
1017 N. Sycamour Ave. 

A. T. EDGCOMB 

Since 1907 Hollywood, Calif. 
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THE DB-20 selector with with self-con-

tained power supply, 
matched cabinet and 
controls, 9 to 550 
meter coverage, RME 
construction 

IN COMBINATION 

WITH the RME-89 SSS 
Receiver forms 

a unit which now makes 
possible an actual in-
crease in sensitivity of 
from 20 to 25 decibels 
and provides an image 
rejection ratio of 20,000 
to 1. 

Full Particulars 
on Request. 

R tv1E is constantly en-
deavoring to provide 

amateurs with the best possible 
radio reception. The above com-
bination has been designed to pro-
vide five tuned radio frequency cir-
cuits built around three stages of 
amplification all calibrated in mega-
cycles. Two wires between the re-
ceiver and selector complete the 
coupling link after antenna is con-
nected and 110 volt plug is inserted. 
SIMPLE . . . HIGHLY EFFICIENT . . . 
PRACTICAL . . . and, above all, A 
REAL ASSET TO AN AMATEUR 
STATION OPERATOR WHO IS 
PARTICULAR. 

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC., 306 FIRST AVE., PEORIA, ILL. 
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) ECONOMY without 
I.C.A. parts for short-wave receivers and transmitters represent the best value on 
the market today. Buy them for your next rig and learn how you can enjoy real 
economy without the slightest sacrifice of efficiency. With what you save on 
I.C.A. parte you can buy extra tubesl The equipment illustrated on these pages is 
only a small part of the complete Insuline line. See the whole line at your 
jobbers. 

Racks, Panels, Chassis 

for every need 

I.C.A. is ham headquarters for 
racks, panels, chassis, cabinets, 
bases of every kind. Everything 
from a transceiver box to a sec-
tionalized rack six feet high. Why 
try to bend hard steel or do diffi-
cult machine work at home? If you 
can't find what you want in the 
extensive Insuline line, we'll make 
it to order—at the lowest prices 
imaginable! The tremendous busi-
ness we do in this line enables us 
to give you fast service no matter 
where you live. 

And don't forget—we can furnur,i) 
from stock, bakelite panels, rods, 
tubes, to suit every requirement, 
and we have our own special ma-
chinery for engraving on any ma-
terial. Deal with us once through 
your jobber and you will know why 
I.C.A. for 17 years has lead the 
radio parts field. 

Dress Up Your Transmitter 

Knobs, dials, panel plates—a big assortment in all popular 
sizes and finishes. A few cents invested in I.C.A. plates will 
make that old transmitter of yours look like a million 
bucks! 

Easy 5-Meter Kit 
Want to get started on 5 meters? 
Here's a fundamental kit for the 
popular pentagrid receiver de-
scribed in May, 1936 QST. In-
cludes the special quench fre-
quency coil — an EXCLUSIVE 
I.C.A. item—and a neat crackle 
finished cabinet. See it at your 
jobbers 

INSULINE CORPORATION 
This trade-mark has been the symbol 
of radio quality for 17 years. Look 
for it on the IrBunn° boxes. OF AMERICA 
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loss of EFFICIENCY 

COILS! to fill every 

receiver and transmitter requirement 

I.C.A. has been famous for years for its big va-
riety of coils and forms for receivers and trans-
maters. More than two dozen types to choose 
from. The famous I.C.A. slotted and drilled form 
is specially designed for experimental work, and 

accommodates either thin or heavy wire. Factory-
wound coil for 20, 40, 80 and 160 meters are avail-
able for hams who want to be sure of their 
results on transmitting. 

R.F. Chokes and U.H.F. Components 

R.F. chokes for every transmitter—from flea-power 
rating to a full kilowatt are yours at startling 
money-saving prices. And of course ultra-high 
frequency parts, including fixed and plug-in coils, 

the famous I.C.A. " Constant Q" tuner (second 
from right), interruption frequency oscillators, etc. 
You're off to a good start when you use Insuline 
parts in that new 5-meter outfit! 

Sockets Galore! 

Thirteen different kinds of sockets, for tubes rang-
ing from "acorns" to fifty-watters, for panel or 
sub-panel mounting, and made of low-loss " In-

suies." All with tightly gripping phosphor bronze 
contacts and husky bases. If you intend to use 
the new 6L6's be sure to buy I.C.A. octal sockets 
for them. 

Before you buy a single new part for your next receiver or transmitter, be sure 
to study the I.C.A. line and be sure to compare PRICES. Quantity production 
with modern machinery is the reason I.C.A. parts cost little but work well. If 
you haven't a copy of our complete 40-page catalog, merely write on your QSL 
card "Pse send we cátalog," and you'll receive it by return mail. Or ask your 
jobber for a copy the next time you visit his store. 

23-25 PARK PLACE • • • 

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. 
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New R. F. 
Circuit Hook-Up Wire for 
Short Wave Transmitters 

and Receivers 
The necessity for correct Hook-Up Wire is just as important as the other 

component parts used in the construction of the circuits shown in this book. 
Hook-Up Wire must have proper insulation of high di-electric characteristics 
for the perfect operation of any transmitter or receiver. LENZ Hook-Up Wire 
is the best obtainable for short wave work. 

It is a wire of extremely low losses at high frequencies. Designed espe-
cially for the RF. circuit. Conductors supplied in several sizes, either solid or 
stranded. Insulation pushes back freely without adhering to the conductor, 
and is mechanically strong enough to resist abrasion. A fine production wire 
with insulation impregnated in a high resistant, low-loss, moisture resisting 
compound. 

LENZ wires and cables are carried in stock by leading Dealers and Distribu-
tors throughout the country. Use LENZ for better results. 

ewe* 
Shielded Cables 

Cotton Braid Overall 

Twisted Pair Braid 
Overall Cable for Doublet 

Antenna System 

Push-back wire 
Indoor aerial 
Auto radio cable 
Microphone cable 
Short wave lead-in 

Crystal Microphone 
Cable 

Shielded Rubber 
Jacketed Microphone 

Cable 

Tinned Copper 
Shielding 

'•e>nerr72̂ .7‘ 

.6.:ttf:AzIttrtAtiA,, 

Shielded Low Capacity 
Weatherproof Tubing 

(Loom) 

PARTIAL LIST OF LENZ PRODUCTS: 
Shielded wires and cables 
Speaker and head set cords 
Specially constructed shielded cables 
Battery and speaker extension cable 
Flexible rubber covered lead-in wire 

Ground wire 
Shielded low capacity cable 
Elevator annunciator cables 
Organ cables 
Fldmeproof jumper wire 

Established 1904 - Cable Address: Leraco Chgo 

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
1753 N. WESTERN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 
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.5 PRECIS1011 111 EVERY unrr. 
TWENTY-FIVE years age the Frst HAM-

MARLUND precision products made their 

appearance to the applause of the radio 

engineering world. Their dominant supe-

riority became a by-wo.d in laboratories, 

industrial plants, homes, and schools the 

world over. Today, specialists show an even 

greater approval re: the distinctive and 

extensive line of HAMMARLUND parts with 

priceless precision built into every unit! 

They are spec'fied for every conceivable 

type of radio instrument. 

Every feature of HAMMARLUND prod-

ucts is designed for peak electrical and 

mechanical e4iciency. Wide capacity ra-

tios; vibration-proo: ccnstruction noise- free 

operation: quality insulatior; selected metals 

—all with an eye to dependable trouble. 

free, long-last-ng service. 

A wIde variety of stock models is avail-

able. Above are shown a few popular 

HAMMARLUND products—single and split-

stator midget and micro condensers, trans-

mitting condersers, acorn and standard Iso-

lantite sockets transmitting chokes, Isolar• 

tite coil forms, XP-53 plug-in coils, air-

tuned I.F. transformers. 

The new HAMMARLUND "37" catalog 

completely describMg all HAMMARLUND 

products with numerous illustrations, curves, 

and mechanical drawings, has just been 

released. A copy will be rushed to you 

free of charge upon request Just mail 

the coupon be ow. 

MAIL COUPON NOW! 

— ---------

1 HAMMARLUND iv FG. CO., INC. 

424.438 W. 33n Sr., N. Y. City 

I Please send me new 

HAMMARLUND -37" Catalog. 

I Name   

Address   

L it),  State   

,281/41111111A1M111111‘ 11.1 E CA 
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MITE 
RHEOSTATS- SWITCHES-CHOKES 

OHMITE Rheostats 
These rheostats are the finest that money 
can buy. They are of the well-known 
Ohmite all-porcelain, vitreous enameled 
type, made up of porcelain and metal only. 
There are no organic materials which can 
smoke or char. Ohmite rheostats are ideal 
for giving that close control of filament 
voltages which is so essential to the long 
life and satisfactory operation of tubes. 
Available in seven models, rated at 25, 50, 
100, 150, 300, 500, and 1000 watts respec-
tively. 

OHMITE Bandswitch 
For instantaneous changing of wave-

frequency bands this new band-changing 

switch has no rivals. It forever relegates 

the old plug-in coil method to the limbo of 

things of the past. It is especially efficient 

because of its low-loss porcelain construc-

tion. Sturdily built to do a job and do it 

well. Try it and you will become an 

OHMITE enthusiast. 

OHMITE R. F. Plate Chokes 
These chokes have been specially designed 
in four sizes, to cover all of the popular 
amateur bands—and also find many uses 
in other high frequency circuits. They are 
single-layer wound on ceramic tubes and 
covered with a moisture-resisting material 
which holds the windings firmly in place. 
Furnished with non-magnetic mounting 
brackets. Ample space at the ends prevents 
flash-overs. 

GET YOUR FREE 
COPY OF THIS VAL-
UABLE CATALOG 
This catalog lists the 
full OHMITE LINE of 
Resistors and Rheostats. 
Many items not possi-
ble for us to show on 
these pages are de-
scribed and illustrated 
therein—with complete 
tables of values and 
sizes available. Send 
for your copy toc1,-

All of the items shown on these pages, and 
many others, are stocked by most jobbers 
and dealers or can be obtained by them on 

short notice from us. Demand OHMITE 
Rheostats and Resistors if you want the best. 

MITE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

4842 Flournoy St. Chicago, Ill. 
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HAMM 
FIXED AND ADJUSTABLE RESISTORS 

OHMITE "Brown Devil" 
These are vitreous enameled resistors, made 
in both 10 watt and 20 watt sizes; resistance 
values from 1 ohm to 100,000 ohms. A 
cement coated resistor, the famous "Red 
Devil," is also made by us—long a favorite 
with amateurs and radio service men. The 
"Red Devils" have a five-to-one factor of 
safety and will not fail even when they get 
red hot. The 10 watt size has resistance 
values of from 1 to 25,000 ohms and the 20 
watt size from 25,000 to 100,000 ohms. 

OHMITE "Wirewatt" and 
Center-Tap Resistors 

Ohmite "Wirewatt" is a small wire-wound, 
vitreous enameled resistor of one watt rat-
ing. In stock values of from 100 to 25,000 
ohms. This is the finest small resistor that 
money can buy. Center-tapped resistors can 
be furnished in either the "Wirewatt" or 
"Brown Devil." They are chiefly used to 
secure electrical centers of tube filament 
circuits. 

II 

II 
OHMITE "Dividohms" 

Voltage-divider resistors of high quality. 
Where closer adjustment than can be pro-

vided by a tapped unit (Ohmite "Multivolt") 
is desired, this resistor is recommended. 

"Dividohms" are wire-wound, vitreous en-
ameled units of the very finest grade of 

construction to be obtained anywhere. An 
adjustable lug with a "ball point" permits 
adjustments to varying resistance values. 

111 
OHMITE Fixed Resistors 

These are the standard vitreous-enameled 
fixed resistors. Get your copy of the OHMITE 
AMATEUR HANDBOOK which describes these 
and many other items in the OHMITE LINE— 
with circuits, tables and other interesting in-
formation. Ten cents at your dealers or sent 
postpaid on receipt of 10 cents. 

HMIITIE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

4842 Flournoy St. Chicago, Ill. 

I 

HIM 
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ANE K 

PLATE SUPPLY 
TRANSFORMERS 

- 200e - 
0 - 2000 - 3000 
Volts at 350 
MA. thru-111t-
er. 110V. PT!. 
Dim: h. 9%"; 
w. 7%"; d. 
13%". 1 KW. 

NET PRICE 

$18.95 
Thordarson Plate and Filament 
Transformer 
800-0-600 Volts 

at 200 MA. thru 
filter. 7%V. at 2% 
Amp. 5V. at 3 
Amp. 2% V. at 5 
Amp. 110 P r 
Dim.: h, 5"; w. 
3%": d. 4%". 

NET PRICE 

$2.45  
FILTER CHOKES 

Typo A. 
NET PRICE 

11 e i o t a": 
s, situ 24"; dexeh 
21/2 ". Mounting 
centers 3". 
SmoothIrg 

rhoke 30 henry 
100 MA. DC Re-
sistance 150 
ohms. 
No. 811187-

 95c 
G2 — Height 

4%"; width 
3%": depth 3" 
mounting ren-
ters 0%"--
re. C3 — 
Height 4%" 
width 3811" 
depth 3%" 
mounting ren-
ters 3%" — 
2%". 
Smoothing choke 30 henry 200 

DC Resistance 150 ohms. 
Type C3. 
NET PRICE $1.25 
Smoothing choke 30 henry 300 MA. 

DC Resistance 95 ohms. 
Type C2. 
NET PRICE  $1.95 

'Jhe"RED BOOK 
o AMATEUR RADIO' 
Mid-West Quality Maintained 
Write for Your Free Copy! 
Here are just a few typical 

Money Saving Values for You 

All the Leading 
Communication 

RECEIVERS 
AT LOW PRICES 

RCA 
NATIONAL 

H,AMMARLUND 
liALLICRAFTERS 
BRETING 14 

Mid West Transmitting 

Coil 

Forms 

Special ceramic focus for winding 
transmitting inductance. Adaptable for 
20. 40. 80 and 160 meters. Threaded 
for winding any size wire up to No. 
10. Holes in ends for mounting in-
sulators in plugs. 
No. A7583-2I/," 0.1).x5" long. SPE-
CIAL NET PRICE, 59c 
EACH  

No. A7584-4" O. D . x6./2" IMO  SPE-
CIAL NET PRICE. 99c 
EACH  

Transmitting Antenna 
Insulators 

Constructed of subite glazed, wet 
process porcelain. Combine remarkable 
strength with very low loss. Have 
high dielectric strength. For transmit-
ting or receiving aerials. All 1" diam-
eter. 
7 IN. 
NET EACH 

12 IN. 
NET EACH 

20 IN. 
NET EACH 

 18c 
 26c 

34c 

STEEL STANDARD 
RACK PANELS 

Supplied 
in W 
Chic k-
nees 
c o DI - 
pletely 
slotted 
and finished in a black crackle. 

Cat. No. 
Bi 1187 
Bi 1188 
Bi 1189 
B11190 
811191 
B11192 
B 11193 
B11194 
BII195 
811196 
1311197 
811198 

Size 
1%x19 
31/2 x19 
5%x19 
7 xlli 
83/4 :18 
10%x19 
12%x19 
14 x19 
15%x19 
17 1/2 x19 
19%x19 
21 019 

Net 
$0.39 

.44 

.49 

.54 

.59 

.69 
.79 
.89 
.99 
1.09 
1.19 
1.29 

Blank Rack Chassis 

Crackle 

Finish 

Designed to fit all Standard Re-
lay Racks. Made with inverted flange. 
for mounting bottoms as protection 
against dirt. Welded corners. 

7" W. x I r L. x 3" 11 75e 
10" W. x 17" L. x 3" H 79e 
13" W. x 17" t.. X 3" II 99e 

BLANK CHASSIS 
Cadmium Plated 

The, chassis 
of cold rolled 
steel, cadmium 
corners. 

BI 1202 
A7555 
811203 
A7553 
B11204 
811205 
A7552 
A755I 
A7554 
A7550 
A7549 

and bases are made 
specially annealed 
plated with welded 

10 x12 x3 
10 x17 x3 
10 x23 x3 
7 112 13 
7 117 x3 
7 x23 x3 
x 91/2 x3 

7%x11 x2% 
11 x10 x2% 
91/2 x 5 xl% 

434xl% 

69c 
75e 
09e 
65e 
75e 
85e 
50e 
65e 
69e 
35e 
35e 

MID-WEST RADIO MART 520 SO. STATE STREET, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
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'There's a reason  b 

for tbie preference v veteran amateurs tea 

service men in all parts of tbis country. For 15 years 13tab bas 
been constantly suiving toward perfection, eatein% tbe favor . ot 
the radio amateur by superiority in 4%10,33, 1)1 a VainstaVa% 
and never-ending, seaccb for better desig,n, mad the ready adop. 
tion ref-melees based on years of sound experience. , 

'Tine Itadia Mietele kneels tbat 13tab pacts in ids g ate 
an assurance of dependable performance end satisfactory °per-

Demand -Utah pacts toe your aealer--it pays.. It you Iraveet tion of tbe equipment be builds so carefully. 
N Coe of. tbe latest 13tab Asnatear catAor„--v•lee for yours novi• 

• 
\St p!-1 SPE.P,ERS • gleeà,i0i6 • I ite1SFORMERS • VOLUME cotenets -zo›Itcoos • Pee • Pl.t3GS GNOKES • S\eli,ICHES • es‘s.coits 

vs rtte 'ettb%0 ?ItOiglt OW Ate ovate° tetato AgtES 
' 15 tré,i2t5 Oe. 
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MACHINE vs. SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 
for RADIO CODE 

MACHINES FOR RENT OR SALE 

The "Instructograph" Code Machine is manufactured 
in two sizes. The "Standard," as illustrated above, in-
cludes a full set of ten tapes and the Book of Instructions. 
This machine may be rented at a nominal monthly rate, 
and the rental paid, may be applied on the purchase price, 
if it is desired to purchase after three months' trial, or 
sooner. 
The "Junior" Model, similar in appearance to the 

standard machine, only smaller and with five tapes and 
the Book of Instructions, is not rented brit may be pur-
chased for 512.00—delivered to any point in the United 
States or Possessions. The small machine operates just as 
efficiently as the larger one—the difference being mainly 
in the size, weight and number of tapes supplied. Addi-
tional tapes, however. may be purchased at a reduced rate. 

Send today for a detailed description of both machines. 
and the several renting propositions. A post card with 
your name and address is all that is necessary. 

W HY WASTE valuable time trying 
to become an Operator by listening to 
your Short Wave Receiver alone. Few 
indeed, ever get beyond the scant 
Amateur stage by that method. 
The "Instructograph Way" permita 

you to practice uninterruptedly on 
whatever kind of sending you wish or 
need. You may practice any time— 
day or night; good or bad weather; 
slow or fast as your advancement de-
mands. You regulate the speed of 
sending as you wish. 
No "fishing around" for some 

Amateur sending at your speed, and 
have him stop just about the time you 
get started to practice. No dividing 
your attention by "tuning" with one 
hand and trying to copy with the 
other. No weather or static inter-
ference with schedules. 

So, if you are tired of trying to get 
a start, or are a " 10 per" man, get the 
Instructograph and quickly get ALL 
the enjoyment of the AIR. To be lim-
ited to 13 or 20 words per minute on 
your Short Wave Receiver is about like 
it would be to have your Broadcast 
Receiver limited to "Bed-Time Stories." 
Get in the game right. 
Read what a few of the boys say 

about the "Instructograph Way." We 
have hundreds of such letters from all 
sections of the Country. 

Tice Instructograph can also be used for Americo); .11o, (Wir 
Code Instruction, for which tapes are available. 

CHAS. 0. WEBER 
321 W. GRAISBURY AVE., AUDUBON, 

N. J.. SAYS: 
"Boy, Oh Boy. Why I ever wasted about 
year trying to learn to receive Code on 

lily Short Wave Receiver, when I could buy 
an Instructograph, that would be willing to 
give me lessons whenever I was in the mood. 
for the small sum of $20.25-1 do not know. 
You could not buy it back for many times 
the amount if you wished to do so. 

"I have made wonderful progress in the 
past few weeks, and with the assistance of 
the Instructograph I am sure that I shall 
soon have all the speed I desire." 

JOSEPH P. SKUTNIK 
PINE ISLAND, NEW YORK, W2.1WK, 

SAYS: 
"In appreciation of the services the 'In-

tructograph' has rendered me. I wish to 
,tate that. in my opinion. there is no other 
machine on the market today that equals It 
when it comes to teaching the code. 

"In my own case I could not pass the 8 
word per minute mark after I had practiced 
four months by other methods. Today, after 
practicing with the Instructograph for • 
period of seven weeks. I ran comfortably re-
ceive about 21 words per minute. On May 
16th I took the Amateur examination and 
passed the code test with ease. 
"You have my permission to reprint any 

of the above statements. to convince others 
that the Instruetograph Is just the machine 
to use in learning the code, or gaining 
speed." 

 •   
JAMES W. DATES 

17 SHERWOOD ST., WELLSBORO. 
PENNA.. SAYS: 
"As I intend to keep your machine for 

another month, I am enclosing a postal 
money order for $2.25. 

"I am coming along very nicely, but re-
quire more time on numbers, so am keeping 
it for another month. 

"I have a great deal of faith in your 
, method of rode instruction, as I have pris-

e) gressed further in one month with it than 
in five months listening on Short Wave." 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO. 
916 Lakeside Place Dept. RBK , Chicago, Illinois 
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SQUARE CAN 
Oil-impregnated oil-
tilled paper section's 
in drawn-metal rer-
langular cans. 

High - tension pillar 
insulator terminals. 
Sturdy amounting 
lugs. Newt. Compact. 

Pommitisely seepage-
proof. Hermetically 
sealed to exclude 
moisture. Oil-bathed 
section for coolest 
operation under 
steady load. 

in 000, 1000, 1500, 
2000 and 2500 v. rat-
ings. 1, 2 and 4 mfd. 
except 2500 v. in 1 
and 2 mfd. 

CONDENSERS 

built to take 
the Sock! 

AEROVOX oil-filled transmit-
ting condensers cost less than 

any other high-voltage condensers. 
And here's why: Standardized de-
sign and mass production bring 
prices down to new level. That's 
low first cost. And long, trouble-
proof service completes the bar-
gain. Available in two popular 

types: 

e 
ROUND CAN 
Oil- impregnated oil.. 
filled paper sections in 
round aluminum cans. 

High-tension pillar in-
sulator terminals. Handy 
mounting rings. Ex-
tremely compact. 

Hermetically sealed 
Seepage proof. Adequate 
oil bath for cool, con-
stant operation. 

in 1000. 1500 and 2000 v. 
ratings. 1, 2 and 4 mfd. 
Reinforced winding pre-
ments troublesome plate 
flutter. 

Write for DATA. covering these popular priced quality units, as well 
as mica, electrolytic and other types. Also complete 

line of resistors from % watt carbon units to 200-watt adjustable wire-wound resistors. 
Sample copy of monthly Research Worker will be included with catalog. 

AEROVOX CORPORATION 
75 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities 
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Creators and Producers 
low loss, High Quality, Ruggedly Constructed 

RADIO PARTS 
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BUD SECTIONAL CABINET 
RELAY RACK 

This new innovation in rack design, 
permits the building of a cabinet rack 
to your required height without having 
any waste space. The feature of this 
rack is that you can have a complete 
rack starting from 31/2" high and pro-
gressing in height in multiples of 13/4" 
until any desired height is attained. 
Additional sections can be added at 
any time. 

A screw driver is the only tool neces-
sary for assembling ( illustrated at left). 

Other types and sizes of RELAY 
RACKS for any requirement, also 
rack panels and dust covers. 

Made 
Cabinets 
_ 

BUD METAL CABINETS AND CHASSIS BASES 

--.z,.. 
sesseouvoiet «tioutdc:. „, s• 
werime-*45.,e,m0- - ,-worAmotar: . , 

-- Ingemeeeekeeenes_ - Joiree.»-mvezipp. 
•Ic.2re - wow,» 

.., , 

in nurnerous types and sizes. Ruggedly constructed, of heavy gauge sheet steel. 
have black crackle finish. Chassis in black crackle and zinc coated finish. 

MIDGET CONDENSERS 
Note These Improved Features! 

1 New Positive Wiping 
-1-• Contact on rotor shaft 

2 with adjusting screw, elim-
mates mechanical noise on 
high frequencies. 

e) Close Fitting Bearings 
e. • hold rotor calibration 

ts....---and smoothness of opera-
tion. 

3 Insulated with ISOLANTITE. Soldered bras s, 
• plate assemblies, and heavy aluminum end 

plates make a precision built, ruggedly constructed 
condenser. 

For S. W. Receivers and Xmitters. Numerous ca- 
pacifies In single and dual units with single or 
cc ultiple spacing 

PLUG-IN 
Bakelite 

COIL 

* 

- 

11/4, 1112 
4, 5 and 

tube 
or )(miner 

FORMS 

1 

inch 
units 
Ideal 

Three 
Dia. 
to fit 
form 
ances. 

tlaàie 
111111 

Made 
standard 

for 

tut? 

a 

i 

sizes, 
in 

receiver 

ir 

and 
6 prong 

sockets. 

U 

2 1.1 

Induct-

Listed above are but a few items of the complete line of amateur parts in the BUD line. A 
new catalogue which illustrates and describes hundreds of items used by every branch of 
the radio industry is Free for the asking. Write Dep't. RBH-37 for your copy. 

BUD RADIO INC. • 1937 E. 55TH STREET 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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• Mr. C. B. Mcifurphy in charge of the 
Radio development work of the Piedmont 
Police Department, Piedmont, California, 
who has pioneered and developed one of 
the finest police two-way communication 
systems in America today, holding the 
ÉIMAC SOT, finally retired after giving 
such an excellent account of itself. 

This EIMAC 50T was finally retired 
after 12,500 hours of grueling 24 hour 
a day service in a 9 meter police trans - 
(mitter W 6 X B F.) 

Just another example of the stamina and 
unusually long life built into each and 
every IEIMAC tube. 

PLAY SAFE - BUY EIMAC 
At Leading Dealers Everywhere 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC. 
San Bruno, California, U. S. A. 
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YOUR FAVORITE CARDWELLS FOR 1936 
LEAD THE FIELD FOR 1937 

A survey of Cardwell sales to the amateur discloses 16 numbers 
so outstanding In popularity, we present them in a family group: 

(1) XG-50-XD Cap. 50-50 mmf. airgap . 171 m., ( 10) NP-35-GD Cap. 35-35 mmf airgap . 084 in., 
$10.00 list 5500 V. condenser for P.P. tanks $6.00 list 4200 V. H. F. condenser for 5-

-Mycalex insulation. 10M. 

(2) XC-75-XD 
$17.00 list 

(3) XC-100-XS 
$11-50 1st 

(42 MR-365-BS 
$3.30 list 

(5) MT-100-GS 
$4.40 list 

(6) MT-100•GD 
$8.00 list 

(7) XG-25-ZS 
$3.00 list 

(8) XT-220-PS 
$4.00 list 

(9) XT-210-PD 
$8.00 list 

Cap. 75-75 mmf. airgap .200 in., 
7000 V. condenser for P.P. tanks 
—Mycalex insulation. 
Cap. 100 mmi. airgap .200 in., 
7000 V. tank condenser—Myca-
lex insulation. 
Cap. 365 mint. airgap .031 in., 
1000 V. condenser. Compact 
unit for high "C" exciter units, 
buffer stages, etc. 
Cap. 100 mmf. airgap .070 in., 
3000 V. For 500-1000 V. buffer 
stages. 
Cap. 100-100 mmf. airgap .070 
in., 3000 V. Mycalex insulation. 
For P.P. plate modulated 10's. 
Cap. 25-9 mint airgap . 171 in., 
5500 V. neutralizer for 203-A's, 
211's, etc. 
Capacity 220 mmf. airgap .070 
in., 3000 V. For antenna net 
works and medium power tanks. 
Cap. 210-210 mmf., airgap .070 
in., 3000 V. For P.P. medium 
power tanks. 

(11) NA-4-NS Cap. and gap adjustable. Nor-
$3.60 list malty a 4 mmf. neutralizer for 

800, 852's—Mycalex insulation. 
Rotor lock. Slotted shaft for 
screw driver adjustment. 

12) NA-14-NS H. F. neutralizer for 8053, etc. 
$5.00 list Capacity 14-5, airgap .218 in., 

7000 V. condenser. 

(13) ZT-30-AS Trim-air neutralizer, capacay 
$1.85 list 30-4 mmf., airgap .070 in , 3000 

V. Isolantite insulation. 

(14) ZS-4-SS Trim-air Neutralizer—Cap. 4-1.5 
$1.85 list mmf., airgap . 150 in., 4500 V. 

buffed plates. For 35-T's, T-55's, 
etc. 

(15) ZR-25-AS Trim-air—Cap. 25-2 mmf., air-
$1.40 list gap . 331 in., 1000 V. 

(16) ZR-15-AS Trim-air—Cap. 15-1.5 mmf. air-
$1.25 list gap .331 in., 1000 V. 

(17) (L to R) Trim-air mounting bracket, ex-
tension shaft, mounting posts, 
and 804-A Inductance clips ( for 
No. 12 or No. 14 wire). 

Write for our handy net price bulletin with all pertinent information on 100 
quality variable air condensers for every purpose and power including 1 KW phone. 

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
81 PROSPECT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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Multi-Wave Assembly 
Mono-unit construction 

In answer to the constant demand for an "All Wave" coil assembly 
that will meet the demands of modern requirements. Meissner offers 
the coil and switch assembly as shown in the illustration. 
The unit embodies all colts, range switch, shunt trimmers. series 
padders, A.V.C.. by-pass condensers and necessary shielding. It is 
in fact the entire "Front End" of an all-wave set, exclusive of the 
gang condenser and tubes. Aligned and padded. No adjustments 
necessary. ALIGN-AIRE ( air dielectric) Trimming Condensers used 
on all bands, except the ultra high frequency band, which requires 
no trimmers. The essential features of this assembly are listed 
below in condensed form. 

I. Aligned and padded. Completely assembled and accurately bal-
anced. Ready to work. No adjustments necessary. No testing equip-

ment necessary. 2. Slmplo, efficient coil construction-individual coils for each band. 3. Essentially no leads from coils to 
switch (all coils except long wave, 2000 meters, supported by their lugs from switch. 4. No. common grounds. Tuned circuit 
ground returns, connect directly to respective gang wipers. 5. All leads short and direct resulting in uniformity of all 
assemblies. 6. ALIGN-AIRE ( air dielectric) trimming condensers used on all bands, except the ultra high frequency band 
which requires no trimmers. 7. Padding condensers--Variable mica on the long wave and broadcast and police bands. 
fixed mica on the 6 to 18 MC band and no pad on the ultra high frequency band. 8. R.F. stage is used on all bands except 
the ultra high frequency band. 9. The oscillator detector unit has circuit constants giving uniform oscillation voltage and 
optimum convarsation conductance on all bands. 10. Simple compact chassis lay-out. 

AVAILABLE IN FIVE DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS 

For Use un'th 410 mnt.f. Condenser 

5 Band 4 Band 3 Band 
7.5 to 20 meters 7.5 to 20 meters 16.4 to 51 meters 

16.4 to 51 16.4 to 51 48.5 to 177 
48.5 to 177 48.5 to 177 167 te 555 
167 to 555 167 to 555 
732 to 2110 
Model No. 7505- Model No. 7504- Model No. 7503-

List 221.00 List 217.50 List $ 16.00 

For use with 260 until. Condenser 

5 Band 4 Band 
8.8 lo 9.9 meters 
9.7 to 25 
24 to 68 
67 to 200 

190 to 555 
Model No. 7515-

List $21.00 

3.8 to 9.9 lusters 
9.7 to 25 
24 to 68 
67 to 200 

Model No. 7514-
List $ 17.1111 

14-Tube "Communications" 
Receiver Kit 

Utilizing the MEISSNER 
Completely Assembled 

Tuning Unit 

5 Bands-3.8 to 555 Meters 
Especially designed for the Radio Amateur 
who wants a receiver to cover all the ban«. 
The Ove, ten, twenty, forty, eighty. one 
hundred and rixty, and the broadcast band. 
Every "proven" development in circuit de-
sign is incorporated. 

Some of the Outstanding Featur es: 
Crystal Filter-Beat Frequency Oscillator with 
cut-out switch and pitch control-Noise Silencer 
Circuit-Variable Meta. al Band Expansion-Am-
piffled A.V.C.-Variable Sensitivity Control- FERRO-
CART ( Iron- Core) LF. Transformers-Audio Volume Con-
trol-Fourteen New Metal Tubes-PP. Output using the new 
"Beam" 6L6 Metal Tubes-Five Bands 3.8 to 555 Meters. 

The complete Coil Kit consists of the following: Completely wired tun-
ing unit as described above. Noise Silencer I.F. Transformer. Beat 
Frequency Oscillator Transformer. Matched Pair of Crystal Filter 
Transformers. FERROCART ( Iron Core) LF. Output Transformer. 
Band Expansion I.F. Transformer, FEMROCART ( Iron-Core). II 
Shielded R.F. Chokes. Complete net of diagrams and instruction 
sheets. 
Kit No. 7502- Complete as described above   List 550.00 

Completely Wired Tuning Unit Only 
The completely wired and accurately balanced and aligned tuning 
assembly, includes the Meissner multi- wave coil assembly, band- change 
switch, variable gang condenser, tube sockets for tuning unit (3), and 
a calibrated 6 Aeroplane dial with " Mleromaster" mechanical band 
spread. 
Model No. 7512 List $35.00 

FREE Our complete catalog is ready. Everything in cells; I.F., R.F., Chokes, etc.. as well as complete all 
wave and special short wave tuning assemblies and complete cell klts for sets from trio to fourteen tubes. 
You reed this guide to help you select the proper coil or coil assembly. 

MEISSNER PRODUCTS ARE SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS 

MEISSNER MFG. CO., MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS 



Don't Forget the NEW UTC VARIMATCH 
Modulation Transformer will Match ANY 
Modulator Tubes to ANY RF Load . . • • 

The Varimatch transformer will not only match PRESENT available modulator tubes, but any tube 
that may be released at a FUTURE date. 

All you have to decide is the DC input to your RF stage. Then just pick the VARIMATCH output 
transformer that will handle the maximum audio power required. 

These transformers will also match the line impedance output of PA or similar amp:ifiers direct to 
the Class C tubes. 

VIVI-1 Will handle 
any power tubes to 
modulate a 20 to 60 
watt Class C stage. 
Maximum audio out-
put 30 watts. 

Net ts $4.80 Toms  

VIVI-2 Will handle 
any power tubes to 
modulate a 40 to 120 
watt Class C stage. 
Maximum audio out-
put 60 wafts. 
Net to 
Hams  $7.50 

VI-3 Will handle 
any power tubes to 
modulate a 100 to 250 
watt Class C stage. 
Maximum audio out-
ut 125 watts. 

Hornto s $12.00 

The secondaries of all Varirnatch transformers 

VM-4 Will handle 
any power tubes to 
modulate a 200 to 600 
watt Class C stage. 
Maximum audio out-
put 300 watts. 
Net to 
Hams  $19.50 

VIVI-5 Will handle 
any power tubes to 
modulate a 450 watt 
to 1 ICW plus, Class C 
stage. Maximum au-
dio output 600 watts. 
Ne* to 
H rsj. $42.00 

are designed to 'carry the Class C plate current. 

The Varirnatch Transformer Never Becomes Obsolete 

INEW V.   MPLTT TPANSFORMZR,S,  
PA-49 Pushpull 45, 59 or 6L6 plates to push pull 
845A prime grids. PA-2. 
Net to Hams $4.50 
PA-50AX Single 53, 56, 6C5. 6C6 triode, 6A6 to 
Class B 53, 6A6 or 6E6 grids or single 89 to Class B 89 
grids. PA-1. 
Net to Hams 

PA-51 AX single 46 or 6L6 to Class 1 46 or 59 
grids. Single 45, 59. 2A3 or 61.6 to Class 3 46 or 59 
grids. Single 49 to Class B 49 grids. Single 37, 76, 6C6 
triode or 6C5 to Class B 19 or 79 grids. Single 30 to 
Class B 19 or 79 grids. Single 89 to Class B 19 or 79 
grids. Single 2AS. 42. 45 triode plate to A prime 45's. 
ZAS'. or 42's. PA- 1. 

 $3.30 

Net to Hams  

PA-52AX Push pull 45. 59, 2A3 or 61.6 plates to 
2-46 Class B grids. Push pull 45, 59, 2A3 or 61.6 plates 
to 4-46 or 59 Class B grids. Push pull 2A3's to 2-841 
Class B grids. PA-2. $3.90 
Net to Hams  

$3.30 

PA-53AX Push pull 42, 45, 50, 59. 2A3 or 61.6 
plates to two 210, 801, RE- 18, 35T or 800 Class B grids. 
Push pull 2A3 plates to two 838. 203A, 50T. 35T, 211A, 
242A. 830B, 800. RIC-18. 801 or 210 Class B grids. 
PA-2. 
Net to Hams  $4.50 

PA-59AX 500, 200 or 50 ohm line to two 805. 838. 
203A. 830B, 800, RIC-18. 801 or 210 Class B grids. 
Net to Hams  

PA-238AX Push mull paree ' II I 2A3, 45 50. 59 or 
61.6 to four 805, 838. or 203A ClassB grids. Push pull 
parallel 2A3, 45, 50, 59. 61.6 or *we 21IA, 845 plates to 
Class B 204A. HF-300 or 849 grids. Push null parallel 
2A3, 45. 50 or two 50T, 211A, 845 plates to Class B 150T 
or HF-200 Class B gnds. PA-3. $10.50 Net to Hams  

PA-512 500, 200 or 50 ohm line to two 1501% HF-
300, HF-200. 204A or 849 Class B grids. PA-3. $12.00 
Net to Hams  



REPLACED WITH COMBINED 
VOLUME CONTROL AND SWITCH 
IF ELECTRON MIXING IS USED 

COMBINED SIZE, DOUBLE CHASSIS. 1555L OVA INCHES 
SUITABLE FOR RACK MOUNT 

SEPARATE POWER AND AUDIO 
SECTIONS - AFAxmi,e e‘,«Fvetwe 

AUDIO CHASSIS ALONE 
SUITABLE FOR PORTABLE 
GENEKL0TOR OPERATION 

SOCKET CAN BE USED \ 
FOR EXTRA TUBE FOR 
ELECTRON MIXING 

PLUG CONNECTION FOR 
INPUT (N100 IMPEDANCE). 
EITHER LOW OR MGM GAIN 
CIRCUIT IMMEDIATELY 

AVAILABLE 

LOGARITHMIC GAIN 
CONTROL CALIBRATED 
DIRECTLY IN DR 

VARITONE TRANSFORMER 

PUSH PULL 
DRIVER 

MERCURY VAPOR 
RECTIFIER OVERSIZE 

POWER 
í TRANSFORMER 

BX CLAMP 
FOR AC INK)! 
ON PERMANENT 
INSTALLATION 

OVERSIZE OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER TO 

PUT MOST POWER OUT 

_ outPuT IMPEDANCES 
500,200.'0,8.5.3,15 OWLS 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
• CAN BE CHANGED FROM 
35 TO 55 WATT SUE ON 

SAME CHASSIS 

POWER SWITCH CAN RE. ,/ --- CONTROL CALIBRATED 
66 TUBES DIRECTLY IN DB 

STABILIZED FEEDBACK '''.. 
OPERATED WITH 

- EQUALIZER TO BRING UP LOWS OR 
TO REDUCE DISTORTION  AND INEREASE POWER LOWS AND HIGHS SIMuLTANEOuSLy 

PAK amplifier kits feature: Power output 35 watts self bias, 55 watts fixed bias; gain 118 DB, 
immediate change-over to 95 DB; separate power supply and audio decks; stabilized feedback; 
mobile operation with genemotor-20 watts output; provision for electron mixer or low impedance 
input if desired. 

PAK-1 Complete 35 watt kit including all ac-
cessories and output transformer with line and 
voice coil impedances. type PAK-1, 
net price to hams  $45.00 
PAK-1X 35 watt kit with modulation output 
transformer, type PAK-1X, net price to 
hams   $45.00 

PAK-2 amplifier same as PAK-1, but with 55 
watts output transformer to line and 
voice coils, net price to hams  $48.00 

PAK-2X same as PAK-1, but with 55 watt mod-
ulation output transformer, net price to 
hams   $48.00 

PA-428 Power transformer for push pull 6L6 
tubes, self or fixed bias primary, 115 v. a.c., 60 
cycles. Secondaries 450-0-450 at 250 ma.; 6.3 
VCT 4A, 6.3 VCT-2A tapped for 21/2  
volts-3A, 5 VCT 3-A. Net to hams  

PA-233 Input transformer from two 56. 6C6 
triode, 6C5, or similar tubes to 6L6's self 
bias. Net to hams  $3.60 
PA-333 This input transformer is designed to 
operate from 6C5's or similar driver tubes to two 
6L6's fixed M OIL 
Net to hams   $3.60 

PA-433 From 45 or 2A3 plates to two or four 
Fixed bias 6L6 grids. 
Net to hams  

*PA-2L6 6600 ohms, plate to plate. Will 
match 35-40 watts output. Secondary impedance, 
500, 200, 16, 8, 5, 3, 1.5 ohms. 

$6.00 Net to hams  

*PA-4L6 3800 and 3300 ohms, plate to plate. 
Will match two 6L6's fixed bias, 60 watts output; 
four 6L6's self bias, 60-80 watts output. Sec-
ondary impedance, 500, 200, 16. 8, 5. 3, 

$9.00 1.5 ohms. Net to hams  
These transformers incorporate the new UTC Feedback ( patent (ipplied for) II inding, which reduces harmonic distor-

tion, increases available power and reduces plate resistance tremendously. Xo resistors or condensers are necessary. 

eAsk your distributor for the new UTC BEAM POWER AMPLIFIER BULLETIN. This attractive 
book dicusses the operation of 6L6 Beam Power Tubes and includes circuit diagrams. 

UMM1ID CO/S), 
72 SPRING STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y. 
EXPORT DIVISION 100 VARICK STREET NEW YORK N.Y CABLES 'ARLAB " 
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STUDIO MODEL 
K-2 

CRYSTAL TIC j DEVICES 

AS THE SYMBOL CF QUALITY PRODUCTS •:. BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS DEPENDABLE 

PERFORMANCE AND RUGGED CONSTRUCTION 

LAPEL MODEL L-1 
Astatic engineers 

have constructed a 
High Fidelity NON-
DIRECTIONAL crystal 
microphone of the ex-
clusive Astatic dual 
diaphragm construc-
tion in a compact 
area of only 11/2" dia. 
by 1/2- thick — and 
weighing only 1 oz. 
Clips neatly to lapel 
and is free from fric-
tional disturbance. 25 
ft. of cord. Finish 
telephone black. 
(Chrome optional). 
List Price $25. 

The High Fidelity multi- unit 
Broadcast Station model of the 
Astatic Line. NON-DIRECTIONAL, 
featuring exclusive Astatic dual 
diaphragm principle of construct on 
functioning on Grafoil Bimorph 
crystals. Frequency response sub-
stantially flat from 30 to 6000 c.p.s. 
with rising characteristics to 10,000 
c.p.s.; output level —64 DB conser-
vatively rated. Bright chromium 
finish—furnished with 8 ft. of two-
wire shielded rubber covered cable. 
List Price $37.50. 

Only 
21/2" dia. 
by 
thick. 

ASK YOUR JOBBER 

PUBLIC 
ADDRESS 
MODEL D-2 

Shaped and styled like 
a watch—designed so that it 
does not obstruct face of user. 

Essentially NON-DIRECTIONAL, 
utilizing the exclusive Astatic 
dual diaphragm principle. Noted 
for fine frequency response, ex-
ceptional ruggedness, conven-
ient size and beautisul chrome 
finish. List Price $25. Available 
with handle, handle with hand 
switch, handle with relay switch 
or stand—slightly extra. 

"SPEECH RANGE" 
MODEL D-104 

The favorite microphone of the 
"ham"—because of its superi-
ority in the "speech range," its 
high output level, ruggedness, 
absence from background noise 
and trouble- free dependability. 
Bronze case heavily chrome 

plated. List Price $22.50. Avail-
able with handle, handle with 
hand switch, handle with relay 
switch or stand—slightly extra. 

Equipped 8 
ft. one-wire 
shielded 
rubber cov-
ered cable. 

S-TYPE PICKUP 
Internationally recognized for the faithful repro-

duction of recorded sounds. Strong in bass where 
normally records are weakest. Simple in construc-
tion, light in weight on records, free from extraneous 
sounds, engineered lar long life. 

S-8 for 10" and 12" records—List Price $ 12. 
S-12 for 16" records—List Price $15. 

• 

Standard finish black 
wrinkle with chromium 
plated trimmings. Special lengths and 
finishes on request. 

All Astatic Products Guaranteed. Licensed under 
Brush Development Company Patents—Astatic pending. 

ÁSTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORYInc.YOUNGSTOWN,O. 
riffna, Parlilifaditteill cf ccafity Chttgai Platte& 
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ALADDIN RADIO INDUSTRIES, INC. 
466 J West Superior Street Chicago, Illinois 

Licensee of Johnson Laboratories, Inc. 

These devices manufactured under one or more of the following U. S. Letters Patents: 

1887380, 1940228, 1978568, 1978599, 1978600, 1982689, 1982690, 1997453, 20025'CO 
.2005203, 2018626, 2028534, 2032580, 2032914, 2035439. Other patents pending,. 
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Polyiron 

Type A i-f Transformers 

Adjustable coupling, as offered in the 
Type A ALADDIN Polyiron transformers, 
permits a desirable degree of circuit vari-
ation by the advanced radio technician. 
A lateral adjustment is provided for the 
lower coil to secure the exact degree of 
coupling required for any i-f circuit. In 
doing this the following procedure should 
be followed: Loosen the set screws in the 
bakelite supports, reached through the 
bottom of the shield; adjust the coupling 
by carefully turning the nut on the side 
of the unit. A clockwise rotation of two 
turns increases the selectivity as shown 
by A in the accompanying curves, but 
reduces the gain. A counter-clockwise 
rotation of two turns produces overcoup-
ling, broadening the curve as shown in 
C and reducing the gain. B curve is the 
factory setting at optimum gain. 

No factory replacements or adjust-
ments will be made after the lateral 
coupling seal is broken. 

The diagram and table below show 
three combinations of ALADDIN units 
for use in a crystal filter circuit. 

157 OCT 
OR Ka, et, 

eco 

'TI 465 Ka. 7 

ge 117AL 

s. 

IF Awe 
nut 

GREEN  

..3 be DET i  

Rep t SLR 

GIOIC or A100C or GA 100C 

LGIOIA A100 GAIOIA 

Ti 6201 A201 GA201 for Diode 
2nd Det. 

T, GIO1A A100 GAIOIA for Triode 
2nd Det. 

100 

o 

or 
1.1 

Mica -Tuned I-F's 
Applications 

_ 
= Selectivity at 465 Ice 
: T.ue A100 606-606 . 
- A — Selechre Coupling. 94in III - 
8 —  °emu. Coal", "S. Pin 250 

'C — PA..mum Coupl ug,gain 172 " 

l 

A. 

B 

40 20 0 20 

Kilocycles Off Resonance 

40 

The selection of an ALADDIN 
transformer should be governed 
by the types of tubes employed 
and the gain which the circuit 
will handle. While 465 kc is the 
present established i-f frequency, 
a few transformers are listed for 
use at other frequencies. The ac-
companying circuits show tubes 
corresponding to the types recom-
mended in the data. 

6K 7 

6K7 
OR 

6D6 
sue. 

R4f"c fli 
5OV. A C 

6K7 6K7 
OR 

6D6 6D6 
RED  —BLACR 

rr, Pc. 
250V AVC. 

A resistor ( 1000-1500 ohms) by-
passed by a condenser ( 0.1 u-f) 
appears in the plate circuits. This 
is recommended because the high 
gain of Polyiron transformers may 
cause oscillation if stray coupling 
exists. 
Two stages ( three transformers) 

are not advisable unless a crystal 
filter is used and then only in a 
carefully designed circuit. One 
stage of i-f amplification is ample 
for the finest receiver. 
A typical diode stage ( 75, 6H6, 

etc.) shown on the left, working 
into a 0.5 meg. load ( R,) may have 
the following values: 12, 0.05 meg; 

Ri, 0.5 meg; 
R4. 1000 
ohms: Ch 

A1.0 00 Can.:  100.01 u uuff;: 

Ft. C., 0.05 
C0 uf. 

Specifications and List Prices 

6H6 
75 

Fyne 
A101 
A10181 
A100 
A201 
A20011 
A 100C 
A200C 
A125 
A125 
Ans 
A150 
A150 
A250 
A175 
A175 
A275 
AI85 
A185 
A285 

Frequency 
Range. kc 
440-480 
440-480 
440-480 
440-480 
440-480 
440-480 
440-480 
360-380 
360-380 
360-380 
250-270 
250-270 
250-270 
165-185 
165-185 
165-185 
105-125 
105-125 
105.125 

Alumnium Shield I.,2" D. 

Factory 
Setting Gain 
465 ke 50 
465 ke 48 
485 ke 250 
465 ke 110 
465 ke 113 
465 ke 
465 ke 
370 ke 49 
370 kc 220 
370 kc 110 
260 lee 62 
260 ke 330 
260 kc 120 
175 kc 54 
175 ke 300 
175 ke 135 
115 ke 81 
115 ke 370 
115 he 145 

x 31/s' high, I 13/32 Mtg. Centers 

Band•W idte 
2n 10x 100x 

13 
19 

18 56 
19 66 
31 
51 

18 58 
15 47 
31 
15 
15 4I 
31 

9 
24 
10 36 
9 28 
18 

•Ô 
30 

Between 
6A7.606 
6A8•687 
6D6-6D6 
6D6-75 
6K7•6H6 
•XTAL 
6D6-75 
6A7•606 
6D6-6D6 
606-75 
6A7-6D6 
606-6D6 
6D6-75 
6A7- 6D6 
6D6-6D6 
606-75 
6A7-6D6 
606-606 
6D6•75 

Use 
Converter 
Converter 
Interstage 
Diode --
Diode 
XTAL Inv. 
F. W. Diode 
Converter 
Interstate 
Diode 
Converter 
Interstage 
Diodo 
Converter 
Interstage 
Diode 
Converter 
Interstage 
Dinde 

List 
Price 
93.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
4.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
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PolyIron Air -Tuned I-F's Aladdin 

100 

o 

10 

A 
B 

Selectivity 
Trimmers 

— Type G101, 
— Type A101, 

at 465 
Dielechic 

Air, 
Mice, 

¡cc 

loin 36 
lain 50 

Me.uted 
and 

be,yeen 
606 IA.) 

6A7 

1ç 7 

Type G 

Fixed- Coupling 

i-f Transformers 

An advanced de-
sign intended fo r 
precision amateur 
and commercial high-
frequency communi-
cation receivers, 
Type G transformers 
use air-trimmed coils 
on Polviron Cores. 

The purpose of 
this design is to pro-
vide the utmost free-
dom from frequency 
drift in communica-
tion-type receivers. 
Normal temperature 

changes or variations 
in humidity have a 
negligible effect up-
on air-dieletric trim-
mers. Type G trans-
formers may be used 
in circuits of the type 
shown on page 2. 

The use of ALAD-
DIN Polyiron results 
in a sharper reson-
ance curve and a 
higher gain than is 
obtainable with air-
core coils of the 
same physical dimen-
sions. 

The increased effi-
ciency of the air 
trimmers over mica 
trimmers is evident 
in the adjacent 
curves. 

40 20 0 90 40 

Kilocycles Off Resonance 

Type GA 
Adjustable Coupling 
i-f Transformers 

The adjustable coup-
ling feature of popular 
Type A ALADDIN Poly-
iron core i-f transform-
ers is now available with 
dual air trimmers, in 
Type GA, suitable for 
use in circuits shown on 
page 2. 

This design is particu-
larly suited to the needs 
of the advanced ama-

teur' and designers of 
special equipment, 
wherein the utmost free-
dom from frequency 
drift must be maintained 
over long periods of 
time. 

In the tabulations be-
low, it may be observed 
that some items are 

listed twice with differ-
ent gain figures. In each 
case the transformer is 
the same, the gain and 
band width changing 
with various tubes and 
circuits. 

Type G H 
Band- Expansion 
i-f Transformer 
Is an air-tuned three-

tap band-expansion con-
verter coupler for use in 
a circuit similar to that 
shown on page 5 for the 
H103, where high fidel-
ity may be required for 
BCL use and extra se-
lectivity for the con-
gested short-wave chan-
nels. 

Specifications and List Prices 

100 

o 

o 

10 

=- Selectivity at 465 kc .=". 
— A— Tee* GA101a, pin 490 — 
— 9 -- Type Gis'., gm. 275 — 

— (Mrwitoed bet« a 4.136 6.640 -* 

\ \ r fG 

40 20 0 20 40 

Type 
G101 
GIOIM 
GIO1A 
GIOIA 
G201 
G201 Mt 
G208 
GIOIC 
G175 
G I 75 
G275 

GAI01 
GA 101M 
GAIOIA 
GAIOIA 
GA201 
GA20IM 
GAIO0C 

Frequency 
Range. kv 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
170-180 
170-180 
170-180 

456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 
456-465 

Shield I 7 16" x I?. x 4" high. I 11 32 Mtg. Centers 
Type G Air- tuned Fixed Coupling 

Band Width 
24 lox 100. 

15 57 
14 51 
17 53 
21 71 
29 
29 

Gain 
56 
70 

275 
180 
125 
90 
100 

56 
295 
140 

ió 
10 
20 

• • • • 

II 37 
.. 10 30 
7 19 .. 

Type GA Air- tuned Adjustable Coupling 
.. IS 54 

15 49 
15 48 

.13 375 57 
14.5 42 . 

52 
200 
146 
100 
92.5 

Between 
6A7-6D6 
6A8-6K7 
6136-6D6 
6K7-6K7 
6D6-75 
6K7-6H6 
61(7-6H6 
-XTAL 
6A7-6D6 
6E16-606 
606-75 

6A7-606 
6A8-6K7 
606406 
61(7.6K7 
6D6-75 
6K7-61-16 

... .. .. -XTAL 
Type G H Air- tuned High Fidelity Converter 

GHIO3 456-465 A•52 .. 16 52.5 6A7- 6D6 
B-60 At the nose 
C43.4 14.5 At the nose 

*G101 M Formerly 52242A. tG20IM Formerly S22428. A pr. I, 1936 UST Page 22. 

Aluminum 

Factory 
Setting 
465 tic 
465 kc 
465 lie 
465 kc 
465 kc 
4115 kc 
465 kc 
465 Ire 
175 kc 
175 Icy 
175 kc 

465 Ire 
405 kc 
465 kv 
465 Icy 
465 kc 
465 kc 
465 Ire 

465 kc 

Use 
Converter 
Converter 
Interstage 
Interstage 
Diode 
Diode 
Silencer Diode 
XTAL Ina. 
Converter 
Interstage 
Diode 

Converter 
Converter 
Interstage 
Interstage 
Diode 
Diode 
-XTAL Ina. 

Converter 

List 
Price 
55.53 
5.54 
5.5.1 
5.50 
5.54) 
5.50 
4.50 
6.25 
5.50 
5.50 
5.53 

6.59 
6.50 
6.53 
6.5.1 
6.5.1 
6.5.1 
7.25 

6.50 
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OPANGL 

Aladd=on Polyiron Radio Components 

Type IC Midget i-f Transformers 
Type C ALADDIN Polyiron i-f transformers 

are designed for auto, home and portable 
receivers in which space is limited. The Litz-
wound coils and low-loss dual mica trimmers 
are contained in a small 
copper shield only 21/2" 
high by 11/8" square. 
The gain of Type C trans-

formers in circuits employ-
ing metal or metal-glass 
tubes averages better than 
the leading types of air-core 
coils, while the selectivity 
is distinctly better. Metal 
tubes have different inter-
electr ode capacitances 
from glass tubes; hence, for 
best performance, associ-
ated circuit components 
must be specifically de-
signed to match these 
tubes. The results achieved 

Specifications 

with Type C i-f transformers in auto, home 
and portable receivers are proof of the value 
of this careful design in conjunction with 
metal tubes. 

100 

o 

nc 

o 

10 

= Selectivity at 465 kc 
— Type C1011.1, s in 52 

— (Meesuredbetween6A8-6K7tebes)-

140 20 0 20 
Kilocycle, OR Resonance 

and List Prices 

40 

The accompanying 
performance curves 
and gain figures are 
made from average 
production samples, 
and are representa-
tive of the charac-
teristics of these 
compact transform-
ers. Circuits using 
metal tubes, as 
shown on page 2, 
right column are 
recommended f o r 
use with these 
ALADDIN Polyiron 
transformers. 

Type 
C101111 
C10014 
C200M 

Frequency 
Range, he 
440-480 
440-480 
440-480 

Factory 
Setting 
465 he 
465 he 
465 he 

Gain 
52 
134 
85 

Band Width 
20 10x 100x 

22 72 
23 75 
35 .. 

Between 
6A8-6K7 
6K7-6K7 
6K7-6H6 

Use 
Converter 
Interstage 
Diode 

List 
Price 
$2.50 
2.50 
2.50 

C350 440-480 465 kt 617 or 6C6 BFO 2.50 

Beat Frequency Oscillator 
Type C350 is a beat-frequency oscillator unit for use in connection with a 6J7 

electron-coupled oscillator or an equivalent tube such as the type 6C6. 
The accompanying circuit diagram illustrates the method of using the BFO 

Type C350 unit. 

Aladdin 
Wave Trap 

TO RECEIVER 

The ALADDIN wave trap 
is designed to be used in 
series between the aerial 
and antenna coil fo, the re-
jection of commerc.al inter-

ference at intermediate frequencies. The ALADDIN 
wave trap is tuned to the interfering signal by vary-
ing the inductance of the coil, accomplished by mov-
ing the Polyiron core with an adjusting sciew. 

Tyne 
R4563 
R4560 

Frequency In he 
440.510 Shielded 
440-510 Unshielded 

Size 

11k1-'"s11 „ 1/1 ;; ". 

List Price 
$2.00 
1.50 

Aladdin Resonator 

Aladdin Radio Indu,di leN 

A flexible time saving alignment tool. When used 

with a reliable oscillator and output meter, mis 

aligned circuits are immediately indicated, showing 

whether an increase or decrease in capacity is 

needed to align the circuit. Inserting the Polyiror 

end into a coil has the effect of adding capaci.4 

while the brass end has the effect of reducing thE 

capacity. Proper alignment is indicated when bot1 

ends, upon being separately placed in the field 01 

the coil, decrease the output of the receiver. Lisi 

price with instructions, $ 1.00. 

Aladdin Radio Industries, Inc. 
Licensee of Johnson Laboratories, Inc. 
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YOU GETA 
bETTERBREe 
AT W.R.S.Co. 

IT isn't done with mir-
rors . . . there's no trick 
to it . .. it isn't a secret. 
Complete stocks and :n-
credibly swift service 
from five strategically 
located branches are just 

two of the reasons why WHOLESALE 
is the world's largest distributor of ham 
and radio parts. There isn't a thing in 
radio that you cannot get at WHOLE-
SALE. 

Twenty-two -hams" like yourself are on 
our sales staff . . . they're sympathetic, 
they know your problems; consult with 
them on anything that's special . . . 
they'll get it for you. Write today. 

Send for this eye-filling, eye-opening 
catalog today. It will be a great help 
to you . . . and it will graphically illus-
trate how you can save money by -buy-
ing WHOLESALE." 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE gy 
NEW YORK, N. Y. • 
10C SIXTH AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILL. ATLANTA, GA. 
901 W. JACKSON BLVD. 430 W. PEACHTREE ST., N. W„ 

Wholesa:e carries every nationally advertised brand. 

Here you can get the products of: Hammarlund, Hal-

:icrafters, RCA, Nattonal, Lat.ayette, Bliley, Thordar-

son. Raytheon. United Transformer, Cardwell, Aero-

vox. Sangamo Weston, Sprague. IRC, Belden, Birn-

bach. GE, Taxley. Meissner, Electrad, Amperex, and 

others. 

ollia IZMIR • MIMI 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., INC. 
100 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y. 
or 901 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, ID. 

Please send me you: utert Catalcg 
No. 687. 

Name   

Address 

City   State   
AI MUIIIMIMIIIIIIIMMMIZ 



Jones Radio Handbook 

1 A COMPLETE LINE OF POWER PLANTS 

FOR EVERY CAPACITY AND PURPOSE 

GAS-ELECTRIC 
PLANTS rmarket! 300 watts. 110 volts. 60 cycles AC 

tenerates electricity anywhere. Also has 50 
watt DC winding for charging 6 volt batteries. 
Kick- pedal starting. Filter and remote control 
available. Price $79.95 list F. O. B. Chicago. 

• BLUE DIA-
MOND—the lowest priced 
alternating current gas - 
electric plant on the 

°TRIM GAS-ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS—AC or 
DC front 6 to 110 volts and 150 watts to 1500 watts. 
Priced from $94.95 list and up F. O. B. Chicago. 

DYNAMOTORS 

• The finest 
quality high volt - 
age equipment for 
sound systems. 
Pol ire. Aircraft 

- and Marine Radis 
Service. Light-
weight, sturdily 
built. Not affected 
by vibration. De-

pendable power under any circumstances. 6 to 
110 volts input and up to 1000 volts output. 
Priced from $35.00 net and UD F. O. II. 
Chicago. 

GEN-E- MOTORS 
• Recognised as the 

best power unit for ob-
taining high voltage for 
radio tube plat e,, from 
storage batteries or other 
sources of direct cur-
rent. Available with 
nu I it- in filter or without 
—or with special short 
wave filter for use with 
5- meter transceivers. 
Priced from 013.00 list 
and up F. O. B. Chi-
cago. 

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION 

PIONEER GEN -E-MOTOR CORP. 
452 W. SUPERIOR ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

All of the 

Wire Wound 
TANK COILS 

Used by Frank C. Iones 
In This Handbook Are 

MERRILL 
• They had to be better, otherwise they 
would not have been selected by Jones. 
MERRILL coils are shown in many trans-
mitters in the pages of this Handbook. 
Every time you see a Wire-Wound Low-
Loss Tank Coil in a Iones Transmitter, you 
know it is a MERRILL. 

• MERRILL COILS are available for all 
transmitters, from the smallest to the larg-
est. There is a wide range of sizes for 
various condenser capacities. 

• MERRILL COILS are wound with en-
ameled copper wire, supported by means 
of low-loss strips. They are easily at-
tached to stand-off insulators. 

• MERRILL COILS can be supplied with or 
without center-taps. 

• MERRILL COILS have the proper length-
to-diameter ratio. 

• MERRILL COILS are stocked by good 
radio dealers and jobbers. 

• If you can't get a MERRILL COIL from 
your nearest dealer, please let us hear 
from you. 

• If you have a special transmitter coil 
problem, no matter how large or small, 
avail yourself of our engineering service. 

• When you are ready to buy transmitter 
coils, me the coils that Jones uses  

Because MERRILL Means 
Ultra Efficiency 

Ruggedness 

Superior Performance 

• 

• Dealers' Inquiries Solicited. • 

MERRILL MANUFACTURING CO. 
4835 Edison St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 
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Jones Radio Handbook 

A SYMBOL THAT STANDS FOR 
QUALITY IN AMATEUR ACCESSORIES 

Amateurs from Coast to Coast who insist upon the "best" 

ask for Bimbach 

rMITTING SOCKETS 
Featuring side wiping contacts. 
Brass, nickel plated shell. Highly 
vitrified, low absorption base. 
All brass hardware. Low prices. 
No. 434. 50 watt, List ea... .$ 1.25 
No. 435. 10 watt, List ea. .90 IneW41.1 I. 

Products by name. Most dealers and 

jobbers carry them, if not write to 

us direct giving dealer's name and 

address. We'll see that you are 

supplied. 

1 
î 

ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY 
ANTENNA 

Made of hard drawn alu-
minum tubing, telescoped. 
Two sections. Adjusted 
with specially designed 
taper lock bushing. For 

65 stationary or mobile use. 
","" Size closed, 26"; open, 

50". Available with 
either stand-off mounting or 
binding post mounting with 
drilled and flattened end. 
Cat. No. 156 open binding 

post mounting  $1.00 
Cat. No. 157 open, 10-32 
threaded bushing   1.10 

Cat. No. 154, 3 section; 36" 
closed, 102" open; with-
out insulator   2.00 

Steatite ANTENNA INSULATOR 

Cat. No. 
470 
471 
472 

U ps usually 
s tr o 'n g. 
Long leak-
age path. 

Length List Pr. Ea. 
50c 

12" 70c 
20" $1.10 

FEEDER SPREADERS 
Highly vitrified, 
1 o w absorption, 
round edges to 
prevent chafing. 

Cat. No. Lid Price 
462 Feeder Line Spreader. 

2" long  each $0.12 
464 Feeder Line Spreader, 

4" long  each . 15 
469 . Feeder Line Spreader, 

6" long  earl, .20 

X'MTR LEAD IN INSU-
LATORS 

== f:f 

Made ot highly 
"taijek- vitrified glaze 

e 

„ porcelain. Fea-

sorption. 
lure low ab-

Cat. No. List Price 
4235 10 Inch rod $0.90 
4236 15 Inch rod  1.00 
4237 10 inch rod with bushings 1.20 
4238 15 Inch rod with bushings 1.50 
4240 Bushing. 1" long, 94." die. .05 
4241 Bushing. W' long. dia. .05 
4242 Bushing, 44" long. 9s'" dia. .05 

Come in five properly graduated 
heights to cover all needs. Highry 
vitrified, low absorption porcelain 
used throughout. Jack types avail-
able in every height from 1" up. 

Cat. No. Height List Price 
No. 405  5/  $0.06 
No. 966 1 e 1/2    .071/2  
No. 9661  1 .10 
No. 866 11/2 . .12 

E01 TRANSMISSION CABLE 
956 100 ft. spool 
955 250 ft. reel 
954 SOO ft. reel 
953 1000 ft. reel   

STEATITE CONE 
STANDOFF 
INSULATORS 

0 f m - 
proved 
physical 

a a a ..... tpiresie range 
and electri-
cal q&amli: 

"" '"'"'" of heights. 
White glaze only. 
Cat. No. No. 430  Heierht List Price 

 50.10 
No. 431 
No. 4311   
No. 432   
No. 4321  11/4 
No. 433   
No. 4331  2e4   

BIRNBACH JACKS 
AND PLUGS 

Feature large contact area. 
Cat. No. Description List Pr. Ea 
395 Giant Jack, ye Mtg. Hole 25c 
396 Giant Plug, 10/G2 threaded hole 25c 
397 Giant Plug, 1/4-20 threaded hole 25c 
398 Giant Plug, 1/4-28 threaded shank 25c 
399 Giant jack, 1/2" mounting hole 25c 
400 Plug, 6/32 threaded shank, 1/2" long  6c 
401 Plug, 6/32 threaded hole  7c 
403 lack. 1/4 " mounting hole  6c 

1   
11/4  

.15 

.20 

.20 

.25 

.25 

.50 

FEED THRU STANDOFF 
INSULATORS 4 

" "'• :Al :1:1C. ::= 
An original Birnbach develop 
ment. Two pieces. Designed 
and proportioned for maximum 
strength. Brass nickel plated 
hardware supplied. 
Cat. No. Height List Price 
No. 458   sie $0.12 
No. 478  1   .20 
No. 4781  1   .25 
No. 4125   11/4   .25 
No. 41251   11/4  .30 
No. 4234  23/4  .55 
No. 42341  23/4 .80 

BIRNBACH STANDOFF 
INSULATORS ztaad 

Cat. No. Height List Price 
No 8661  11/2  . 15 
No. 866S1.. .11h  .35 
No. 4275 23/4  .30 
No. 42751. .23/4  .55 
No. 4450 41/2  .50 
No. 44501..41/2  .75 

Can be used up 
  S10.00 1000 ft. without nea-
  22.50 ligible loss. Han 

45.00 dies any power 
90.00 1 kw. 

BIRI1BACH 
145 HUDSON ST. 

RADIO CO 



T. R. McELROY 

Off ida! Record 
69 wpm Brockton 1935 

World's Champion Radio Telegrapher 

23 BAYSIDE STREET 

UPHAMS CORNER P. O. 

BOSTON, MASS. 

51 WPM 561/2 WPM 55 WPM 

BOSTON CHICAGO NEW YORK 
1920 1922 1921 

You can send better with a MAC KEY or your money refunded 
after five day trial 

1. Massively constructed base and superstructure one solid cast-
ing. Vibrationless. 

2. Name plate with serial number for operator's protection. 
3. Binding post. Other post is number 19. 
4. Vibration dampener on swivel so may be thrown out of way for 

handling weights. 

$7.95 
F.o.b. Boston 

/6 

17 

18 

19 

22 

5. Vibration dampener adjustment screw so that roll hits rod exact 
center. 

6. Vibration dampener roll in machined slot for beautifully 
stutterproof sending. 

7. Straight key changeover lever, locks rod for shipping and 
handling also. 8. Speed governor weights. 

7 6 5 wpm to 50 wpm. 
9. Vibrating rod. 

10. Dot U spring holding 
and adjusting collar. 
This U spring formed in 
a die out of highest 
Quality Swedish blued 
steel of exact weight 
desired and then Parker-
used for longevity. 

11. Main spring also se-
lected after exhaustive 
experimenting For cor-
rect weight and also 
Parkerized. 

12. Main lever yoke casting 
which provides the ex-
cellent dash lever sus-
pension. 

13. Dot lever back stop 
screw. 

14. Dot lever travel screw. 
15. and 16. Dot and Dash contact screws 

on solid bar for perfect alignment. 
17. Thumb paddle For dots. 

18. Dash button for first and second fingers. 
19. Binding post. Other post is number 3. 
20. Dash lever spring (Parkerized) and adjustment nut. 

21. Dot lever spring (Parkerized)and adjustment nut assembly. 
22. Dash lever and Dot lever bearing adjustment screws. 

FOR TELEGRAPH OPERATORS $10.00 
I have a special model with circuit closer and my Mac Cord affixed to 
binding posts, which I've made up because so many telegraph operators 
wanted my key but needed these extras for use on telegraph wires. 

MAC OSCILLATOR @ $3.95 

(either AC or DC) 

Tone control, 1000, 800, and 600 cycle note. Phone output 2000 ohms 
and 10 DB. Separate output 200 ohms 30 DB. This oscillator is really 
a great asset in improving code. Uses 2 No. 76 tubes. 

All Mac Items Stocked and Sold by Nearly All Distributors 
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE OPERATORS 

Writing an ad is an art itself and I haven't got it. As I've said many times I try to 
give every pennies worth of value possible in my items and it doesn't leave the 
extra dough to hire hifalutin' ad writers. So just read this as a Linda personal note 
from me to you fellers: — 

I show a cut of my MAC KEY on the other page. Actually the ones I now ship are quite a 
lot better because when I had to make up special dies and jigs etc., to make extra special 
speed keys on an order from a certain government department (which, by the way, never 
purchased speed keys prior to my Mac Keys) — as I was saying, with these special tools, I 
was able to make an awful lot of improvements on the regular key, 

DELUXE MODEL MAC KEY ® $15.00 
No cut made, but just try to picture in your mind's eye the most beautiful instrument you ever thought of — 
that's my deluxe model. Huge 1/4 x 32 bronze screws, 3,16" contacts, completely and beautifully chromium 
plated -- that's it. It's a honey. 

MAC AUTO ® $69.00 
I think (and I hope!) that most operators throughout the world know by this time that I try to be truthful in 
describing my items. I therefore ask that you please believe me when I say that my MAC AUTO is so 
incomparably superior to any automatic ever heretofore built that it is about impossible to over-emphasize 
its excellence. 

Uses either AC or DC 
110V. Complete with all 
tubes. 

Completely electrical. 
Not a single mechanical 
part except motor and 
even motor speed gov-
erned electrically. 

Oscillator is built into it 
operating directly from 
photo-electric cell. No 
relays! 

The Ant and the only au-
tomatic code machine 
using photo-electric cell. 

The ¡Kibbe's, who we 
your friends as well es 
mine, will sell this auto on 
time payments. 

Entirely new in principle: it is completely electrical with no moving or mechanical parts excepting the motor 
and even the varying of motor speed is electrical, being accomplished by varying shunt windings juice. So 
far as I can determine from tests of my first working model, the speed is limitless! 

MAC AUTO uses ordinary commercial recorder tape which means that the supply of tape is endless and the 
cost is but slightly more than the actual cost of the paper. MOREOVER AND OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE 
any code may be used — regular radio code (Continental Morse), telegraph code ( American Morse) and 
other codes to which I do not care to refer in this ad, but will give information when it is sought. 

The Mac Auto will probably be handled by Candler in connection with his courses, but it will also be sold 
by the radio distributors who've been such good friends of mine from the start and without whose support I 
just could not have lasted as long as I have. To them, now and publicly, my sincere thanks for their support. 
To the thousands of hams who've bought my stuff, written encouraging letters and boosted the key, my 
sincere thanks. Best wishes and good bye until we meet on these pages next year. 

Mac. 

All Mac Items Stocked and Sold by Nearly All Distributors 
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HE most popular commutioatiims receiver of the year! Every-
'. where amateurs acclaim the 1937 Super Sky Rider for Its 
greater sensitivity, its amazing selectivity ( Total Band W I(1th 12 KC 
at 1006 times down as compared with 20 KG in many communications 
receivers) and marvelous operating Electrical Band Spread and Micro 
Vernier Tuning make it easy to get any signal you want in the 
crowded amateur bands. With the simple direct-calibrated 5-Bend 
338* dial no (bans or tables are required in operating the truly 
modern receiver that's fully a year ahead of its field. See the Super 
Sky R.der. operate It.—you'll find It establishes an entirely new 
standard for ,boit wave rec onion. 

AN entirely new approach to Ultra High Frequency iecention_ 

the only receiver of its kind available today, tuning' trout 3.76 

to 53 meters in 4 Bands. Built-in Noise Silencer eliminate lima 

of the noiee prevalent In high frequency reception. Direct ino charts 

or tables needed) and continuous electrical band sprout simplify 

tuning. Dozens of eve'tnivic engineering features stake this the 

finest communications reveher available today at any price. 

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS OR WRITE F 

• ii r 

e a icra 

* Tabes — II of 
them metal. 

*40 M. C. to 535 
eC. C. in 5 Bands. 

*338 degree main 
tuning dial. 

* Electro - Mechanical 
Band Spread. 

* Direct Calibration 
Taning—No Charts 

Tables. 

*14 Watts Undis-
torted Output. 

* Field Strength In-
dicator. 

* Improved 10 meter 
performance. 

* Single Signal Crys-
tal Action. 

*465 K. C. Iron 
Core I. F. for im-
proved selectivity. 

* Ceramic Insulation. 

* 10 Ali- metal Tubes * D i met Calibrated 
function as 13. MIero-Vernier Dial. 
Tuning Range 3.76 * Built-in Power 
to 53 meters. Pack for any 

speaker. 

* Built-in Noise SI- * Iron-Core encer. Expand.ing I. F. Coils. 

*Continuous Elec. * Antenna Compensa-
trical Band Spread. tor. 

OR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

ers inc. 
2613 INDIANA AVENUE • CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

CABLE ADDRESS " HALLICRAFT" 



FINEST AMATEUR RECEIVERS 

the Super Sky Rider— Unsurpassed for Design 
and Construction! Direct calibration tuning. 
6L6 Beam Amplifier delivers 14 watts undistorted 
output. Cathode-Ray Field Strength Indicator. 
11 tribes; 10 cf them metal. Five bands cover 
40 MC to 530 KC. Improved 10-meter perform-
ance. The receiver sensation of 1937! 

Other Outstanding 1937 Sky Riders: 

• the Sky Rider Commercial — 11-tube Super-
Het especially fitted for commercial service. 

• the Ultra Sky Rider—the perfect receiver for 
Ultra High Frequency work. 

• the Sky Chief-7-tube Super-Het with latest 
features of higher priced se:s. 

• the Sky Buddy—a 5-tube Communications 
Receiver at an astonishingly low price. 

the hallicrafters, inc. 

HALLICRAFTERS 

HAMMARLUND 

RCA 

AIRLINE 

KEN-RAD 

TORE 

UTAH 

YAXLEY 

WESTON 

SUPREME 

READRITE 

TRIPLETT 

TRIUMPH 

CARD WELL 

SIMPSON 

HICKOK 

— Plus a Host of 

Other Quality Names 

The latest, most complete line of P. A. Equip-
ment you can find anywhere! Newest develop-
ments in Ham transmitters and receivers—the 
last word in Servicemen's instruments, equip-
ment, parts, tools, books. By using Wards Monthly 
Payment Kan you can use equipment while pay-
ng for it. Only $3 Down, brings any $20 order— 
similarly convenient terms on orders up to $500. 
Full details are given in this great book. Be 
sure to send for your FREE copy today! 

Mail to the Ward House Neanest You 

Montgomery Ward -- Dept. PHI 

Name 

Street or Sox No. 

Post Office State 

MONTGOMERY WARD 
Chicago • Baltimore • Albany • Kansas City • St. Paul 

2611 Indiana Avenue Chicago Denver • Portland • Oakland • Fort Worth 
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GARDNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
ANNOUNCES a new series of plate transformers. These transformers are designed to handle 

the intermittent overloads such as are encountered in Class B modulation and telegraphy. 
Two or even three different voltages may be obtained simultaneously. Ratings given are accord-
ing to A. I. E. E. standards for continuous service. 

Cat. 
No. 

A(' tt 
per Side 

1111 s%,,,,. 

DC Volts MA 

Bridge tSrt.tg 
tits Iist 

Price DC Volts MA DC Volts I MA 

,!8661 1250 1100 300 2200 200 Three taps $16 00 
1100 1000 300 2000 200 each side of 
950 850 300 1700 200 center tap. 
835 750 300 1500 200 Primary 18 
650 575 300 1150 200 tapped 115 
575 500 300 1000 200 130 volts. 

08663 1250 1000 400 2000 275 1000 550 29 09 
2500 

1850 1500 375 3000 250 1500 500 
3500 

2500 2000 350 4000 225 2000 450 
1 

#8668 1250 1000 550 2000 375 1000 750 35.00 
2500 

1850 1500 525 3000 350 1500 700 
3500 

2500 2000 500 4000 325 2000 650 

#8667 2400 2000 400 4000 275 2000 550 35.00 
4500 

3000 2500 375 5000 20 2500 500 
5500 

3600 3000 350 6000 2r Me Ill 1-0 

GARDNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
EMERY VILLE, CALIFORNIA 

THE 
National 
RME 
RCA 
Thordarson 
Cardwell 
Astatic 
Shure Mikes 
Triplett 
Aerovox 
United Transformers 
1RC 

and many 

A FEW OF 

LINES WE CARRY 
Hallicrafters 
Hammarlund 
Ohmite 
Bliley 
Weston 
Pyrex 
Taylor Tubes 
Raytheon 
Johnson 
Yaxley 
Electrad 
Cornell Dubilier 

others. 

Then Read This! 
There are several thousand Hams who 

are our regular customers. They come 
to us for their requirements instead of a 
dozen other companies whom they might 

have chosen. And they swear by us ... 
for we go out of our way to give them 

what they want, when they want it and 

at prices that are always as low as the 
lowest. We make no pretense of being 
the "Biggest in the World." We aren't 

. . . because if we were we couldn't 

give quite that extra bit of service that 

is so important to the amateur who 
wants the kind of service that we are 

peculiarly geared up to render. We 

ask you to try us once just to satisfy 

yourself. YOU be the judge] Remember 

that we carry all nationally known lines 

for immediate shipment. 

Mail Orders Filled 

SUN RADIO CO. 
15 Years of Radio Reliability 

227 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y. 
(Corner Greenwich St.) 
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Whether you 

Want 
w atts 

or 500 watts, 
C. W• o r 

phone, the All - Star 

IC.'rnitter is 

just the thing to build—or ta 
rebuild your rig 

presentted 
till 

into—for nothing is was as 
power is increased. You can for le 

build 4U watts of it sa 
than 263.00, including Power 
supply. 500 watts for less pon for 

than 2115.00. Send cou  

cornplete  details. 

FREE 
Headquarters for Amateurs, 
Experimenters and Radio 
Builders — that's ALLIED — Ra-
dio's Leading Supply House. We specialize 
in . Short Wave Transmitting and Receiving 
gear, and Radio Building Supplies—receivers, transmitters, 
transceivers, parts, tubes, aerial equipment, etc. Our tech-

nical staff is always at your service, to help you select the equip-
ment you need, conveniently and economically—to save you 
time, trouble and money. Write for our FREE Catalog. It shows 
page after page of parts—thousands of them—for building any 
type of radio circuit. It is Amateur 
Radio's most complete Supply Guide 

Transce 
signed by Frant, 
Jones. Easy to 
construct and low 

qualW 
in cost. E 
successful 

as either transMitter or receiver. case 

May he built into portable 
as shown above. Write for FREE 
diagram and parts list. MallY 

other 5 meter units are sho n 
wn i 

current ALLIED Catalo the g. 

We t 

carry r regular newes stock in ou 
complee lines e the rece t Am-
ateur Short Wave ivers—the 

National "One Te Itera "Ultra 
n" and " C-

N 

100." the liallicra "Sky 
Buddy," "Sky Chief" and  
Sky Rider," the Models Sargent 

10AA, 11AA. and 1 her tai 

A, RCA. 

ACIt-136, and nianY ot-

ous sets. 

FASTEST SERVICE- HIGHEST 
QUALITY- LOWEST PRICES 
We carry complete › tiieks of Radio's 
choicest merchandise on hand at all 
times—no delays, no inconveniences 
—you get what you want when you 
want it. We carefully check every 
item for quality, performance and 
low price. Our wide experience— 
our high standards, are your as-
surance of highest quality and 
lowest prices always. You save 
on every purchase when you or-

der from ALLIED—Radio Sup-
ply Headquarters. 

ALLIED It wo CORPORATION. 
833 W. Jack-oo Blvd., Chicago. HI. 

O Send me our FREE current Catalog. 

Send me the following diagrams and parts lists: 

D Knight Super-Gainer. 
X'mItter. 

Dept. J2 

D 5-Meter Transceiver. D All Star 

Name  

Address 
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GRAPHITE ANODE 
TRANSMITTING TUBES 

• To supplement the full line of high power transmitter and rectifier tubes. and in 
response to an insistent demand, Amperex engineers have developed a special line of 
tubes ... the H. F. 100, H. F. 200, H. F. 300 . capable of delivering commercially 
satisfactory power at ultra high frequencies . . . possessing the highest ratio of trans-
conductance to interelectrode capacitance attainable in this type of tube. Their re-
markable efficiency is directly due to the many advanced and exclusive design features 
and engineering refinements which years of exploration and research in the realm of 
The higher frequencies have produced. 

HF 100 Ultra H. F. Oscillator and Amplifier, Class B Modulator; 
R. F. Power Output, 170 per tube; Audio Power Output, 350 per 
pair of tubes. In addition to its ability to deliver extraordinary 
amounts of power at ultra high frequencies, the HF 100 is also a 
truly efficient modulator and amplifier both in the amateur 
and broadcast bands. Its versatility and all-round economy 
have made it a decided favorite. $10 
HF 200 Ultra H. F. Oscillator and 
Amplifier, Class B Modulator; R. F. 
Power Output per tube, 400 watts; Mod-
ulated R. F. Power Output per tube, 300 
watts; Audio Power Output per pair of 

tubes, 600 watts. $24.50 
HF 300 Ultra H. F. Oscillator and 
Power Amplifier, Class 13 Modulator; R. F. 
Power Outputs, per tube, up to 600 
watts; Modulated R. F. Power Output, 
per tube, up to 500 waits; Audio Power 
Output, up to 800 watts per $35 
pair of tubes. 

WRITE to our engi-

neering department 

for complete details 

and characteristics. 
Itt% 

The above power outputs are obtainable at all amateur frequeneles, with practical circuit constants and adjust-
ments, unusually low driving requirements rani without exceeding any et the conservative tube ratIlli. 

AMPEREX 
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc. 
79 WASHINGTON STREET BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
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FOR 

TRANfer0fM FRI 
AMATEURf ARE TURNING TO 

STANCOR-
EVERY day, in increasing numbers, amateur Radio 

Operators, thé world over, are expressing their 
preference for Stancor Transformers. 
More and more they are learning to rely on the three 

features embodied in every STANCOR product—Quality, Perform-
ance, and Economy. STANCOR Transformers and Chokes are 
manufactured by an organization that studies your needs and builds 
its products to fulfill them. 

• Insist on STANCOR. 
Look for the Complete 

Description of the Frank C. Jones 
STANCOR PHONE TRANSMITTER 
Here is Mt the rig you have been looking for 

er. • Easy to build. simple to operate. very moderately 
priced. Its immediate acceptance has already 
proven this Transmitter to be the most popular or 
its type ever developed. 

A complete description with circuit diagram 
and operating data are shown in the "Amateur 
Radiotelephony." by Frank C. Jones. Send for 
four copy tOdaY. Use coupon below. 

MAIL THE COUPON 
FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION 

• 

2nd EDITION 
NOW AVAILABLE 
The new Stancor Transmitter 

Manual is off the press with com-
plete specifications for nine tested 
transmitter circuits of various types. 
also seven modulators and speech 
amplifiers. It. a complete hand-
book on transmitter design. 

Send the coupon today and your 
copy will be mailed immediately. 

• 
MAIL TH IS COUPON 

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 
864 Blackhawk St.. Chicago. Ill. 
13 I am enelesing 25e for Stanror Transmitter Manual. 

Please senil complete deseription of the Frank r. Jones-Stancor 
Phone Transmitter, absolutely free. 

'a loe   

Addre, 
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YOUR 

e9P-A-e • 
With the Exclusive SOUND Method that 

Developed the CHAMPIONS! 
TRAINS YOU TO MEET NEW CODE REQUIREMENTS 

The CANDLER System 
For Years the Dominant Source of Code Training and Telegraph 

Technique! 
This famous SYSTEM is backed by a Quarter Century of Success in 
training Amateurs and Commercial Operators who could be satisfied 
only with the best! 

• •  
You Can Learn Code RIGHT, from the beginning as you will be mina 
it on the air, or obtain your commercial license and qualify for a good 
job by taking CANDLER TRAINING in your own home, as McElroy, 
Jean Hudson and many others have done and are doing. It is sur-
prisingly easy and inexpensive. 

Which "Ticket" are you going after— 
Amateur? Commercial? 

CANDLER Trained T. R. Mc-
Elroy. World's Official Cham-
pion, Class A. Speed 69 wpm. 

Champion McElroy says: 

"The CANDLER SYSTEM Is the 
only training I had for my champion-
ship code contests. It taught me to 
read code by sound as easily as I read 
print., and to put it down on my " mill" 
by touch, as fast as it comes, without 
having to think of how words are 
spelled. ()-ordination and Concentra-
tion are necessary to the handling of 
rode at all speeds. The CANDLER 
SYSTEM in this respect is unique. 
scientific, exact.. I recommend it to 
those wanting to learn code right, as 
they'll be using it over the air, and to 
those who want speed." 

CANDLER SYSTEM Taught at 
HARVARD University by 
Champion McElroy. 

C" OMER 
r•oGI-1 

BOOK ,k FACTS 

It takes more than merely the sending 
and receiving of code to become a skilled 
radio telegraph operator. The New 
CANDLER SYSTEM teaches you 
quickly the technique of Fast, Accurate 
telegraphing by simplifying the world-famous principle that 
has trained many of the outstanding telegraphers and cham-
pions during the past quarter century. 

READ CODE AS EASILY AS YOU READ PRINT 
CANDLER trained Amateurs and Commercial Operators 
read code at high speeds, independently of copying, as easily 
as they read print. They can put it down several words be-
hind, with "mill" or pen, without hesitation or confusion. They 
transmit at high speeds easily, smoothly, 
rhythmically, without conscious effort or 
strain. CANDLER SYSTEM teaches 
you to co-ordinate and concentrate auto-
matically. It develops your "Sound-
Consciousness" so you can read code at 
varying speeds with as little effort as 
you listen to some one talk. 
If you are earnest in your desire to learn 
code RIGHT, to become a skilled Amateur or 
Commercial Operator, you cannot afford to 
try and go on without the valuable assist-
ance of CANDLER SYSTEM Specialized 
Training. 

CANDLER Trained 
Jean Hudson, 9 
years old, W3BAK, 
Official Champion 
of the World in 
Class E. 
Jean obtained her 
ham license at the 
age of 8, and two 
months after she 
began Candler SCI-
ENTIFIC CODE 
and Touch Type-
writing Courses, 
could copy 30 wpm 
on her "mill." At 
the age of 9 she 
won official cham-
pionship in Class 
E, against rigid 
competition. 

• 

WALTER 
CANDLER 

will 

Train You 

Personally 

• 

FREE--New Book of FACTS 11 

Contains McElroy's story, "How I Learned Code" also little Jean's story 
and information that will aid you in learning code RIGHT or developing 
championship speed and copying on your "mill" several words behind. If j 
you're "stuck" or need our advice on any phase of learning or handling 
code, write us. All questions personally answered. No obligation. 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. Dept. RH-I ASHEVILLE. N. C.. U. S. A. 
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CROWE RADIO COMPONENTS FOR THE 
AMATEUR, EXPERIMENTER, SET BUILDER 
As this book goes to press. December 5, 1936, we are preparing Bulletin No. 220, showing in 
addition to our standard items carried in Bulletin No. 75, a new line of most unusual Dials, 
Knobs, Controls, Plates, etc., that will play an important part in the dressing up your Trans-
mitting and Receiving Equipment. 
Write today for Bulletin No. 220. which includes these sensationally new items that will create 
a new style in 1937. 

PRECISION INSTRUMENT CONTROLS 

No. 371. Micrometer Con-
trol for Transmitters. Re-
ceivers. Oscillators, etc. 
About 14 to 1 ratio in 360°. 
Dia, of scale 27/4" with Mi-
crometer Pointer—You read 
to one-tenth of each dial 
division. 

No. 525. Front-O-Panel Tun-
ing Unit with Two speed 
drive, slow ratio about 165 
to 1, fast ratio about 30 to 
1 in 360°. Unusually smooth 
and extremely accurate for 
short wave. Beautiful etched 
metal scale. 

No. 296. "Plan-O-Vernier'• 

Genuine Reduced Speed 
Dial with Stationary Micro-

meter Marker. Ratio about 

51/2 to 1 in 360°. Many other 

sizes and styles. 

Airplane Dials for Receivers 

No. 379, Smooth Friction 
Drive Unit. Ratio about 10 
to 1 in 360°. Dia, of scale 
2". A large variety to se-
lect from. 

Switch Plates 

No. 275. Oft-On Switch Plate. 

No. 564. Switch Plate. 

No. 404. Micromaster Two 
Speed Unit for Hair Line 
Tuning. Dia, of scale 51/4". 
Other styles and sizes. 

Dial Plates 

No. 123. Wedge Drive Unit. 

Ratio about 14 to 1 in 360°. 

Dia, of scale 2Ia". Many 

other styles and sizes. 

Miscellaneous 
No. 599. Two 
Speed Planetary _ 
Unit. Speed re-
ducer for many 
types of controls. 

No. 541-A. "Change-O-Name-
Combination dial plate and se-
lective name plate. Fe dia. 
Also made in other styles and 
sizes. 

The Crowe Line of Switch Other dial plates, round and No. 245. Metal Cabinet 
Plates includes eleven other rectangular, meet every need. for Receivers. Monitors, 
shapes and wordings. etc. 

Carried in stock by leading Jobbers and Dealers. 

CROWE NAME PLATE & MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1762 Grace St., Chicago. Ill. Cable Address—Croname, Chicago 
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TELEVISION 
CATHODE RAYS 

ARTHUR H.HALLORAN 

"TM Teai 
SUPPLEMENTARY 
SERVICE.. fincludat 
without 6xew cha.te 

FULL PRICE $ 2.75 

What You Get 
in Addition to a 
Copy of this book: 
•The price ($2.75 per copy) includes 
a one-year supplementary service, 
consisting of at least 100 pages of 
vital technical data on Television. 
You merely insert these supplements 
in a loose-leaf binder which you re. 
ceive with your copy of the book. 
The first supplement is ready now 
. . . it tells you how to solve in-
tricate mathematical formulae by an 
entirely new and heretofore undis-
closed method, a contribution by 
the author which has won wide ac-
claim. This first supplement is alone 
worth the price of the entire book. 

Television 
Progress 
Has Been 
Amazing 
• This Authoritative 
Book Brings the 
Engineering Facts To You 

"TELEVISION 
WITH 

CATHODE RAYS" 
By Arthur H. Halloran 

• The sale of this book has taken a pro-
nounced increase in recent weeks. Editors 
of radio magazines and newspapers have 
acclaimed it as a reliable, authoritative 
work. It tells you how Television with 
Cathode Rays is accomplished by means 
of the Farnsworth and RCA Systems. If 
you have a knowledge of general radio 
theory you will find. this book one of the 
most valuable technical works ever pro-
duced. It is published in loose-leaf format, 
so that additional pages can be included 
as they are issued by the author. Thus 
the book automatically keeps itself up-to-
date in this fast-moving new engineering 
field. All that can be authentically and 
accurately related about modern Televi-
sion at this time is found in this book. 
And when a major new technical devel-
opment "breaks," you will find the data 
in this book. Seep your eye on Television 
. . . wise radio men are devoting their 
spare hours to a deep study of the sub-
ject NOW. Send $2.75 for your copy of 
"Television With Cathode Rays.- Order 
direct from the publisher, if your dealer 
cannot supply you. 

PACIFIC RADIO PUBLISHING CO., Inc. 
Post Office Box 3278 San Francisco, California 
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28 New 
Circuit Diagrams 

in the NEW 

MILLER CATALOG 
Every Amateur and Serviceman 

should have a Copy 
Fourteen large pages of the very latest 
receiver circuits are in the new Miller 
Catalog—Superhets with metal tubes, 
pre-selectors, noise silencers, long-wave 
receivers, tuners, etc. Band-pass and 
converter circuits, aircraft and BCL 
hookups. All of the latest and best 
design. 

All of the new MILLER PARTS 
are fully described. 

MILLER QUALITY PRODUCTS include 
the most complete line of RF coils, I.F. 
transformers, chokes, and allied parts 
offered to the amateur, serviceman, and 
experimenter. 

Over 140 types of Intermediate Fre-
quency Transformers 

Over 150 types of Radio Frequency 
Coils 

Over 100 types of RF Chokes 
Line Filters and Line Filter Chokes 

Special Coils of all types 
Accurate Mica Padding Condensers 

Dozens of Coil Kits 
Pre- Selectors and Converters 

Band Change Switches 
Aluminum Coil Shields 
Variable Condensers 
Replacement Windings 

Tie Points 
Wave Traps 

Demand MILLER QUALITY 
PRODUCTS for YOUR Coil Needs 

We invite correspondence on special units 
of all types. 

15e for Your Cop: 

J. W. MILLER CO. 
5917 South Main Street 
Los Angeles, California 

IT'S 
DIFFERENT 
Learn all the ad. 

vantages of this new, different 
and superior resistal 

• It's flat, taking up less 
room, ideal fo- replace-
ment in crowdec radio 
chassis. 

• Zipohms are accurate 
within 5% and stay that 
way, regardless of heating 
and age. 

• They are noiseless! 

• Each Zipohm is thor-
oughly impregnated with 
a non-porous, high tem-
perature, wate-prof ce-
ment coating. 

• Long adjustable leads 
contribute to ease of in-
stallation. 

• Zipohms are eva:lable in 
all standard values, each 

.clearly and legibly marked. 

It'rite today for details of special ha: 

THE MUTER COMPANY 
1255 SOUTH MICHIIGAN AVE. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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W2VL 

HARVEY'S 
RADIO CO. 

We Carry a Complete Line 

of 

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED 
EQUIPMENT at Lowest Prices 

Including 

EIMAC — TAYLOR — 
AMPEREX — RAYTHEON 

and R.C.A. TUBES 

Established 10 years, Catering to the 
AMATEUR TRADE 

103 West 43rd Street, New York City 

CANADA'S FOREMOST 
RADIO PARTS SUPPLY HOUSE 

A & A RADIO SERVICE 
SUPPLY 

101 Queen St., W., TORONTO, ONT. 

BETTER SERVICE 
AT NO EXTRA COST 

You can get it at . . . 

SCOTT WHOLESALE 
RADIO CO. 

344 E. 4th St., Long Beach, Calif. 
Complete Line of Radio Parts and 

Amateur Equipment 
(W6N3f) 

Quartz Crystal 

POWERPLATES 
Specializing in economically priced 
LD Crystals for Commercial Fre-
quencies. 

Write for prices on frequencies suited for 
your special needs. 

A. F. HOEFLICH 
626 16th Ave., San Fancisco, Calif. 

"Practical Amateur 
Radio Transmitter 

Designs 
By HOWARD S. PYLE 

Formerly Asst. U. S. Radio Inspector 

PRACTICAL 

TRANSMITTER. 
DESIGNS 

•A brand new 
manual de-
voted entirely 
to amateur 
radio trans-
mitter design 
from the prac-
tical construc-
tion angle. 
No theory, but 
full of de-
tailed c o n - 
structi on 
drawings, 
circuits, pho-
tographs and 
descriptive 

data on modern, up-to-date amateur 
transmitters. Thoroughly tried and 
proven circuits ultra-modern rack and 
panel layouts. 

You NEED this manual! 
50c per copy, postpaid. 

WESTERN TECHNICAL PRESS 
807 Fourth Ave. SEATTLE, WASH. 

RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY 

912-14 South Broadway 

Los Angeles, Cal. 

Amateur Headquarters of the West 

• •• • RADIO 
AMATEUR 
NEWCOMER 

68 page book for beginners. Tells how to 
build 4 types of beginners' sets, learn code, 
get license. Gives Radio Laws, etc. Twice 
as big as any other beginners book. Only 
25c per copy. Obtainable only from Pacific 
Radio Pub. Co., P. O. Box 3278, San Fran-
cisco. 
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FREE 
Relay Circuit Diagrams 

TESTED—PROVED — 

with this New Line of 

Model X-100 Adj. Overload Relay 

RELAYS 
Model K-100 Keying Relay 

by GUARDIAN ••• 
These Guardian Relays are built and engineered for 
radio transmission in the amateur field, where size, cur-
rent drain, and ease of wiring and mounting are of 
utmost importance. 
Mode 
Mode 
Mode 
Mode 
Mode 

net 
Mode 

Simplicity of design and efficiency of operation have 
always been the goal of our designers of control equip-
ment, both in radio and industrial applications. 

K.100 Keying Relay, net $3.30 
B-100 Break- In Relay, net  4.50 
L•250 Over.oad Relay ( 250 ma.) net  4.50 
L-500 Overload Relay ( 500 ma.) net  4.50 
X-100 Adjustable Overload Relay ( 150 to 500. ma.)  
  7.20 
T-100 Time- Delay Relay, net  9.00 

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
Model B-100 Break-In Relay 1629 W. Walnut St., Chicago 

A—Y—N E—S ' 

LRIGCHECKERSI 
THE BIG RIGCHECKER 

Can he sed as: 

1—Field Strength 
Meter. 

2—Monitor; — Voice 
quality, hum, key 
clicks, etc. 

3—Wave Meter. 
4—Over Modulation 

and Frequency 
Shift Indicator. 

5—V. T. Voltmeter, 
A.F. or R.F. 
Line or scale. 

6—D.C. Voltmeter. 
7—Receiver Tuning 
and Signal 
Strength Indicator. 

8-0-1 Milliammeter— 
may be used sep-
arately with or 
without variable 
shunt or fixed se-
ries resistors. 

Haynes Big litgCheeker complete with batteries, tube, 
resistors, phone plug and 7 plug-in roils. $17.90 
Net price to amteurs  
The Little ItigChecker. Operates directly from the 110 

loft power line, lias all the features of the Big Rig-
Checker earept "field strength meter" ( limited applica-
tion   
tube, ready to plug into 110 volt receptacle $9.85 only) and "waverneter," complete with 

Order from 7sur deal,. If he has none to stock and 
still not order one for you, please communicate with us. 
and Is e will lieve one sent to you by the nearest dealer 
or direct. 

RADIO CONSTRUCTORS LABORATORIES 
Dept. R 736 Liberty St. New York, N. Y. 

HI-POWER FOR 
SOUND EQUIPMENT 

No matter what kind oí sound equipment 
you operate, you must h.lve sufficient "B" 
power; that's why the Carter Genemotor 
is preferred. It supplies constant "B" 
current for Class A or B amplifiers from 
a 6 or 12 volt battery. Output up to 500 
volts. Sturdy—compact—quiet—no hash— 
easy to filter—requires no oiling. Guar-
anteed. Write tor descnption of our com-
plete line of Genemotors, Converters, AC 
and DC motors, etc. 

CARTER MOTOR CO. 
373 W. Superior St., Chicago 
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CHI-RAD 
SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY EQUIPMENT TO THE HAM 

SINCE 1921 WITH SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Latest short wave receivers of all makes 
sold on convenient TIME PAYMENTS— 
to suit your pocket book — with nominal 

Down Payment 

• 

Our complete stock of well known 
parts enables you to build and 
operate any of the circuits shown 
in this book. 

• 

We will gladly quote on your list 
of parts for that transmitter or re-
ceiver. We also make liberal al-
lowance on your old receiver on 
the purchase of a new one. 

• 

Courteous Service — Absolute Guarantee — Low Prices 
Make Chi-Rad the Leading Ham Supply House in the 

Middle West. 

Technical Information Gladly Given 

We Appreciate Your Business 

CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS CO. 
415 So. Dearborn St. Chicago. Ill. 

W9RA and W9PST 
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No. GB3 

OFFERS NEW ITEMS FOR AMATEURS 

GB1 
GB4 

MALLORY GRID BIAS CELLS AND HOLDERS 
Ideal bias for the voltage amplifier tubes, 
giving freedom from noise, permanence of 
bias and elimination of audio degeneration 
—in other words, generally improved per-
formance. Cells must be operated in a cir-
cuit where no measurable current is flowing. 

Not suitable for use in biasing power tubes 
because of the grid current. Send for spe-
cial circular on this device. Shelf and serv-
ice life of Mallory Grid Bias Cell is unlim-
ited. List price, each 30c 
Holders extra. 

YAXLEY Circuit Opening Switch 
For use in low and medium power transmitters, this 
switch will save the cost of up to II meters, since a 
single meter can be switched to any part of the cir-
cuit by merely turning the knob. Multiplying resistors 
to high currents can be conveniently soldered to the 
switch terminals so that the proper shunts are always 
in circuit. No. 1400 Switch, list price $4.50 

PRODUCTS EVERY PHONE AMATEUR SHOULD USE 

rit 
YAXLEY 3-way Microphone Plug 

No. 76-A. List Price $2.50 
(Shielded Nickel Shell) 

The 76-A plug, being thoroughly shielded, 
is particularly adapted to high gain cir-
cuits where heavy RF fields are encoun-
tered. In such instances it will improve 
stability by stopping RF feed-back. 

YAXLEY 3-way Microphone Plug 
No. 76. List Price $1.00 

(Bakelite Shell) 

YAXLEY Three-Circuit Microphone Jack 
No. 2B. List Price 60c 

YAXLEY "HAMSWITCH" 
Provides simple method of using • single 
meter to measure currents or voltages of 
up to and including 5 circuits of an ama-
teur transmitter.. Two-gang construction 
with 21/4 -inch spacing between sections to 
permit resistor mounting. High insulat-
ing qualities and low loss construction 
permits rating of 1000 volts RMS—AC 
or 1500 volts DC. 
No. 151 Hamswitch, complete with knob, 
list price  $1.80 

P. R. MALLORY tic CO., INC 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
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